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On the convergence of function series 
By G. ALEXITS in Budapest 
Dedicated to Bela Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
1. Let X be a measurable space with a positive measure ¡i and {/„ (x)} a sequence 
of ^-measurable functions in X. On the measurable set EaX, consider the Lebesgue 
functions of the system {/„(x)}: 
A . 0 0 = / 2 f k ( x ) f k ( y ) 
k=o 
dn(y), 
and for an index sequence v t < v 2 < ... set 
Lv (E) = f max Lv (x)dpi(x). 
E osjsn 
Recently we have proved the following theorem ([2], Theorem 2) : 
If is is of finite measure and Ln(E)^K (n= 0, 1, ...), further if {a„} is a sequence 
of real numbers such that then the series ]?anf„(x) converges on E a.e. 
If no more than the uniform boundedness of the subsequence {Lv ( £ )} is required 
then for the subsequence { ^ ( x ) } of the partial sums 
In 
•*v„00 = 2 <ikfk(x) 
k = 0 
a similar statement could be proved only under a rather restrictive subcondition 
([2], Theorem 3). But it seems that an analogous statement without any restriction 
could have a certain importance. In the following we shall prove it by suppressing, 
besides the mentioned subcondition, also the inutile condition that E should have 
a finite measure /More exactly, we shall prove the following 
T h e o r e m 1. Let {«„} be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers with '2an<ZK> 
and {/„(x)} an arbitrary sequence of /i-integrable functions defined on the measurable 
set E(zX. Then the condition Lv (E)^K (n= 1,2, ...) implies the convergence of the 
sequence {jv (x)} on E a.e. 
2 G . Alexits 
Theorem 1 has different consequences of various kind; one of them could open 
a new way to the study of the convergence properties of certain funct ion series 
even if the corresponding Lebesgue functions do not form a bounded sequence. 
One of these consequences concerns the series of weakly .multiplicative functions, a 
notion we introduced occasionally [3] and which is a vigorous generalization of the 
stochastically independent functions. 
D e f i n i t i o n . A system {<?„(*)} of /¿-integrable functions on £ is called weakly 
multiplicative, if the integrals / cpv¡ (x)<pvi(x)...(pvjx) d^i (x) exist for all finite collec-
tions of indices v 1 < v 2 < - - - < v „ and 
where the summation has to be taken for all finite collections of v t < v 2 < — = v „ . 
We shall prove the convergence a.e. of the series 2cn<Pn(x) ^ 2cn<a° a r | d 
{(p„(x)} is bounded. (We have already proved this [3] assuming the validity of our 
present Theorem I.) Then we shall study also the absolute convergence of such 
series. 
The convergence a.e. of 2cn<Pn(x) under 2cn<ca generalizes a theorem 
we proved earlier ([1], Theorem 1). Our present result is much stronger than 
that earlier one; this can be seen by the following fact : FIEDLER and TRAUTNER 
proved [4] the existence of a complete bounded orthonormal system which does 
not contain any infinite subsystem of multiplicatively orthogonal functions (to which 
our earlier theorem refers). Moreover, FRIESS and TRAUTNER [ 5 ] proved that the 
bounded complete orthogonal systems containing an infinite multiplicatively ortho-
gonal subsystem are in some sense "rare". Whereas we shall see that every bounded 
infinite orthonormal system contains an infinite weakly multiplicative subsystem. 
2. Turning to the proof of our Theorem 1 we first prove an inequality which 
plays a similar role as the Rademacher—Menchov inequality in the theory of or tho-
gonal series. 
Let n s m be two fixed positive integers and denote by m(x) and n(x) measurable 
functions taking only integer values between m and n, i.e. 
If rn(t) denotes the Ath Rademacher function defined in O ^ / s i l , i.e. rk(t)=. 
= sign sin.2";r/, we can write 
2 f <Pv,(x)<pn(x)... <pVn(x)d/i(x) < 
£ 
J v „ ( J e ) ( A ' ) - i ' V m ( v ) ( A ) = / 
v,i 
V z.- akrk{') 2 rk(t)fk(x)dt. 
o k 
Hence, denoting by P and vVthe sets on which í (jc) — 0 or < 0 , respec-
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tively, we get by Schwarz's inequality 
W ) = ¡KM(.x)-sVm(Jx)]dfi(x) s 
l o U = v , 
2 akrk(t) 
p 
d t f i f Y rk{t)fk(x)dn{x) dt} -
O Lp * = vm(*> + 1 J J 
{ v . . » . » V „ ( * ) V „ ( y ) 1 2 2 r f f f f 2 rk(t)Mx) 2 rk(t)fk(y)dt dfi(x)dfl(y)\ = 
A 
= { 2 "2 f f V"T fk(x)My)dKx)My)\ , 
v m P P * = v m ( x , y ) + 1 
where vm ( X i y )=max {vm(x), vm W} and v ^ ^ m i n {v„ w , v„w}. Write the sum in the 
last integral in the following fo rm: 
V„(X, y ) V n ( » , y ) V „ ( x , y ) 
2 = 2 - 2 • 
Then we get by definition of Lv (x) and Lv (E) 
- { 1 4 / / 
l i c = v m V P D 
" T A(x)A(y) 
k=0 
+ 
' » ( I , y ) 
2 /*(*) /* DO 
t = 0 
1 
k = 0 
^ I f 
'I.W 
2 /*(•*)/* (J>) 
4 = 0 
dfi(x) dii(y)+ 
S ' ^ 2 al (2 fLVnM(x)dfx(x) + 2 ¡LVm{X)(x)dn(x)|J ^ { ^ 2 a*2 •£,.„(£)} 
The same estimate holds true for the integral of sv (x) — sv (x) extended over 
0 mix)
 x
 ' V*) v ' the set N, so we get finally 
0 ) / ^ 2 • 
E I * = VM > 
This is the inequality we intended to prove. 
3. F rom (1) the proof of Theorem 1 follows. Indeed, choose for m{x) the least 
integer Sot and for n{x) the largest integer Sn such that 
K u j W - ^ j W I = max \sy.(x)-sVl(x)\. 
4 G . Alexits 
Denote by AMN the set on which 
l J v n ( x ) ( * ) - ( * ) | s e ( e > 0 ) . 
From (1) and the inequality 
£ Mm,n| ^ / | i V n U ) ( * ) - i V m ( x ) ( x ) | 4 u ( x ) 
E 
one gets the estimate 
K J s s - ' j l f i L j ^ l f l l ) , I * = V m J 
where |/4m „| denotes the ¿/-measure of AMN. Since 2AK^°°> f ° r e v e r Y e > 0 there 
exists an index mE such that 
v „ £ 4 
(2) 2 al < TaV (m - mJ> 
k=Vm 16A 
where K is the common bound of the numbers LV (E). Hence |/im_„|<e for every 
m S m t and n'^m. From the definition of m(x) and n(x) it follows that, for m fixed, 
the sequence { I ^ ^ O O - s v m ( ; c ) W I } i s not decreasing if h — Then, for m fixed, 
the sequence of sets {Am n} is also not decreasing. Therefore the set 
Aim) = lim Ami„ 
n-t-oo 
exists and has measure \A(m)for an arbitrary m^me. 
Put m 1 then 
K , * , 0 0 - sVm(x) (x)| g |iVn(x) (x) - iVmi(x) (x)|, 
hence Aim^czAim). Or if x(tA(m) we have 
K „ 0 0 - * v m 0 0 l K u ) 0 0 - * v m ( x ) 0 0 l < e 
for an arbitrary n S m . So we got finally the estimate 
( 3 ) K O O - ^ O O I < e 
for every m&mc and an arbitrary provided x$A(me). The measure of A(me) 
being —£, the inequality (3) holds true except the points of a set of measure =:£. 
Repeating the same order of ideas with e/2, e/4, ... instead of s, we obtain a 
sequence of sets A(mel2), A(melA), ... with measures ^ e / 2 , ^e /4 , ... on the com-
plements of which (3) holds true with s/2, E/4, ... instead of £. Form the set 
oo 
A = U A{mcn*), 
k = 0 
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then \A\s2s and, for x$A, we have 
y (k = o,i,...) 
for every n S w ^ » j £ / 2 t . This means that {¿-^(x)} converges except perhaps on the 
set A of measure and the proof is complete. 
4. We say that the function system {<p„(x)} can be extended to a (is)-bounded 
system {/„(*)}, if /„ + i (x )= (p„(x) and the system {/„(x)} has the property 
LV ( E ) ^ K (n= 1 ,2 , . . . ) . From Theorem 1 we deduce immediately the following 
C o r o l l a r y . If a system {(pn(x)} can be extended to a Lx(E)-bounded system 
{/„(x)}, then the series 2cn(Pn(x) converges on E a.e. under the sole condition 
2 c 2 n 
Indeed, if we set ak=c„ for v„ + 1 ( « = 1 , 2 , ...) and ak=0 for every other 
k, then we have 
v „ + l n 
2 akfk (x) = 2 Ck(pk{x) lc = 0 k= 0 
and the corollary follows f rom Theorem 1. 
We would like to emphasize that this corollary contains eventually a possible 
way for the study of the convergence properties of different series 2 cn <Pn(x)- Con-
sidering namely the circumstance that we do not need more than the /t-integrability 
of the functions fk(x), it might be possible that, by a suitable choice of the indices 
v„ and the functions fk(x) which we insert between <pn(x) and <pn+1(x), one could 
extend different systems {<p„(x)} to a ( ^ - b o u n d e d system {/,(A*)}> and so con-
clude the convergence a.e. of 2cn(P„(x) if 2cn<0°- ^ w o u ' d be very interesting 
if one could apply this method to some classical orthogonal system. 
5. We defined,in Sec. 1 the notion of a weekly multiplicative system {<p„(x)}. 
For such systems we can apply the above sketched method to prove the following 
T h e o r e m 2. If {cpn (x)} is weakly multiplicative on the set EczX of finite meas-
ure, further if \cp„(x)\sMn with then the condition 2cl^n 00 implies the 
convergence of the series 2cn(Pn(x) 0,1 E a-e-
Denote by {¡¡/n(x)} the product system of {<p„(x)/M„}, i.e. i / f 0 (x)=l and t//„(x)= 
= (<pVi+1(x) ... <?Vfc+1(x))/(MVl + 1 ... MVfc+1) for n = 2V, + 2VH h2Vfc. Then 
ip2„-i(x)=(pn(x)IMn, 
and it is easy to see that 
(4) 
6 G. Alexits 
We want to show that the product system {ij/n(x)} is L2„_{ (¿^-bounded, hence 
{(p„(x)IM„} is imbedded in a L2„_, (£)-bounded system. Taking into account 
\<pn(x)\/M„Sl, the right hand side of (4) is non-negative; so we can omit the sign of 
absolute value in the integral defining L2„_i(x), hence 
2 " - l 
¿2» -1 (-V) = / 2 <A* (*) iïk (y) du (y) ^ 
E 
S £ \M*)\ 1 / M y ) d K y ) \ ^ J J / M y ) d n ( y ) I == c 1 : k = 0 1 
where Clt C2, ... are absolute constants. The last inequality is a consequence of the 
weak multiplicativity of {cp„(x)}. In fact, denoting by {i//*(x)} the product system of 
{</>„(*)} we have by assumption 
2 \ f № ( y ) d t i ( y ) \ ^ c 2 
n—0 
and, because of M„ S1, 
2 
H= 0 
(y)dKy) = 2 
< v — ¿.j n= 0 
„ to MVlMV2...MVn 
J rn{y)dn{y) 
( j O ^ C F ) 
= c . 
The sequence {-£<2»-i (-*•)} being uniformly bounded on E, we get L2„_ 1(E)SC3 
(n= 1, 2, ...) by the finiteness of \E\. Therefore we can apply our corollary to the series 
2 c „ M n 
<Pn (x) 
Mn 
and our statement follows. 
The property to be a weakly multiplicative system is, of course, independent 
of the order of the terms. Hence, in the statement of Theorem 2 we can say 
unconditional convergence a.e. instead of simple convergence a.e. Theorem 2 
immediately implies different forms of the strong law of great numbers (see [3]). 
But P . RÉVÉSZ [6] proved that also the law of iterated logarithm can be extended, in 
a proper form, to weakly independent systems. 
6. Now we are looking for the absolute convergence of expansions in the func-
tions <pn(x) of a weakly multiplicative system. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let {(/>„(x)} be a bounded weakly multiplicative system on the set 
EczX of finite measure and assume 
( 5 ) lim / l<Pn(*)l dn(x) 0. 
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If the ¡i-integrable function fix) is one-sided bounded and the expansion coefficients 
of fix) in the product functions i¡/„(x) 
= Jf(x)il/n(x)dfi(x) 
E 
vanish except perhaps the coefficients 
a2n-t = cn= Jf(x)<pn(x)dfi(x), E 
then the series 2\cn\ ' s convergent. 
We may assume without restricting the generality that \cp„ix)\-^\ for all n. 
Indeed we have | (p„(x) |^C4 by assumption and the absolute convergence of the 
series 2cn<Pn(x) is equivalent to that of C 4 2cn(Pnix)/C4.. 
Rearrange {<p„ix)} in an arbitrary way: {(pVk(x)}, and put 
n 
¿»({v*}, x) = 2" c>k<Pvk(x). 
k= 1 
Denote by {ip*(x)} the rearranged product system of {(p„(x)} corresponding to the 
arrangement {(pvJx)}. Since the expansion coefficients of fix) in *p'k{x) vanish for 
^t(x)7±<pn(x), i.e. for k ^ 2 n - \ we get 
(6) J b ({v k j , x) = / f i t ) 2 <Prk (0 <p,k (x) du (/> = / f { t ) 2 1 rk ( 0 rk (x) du (/). 
/ fc =1 £ k = 0 
By assumption f i t ) is bounded from one side, for instance f i t ) ^ M , so we infer 
from (6) and 
z 1 K m t i x ) = n [i +<p„s>)<pr k (x)] s o k—Q k=1 
the estimate 
(7) S„({vJ, x) si M2"z |iK(*)| I f №)dn(t) I m)d!i{t)\ = CbM. 
k=0 1 ' k=0 1 
Furthermore, in a similar way we obtain 
(8) - J, ( {v j , x)= f f ( t ) ¡¡[I- <pVkit) <pVfc(x)] dftit) s 
E 
S M i \Rk(x)\ I Jrkit)dK')\ S5 C5M. 
k=0
 1 
The estimates (7) and (8) give the result 
K ( { v J , x ) | s C 5 M (« = 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
and this common bound holds good for every rearrangement of the series Z ^ ^ O O -
8 G. Alexits 
Hence, according to a classical theorem of Riemann, the convergence of the series 
2 k n </>!.(*) I follows. So the sum of this series is bounded on any E'QE with | £ " ( > 0 
therefore 
o o 
2 W f \<Pn(x)\dKx) 
"=1 E-
and so we get by (5) 
as we have stated. 
1 " 
- 2 N <= -q n= i 
7. In section 1 we mentioned that the bounded complete or thonormal systems 
containing an infinite multiplicatively orthogonal subsystem are " r a r e " in some 
sense. Now we will show that every bounded infinite orthonormal system on a set 
of finite measure, even if it is not complete, contains an infinite weakly multiplicative 
system. 
Let {#„(*)} be a bounded infinite orthogonal system on the set E. The expansion 
coefficients of every L^ -integrable function tend to zero, hence there exists an index 
ny such that 
. I/<*>„, (x) ^ ( x ) | 
E Z 
Set <Pi(x)= <Pni(x). Suppose, we have chosen the funct ions (p,(x), (p2(A), . . . , <pn_, (x) 
f rom {^„(x)} in such a way that for every product <pv,<Pv2••• «Pv̂  with indices t ^ c 
-=: V2 < <-\k = n— 1 
| / n <Pvj(x)dKx)\ s i 
E J-1 
holds true. All the finite products of the cpk's being L^ -integrable, for every product 
<pVi<pV2...(pVk there exists a number nm, depending on the choice of the product , 
such that 
f$n(x) II (Pvj(x)dn(x)\ ^ 
E J = 1 L 
for every n ^ n m . There are 2" 1 different products of this fo rm, hence at most 
2 " _ 1 indices nm. Denote by % the greatest of them and set (pn(x)= i>„ (x). Then 
r k i 1 
J <Pn(x) II <Pvj(x)dn(x)\ S 
In this way we defined the infinite system {<p„(x)} by induction. T o see tha t this 
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s y s t e m is weak ly mul t ip l i ca t ive , f o r m all ^ d i f f e r e n t p r o d u c t s (pVi(pi,2...<pVk of t h e 
first 11 f u n c t i o n s cp1, <p2, ••., cp„. T h e r e a r e 2" such p r o d u c t s , h e n c e 
i r i 1 
<9) 2 \ J <Pv, 00 (pv2 00 • • • <Pvk 00 dH OON ^r 
E Z 
w h e r e t h e s u m h a s t o b e t a k e n ove r all 2" d i f f e r en t p r o d u c t s . T h e s u m S of t h e a b s o l u t e 
va lues o f in tegra l s of all poss ib le finite p r o d u c t s f o r m e d w i t h t h e f u n c t i o n s o f t h e 
s y s t e m {<p„00} is less t h a n the s u m of t he s u m s (9) t a k e n f o r « = 1 , 2, . . . . H e n c e 
„ = i ± 
T h i s e s t i m a t e m e a n s j u s t t h a t {<p„O0} is weak ly mul t ip l ica t ive . 
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Structure of operators with numerical radius one 
By T. A N D O in Sapporo (Japan) 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Sz.-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
1. Introduction 
The numerical radius w(T) of a bounded linear operator T on a Hilbert space 
§ is defined by 
w ( r ) = s u p { | ( m A ) | : W s l } . 
Important characterization of operators with numerical radius not greater than 
one was discovered by BERGER and subsequently generalized by SZ.-NAGY and 
FOIA§ (see [1] 1-1): w(T)^ \ if and only if there is a unitary operator W on a Hilbert 
space S\, containing §> as a subspace, such that for all and n ^ l 
T"h = 2 PWnh 
where P is the projection f rom 51 to W is called a unitary 2-dilation of T. 
The key result of the present paper is an intrinsic characterization of operators 
with numerical radius not greater than one (Theorem 1): 1 if and only if there 
are a selfadjoint contraction A and a contraction B such that T = (1 + ^ 5 ( 1 — A)*. 
This factorization theorem makes it possible to construct a unitary 2-dilation in 
simple matricial form just as the Schaffer description of a unitary dilation of a 
contraction (Theorem 2). 
2. Factorization 
§ is a Hilbert space, and © §>j denotes direct sum of copies of § in which 
7 = - C O 
is identified with • • • © 0 © § 0 © 0 © • • • in the canonical way. A bounded linear operator 
S on can be represented by its matricial components, where SJk is an 
• i ' 
operator on considered as an operator f rom §>k to . 
L e m m a 1. If w(T)^l, there is a positive contraction X such that 
(1) ; (Xh, h) = inf 
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Moreover X is the maximum of all positive contractions Y for which 
is positive. 
P r o o f . Suppose that W is a unitary 2-dilation of J on a Hilbert space 
Let X^= 1 and X„ be the compression of l — Qn to § where 0„ is the projection to 
V W*J($). This means that 
J= i 
(Xnh,h) = inf 
A,, 
h+ 2 w*JhJ 
j= i 
- inf \{h,h) + \h, 2.W*'hj\ + \ZW*ihj,h\+ 2 (W*jhj,W*khk)\ 
hl,..:,k„ I l j = l ) 0 = 1 ) j,k= 1 J 












1 0 • • • 0 
~iT 1 0 
0 1 
0 . . . 0 -\T 1 
1 0 • • 0 
T 1 . ; 
: ' • .'i o 
•• T 1 
Xn admits the alternative representation 
(Xnh, h) = inf 
hlt...,hn 
i 0 • • 0 
I T 2 1 1 0 
0 \ i r 
0 . • • 0 \T 1 
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The corresponding representation for X„ _ l yields 




is positive, X„_ j s Y implies by (1) and (2) 
' • ^ • « • f t t i ' r T J [ i M i ] ) * № * V - ' 
hence X„^Y. Now X^Y follows f rom X0=1^Y. 
T h e o r e m 1. The numerical radius of T is not greater than one if and only if T 
admits a factorization 
T = (1 ± Ay B{\ -
with a selfadjoint contraction A and a contraction B. Moreover in the set of such A 
there exist the maximum Amax and the minimum Amin and the corresponding Bmax 
(resp. the adjoint of Bmm) is isometric on the range o f \ — Amax (resp. that of l + v4min). 
P r o o f . Suppose that Tadmi t s the factorization. Then 
. \{Th,h)\ = \(B(l-A)ih,(l+A)ih)\^^{\\(l-A)ihr + \\(l+A)ih\\2} = \\h\\2, 
which shows 
Conversely, if w{T)S\, by Lemma 1 there is a positive contraction X with (1). 
Since (!) is equivalent to . 
№h,g)\ 11(1-JO* AII = sup 
11***11-
with convention 0 /0=0 , to each h there corresponds uniquely / i n the closure of 
the range of X such that 
X\f = \Th and = 11 (1 - JO* All. 
Thus there is a contraction Bmax which is isometric on the range of 1 — X and j- T = 
= XiBmax( 1 —A^*. Now Amax = 2X— 1 meets the requirement. Given any factoriza-
tion with A and B it follows with Y = %{\ + A) that 




l - A T* 
T l+A 
(1 -A)i 
0 (1 + 
o ] [ i B*]Ui-
M ) * J l * 1 J I 0 
-A)f 0 
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[1 ¿?*1 f l — Y 4 J1* | ^ j - 0, I y I is positive. Then 
Lemma 1 shows y ^ J , hence A^Amax. The minimum operator Amin can be ob-
tained so as — Amin is the maximum operator for T*. This completes the proof. 
In general Amax is different f rom Amin. This is shown with the simple 2 x 2 matrix 
o]' c a s e 
•¿MAX = Q J J A N D ^ M I N = | Q J • 
In terms of the unitary 2-dilation W the maximum and the minimum operators 
are given by the following formulas: 
Amax = 1 - 2PQ. P and Amin = 2PQ+ 1 
where P is the projection to § and <2 + (resp. Q_) is the projection to V W7"(5) 
(resp. V ^ - " ^ ) ] -
T h e o r e m 2. The numerical radius of T is not greater than one if and only if 
there is a contraction C such that 
(3) T = 2(1 —C*C)*C. 
o o 
Under such factorization a unitary 2-dilation W is realized as an operator on 0 
with components: 
»»+!.» ='I for k^ 1 or k ^ - 3, 
W-1>-2 = (l-CC*)K = C ( 1 - C C * ) * , w_1>0 = c2, 
Wo,-2 = -C*, ^0,-1 - (1-C*C)*(1-CC*)*, w0t0 = (l-C*C)i.C, 
W l t ^ = - c * , Wli0 = (l-C*C)i and Wjk=0 for other j, k. 
P r o o f . If w{T)^\, by Theorem 1 
T= (l+AmJiBmax(l-AmaJi 
and Bmax is isometric on the range of 1 -Amax. Let C = 2 _ i 5 m a x ( l — A^J*. Then 
l—C*C= 1 —£(1 — ^max) = i ( l + ^max); 
hence 
T= 2 ( 1 - C * C ) * C . 
Suppose conversely that T admits a factorization (3). It is well known (see [1] 
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CO 
1-5) that a unitary dilation U of C is realized as the operator on © with 
y=—«» 
components 
Uk+i — 1 f ° r ^ = 1 o r k ^ — 2, 
U0,o =C, i / 0 , - i = ( 1 - C C * ) * , 
C/1>0 = (1 — C*C)i, V ^ . ^ - C * , 
and Uj<k=0 for o t h e r j , A:. Then PKin the assertion is written in the form W= VU2 
where V is the backward shift, that is, 
Vj k = for all j, k; 
hence W is unitary. W is a unitary 2-dilation of T if 
(4) ( ^ 0 , 0 = ^ ' ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
To. prove (4) by induction, assume that 
(fV%ki o = 0 ( f r s 2), {W)_Í>0 = C2T»-Í and (W"\0 = \T\ 
which is valid for n= 1 by definition. Matrix multiplication shows 
r + 1 ) - M = r ) - A - 1 , o = 0 
= C(\-CC*)i(Wn)_li0 + C2(W%>0 = 
= C(1 - CC*)iC2Tn~1 + %C2Tn = ±C2T" + \C2Tn = C2T" 
and 
(W"+1)0>0 = (l-C*C)i(l-CCy(W")_1>0 + ^T(W")0>0 = 
— ^ yn +1 ^ T" + 1 = 1 
Here, besides the relation (1 — C*C)*C = ^ J , the well-known formula (see [1] 1-5) 
( 1 - C C y C = C ( 1 - C * C ) ± 
is used. This completes the proof. 
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Ergodic theory and the measure of sets in the Bohr group 
By J. R. BLUM,*) B. EISENBERG and L.-S. HAHN in Albuquerque (New Mexico, U.S.A.) 
To Professor Beta' Szokefalvi-Nagy in honor of his 60th birthday 
Introduction. Let C/be a strongly continuous unitary representation of a locally 
compact group G on a Hilbert space H. If \i is a probability measure on G, J Ug dp, 
is defined weakly so that ( J Ugf dfi, h)=f (Ugf, H)d\i for all h in H. For notation 
and terminology see [3]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. If G is compact and ¡.i is Haar measure then J Ugf d\i=Pf 
where P is the orthogonal projection on the space K= {k\Ugk=k, Ugk=k, g^G}. 
P r o o f . J Ugfdn is invariant since 
(UgoJ Ugfdp,h) = ( / u j d f i , U*0h) - f ( U g o g f h ) = f (Ugf, h)dfi - (/Ugfdn, h) 
by the invariance of Haar measure. Since this holds for all h£H, JJa f Uafdu= 
/
00 J " 
VJdii. 
To complete the proof it must be shown that if k£K then/— J Ugf dfiLk. But 
( / - / Ugfdn, k) = ( f k ) - f ( f Ug-ik) dp = ( / , k) — J { f k) dfi = 0. 
Let fin be a sequence of probability measures on a locally compact Abelian 
group G. In B L U M and EISENBERG [ 2 ] the following theorem and corollary are proved. 
T h e o r e m . The following are equivalent: 
(i) For every continuous unitary representation U of G and every f in H, J Ugf d[in 
converges in mean to Pf 
(ii) For every character, x on G except that identically 1 the Fourier transforms 
fin(x)=f (x,g) dji„ converge to 0. 
(iii) nn considered as restrictions of measures on the . Bohr compactification G of 
G converge weakly to Haar measure on G. 
*) Research supported by N.S.F. Grant GP-25 736. 
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(iv) For every character x of infinite order the measures (i* induced by x on the 
unit circle in the complex plane converge weakly to normalized Lebesgue measure 
on the circle and for every character x of order m, m— 0, 1, 2 , . . . the measures ¡.txn 
converge weakly to Haar measure on the m'h roots of unity. (The measure ¡ixn induced by 
x is defined so that nxn(B)=pn({g\(x, g)£B}).) 
u(E fl gE) 
C o r o l l a r y . lfEn is a sequence of sets in G such that for all g in G, " " — 1, 
I1 (En) 
u (A H E„) 
where a is Haar measure, then the measures un(A) = rr,.n converge weakly to /*(£„) 
Haar measure on G. 
Proposition 1 and the theorem lead to the questions studied in this paper. 
Question one asks, does J(Ug f , li) d/.i=(Pf h) hold, where (Ugf, h) is a suitable 
c 
extension of (U f h ) to G and n is Haar measure on G? The theorem says that 
( p f h) = lim J ( U g f , h)dn„, where pn converges weakly to Haar measure on G and 
Proposition 1 says that the statement is true when G is already compact. If the answer 
is yes, there would be an interesting expression for Pf in terms of the action of Ug 
on / . 
Question two asks for which sequences of integers the mean ergodic theorem 
• 1 N holds; i.e., when is it true that — ^ T""f converges in mean to the projection of 
N 1 
f on the space of elements invariant under T for every unitary T. The theorem says 
that a sequence is ergodic if and only if the probability measure fiN giving measure 
1 to each integer ni,n2, ...,nN converges weakly to Haar measure on the Bohr 
compactification of the integers. 
Both questions relate to the study of the measure of sets in the Bohr compactifica-
tion of the integers. 
1. This section is concerned with the first question. It is seen that properties of 
the spectral resolution of U are crucial. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. If U has pure point spectrum then CPf h)= f (Ugf h) dp, 
where (JJgf, h) is the unique continuous extension of (Ugf h) to G and ¡.i is Haar 
measure on G. 
P r o o f . By Stone's theorem and the assumption on discrete spectrum (Ugf, h)= 
= f (x, g)d{Exf h)= ZCk(xt, S>> where^G is the dual group of G and Z I Q ^ 0 0 -
a 
Since | ( * t , g ) | = l , ( U g f , h ) is a uniform limit of almost periodic functions and 
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hence is almost periodic. It follows that (U g j \ h) is the restriction of a continuous 
function on G. By the theorem 
(Pf h) = lim f ( U J , h)dn„ = lim J(Ugf,h)dn„ = f (Ugf, h)d,i. 
G G G 
In fact, if a function <p(g) is. merely bounded and continuous a.e. dp on G, 
f(p(g)d/i„^f<p(g)dn. 
L e m m a . Let X be a normal topological space and p a finite regular measure 
on X. If weakly and if q> is bounded and continuous a.e. <://(, then J (pdfin — 
~*f <pdn. 
As the proof of this lemma is somewhat technical and independent of the 
rest of the paper it will be relegated to an appendix. 
For the remainder of the paper attention is limited to unitary groups generated 
by a single operator. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. If the maximal spectral type of T has no continuous singular 
part then 
¡(TfJi)dti = (Pfh), 
where (T"f, h) is a continuous a.e. dp extension of (T"f h). 
P r o o f . 
2n 2n 
(T"fh) = Jein'd(Etf,h) = f ein< Q(t)dt + lCkeint«, 
where J and £ | C t | < ° ° . 
o 
As in Proposition 2, 2 C k e " " k has a unique continuous extension to Z. By 
the Riemann—Lebesgue lemma f e""k g(t)dt0 as n — I t follows that if 
i(T"fh) on Z, 
on Z —Z, 
then ( T n f h) is continuous except on Z itself. That is, if nk — g £ Z— Z then 
f ein«'e(t)-~0 so that (T"kf h)^2Ckein'k(g)- But Z has measure 0 in Z so that 
(Tnf h) is continuous a.e. dp. By the theorem and lemma, 
(Pf, I') = l i m / ( T " f h ) d f i k = lim JWnJVh)dvk = J ( T " f h ) d f i . 
Finally T with continuous singular spectrum must be considered. It is no longer 
true that ( T " f , h ) - * 0 . However, (T"f h) does approach 0 "except on a sequence of 
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density 0. An increasing sequence nk has density 0 if * *—— —0. (If A is a set 
then &(A) is the cardinality of A.) If it could be shown that such sequences have 
closure of Haa r measure 0 in Z then by a similar argument to that in Proposi t ion 3 
it could be shown that J ( T n f , h)dp= (Pf\h), were ( T n j \ h) is defined as in Proposi-
tion 3. 
This leads to the problem of determining when the Haar measure of the closure 
of sets of integers in Z is zero. 
2. Question one leads to the question of which sequences have closure of 
measure 0 in Z. Question two asks which sequences induce measures converging 
weakly to Haar measure on Z. Such sequences must be dense in Z. Otherwise there 
is an open set 0 in Z containing no elements of the sequence. By Urysohn 's lemma 
there is a non-negative continuous function <p with support inside © such that 
Jcpdfi^O. But J<pdpn=0. It will thus be of interest to find conditions merely f o r 
denseness of sequences of integers in Z. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. Cosets of the subgroup H= {0, ±m, ±2m, ...} have disjoint 
closures in Z and each has measure 1/m. 
P r o o f . A neighborhood of g0 in Z is defined by {gj|(/i, g)—(i,-, g0)l e } where 
£ > 0 and Consider the character corresponding to t = — . Then if 
m 
g £ k+ H, (t, g) = e2niklm while if g'£k'+ H, (t, g') = e2nik'lm. If g0 6 k + H then (t, g0) = 
m 
= e2nikim while if g0^k' + H, (t,go)=e2nik'lm. Since U {k+H) is dense in Z and 
k= 1 
k+H and k' + H are translates of one another, n(k + H)= 1/m, k= 1 , 2 , . . . , m . 
C o r o l l a r y . The following sequences have closure of measure 0 in Z. 
(i) «!, 
(ii) a", where a is an integer, 
(iii) p„, the sequence of primes, 
(iv) nk, where k is a fixed integer S 2 . 
P r o o f . Since each integer has measure 0 and the topology is Hausdorff , a finite 
number of elements in the sequence can be neglected. 
(i) For h ! = 0 mod m. Hence / i ({n!})Sl /m since {n\\n^m} is a subset of 
{0, ± w , ± 2 m , ...}. But m is arbitrary. Hence //({/J!})=0. 
(ii) For n^m, a " = 0 mod a"1. Thus /¿({an})^ \/am. Again m is arbi trary so 
(iii) Consider the set of residues of all primes modulo m. For a given pr ime 
p either pSm or p ~ km+r, where k^ 1. In the latter case r is relatively pr ime 
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to m. Otherwise p would be divisible by the greatest common divisor of m and r. 
By the prime number theorem the number of primes less than or equal to m divided 
by m goes to 0. The number of integer r less than m and relatively prime to m is 
just the Euler <t> function of m. $(m) = m JJ 11——J, where m— q\l... q** is the 
<p(m) ( l \ 
prime factorization of m. ^ — JJ which can be made arbitrarily small 
since where p t is the sequence of primes (LEVEQUE [5], p. 100). Thus (m) 
'¡¿({Pi}) = m +o(m). Since m can be any product of primes, ¡.i({pi)}=0. 
(iv) By Dirichlet's Theorem (LEVEQUE [5], p. 76) there is an infinite number of 
primes of the form p = kn+1 as n goes through the integers. 
For such primes p, p— 1 is divisible by k. As a consequence of Theorem 4-14 
(LEVEQUE [4], p. 58) there are ~r~+ 1 residue classes occupied by the residues of kth 
K 
powers mod p. The fraction of classes occupied is — + — if 
p \ k ) k p 6 
k^2 and p > 3 . For a fixed k choose an infinite sequence of primes pm > 0 of the above 
form. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
Zpi P2 . . . P m — Zp, X ZP2 X • • • X Zpm 
via the m a p x — (x m o d p \ , x m o d p 2 , . . . , x mod/7m). 
Thus the number of residue classes occupied by &th powers modulo p{ ...pm 
is JJ ^ + 1 j • The fraction occupied is less than which can be made 
arbitrarily small by choosing m large enough. Hence>({«*})=: 0. 
If all sequences of density 0 had closures of measure 0 in Z question one would 
be answered. Unfortunately this is not the case as is shown in the next proposition. 
The question is still open as to whether the sequence where the Fourier transform of a 
continuous singular measure fails to go to zero can be of this type, namely, have 
closure of positive measure. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Consider a set S of integers of the form C„+k, k = 0 ,1, 2, ... 
n— 
S= Z. 
..., 1, where Cn increases and ^ — 0. As a sequence, S has density 0 but 
P r o o f . The number of elements of S less than C„ is ^ , Thus on the 
subsequence C„ 
# {elemens of S which are less than C„} _ «(« + 1) 
~ C N : 2 C „ 
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Since there are relatively few terms of the sequence between C„ and C„+l, if n 
is large enough the oscillation in the density between C„ and C n + , goes to zero. Hence 
the sequence of elements of S has density 0. 
However, it is easy to check that the sequence of sets En of the first n elements 
of S satisfies the conditions of the corollary to the theorem in the introduction. 
That is, for any k, * ^n + k) i . (The fraction of elements of En with a /rth 
" . # (/4 f l £ ) 
successor approaches one.) By the corollary the measures n„(A) = — — — con-
verge weakly to Haar measure on Z and by the argument at the beginning of this 
section, S must be dense in Z. 
C o r o l l a r y . Mean ergodic theorems hold for some sequences of density 0. 
P r o o f . This follows f rom the theorem and the proof of this proposition. 
The sequence described in Proposition 5 is not only dense in Z, its induced se-
quence of measures converges weakly to Haar measure on Z. The remainder of the 
paper considers conditions for denseness alone. 
For this part of the work a generalized Kronecker Theorem is needed. As 
stated in RUDIN . [6], p. 98, G is a locally compact Abelian group. Fo r x € G, put 
S(x)= T if x has infinite order; if x has order q, put ,S(x)=the <?th roots of unity. 
T h e o r e m . Suppose E is a finite independent (in the group theoretic sense)-set 
in G,f is a function on E such that f ( x ) £ S(x) for all x 6 E and e >0. Then there exists a 
•y^T such that , 
| < x , y > - / ( * ) ! < £ (X€£) . 
A concrete Kronecker theorem is in KATZNELSON [4], p. 60. 
For our purposes G is the unit circle in C and T=Z. x has infinite order if it 
is of the form 2noc, where a is irrational and x .has finite order if x is of the form 
k 
2n — . The abstract Kronecker theorem gives a necessary condition for denseness 
m 
in the Bohr group. Namely, 
C o r o l l a r y . In order that a sequence of integers be dense in Z it is necessary 
that for every finite independent set E in T, and every f such that f ( x ) £ S(x), and 
there exist an nk in the sequence such that | / ( x ) — e'n"x\ < s for x£E. 
P r o o f . There is some integer « such that | / (x)—e'" x \ < E/2 for x£E. To ap-
proximate this integer n in the topology on the Bohr group there must be an nk 
such that \einx — clnkX\ < e/2 for x 6 E . By the triangle inequality \ f ( x ) — e'"kX\ < e 
for x£E. 
It also follows f rom the Kronecker theorem that covering every residue class of 
every integer is not sufficient for density in Z. 
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C o r o l l a r y . There exists a sequence nk with elements in each residue class of 
every integer with w({«t})=0, where n is Haar measure on Z-
P r o o f . Take a fixed irrational number a and an arbitrary integer m. By the 
Kronecker theorem, given any residue class j of m and any e > 0 there is an integer 
2 nin 2nij 
n with e « —em and |e2,t'OT— 1| < e. By varying j, m and e a sequence nk can 
be selected going through every residue class of every integer with e2m™k converg-
ing to 1. 
Such a sequence must have closure of measure 0. To see this note that 
if S is a set of integers such that \e 2 K" i n~ l | < g for n£S, then for any g in S, 
\(2na, g)— 1| e: Since e2n"xk is dense in the circle as k goes through the integers 
there exist translates of S with disjoint closures, where is the greatest 
integer less than Hence by the same argument as Proposition 4 //(S) S • 
. For the constructed sequence nk we can neglect a finite number of terms to show 
M({nk}) si 1 / j ^ - j for all £ > 0 . Hence ¿ i ( K } ) = 0 . 
Let nk be a sequence of integers and Em the set of the first m of them. Em+k is 
the shift of the set Em by k. Let 
(i) be the statement lim - ° E m + ^ = 1 for all k. . 
m = co m . 
¡: (/) n E ) 
(ii) be the statement ftm(A) = — converges weakly to Haar meas-m 
lire on Z. 
(iii) be the statement that if x = 2na, a irrational then eiX"k is uniformly distrib-
uted on the unit circle and if x= 2nr, r a primitive ^th root of unity then e'*"" is uni-
formly distributed on the qth roots of unity. 
(iv) be the statement that the set {nk} is dense in Z, and 
(v) be the statement 
If £ i s a finite independent set on the circle and f ( x ) is a function on £"of absolute 
value one such that if x is a primitive ^th root of unity f ( x ) is a ^th roots of unity then 
. VE > 0 , there is an nk such that 
I / O ) - eiJC""| < g. 
Putting several results together we get 
T h e o r e m 1. (i)=>(ii)<=>(iii)=>(iv)=>(v). 
P r o o f . (i)=>(ii) is in BLUM—EISENBERG [2] and is stated in the introduction. 
(ii)=K"i) i s P a r t the theorem in the introduction. (iii)=>(iv) is f rom the argument 
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at the beginning of section 2. (iv) => (v) is the corollary to the abstract Kronecker 
Theorem. 
What is amazing about this result is that it says if the statement (i) is true then 
the sequence can be used to approximate functions in the Kronecker sense, (ii), 
(iii) and (iv) and (v) each seem very difficult to verify themselves, but (i) gives many 
sequences satisfying (ii) to (v). In fact, no sequences are known which satisfy, (ii) 
but not (i). 
Appendix 
L e m m a . Let X be a normal topological space and ¡i a finite regular measure 
on X. If n„ — ¡x weakly and if f is bounded and continuous a.e. dji, then J f d ^ n —J fd/u. 
P r o o f . Take an open set 0 in X. There is a closed set C c 0 with ¡i{0 — C) s C. 
By Urysohn's lemma there is a continuous function r with r = 1 on C, H = l , a n d 
r=0 on 0C. fin(0) & Jrdn„ - Jrdu & p(0)-s. Hence lim n„(0)^u(0). 
The set A= {a\p{x\f{x)= a) > 0 } is countable since p. is finite. Approximate 
f f d n „ and J f d f i by ^ i M ^ / ^ M a n d respectively, where 
\ai~bi\ < £ and at and bt do not belong to the countable set A. 
Let { a l < / - = i i } = C i . T f x£Cj— C, then e i t h e r / ( x ) = a; or bt or x is a point of 
discontinuity of / . Thus /¿(C,—C;) = 0 . 
Let x £ C;— C°. Then f(x)£(ah bt) while for each neighborhood of x there is a y 
with /()>H( f li> Hence x is a discontinuity point of / and /¿(Q— C?) = 0. Thu& 
M C ; - C ° ) = ' 0 , and p(Ci)=li(Ci)=n(Cf). But 
m n„ (C,.) ^ v(C,) = H(C,°) s ' ! y n (C,°). 
Thus l im/i„(C i )=/ i (C i ) . 
Hence 2 W n ( C d - » 2 Since f f d p n ~ 2 a i f * n ( C d and f f d n ~ 
~ 2 a i f l (Q), it must be that J f dpin — J f d p . 
We would like to thank G. EFROYMSON for some helpful conversations. 
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On the Banach—Steinhaus theorem and approximation 
in locally convex spaces 
By P. L. BUTZER, K. SCHERER and U. WESTPHAL in Aachen (FRG) 
Dedicated to Professor B. Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday on July 29, 1973, 
in friendship and high esteem 
1. Introduction 
The Banach—Steinhaus theorem essentially states that a family of bounded 
operators is convergent on a whole space if and only if the operators are uniformly 
bounded as well as convergent on a dense subspace. It is the purpose of this note to 
extend par t of the results of P. L. BUTZER—K. SCHERER [3], namely to give necessary 
and sufficient conditions upon a family of operators such that they tend to some 
limiting operator with a given order of approximation. This can be interpreted as 
the Banach—Steinhaus theorem equipped with a rate of convergence. The results 
are stated for locally convex spaces. They yield applications to weighted approxima-
tion, error estimates for quadrature formulae and the mean ergodic theorem. It 
is to be noted that all three applications are of a quite different structure. 
2. The Banach—Steinhaus theorem with rate 
Let X and Y be locally convex Hausdorff spaces with topologies generated by 
the families of filtrating seminorms {/?}, {<?}, respectively. • 
Let T0, Q = 0, T be bounded mappings defined on X i n t o Y such that Te—Tis 
sublinear for each £>S0, i.e. 
< ? [ ( T W ) ( / i + / 2 ) ] 7 " ) / I ] + < 7 [ ( ^ - 7 ) / 2 ] 
( 0 c,l(Te-T)(af)] = q[a(Te-T)f] 
for each q £ { q ) and f \ , f 2 , f ^ X , a £ R . Provided X is barrelled, the theorem of 
Banach—Steinhaus states: the family {TQf; e ^ O } converges to Tf in the topology 
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of 7 for each f £ X , i.e. for each q€{q) one has 
(2) lira q [Tgf— T f ] = 0 ( V / € * ) Q-+OO * 
if and only if 
(3, i) {TQ; e S O } is uniformly bounded, i.e. to each q€{q] there exists { p } and a 
constant 0 such that 
sup q [(T, - T ) f ] ^ Mp ( / ) 
and 
(3, ii) {Tef; e=0} converges to Tf in the topology of Y for each f £ A , A being a 
total set in A". 
For the Banach—Steinhaus theorem, see H . G . G A R N I R — M . D e W I L D E — J . S C H M E T S 
[8 , p . 4 5 3 ] , N . B O U R B A K I [ 1 , p . 2 7 ] , H . H . SCHAEFER [ 1 4 , p . 8 6 ] . 
In order to study the rate of convergence of the given family, it is useful to 
introduce a quanti ty in place of the classical modulus of continuity, namely a modi-
fication of the ^-funct ional . It is defined for t > 0 , f £ X , p£ {p} and p£{p} by 
(4) K(t,f;X,A)prr = m { { p ( f - g ) + tp(_g)}, giA 
where (A, {p}) is a subspace of (X, {p}). 
T h e o r e m 1. Let (X, {p}), (A, {p}), (Y, {9}) be locally convex spaces with 
AcX. Let Te, g = 0, and T be bounded operators mapping X into Y such that TQ—T 
is sublinear for each Then to each q^{q] there exist p 6 {p} and pd {p} such that 
(5) d a r ^ s ^ f e j i f r t e J W e r ' . / i i i p ( V / e ^ r ) , 
where <P(O) and 1¡/(Q) are positive functions of Q, if and only if 
(6,i) q [ ( T e - T ) f ] ^ M<p{Q)p(f) ( V / € X ) 
and 
(6, ii) q[{Te-T)f]^D4>(Q)p(f) ( y f £ A ) , 
where C, D and M are constants independent of Q and f 
P r o o f . To establish the implication (5)=>(6), first note that 
(7 , i , i i ) K ^ X . A ) , , , * ^ l f f f A 
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Then (5) implies by (7, i, ii) upon setting t=\l/(Q)[cp(g)] 1 
9 [ ( T - T ) f l * l 0 p ® p ( f ) > V/€JT 
« ; 7 J " V c ç > ( ( ? ) ^ ( ( ? ) [ v f e ) ] - 1 p ( / ) , v / M . 
This yields (6, i) and (6, ii) with M = D= C. 
To establish the converse, in view of the sublinearity of T — T one has by (6, i, ii) 
for each g.ÇA 
q [(7", - T ) f ] ë q [(Je- T ) ( J - g)] + q[(Te - T)g] S 
=S M<p(e)p(f-g) + Dil,(e)p(g)^ 
Smax(M,D)(p(Q){p(f-g) + ^(e)[cp(Q)]-1p(g)}. 
Taking the infimum over all g£A one has that for all f£X 
q[(Te-T)f)^max(M,D)cp(Q)K(iP(Q)[(p(e)]-i,f;X,A)prp. 
This proves the theorem. v 
. The sufficient direction of Theorem 1 in case A- is a Banach space with X~ Y, 
T=I, may be found in P . L . B U T Z E R — K . SCHERER [ 3 ] . In this case, for ij/(o) — 0 
as Q » , condition (6, ii) is referred to as a Jacksori-type inequality. In this respect 
note that P . O . R U N C K [13] has actually given necessary and sufficient conditions 
upon Te such that a Jack son-type inequality is satisfied. 
In the foregoing theorem the constants C, D, M were independent of / and o. 
In the following deeper and more theoretical version the corresponding constants C 
and D may depend upon the element / . 
T h e o r e m 2. Let (X, {/>}), (A, {/?}), (y, {q}) be locally convex Hausdorjf spaces 
such that A is continuously embedded in X, i.e. to each p £ {p} there is p £ {p} and 
c > 0 with p ( f ) = c p ( f ) for all f£A. In addition, let X as well as A be barrelled. If 
Te, g=0, and T are bounded operators mapping X into Y such that Te— T is sublinear 
for each Q =0, then the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(8) to each q£{q} there is p £ {/>} and p £ {p} such that (8 > 0 ) 
q[{Te-T)f}= 0[K{e-\f,X,A)pJ ( m n 
(9) to each q£ {q} there is p £ {/>} and 0 such that 
(9, i) s u ç q [ T - T ) f ] ^ M p { f ) ( V / 6 Z ) . 
e -o 
(9, ii) q[(Te-T)f}= 0{q-s) {Vf£A). 
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P r o o f . (8)=>(9): The estimate (8) together with (7, i, ii) implies (t=g~ ) 
fO( 1), v / e z 
q [ ^ - T ) f ] = W e - % M f t A . 
The second assertion is the- required (9, ii). T o obtain (9, i), apply the un i form 
boundedness theorem ( = necessary condition of classical Banach—Steinhaus theo-
rem) to q[(Ts-T)f] = 0 (1 ) , all f £ X , noting that X is barrelled. 
( 9 ) ^ ( 8 ) : A being barrelled, (9, ii) implies by the uniform boundedness principle 
that there exists p€{p} and D > 0 such that condition (6, ii) of Theorem 1 holds. 
(6, i) being valid here by assumption, one may therefore apply Thm. 1 with cp(g)= 1 
and \I/(Q)—Q~s. 
Concerning the structure of Theorem 2 in comparison with the Banach—Stein-
haus theorem, the assertions (2), (3, ii) on convergence per se are replaced by the 
assertions (8), (9, ii) involving an order of convergence. Indeed, if A is dense in 
X lim K(t,f; X, A)P P=0. This is the situation in the applications to follow. 
3. Weighted approximation 
The first application will be concerned with weighted approximat ion; it will 
turn out to be an actual example of approximation in a locally convex space. Here 
the space y will be seen to be equal to the locally convex space X and the limit opera tor 
will be the identity. The corresponding problem was first considered by J. KEMPER— 
R . J . NESSEL [ 1 0 ] using classical methods. 
Let E be the space of funct ions given on the reals R which are either uniformly 
continuous and bounded on R or measurable and p t h power integrable 
on R, and let E be normed in the usual fashion. Let £ l o c be those funct ions which 
are either continuous on R or p th power integrable on each compact subset of R. 
Let • 
X={feE[oc; | | e - > * 7 ( * ) l l £ - = + ~ , V/? > 0}; 
it is a locally convex Hausdorff space with respect to the family of norms 
P p ( f ) = l k - " 7 ( * ) l l E - ( V / € £ ) . 
Let 
A= { / € X ; / , / ' l o c . abs. continuous, f " £ X } 
and 
p , ( f ) = l k - ' x 7 " ( * ) l l E . ( v / e / 1 ) 
be a family of seminorms on A. 
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It is our purpose to consider the Weierstrass integral 
№/><*> = ^ / f i x — u) exp [— Q U ] du 
4 
for o=-0, f £ X . This defines a family of operators WQ on X into itself which converge 
in the topology of X towards the identity operator , i.e., for each / ? > 0 and each 
N o w We—I satisfies the hypotheses of Thm. 1. Indeed, taking g o > 0 arbitrary fixed, 
it is easy to verify, using [10], that fo r each / ? > 0 
\\e-ex2[(WJ)(x)-f(x)]\\E^(l + )f?)\\e-**2f(x)\\E fe i*Q0;Vfzx), 
where tj= 1/2 min (/?, qI/8). Thus (6, i) is satisfied with M = 1 + / 2 and (p(g)= 1. 
Likewise with (6, ii); indeed, for each j ? > 0 (see [10]) 
\ \ E - T X \ { W J ) { X ) - F { X ) ] \ \ E ^ 4 I 2 Q - 2 \ \ E - « * 2 F " { X ) L E (A ^ Q 0 \ F I A ) . 
Thus one may apply Thm. 1, (6, i, ii)=>-(5), to get fo r each / ? > 0 
The following lemma is of importance (compare [2, p. 192] in the case of semigroup 
operators) 
L e m m a . Under the preceding hypotheses we have 
f i X 
Km WJ)(x)-f{x)]\\E = 0. 
\\e-»2W,f)(*)-/(*)]«£ — 4 i2K{s-2,f- X, A), 
Kit2 J ; X,A\f S iœ2(t,f; X\ (t > 0 ; f £ X ) , 
where £ = min (tj, ft) and 
co2(i',/;X\ = sup He-?-2 [ / ( * + s) +f(pc-s)-2f(x)]\\È. 
P r o o f . It is obvious that 
t / 2 1/2 
- t / 2 - t / 2 
where 
( / 2 t / 2 
- t / 2 - t / 2 
This yields, first of all. 
3 A 
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Furthermore, since g"(x) = t 1[f{x+t)+f{x—t)—2f(x)}, we have 
Pp(.St) ^ t~2(o2(t,f;X)p. 
Combining the results, the desired inequality follows immediately. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. For each / ? > 0 there is rj(=l/2 min (/?, qI/8)) such that 
\\e-^Wef)(x)-f(x)-\\\E g 6 / 2 c o 2 ( 0 - 2 , / ; Z ) , . 
In particular, if co2(t,f; X),,= '0(t*) for each »/>0, where 0 < a ^ 2 , i . e . / 6 L i p 2 ( a ; X), 
then 
• \\e-l>x2[(JVef)(.x)~f(x))\\E= 0(e~a) ( V / ? > 0 ) . 
The latter result, a direct approximation theorem, as well as its converse, is 
already to be found in [10]. 
A more interesting related application would be the approximation of an oper-
ator T:Lp(R)->-L9(R) by bounded operators Te:Lp(R) -*Lq(R), 0, by some mod-
ulus of continuity, where both T and Te are singular integrals of Fourier convolution 
type, i.e. 
CTf)(x)= Jf(x-u)x(u)du, (TJ)(x) = J f ( x - u ) X e ( u ) ^ 
with i, xe£Lr(R), p~1 + r~1 S 1 and q~l = p~i + r~i—\. An open problem here 
would be to express conditions (6, i, ii) or (9, i, ii) of Thm. 1 or 2 equivalently in 
terms of the kernels y_, xe themselves. Whereas condition (i), namely xe being 
in LP(R) is satisfied by assumption, (ii) would be the difficult one. A solution would 
deliver conditions which are not only sufficient for an estimate by some modulus of 
. continuity but also necessary. 
4. Error estimates for quadrature formulae 
Our general theorem enables one to deduce estimates for numerical integration 
formulae as was pointed out to us by Dr . H. Esser. 
For f£C[a, b], the space of / i - t imes ( n = 0 , 1,2, ...) continuously dilierentiable 
functions on [a,b], let us set (compare V. I. KRYLOV [11]) 
(10) Qf = J J (x)dx, QZf= 2 Aiinf(xitn)+2 2Blnfw(*i«), 
i . . i = 1 V = 1 1 - 1 
with given nodes xi n, x j „ £ [a, b] and weights Aiy„, BJ „. Then Q and Q* define linear 
functionals on C"[a, b}. In order to obtain an error estimate of Qf by / f o r large n, 
one assumes that the quadrature formula Qf is exact for polynomials pm of 
fixed degree m(S/J), i.e. Q»„ pm= Qpm. 
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To apply Thm. 1 we take X= C"[a, b] and A= Cm+i [a, b], m^n, equipped with 
seminorms 
/>(/) = \ f \ c = sup | / W ( * ) | ( / € C " ) 
x 
and 
P ( f ) = l / l c — = s u p | / < m + 1 > ( * ) l ( / € C m + 1 ) , 
x 
respectively. In the setting of this example conditions (6, i, ii) of Thm. 1 may be 
rewritten as 
IfiS-filtcM.R«] == Mn'", \&-Q\v»*W\ ^ DrTm-1 
with Q the discrete n, (p («)=«"", \JJ{n)=n~m~l and 
* l e s z - e / k e S - G l C . R t ] = SUP . . 
/ € C ' \J\C> 
MO 
for l=fi and I — m+ 1, respectively. 
Now, in case / = 1, these quantities may be computed with the aid of the theorem 
of Peano asserting that 
b 
(11) Q S f - Q f = ff°Kt)xS.,-i(t)dt (f£C>[a,b];l = n,m + l , l ^ l ) , 
a 
where ° 
(12) 1 (0 = (Qs - e u * - ot1 
and 
f Y , y - i _ i i * — 0 1 " 1 , x ^ t , 
( x - ° + 0 , x ^ t , 
the index x in (12) meaning that the functional Q^—Q is applied to (x— i ) ' " 1 wi th 
respect to x. F r o m (11) we obtain 
b 
i e s - e i i c ' . R ' i = f\xn,i-i(n\dt (/ = /i, « i + i , / s i ) . 
a 
In case / = 0 , i.e. n=0, there holds 
\Qn-QVc,m = IE°![c,R>]+ I G I I C . R M = (b-a)+ 2 
i = l 
Concerning (5) of Thm. 1 we may estimate the .^-functional 
K(tm+1~",f; C"[a, b], Cm+1[a, b]) 
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by the (TW+1 —^)-th modulus of continuity (cf. H. J O H N E N [9]): 
where (m + 1 — /i = r ) 
= sup { sup i ( - l X - M " l / ( " > ( x + A:i)}. 
Combining these results one obtains 
T h e o r e m 3. Under the above definitions 
'•\QSf- f f ( x ) d x | ^ C / J ; m » - " a ) m + 1 _ , ( / i - 1 ; / ( ' " ) ( V / € C * [ a , b]) 
a 
holds if and only if 
(i) 
0« = 0 ) : i |A->n | 
= 0 ( « - " ) , ( i i ) J\$,m{t)\dt = 0(n-n-1). 
Let us note that (i) and (ii) may be verified for many examples, for instance 
in case / i = 0 for the composite Newton—Cotes formulae; cf. P . J . D A V I S — P . R A B I -
N O W I T Z [6] . 
For such examples our result would yield error estimates for the quadra ture 
formula Q ^ f ^ Q f which are entirely free of derivatives. The determination of the 
best possible constants C 0 m is another problem. 
Derivative-free error estimates, at least in the case of functions which are ana-
lytic, were originally investigated, by G. HAMMERLIN [8a, b]. Thm. 3 may be inter-
preted as a result in ESSER [ 7 ] now equipped with rate. See also [ 7 ] for literature on 
the subject. 
5. Mean ergodic theorem 
This application gives part of the results obtained by P . L . B U T Z E R , D . L E V I A T A N 
and U. WESTPHAL in [4, 5, 12], where the mean ergodic theorem was studied with 
respect to the rate of its convergence. 
Let be the Cesaro-means of order a ^ i of the iterates of a bounded linear 
operator T f rom a Banach space X (norm || • ||) into itself, i.e. 
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If II^"11 CAT, x] — M o , 1 , 2 , . . . , t h e n the m e a n e rgod ic t h e o r e m asserts 
lim \\al{T)f-Pf\\ = 0 ( V / e J T o ) , 
where X0 = N { I - T ) ® R ( I - T ) , N(I-T) d e n o t i n g the nul l space a n d R ( I - T ) 
the c losure o f t h e r ange of (/— T), a n d P is t he p r o j e c t i o n of X0 o n N(I— T) para l le l 
t o R(I— T). I f T0 = T/X0, def ine a l inear o p e r a t o r B wi th d o m a i n D(B) = N ( I - T) © 
@R(I—T0) a n d r ange in X0 by Bf=g, w h e r e gÇX,0 is un ique ly de t e rmined b y 
(/-/>)/= (f-T0)g a n d Pg=0. 
W e m a y t h e n app ly T h m . 1 to X0 n o r m e d b y y ; ( / ) = | | / | | a n d D(B) wi th semi-
n o r m p ( / ) = \\Bf\\. I ndeed , since the fo l lowing inequal i t ies a r e val id ( c o m p a r e [5, 12]) 
(0 \ № { T ) f - p f \ \ S (M0+ 1)||/|| ( M f e x 0 ) , 
(ii) hn{T)f-Pf\\^-~^{M0+\)\\Bf\\ ( y f£D{B)), • 
one conc ludes t h a t 
I K C O / - P / I I ^ CK(n-\f -,X^D{B)) ( V / € Z 0 ) . 
Def in ing a general ized Lipschi tz class by 
L i p («5; X0)= { f £ X 0 ; K(t,f; X0, D{B))= 0(t*)}, 
one has 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. 7 / " / £ L i p («5; X0), 0 < ( 5 s l , then 
I K { T ) f - P f \ \ = 0(n~>). 
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Translation invariant transformations of integration spaces 
By J. L. B. COOPER in London (Great Britain)*) 
Dedicated to Professor Beta. Szokefalvi-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
1. Introduction 
A number of writers (e.g. [1—5]) have dealt with the existence and properties 
of linear transformations between function spaces obeying various functional equa-
tions. In almost all cases these equations are of a type that I have termed "appropriate" 
in my article [1]; this term will now be defined. 
Let A(X) be a space of functions defined on a set X. A linear transformation 
W on A(X) to. itself is called appropriate if for each x in X a n d / i n A(X) the value 
of Wf(x) depends exclusively on the value o f / at some point in X, say Vx, or (in 
the case of spaces of functions defined only up to sets of measure zero) if a similar 
statement is true in the limit for func t iona l on A(X) whose support tends to x. 
Equivalently, W is an appropriate transformation if Wf{x) = Q(x)f(Vx). An ap-
propriate group is a representation of a group by a group of appropriate transforma-
tions. 
A linear operator T f r o m a space A(X) to a space B(U) of functions on X and 
U respectively is said to obey an appropriate functional equation if it is an intertwin-
ing operator between appropriate groups of transformations on A(X) and B(U) : 
that is to say, if there is a group G represented by appropriate groups W(g) and 
W*(g) of transformations on A(X) and B(U) and if T obeys 
(1.1) TW(g) = W*(g)T, g£G. 
In [1] I have shown that if X and U are intervals of the real line, and G is the 
additive group of reals, then after possible splitting of X and U into intervals in-
variant in the groups V(g) and V*(g) and changes of variable in X and U al l 'ap-
*) My thanks are due to the Mathematics Department, University of Toronto for an appoint-
ment as Distinguished Visiting Scientist during the tenure of which this work was partly carried out. 
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propriate functional equations can be reduced to four canonical forms, of which the 
most important a re : 
L a + * ) ] ( „ ) » M l T O J M U * ^ 
II . a T[Pip^}h) / ( * + A)} («) = <»> {Tf(x)}(«), u£E,h£R 
for some set E d R . 
If we replace A(X) by pA(X) and B(U) by qB(U) then I.a becomes 
I. [Tf{x + /0] (u) = [ 2 / ( * ) ] (u + h), u, h e R 
and if we make only the first of these transformations I.a. becomes 
II. [Tf(x + h)] (u) = e"« <»> (Tf(x)] (u),uiE,h£R. 
If X and U are sets in Rk, and G is the group of translations of Rk, then 
the situation is considerably more complicated and there can be many more essentially 
distinct forms of appropriate functional equations. The problem of classifying these 
may be of interest; but it is complicated by the fact that there can be, fo r example, 
periodic representations of the translation group. It remains of interest to s tudy 
equations I and I I ; I in particular has received considerable attention, notably in 
the work of HORMANDER [5], in which the existence of solutions mapping a space Lp 
onto a space Lq with respect to Lebesgue measure on Rk is studied. 
The reduction of the equation la to the fo rm I fo r t ransforms over integrat ion 
spaces involves a change in the measure on the space; and it is therefore of interest 
to investigate the equation for spaces Lp(JJ) and Lq(v) with general R a d o n meas-
ures. 
Writing T ( h ) f ( x ) = f{x—h), the equation I becomes Tx(h)=i(h)T. In general 
there is a difficulty in interpreting this equat ion; fo r the translation opera tor x(h) 
does not necessarily m a p Lp(ji) to itself, and if it does not the meaning of the equa-
tion is unclear. We therefore start our investigation by studying what propert ies 
on fi ensure that T (h) is always defined, and also some other properties of T (/;) tha t 
simplify the structure of fi. The following sections then give conditions tha t are 
necessary for the existence of nonzero T satisfying the equation I, and also discuss 
some properties of the solutions. 
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2. Conditions for existence of x(/;) 
Notation. If p is a positive Radon measure on Rk, ¿Cp(jj) is the space of all ¡i 
measurable functions f ( x ) such that | / ( x ) | p is pi summable, and Lp(p) is the corre-
sponding Banach space of functions modulo null functions. We write m for Lebesgue 
measure, m(dx)=dx, and if p=lm, that is n(dx)=).(x)dx, we write L(p, X) f o r 
A G O -
T h e o r e m 1. Let p be a positive Radon measure in Rk. The following conditions 
on p, for any p, are equivalent: 
(a) If f t i?p (n) then t (h)fe (p) for all h£Rk) 
(b) if f and g are in the same equivalence class in J?p(p) so are x(h)f and i(h)g 
for any h £Rk; 
(c) for any h, t(h) takes Lp(p) into itself; 
(d) x(h) is a continuous map of Lp(p) to itself for any h; 
(e) there is a positive Lebesgue measurable function ). (x), bounded with /. (x) ~1 
over any compact set of values of x, such that X(x)dx= p(dx) and II T (/?)!!£= sup 
is bounded over any compact set of values of It. 
(b) and (c) are clearly equivalent, and imply (a). Now l e t / and g be equivalent 
in ^Cpi/J.) and let r{x)= 0 i f f ( x ) = g ( x ) , r(x)= °° otherwise; then r is a ¡.i null funct ion, 
and so in Sfpip). If T ( h ) f ( x ) ^ T ( h ) g ( x ) , then T(h)r(x)= thus if (a) holds, the set 
with T ( h ) r ( x ) = co is a null set an so T ( h ) f ( x ) = r(h)g(x) almost everywhere: thus (a) 
implies (b) and (c). 
Let us now write T(Ji)n=nh , that is 
jf(x)n,,(dx) = f f ( x + h)n(dx). 
Our arguments show that (a), (b) or (c) imply that p is quasi-invariant [7]: fj. null 
sets translate into ¡i null sets and ¡ih is absolutely continuous with respect to ¡i, so 
that there is for each h a function q> (x, h) nonnegative and fi summable over any set 
of finite p measure as a function of x such that /.ih (dx) = <p (x, h)pi (dx); since ¡i is 
absolutely continuous with respect to fih it follows that 1 ¡<p (x, h) is also summable 
over any set with finite ph and so finite p measure. For a n y / a n d h J\f(x)\pp(dx) is 
finite if and only if J\f(x)\p(p(x, h)p(dx) is finite. Let (p„(x, h)=min (cp(x, h), n); 
then the m a p f(x)->-(pn(x, h)f(x) is bounded on Lp(p) to itself for any fixed n and h 
and the set {<pn(x, h)f(x); n= 1, 2, . . .} is bounded in Lp(p) for each / ; by the Ba-
nach—Steinhaus Theorem it is uniformly bounded, and so cp(x, h) is bounded for 
each h. This proves that x(h) is a bounded transformation of Lp(p.) to itself; if K(h)= 
= esssup {<p(x,h):x£Rk} then | ' |T(A)|| =K(h)llt', log | | T ( A ) j | = P _ 1 log K(h)=p~lL(h) 
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say, and since T(/;)T(/;') = r{h+h') it follows that L(h) is everywhere finite, mea-
surable and subadditive. We now show that L(h) is bounded over any compac t set 
of h. If it is not bounded above, then there is a convergent sequence (/;„) fo r which 
— since, for any h, L(h+h„) ^ L(h„)—L(—h), we can find such a sequence 
convergent to any assigned h\ and we suppose tha t h has each coordinate h' positive. 
Fo r any such h let C(h)= {x:0rsxj^hJ, j= 1, 2, . . . , k}. Since L(hn) ^ L(x)+ 
+ L(h„—x), either L(x)>^L(hn) or L(h—x) S iL(h„) holds for any given x; and 
so m{x:L(x)^L(h„); x£ C(hn)}^imC(hn). We can choose the hn so tha t hJn~0 fo r 
all j and n, and L(h„)>n; then the set {.v:L(x) > x £ C(hn)} has for each n Lebes-
gue measure greater than imC(h„).-*$mC(h) and hence m{x:L(x)—°°, x f C ( / i ) } g 
\^mC(K)\ but this set is empty, so we have a contradict ion. If L is no t bounded 
below on a set C, it is not bounded above on — C; hence L is bounded on every 
compact . 
N o w by the Lebesgue—Vitali Theorem (e.g. [6], Vol. I, Theorem III . 12 .6) 
B(a,r) . . . 
l i m — — ^ = Ho) say 
exists f o r almost all a and is finite. Choose a in 5 ( 0 , r) so tha t this holds. A n y set E 
in B(0, r) can be covered by a finite number of translates of a ball B=B(a, r) with 
H(B) < (1(a)+ \)m(B), and hence p(E) < M(?.(a)+ l)m(E), where log M.is the 
upper bound of L(h) in B(0, 2 r ) . Thus /i is absolutely cont inuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure m\n(dx)=X(x)dx with A bounded over any compact . Since then 
/(,,(dx) = k(x+h)dx, cp(x,h)= llT('J)llp = sup is bounded over 
every compact , and so is | | T ( / J ) | | _ I . 
This proves that (a) implies (d) and (e). On the other hand , it is easy to see tha t 
(d) or (e) imply (a). 
It is essential for the t ru th of this theorem that /><°° . If p~ then f o r (a) to 
hold p must be quasi-invariant, and if this is the case then ||T(A)/|| = | | / | | for any 
/ and h. We can conclude again that (dx)=l(x)dx with A locally summable , bu t 
no t that A is necessarily bounded over a compact or restricted in growth. 
In fu ture we write L(/>, A) for Lp(p) when ¡.i(dx)=).(x)dx. We define / ( x ) = 
= /(A, x ) = l o g A(x), L(h) = L(X, h) = ess sup [ / ( x + h)- /(*)]. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let ¡x obey the conditions of Theorem 1 for some p, 1 =/>< Then 
L(X, li) is subadditive and for any h 
( 2 . 1 ) , F ( A , / 0 = l i m i ^ 
exists. F(h)=F(X, h) is a continuous convex positive homogeneous function, everywhere 
finite: F(X,h)^-F(X,-h). 
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If | | T ( / J ) | | is continuous in h, then X(x) is continuous and l(x) and L(h) are uni-
formly continuous, and L(h) is continuous. The limit in (2. 1) exists uniformly in h 
over the sphere ||//||= 1. 
Theorem 1 shows that L(h) exists and is finite everywhere; it is obviously sub-
additive. Consequently 
L ((% + P)h) a L {all) p L(fih) 
a+P ~ a+P a +a+P P 
for any a, P and so L(ah)/a decreases with a for positive a, and this proves that 
F{h) exists and is less than Since L{ah)+L{— ah) = L(0) = 0, it follows that 
F(h)+F(-h) a 0 a n d hence F{h) ^-F(-h) Clearly F(fih)=lim L(aph)/oc= 
= PF{h) for any positive P and F(h+k) =§ lim L(ah)/a+lim L{fih)/P = F{h)+F(k). 
It follows that F is positive homogeneous and subadditive, hence that it is convex 
and so continuous. 
Since p log X(h) = ess sup {l(x+h)—l(x)} continuity of X(h) implies that the 
righthand side tends to 0 as h -»-0, that is 
(2.2) ess sup [A (x + h)/X (x)] -*l as h-*0 
I(x) is everywhere equal to lim pB(x, r)/mB(x, r) that is, to 
l*T— o 
lim J X{y)dylmB{x,r). 
Ilx—y|l-=r 
The corresponding integral for X{x+h) has y replaced with y+h and so since A(JC) 
is bounded over any compact and because of (2. 2), X is continuous. l{x) is then 
also continuous and so sup [l{x+h)~/(x)] = p log ||T(A)|| -*• 0 as h— 0, that is, /(x) 
is uniformly continuous. Uniform continuity of L(h) follows immediately: if ¿ > 0 
is such that / ( x + / z ) - / ( x ) < e when | |A||<5 then \L{h)-L{h')\ < s if \h-h'\ < 5. 
If the limit in (2. 1) does not exist uniformly over ||A||= 1, then for some e > 0 we 
can select a sequence (hn), convergent to a point h on the sphere, and indeed such 
that \\n{h—h„)\\ — 0 as n -<- so that for all n, 
L(nhn)>n[F{hn) + 38]. 
For each n we can choose x„ such that l(xn+nh„) — l(x„) > L{nh„) — s, and then 
n[F(h„) + 3e] <= l(xn + nhn)- /(x„) = l{xn + nh„) - l(xn + nh) + /(x„ + nh)-1(x) ^ 
^ L(nh„-nh) + L{nh) < L(nh -nh) + n[F{h) + E]. 
For some n0, L{nh„—'nh) < e and \F(h„)— F(h)\ < e if « > « 0 > a n d t h e n the 
lsfthand side is greater than n(F(h)+ 2e) and the righthand side is less than 
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E+Л[/•(/;)+£], so that the inequality cannot hold for all n. This proves the un i fo rm 
convergence in (2. 1). 
T h e o r e m 3. Let F(x) be the positive homogeneous convex function defined by 
(2 .1 ) . Then 
(a) for any h and any e > 0 there is an a 0 so that if a > a 0 
exp [ - « ( £ ( - / ? ) + е ) ] < Я(a/г) < exp {a(F(A)+e)}; 
(b) ;/||т(/г)|| is continuous in h then this holds uniformly over ЦЛЦ = 1, that is, there 
is an a0 so that //"||.x|| > a0 
exp [ - ( f ( * ) + e | M | ) ] < A(x) < e x p ( F ( x ) + £ | | x | | ) . 
By definition, — L(—ah) < I (ah)—1(0) < ¿(а/г) fo r all positive a and all /;, s o 
that for large enough а 
-x[F(-h)+s] < /(а/г)—/(0) < a[F(h)+e] 
and the first statement follows; the second is a consequence of this and of the uni form 
convergence of L (ah) to F(h) over the unit sphere. 
The problem of the existence of intertwining operators between representat ions 
of t(h) on integration spaces is clearly linked with the topological properties of the 
group T(/J) acting on these spaces: and more precise results can be f o u n d if t he 
behaviour of т (/г) is more closely specified. 
For any 0 let us write L(p, A, R) for the set of functions in L(p, A) whose 
supports are in B(0, R). We examine conditions under which the action of т(/г) is 
closely approximated by its action on L(p, A, R). 
If, for each £ > 0, there is an R such that, for any h 
then we say that т is compactly approximated: and if there is an R so tha t 
then т is inversely compactly approximated. 
T h e o r e m 4. If x is compactly approximated then for any £ > 0 there is for any 
h an а0(Л, E) and a constant A so that if а > а 0 
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and if ||t(/?)|| is continuous in h, there is an a0(e) so that if\\x\\ >a0 
AeF(x>S,l(x)^eF(x)+e,,xl1. 
If x is inversely compactly approximated, then these equations become 
e-(F(-a«+£cr) ^ y(ah) Ш Ae~F<-~x^, 
е-(Я-л)+г11х11) g A(x)Ae-F(-*\ 
respectively. 
It is easy to see that sup '-f£L(p, X, Л)} is equal to 
s u p p C x + Z O / ^ ^ M I S * } 
and so that r is compactly approximated if and only if there is for each e > 0 an Л 
such that, for all h 
L(h) S sup {l(x+h)-l(x):\\x\\ < R} ss L(h)~s. 
In that case one has on the one hand that /(ос/г)—/(0) S L(ah) and on the other 
that 
/(а/г) = I (ah) - l(x+ah) + l(x) + l(x+ah) - l(x) Ш 
L(-x)+l(x)+l(x+ah)-l(x) == sup { / ( x ) - L ( - x ) : ||x|| < R}+L(ah) + e = 
= A'+L(ah)-e, 
say. Now for a>a0(h, s), <x(F(h)+s) Ш L(ah) Ш aF(h) so that F(h)+A'/a^ 
S I (ah)/а ё l(Q)/a+F(h)+e, and so 
AeF(oA) g / ( а / г ) g gF(ah) + ea^ 
The second inequalities follow f rom the uniform convergence of L(<xh)/a if 
\\x{h)\\ is continuous. 
The last two inequalities follow by a similar argument, based on the observa-
tion that 
s u p { 1 | T ( - 1 ) / 1 1 S U P - A) ] 1 ^ : IIJC|| < * } • • 
The importance of these results to our later arguments is that they give condi-
tions under which the growth of X(x) as ||хЦ—°° is regular. The approximations 
to X(x) in these formulae give examples of the E functions defined in the following. 
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D e f i n i t i o n . E(X,h) is an upper E function for A if X(x+h)/X(x)E(X, h) is 
bounded for all x and h and if for all x 
X(x+h) . 
hmSUpX(x)E(X,h) 
as h tends to infinity along any ray; 
E{X, h) is a lower E function for X if 
. , X(x + h) ^ . 
lim inf S i 
X(x)E(X, h) 
as h tends to infinity along any ray: 
T h e o r e m 5. If E(X, h) is an upper E function for X, then for any f^O 
^ t t S ^ « 1 - ' 
1 i m , i m i i m / + < - h ) f \ \ _ , 
l!/| |(£(A,A) + £(A, - h ) 1 1 " ) ' 
h tends to infinity along any ray. If E(X, h) is a lower E function then the same 
inequalities hold with signs reversed and lim sup replaced by lim inf. 
For any h we have 
when r>R, if S(x, h, R) = sup {X(x+ rh)/X(x)E(X, rh):r > R). Since this is bounded 
and has a limit not greater than 1 as R — 
and this proves the first statement. To prove the second and third, we note tnat f o r 
any s>~ 0 we can find fL such that f2 — / - / , has norm less than e and f i has compact 
support. Then if h is large enough the supports of / 1 ; ~t{h)fi and T ( — / 0 / I are dis-
joint, so that 
II/I + T W / i I I " = I I / I ! ! p + \ \ m M p , 
\ \ m A + ^ - h ) f r = \ H h ) f l r + \ n - h ) f l r . 
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Thus, for A sufficiently large in any direction 
| | / + r ( A ) / | | =s | | / i + t ( A ) / 1 | | + 1 | / 2 | | + 1 | T ( A ) / 2 | | & 
S ll/H (1 + £ ( A , A ) ) 1 / p ( l + s) + 3 + KE(X, h f ' n 
S | | / | | ( 1 + £ ( ; A ) ) " ' ( 1 + e) + tfe(l +E{X, A ) ) 1 " , 
where K = sup {k(x+h)/E(X, h)X{x)}, and this leads to the second inequality. The 
third inequality follows in the same way. 
The inequalities for a lower ¿ ' func t ion follow similarly; but the proof relies on 
Fatou 's lemma, and does not need boundedness. 
3. Existence of continuous translation invariant operators 
We now consider conditions on X(x) and p(x) that are necessary for there 
to be a nonzero continuous linear T mapping L(p, X) to L(q, p) and obeying 
(3.1) [Tf(x+h)](u) = [Tf(x)](u+h), u, h€R. 
Our first results depend on the following general theorem, which includes many 
of the special criteria that have been used in such problems. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let S be a directed set and for all s in S let V(s) and W(s) be 
bounded linear operators on normed spaces A and B respectively, mapping each space 
to itself, and let v(s) and be positive valued functions such that, for all f £ A and 
gdB 
( 3 . 2 ) . i m s u p i ^ l i s . , l t a M l ^ r i . , 1 . 
s tf(S)||/L s w ( i ) | | g | | f l 
Then if there is a continuous nonzero linear T:A -+B such that TV(s)= W(s) T for all 
s € S we must have 
(3.3) l i m i n f - ^ - s 1. . 
These statements remain true for a general set S if lim sup and lim inf are replaced 
by sup and inf respectively throughout. 
If a T obeying the conditions exists, then for any / and e > 0 there is an element 
s { f , e) after which 
— ~ = ! - £ > . t . s M y n + 
" W i l l * ~ ' » ( i ) l l / l l 
so that 
E / I I B ^ L|RR(5)/||B V(s) 1 + e ^ r L + 8 v ( s ) 
I I f h - ^WII/IIk W(s) 1 - 6 - 1 - s w(s) 
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W e can c h o o s e / s o that the lefthand side is greater than 1 — £ | | r | | and this leads 
to (3. 3). 
With Theorem 5, this leads to the following criteria. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let E(X, h), E(j.i, h) be, respectively, upper and lower E functions 
for X and ¡i. In order that a nonzero continuous solution of (3. 1) exist it is necessary 
that 
„ « r • , £ ( W P • , r • f(l + E(X,h))l"> _ , 
/7 « r • c{E(X,h) + E{p, - h)Yl" (3. 5)• lim i n f — — ,.{..„ s 1 V ' (E(ji,h) + E(ji, -h))1'« 
as h tends to infinity in any direction. 
These result follow on taking V(h) and W(li) to be T ( / 0 , \ + x(h), T ( A ) + T ( — h) 
respectively, and then applying Theorems 5 and 6. 
Impor tan t cases are those with X(x) = eaM (or (1 + ||x||)a) and A(JC) = 
= e i l l x l l(or (1 + ||x||)6). E(X, h) and E(p, h) can then be taken to be X(h) and n(h) 
respectively; and we find that for a solution it is necessary tha t qa—pb S 0, using 
the first inequality in (3. 4). If a=b=0 the first inequality gives no result: the second 
then shows that we must have p ^ q , a result due to Hormander ([5], Theorem 1. I). 
If qa—pb — 0, (3. 5) shows tha t we must have p=q. 
Sufficiency of the conditions. The conditions given in Theorem 7 are not usually 
sufficient for the existence of solutions. Somewhat stronger conditions are sufficient 
if p ^ q , as the following theorem shows. 
. T h e o r e m 8. In order that the identity be a continuous imbedding of L(p, A) 
into L{q,n) it is necessary and sufficient that p = q and that X.~9np£L1I<-P~q). 
For the imbedding to be continuous we must have 
(3. 6) ( / f H ' d x ) l l q ^ K(ff>Xdyy"> 
f o r all / and some fixed constant K. 
Take f(x)= M_ < i ;(R(X), where yR is the characteristic function of the ball 
B(0, R). Then i f p < k / a < q the lefthand side of (3. 6) is infinite, and the r ighthand side 
finite; hence for (3. 6) to hold it is necessary that p ^ q . N o w take 
Substituting in (3. 6) gives 
PI 
•driving the necessity of the second condition. 
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On the other hand, if the conditions hold, then by Holder 's inequality, for any 
fiL(p,X) 
( f p f i d x ) 1 " 1 si (ff>Mxyi>(fn"<'-*H-*H'-«dx)~, 
so that the conditions are sufficient. 
If A(x)=eaM, p(x)=^Ux\ the condition becomes qa-pb > 0. If A(x) = 
= (1 + M ) a , p(x) = (l + ||x||)6, they become qa-pb > k(p-q). 
The study of the sufficiency of the conditions in other cases depends on ex-
amining more complicated transforms such as the Hilbert transforms or Riesz 
potentials. 
If T is a bounded translation invariant operator f rom L(p, A) to L(q, p) then 
there is a unique distribution k £ D ' such that 
Tu = k*u, u£D. 
If A(x)= O ||x||m as ||x|| — oo, for some m, then k is in S'. 
Here D is Schwartz' space of infinitely d i f ferent ia te functions with compact 
support, S his space of functions with the seminorms sup {||x||r|Z)' //(x)|}, and D', 
S' the corresponding duals. The argument is close to that of Hormander, Theorem 
1. 2; modified to allow for the-fact that S need not be in L(p, A). 
For any u£D and any differential operator DJ, TD'u= DJTu. Since Dju£ 
£L(p, A), TD1 u£L(q, A) and so by the Sobolev imbedding theorem (cf. [5] Lemma 
1. 1) Tu(x) is continuous after correction on a set of measure zero and (after cor-
rection) 
7 w ( 0 ) s c 2 ( / \ D J u \ " d x y / " S c ' Z \ \ D J u \ \ p ^ , 
l / ' i ^ * I IXl lc l •' 
for some constants C, C'. If u tends to 0 in the distribution sense, so does \\D'u\\p ^ 
and hence u^Tu(0)£D'; it follows, that for some distribution k, Tu(0)=(k* w)(0) 
and hence, by translation invariance, that Tu=k* u. 
If, for some m, A(x)= 0 ( | | x | n then if u£S, D'u£L(p,X) for any j, and the 
argument above goes through with S and S' replacing D and D'. 
4. Scope of a transformation 
The map ug: f -*{f, g)=Jfgdx is an element of the dual of L{p, A) if g A - 1 is 
in L(p',X) and its norm is the norm of g X i n that space, that is ||w(g)|| = 
= (f\g\p'X-p'lpdxylp'. Writing p".= \/(p-l) = p'lp, we see that g is an element 
of L(p', A -" ' ) and that ||«(g)|| is the norm of g as an element of that space. 
Now let T map L(p, A) to L(q, n). The dual of the latter space is represented 
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by elements h£L(q', p q"), and for such an h (Tf\ h) is cont inuous i n / , so that there 
is a T'h in L{p\>r"') such that {Tfh)={f T'h). 
T is represented by a distribution in D': T f = k f i f f ^ D . We have already pointed 
out that T is in S' if 5 is contained in L(p, A), that is to say, if A(x) is of not more 
than polynomial growth as | j x | | — T h e result we have jus t proved enables us to 
show that this also holds if p{x)~l is of not more than polynomial growth. 
I f / a n d h are in D then 
{Tf h) = ( k * f , h) = ( / , k*ti) 
where k(x)=k(—x). It follows that h-~k*h maps L(q', p~q") to L(p', A~p') and if 
H~Q" is of not more than polynomial growth k and so k is in S'. 
We sum up and extend these results in the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 9. Let T be a continuous transformation linear from L(p0, A0) to 
L (q0, fi0) with norm M0 and from , A,) to L(q, //,) with norm M , . For Os/s 
-. 1. let 
— = — + — , — = + — , A / / ' . = A^-o/Po.A'/p, 
Pt Po Pi <7/ tfi 
H\lpt = nU-'VPotflp,. 
Then T is a continuous translation invariant map from L(pt, A,) to L(qt, /¿,) and from 
L(q't,n~q"') to L(p't, /.~p"<) with norm not greater than MXQ~'M[. 
I f , for any t, )., and fi, or their reciprocals grow at infinity not faster than a poly-
nomial, then T is represented by a convolution with a distribution k in S'. 
This theorem follows f rom the previous arguments together with the theorem 
of Stein and Weiss on interpolation of operators with change of measure [9]. The 
importance of the last result is that it extends the range of t ransformations to which 
the Fourier t ransform methods of the next section apply. 
5. Fourier transforms of solutions 
Explicit characterizations of transforms can be obtained by Fourier t ransform 
methods for t ransforms acting between spaces on both of which ||T(/Z)|| is a cont inuous 
function of h and z is either compactly approximated or inversely compactly ap-
proximated on both. Theorem 4 shows that in that case A (x) and n (x) are approx-
imated by functions of the form e x p ± / " ( x ) u p to multiples of order exp£ | |x | | . W e 
shall suppose in what follows that A and p. are exactly of these forms. The results 
that follow apply without change if A and p are of this fo rm up to multiplication by 
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functions that are bounded above and below by positive constants. In the general 
case the arguments need some modifications, but will go through if the hypotheses 
in Theorem 10 that C(p)/q is contained in C(X)/p is replaced by the hypothesis that 
C(p)lq is in the interior of C(X)/p. 
Let us suppose that A(x)=exp F(X, x), p(x)=exp F(X, x), where F(X, x) and 
F(p, x) are as in section 2. These functions are positive homogeneous and convex, 
and hence are the support functions of closed convex sets C(X), C(p) respectively: 
F(X, x) = sup {y • x : v 6 C(X)}. 
If f£L(p,X) then its Fourier transform for w = u+iv is given by 
(6. 1) (2n)ik f(w) = f f ( x ) e~iwx dx = J f ( x ) e°x~iux dx 
Now 
f\f(x)\Pe""xdx = f\f\'"!'>-*-F«-xn-(x)dx 
so that f(x)evx is in Lp i f p v . x ^ F ( X , x ) for all x, that is, if v is in C(X)Jp. If v is an 
interior point of C(X.)lp let the distance of v f rom the exterior C(X)/p be o > 0 , so that 
pvrx— F(X, x) ^ a for all x ; then f(x)e*'x g L, for 
f | / ( x ) | e-Xdx = f | / ( x ) | e"-x-F^'x^PX(xyiPdx ^ 
^ U\\p,dfe~p'aimdxYl1'' = Ca-x'p', 
by Holder's inequality, with C a constant depending only on k and p. 
f(w) therefore exists if yg C(X)/p whenever p^2 and, as a function of u,f(u+iv) 
is the Fourier transform of a function in Lp, that is, is in Lp. In general f(u) is analytic 
for v in the interior of C(X)/p and is the Fourier transform of a function in L when 
considered as a function of u, and has a supremum for fixed t) of the order of a~klp' 
with a the distance of v from the boundary of C(A)/p. 
Now let T:f — k*f be a map from L{p, X) to L{q, p); then the adjoint T' 
can be represented as a m a p / — k*f f rom L(q',p~q") to L(p',X~p") and k is a 
distribution in S', ew, where ew(x)=e~iwx, is in L(g',p~q") if q'v.x—q"F(p, x) 0 
for all x, that is provided that qvZC(p), and then ( k * e w ) ( x ) = e~iwx{2n)ikk(w) 
is in L{p', X~p"). This implies that k{w) exists and that v^C(X)/p. Thus for a nonzero 
map T to exist we must have that C(X)/q<zC(p)/p and k(w) must be analytic for v 
in the interior of C(p)/w. 
The problem of maps from spaces with measures of form exp (— F(X, x)) to 
those with measures of similar form reduces to the one just discussed: this is, in the 
notation above, the question of a map from L(p, X~l) to L(q, p-1) and this is equi-
valent to a map from L(q', pq") to L(p', Ap"); the condition for.this is that p"C(X)lp' c 
aq"C(p)/q', that is, that C(X)/pczC(p)lq. 
4' 
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We now investigate conditions for a multiplier function to give such a map. 
D e f i n i t i o n . For amO let Mqpa be the set of all m{u) such that m(u)f(u) is 
in Lq whenever / is in L(p, eaM). If m(u)f{u)=g(u) then we write Mqpa{m) (or 
Mqp a (w («)) when it is necessary to specify the variable in rri) for the no rm of the 
map f~g on L(p, eaM), to Lq. 
Since L(p, eaM) decreases as a increases, and since the norm of a fixed element 
increases with a, M"p a increases with a, and the norm of a fixed m decreases with a. 
These monotonicities are strict. Thus in particular if p>q, Mqpa is empty if a—0, 
but contains the unit function if a =- 0. 
T h e o r e m 10. Let A(x)=exp F(l, x), ¿¿(x)=exp F(fi, x), where F(l, x), F{p, x) 
are support functions of closed convex sets C(A), C(p). Let pF(X,.x)^qF(p, x) for 
all x. Let m(w) be analytic ifv£C(p)/q and for each v in C(p)/q let.m(u+iv) be in 
Mqpb with Mqpd(m(u+iv)) =; K8~y where K, y are constants independent of v, y 
and 5 is the distance of v from the boundary of C{X)lp. Let C(p)/q be not entirely 
contained in the boundary of C(X)/p. Then if q=2 themapf-*g, where g{w)~m{w)f{w) 
for v£C(p)/q is a bounded translation invariant map from L(p, I ) to L(q, p). 
If2<q<<=° the same holds provided that m(w) is uniformly bounded for v in C(p). 
According to the hypotheses there is for each v in C{p)lq an element x) £Lq 
such that 
(6.3) (2n)ik g(u + iv) = fg(v,x)e-iuxdx, 
and 
(6.4) \ \ g ( v , - ) \ \ q ^ 8 - y K { f \ f ( _ x ) \ P e ^ d x y i P . 
Our first aim is to prove that this g is essentially independent of v, that is, g(v, x ) = 
— g(x)evx for some g in L(q, p). 
Choose a, b, v in C(p)/q so that a, = = b r for all r \ we may as weir suppose 
the inequalities strict, since there is nothing to prove unless some are strict and we 
can ignore the coordinates for which ar, br, vr are equal. Letting wr = ur+ivr, for 
iarge enough T Cauchy's theorem gives 
• C(T) ; 
where P{z, w) = (2rJ)~kn(zr-wr), and where C{T)=nCr{T) with Cr{T) the rect-
angle with vertices at iar±T,. ibr±T described positively. Calling the integral on 
the right I(T) it follows that . 
T+l ' 
g(w) = f I(t)dt = J(T) + R(T), 
r 
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where J(T) is the part of the integral in (6: 4) over the product of the horizontal sides 
of the rectangles, and R(T) is a sum of terms of the forms 
T+1 ib + T T.+ l t 
[ dt [ j v d z a h d [ dt f £ ( i a + x \ d X 
J J P(z,w) J J P(ia + x,w) 
T ia + T T T 
together with others obtained by replacing T and T+ 1 by — T, — T— 1 and a by b. 
The terms of the first, type are not greater in modulus than 
(6.6) 
i /« 
T a T 
b T+1 
^ A T - x f d y ^ f \g(t + iy)\*dt 
a T 
for some constant A. If g S 2 the inner integral is not greater than Cq\\g(y, -)||9 
where Cq is the norm of the Fourier transform as a map f rom Lq to Lq.. Moreover, 
g(u+ iv) = m(u+iv)h(u) where k(x)=f(x)evx and then 
,f\h(x)\"eSMdx= J\f(x)\PeP" x+ixdx ^ f |/(x)|" eF^dx, 
because x) = sup {v.x:v£C(X)} = pv.x+3 ||x|| since all points within 8 of v are 
in C(A). Then by (6- 4) ||g(i?, 
We can suppose without loss of generality that at most one point of [a, 6], say 
b 
a, lies in the boundary of C(X)/p. The integral in (6. 6) is of the order of J 5~ydy 
a 
where 5 is the distance of y f rom the boundary of C(l)jp. If a is not in the boundary, 
this is bounded; if a is in the boundary, it is of the order of the integral f rk~1~y dr 
o 
with r = ' || j — a n d is again bounded if y<k as required by hypothesis. Hence the 
term (6.6) is 0(T~k) as 
This argument fails if q< 2; however, in that case under the strengthened hypoth-
esis that m(u+iv) is bounded we can consider the side terms in the integral (6. 5) 
directly. According to (6. 2), assuming again that a is in the boundary of C(A)/p, 
\f{u+iv)\ is bounded by a constant multiple of d~klp' and, arguing much as above, the 
integral is of the order of T~k multiplied by the integral of f r t ( 1 - 1 ' p ' ) - 1 i / r and 
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since p > 1 this is bounded. Once again the side terms tend to 0 and we can write 
? W = 1 a - h where 
oo 
y=a — <*» 
= J g{a,№ J g(a, 
— oo . y = a 0 
and similarly 0 
(2n)*Ib = - f g(b, O e - ' W d t . 
On comparison with (6. 3), it follows that g(x)=g(v, x)e~v x is independent of v 
and then 
(/\g{x)\qp(dx)yi" = (J|g(v, X)\9e-9o'x + F0.,xidxyiq £ 
(f\g{v, x^dxyi" s K5-rf„, 
when the point v is chosen arbitrarily in the interior of C(X)/p. Thus the m a p f—g is 
continuous on L(p, X) to L{q, p). 
Note that the conclusions of the theorem are valid if <73= 2 even if C(fj)lq is 
entirely contained in the boundary of C(X)/p provided that y can be taken to be zero. 
Sufficient conditions for a map generated by m to be continuous L(p, X"1) -* 
->~L{q,ii~l) follow from this theorem, by using the duality arguments. These are 
that C(X)/pc:C(n)/q, that C(X)/p is not completely contained in the boundary of 
C(p)/q, that if p^2m(u+iv) is .in M£s and that M£s(m(u+iv)) < K5~y where 5 
is the distance from v to the boundary of C{p)lq and K, y are-as before. If /?< 2 we 
need in addition that m(u+iv) is uniformly bounded for v£C{p)jq. 
These conditions are unaltered by translations of C(X)/p, C(p)/q through the 
same displacement. This is a particular case of the following observation: 
If the kernel k generates a continuous transformation f rom L(p, X) to L(q, p) 
then the kernel k{x)e?'x generates a continuous transformation from L{p,Xe~pax) 
to L(q, pe-qa x). 
The effect of the change in measures involved in this statement is to alter F(X, x) 
to F(A, x)~pa-x and F(p, x) to F(fi, x) — qa-x and so to displace both C(X)/p 
and C(fi)/q. by —a. 
We give some applications of these arguments to particular, kernels. 
a) The one-dimensional Hilbert transform has k(x)=l/nx, k(u)=sgn u. This 
has no analytic extension, so that H cannot map any L(p, A) continuously to L(q, p) 
if C(p) contains any nonzero v: that is to say, if p is in the class we are considering 
in this section, it must be constant. 
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b) The Riesz potentials are the transforms Rx with kernels ||x||<z_':, 0 < a < i , 
apart f rom a constant multiple; the Fourier t ransform m(u) is a constant multiple 
of ||w||-01. This has no analytic extension and the same conclusions apply as for the 
Hilbert t ransform. 
c) Let <?(x)=e_ l | x". Then e(w) = (1 + analytic for | |I; | |<1, and uni-
formly bounded on any region || u|| < 1 — 5, if d > 0. Conditions sufficient in order that 
the map T, 
T f ( x ) = f e-\*-y\f(y)dy, 
act continuously L(p, A) -*L(q, p) a re : 
A. F(p, x)<q\\x\\ for all x and B: if p^q^l, pF(p,x) ^ (qFX,x) and if 
p > q, pF(p, x) < qF(X, x) for all x. 
Dually, the conditions that T a c t continuously f rom L(p, p-1) to L(q, A - 1 ) are 
A' . F(X, x)<=/> ||x||; B' if q<=p^2, qF(X, x)SpF(p, x) for all x, if p>q 
qF(X, x) <pF([i, x) for all x. 
d) For the kernel &(x)=e - 1 1*"2 the conditions are the conditions B and B' 
above. 
e) If q<p and C(u)/q is contained in the interior of C(/.)/p then the identity is a 
continuous map L(p, X)-*L(q, p). 
This follows easily enough f rom the theorem, or directly f rom Theorem 8, 
for if the conditions hold then there is an e neighbourhood of C(p)/q in C().)lp 
and so F(X, x)/p— F(p, x)/q > e[|x|| for all x, so that the conditions of Theorem 8 
hold. 
The theorem also allows us to state some cases in which the class of translation 
invariant maps f r o m L(p, X) to L(q, p) is vacuous, that is, consists only of the zero 
map. Among these are the following: 
a) C{p)jq is not in C(X)jp, that is, pF{p, x)>qF(X, x) for some x. 
b ) p>q and C(p)/q contains a boundary point of C(X)/p, that is pF(p, x) = 
= qF(X, x) for some x. 
For suppose that there is a v common to the boundaries; for this v, 6=0, and if 
m(w) generates a m a p L(p, A) —L(q, p) then m(u +iv).£Mqp and this, as we have 
seen, is vacuous if p > q. 
On the other hand, the class of maps is never vacuous if C(p)/q is in the interior 
of C(X)lp; for then if p>q the.identity is a continuous m a p L(p, X)—L(q, p) and 
i f p = q the function m(w)=e~w2 is a multiplier generating a nontrivial continuous 
map. 
Lastly, with X and p of the same forms, there remains the question of the existence 
of map L(p, X) —L(q,p^i) and L(p, A - 1 ) — L (q, p). Here the functions in one space or 
the other are very large at infinity, and do not have Fourier t ransforms: nor do 
the functions involved in the dual problem in the other space. The problem can be 
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considered by other methods, and some results may be obtained by using generalized 
Fourier transforms. However, the following result is obvious, as consequences of 
previous theorems. 
For the map L(p, A~i)-<-L(q, //) the comparison functions of Theorem 7 are 
E(A~l, h)= — exp (— F (A, h)), E(p, A ) = e x p F(p, h) so that L(p, A - 1 ) p) is 
vacuous unless A and p are 1. 
The question of maps f rom L{p, A) to L(q, p~l) reduces to that of maps f rom 
L{p,Aepax) to L(q, eqa x) according to the argument above, where a is any 
point. If a is common to C(A)/p and — C(-p)/q, 0 is a common point of the correspond-
ing regions after displacement: for the equivalent F's F(A, x)^0, Fiji, for all 
x. Assuming this to be the case, we have the continuous imbeddings L(p, A)cLp, 
LqaL(q, ¡i"1), and so any continuous map Lp-*Lq induces one from L(p, A) to 
L(q, I f p = q there are always such maps that are not zero. If p>q, the identity 
is a map from L(p, A) to L(q, p~l) if a is interior to C(A)/p. 
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On weak convergence of randomly selected partial sums 
By M. CSÖRGŐ1) in Ottawa (Canada) and S. CSÖRGŐ in Szeged 
In honour of Professor Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
1. Introdution. Let , ... be a sequence of random variables (r.v.'s) defined' 
on a probability space (Q, 39, P) and suppose that the partial sums Sn = + + 
Л 1-£„ obey the central limit theorem, say with the positive norming factors a„, 
so that the distribution of a~l Sn is asymptotically the unit normal. Now let v„ be 
a sequence of positive integer valued r.v.'s defined on the same probability space-
Beginning with the early work of ANSCOMBE (1952), [1], several authors have dealt 
with the convergence problem of a " 1 Sv (see e.g. [15], [13], [5] and [6]) and, in 
general, with the following problem: if we are given that a sequence of r.v.'s already 
satisfies an asymptotic law, then under what conditions should the same sequence,, 
but indexed by v „ , satisfy the same law (see [17], [12], [8] and [9]). On the other hand,, 
these results have established the background for studying the problem of weak 
convergence of randomly selected partial sum processes on function spaces, and 
this work has begun with BÍLLINGSLEY ([12], 1962). This paper is going to deal with 
this latter approach, trying to provide a general procedure. 
2. Weak convergence of randomly selected partial sum type processes on the 
space D 
Let D=D[0, 1] be the space of functions with discontinuities only of the first 
kind. Under Prohorov's metric [14] or under Skorokhod's metric [18] with Billingsley's 
modification of it '[3] D is a complete and separable metric space. Let 3> be the 
a-algebra generated by the open sets of D. If for each я ё О , X„ is a measurable map-
ping f rom (Q, 38) to (D, 3¡), that is, in Billingsley's terminology (which will be fol-
lowed throughout, [3]), Xn is a random function of D, and &n denotes the induced 
image law of Xn on (D, Q>), then we say X„ converges in distribution to X0 with the 
Work supported by a National Research Council of Canada Grant at Carleton University, 
Ottawa. 
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induced image law w r i t t e n X 0 , if for all real valued continuous bounded 
functions g on D lim f gd3?„ — Jgd0>o holds. The sequence Xn is called tight if 
D D 
for every positive e there exists a compact set K in Q) such that &>„{K) 1 —e, 
n— 1, 2, ... . The following two theorems (Theorems 15. 2 and 15. 1, [3]), of which 
the first one characterises the notion of tightness in D and the second one the con-
vergence in distribution (weak convergence), will be used in the sequel. 
T h e o r e m A. The sequence X„ is tight if and only if these two conditions hold: 
(i) For each positive t] there exists a d such that 
P{sup|Z„(OI ></} < r,, u g l . 
t 
(ii) For each positive e and rj, there exist a <5, 0<<5< 1, and an integer n0 such that 
P{w'(Xn, d)>£}<>/, n=«0> where 
-(1) .5) = inf max ^ „ ( [ / ^ , / , ) ) 
(1,«,{«,}) i i i i r 
with wx ( [ / ;_ , , ?,)) = sup \Xn(u)— ^„(t))!, and the infimum extends over all 
u.oei'i-i,«,) 
finite sets (/,) of points satisfying 
0 = /0 <<!<...< tr = 1, >(5, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,r . 
T h e o r e m B. For Xn to converge in distribution to X0 it is necessary and sufficient 
.that the finite dimensional distributions of it should converge to those of X0 and that X„ 
.should be tight. 
The random functions of D we are going to be concerned with are of the fo rm: 
(2) Xn(t) = Xn (t,co) = a'1 X{nt,w), O ^ / S l , n^ 1, 
where X(u, of), for each fixed co in Q, is a right continuous function of u on [0, <*>) 
fiaving left-hand limits at each point, and for u fixed it is measurable with respect 
to (£3, the sequence an of positive numbers increases monotonically to °° with n, 
and it is also slowly oscillating in the sense of Karamata . This latter notion means 
that an is of the form n"L(n) with a positive and L([cn])/L(n) — 1 as « — °° for every 
positive c. 
The most immediate examples of the form of (2) are the partial sum processes 
•a~1 St(I1], S0= 0, and several other processes of D can be brought into this form when 
technicalities of certain proofs so require. As to the latter we mention a for tchoming 
paper by one of us [10], concerning the weak convergence of the random sample 
size empirical process. 
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In this exposition the possibility of deducing the weak convergence of Xv f rom 
that of X„ of (2) is examined. Towards this end the following lemma is essential. 
L e m m a . If X„ of (2) is tight and if the sequence of positive integer valued r.v.'s 
v„ is such that vjn —- v, where v is an arbitrary positive r.v then Xv is also tight. 
P r o o f . The special fo rm of X„ of (2) implies that conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem A are satisfied if and only if 
(i)* For each positive /7 there exists a d such that 
i>{ sup \X (v)\ > da„) < t], n s l . 
O I L i S n 
(ii)* For each positive e and /7, there exists a <5, 0<<5<1, and an integer n0 
such that 
P{ inf Mr{n) > sa„} < rj, n^n0, 
where Mr(n) = max sup \X(u) — X(v)\, and inf stands for the infimum 
I S i S r u ,»f [»,_!,i ' ,)• . (n.<5,{[),}) over the finite sets of points (vt) satisfying 
0 = v0 < v, < ... < vr = n, vt — f , _ ! > n8, i = 1, 2 , . . . . , r. 
In order to prove our lemma, we simply have to verify conditions (i)* and (ii)* for 
Xv , that is to say (i)* and (ii)* with n replaced by v„ in them. 
First we verify condition (ii)*. Let s and r\ be fixed positive numbers and let 
0=t]/3. Choose 0<a<b so that P{a ^ v < b) > 1 — 0. Without loss of generality 
assume that e < o , and choose nl = nl(e, 6) so that p j j — — ; ; > e | < 0 for n S n , . 
For arbitrary <5 and 
(3) P{ inf M r(v„) > eavJ = P{ inf Mr(yn) > eavJ, 
(v„.<5,M) (v„,M»i}) 
n(a-s) s v„ s n(b + e)}+20. 
Now for each fixed co £ Q and v„ in the indicated range above 
inf Mr(n(b + 8)) a inf Mr(v„), 
and fl[„(fl_£)j = ov , so the last probability of relation (3) is less than or equal to 
(4) P{ inf Mr(n{b + s)) > e a ^ - . ^ } . 
(n (6+ e),i, {»,.}) 
Also a„=nxL(n) is slowly oscillating and it can be easily computed that 
(a-c)]Mn((>+£)] { ( a ~ £ ) l (b+E))" as n - ' oo. Thus, if we now choose a positive 
number Q SO that £0 = s(((A— s)/(b+ £))"— Q) is also positive, then there exists an 
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n2(=nl) so that for n^n2 the probability under (4) is bounded above by 
P{ inf Mr(n(b + ej) >£0a[n(6+e)]}-
(n (4+e),«,{»,}) 
Since the sequence X„ is tight, therefore, for e0 and 6 we can now choose 5 and 
n 0 ( g « 2 ) such that the last probability is less than 9 which, in turn, implies that the 
left hand side probability of (3) is less than q. 
Turning now to the proof (i)* we let e, t], 6, a, b, Q, nx and n2 be as in the proof 
of (ii)* above, and putting d0 = d((Xa-s)/(b+B)y— q) we get immediately: 
(5) P{ sup |A-(t;)| > daVn} P { sup \X{v)\> d0ain(b^}+26, 
OSDSv„ 0SIIS[N(B + £)] 
provided n is not less than n2. Again, since the sequence Xn is tight, for 6 we can 
choose d— d* so large that d0 becomes large enough to ensure that the right hand side 
probability of the inequality of (5) is less than 6 for every n. Consequently, for the 
given t] there exist a d* and n2 so that 
(6) .P{ sup |Z(y)| > d* aVn} < ri, • n^n2. 
Thus, the only question now whether such a d should also exist which would make 
relation (6) hold for all n. Since the space D is complete and separable, each single 
probability measure on (D, Qi) is tight, and so are, therefore, the ones induced by 
Xt, X2, . . . , X„2_!. Now the characterization theorem of the compact subsets of D 
(Theorem 14. 3, [3]) implies the existence of d-t so that 
P{ sup |.Y(i;)| < *], i = 1, ..., m2 — 1, 
OSt'SVj ' 
and relation (6) holds for every « § 1 with d— max (d*, dlt . . . , ,) instead of d* 
in it. This completes the proof of Lemma. 
Having proved this lemma, our programme now only requires us to be able to 
deduce the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of Xv f rom those 
of Xn. On the bases of recent literature, concerning the limiting distributions of 
sequences of r.v.'s with random indices, this can be done several ways. We are 
going to demonstrate two possibilities here which, we believe, are the most important 
ones available f rom the point of view of applications. They are based on a recent 
paper of G U I A § U [12] . As to other ways of possible approach we refer to a forthcom-
i ng w o r k of FISCHLER [11]. 
For a random function X of D let Tx={tc{0, l ] : P { * ( i ) ^ * 0 - ) } = 0 } . 
T h e o r e m 1. Let X and the sequence X„ be random functions of the space D, Xn 
having the form as in (2). Assume: 
(a) vjn —- v, where the sequence vn and the r.v. v are as in Lemma; 
(b) Xn -- X; 
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(c) For an arbitrary positive integer k, all arbitrary real numbers cl,c2,... 0) 
k 
and arbitrary time points t1,t2, ...,tk£Tx, the. random variables Y„ = 2 (!i) 
; = i ft • 
and Y = 2 ci^(ti) satisfy (at every. continuity point x of P { 
i=t 
l i m P { 7 r t si x\A) = P{Y S x}, 
for every AeJfv, P{A}^0, where is the a-algebra generated by v; 
(d) For every positive e and rj and every A £ J>TV, P {/1}> 0, there exist a posi-
tive real number c= c(s, i f ) and a natural number n0 = n0(e, t], A) such that for every 
n ' n 0 
P{ max \X(nt)-X(mt)\ >-sa„\A}<ri, 
» ( l - c ) s m i n ( l + c ) 
at every fixed t£Tx. Then Xv^ —~X. 
P r o o f . In the light of our Lemma and Theorem B we only have to deal with 
the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of Xv^. If we now observe 
P j max 
• max \X(nt^-X{mtd\ >&aJk\ct\\A), 
i'=l n( l -c)Si i iSn(l+c) 
then the conditions of Theorem 3 of G U I A § U [12] are satisfied for the sequence 
k k 
Y„ = 2 CiXn(ti) = a'1 2 CiX(nti) if one also notes that Theorem 3 of [12] holds 
¡=i ¡=i 
for a sequence of random variables Y„ of the form Yn= Zn with its condition 
(C6) modified to the extent that in it one writes; Z ; and Z„ instead of Yt and Yn 
respectively, and ea„ instead of e. As a consequence of the Cramer—Wold device 
([3], p. 49), our theorem is now proved. 
R e m a r k s . Lemma and Theorem 1 remain valid if the sequence v„ and v are. 
such that v j f ( r i ) v , where / ( « ) are constants going to infinity. Incidentally, the 
Lemma itself would still hold if an=ri*L(ri) is monotone decreasing or, if a is nega-
tive, independently again of a„ being increasing or decreasing. Condition (d) of 
Theorem 1 with A = Q is the classical Anscombe condition [1]. 
2ciX(ntd-
i = 0 
• Z ^ M 
1 = 1 
sa. A ^ 
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Applications of Theorem 1 
1) Let v = 0 , a positive constant, and Xn(t)= > 0). BII.LINGSLEY ([3], 
Theorem 17. 1) proves that X„-- W implies Xv — where W is the Brownian 
motion on D. This result is a special case of Theorem 1, for when v is a constant 
then Jfv= {0, i2} and condition (c) with A= Q is implied by (b). Also, condition (b) 
implies tightness of Xn, which, in turn, implies condition (d) with A = Q. This com-
pletes the proof of Billingsley's Theorem 17. 1 and the above procedure also shows 
that the assumption W in his theorem can be replaced by Xn—~- X, where X is 
not necessarily the Brownian motion. 
2) If the summands <;,, c 2 , • - - of S [ n I ] are independent and identically distributed 
with zero mean and variance a 2 and v„//(n)-^-v, where v is a positive r.v., then 
(again with Xn(t)= 5 [ n , jofn)XV^~ » ' . (Theorem 17.2, [3]). This theorem of Bil-
lingsley is a generalization of Donsker 's theorem, and it is also implied by Theorem 1 
as follows: Donsker's theorem says that Xn-- W, which implies that X„ is tight and 
this, in turn, ensures the tightness of Xv via Lemma. Condition (c) of Theorem 1 
is a mixing condition in the sense of RENYI [ 1 6 ] , and for Yn it can be verified exactly 
the same way as for one sum of independent, identically distributed r. v.'s. As to 
condition (d) we refer to Lemma 3 of B L U M , H A N S O N and ROSENBLATT [5], which 
implies that the conditional probability there can be considered only with A—Q, 
which then becomes the classical Anscombe condition for sums of independent, 
identically distributed r.v.'s, and, with this, Theorem 17. 2 of [3] now follows. 
For a function s(t) of D let h(s(t)) = s(t)-ts(l). Then, with Xn as in 2) of 
Applications above and <r 2=l we have h(Xv) —•• W°, W° the Brownian bridge on 
D. In [7] we indicated a direct proof of this and used it to prove the random sample 
size Kolmogorov— Smirnov theorems. As already mentioned earlier, the weak con-
vergence of the random sample size empirical process itself will be proved in [10]. 
The way we have proved Billingsley's Theorem 17. 2, [3], suggests the following 
version of Theorem 1. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let X and the sequence Xn be random functions of the space D, 
Xn having the form as in (2). Assume conditions (a), (b), (c) of Theorem 1 and its con-
dition (d) with A=Q. Assume also: 
(e) For every positive s and c and every A 6 J f v , P{A}> 0, we have 
lim supP{/ i '„ | / l} = lim sup .P{/4[,} 
at every fixed t£T, where A'n is the event 
{ max \X(nt)-X(mt)\ > san}. 
n ( l - c ) 3 m S n(l +c) 
3> 
Then XVn-*X. 
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P r o o f . It is sufficient to note that condition (d) with A=fí of Theorem 1 
and condit ion (e) together imply condition (d) of Theorem 1. Thus Theorem 2 f o l -
lows f rom Theorem 1. 
We note that condition (e) of Theorem 2 holds any time each set in the tail, 
ff-field of the sequence X„ has probability 0— 1 (Theorem 2, [4]). 
A p p l i c a t i o n s o f T h e o r e m 2. Let Xn(t)= S[nn/]fn, where the summands . 
Qx, ••• of £[„,] have mean zero and variance one, but are not necessarily inde-
pendent and identically distributed r.V.'s. SREEHARI (Theorems 2. 2 and 3. 1, [19]) 
proves that if condit ions (1) where W is the Brownian mot ion on D, (2) 
condition (a) of Theorem 1 holds, (3) the random variables Y„ of condition (c) of" 
Theorem 1 in terms of X„(t) = £[„,] / /« satisfy 
P{Yn x\A}-P{Yn ^ J C } - 0 , as 
for every A £ J f v , P {A}> 0, and (4) for every positive e and c and every A f 
P {A } > 0, we have (cf. Remark of [19], p. 437) 
P{A<n\A}-P{A'n}^ 0, as 
where A'n is as in condit ion (e) of Theorem 2 in terms of X„(t)= S ^ / t f n , hold them 
Xv -- W. This result is a special case of Theorem 2, for condition (1) implies that : 
condition (3) is of the form of condit ion (c) of Theorem 1. Also, condit ion (4)> 
above implies the form of condit ion (e) of Theorem 2. Thus Theorems 2. 2 and 
3. 1 of Sreehari 's paper [19] follow f rom Theorem 2 and our proof of it also shows 
that the assumption Xn-- W in his theorems can be replaced by Xn~-• X, where X~ 
is not necessarily the Brownian motion. Examples, satisfying the condit ions (3) 
and (4) above and, therefore, also the relevant condit ions of Theorem 2, are givem 
in [ 1 9 ] . 
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Inner dilations of analytic matrix functions 
and Darlington synthesis*) 
By R. G. DOUGLAS**) and J. WILLIAM HELTON 
in Stonybrook (N.Y., U.S.A.) 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
0. Introduction. In this article we prove the following theorem motivated by 
the problem of Darlington synthesis in electrical network theory. 
T h e o r e m . Let S(z)be an analytic contractive operator-valued function on the 
unit disk D. If S(z) has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type to the 
exterior De of the unit disk (including the point at infinity), then S(z) has an inner 
dilation U(z), that is, there exists an analytic operator-valued function U(z) which is 
unitary-valued on the unit circle T such that 
0 ) U ( Z ) = U z ) C(z) 
If S(z) and U(z) are both matrix-valued functions, or if U{z) is required to have a 
scalar multiple, then this condition is necessary as well as sufficient. 
If S(z) is matrix-valued and has rational functions as entries, then an ordinary 
meromorphic continuation exists and hence a dilation is always possible in this case. 
The construction of such an inner function is actually described in most books 
on network design under the heading of Darlington or Belevitch synthesis (cf. [6]). 
(The results there are stated for functions on the right half plane since this is the 
contéxt in which the engineers work.) Our theorem extends this classical result 
and generalizes a recent result of the electrical engineer DEWILDE ([I], Thm. 4). 
Analytic complex-valued functions defined on D and lying in the Hardy space 
H1 which possess meromorphic pseudo-continuations of bounded type to De have 
been studied in [3], where it is shown that they are precisely the non-cyclic vectors 
*) Research supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 
**) Sloan Foundation Fellow. 
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for the backward shift operator. Several alternate characterizations of this class of 
functions are given there. 
The study of operator functions on D which possess meromorphic pseudo-
continuations to De would seem to merit further study. We show in passing that 
inner functions have such a continuation of bounded type if and only if they have a 
scalar multiple. 
1. Meromorphic pseudo-continuation. If § is a separable complex Hilbert space, 
then denotes the Hilbert space of norm square-integrable Lebesgue-measurable 
§-valued functions on T (see [9]). We l e t i / | denote the closed subspace of funct ions 
in with zero Fourier coefficients of negative indices. If and § 2 a r e separable 
complex Hilbert spaces, then £(§>1,§>2) denotes the Banach space of bounded 
linear transformations f rom to f)2 • We abbreviate £ ( § , i j ) as £ ( § ) . Moreover , 
. we let ¿£(S l i S 2) denote the Banach space of essentially bounded weakly-measurable 
£ ( § ! , $)2)~valued functions on T, while / / r ( S i ; S 2 ) denotes the subspace of func-
tions with zero Fourier coefficients of negative indices. We let denote H ^ c C ) . 
Functions in the Hardy spaces and can be identified with the 
boundary values of holomorphic functions on D. 
We consider only those vector-valued meromorphic functions which are of 
"bounded type". In particular, we allow only those meromorphic functions on the 
exterior De (including the point at infinity) of D which can be expressed in the fo rm 
f F 
^ or —, w h e r e / a n d F lie in H%(De) and / / j ( S ] > S 2 ) (D c ) , respectively, while <p lies 
in H°°(De). Such functions possess radial limits a.e. and the following lemma is an 
easy exercise. 
L e m m a 1. A function F in is the boundary values of a meromorphic 
function on De of bounded type if and only if there exists an inner (unimodular) func-
tion (p in H™ such that the function G defined by G(eiB)=cp(eiB)F(eie)* lies in H ^ ^ . 
An £ ( § ! , §2)-valued meromorphic function G of bounded type of De is said 
to be a pseudo-continuation of the holomorphic function F in H7iiluSl2)(D) if 
lim F(rew) = lim G(reie) a.e. 
r - l " r - 1 + 
One can show that such a function, if it exists, is unique. This generalization of 
the notion of continuation was introduced for scalar functions by SHAPIRO [8], and 
additional information can be found in [3]. 
A function Q in fi<T(Slj62) is said to be outer if the operator MQ has dense 
range, where MQ is the multiplication operator f rom H* to H^ defined by 
(MQf)(ew) = Q(ei0)f(eiff) for / in flj,. 
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A function U in H ~ é ) is said to be inner if U(e'e) is a unitary operator 
on § a.e. 
Every meromorphic operator-valued function Ф on De can be written as the 
quotient of an analytic operator-valued function 0 by an analytic scalar-valued 
function cp. One may take (p to have its zeros (of appropriate order) at the poles 
of Ф. Thus, the question of whether <p can be taken to be bounded depends on the 
number of poles of Ф. One could probably further generalize the notion of continua-
tion to allow an even weaker relation between the inside and outside functions when 
radial limits do not exist. ' 
Although we shall make no direct use of thé following observation in this note, 
we want to point out a relation between meromorphic pseudo-continuations and 
having a scalar multiple. Recall that a contractive function 0 in HIf(SliS2) is said to 
have a scalar multiple if there exist contractive functions <5 in H°° and Q in Н а д , 
such that 
fl(z)0(z) = <5(z)/Sl and 0(z) i2(z) = <5(z)/S2 for. z in D. 
^ .gyJ , hence 
i2(l/z)* 
. _ is a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of 0 to De, of bounded type. This 
<5(1 /z) 
and the converse we state as 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. If 0 is an inner function in H^g) , then 0 has a scalar multiple 
if and only if 0 possesses a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type to De. 
P r o o f . From Lemma 1 it follows that if 0 possesses such a pseudo-continua-
tion, then there exists an inner function <5 such that the function Q defined by 
Q(z)~ S(z)0 (z)* lies in H~ f s ) . Thus, - 0 has a scalar multiple. 
We now appeal to a result f rom [9, Cor V. 6. 3] or to the Schwarz reflection 
principle for matrix valued functions to obtain 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. If U is an inner function in H^ <-.„-,, then U possesses a mero-
morphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type to De. 
Combining this with a result [9 , V I . 5 . 1] of S Z . - N A G Y and F O I A § shows that a 
contraction operator lies in class C0 if and only if its characteristic operator func-
tion is inner and has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type to. De. 
An interesting observation of Lax and Ralston is that the scattering matrix in the 
Lax—Phillips theory [5] has all the above properties except that the continuation is 
not of bounded type. 
We now go on to the main theorem and refer the reader to [4] and [9] for fur ther 
facts about Hardy spaces and inner and outer functions. 
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2. Inner dilations and the main theorem. The necessity half of the theorem 
now follows easily. If S(z) has an inner dilation U(z) with scalar multiple, then it 
follows from Proposition 2 that U(z) has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of 
bounded type to De and consequently that S(z)=PU(z)P does. 
The sufficiency is less immediate and we begin with some definitions. If R is 
a contraction-valued function in then an isometric enlargement of R is an 
isometry-valued function W in Hg ( g я ) , where Я is a superspace of such that 
Jt(eie)=QfV(eie) a.e., where Q is the orthogonal projection of Я onto Some 
contraction-valued functions have isometric enlargements and some do not. This 
notion is closely related to that of factorization. A non-negative operator-valued 
function M in Lg ( s ) is said to be factorable if there exists F in ЯГ ( б > e ) such that 
M(e ' 9 )= F(e'6)* F(e'9) a.e. The precise relation between isometric enlargement and 
factorization is contained in 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. A contraction-valued function R in Н^ш has an isometric en-
largement if and only if the function M- defined by M(e'e) = I—R(e'e)*R(e'0) is 
factorable. 
P r o o f . If R has an isometric enlargement W in H ^ t h e n W can be ex-
and hence the non-negative operator-valued function M(e'e) = I— R(e'e)*R(eie) is 
factorable. Conversely, if M is factorable, then W can be defined in this manner . 
Not every non-negative operator function is factorable and various criteria are 
known (cf. [2]). We add a further • ' 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. If the non-negative and contractive operator-valued function 
M in L~(6) is the boundary value of a meromorphic £(§) valued function of bounded 
type on De, then M is factorable as M(<?'°):= A(e'9)*A(ell)) for some outer function A 
which has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type to De. 
P r o o f . Since M ? M 2 one can derive f rom a standard comparison theorem 
[2] or ([7], Theorem 1.18) that it suffices to show that M2 is factorable. By defini-
tion there exists a scalar inner function <p such that cpM lies in HZg.. Hence, we have 
presse ' 
where F is in H £(б,©) and © = Computing, we have 
/я = W(ewf W(ew) = R(ewf R(ew) + F(ew)'F(ew) a.e. 
п clos [eine M(ew) H | ] = <p { П clos [еш <p (ei0) M(ем) Н2Ь]} a 
П clos[e'"OH¿]} = {0} 
which shows that M 2 is factorable by ([9], Prop. V. 4. 2). 
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It remains to show that A has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded 
type to D c . We have <pM= <pA *A and since cpM lies in , the operator q>F* 
maps into . Since F i s outer, FH^ is dense in H* and therefore <pF* maps 
Hq into H2£. Thus cpF* lies in H^((B 6 ) which completes the proof. 
Now we complete the proof of the main theorem. If 5 is a contraction-valued 
operator function in with a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded 
type to De, then by Proposition 5,1—S(e'6)* S(e'e) has a factorization which is pseudo-
continuable to a meromorphic operator-valued function of bounded type on De. 
Thus, by Proposition 4, S has an isometric enlargement W in H" ( S which by 
construction has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type to De. 
If we now consider the function R in H d e f i n e d by R(ew)= W(e~'0)*, 
then R is contraction-valued and has the obvious meromorphic pseudo-continuation 
of bounded type to De defined in terms of that for W. 
Thus, again applying Propositions 4 and 5 to R, we obtain an isometric enlarge-
ment of R to a function V in H r ^ . An easy argument shows that V(e'e) is an 
isometrical isomorphism of St onto St' a.e. If we define the function U in i f ^ , « ) 
such that U(eie)= V(e~ie)*, then 
S ( e i f l ) - P s { / ( e % a.e., . 
U(e'e) is an isometrical isomorphism of SY onto it a.e. and U has a meromorphic 
pseudo-continuation of bounded type to De. 
If § is finite-dimensional, then both St and St' are finite-dimensional and have 
the same dimension. Thus, S t Q § and S t ' 9 c a n be identified and U is seen to give 
the promised unitary-valued matrix function dilating S. 
If § is infinite-dimensional, then it may not be true that S t © § and S t ' 0 5 
have the same dimension. If one wants to secure a dilation of the promised form, 
then taking C / © / e , where © is an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, enables us to 
identify St © © with St' © © such that § is identified with Thus we obtain a unitary-
valued dilation for S of the desired form. 
We conclude this section with a remark. If the Hilbert space §> is equipped 
with a conjugation, denoted by —, then S in is said to be a real function if 
S(e'e)= S(e~'e) a.e. It is reasonable to ask that an inner dilation, if one exists, also 
be real. One can check that this is indeed the case by verifying that each of the oper-
ators constructed in the preceding argument is a real operator. In particular, since 
outer factors are unique, the outer factorization of a real non-negative operator-valued 
function will consist of real operators. 
3. Classical inner dilations. In this section we discuss a more classical approach 
to obtaining an inner dilation for a matrix-valued analytic function which is closer 
in spirit to that used by the electrical engineers. 
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Given S in c n ) satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem we seek to construct 
a unitary inner function U of the form 
U(-Z) {A(z) C(z) j 
First, we choose an outer function A satisfying 
A (ewy A{e'°) = I-S(ewf S(ei0). 
Secondly, we choose B0 such that B^ defined by (e'e)=.B0(e~'e)* is outer and 
B0 satisfies 
B0(ew)B0(ei9)* = I-S(eiB)S(ei9)*. 
Proposition 4 guarantees the existence of both A and B0. Next we define C 0 such that 
C 0 (eie) = -B0 (e'e) R (eie) -15 (ei0f A {ei0), 
where R(e'e)~l is the standard pseudo-inverse*) of I— S(ei0)*S(e'e). One can check 
that the matrix function U thus defined has unitary boundary values. There is a 
problem, however; U is not, in general, analytic. However, with a bit of effort one 
can show that R has a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded type to De. 
Consequently, there exists a scalar inner function <p such that. <pC0 lies in H^c„r 
If we set B= cpB0 and C— cpC0, then the matrix function defined by U has the desired 
properties. 
We conclude with a question we have been unable to answer. What functions 
can occur as the 1—1 entries in a matrix representation for an operator-valued 
inner function? If the inner function, has a scalar factor, then it is necessary and 
sufficient that the function have a meromorphic pseudo-continuation of bounded 
type to De. If we assume the function to have modulus uniformly bounded away 
f rom 1, then a modification of the preceding construction argument can be used to 
provide an answer. 
Added in proof. We wish to thank Professor DOUGLAS N. CLARK for calling 
our attention to the fact that results similar to those obtained in this paper are 
announced in D. Z. AROV, Darlington's method for dissipative systems, Doklady 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, 201(1971), 559—562 (Russian); Soviet Phys. Doklady, 16' 
(1971), 954—956 (1972) (English translation). 
*) The standard pseudo-inverse of a matrix M i s the matrix A" with the propsrty that XM is the 
projection onto [null M]L and MX is the pr ojection onto range [M]. 
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Chain conditions on set mappings and free sets 
By PAUL ERDŐS and ANDRÁS HAJNAL in Budapest 
and ATTILA MÁTÉ in Szeged 
Dedicated to Professor Béla S z.-Nag y on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction 
Given an infinite set E, call a function / a set mapping (on E) if / maps£" 
into Sf(E) (the set of all subsets of E) and is such that x'$f(x) for any x£E. Call 
two elements x and y of E independent (with respect to / ) if x(rf(y) and y$f(x). 
Say that a subset" X of E is free (with respect to / ) if any two elements of X are 
independendent. S. RUZIEVICZ [12] conjectured and A. HAJNAL [5] proved the fol-
lowing: if there is a cardinal p< \E\ (this latter donetes the cárdinality of the set E} 
such that 1/(x) | holds for any x£E, then there is a free set XQE of cardjnallity 
|£ | . A well-known example shows that the weaker assumption \ f (x) \ < does not 
even guarantee the existence of an independent couple. Still, one can weaken the 
cardinality assumption on f ( x ) while ensuring the existence of a large free set by 
imposing structural restrictions on the range of f Before we discuss these restricti-
ons, we neèd a short review of 
Notations and terminology. We work within ZFC, i. e. Zermejo-Fraenkel set 
theory with the Axiom of Choice. We use the usual notations of set theory, although 
there is one point to be stressed: c always denotes strict inclusion, i. e. 
X Cly-^X Q y. & X ^ y. 
As mentioned above, |x| is the cardinality, and 0>(x) is the set of all subsets, of the 
set x; dom(g) denotes the domain and range(g) the range of the function ^. The 
definition of the full inverse image / " J(x) of a set X under the set mapping/wi l l be 
given in Definition 3. 3. 
An ordinal is the set of its predecessors, and cardinals are identified with their 
initial ordinals. A cardinal is inaccessible if it is a regular cardinal such that for 
every cardinal V</J we have 2"</i . Finally, the weak cardinal power is defined 
a s / 
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By Martin's Axiom we mean, as usual, Proposition A in [10, p. 150] (cf. also 
[16]), i.e. the following proposition: 
For any notion C of forcing that satisfies the countable antichain condition 
(often called countable chain condition), and for any set F of cardinality 
of dense open subsets of C, there exists an F-generic filter. 
As is well known, this proposition is consistent with Z F C + 2 i ! ° provided 
Z F C itself is consistent (see [16]). Furthermore, it is to be noted that Mart in 's Axiom 
implies the regularity of 2**° (see [10, Corollary 2 on p. 164]). 
The following concept plays a key role in the discussions below. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. 1. Given an ordinal t/, we say that the set S satisfies the t\-
chain condition (with respect to inclusion) if there is no sequence (sx: a < /7) of elements 
of S such that sxcsp whenever «</?<?; . 
2. Assumptions on the set mapping and results 
Throughout this paper x will denote a regular cardinal and we shall assume 
that E=x\ this amounts to the same as assuming that the cardinality of E is x. 
We shall consider a subset S of 3P(x) satisfying one of the two conditions below. 
These are the conditions we shall usually impose upon the set mapping / with 
S= range ( / ) . 
(A) Every element of S has cardinality < x , and for each subset F of x, the set 
{ s n F . ' j g i ' } satisfies the x-cham condition (see Definition 1; 1). 
The other.condition is apparently weaker: 
(B) Every element of S has cardinality and, moreover, for any x ' o i and any 
decomposition x=[}x<tEa of x into mutually disjoint sets Ea of cardinality x, 
there is an ordinal y < r and a set FQEy of cardinality x such that the 
set {5 H F: s'£ S} satisfies the x-chain condition. 
As we mentioned just before, it is clear that (A) implies (B). But the converse 
is not true: 
L e m m a 2. 1. (B) does not imply (A). 
P r o o f . Split x into two disjoint sets, each of cardinality x: X= a < x } and 
Y~ {r]x:oi^x}. Take 
Then it is easy to check that (B) holds but (A) does not. In fact, as for (A), the set 
{ i D F ^ i S } does not satisfy the x-chain condition. As for (B), take a sequence 
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{ E x : a < r ) of sets as described, and take a y < t such that l ^ f l Z I = x ; then (B) is 
fulfilled with F = Eyf)X. The proof is complete. 
The following condition is an alternative form of (B). The slight change is that 
here Ua<T need only be "almost equal" to x, and we do not require that the sets 
Ex have cardinality x : 
(B') Every element of S has cardinality and, moreover, for any T <>Í and any 
sequence of mutually disjoint subsets Ex, a < r , of x such that 
| x - U a < r £ « l < 
there is an ordinal y < r and a set FQEy of cardinality x such that the set 
{ í f l S} satisfies the x-chain condition. 
Next we prove 
L e m m a 2. 2. (B) and (B'). are equivalent. 
P r o o f . It is clear that (B') implies (B). We show that the converse is also true. 
To this end assume that (B) holds and, furthermore, let (Ea:« <T) be such a sequence 
as is described in (B'). We may suppose that all the sets Ex have cardinality x, as 
those of cardinality can simply be omitted. Assume first that 
holds. Take mutually disjoint sets E'x such that x=\}x^zE'x and such that E^E" 
and \EX—EX\ S 1 hold for any a < T . By (B) there is a y<x and an F'^Ey of car-
dinality x such that { s H i 7 ' : . ? ^ } satisfies the x-chain condition. It is then clear 
that the conclusion of (B') holds with F= F'C\Ey. This establishes the desired 
result in case ( * ) holds. If this is not the case, then start with splitting an arbitrary 
one of the sets Ex into \x— U«cf®al mutually disjoint sets of cardinality x; then 
( * ) will hold, and the argument above can be used. The proof is complete. 
We shall prove that (B) implies the existence of a countably infinite free set. 
This has essentially been proved by G . F O D O R and A . M Á T É [ 3 , Theorem 2 on p. 4 ] , 
although under slightly stronger assumptions (condition (B) of that paper requires 
somewhat more than condition (B) of ours). If x is inaccessible and weakly compact, 
then (B) implies the existence of a free set of cardinality x. (A cardinal is weakly 
compact if it is not strongly incompact', for the definition see [6, p. 312] or [14, Defini-
tion 1. 11 on p. 61]; cf. also Theorem 1.13 in [14, p. 62].) Not even (A).implies, how-
ever, the existence of a free set of cardinality x in the following cases (in cases (i) 
and (ii) we actually prove somewhat more): (i) for some cardinal X, x= X+ = 2y; 
(ii) x=2*° and Martin's Axiom holds (see at the end of the Introduction); and (iii) 
there exists a Souslin x-tree (the definition of Souslin tree is given in the next section). 
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A theorem of R . B . JENSEN [ 8 , p. 2 9 2 ] says that, assuming the Axiom of Construct i -
bility (see [4]), there exists a Souslin x-tree if and only if x is not weakly compac t . 
So, this last result in case (iii) and the result mentioned just before imply that, under 
the assumption of the Axiom of Constructibility, (A) (or (B)) implies the existence 
of a free set of cardinality x if and only if x is weakly compact (in the cons t ruc t ive 
universe. every weakly compact cárdinal is inaccessible — see [6, Theorems 2 and 
3 on pp. 3 1 5 — 3 1 6 ] ) . Finally we mention that the results and problems of this paper 
are related to Problem 7 3 in [ 1 , p. 4 6 ] . P. ERDŐS and A . H A J N A L have recently solved 
this problem affirmatively. Their proof has not yet been published, only an an-
nouncement was made in [2, p. 16]. 
3. Existence of "large" free sets 
The aim of this section is to. establish those of our results which confirm t h a t 
condition (B) described in the preceding section implies the existence of large free-
sets. The basic tool of these proofs is trees, so here we recall a few concepts concern-
ing .them (we refer to [7] as an excellent expository paper on trees; references to other 
sources are given there). 
A partially ordered set (T, -< ) is called a tree if for any x £ T the set of predeces-
sors of x, pr(x) '=pr(x, (T, -<))= T: y<x} is wellordered by -< (we assume 
t h a t - < is irreflexive). We sometimes write T instead o f \ ( T , -<) . A subset linearly 
ordered by -< of T is called a chain (of or in T), a maximal chain a' branch, and,, 
furthermore, a (not necessarily proper) lower segment of a branch is said to be a 
path. An antichain is a set of elements mutually incomparable in -< of T. For a n y 
x£T, o (x )=o(x , {T, -<)) denotes the order type of pr(x), and for. any ordinal 
a the set (x £ T\ o ( x ) = a } is called the ath level of T. The length of a tree T is-
U { a + 1 : the ath level of T is not empty}. An a-tree is a tree with length a. 
Assume p is a cardinal. An Aronszajn p-tree is a /¿-tree such that each chain 
and each level has cardinality </ ; . A Souslin p-tree is a /¿-tree such that each chain 
and antichain has cardinality p is said to have the Tree Property if there exists 
no Aronszajn n-tree. It is well known that, assuming p. is inaccessible, p has the tree 
property if and only if p is weakly compact (for a proof, see e.g. [14, Theorem 1. 13-
on p. 62]). We need some further notions: 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. 1. A tree {T', -< ' ) is called a loose end-extension of ano the r 
one, (T, «<),' if TQ T', the restriction of «<' to T equals «<, and, furthermore, every 
branch of T' includes a branch of T as a lower segment. . 
Assume now that we are given a regular cardinal x and a set m a p p i n g / o n x. 
The following concepts depend on and f although the terms introduced will n o t 
stress this explicitly: 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3. 2. A tree (T, -<) such that T^x is called free if each of its 
"branches is a free set (with respect to / ) . 
Now, for a tree (T, -<) and for a path p of T denote by ims(/?, T) the set of 
immediate successors in «< of p. (Note that the empty set is also a path.) 
D e f i n i t i o n 3. 3. A free tree T is called regular if for every nonmaximal path 
j> of T we have |ims(/>, T)\<x and 
n { / - ' ( { ? » : ? e i m s ( p , 7 - ) } - 0 , . 
where 
/-!(*) = (XQx). 
An important consequence of this definition is given by the next.lemma. (We 
need this lemma only for p = 0 , but it does not require any extra effort to establish 
it for any p.) 
L e m m a 3. 4. Assume T is a regular free tree and p is a path in T. Then, with b 
.running over all branches of T, we have 
f l { f - \ b ~ P y . PQb} = 0. 
P r o o f . Given any we are going to show that £ does not belong to the 
above intersection. To this end, consider those path p' in T for which p*=p' and 
Cif-'(P'-P). 
Note that p itself is such a path, and, by Zorn's lemma, there is a path that is maximal -
..among those having this property. Assume that p ' is already such a maximal one. 
I f p' is a branch, then we are ready. If not, then let rj £ ims(// , T) be such that 
4 C f _ 1 ( M ) (there is such an t] by the regularity of T). Then 
U f r H p v {n}~P), 
•which contradicts the maximality of p'. The proof is complete. 
Say that a regular free tree T is less than another one, T', if T' is a loose end-
•extension of T. It follows easily from Zorn's lemma that, under this partial ordering, 
there is a maximal regular free tree (note that the empty tree is a regular free tree, 
and so is the. union of a linearly ordered set of regular free trees). Our key result 
in this section says that a maximal regular free tree cannot be too. small provided 
condition (B) (see the preceding section) holds for range ( / ) : 
T h e o r e m 3: 5. Assume condition (B) holds for 5 = range ( / ) . Let (T, <) be 
•a regular free tree having less than x branches and such that \T\<x. Then T has a 
proper loose end-extension that is also a regular free tree. 
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For the proof we need a simple lemma, which occurs in [3] and [11]. It is im-
portant for this lemma that we assumed x to be a regular cardinal. 
L e m m a 3. 6. Let H be a set such that each of its elements has cardinality 
and such that ¡U#| =x, and assume that H satisfies the x-chain condition (with re-
spect to inclusion). Then there is a subset X of cardinality <x of [}H such that X%.h 
holds for any h d H. 
P r o o f . H can be considered as a set partially ordered by inclusion. By a well-
known theorem of F. Hausdorff, there is a maximal linearly ordered subset of Hr 
say K. By another of his theorems, there is a wellordered subset M of K that is cofinal 
to K. As H satisfies the x-chain condition, we must have \M\ < x . Now take an arb i -
trary element t of \}H—\]M, and put X= \}MU {?}. It is clear that this set satisfies 
the requirements of the lemma. 
Now we establish the announced theorem. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3 .5 . Let (bx:oi<-z) (T<X) be an enumeration of t h e 
branches in T, and put 
Gx = x-f->(bx) 
and 
Ex= Gx-M-{}fi<xGp ( A < T ) , . 
where 
M — T u U { / ( £ ) 
It follows from Lemma 3.4 with p= 0 that \}x<tEx = x—M. It is clear that here 
J M | < x , as we assumed both \ T \ < x and | / ( £ ) | < x for any (this latter as a. 
part of (B)). So, in view of (B') (which holds by its equivalence to (B), as established 
in Lemma 2. 2) we can see that there exists an ordinal y < r and a set F Q E ? of car -
dinality x such that 
{ f ( c ) n f : c ^ . x } 
satisfies the x-chain condition. So, by the lemma just proved, there is a set X<^ F 
of cardinality < x such that X %f(£)P\F holds for any i.e. such that 
n { / 1({c5}):c5e^} = 0. 
Make the set T' = TUla tree by stipulating that T" is a loose end-extension of T 
such that Z = i m s (br, T'). It is clear that these stipulations define T' as a t ree .un-
ambiguously, and, moreover, that T' is a regular free tree. This completes the proof-
As we mentioned above, there exists a maximal regular free tree. By the theo-
rem just proved, such a tree either must have cardinality x or it must have at least 
x branches. In either case, it cannot have only very short branches; as a branch, 
is a free set, we can thus establish the existence of a large free set. We first p rove 
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T h e o r e m 3. 7. Assume that /< is a cardinal such that v ^ < x holds for any 
cardinal v < x . Then any maximal regular free tree has a branch of cardinality ^ / i . 
P r o o f . Take a maximal regular free tree T, and assume that each branch of 
7" has cardinality < / t . Then, in view of Theorem 3. 5., 7\must have at least x branches 
(indeed, if T has less than x branches, then we also have: \T\^the sum of the car-
dinalities of all branches of r < x ) . Let n}=n be the least ordinal such that the tree 
T\r\ has at least x branches (T\t] is, by definition, obtained from T by omitting each 
of its elements in or above the f?th level). Then each level in T\rj has cardinality < x . 
In fact, let « 0 7 . Then T\a must have less than x branches by the minimality of ?/. 
Since for any path p of T we have |ims (p, T)|<x (this is stipulated in the definition 
of a regular free tree), we can conclude f rom here by the regularity of x that the ath 
level in T has cardinality <=x. 
So there is a cardinal v < x such that each level in T\ri has cardinality S v . 
Therefore, noting that each branch in T\rj has cardinality </1, the number of branches 
in T\ij is at most 
. U { v l í ' : £ = í/ & £ < / i } S v £ < x , 
which is a contradiction, proving the theorem. 
From this theorem we can immediately conclude 
T h e o r e m 3. 8. Assume that y. is an infinite regular cardinal and condition (B) 
holds with S= range( / ) . Then 
(i) there exists a free set of cardinality ; 
(ii) if p is a cardinal < x such that for every cardinal v < x we have v&<x, then 
there exists a free set of cardinality p; 
(iii) if x ' i s inaccessible and weakly compact, then there exists a free set of car-
dinality x. 
P r o o f , (ii) directly follows f rom the preceding theorem. We establish (iii). 
As % is inaccessible in this case, the assumptions of the preceding theorem hold for 
any cardinal so a maximal regular free tree T must have length £ x . As 
|ims (p, T)|<x holds for any path p in T (cf. Definition 3. 3.), it follows f rom the 
inaccessibility of x that for any á < x the ath level in T has cardinality As x 
has the tree property (cf. e.g. [14, Theorem 1. 13 oh p. 62]; note that although not 
mentioned there, this is also true in case x = — see [9]), T must have a branch 
of cardinality x. This being a free set, (iii) is proved. Finally, in case x > Ko (i) fol-
lows f rom (ii), and in case x = it follows from (iii) (there is no harm in considering 
inaccessible). The proof is complete. 
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4. Nonexistence of "too large" free sets 
In many cases we can prove that condition (B) (and even the stronger condition 
(A)) does not ensure the existence of a free set of cardinality x. But we cannot prove 
even in the simplest case that there is a cardinal such that (B) does not imply 
the existence of a free set of cardinality p. We start with the simple 
T h e o r e m 4. 1. Assume that x is a regular cardinal such that there exists a 
Souslin x-tree. Then condition (A) with 5 = r a n g e ( / ) does not imply the existence of 
a free set of cardinality x. 
P r o o f . Assume (x, •-<) is a Souslin x-tree, and for any £ < x put 
A subset of x is free with respect to this / exac t ly if it is an antichain in <[x, - < ) ; so 
there is no free set of cardinality x. We are going to show that S = r a n g e ( / ) satisfies 
condition (A). Assume the contrary, and let F be a subset of y. and ( f 1 I : a < x ) a se-
quence of ordinals < x such that 
f i c j n F c i f i ^ n F 
• holds for any a < | ? < z ( c indicates strict inclusion). Then it is easy to see that 
is a chain of cardinality x of (x, -<)• This contradicts the fact that the latter is a 
Souslin x-tree. The proof is complete. 
Next we show that, under the assumption of the Generalized Cont inuum 
Hypothesis, condition (A) does not guarantee the existence of a free set of cardinality 
x if x is a successor cardinal. Actually, we prove more: 
T h e o r e m 4. 2. Assume x and X are infinite cardinals such that x = 2 A and either ' 
(i) x = A + , or (ii) ).— and Martin's Axiom holds. Then there is a set S<=i£P(x) of 
cardinality x satisfying condition (A) of Section 2 such that for any set S'?=S of car-
dinality x we have | x — < I. 
An obvious consequence of this is 
C o r o l l a r y 4. 3. Assume that either (i) or (ii) of the preceding theorem holds. 
Then condition (A) with S= range ( / ) does not imply the existence of a free set of car-
dinality x. 
For the proof of the above theorem we need the following 
a 
L e m m a 4. 4. Assume that either (i) or (ii) of the preceding theorem holds. Let 
j/<x be an ordinal and a sequence of sets of cardinality X. Then there is 
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a set -#„EUÎ<.J A4 such that Bn meets each A^, but does not include any of 
them. 
P r o o f . Ad(i). This case, due io F. BERNSTEIN, is well known and simple. We 
may assume that t jSA; indeed, if this is not the. case, the we can rearrange the se-
quence ( A f ç o ] ) . Now define and y ? by transfinite recursion so that x ^ y ^ and 
and take Bn= {xi:£ 
Ad (ii). Put 
C = / / ( U ? < „ ^ , 2 ) , 
that is, let C be the set of all functions with values 0 or 1 the domains of which are 
finite subsets of [}i<nA(. Consider C as partially ordered by inclusion; then, as is 
well known, C is a notion of forcing satisfying the countable antichain condition 
(often called countable chain condition; cf. [13, Lemma 10. 3 on p. 372] — Shoen-
field's terminology differs f rom ours, so that in order to agree with it we should 
order C by reverse inclusion). The set 
D4={peC: 3x,y£A4[x,y£dom(p) p(x)=0 & ^W=l]} 
is dense open for any so, by Martin 's Axiom, there exists a {.£)«:<!;< >7 }-generic 
filter G. The set 
Bn= {x£dom (UG): (UG)(x)= 1} 
satisfies our requirements (note that U ^ is a function the domain of which is in-
cluded in UÎO/^Î)- The lemma is proved. 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 4. 2. We deal with cases (i) and (ii) simultaneously. 
Let (A(:Ç<x) be an enumeration of all subsets of cardinality A of x, and for each 
r]<x define Bn as described in the lemma just proved. Put S= {Bn:>i<x}. We show 
that S satisfies (A). It is clear that each element of S has cardinality assume 
that the rest of (A) does not hold, and let F be a subset of x such that {Bn D F:rj<x} 
does not satisfy the x-chain condition. Then it is easy to see that there exists a set 
x of cardinality x such that 
B^I'aBpriF 
holds for any a, I with a*=/?. Then for any <x£l with | a f l / | S A. we obviously 
have j ^ H F l = A; so, for some we have Ai Q Ba H F. Pick an r j f l with 
¡1 > <z, c. Then Af%Bn, which contradicts the assumption A^ Q Bxf\F <z Bn f l F. 
Thus we have shown that S satisfies (A). 
Now take any subset S' of cardinality x of S. We are about to show that 
\x— |J5"| < ?.. Assume the contrary; then there exists a t < x such that 'Af £ x— (JS'. 
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Take a BndS' with q. Then A{f]Bn ^ 0, which is a contradiction. The theorem 
is proved. 
We conclude this paper by pointing out a few problems.- As mentioned in 
Section 2, our discussion is complete as far as the existence of free sets of cardinality 
y. is concerned in case we assume the Axiom of Constructibility. But without such 
an assumption many problems remain open. The simples-sounding one is 
P r o b l e m 1. Assume and Does then (A) or (B) with S= 
= range ( / ) imply the existence of a free set of cardinality %? 
One may try to solve this problem even under the assumption of Mart in 's 
Axiom; the answer is unknown to us. Nothing is known about the nonexistence of 
free sets of a cardinality less than x. E.g. one might ask 
P r o b l e m 2. Assume and assume that Martin 's Axiom holds. 
Does then (A) or (B) with S= range ( / ) imply the existence of a free set of an un-
countable cardinality? 
It is a well-known result of R. M. SOLOVAY that it is consistent relatively to. the 
existence of a measurable cardinal that 2S° be real-valued measurable (see [15, 
Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 on pp. 398—399]; cf. also the remark on p. 67 in 
[14]). The fact that a real-valued measurable cardinal always has the tree property 
(see [14, Theorem 1. 16 on p. 67]) makes the following problem interesting: 
P r o b l e m 3. Assume that x=2*°, and, furthermore, that x is real-valued meas-
urable. Does then (A) or (B) with S= range ( / ) imply the existence of a free set of 
cardinality xl 
Added in proof. When the paper had already been in print, we obtained the 
following results, which go a long way in settling Problems 1—3. For an ordinal 
tj, denote by 04„) the assertion that for the set m a p p i n g / : we have ¡/(a) 
whenever a<%, and, for each subset i 7 of x, the set { / ( a ) H i 7 : a.<xj satisfies the 
»/-chain condition. Then the following propositions are consistent relatively to Z F C : 
(i) 2Ro = .x = anything reasonable, (Ami) holds for f and the re i s .no free set of car-
dinality (ii) 2xo = % is real-valued measurable, (Ami) holds for f and there is no 
free set of cardinality Kj. The following propositions are theorems of Z F C : (iii) If 
% = 2so = and Martin's Axiom holds, then there is a n / satisfying (Am+ J (in fact, 
Vc, t]<co2 — 1 / ( 0 ^ / ( ^ ) 1 ^Nol ) such that there is no free set of cardinality 
K2 ; (iv) If x = JL+ = 2;- and cf (A) > co, then there is an / satisfying (Ax) such that there 
is no free set of order type A + <w;.(v) If x = A+ = 2X and 2 is regular, then there is an 
/ such that (Ax+l) holds (in fact, V c, t][c < < x ^ | / (c ) n / ( ^ ) | < A) and there is no 
free set of cardinality x. 
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Principal sequences and stationary sets 
By GÉZA FODOR in Szeged 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction. Assume we are given two regular cardinals Q and x with 
and let us assign to each ordinal ç < x that is cofinal to q a principal sequence 
of order type Q, i.e. a sequence of ordinals that is strictly monotonie and continuous 
and tends to Ç. A natural question to ask whether there are many among these se-
quences which have the same beginning. This type of question was first raised by 
B. Rotman. The method we use in answering this problem as far as we can is a ge-
neralization of that of ROTMAN [4] and F O D O R [3]. 
2. Notations and terminology. Our considerations below can most naturally 
be carried out in the framework of Zermelo—Fraenkel set theory with the Axiom 
of Choice.' We usé the usual set-theoretical conventions and notations. Thus we 
consider an ordinal as the set of its predecessors, and a cardinal is identified with 
its initial ordinal. Ordinals are usually denoted by lower case Greek letters, and 
the sign + denotes ordinal addition, dom ( / ) denotes the domain, and f f x the re-
striction to the set x of the func t ion / . Braces {,} are used to define sets, and angle 
brackets ( , ) to define functions; that is, i f / i s a function, then by definition we have 
/ = < / ( * ) : x e d o m O O ) . ' 
A sequence is a function whose domain is an ordinal. The word monotone is 
meant in the wider sense; if we mean strictly monotone, then we say so. A monotone 
sequence of ordinals tends to ç if ç = U A principal sequence is 
a strictly monotone sequence of ordinals that is continuous; here a monotone se-
quence a.<r\) of ordinals is called continuous if = IJ + 1 holds for any 
a <rj. 
Given a regular cardinal x>~a>, a set XQx is called stationary (in x) if it meets 
every closed, unbounded subset of x. (Here the topology on x is that generated by 
its natural ordering; unbounded means cofinal to x.) A key fact proved by the 
author is that the nonstationary subsets of x form a normal ideal on x; that is, if a 
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function / sending ordinals to ordinals is called regressive whenever / ( a ) - = a holds 
for all nonzero a in its domain, then we have (see [2, Satz 2 on p. 141]): 
2. 1. T h e o r e m . Any regressive function the domain of which is a stationary 
set (in some fixed regular cardinal) is constant on a stationary set. 
3. The next lemma, which is a generalization of results in [3] and [4], will be 
useful in dealing with our main problem outlined in the introduction. The lemma 
may be interesting in itself, and it has other applications as well (it enables one to 
derive special cases of Solovay's decomposition theorem [5] which says that every 
. set stationary in a regular cardinal x > to can be split into x stationary sets (cf. [3]). 
3. 1. L e m m a . Assume Q and x are two infinite regular cardinals, £><x, and S 
is a set stationary in x of ordinals less than x and cofinal to Q. Assume, further, that 
for every (fx(t;):a<e) is a monotone sequence tending to t. Then.there exists 
an ordinal v0 < Q such that, for every v with v 0 S v < ^ there is a set F(v) ^ x of car-
dinality x such that the set 
{ c € S : / ; . ( c ) - y } 
is a stationary for each y £ F(v). 
P r o o f . Call a function / mapping a subset of x into x essentially bounded if 
there exists an ordinal a < x such that 
{ c ! £ d o m ( / ) : / ( c ) < a } 
is nonstationary. We assert that at least one of the functions / is not essentially 
bounded. In fact, assuming that av is an essential bound f o r / , , we see that a = U av 
V - C O 
is a common essential bound for each f . ; moreover, it is clear that the set 
H = {te S: 3v < eif-m > «]} ( i U U € S:fv(0 > *v}) v<g 
is nonstationary. On the other hand H = S—a, as by .our assumptions we have 
= (J / v (£) for every This contradiction implies that there is indeed a v 0 < g 
such that / v is not essentially bounded. 
Now take an arbitrary v with Obviously,/,, is not essentially bounded, 
as/VQ ( 0 ^ / ( 0 holds for every S. Put F(v) = {y < x:{££S:fi,(0 = y] is stationary}. 
We are going to show that F(v) is cofinal to x, and so it has cardinality x. Indeed, 
take any a A s / , is not essentially bounded, the set 
is stationary. So, applying Theorem 2. 1 to the function f f X, we see that there is a 
y S a such that the set 
K € S : / v ( i ) = ?} 
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is stationary. This means that y £ F(v), showing that F(v) is cofinal to x, as asserted 
. above. 
This completes the proof. 
4. N o w we are in position to establish the main result of these notes : 
4. 1. T h e o r e m . Assume, Q and x are two infinite cardinals such that Q<X and 
T" holds for any two cardinals a and r with <J<Q, Let S be a set stationary 
in x of ordinals less than x and cofinal to Q. For every £_£ S, let (/„(£): v<i?) be a 
principal sequence tending to C. Then there exists an ordinal v0 < Q such that for every 
v with v 0 S v < g there is a set G(v) of principal sequences of type v of ordinals such 
that the set • {^^S'.^f^Y.p < v) = J } is stationary in X for each S£G(V). 
P r o o f . Observe that it is enough to prove this theorem for any v of fo rm /7+1 . 
such that v 0 <v<i?> for some v0<£>. In fact if t] is a limit ordinal and G(i]+1) has 
already been defined in a way complying with the requirements of the theorem, 
then we can take •• 
G(ri) = {sfri: s£G(t1 +1)}. 
One should only note here that the cardinality of G(tj) is x, for if s2£G(r] + 1) 
and Si^ri = s2f 1 then also i , = s2 by the continuity of these sequences. 
N o w take v0 to be that of the preceding lemma, and let rj be an ordinal with 
Vq = ¡1 < q. Select an arbitrary y £ F(r]), this latter set having been defined in the 
preceding lemma. In view of the assumption that z a < x holds for any two cardinals 
-t<x and <7<i> we can see that there are less than x different ones among the se-
quences 
(MO- /< - >1) 
as £ runs over the elements of the stationary set 
So there is a sequence sy such that the set 
is stationary. Set 
G{n + \) = {sy: y£F{r,)}. 
The proof is complete. . 
4. 2. It is not difficult to see that the assumption that T f f <x holds for any two 
cardinals T and Q with O<Q is essential. More exactly, we have 
T h e o r e m . Assume Q and x are two infinite regular cardinals, and and 
<J<Q are cardinals such that Let S be the set of all ordinals £ cofinal to Q for 
which t+n = i < k. Then for every c £ S, there exists a principal sequences s. tending 
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to £ such that for any sequence s of type =<? of ordinals there is at most one £ 6 5 for 
which s is an initial segment of . 
P r o o f . Clearly, one can take y. different principal sequences of type a+ 1 of 
ordinals = T ; let S) be an enumeration of these sequences. Fo r any £ £ S" 
continue the sequence T^ to a principal sequence ss of type Q that tends to T. The 
proof is complete. 
5. If •ii and s2 are two principal sequences of type Q, where Q is a cardinal, 
then ¿i and s2 (or, rather, their ranges) have less than Q elements in common. I t 
would, however, be interesting to know the answer to the following 
P r o b l e m . Assume q and a are regular cardinals, Let S be the set of all . 
ordinals <x that are cofinal to Q. Is then there a principal sequence for each S 
such that, for some cardinal X<Q, the sequences sn and s( have less than X elements in 
common whenever £ and >7 are different elements of S. 
By Theorem 4. 1, the answer is in the negative if t °<>i holds for any cardinals 
cr< g and k k . We conjecture, however, that the answer is always in the negative, 
and remains to be so even if we take S to be any stationary set of ordinals < x that 
are cofinal to Q. 
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Factorisations étranges 
Par CIPRIAN FOIAÇ à Bucarest (Roumanie) 
Au 60-ième anniversaire de mon Maître, collaborateur et ami, le Professeur Béla Sz.-Nagy 
1. L 'un des achèvements.auxquels a conduit là théorie des dilatations unitaires, 
initée il y a 20 ans par B. S Z . - N A G Y [1], a été la découverte, en 1964, du rôle joué par 
les factorisations régulières parmi les factorisations de la fonction caractéristique d 'une 
contraction (voir [3] et [4], Ch. VII). Notamment , à tout sous-espace non-banal 
, invariant pour une contraction c.n.u. T dans l'espace de Hilbert i j1) , il cor-
respond une factorisation régulière2) 
(1) . 0T(A) = 02(A)0l(A) (|/.|<1) 
de la fonction caractéristique de T'en fonctions analytiques contractives telles que les 
parties de pures de 0 / et 0 2 coïncident aux fonctions caractéristiques de la restriction 
T, de T à § i et de la compression T2 de T à. § 2 = S © S i • De plus, à toute factorisa-
tion régulière non-banale (1) de 0 T correspond un sous-espace non-banal de 
S invariant pour T, tel que 0y et 02 soient liées à Tl et T2 de la manière indiquée 
auparavant. 
Dans la conférence [2] au Congrès International des Mathématiciens de Nice 
(1970), B. S Z . - N A G Y a soulevé la question de savoir s'il existe des factorisations 
non-régulières (1), pour lesquelles il existe néanmoins un sous-espace de Jrj tel 
que les parties pures de 0 , et 02 coïncident avec les fonctions caractéristiques de la 
restriction 7 \ de T à et de la compression T.2 de T à § 2 = § © ¡ 5 i • 
Á cette occasion, B. S Z . - N A G Y a remarqué que si Tf C , 0 , telles factorisations 
(que nous appellerons étranges) n'existent pas. Ainsi le problème de l'existence des 
factorisations étranges concerne seulement les fonctions caractéristiques des con-
tractions 7XC.0, dont on sait qu'elles ont des factorisations (non-banales) régulières 
(voir [4], Ch; VII, §3 et §5). 
x) Tous les espaces seront supposés complexes. 
2) Pour cette notion aussi bien que pour toutes les autres, qui ne sont pas définies explicitement, 
nous.renvoyons à [4]. 
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Le but de cette Note est d 'apporter quelques réponses partielles au problème 
des factorisations étranges des fonctions caractéristiques. 
2. P r o p o s i t i o n 1. I! existe une fonction caractéristique ayant des factorisations 
étranges. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Soit (5 un espace de Hilbert séparable de dimension in-
finie. Définissons la fonction analytique (en fait constante) contractive {(£, G, 0 ( 2 ) } par 
(2) 0(A) = - p o u r tout |A| < 1, 
où 7e désigne l 'opérateur identique de (5 et soit T une contraction c.n.u. dont la 
fonction caractéristique coïncide à la fonction définie par (2). Il est manifeste que 
T est une somme orthogonale infinie dénombrable de contractions c.n.u. ayant 
toutes comme fonction caractéristique la fonction numérique constante s — y . 
L'opérateur 5 dans 
© = (H2®L2)Q l-4=u®4=u: udH2 
• 1 / 2 / 2 
défini par 
S*(uev)(e") = e-"(u(e")-tt(0))ee-"v 
a la fonction caractéristique •= — ~ (voir [4], Ch. VI, § 3). Soient dans © 
0 e e n " si « < 0 , e„= \ . i . 
— <?""©—<?""si « s O . 
V 2 | 2 
Alors {e„}"=_00 est une base orthonormale dans © et 
(3) Sen = en+i ( n ^ - 1 ) et Se_l=^e 0. 
Ainsi la fonction 0 définie par (2) coïncide avec la fonction caractéristique de 
l 'opérateur 
T — -Y G S © • • • © S- • • 
(où S est la translation bilatérale pondérée définie par (3)) dans 
Soit © j les sous-espace de © engendré par {e„}°°=0 et posons 
Alors est invariant à T, la restriction Tx de 71 à est une translation unilatérale 
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•de multiplicité infinie tandis que la compression T2 de T à. §>2 = § © § ! est l 'adjointe 
d 'une telle translation. 
Définissons maintenant les fonctions analytiques (en fait constantes) contractives 
{G, G © G © G , 0 ^ / i ) } ' e t {GffiG©G,G, 0 2 ( ; i )} par 
i ( 4 ) 0 ; ( A ) e = ^ : e © j e © y g ( |2 | < 1 ; <?ÇG), 
e2(l){e®f®g)=-e (|¿|<l;e,/,g€G). 
Il est manifeste que les fonctions (2), (4) vérifient (1) et que la partie pure 0 \ de 0 t 
•est la fonction {{0}, {e@f®g:e,f, g € G , ^le+'f+g = 0}, 0}, tandis que la partié 
pure 0 ° de 0 2 est {{0} ©(£©(£, {0}, Oj. Puisque G ©CE a la même dimension que 
•G on conclut que 0 ° coïncide avec la fonction caractéristique de Tt ( /= 1, 2). Pour 
démontrer que la factorisation que. nous venons de construire est une factorisation 
-étrange il ne nous reste donc qu 'à montrer que cette factorisation n'est pas régulière. 
¿ i ( 0 = [ h ~ Q A e u y 0 , ( e " ) ] 1 / 2 = 0 
A2(t) = 02(ei'T0(eü)ÍL/2 
est la projection orthogonale de G © G © G sur {OjffiGffiG, quel que.soit t. Donc 
<5) J ^ G © z l 2 ( G © G f f i G ) = {0}©({0}©GffiG) 
•et 
<6) ' Â^®A201<è = {0}©({0} © { / © / : /€<£}). 
E n comparant (5) à (6) on déduit que 
^(/^©^(Oi®©®©®)^ {Al(t)e®A2(t)01(eft)e:.egŒ} 
•(pour tout t), d 'où le fait que la factorisation que nous venons de considérer n'est 
p a s régulière. 
R e m a r q u e . L'opérateur T dont la fonction caractéristique coïncide avec la 
fonct ion (2), contient une translation unilatérale de multiplicité infinie ainsi que 
l 'adjoint de tel opérateur. Il y a une certaine analogie entre l'exemple ci-dessus et 
celui donné dans [4], Ch. VII, no. 4. 3, concernant l'existence des diviseurs réguliers 
•qui ne sont pas forts. Toutefois la multiplicité infinie des translations dans l'exemple 
ci-dessus semble être essentielle (voir la Proposition 2 ci-dessous). 
•Or on a 
tandis que 
3. L e m m a . Soit 
(7) Â — j 
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une factorisation régulière, ou A : 21 — 2 1 , , / 4 , : 2 [ - ~ © e M 2 : 9 3 — s o n t des contrac-
tions. Soit 
(7') A = B2B1 
une autre factorisation telle que 
B2 = U+A2V2! B1 = VlA1U 
où U^, V2, V y , U sont des opérateurs unitaires (dans les espaces correspondants). 
Si l'opérateur de défaut DA est de rang fini alors {!') est aussi une factorisation ré-
gulière. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Comme 
(8) DBi = V*Dm V2, DBi = U*DAiU 
on a 3) 
(9) dim (7>Bl 21 © DBl S ) = dim (DAi 21 © DM S ) = dim D^L < = » . 
Soient Z et Z' définis pour a Ç DA 21 par 
Za = DAia®DÂ2A1a, Z' a = DBKa@DBlBxa. 
Les opérateurs Z et Z ' se prolongent en des isométries de D A 2 I dans = DAi 21© 
©£>^23 et î>' = DB[ 2i ©¿>^93, selon les cas (voir [4], Ch. VII, §3) . L a r égu -
larité de (7) veut dire que Z est unitaire. Par suite W—Z'Z* est une i sométr ie 
de D dans 3V. En vertu de (9), W doit être unitaire, ce qui oblige Z' d 'ê t re auss i 
unitaire. Ceci signifie que la factorisation (7') est régulière. 
4. P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Soit T une contraction c.n.u. aux indices de défaut finis~ 
Alors sa fonction caractéristique 0T n'admet pas des factorisations étranges. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Soit {Em, E", 0T(X)} la fonct ion caractéristique de T et so i t 
(1) une factorisation étrange de 0T; soit de plus $ l 'espace but de 0 , (A) ( |A |<1) e t 
l 'espace source de 02(X) ( |A|<1). Avec les notat ions du no. 1, soit 
T - [TQy * J dans ô = § 1 © § 2 . 
En vertu de [4], Ch. VII. no. 4. 5, 7 \ et T2 sont aux indices de défaut finis. C o m m e 
la partie pure 0° et 0Y a comme espace source un sous-espace de E'" de d i m e n s i o n 
i>Tt et comme espace but un sous-espace de 5 de dimension b r * il résulte que 
dim g = ï)T* + m — bTr 
On peut donc supposer que <#=EP où p = b r * + m — b T i . Soit main tenant 
(10) 0T = A2(A)A,(A) ( | 2 | < 1 ) 
3) Pour la derniere égalité voir [4], Ch. VII, Prop. 3.2.d. 
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la factorisation régulière qui correspond au sous-espace invariant § ! . Par la même 
raison que ci-dessus on peut supposer que l'espace intermédiaire dans (10) est Ep. 
Puisque les parties pures de 6, (A) et A, (A) coïncident avec 0T(X), et que celles 
de 02 W et A2 (A) coïncident avec 0r^(X), il résulte aisément, du fait que p est fini, 
que 01 (A) et A, (A) coïncident, de même que 02(X) et A2(X). Donc il existe des 
opérateurs unitaires U (dans £'"), V,, V2 (dans Ep) et U^ (dans £"). tels que 
0i{X)=VlAi(X)U, 02(X)=U,A2(X)V2 ( |A|<1). 
Passant à la circonférence on a, presque partout en t, que la factorisation 
0T(e") = A2(e")A,(e") 
est régulière (voir [4], Ch. VII, no. 3. 1). Du lemme précédent on déduit alors que la 
factorisation 
0T(e") = 02(e")01(e"). 
est aussi régulière, presque partout en t, donc la factorisation (1) est régulière: 
contradiction! 
Par conséquent dans le cas envisagé il n'existe point des factorisations étranges. 
5. En aiiialysant la démonstration de la proposition précédente et en améliorant 
un peu le lemme du no. 3 on aboutit aisément à la conclusion que la Proposition 2 
peut être généralisée en la suivante 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Soit T une contraction c.n.u. telle que le. rang de 
A{t) - [l-0r(euy 0T(e")]U2 
soit fini presque partout en t. Alors 0T n'admet pas des factorisations étranges. 
Il est possible que la conclusion de cette proposition se conserve sous l'hypothèse 
plus faible que le rang de A(t) soit fini aux points d 'un ensemble de mesure po-
sitive. 
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On the greatest zero of an orthogonal polynomial. I 
By GÉZA FREUD in Budapest 
Dedicated to Prof. Béla Sző kefalvi-Nagy on the occasion of his 60th birthday 
0. Introduction 
Let w(x) (— oo<x<°=) be an even weight function, and let {/?„(w;x) = 
— yn( w ) x "- \—; « = 0 , 1, . . .} be the sequence of orthonormal polynomials with re-
spect to iv, i.e. 
(1) f pm(w,x)pn{w;x)w(x)dx = j® ^ ^ "j' 
Moreover, let X„(w)=xin(w) be the greatest zero of p„(w; x). In part 1 of the present 
note we express the order of Xn (w) with the aid of the sequence {yv(w)} (see Theo-
rem 1). After deducing some lemmas in part 2, we apply this result in part 3 to the 
weight 
(2) we,2k(x) = • 
where Q=0 and k is a positive integer. We prove the estimate Vv_ i (we ^ 2k)l"h(we, 21) — 
= 0 ( v ' / 2 k ) which seems far f rom, being trivial and conclude from it that 
(3) X„(w,j,2k) ~ y„- , (W„, 2k)ly„(Wo, 2k)-
The relation (3) has several interesting implications in approximation theory; 
we hope, to return to them soon. 
1. An inequality on Xn(w) 
T h e o r e m 1. For every even weight function w (x) we have 
( 4 ) max ^ Xm(w) - 2 max ^ ' ^ T*(w) " lskSn-l ?*(w) 
R e m a r k s , a) Let w0{x) = (1 — x2)~1/2 with support [—1, 1]. Then the first 
three orthogonal polynomials are — x,] / -^-(2x 2— 1), i.e. yo(wo)/yi(wo) = 
y 71 i n I 71 
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= X2(w0). This example shows that the left-hand part of inequality. (4) is 
y ¿. 
precise. 
b) In case ( A ) = t h e orthogonal polynomials pn(w) are the o r thonormal 
Hermite polynomials h„(x), so that yn-i(w02)/yn(w02) = j / ^ and X„(w02)^^2n. 
This example shows that the factor 2 on the right-hand side of (4) can not be replaced 
by any smaller constant. 




(5) • A;(hO = m a x ^ ; — ; — : 
J'[Pn-i(x)]2w(x)dx 
where /> n_ l(.v) runs over all polynomials of degree = n—\ . Let us represent 
Pn-i(x) as 
n — 1 
(6) Pn-i(x) = 2 CjPj(w;x). y - o 
We recall that by the recursion formula applied to even' w we have 
(7) x p j ^ - x ) = + + 
( s e e e . g . G . F R E U D [1], § I . 2 ) . 
Inserting (6) into (5) and taking (1) and (7) into consideration we obtain 
"y n - i O ) 
(B) ^„0*0 = 2 max k = 1 ^ , 
Z d . 
fc=0 
where all the ck (k = 0, 1, . . . , «—1) run idependently over the reals. Inserting 
c j _ l = c j = 1 and c t = 0 i f k?±j— \,j- into the expression on the right of (8), we obtain 
(9) 
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In turn, by Cauchy's inequality for every {cfc} we have 
" i ^ - c ^ c ^ max ^ ^ Z K - t C ^ 
7* W ) YkW ft—o 
^ ma x l ^ Z c l 
lsksn-l VkW k = l 
The left-hand side of (4) is implied by (9) and the right hand side of (4) is a 
consequence of (8) and (10), and so Theorem 1 is proved. 
2. Lemmata 
Let 
(11) weP(x) = |jc|» «-W 
L e m m a 1. For every 0 and / J > 0 we have 
(12) -JÂ7w\ = „JA n f P»(W*P>X>Pn-1 K f ! *)*'1 \xfWeß(x)dx, 
y„Oe/Q _ ß 
»eß) 
where 
0 3 ) J n = I [ H L ( _ l ).+•!]. 
P r o o f . We have 
. fph(weß ;x)pn_1 (wBß ; x) wgß(x) dx = 
— CO * 
= / [nyn(weß)x"-1 + -]p„_1(weß;x)w(!ß(x)dx = 
- f yn(wep) y»- i W Pn-i(weß;x)weß(x)dx, 
where P„_ 2 is a polynomial of degree S n—2. Applying the orthogonality relations 
(1), we get 
(14) n = fp:(wefi;x)pn_l(we,;x)w<!,(x)dx. 
yn-i\Wqî>) -t, . . 
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Partial integration gives 
OO CO 
f p'n("on;x)Pn-i(wei,;X)wef(x)dx = - f pn(wefi;x)[p„.l(weP;x)wefi(x)]'dx = 
— OO — OO 
OO (15) = p fp„(wefi;x)p„_1(well;x)x-1\x\i>weP(x)dx-
— OO 
OO 
-Q f Pn(wep;*)/>„-1(woP;x)x~1 weP(x)dx, 
since Jpn(w)p'n(w)wdx= 0 by (1). 
If n is even, />„_ , (wefi; x) is odd, and so x~1p„-i (wef; x) is. a polynomial of 
degree n—2. Consequently, the second integral on the right of (15) vanishes by (1). 
In this way, f rom (i5) we obtained 
f Pn (w.n; x) p„ _ ! (w„n; x) wel! (x) dx = 
= P f Pn(w^;x)pn^1(wefi;x)x-1}x\llwe/l(x)dx. (n is even). 
— OO 
Let now n be odd. Then p„(we^;x) is odd, and so 
x~1pn(well;x) = p„-! (wi>p ;x) + Pn_2(x), 
where P„-2(x) is a polynomial of degree s n—2. Using the orthogonality relation 
(1) we see that 
(17) f Pn(wep; X)pn_, (weP; x)x-1wef(x) dx = (n is odd) in-1IV 
From (14), (15), (16), and (17) we see that (12) holds for both even and odd integers n. 
Q.E.D. 
L e m m a 2. For every positive integer k we have 
(18) yn-iO»,2k)l
2l£ n + QA„ 
yn(we,2 k) . 2k 
R e m a r k . For k= 1, we have equality in (18). 
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P r o o f . We infer by induction f rom the recursion formula (7) that, for every 
positive integer I and every even w, we have 
n+.l 
(19) x'pn(w;x) = £ An, j(w)pj(w;x), 
,j=. o 
where all coefficients Anlj(w) are nonnegative. 
By (7) we have 
(20) • 
Moreover, by a repeated application of the recursion formula (7) we obtain 
(21) 
,« t i t -
Multiplying (19) by x2 and then applying the special case 1=2 of the same 
formula to the right-hand side, we get 
(22) S ^ n i / ) n _ 1 ( w ) ^ n _ l j 2 . n _ 1 ( w ) . 
From (21) and (22) we infer by induction that 
f x2s-lp„(w;x)pn_1{w;x)w(x)dx = ^ ^-i,,-!^) = 
( 2 3 > ' , , - P - , 
Iniw) J 
Let us now insert fi=2k in (12) and w=w6j2k in (23). Combining the two for-
mulas so obtained we get (18). Q.E.D. 
We introduce the moments 
(24) pr{w) = f xrw(x)dx (r = 0 ,1 , . . . ) -
L e m m a 3. For every even w, we have 
(25) [X„(w)]2 s li2n-2{w)lp2n^{w). 
P r o o f . Denoting by Xn(w)=xln>x2n>--->xm=—Xtt(w) the zeros of Pn(w; x), 
by the Gauss—Jacobi quadrature formula we have 
Vm-zW = Ê [Xn(w)]2 Z XJn(w)xjrA = [Xn(w)]2 fl2n_4(w). 
y = l 7 = 1 
Q.E.D. 
We can also see that the sign of equality is valid in (25) iff n~ 2. 
7* 
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; < " 3. Estimates for Xn(wrt 2k) 
T h e o r e m 2. For every g s O and/?>0 we have 
(26) • M n - i " > X n ( w e p ) ^ ( 2 I P ) l / i 1 . 
Tl-~<x> 
P r o o f . We have 
(27) n2r(wt,) = 2 / x » " e - « d x = (r = 0,1, ...). 
Insert (27) in (25) and apply Stirling's formula to get the desired result. 
T h e o r e m 3. For every QS0 and every positive integer k we have 
(28) X n ( w e ! 2 k ) ^ 2 ( n l 2 k y ' 2 k . 
R e m a r k . We have Xn(w0 2) ^ fin. So the factor on the right of (28) cannot be 
replaced by any constant smaller than 2. 
P r o o f . This is a consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. We see from Theo-
rem 2 and Theorem 3 that 
(29) Xn(we<2k)~n"2« 
holds for every gSO and every positive integer k. 
T h e o r e m 4. For every Q^O and every positive integer k we have 
yn(w e ,2k) [2k) { n\ 
R e m a r k . From (30) and the combination of (28) and the left hand side of (4) 
we see that 
( 3 D 
yn{Wg,2k) 
P r o o f . Consider formula (12). The expression pn(wQ lk; x)pn_l(we 2k; x)x2k~l 
is a polynomial of degree 2n+2k— 2 < 2(n + k)— 1. Consequently the integral in 
(12) can be calculated by the Gauss—Jacobi quadrature formula over the zeros of 
pn+k(we;x): n r-K») ^ n + QA„ yn(wer2k) 
2k j . - i i ^ j j ) 2k y„_i(vfe,2fc) 
n+k 






2 ¿¡,,+iK, 2k)pi(we, 2k; xj,n+k) x j = 1 n+fc . . . . 1 1 / 2 2 . /„, . v \ l __ r v Y124-1 
J= 1 
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since by the q u a d r a t u r e f o r m u l a we h a v e 
n + k 7 
2 ^j,n+k(we,2k)Pr(we,2k',Xj n+k) = J p?(we 2k;x)wg 2k(x)dx = 1 (r = n - l , n ) . 
j= 1 _ o o 
Inser t ing e s t ima te (28) i n t o t h e r i g h t - h a n d side of (32), we o b t a i n t h e des i red e s t i m a t e 
(30) a f t e r reshuff l ing the f ac to r s . Q . E . D . 
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On equational classes of unoids 
By F. GECSEG and S. SZEKELY in Szeged 
To Professor B. Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
In this paper we present an algorithm to decide for a given finite unoid 21 and 
a n equational class К generated by finitely many finite unoids whether or not 91 
is contained by K. This problem has an automata theoretical background. Using 
this algorithm one can decide for a finite automaton whether it can be given as a 
homomorphic image of a subautomaton of an ^-direct product of smaller automata. 
{For an automata theoretical terminology, see [1].) 
Before stating our theorem, we introduce some notions and notations. 
A universal algebra 91= (A; F> is called unoid if each operation in F is unary 
{see А. И. Мальцев [2]). 91 is finite if both A and F are finite. Take an arbitrary 
polynomial xp over F. We say that xp is of length n if it has the form xp=xfy... 
. . . /„(=(. . . (хЛ). . . ) /„) ( / i , . . . , / „ € F ) . A polynomial xp=xf .../„ is a subpolynomial 
of xq if xp=xq or xq=xf ...fnfn+l ...fm(=xpfn + l . . . / J holds, in notation: xp<gxq. 
Let X be an arbitrary set and £= (X(aa); F) the free unoid generated by X. By X(n 
{n=0 , 1, ...) we denote the subset of X ^ consisting of all polynomials with length 
no t exceeding n. (Here X^=X.) 
. A partition n of Xм into disjoint subsets is called an n-congruent partition 
Of X if 
(I) for any x, and / € F , x=y(n) implies xf=yf(n) and 
(II) for each x£X(n) there exists a such that x=y{n). 
It should be noted that if n is an и-congruent partition of 3i then it can be ex-
tended uniquely to a congruent (m-congruent, m S n ) partition of X. For the con-
gruent extension of an w-congruent partition л we use the notation ж*. Furthermore, 
X/n* denotes the factor unoid induced by n*. 
Now we are ready to state our 
T h e o r e m . Let 91— (А{; F) (/= 1 , . . . , k) and 91= (A; F) be finite unoids. More-
over, let (aL, ..., at) be a generating system of 91, X— . . . , x ;) a set of symbols 
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and w = m a x (À, Âlt . . . , Ak). Then 2t is contained in the equational class generated 
by <21(1/= 1, ..., k) if and only if there exist m-congruent partitions 7t^m) 
and 7i(m) of X=(Xl°°>; F) such that for their extentions ..., n(rmn and 7i(mr) to 
mr-congruent partitions the following hold: 
(1) T t ^ n - n ^ g 7r(n,r>, 
(2) X/n(my* = 2i and each X/JZ^* (1 = y ' = r ) is isomorphic to a subunoid of the 
unoids 2t; (/= 1, ..., k). 
P r o o f . Let us suppose that 21 is contained in the equational class generated 
by ( 2 I ; | / = T , . . . , k ) . Denote by 5 ' « 2 i i | i = l , . . . , k ) ) the class of all unoids isomorphic 
to a subunoid of the unoids 9if ( /=1 , . . . , k). Then there exists a subdirect product 
® = (B; F ) of unoids f rom S«2Ï,-|î= 1 , . . . , k » such that 2Ï is a homomorphic image 
of S under a suitable homomorphism (p. Let (b1; ..., b{) be a subset of B for which 
bj<p=aj (j= 1, . . . , /) hold. It is obvious that the subunoid- 25' of © generated by 
<Z>!, ...,Z>(> can be given in the subdirect form. ©' = S 1 X - - - X © s X - - - ( © 1 , . . . . 
. . . , 93s, . . . Ç 5 ' « 2 I i | / = l , . . . , &))) and the restriction of cp to © ' (which is denoted 
by the same cp) is a homomorphism of ©' onto 21. 
Now take the homomorphism tp of X onto 23' for which Xjip=bj (j= 1, ...,/) 
hold. Then i¡/(p is a homomorphism of X onto 21 such that x / ( ip(p)=aj (j=i, ..., /). 
Let us define partitions g, (t= 1, ..., s, ...) on ©' in the following way: 
(c l 5 . . . , c„ ...) = (c[, ..., c't, ...)'(0 t) 
((cj , . . . , c ( , ...),'(ci, ...,ct, ...)£B') if and only if c,= c't.. Moreover, take the parti-
tion g on S ' given as follows: b=b'(g) (b, b'£B') if and only if b(p=b'(p. It can 
easily be seen that the number of all classes of g, is equal to the cardinality of Bt. 
A similar statement is valid for g and A. It is also clear that the intersection of thé 
partitions g, is the trivial partition i on 23'. 
Now take the following partitions nt (t= 1, ...,s, ...) and n on Xlm):x=y(n,) 
and x=y(n) (x, y £ X(m)) if and only if xip=y\p(Qt) and xip=yip(g), respectively. 
We show that n, and n are m-congruent partitions of X. It can be proved by an 
easy computation that condition (I) of m-congruence holds for n, (t= 1, ... \ s, ...) 
and n: It remains to be shown that condition (II) is also satisfied by these part i-
tions. 
Take an arbitrary polynomial xp f rom A , ( m ) \A ' ( m _ 1 ) . Since the number of 
classes of nt is less than or equal to m, there are two different subpolynomials xp' 
and xp" of xp such that xp' axp" and xp'=xp"(nt). (Here xp' can be x.) Therefore, 
there exists a polynomial x'w with xp=xp"w. Thus xp=xp'w(nt) and the length 
of xp'w is less than m. The statement concerning n can be proved similarly. But 
the number of elements of X(m) is finite. Therefore, among the w-congruent parti-
tions 7T, ( i = 1, . . . , s, ...) we have only finitely many different. Let us denote them 
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by n\m\ . . . , л < т \ Thus we got that the number of alfclasses of х<т)*П••• П ^ т ) * 
is less than or equal to mr. Since the restrictions of x\m)*, ..., x(rm)* to Х(тГ) are the 
same as the extensions n(™r\ . . . , л(гтП of л[т\ . . . , л<т) to X(m"\ we got that л\"п П ••• 
••• Г\х(™г) is an m r-congruent partition. It is obvious that n(™r) П • • • П n ^ Q л(п,г\ 
Х1л(тГ ^91 , and £/тг<т)* {h= 1 , . . . , r) is isomorphic to a unoid in 5«91, |г= 1 , . . . , к». 
Conversely, let us suppose that the conditions of our theorem are satisfied-
Then, as is well known, ( = £/л ( т )*) is a homomorphic image of a subdirect product 
of S/rc<m)Y,..,£/7r<m)* because я<">*П ••••• Пл<т)* Q Therefore, 91 is contained 
in the equational class generated by <9I ;|/= 1 , . . . , k ) . This ends the proof of the 
theorem. 
We remark that the algorithm given by the theorem above can easily be general-
ized for equational classes generated by finitely many finite universal algebras o f 
finite type. 
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Общие теоремы о факторизации оператор-функций 
относительно контура. 
I. Голоморфные функции 
И. Ц. ГОХБЕРГ И Ю. ЛАЙТЕРЕР (Кишинев, СССР) 
Посвящается академику Б. С.-Над ь к его шестидесятилетию 
Пусть Г — линия в комплексной полоскости, состоящая из конечного числа 
непересекающихся замкнутых спрямляемых жордановых кривых. Предпола-
гается, что контур Г разбивает расширенную плоскость на два открытых мно-
жества F+ и F-, причем каждая точка Г является граничной как для F+, так 
и для F~. Кроме того, предполагается, что °° £F~ и 0 £ F + . 
Обозначим через £ (©) алгебру всех линейных ограниченных операторов, 
действующих в банаховом пространстве ©, и через GL(©) группу обратимых 
операторов из £(©). 
Пусть А:Г^- Д © ) — непрерывная оператор-функция. Следуя [1], представ-
ление оператор-функции А в виде 
А = А_ПА + 
назовем факторизацией А относительно контура Г, если множители обладают 
следующими свойствами: 
1. оператор-функция Д © ) имеет вид 
Щ) = 2 C^Pj + Po, 
J= i ' 
где операторы P j ( j = 1,2, . . . , п) являются дизъюнктными одномерными про-
екторами из Д © ) , P0=I—Pi — Р2 Р„ и = ••• = "'<* — некоторые 
целые числа, отличные от нуля; 
2. оператор-функции А_,А + :Г—Ь(Щ допускают продолжения,голоморф-
ные внутри и непрерывные, включая границу, соответственно в F + IJ Г и F~ U Г, 
причем все значения оператор-функций А_,А+ и их продолжений обратимы. 
Если оператор-функция А : Г - * Ь ( Щ допускает факторизацию относительно 
контура Г, то, как показано в [1], целые числа хх =х2 = ••• =хп однозначно опре-
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деляются оператор-функцией А. Эти числа называются частными индексами 
оператор-функции А, а число Ind А, опеределяемое равенством 
п 
Ind А — 2 x j 
J = 1 
называется суммарным индексом. 
В настоящей статье устанавливаются критерии возможности факторизации 
относительно контура для оператор-функций из различных банаховых алгебр. 
Рассмотрим сначала, случай, когда пространство 23 является гильберто-
вым пространством ( © = § ) . 
Обозначим через Ь 2 = Ь 2 ( Г , § ) гильбертово пространство сильно измери-
мых функций р.Г—5) со скалярным произведением 
(f,g)b2 = ¡(M),g(0h\dC\ (/,s£L2(r,6)) 
г 
Оператор Р, определенный в Ь 2 (Г, § ) равенством . '. ''' 
(0.1) (Р(р)(0 = ±-#(0+— J -y^-dz {<р£Ъ2(Г,Ь)), . 
г 
является ограниченным проектором*) и вектор-функции из его множества зна-
чений L 2 = I m Р допускают голоморфные продолжения в 
Пусть У4:Г—Д§) — непрерывная оператор-функция. Условимся через А 
обозначать линейный ограниченный оператор, действующий в пространстве 
Ь 2 (Г , ь ) по правилу (A/) (Q = /1 ( 0 / ( 0 ( / € Ь 2 , С € Г). 
Приведем для примера четыре следствия, вытекающие из основных тео-
рем статьи. 
Т е о р е м а 0.1. Пусть оператор-функция А:Г-~Ь(?>) удовлетворяет условию 
Гелъдера с показателем а ( 0 < а < 1), т. е. , • 
sup ( M t f i b ^ Q I I / l ^ - U ' H - . 
Для того чтобы оператор-функция А допускала факторизацию относи-
тельно контура Г, необходимо и достаточно, чтобы оператор РА был Ф-опе-
ратором*) в пространстве L 2 . ' 
Если оператор-функция А допускает факторизацию А = А __ DA + , то мно-
жители А± также удовлетворяют условию Гелъдера на Г с. показателем а. 
*) Во введении предполагается, что контур Г является достаточно гладким. 
*) Оператор В насывается Ф-оператором [2], если его множество значений замкнуто 
и числа dim Кег В и dim Coker В конечны. 
Теоремы о факторизации 105-
В случае факторизации относительно единичной окружности Г 0 = -{£:|£| = 
= 1} имеет место следующее предложение. 
Т е о р е м а 0. 2. Пусть оператор-функция Л : Г 0 — £ ( § ) разлагается в абсол-
ютно сходящийся ряд Фурье 
Л ( 0 = . ¿ J í a J > J ^ I M j I I < 
где A ' 
Для того чтобы оператор-функция А допускала факторизацию относитель-
но окружности Г0, необходимо и достаточно, чтобы оператор РА был Ф-опе-
ратором в пространстве LJ. 
Если оператор-функция А допускает факторизацию A=A_DA +, то мно-
жители А _, А + также разлагаются в абсолютно сходящиеся ряды соответст-
венно по неположительным или неотрицательным степеням f . 
Приведем еще две теоремы о факторизации в случае произвольного банахова 
простванства 93. Обозначим через НА(Г, 23) ( 0 < а < 1 ) банахово пространство 
вектор-функций / : Г - * 25 удовлетворяющих условию Гельдера с показателем 
а и нормой 
И Л . = m a x ПЛОИ» + s u p И/.(Ci) - / О l/ICi - £ 2 Г 
iír ( , , ( 2 e r ; 
Оператор Р, определенный формулой (0. 1), является линейным ограниченным 
проектром в пространстве На(Г, 23). Обозначим через Н+(Г, 23) множество 
значений оператора Р. 
Т е о р е м а 0 .3 . Для того чтобы оператор-функция А.Г-^GL^B) из 
На(Г, L(23)) ( 0 < а < 1) допускала факторизауию относительно Г, необходимо 
и достаточно, чтобы оператор РА был Ф-оператором в пространстве НХ(Г, 23). 
Если А допускает факторизацию А = А _ DA +, то А ± £НХ(Г, 23). 
Рассмотрим пространство 20(23). всех вектор-функций / :Г 0 — 23 разлага-
ющихся в абсолютно сходящиеся ряды Фурье 
Д О - 2 V f j C / } e ® , | í | = 1) 
с нормой 
ll/lk= Z \\fi\W 
Легко видеть, что для проектора Р, определенного равенством (0. 1), в этом 
пространстве имеет место равенство 
( Р / Ж ) = Z C ' / y 
: л 
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Обозначим через 2B + (S) множетство всех значений проектора Р . 
Т е о р е м а 0 .4 . Для того чтобы оператор-функция A:r0-*GL(b) из 
£В(Д23)) допускала факторизацию относительно единичной окружности Г0, 
необходимо и достаточно, чтобы оператор РА был Ф-оператором в простран-
стве 2В+(®). 
Если А допускает факторизацию А =А_ DA + , то А ± ££В(Ц®)). 
Отметим, что при условиях всех четырех теорем, если оператор-функция 
А допускает факторизацию и y.j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , п) — ее частные индексы, то 
dim Кег Р А = — 2 x j > dim Coker P A = 2 x j 
и, следовательно, 
Ш(А,Г) = I n d P A . 
Теоремы 0. 1 и 0. 3 обобщают на бесконечномерный случай известную тео-
рему И. П л е м е л и , Н. И. М у с х е л и ш в и л и и Н. П. В е к у а [3, 4] о том, что 
всякая неособенная матрица-функция с элементами, удовлетворяющими усло-
вию Гельдера с показателями а ( 0 < а с 1), допускает факторизацию. Отметим, 
что в случае конечномерного пространства § или ® оператор Р А является 
Ф-оператором в и L J для любой неособенной матрицы-функции А. 
Теоремы 0. 2 и 0. 4 являются обобщениями теоремы М. Г. К р е й н а и одно-
го из авторов [5] о факторизации неособенных матриц-функций с элементами, 
разлагающимися в абсолютно сходящиеся ряды Фурье. Для таких матриц-
функций оператор Р А также всегда является Ф-оператором в пространствах 
Статья состоит из двух частей. В первой части излагаются результаты, 
относящиеся к голоморфным оператор-функциям, а во второй — различные 
обобщения*). Первая часть является основной в идейном отношении. Она сос-
тоит из трех параграфов. Первый носит вспомогательный характер. В нем, 
в частности, формулируются теоремы из статей [6—8], которые играют важ-
ную роль в дальнейших доказательствах. Во втором параграфе доказывается 
основная теорема о факторизации голоморфных оператор-функций. Эта тео-
рема неоднократно используется в доказательствах общих теорем из второй 
части статьи. 
В последнем параграфе исследуются различные возможные обобщения 
задачи факторизации оператор-функций относительно контура. В э т о м же 
параграфе подробно разбирается один поучительный пример. 
*) Отметим, что все теоремы, сформулированные во введении, во всей общности дока-
зываются лишь во второй части. 
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§ 1. Определения и вспомогательные предложения 
В этом параграфе формулируются вспомогательные предложения и тео -
ремы, играющие важную роль в доказательстве основных теорем. Начнем с 
некоторых определений. 
1. Пусть по-прежнему Г — линия в комплексной плоскости, состоящая из 
конечного числа непересекающихся замкнутых спрямляемых жордановых кри-
вых. Будем предполагать, что контур Г разбивает расширенную комплекс-
ную плоскость на два открытых множества F+ и F~, причем каждая точка Г 
является граничной для F + и F". Предположим, что 0£_F+ и оо £F~. Откры-
тую окрестность К контура Г назовем Г-кольцом, если 1) ее замыкание К состо-
ит из того же числа связных компонент, что и Г, причем каждая из этих к о м -
понент содержит точно одну компоненту контура Г и гомеоморфна круговому 
кольцу; 2) граница дК состоит из конечного числа замкнутых спрямляемых 
жордановых кривых; 3) О 
ПусТь © — банахово пространство, £(23) — алгебра всех линейных огра -
ниченных операторов в 23, a G£(23) — группа обратимых операторов из £(23)-
Пусть К является Г-кольцом. Обозначим через СЮ(К, 23) банахово прост, 
ранство голоморфных в К и непрерывных на К вектор-функций 23 с нор-
мой 
\ \ f \ \ c M = max | | / (0 | | в . . ' 
Через С+(К, 23), обозначим подпространство функций из СЮ(К, 23), допус-
кающих голоморфное продолжение в F+, а через С~(К, 23) — подпрост-
ранство функций из CJK, 23), допускающих голоморфные продолжения 
в F~, которые обращаются нуль на бесконечности. Легко видеть, что 
пространство Са(К, 93) распадается в прямую сумму его подпространств * 
С+(К, 23) и С~(К, 93): CJK, 93) = С+(К, 93) + С~(К, 93). Обозначим через 
Р проектор, проектирующий пространство СШ(К, 23) на С+(К, 93) на С£(К, 23) 
параллельно С~(К, 23), а через Q — дополнительный проектор Q = I—Р. 
Легко видеть, что проектор Р выражается по формуле (0. 1). 
Каждой оператор-функции А: К-«-£(23), непрерывной на К и голоморфной-
в К, сопоставим оператор А, действующий в Са(К, 23) по формуле 
( а л © = А ( О Т . 
Операторы вида РА и QA будем рассматривать соответственно в пространствах: 
С+(К,23) и С~(К,Щ. 
Пусть оператор-функция A .K^GL (23) принадлежит CjK, L (23)). Если А 
допускает факторизацию относительно контура Г:А = А _ DA + , то легко видеть,, 
что А+£С+{К,Ь(Щ и А_-А_(~)еС~(К, (23)). 
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Факторизация относительно контура Г, в которой средний множитель 
тождественно равен единице, называется канонической. 
2. В следующем параграфе существенно используется 
Т е о р е м а 1. 1. Оператор-функция Л:К-~ 0,(93), принадлежащая 
Ст(К, ¿(23)), допускает каноническую факторизацию относительно контура Г 
•в том и только том случае, когда оператор РА является обратимым в прост-
ранстве С+(К, 23). 
Эта теорема доказана в статье [8]. 
Оператор-функция А со значениями из ¿(23) называется конечномеро-
морфной в точке £0 , если она либо голомрфна в ( 0 , либо имеет полюс в. точке 
•Со и в разложении 
А(0 = 2 ( С - С о ) Ч - ( л , е Д 2 3 ) ) 
все операторы А}(] = —«, ..., —1) конечномерны. Оператор-функция А назы-
вается нормальной в точке Со > если она конечномероморфна в точке Со > А0 
является Ф-оператором и А(()вСЬ(35) для всех £ из некоторого проколотого 
круга 0 < | £ — ( 0 | < е . Назовем оператор-функцию А нормальной в точке 
•если оператор-функция А (С1) нормальна в точке 0. 
Как и в статье [6], условимся говорить, что непрерывная оператор-функция 
А:Г— 0£(23) вполне нормальна в если она допускает продолжение в 
. Г и * ' + ( Щ - ) , непрерывное на Г и нормальное во всех точках F + ( F - ) . 
В доказательствах основных теорем существенную роль играет следующая 
теорема, доказанная в [6]. 
Т е о р е м а 1.2. Если оператор-функция А:Г->-б£(23) допускает пред-
ставление 
А = ХУ, 
.где X— вполне нормальная оператор-функция в F+, а У— вполне нормальная 
•оператор-функция в F_, то она допускает факторизацию относительно кон-
тура Г. 
Н а м понадобится еще одно предложение, установленное в [9] (см. также 
»[10], лемма 2. 1). 
П р е д л о ж е н и е 1.1. Если оператор-функция А+ — вполне нормальна в 
F±, то оператор-функция А±* также вполне нормальна в 
3. Пусть К является F-кoльцoм. Обозначим через Р проектор, проекти-
рующий Са(К, ¿(23)) на С+(К, ¿(23)) параллельно С~(К, ¿(23)), а через О 
— дополнительный проектор (2 = / — Р . 
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Из общей теоремы (см. [11]. гл, , лемма 5. 1.), о факторизации элементов, 
близких к единичному, в абстрактных банаховых алгебрах вытекает следу-
ющая лемма. 
Л е м м а 1.1. Любая оператор-функция А £ CjK, L(23)), удовлетворяющая 
условию 
114(0 —Л1» < == m i n { | | P | | _ 1 , I IQH - 1 } . ( С € Х ) 
допускает каноническую факторизацию относительно Г. 
В дальнейшем используется также следующая аппроксимационная лемма. 
Л е м м а 1. 2. Пусть 21 — одно из пространств © или .£,(©). Функции вида 
( 1 . 1 ) i п ( 0 a j (о,-С 21), 
j i 
где rj — рациональные функции с полюсами вне К, образуют плотное мно-
жество в CJJK., 21). 
В случае 21 = L(©) эта лемма по существу доказана в [8] (см. доказательство 
леммы 1. 1 главы 1). Это доказательство остается в силе также в случае 21 = ©. 
Л е м м а 1. 3. Пусть Q некоторый компакт конечной комплексной плос-
кости uf:Q^- © — голоморфная 'на Q вектор-функция со свойством f ( í ) =^0 
для всех С € Ü. 
Тогда существует голоморфная оператор-функция N: Í2—GL(©), такая, 
что N(Qf(0 =*(C€Í2), где х — некоторый фиксированный вектор из ©. 
Эта лемма доказана в [7] (см. теорему 2. 3). Она также легко выводится, 
из некоторых теорем о голоморфных расслоениях X. Рёрля [12] и X. Грауерта 
[13] (см. также [14]). 
§ 2. Основная теорема о голоморфных оператор-функциях 
1. В дальнейшем м ы придерживаемся обозначений, введенных в первом 
параграфе. В частности, через К обозначается Г — кольцо и через © — банахово 
пространство. Основной в этом параграфе является следующая теорема. 
Т е о р е м а 2. 1. Пусть оператор-функция A:K^-GL(b) голоморфна в К 
и непрерывна на К. Для того чтобы оператор-функция А допускала фактори-
зацию относительно Г, необходимо и достаточно, чтобы оператор РА был 
Ф-оператором в пространстве С*(К, ©). 
Доказательство этой теоремы основывается на следующих двух леммах. 
8 А 
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Л е м м а 2. 1. Пусть оператор-функция A:K-+GL(33) голоморфна и пусть 
оператор РА является Ф-оператором.. 
Если dim Сокег Р А > 0 *), то существует голоморфная в К и вполне 
нормальная в F+ оператор-функция В+, принимающая всюду в К обратимые 
значения, такая, что оператор РАВ + является Ф-оператором в С*(К, 23) и 
(2.1) dim Сокег РАВ + < dim Сокег РА. 
Л е м м а 2. 2. Пусть оператор-функция A:K-*GL($i) голоморфна, и пусть 
оператор РА является Ф-оператором. Если Im Р А = С*(К, 93) и dim Кег Р А > 0 , 
то существует голоморфная в К и вполне нормальная в F~ оператор-функция 
В_, принимаящая всюду в К обратимые значения, такая, что 
(2.2) Im РВ_ А = (К, 25) 
и 
(2.3) dim Кег РВ_ А < dim Кег РА. 
2. Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о л е м м ы 2 .1 . Покажем сначала, что существует 
вектор из 23, такой, что x ^ I m P A . **) 
Допустим противное, т . е . что 
(2.4) 2 3 < i I m P A . 
Тогда для всех z£23 и к = 0, 1,2, ... будем иметь 
(2.5) C r C l m P A . 
В самом деле, пусть для некоторого целого неотрицательного к функция 
(kz £ Im РА, т. е. существуют вектор-функции/+ 6 С*(К, 23) и / _ £ (К, 23), удовлет-
воряющие равенству 
: Ckz + f . (с) - A(0f+(0 (UK). 
Тогда 
e + 1 z + P [ C / _ ( 0 ] - Р И ( 0 С / + ( 0 ] € 1 т Р А , 
Так как 
Р К / - © ] = С / - ( 0 г = » € 1 т Р А , 
то ( * + 1 z € l m PA. 
Покажем теперь, что 
(2.6) - ^ - ¡ . e l m P A (к =1,2,...} 
*) Напомним, что Сокег РА = С* (К, 58)/1ш РА. 
**) Здесь и в дальнейшем под х понимаем вектор-функцию на К равную тождественно 
фиксированному вектору х. 
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для всех z£33 и cc£F~\K (V0) . В силу соотношения d i m C o k e r Р А < ° ° 
существуют числа /?15 ..., /?„ (/?„ ̂  0), такие, что 
Последнее означает, что 
7=1 
где / + € С ¿(К, 33). Следовательно 
/ - ( 0 + 2 Pj = ( 0 ' 
п — 1 
PJ{i-a )^a-i-J>z + tfn7lrZ 
= Р [А ( О (Ç - а)к<п~ v > f + ( 01 € Im Р А . 
Так как Р„?±О, то отсюда в силу (2. 5) вытекает соотношение (2 .6) . 
И з (2. 5) и (2. 6) следует, что все функции (1. 1) принадлежат пространству 
I m P A . В силу л е м м ы 1. 2 это означает, что Im Р А = 33). Последнее 
противоречит условию dim Cokèr Р А > 0 . 
Выберем вектор х из 33 так, чтобы он не принадлежал множеству значений 
оператора РА. Так как dim Coker Р А <°=>, то можно подобрать скалярный 
многочлен 
<р+(0-- 2'СЧ j=1 
с а „ ^ 0 так, чтобы вектор-функция <р+(() ( ( ,£К) принадлежала пространству 
РА. Это означает, что имеет, место равенство 
(2.7) А(0/Л0 = срЛ0х+М0, 
г д е / ± € С ± ( 1 С , 3 3 ) . 
Так как оператор-функция А~1 голоморфна на замкнутом кольце К, т о 
из равенства (2. 7) следует, что вектор-функция / + голоморфна на замкнутом 
множестве F+ и К. Пусть Ci, • U — в с е нули вектор-функции Д из множества 
F+luK. П о л о ж и м 
( 2 . 8 ) Л ( 0 = ¿ ( C - W - V + ( о . 
J-1 
Вектор-функция/ + голоморфна на F + u X и ( £ € F + и Х ) . Следо-
вательно, в силу л е м м ы 1 . 3 существует голоморфная операторфункция 
N+:F+ и К - GL(33), такая, что 
(2-9) N ^ ( 0 f A 0 = y ( C € F + u X ) , 
где j — некоторый вектор из 33. 
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Пусть Я — проектор, проектирующий пространство © на одномерное 
пространство, порожденное вектором у. Рассмотрим оператор-функцию 
Я + ( 0 = I— К - К - Л Я . Так как оператор-функция К Т1 (О = принадлежит 
С*(К, £(23)), то оператор Р И + 1 является обратным справа к оператору Р И + . 
С другой стороны, для любого вектора / из С „(К, 23) имеет место равенство 
( Р К Т ' Р ^ / Ж ) = Л О + ( С — Д А О ) - Д А О -
Легко видеть, что 
С " Р ( е + " Д Я О - * Я О ) = " ¿ ' с ' Д / } , 
7 = 0 
где / , — коэффициенты Тейлора функции / ( О в точке С = 0 . И з последнего 
равенства вытекает, что сПт 1 т ( Р И + 1 Р Я + — Р) = п. 
Таким образом, оператор Р Й + является Ф-оператором. . 
П о л о ж и м В+([) = N Легко видеть, что оператор-функция В+ 
голоморфна в К и вполне нормальна в Все значения В+(£) при £ £ (К и £ + ) \ 
\ { 0 } являются обратимыми операторами. Покажем, что оператор Р А В + 
является Ф-оператором. Без труда проверяются равенства Р А ] \ + = (РА)(Р1Ч+) 
и (РГ^+ ' ) (Р1Ч+)=(Р1Ч+)(РМ+ 1 ) = Р . Следовательно, оператор P A N + является 
Ф-оператором и 1 т РА1Ч+ = 1 т РА. 
Оператор (I— Р ) К + Р конечномерен, так как 
( ( 1 - Р ) н + / ) ( 0 = а - Р Ж - Д А О ) = 2 •Г'Д/у." 
у'=о • 
где ^ — коэффициенты Тейлора функции / в точке С =0-
И з равенства 
Р А В + = Р (А1Ч + )РК + + Р А М + ( 1 - Р ) К + 
в силу доказанного вытекает, что Р А В + является Ф — оператором. Перейдем 
к доказательству неравенства (2. 1). 
Пусть g + — л ю б а я функция из 1 т Р А ( = 1 т P A N + ) . Тогда для некоторого 
вектора ¡г+£С+(К, 93) будет иметь место равенство § + = Р А ! Ч + й + . 
Полагая 
Л + ( 0 = ( / - Д + С п Д ) М 0 
получим 
Р А В + Л + = РА1Ч+А+ 
т . е . g + 6 I m ^ ^ 4 5 + . Таким образом, 
(2.10) 1 т Р А £ 1 т Р А В + 
Рассмотрим функцию 
» + ( 0 = 2 ( С - С Д и . 
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Из равенств (2. 9) и (2. 8) вытекает, что 
в+( 0 М 0 = Г " 1 ( С - О Ж Д О ^ = Г " / + ( 0 . 
7=1 
Следовательно, в силу (2. 7) будем иметь 
Р И ( 0 в + . ( 0 (С)] = Р + ( 0 * + С - " / - (С)] = а п 
где комплексное число а„#0 . Стало быть, 
(2.11) * ( Е 1 т Р А В + . 
Так как вектор х не принадлежит 1 т РА, то из соотношений (2. 10) и (2. 11) 
непосредственно вытекает неравенство (2. 1). 
Лемма доказана. 
3. Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о л е м м ы 2. 2. Пусть / + (т^О) — некоторая вектор-
функция из К е г Р А . Тогда 
(2:12) . А(£)/Л0 =/-(О (£€*), 
где ©). Так как оператор-функция голоморфна на 
К, то из (2. 12) следует, что вектор-функция / _ допускает голоморфное продол-
жение на ^ " и К . Пусть , . . . ,Хт — все числа из множества и К ) \ { ° ° } , 
являющиеся нулями функции / _ , и £ — порядок нуля функции / _ на бесконеч-
ности. Положим 
т 
/_(о = е 2(с-с,-)-У-(О-
- >=> 
Вектор-функция / _ голоморфна на £ ~ и К и / ( ( ) ^ 0 Следо-
вательно, в силу леммы 1.3 существует голоморфная оператор-функция 
: и К - С£(93), такая, что 
(2.13) (£)/_ (С) ее у \UF~vК), 




Из равенства (2. 12) следует, что вектор-функция / + голоморфна на К и 
и что /+ и / _ на Множестве К имеют один и те же нули. Следовательно, вектор-
функция / + голоморфна на Р + и К . Из равенства (2. 12) также следует, что 
(2-14) А( С ) / + ( 0 = Ю- " 
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Пусть 2? — проектор, проектирующий пространство © на одномерное 
пространство, порожденное вектором у. П о л о ж им 
где Л_(С) = / — Я + ^ Я , и покажем, что РВ_А является Ф-оператором в 
пространстве С£(К, 93). Это утверждение будем доказывать так же, как 
подобное утверждение в лемме 2. 1. В процессе доказательства л е м м ы 2. 1, 
в частности, показано, что оператор РЛ_ является Ф-оператором. 
Без труда проверяются равенства Р1Ч_А=(Р1Ч_)(РА) и = 
=(РР^_)(Р]У1 1 )=Р. Следовательно, оператор РГЧ_А является Ф-оператором 
и К е г Р 1 Ч _ А = К е г Р А . 
Оператор РК_(1— Р):СШ(К, 23) — С* (К, 23) конечномерен, так как 
( Р К _ ( 1 - Р ) / ) ( 0 = Р ( С 5 Л ( 1 - Р ) Л 0 ) = д / 5 + а ? / 5 - 1 + -
где Л , / 2 , ... — коэффициенты Тейлора функции / ( С - 1 ) в точке £—0. 
Из равенства 
Р В _ А = Р11_Р1Ч_ А + Р Н _ ( 1 —Р)1Ч_ А 
вытекает, что Р В _ А является Ф-оператором. 
Докажем теперь соотношение (2. 2). Отметим сначала, что все вектор-функ-
ции вида <р+(С)у из С£(К, 23), где (р+ — скалярная функция, принадлежат 
пространству 1 т Р В _ А . А самом деле, в силу равенств (2. 13) и (2. 14) для 
функции ср+/+ € С*(К, 23) имеют место равенства 
. Р [ Д - ( 0 4 ( 0 9 + . ( 0 / + ( 0 ] = Р [ Л - ( 0 ф + ( 0 Г 5 / - ( 0 ] = 
= = ПСРЧОУ] = <Р+(0У-
Пусть тепрь g + — любая вектор-функция из С ¿(К, 23) =1ш Р!Ч_ А, Тогда 
существуют функции И±£С*(К, 23) такие, что 
(2.15) • 
Имеет место равенство 
р [ д _ ( 0 Л ( 0 М 0 ] = Р [ ( / - я + С 5 * К г + ( С ) + М 0 ) ] = 
= СО - ( 0 + 
где и>+(0 = Р К 5 ^ ( 2 + ( 0 + А - ( 0 ) ] - Вектор-функции К £ + ( 0 и н>+(0 имеют вид 
<р+(0у, где <р+ — скалярные функции. Следовательно, они принадлежат под-
пространству 1 т Р В _ А . Отсюда вытекает, что и вектор g + £ I m P B _ A . Таким 
образом, С+(К' 9 3 ) = 1 т РВ_А. 
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Докажем теперь соотношения 
(2.16) Кег РВ_ А д Кег РА 
и 
(2.17) Д е Кег РА/Кег РВ _ А, 
из которых будет вытекать неравенство (2. 3). 
Пусть g + — любая вектор-функция из подпространства КегРВ_А, т. е. 
& В _ А ? + € С-(К, 93). Тогда 
т. е. С Кег РА. 
Соотношение / + £ Кег РА следует из равенства (2. 14). В силу равенств 
(2. 14) и (2. 13) получаем 
Р [В. ( С М ( 0 / + (С)] = р [ ( / - Л + ( О С - 5 / - ( 0 ] = 
= Р [ ( 1 - к + сБя)С5у] о. 
Следовательно , / + $ Кег РВ_ А. 
Лемма доказана. 
4. Доказательству теоремы 2. 1 предпошлем еще одну лемму, позволя-
ющую допилнительно предполагать, что оператор-функция А(() голоморфна 
на К. 
Л е м м а 2. 3. Пусть оператор-функция А\К-^СЬ(Ъ) голоморфна в К а. 
непрерывна на К. Тогда существуют оператор-функция Е+ 
голоморфная в Ки и непрерывная на X и £+, и оператор-функция Е^ и 
и голоморфная в Кир" и непрерывная на К и^", такие, что опе-
ратор-функция Е_АЕ+ — голоморфна на К. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Обозначим через 5К константу из леммы 1. 1. В силу 
леммы 1. 2 оператор-функцию можно представить в виде А = (I+М)С, где 
Л/, С £ Са(К, /.(©)), 
причем ||Л/ Ис^дк, ¿(»)) < <5к и оператор-функция б голо-
морфна на К. В силу леммы 1. 1 оператор-функция 1+М допускает канони-
ческую факторизацию 1+М = Х_Х+ относительно контура Г. Оператор-
функция Х+С, очевидно, голоморфна на К п ( К и С помощью леммы 1. 2 
оператор-функцию Х+С также можно представить в виде Х+С = Н(1 +М), где 
/ / голоморфна на К и | | ] У | | с „ ( к , Л е г к о видеть, что оператор-функция 
N голоморфна на Кп(Ки В силу леммы 1. 1 оператор-функция / + /V 
допускает каноническую факторизацию / + N = ¥_У+ относительно Г. Легко 
видеть, что оператор-функция У_ голоморфна на К п ( К и и, следова-
тельно, она голоморфна на К и р " . Таким образом, Х11АУ+1 — НУ~, причем 
оператор-функция НУ_ голоморфна К. 
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Лемма доказана. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о т е о р е м ы 2. 1. Легко видеть, что условие теоремы 
является необходимым (см., например, доказательство теоремы 6. 1). Покажем 
его достаточность. Пусть оператор РА является Ф — оператором в С+(К, 53) и 
Е± — оператор-функции из леммы 2. 3. Так как операторы Р Е ± обратимы в 
С*(К, 33) ( (РЕ ± )~ 1 = P E j ' ) , то оператор Р Е _ А Е + также является Ф — опера-
тором в С*(К, 33). Оператор-функция Е_АЕ+. голоморфна на К. Применяя 
к ней последовательно несколько раз лемму 2. 1 и затем лемму 2. 2, получим 
голоморфные оператор-функции В_ и В+ :К~* GL(23), допускающие вполне 
нормальные расширения соответственно в F~ и F+, такие, что оператор 
Р В _ Е _ А Е + В + обратим в пространстве С£(К, ©). 
Из теоремы 1. 1 вытекает, что оператор-функция В_Е_АЕ+В+ допускает 
каноническую. факторизацию B_E_AE+B+=G_G+ относительно контура Г. 
Таким образом, для операТор-функции А получаем представление 
Л = ( ¿ Г ^ С - Х С + Я ^ ^ О -
Согласно предложению 1.1 оператор-функции EZ1BZ1G- и G+S+ ' ¿ + 1 
вполне нормальны соотвтственно в F~ и F+. Отсюда в сулу теоремы Г. 2 сле-
дует, что оператор-функция А допускает факторизацию. 
Теорема доказана. 
5. Сделаем два замечания. Пусть К — Г — кольцо и оператор-функция 
А :К— GZ.(33) принадлежит Са(К, ¿(33)). Тогда легко проверить, что имеет место 
равенство 
Q + P A P = А ( Р + Q A - 1 Q) ( I + Р А - 1 Q)(I - QAP). 
Так как операторы A, I + Р А " ' Q и I —QAP обратимы, то отсюда следует, что 
оператор РА является Ф-оператором в С+(К, 53) в том и только т о м случае, 
когда оператор Q A - 1 является Ф-оператором в С~(К, 93). При этом 
d i m K e r P A = d i m K e r Q A - 1 и d i m C o k e r P A = d i m C o k e r Q A - 1 . 
. Следовательно, в формулировке, теоремы 2. 1 оператор РА можно заменить 
оператором Q A " 1 Отметим еще, что если в предположениях этого предложе-
ния оператор-функция А допускает факторизацию A=A_DA+ относительно 
Г, то, как легко видеть, имеют место равенства 
dim Кег РА = dim Ker Q A - 1 = dim Кег D = 2 Ъ 
Xj^ О 
и 
d i m C o k e r P A = d i m C o k e r Q A - 1 = d i m C o k e r D = 2 
где y.j — все частные индексы оператор-функции А. 
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§ 3. Обобщенная факторизация оператор-функций относительно 
контура 
1. Пусть оператор-функция Л : Г — С Д © ) имеет вид 
(3.1) А(0= 2 3 = -т 
где Л , £ Д © ) . Не всякая такая оператор-функция допускает факторизацию 
относительно контура Г. В этом можно убедиться на примере Л0(£) = £ / . 
Рассмотрим менее жесткое понятие. факторизации, определяемое следу-
ющим образом. Обобщенной факторизацией оператор-функции Л : Г — О Д © ) 
относительно контура Г назовем ее представление в виде 
А - - - А.. ИА + , 
где оператор-функция непрерывна и голоморфна в 
а оператор-функция О имеет вид 
£>(0 = 2 > 
. ' у = 0 
где Р1, . . . , Р „ — попарно дизъюнктные (т. е. P jP k —0 п р и п р о е к т о р ы из 
Д © ) , для которых 2 ^ з = £ 
В отличие от обычной факторизации в определении обобщенной фактори-
зации не накладываются никакие ограничения на размерности проекторов P j 
и на целые числа Xj(j= 0, 1, . . . , п): 
Как будет показано ниже, приведенное новое определение еще не является 
достаточно общим. Оказывается, что не всякая, оператор-функция вида (3. 1) 
допускает обобщенную факторизацию. Это будет доказано с помощью специ-
ального примера. Сперва установим одно необходимое условие для того, что-
бы оператор-функция допускала обобщенную факторизацию. 
Пусть § — гильбертово простванство и Р — проектор, проектирующий 
Х 2 ( Г , § ) на Ь ^ ( Г , § ) параллелно §)*) . 
П р е д л о ж е н и е 3 .1 . Для того чтобы непрерывная оператор-функция 
А:Г-*СЬ(&) допускала обобщенную факторизацию относительно Г, необходимо,, 
чтобы оператор РА имел замкнутое множество значений в Ь 2 (Г, §) , т. е. он 
был нормально разрешим в Ь2 (Г, $>). 
В самом деле, предположим, что оператор-функцию А(£) допускает обоб-
щенную факторизацию А =А_ОА+, тогда будем иметь Р А = ( Р А _ ) ( Р Б ) ( Р А + ) . 
*) Через Ь^(Г, § ) § ) ) обозначается замыкание множества голоморфных функ-
ций / : Р + обращающиеся в нуль на бесконечности). Нетрудно показать (по -
дробно это сделано в [8]), что Ь 2 (Г, § ) = Ь2+ (Г, §) + (Г, §). 
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•Операторы РА+ обратимы, причем ( Р А + ) " 1 = Р А ± 1 . Оператор Р Б , очевидно, 
распадается в прямую сумму односторонне обратимых операторов. Следова-
тельно, оператор Р Б , а вместе с ним и оператор Р А имеют замкнутые множест-
ва значений. 
2. Пусть Г 0 — единичная окружность и 5' = [0, 1] — единичный интервал. 
Рассмотрим гильбертово пространство ¿ К ^ ) = £ 2 ( 5 ) © Ь 2 ( 5 ) двумерных вектор-
функций с координатами из £2(5") и оператор-функцию В: Г0—¿((¿КЗ1)), опре-
деленную равенством 
•(3.2) В{0-С~1Р-1 + В0 + СВ1 
где В _ 1 , В 0 , В ^ а Ц ^ Ь Ц Б ) ) . — операторы умножения соответственно на мат -
рицы-функции 
Ш ' о 1 , . ! , ) - Р 
Т а к как 
то В ( 0 е С Ь ( Ы ( 8 ) ) , для всех £ € Г 0 . 
П р е д л о ж е н и е 3. 2. Оператор-функция В не допускает обобщенную фак-
торизацию. 
Действительно, рассмотрим пространство Ь 2 ( Г 0 , ¿^(З1)) и оператор Р В 
в Ь 2 ( Г 0 , Ь 2 (5 ) ) . Согласно предложению 3. 1 достаточно показать, что оператор 
Р В не является нормально разрешимым. 
Обозначим через Ь1(Г0) ( = Ь2(Г0) Ф Ь2(Г0)) гильбертово пространство 
двумерных вектор-функций с координатами из Ь2(Г0). Как известно, простран-
ство Ь2(Го) является распадающимся: Ь 2 ( Г 0 ) = Ь 2 ( Г 0 ) ф Ь ^ ( Г 0 ) . Следовательно, 
Ь22(Г0) = +Ь22(Г0)®-Ь22(Г0), где ±Ы(Г0)=Ь*(Г0)@Ц(Г0). П у с т ь Р2 — п р о -
ектор, проектирующий Ь2(Г0) на +Ь2(Г0) параллельно ~Ь2(Г0). Пространство 
Ь 2 (Го, Ь 2 (Б) ) можно естественным о б р а з о м отождествить с пространством 
Ь 2 (5 , +Ь2(Г0)). Обозначим через С,( '€ 5 ) оператор умножения на матрицу-
функцию 
действующий в пространстве Ь2(Г0), а через V — оператор умножения на 
оператор-функцию Р ^ ^ а З ) , действующий в пространстве Ь 2 ( 5 , + £ 2 ( Г 0 ) ) . 
Легко видеть, что оператор РВ, рассматриваемый в пространстве 
Ь 2 (5 , +Ь2(Г0)), совпадает с оператором У. Поэтому осталось показать, что 
оператор V не является нормально разрешимым. 
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Для всех матрица-функция С , ( 0 ( ( £ Г 0 ) допускает каноническую 
факторизацию относительно Г: 
1 0 & 
- Г С, (О 
1 О 1 
Таким образом, операторы Р 2 С, обратимы в + Ь 2 (Г 0 ) для всех ¿ б б ' Х ! ! } . Отс-
юда, в частности, вытекает, что Кег V = {0}. 
С другой стороны, 
' 0 С 
^ 1 ( о - и _ 1 2 
Следовательно, вектор (1, 0)£ +Ь2(Г0) принадлежит ядру оператора 
Учитывая непрерывность оператор-функции / ^ ^ ( ¿ б 5) , отсюда легко получить 
последовательность вектор-функций / п € Ь 2 ( 5 , + Ь 2 ( Г 0 ) ) , таких, что ||/„||ь2 = 1, 
а 11У/п1к2 = 1 /т. Вместе с равенством Кег У = {0} это противоречит нормальной 
разрешимости оператора V. 
Предложение доказано. 
3. Как показано в предложении 3. 1, нормальная разрешимость оператора 
Р А в пространстве Ь 2 ( Г , § ) является необходимым условием для существо-
вания обобщенной факторизации любой оператор-функции Л:Г— О Д § ) вида 
(3. 1). Оказывается, что это условие не является достаточным. В самом деле, 
рассмотрим оператор-функцию 
в(0.= СВ(0(С€Г0), 
где В — оператор-функция (3. 2). 
Так как оператор-функция В не допускает обобщенную факторизацию 
относительно Г 0 , то В также ее не допускает. Но оператор РВ обратим слева, 
так как оператор-функция В голоморфна внутри окружности I о и, следова-
тельно, ( Р В 1 ) ( Р В ) = Р В - 1 В = Р . 
4. Если в определении обобщенной факторизации средний множитель 
О отнести к множителю А_, то м ы приходим к следующему дальнейшему 
обобщению понятия факторизации. 
Неполной факторизацией непрерывной оператор-функции А:Г— в Д © ) 
назовем ее представление в виде 
А.= А_А+, 
где оператор-функция + — С Д © ) непрерывна на Р + и голоморфна в 
а оператор-функция С Д © ) непрерывна на Р " \ { ° = } и голомор-
фна в 
Оказывается, что любую оператор-функцию А\Г— О Д © ) вида (3. 1) можно 
неполно факторизовать. Более того, имеет место следующая теорема. 
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Т е о р е м а 3 .1 . Любая голоморфная оператор-функция А : Г-* GL(©) до-
пускает неполную факторизацию. 
Эта теорема вытекает из более общего результата JI. Б у н г а р т а [15] о том, 
что любое голоморфное расслоенное пространство со структурной группой 
C L ( S ) и базисом С 1 является тривиальным. 
Элементарное доказательство этой теоремы содержится в статье авто-
ров [16]. 
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Bernstein-type inequalities for families of multiplier 
operators in Banach spaces with Cesáro decompositions. 
I. General theory 
By E. GORLICH, R. J. NESSEL and W. TREBELS in Aachen (FRG) 




Let (nn)2rt be the set of all trigonometric polynomials f ( x ) = £ cke,kx of 
k=-n 
degree n. The classical Bernstein inequality states that 
(1.1) \\(dldx)rf(x)\\x^ rf\\f(x)\\Xln (fCAnn)2n), 
where X2LT is any of the spaces LP2N, 1 or C2N of periodic functions (cf. Sec-
tion 3). As is well known, this inequality plays a central role in the proof of inverse 
theorems concerning best approximation by trigonometric polynomials. In a very 
general setting it was recently shown in some basic work of BUTZER—SCHERER 
[3,4] (see also [6, 7]) that one may always obtain inverse approximation theorems, 
provided an inequality of type (1. 1) is available. In their spirit we may formulate 
the following problem: 
Let X be an arbitrary (real or complex) Banach space, [A'] the Banach algebra 
of all bounded linear operators of Z i n t o itself, and let { r ( ^ )}„ > 0 c f A ' ] be a family 
of operators depending on a parameter q > 0 (tending to infinity). Suppose B to 
be a closed linear operator with domain D(B) c Z a n d range in X. The family 
is said to satisfy a Bernstein-type inequality (with respect to B) if T(Q) (X) c D (B) 
for each and if there exists Q(q)>0, defined on (0, °=), and a constant A>0 
such that v • 
0 - 2 ) \\BT(Q)f\\^AQ(Q)\\f\\ ( f d X , Q > 0 ) . 
In this paper we would like to study (1. 2) in the setting of [2], i.e., the operators 
in question are generated via multipliers in connection with Fourier expansions 
corresponding t o general decompositions of Banach spaces. Then Bernstein in-
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equalities of type (1. 2) in fact lead to a study of uniformly bounded multipliers 
(cf. (2. 4)). This is considered in Section 2 which gives convenient sufficient criteria 
in connection with Cesaro-(C,/ ^decompositions. The most concrete version regard-
ing uniform bounds is given in Corollary 2. 4 for multipliers of Fejer's type. This 
is in fact induced by a fundamental work of S Z . - N A G Y [ 1 2 ] on the representation 
of functions as trigonometric integrals. Indeed, the case j= 1 of Corollary 2. 4 may 
be considered as an elementary version of general results in [12] which are in turn 
used there as multiplier criteria to establish far reaching direct approximation theo-
rems for trigonometric polynomials. Section 3 is concerned with particular choices 
of {TXi?)} a n d B for arbitrary spaces X and decompositions. At the end of this sec-
tion the trigonometric system is considered, mainly to discuss the question to which 
extent the classical inequalities may be covered by the present methods. The main 
bulk of concrete applications, however, will follow in Part II, thus illustrating the 
usefulness of this simple but nevertheless general and unifying approach to the 
subject. Finally, let us emphasize that we do not plan to reconstruct the (sometimes) 
long development of certain instances of Bernstein-type inequalities; for a brief 
historical account one may consult [10] (seemingly the latest paper on the subject of 
a survey nature). 
The authors are very grateful to Professor P. L. B U T Z E R who inspired the work, 
read the manuscript, and made many valuable suggestions. The contribution of 
W . TREBELS was s u p p o r t e d b y a D F G fe l lowship . 
Let Z, P, N be the sets of all, of all non-negative, of all positive integers; re-
spectively. Let {Pk } t £ P be a total sequence of mutually orthogonal continuous 
projections on X, i.e., (i) Pk£ [X] for each (ii) Pkf= 0 for all A:£P imp l i e s /= 0, 
(iii) PjPk=dJkPk, 8jk being Kronecker's symbol. Then with each f€_X one may 
associate its unique Fourier series expansion 
With s the set of all sequences y= {yk}kiP of scalars, y is called a multiplier for 
X (corresponding to {/>t}) if for each f£X there exists an element fy£X such that 
ykPkf=Pkf for al l fcCP, thus 
2. Bernstein-type inequalities 
(2.1) 
• k=o 
(2.2) f y ~ 2 y k P k f (/€*). 
Obviously, Gf= f defines a bounded linear operator G on X by the closed graph 
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theorem. Conversely, operators T on X which permit an expansion of type (2. 2)r 
i.e. Pk(Tf)=xkPkf are called multiplier operators. Denot ing the set of all multipliers, 
for Xby M=M(X; with the natural vector operations, coordinate-wise mul t i -
plication, and norm 
(2.3) . llyllM = s u p { | | / l | / 6 X , 11/113=1}, 
M is a commutat ive Banach algebra, isometrically isomorphic to the subspace 
[X]M cr [Z] of multiplier operators on X. 
Let a £ j be arbi trary and let X* be the set of all f£X fo r which there exists. 
f f X such that <xkPkf=Pkf* fo r all P . Obviously, if B" is the operator with, 
domain A ' * c : Z a n d range in Xdefined by B " f = f , then B" is a closed linear o p e r a t o r 
for each a g i . Fur thermore , if is fundamenta l , i.e., the linear span of U Pk(X) 
k = o 
is dense in X, then B" is densely defined for each a £s. 
On restricting oneself to operators with the above multiplier structure one 
may rephrase problem (1. 2) in terms of the corresponding sequences, namely 
T h e o r e m 2. 1. Let a£s arid {7Yo)} c [X]M be a family of multiplier operators 
with associated multipliers x (g). If ax (g) € M for each ¡?>0, and if there exists Q(Q)>0< 
and a constant A > 0 such that 
(2-4) \\ax(g)IQ(g)\\M^A 
uniformly for o > 0 , then {¿(¡9)} satisfies the Bernstein-type inequality 
(2.5) \\B*T(g)f\\ =g 11/11 ( f £ X , g > 0). 
Indeed, let U"iQ)€ [X]¥ be associated with ax(g). Then for any f £ X , Q > 0 , . 
and P 
Pk{U*Wf) = akxk{Q)Pkf=akPk{T(Q)f), 
so that T(e)(X)czX" and BxT(g)f= U*x(rj)f. In view of (2. 3—4) this implies (2. 5). 
Therefore, in the present setting, the problem is to verify the multiplier c o n -
dition, particularly (2. 4), thus to establish convenient criteria concerning uniformly 
bounded multipliers. To this end we follow u p the lines of [2] (see also the literature-
cited there), assuming (essentially) that {Z^} is a Cesaro-(C, y^decomposi t ion o f 
X. For basic facts concerning those decomposit ions (and bases) one may consult: 
[8], [9], [11]. 
Let the (C,y)-means of (2. 1) be defined for P by 
(2.6) (CJ)„f = (Ai)-1 2 A{_kPkf A{ = (:"'+J1. 
k = 0 ( n ) 
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Obviously (C, /')_ coincides for j= 0 with the nth partial sum operator S(n) = 2 Pk-*=o 
For some fixed y '€P assume that (C,j)n is uniformly bounded, i.e. 
(2 .7) I K C . A / M Cj 11/11 ( / 6 JO, 
the constant C j ( S l ) being independent of « £ P a n d / f X 
R e m a r k . In many cases of interest (cf. Par t II) one deals with Fourier series 
in A'associated with a total biorthogonal system { / , / £ } > { / k } c ^ > { / t i ^ * * (the 
-dual of X). Then (2. 1) and (2. 2) read 
(2. 8) / - 2 f k * C O f k , k = 0 
T f ~ 2 * k f k ( J ) f k , k= 0 
respectively; Pk(X) is the one-dimensional linear space spanned by fk. If, fur ther-
more, { f k } is fundamental , then it is clear by the Banach—Steinhaus theorem tha t 
(2. 7) for j= 0 is equivalent to the assumption that { / } is a Schauder basis, i.e., 
for every / € X 
lim 2 f k ( f ) f k - f 
k = 0 
0, 
whereas for j= 1 condition (2. 7) is equivalent to the statement that { / J is a Cesàro 
.basis, i.e., for every / 6 X 
lim 
H-*"» 
y \ l — 
Ûo{ n + 1 
f k ( J ) f k ~ f = 0. 
To study multipliers in connection with systems {Z^} satisfying (2. 7), let us 
introduce the following spaces of (scalar-) sequences: 
•(2.9) bvJ+1 = { k / ~ | ||VIL,+1 = W 1 ^ lim 
I k= 0 \ J ) m—co 
/ " = {-y€^| sup*€p|y*| < 4 Ayk = yk-yk+1, Aj+l = AJA. 
Note that y£l°° and the convergence of the series in.(2. 9) imply the existence of the 
limit l i m m ^ M y m = 7 0 0 . Furthermore, bvj+lczbvj in the sense of cont inuous embed-
ding (cf. [5]). Obviously, bvJ + i is the space of all sequences of bounded variat ion 
if j= 0, and the space of all bounded, quasi-convex sequences if j= 1, respectively. 
T h e o r e m 2. 2. Let {Pk} cz be a total sequence of mutually orthogonal pro-
jections satisfying (2. 7) for some P. Then every y£bvJ+l is a multiplier and 
<2. 10) Mm^CJM*,,^ 
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Indeed, to each f£X one may associate (cf. [211]) 
/ ' = j? [* t-7'] JJ+1 Vk• (C,j)kf+ y . f . 
k=0\ J J 
Therefore, to verify (2. 4) one has to check whether (for suitably chosen q(Q)) 
the bvj+l-norms of the sequences {^kik(Q)IQ(o)}kfV are uniformly bounded for 
q > 0 . For this purpose, let BVJ+1 be the class of all bounded continuous functions 
/ on [0, for which / , . . . , / 0 _ 1 ) are locally (i.e. on every compact subinterval) 
absolutely continuous on (0, °°) and f(j> is locally of bounded variation on (0, 
such that J xJ\df(j)(x)\<oo. 
o 
Then one may use the following result (cf. [211]) 
T h e o r e m 2 .3 . Let yds be such that there exists a function g£BVi + 1 with 
yk=g(k). Then y£bvj + 1 and 
(2.11) Z { k + J ) \ A j + 1 y k \ ^ D f x J \ d g < » ( x ) \ , 
k 01 J ) 5 
the constant D being independent of y and j. 
As an immediate consequence one has the following criterion concerning uni-
formly bounded multipliers. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. 4. Let the system {P t} satisfy (2. 7) for some P . Let { j ( e ) } c j 




In particular, if ga is of Fejer's type, i.e., there exists G£BVJ+1 such that gs(x)= 
= G(x/g), then {y(i?)} is ct family of uniformly bounded multipliers. 
3. Particular operators in arbitrary spaces 
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and {P f c}c[Z] be any total system of 
orthogonal projections satisfying (2.7) for some P. In this section we would 
like to discuss certain particular choices of families {7Xe)} and sequences a. Through-
out this section A stands for constants which may generally be distinct. 
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First, let us consider Bernstein inequalities of the classical type (1. 1). Here it is 
essential that the elements / only belong to the direct sum 
rather than to the whole space X. In reducing this situation to that of Theorem 2. 1, 
we will have to restrict ourselves to the cases j= 0 or j= 1. 
In case j= 0 one has ||f(w)||jvf = Co by hypothesis, o(ri)Ç.Af being associated 
with the partial sum operator S(ri). For given non-negative a£s consider aa(n), 
the continuous parameter Q being replaced by the discrete one n. Since ao(n)~ 
= P(n)a(n) with fik(ri)=ak. for O ë i S n , =oc„ for k>n, Theorems 2. 1—2 imply 
provided ||/?(")IL. =Actn for all w£P. In particular, if a is monotonely increasing on 
P , then W(n) \ \ b v '= an — a 0 . 
In case j= 1 consider the family {/(»)} <=[X]M with associated i(n) Ç M , defined 
by ik(ri)=l for O^s&Sn, = 2 - ( k i n ) for n<k^2n, = 0 for k>2n. Then i(n)£bv2 
uniformly f o r « 6 P , and the restriction of I(n) to J7„ is the identity mapping. For 
given non-negative a£s consider ai(ri). Since ai(n)=t](n)i(n) with 
(3.2) t]k(n) = at for 0 s i: s 2n, = a2„ for k > 2n, 
it is sufficient to examine \\t](n)\\bV2 in order to apply Theorems 2. 1—2.2. Thus 
for the restriction of B"I(n) to Jl„ we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. 1. Let the system {P^} satisfy (2. 7) for j= 1. Let be non-
negative and assume that r](n) is defined by (3 .2) and satisfies \\ri(n)\\bv^Aa2n for 
all « € P. Then 
In particular, Proposition 3. 1 immediately applies to concave sequences a. 
For, then a is monotonely increasing so that also rj (n) of (3. 2) is concave, and thus 
||»?(n)||to = «2n— a 0 . Concerning convex sequences a compare the remarks at the 
end of this section. 
In this paper we restrict ourselves to three illustrative examples of sequences a, 
the significance of this choice in approximation theory being exhibited in [6, 7]. Let 
c«r»0 be arbitrary, fixed. Then 
(3.1) \\B*f\\ S Aan 11/11 ( f e n n ) , 
(3. 3) \\B«f\\tzAoi2n\\f\\ ( /6 i7„ ) . 
(3. 4) (i) a = {*®}4€P, (ii) a = { log( l+/c r a )}^p, (iii) a = {e°(k>}k(P, 
where a(x) is a non-negative function, defined and monotonely increasing on [0, 
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Obviously, (3. 1) applies to (3. 4) (iii) in case j= 0. Concerning examples (3. 4) 
(i), (ii) it follows for the corresponding rj(n) (cf. (3.2)) that \\r]{ri)la2n\\bD = A uni-
formly for n > 0 by Corollary 2. 4 (for (ii) cf. (2. 12)). Thus 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 2. (a) Let the system {Pk} satisfy (2. 7) for j= 0. Given a(x) as 
specified in (3.4) (iii), then for any f £ X , n£ P 
(3.5) 2 e"(k)Pkf t=o 
Aea<"> I P J 
k=0 
(b) Let the system satisfy (2. 7) for /'= 1. Then for any a » 0 and f £ X , n£ P 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
2 k"Pkf k = 0 
fc=0 
S An" ZPkf 
k=0 
2Fkf k= 0 
In each case the constant A is independent of f £ X , « € P. 
Now, let us apply Theorem 2. 1 directly to several particular families {Tfe)}. 
We consider the Abel—Cartwright means of order %>0 of the Fourier series (2. 1) of / 
(3. 8) 0) Wx(Q)f~ 2 E-(kh)XPJ ( / € * , Q > 0), 
i=o 
the Bessel potentials of order JOO 
(3.8) 
and the Riesz means of order x, A^O ,(o = n + l £ N being discrete) 
(ii) Lx(e)f~ 2 (i +WQ)2y"2Pkf ( f e x , Q >o), 
k = 0 
(3. 8) (iii) 2 1 
t= o № 
Pkf ( / € X « £ P ) . 
Since (cf. [211]) \\Pk\\m^Ak} in case (2. 7) holds for P, one has equality for all 
in (i) for x>0, in (ii) for x > j+ 1, and trivially in (iii) for x, ¿ > 0 . Furthermore, 
LAe) i [X} M for all x > 0 since (l + x2)"*'2 £BVJ+1. 
For these families {r(o)} let us consider « = {ka}, <a>0, with 0(g)= g10. For 
the corresponding ar (g) one has 
x m exp ( -**) , 
Xa(l+X2)-x/2, 
jx^C l-x*)\ o ^ x s l , 
\ Ö , x > l , 
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respectively. Since G£BVJ+l for each oi, j i > 0 in case (i), for each 0 < c o < x in case 
(ii), and for each A s / and co, J O O in case (iii), it follows by Corollary 2. 4 tha t 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 3. Let the system {.P*} satisfy (2. 7) for some P . Then for every 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
2 V e - ^ " P k f 
*=o 
WB^LMfW s A0°> ¡/ii (0 < o> < *), 
where for 0 co < x—j—1 the corresponding sum exists and therefore 
(3.11) 
2 k°>(\+{kie)2)-*l2Pkf 
: = 0 
SAg°>\\f\\ (0<c»<x-/-l), 
Analogously, Bernstein-type inequalities may be derived for fur ther sequences a. 
R e m a r k . The methods employed here may also be used to treat the following 
counterpar t to the general problem (1 .2) : 
Let {r ( 1 ) (e)} 5 {r ( 2 )(e)}<=[X] be two families of operators and B a closed 
linear operator with domain D(B)cXand range in X. The family {T(1)(É>)} is said to 
satisfy a Bernstein-type inequality (with respect to B and {T(2)(&)}) if T W ( Q ) ( X ) C 
<zD(B) for each f>>0, and if there exists i 2 ( e ) > 0 such that 
(3,12) \\BT^(e)f\\ ^ a te) II t(2) i6)f\\ (fex,e>o). 
From the point of view of applications following in Part II, however, formula-
tions (1. 2) and (3. 12) are parallel. 
Furthermore, note that (2. 5) may be interpreted as a weak and (3. 1), (3. 3) 
as s trong Bernstein-type inequalities, respectively, as introduced in Butzer—Scherer 
[3,4]. However, for commutative operators (as considered here), (2 .5) may be 
sharper than (3. 1), (3. 3), as the particular de la Vallée Poussin process shows 
(cf. [3]). In the noncommutat ive case, strong Bernstein-type inequalities seem to be 
essential. 
So far, we have discussed the results of Section 2 in connection with certain 
particular choices of families {T(g)} and sequences a for arbitrary Banach spaces X 
and systems {/>*}. Thus it remains to specify X and However, this will be 
examined in detail in Par t II, devoted to explicit applications to classical or thogonal 
expansions. Here we only consider the trigonometric system in order to provide 
a feeling to which extent the classical results are covered by the present approach. 
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Let X2N=LP2N, or C2K be the Banach space of 27i-periodic functions 
with standard norm II • |L : 
Jt 
( / \f(x)\>dxy*{\^ / > < « ) , ess. sup | / (* ) | , m a x | / ( * ) | , 
— It 
respectively. Defining the system by 
(3.13) (P0f)(x)=r(0), (Pkf){x) = f" (k)e^+r(~k)e~ik* N), 
(k) being the usual Fourier coefficient 
/ - ( £ ) = (1/2ti) ff(x)e-ik*dx {k£Z), 
— it 
is a total sequence of mutually orthogonal continuous projections on X2n and 
(3.14) Z P k f \ = i r ( k ) e A (fex2n). 
It is well known that {Pfc} satisfies (2. 7) withy '=0 in case X2N=LP2N, 1 and 
with j= 1 in all -spaces. Thus an application of (3. 6) yields for any a ) > 0 
(3.15) ' 2 \k\mckeikx k=-.n 
Ä Ano: 2 ckeik 
k— —n Xi„ 
Note that 2 I k \ a c k e , k x corresponds to the coth Riesz derivative (x) of the 
trigonometric polynomial tn(x) = 2 cke'kx (for the definition and basic properties 
k = - n 
of this fractional derivative see.[l, Sec. 11. 5]). 
Obviously, apart f rom the constants, (3. 15) coincides with the classical in-
equality (1.1), thus with 
(3.16) 2 (ik)rcke k=-n 
ikx ^ ft 
X 2rc 
2 cke" k~—n Xzn 
only in case of even values of r. The case of odd values, particularly r= 1, is not 
covered for arbitrary X2n-spaces. 
Of course, there are several proofs of (3. 16) for r= 1 and all spaces X2rt, using 
particular features of the trigonometric system. Here we may mention the classical 
proof of F. RIESZ. In its extended form (cf. [6, 7]) it deals with (even or odd) se-
quences — oo > non-negative and convex on P with a o = 0 . Taking into account 
addition formulae, specific for the trigonometric system, the proof of the inequality 
2 ak ck e' 
'k=-n 
ikx si 2a„ 2 cke 'k 
k=-n X2 n 
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r e d u c e s t o a ver i f ica t ion o f t h e convexi ty o n P o f t h e s equence a„_ k / a„ f o r 0 ^ k s n, 
0 f o r k>n. W h e t h e r th i s m e t h o d o f p r o o f m a y b e e x t e n d e d t o m o r e gene ra l s y s t e m s 
r e m a i n s o p e n . 
F ina l ly , let u s obse rve t h a t t h e classical B e r n s t e i n inequa l i t y (3. 16) f o r r= 1, 
X2LT= C 2 K , f o r example , m a y of c o u r s e b e der ived b y u s i n g d i f f e r en t m e t h o d s a s a 
(d i rec t ) c o n s e q u e n c e o f t h e o r e m s in a r b i t r a r y B a n a c h spaces . T h u s , f o r e x a m p l e , 
o n e m a y t a k e (3. 16) f o r r= 2 a n d i n t e r p o l a t i o n t e c h n i q u e s i n o r d e r t o e s t ab l i sh (3. 16) 
f o r a n y 0 < r < 2 (see [13]). 
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Limits of shifts 
By P. R. HALMOS in Bloomington (Indiana, U.S.A.) 
Dedicated to B. Sz.-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday, July 29, 1973 
What is the closure of the unilateral shifts? 
The question looks odd; by long-standing tradition the unilateral shift is regarded 
as one operator, not a set of operators. On the occasions when the plural is used 
it usually indicates multiplicities, or weights, but neither of those is what is meant 
here. A moment 's thought reveals that the question makes unambiguous sense. 
An operator S on a Hilbert space H is a unilateral shift (of multiplicity 1) in case there 
exists an orthonormal basis {e0, et, e2, . . .} for Hsuch that Sen =e„+1, n=0, 1,2, ... . 
From this point of view there are as many unilateral shifts of multiplicity 1 as there 
are orthonormal bases enumerated by the natural numbers. The problem is to 
determine the closure of the set of all such shifts with respect to the norm topology of 
operators. 
The same question can be asked and the same comments can be made about 
bilateral shifts, which shift an orthonormal basis enumerated by all integers. 
Unilateral shifts are isometric, and, therefore, so are their limits. (Reason: if 
S„ — T, then S* Sn — T* T.) If, moreover, all the terms of a convergent sequence of 
unilateral shifts have the same multiplicity, then the co-rank of the limit is equal 
to that common multiplicity. (Reason: for n large, the projections 1 — Sn S* and 
l — TT* are near, and, therefore, they have the same rank; the rank of 1 — SnS* is 
the multiplicity of Sn.) 
Bilateral shifts are unitary, and, therefore, so are their limits. Since, moreover, 
the spectrum of every bilateral shift is the entire unit circle, it follows that the spectrum 
of a limit of bilateral shifts is also the entire unit circle. (Reason: the spectrum is 
upper semicontinuous, [6, Problem 86].) 
The preceding two paragraphs describe some necessary conditions that limits 
of shifts must satisfy; it is natural to ask how near those conditions come to being 
sufficient. Can a limit of unilateral shifts of multiplicity 1, say, have a unitary direct 
*) Research supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 
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summand? Can a limit of bilateral shifts of multiplicity 1 have anything other than 
an absolutely continuous spectral measure of uniform multiplicity? On first con-
sideration both questions seem to call for a negative answer. It is remarkable, how-
ever, that the already stated necessary conditions turn out to be sufficient also. The 
facts are described in the following statement; the main purpose of the sequel is 
to prove it. 
T h e o r e m . On a separable Hilbert space the norm closure of the set of unilateral 
shifts of multiplicity n (1 is the set of all isometries of co-rank n, and the 
norm closure of the set of bilateral shifts of multiplicity n (1 is the set of all 
unitary operators whose spectrum is the entire unit circle. 
The proof uses a slight sharpening of the proof of a result of R. G. DOUGLAS 
(which will be described later). That result became part of the oral tradition some-
time in 1971.1 learned the statement f rom P. A. FILLMORE and the proof of the central 
lemma (which appears as Lemma 2 below) f rom I. D. BERG. A treatment of the 
Douglas result in an extended context is to appear later [3]. The present sharpening 
is applied, along the way, to the proof of a theorem of von Neumann's (the so-called 
von Neumann converse of Weyl's theorem [11]). The result (Lemma 4) is a quantita-
tive improvement of von Neumann's theorem for a large class of normal oper-
ators (the ones for which the spectrum coincides with the essential spectrum). 
Lemma 1. If A is a normal operator on a separable Hilbert space, then A = D+C, 
where D is diagonal, with its spectrum included in that of A, and C is compact, with its 
norm arbitrarily small. 
Except for the statement about the spectrum of D, this is the Berg extension 
[2] to normal operators of the Weyl—von Neumann theorem [11] for Hermitian 
ones. In my subsequent proof [9] no restriction was placed on the spectrum of D 
or on the size of C. There is perhaps some merit in knowing that the restrictions can 
be captured in the framework of that proof; the next two paragraphs show how that 
can be done. 
As far as the size of C is concerned, the result in the Hermitian case goes back 
to von NEUMANN [11], who proved that the compact summand of a Hermitian oper-
ator could in fact be made a Hilbert—Schmidt operator with arbitrarily small 
Hilbert—Schmidt norm. (Cf. also [8, p. 904].) To extend the result to the normal 
case, use the fact that if A is normal, then A=<p(A'), where A' is Hermitian and 
<p is continuous [9]. Recall now that the mapping X\—<p(X), defined for each Her-
mitian operator X whose spectrum is in the domain of <p, is continuous in the norm 
topology. (This is an easy exercise whose proof uses nothing more than the Weier-
strass polynomial approximation theorem and the norm continuity of the algebraic 
operations on operators. The statement is true for continuous functions of normal 
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operators, as well as Hermitian ones; the only additional technique needed is the-
planar version, of the Weierstrass theorem.) Consequence: if A' = D'+C\ with. 
D' diagonal and C' compact, the norm of the (compact) operator C = A—D(= 
= (p(A')-(p(D')) can be made as small as desired by making | |C' | | small enough.. 
(Observe that because of the passage to a limit implied by the formation of a con-
tinuous function, the Hilbert—Schmidt character of the compact summand cannot 
automatically be asserted in the normal case. It is not known whether the reason is-
in the proof or in the facts.) 
The problem of putting the spectrum of D into the spectrum of A can be handled 
as follows. For each positive number 8, there can be only finitely many eigenvalues 
of D farther than <5 f rom the spectrum of A. (Reason: otherwise the eigenvalues of 
D would have a cluster point not in the spectrum of A, in contradiction to the fact 
that A and D have the same essential spectrum.) Suppose now that A = D+C, 
with D diagonal, C compact, and ||C|| small enough for two purposes: (1) if the 
ultimate C is to have norm below e, make the present one have norm below e/2, 
and (2) use the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum [6, Problem 86] to guarantee 
that if \\A—X\\ < ||C||, then the spectrum of X is in the e/2 neighborhood of the-
spectrum of A. Consider, successively, the values of 8 equal to ||C||, ||C||/2, | |C| | /3, . . . 
and, each time, replace the eigenvalues of D outside the <5 neighborhood of the 
spectrum of A by numbers in the spectrum as near as possible. The total alteration 
is compact and has norm not more than e/2. Absorb it in C, increasing ||C|| thereby 
to e at worst. In case C happened to have not only small norm but small Hilbert— 
Schmidt norm as well, the altered C will have the same property. 
L e m m a 2. If S is a shift of multiplicity 1 (unilateral or bilateral), if 
A2, A3, ...} is a sequence of complex numbers of modulus 1, and z / e > 0 , then 
there exist operators D andEsuch that D is diagonal, with eigenvalues A1,A2,A3, ... ,, 
and such that S = (D@E)+C, where C is a Hilbert—Schmidt operator with Hilbert— 
Schmidt norm not greater than s. 
To prove the lemma, consider an orthonormal set {e0, e1,e2, . . .} that S shifts-
If |A|= 1, m=0, 1, 2, ... , and n= 1, 2, 3, ... , write 
/ = (l / in) (em + em + JA + • • • + em+„_ ^ 
Clearly | | / | | = 1 . Since 
S f = (\/]/n)(em+1+em + 2/A+ ••• +em+JA"-i) 
= A ( 1 / I n ) (em+JA + em+2/A* + • • • + em+JA»), 
it follows that 
Sf-Af=(l/fr)(em+JA"-i-Aem), 
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a n d hence that 
\\Sf-Xf\\2 = 2/n. 
I n other words, the vector / = / ( / . , m, n) is an approximate eigenvector for S, with 
^approximate eigenvalue X and degree of approximation /2 /« . Since 
S * f - l f = - I S * { S f - X f ) , 
¡it follows that / is, at the same time, an approximate eigenvector fo r S*, with ap-
proximate eigenvalue I and degree of approximation i f l jn . 
The preceding construction can be applied to each of the given numbers Xk. 
•Choose nk so that 
Ek(2/nk) s i (e/2)2, 
a n d choose mk so that the index intervals [mk, m k +n k — l] .are pairwise disjoint. 
If fk=f(Xk, mk, nk), then { / u / 2 , / 3 , •••} is an or thonormal sequence such tha t 
ZJSfk-Akfk\\2 M (e/2)2, Ik\\S*fk-Ikfk\\2 =5 (e/2)2. Let M be the span of 
{ / u / 2 , / 3 , ...}, let P be the projection with range M, and let D be the diagonal 
•operator defined on M by 
Dfk = h f k , k = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . 
Write the Hilbert space as M®ML, and, correspondingly, consider the ma-
trices 
< " « !::::!• < r/: , 
Assert ion: X—D, Y, and Z are Hilbert—Schmidt operators, and the sum of the 
squares of their Hilbert—Schmidt norms is not more than s2. Indeed: 
\\{X-D)fk\\2 + \\Zfk\\2 = \\{S-Q)fk\\2 = \\Sfk — Xkfk\\2 = 2/nk, 
;and, similarly, 
\\(X* — D*)fk\\2 + \\Y*fk^2 = 2\nk, 
the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
R e m a r k . The control that the proof gives over the differences Sfk—Xkfk is 
•strong enough to make it possible to put C into the trace class. Indeed: choose the 
nk s so large that Ik^2jnk is small, and apply the lemma of D u n f o r d and Schwartz 
[4, p. 1116] according to which Ik||Tfk\\ < f o r an or thonormal basis { / 1 , / 2 , / 3 , ...}, 
implies that T i s in the trace class. (The statement in [4] does not seem to be formula ted 
f o r the right set of exponents. In any event, it is true and the proof is valid fo r the 
•exponent p= 1.) 
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L e m m a 3. If {an} and {b„} are sequences with the same cluster set C in a compact 
metric space, if an£C and bn£C for all n, and if e>• 0, then there exists a permutation 
7i of the natural numbers such that Z„d(an, bxn)<s. 
It is convenient to have a word to describe the sequences that occur in this 
statement: call a sequence recurrent if each of its terms is a cluster point of it. (The 
"cluster set" of a sequence is, of course, the set of all cluster points. In this language 
a sequence is recurrent if it is included in its own cluster set.) Lemma 3 is a sharpened 
version of the von N e u m a n n permutat ion theorem [7], which is used in the proof 
of the von Neumann converse of Weyl's theorem. The original version does no t 
assume that the given sequences are recurrent, and cannot conclude that , after the 
permutat ion, the sum of distances is small. If, fo r instance, al=l, an= 0 for 1, 
and b„=0 fo r all n, then, clearly, there is no permutat ion n such tha t d(a„, bnn)^ 1 /2 
fo r all n. The trouble is no t that the ranges of the sequences are different; if b{ = 
= Z>2=1 and bn= 0 fo r « > 2 , the inequal i t ies .d(a n , 6„„) = 1/2 fo r all n can still no t 
be achieved. The trouble is tha t the cluster sets (which, to be sure, are the same) 
do not contain all the terms; in the first example one of the sequences fails to be 
recurrent, and in the second example they bo th do. 
N o w fo r the proof of Lemma 3. 
Write < T ( 1 ) = 1 . Since aa(l)£C, there exists an index T(1) such that d(aG{l), bx(1))^ 
SE/2. Let T(2) be the smallest index distinct f r o m T(1) (SO that , typically, T(2) will 
be 1). Since 6 r ( 2 ) £ C, there exists an index <7(2) distinct f r o m o( 1) such that 
d{aaW, ¿ r(2))=fi/4. The preceding four sentences describe a two-step process tha t 
is now to be applied infinitely often. The second application will indicate how the 
general one is to be made. Let <R(3) be the smallest index not contained in {<7(1), a (2)}. 
F ind T(3) not contained in {T(1), T(2)} SO that d(aa(3), bt(3))Ss/8. Let T(4) be the 
smallest index not contained in {T(1), T ( 2 ) , T ( 3 ) } . Find <7(4) no t contained in 
{<7(1), <7(2), CT(3)} so tha t d(a f f ( 4 ) , 6 t ( 4 ) ) ^ e / 1 6 . 
When, ultimately, <t(k) and x(n) are defined for all n, each of a and r is a per-
mutat ion of the set of all natural numbers. Indeed: since the definition of a(n) 
guarantees tha t a(n) is no t contained in {u(l) , . . . , o(n— 1)}, n > l , the mapping 
<7 is one-to-one; the definition for odd values of n guarantees that every natural 
number is in the range of <7. The argument for T is, of course, the same, except that 
" o d d " has to be replaced by "even" . 
The result is a pair of permutat ions a and T such that d(aa(n), bl(n))^s/2" fo r 
all n. If 7r is defined so that t(«)=7t(<7(«)) for all n, i.e., if 7t=T<7-1, then End(a„, bx(n))= 
= Znd(aa(n-),bzin))^s. 
My original statement of Lemma 3 had "d(a„, 0 and d(an, bK(n))^e f o r 
all n" instead of "Z„ d(a„, e", and my proof of it was longer; the simplification 
i s d u e t o J . G . S T A M P F L I . 
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To apply Lemma 3, I introduce a new concept : a normal operator is essential 
if its spectrum is the same as its essential spectrum. 
L e m m a 4. If A and B are essential normal operators with the same spectrum, 
on a separable Hilbert space, and ; / e > 0, then there exists a unitary operator U and 
a compact operator K such that A = U*BU+K and ||A^||Se. 
Lemma 4 is a sharpened version of the von Neumann converse of Weyl's theo-
rem. The original version does not assume that the given operators are essential, 
and cannot conclude that, after the unitary equivalence, they are within e of one 
another. VON NEUMANN [11] remarked that, in fact, if a single compact operator is 
excluded f rom the competition, the conclusion becomes false. The point of Lemma 4 
is that for essential normal operators the compact operators that appear can be made 
to satisfy severe and useful size restrictions. 
To prove Lemma 4, use Lemma 1 to write A — DA+CA and B= DB+CB, 
where DA and DB are diagonal, with each diagonal entry in the common spectrum, 
and CA and CB are compact, with | |CA | l^e/3, | |CB | |Se/3. Since DA and A have the 
same essential spectrum, and since the essential spectrum of DA is the cluster set 
of the diagonal, it follows that that cluster set is the common spectrum of A and B. 
(This step uses the assumption that A is essential.) Similarly the cluster set of DB 
is that common spectrum. By Lemma 3 there exists a unitary operator U (induced 
by a permutation) and a compact operator C such that DA = U*DBU+C and | |C | | S 
^ e / 3 . Consequence: 
A = Da + Ca = U*DbU + C + Ca = U*(B-CB)U+C + CA = 
= U*BU-U*CBU+C + CA, 
since — U*CgU+C+CA is compact and has norm not greater than e, the proof of 
Lemma 4 is complète. 
R e m a r k . In case A and B are such that CA and CB can be made to have small 
Hilbert—Schmidt norm (e.g., in case A and B are Hermitian or unitary), then K can 
be made to have small Hilbert—Schmidt norm; the perturbation C that Lemma 3 
introduces belongs, in fact, to the trace class. 
The statement of Lemma 4 does not include the von Neumann converse (for 
not necessarily essential operators) as a special case, but the proof of Lemma 4 
is, in spirit, the same as that of the unmodified version; cf. [1], [10], [11]. The main 
difference is that the present proof uses the quantitative version (Lemma 3) of the 
von Neumann permutation theorem. 
For some of the statements that follow it is convenient to introduce a shorthand 
notation : if A and B are operators and e ?» 0, write 
A~B (¿) 
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in case there exists an operator B', unitarily equivalent to B, such that A — B' has 
Hilbert—Schmidt norm not greater than e. (The operators A and B need not even 
be defined on the same Hilbert space. The generality gained thereby is shallow but 
useful.) 
L e m m a 5. If S is a shift of multiplicity n (unilateral or bilateral), 
if U is a unitary operator on a separable Hilbert space, and if e > 0, then 
S~U@S (e). 
For the proof, let {Xl, l 2 , A3, . . .} be a sequence (of complex numbers of mod-
ulus 1) whose closure is dense in the spectrum of U, in which each term occurs in-
finitely often. Apply Lemma 2 to write 
(1) S ~ DQjE (e/4), 
where D is a diagonal operator with eigenvalues , A2, ... . (The unitary equi-
valence is, in fact, effected by the identity operator in this case, but nothing is lost 
by forgetting that.) In Lemma 2, to be sure, the shift was assumed to have multi-
plicity 1. The lemma is, however, applicable to shifts of all non-zero multiplicities; 
all that needs to be done is to break off a shift of multiplicity 1 as a direct sum-
mand, apply Lemma 2 as is, and then glue the fracture together again. 
Let U°° be the direct sum of countably infinitely many copies of J7; observe 
that C/°° is unitary (and hence, in particular, normal) and that E/°° is essential. 
Since D and U°°®D are essential unitary operators with the same spectrum, the 
remark following the proof of Lemma 4 shows that 
(2) D~U~®D (e/4). 
Substitute (2) into (1) to get . 
U~®D®E (e/2). 
It follows that 
(3) U®S~ U®U"®D®E (e/2). 
Sines U®U°° is unitarily equivalent to U°°, (3) implies 
UQS~U-@DeE (e/2) 
and hence, by (2) 
(4) U®S~D®E (3e/4). 
Use (1) to replace the right side of (4) by S, and conclude that 
U®S~S (e). . 
The proof of Lemma 5 is complete. 
P r o o f o f t h e t h e o r e m . Supposethat Kis ah isometry of co-rank n 
on a separable Hilbert space, and suppose that e > 0 . Write V as U®S, where U 
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is unitary and 5 is a unilateral shift (with, of course, multiplicity n) [6, Problem 118]. 
By Lemma 5 
V ~ S (e). 
Since an operator unitarily equivalent to a unilateral shift is a unilateral shift, this 
proves that in every e neighborhood of V there is a unilateral shift (necessarily of 
the same co-rank as V), and the first half of the theorem follows. 
The second half is proved similarly. Suppose that U is a unitary operator whose 
spectrum is the entire unit circle, and suppose that e > 0. By Lemma 5 
•\U®S~S (s/2), _ 
where S is a bilateral shift of multiplicity n. Since U and U@ S are essential unitary 
operators with the same spectrum (here is where the hypothesis about the spectrum 




and the proof is completed as in the unilateral case. 
S c h o l i u m . On a separable Hilbert space every isometry of non-zero co-rank 
is the sum of a pure isometry and an operator of arbitrarily small Hilbert—Schmidt 
norm. 
Except for the description of the size of the perturbation, this is the original 
version of the Douglas result mentioned after the statement of the theorem. 
Experience shows that norm approximation theorems are likely to be difficult 
but worth the trouble; they give useful analytic insights into the behavior of 
operators. Strong and weak approximation theorems are usually easier to prove, 
but harder to find applications for. A comparison of the theorem proved above 
and the proposition below indicates that for approximation by shifts the customary 
situation prevails. 
In what follows it is convenient to use the word "shi f t" ambiguously. A true 
statement and a valid proof result if it is interpreted consistently as either "uni-
lateral shift" or "bilateral shift". 
P r o p o s i t i o n . On a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space the strong 
closure of the set of shifts of multiplicity 1 is the set of all isometries; the weak closure 
of the set of shifts of multiplicity 1 is the set of all contractions. 
For the proof, consider first an arbitrary operator A on the given Hilbert space 
H, and a direct sum of the form A@B on H®H. Assertion 1: i f / l 5 . . . , / „ are in H, 
then there exists an operator on H unitarily equivalent to A®B that agrees with 
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A on each To prove that, let V be an isometry f rom H onto / / © / / s u c h that if f 
is in the (finite-dimensional) subspace spanned by f t , . ••,/„, A f x , ..., Afn, then 
Vf= [ / , 0]. (Here is where the infinite-dimensionality of H is used.) It follows that. 
V*{A®B)Vfj = 0] = V*[Afj, 0] = A f j for j= 1, ...,«. 
Suppose now that U is an arbitrary unitary operator on H. Assertion 2: every 
strong neighborhood of U contains a shift of multiplicity 1. To prove this, consider 
a basic strong neighborhood of U, consisting of all operators T such that 
}\Ufj— 77}|| e, j= 1, ..., n, where / i , . . . , / „ are unit vectors in H and e > 0 . If S 
is a shift of multiplicity 1, then, by Assertion l , there exists an operator unitarily-
equivalent to U® S that agrees with U on each f } . Since, by Lemma 5, U® S (e), 
it follows that some operator unitarily equivalent to S differs f rom U by less than s 
on each f}\ this implies Assertion 2. 
The preceding two paragraphs imply that the strong closure of the set of shifts^ 
of multiplicity 1 contains all unitary operators, and f rom this all else follows. Indeed, 
the strong closure of the set of unitary operators is known to be the set of all iso-
metries [8, p. 892], and the weak closure of the set of unitary operators is known to 
be the set of all contractions [5, p. 128]. 
P r o b l e m . What are the answers to the corresponding questions for weighted 
shifts? 
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On a class of adjoint functional equations 
By EINAR HILLE in La Jolla (California, U.S.A.)*) 
To Bela Szokefalvi-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
1. Problem. Let A and B denote vector mean values in Rm, this term to be 
defined be tow. Consider the two adjoint functional equations 
(1-1) . f[A(s,t)] = B[f(s),f{t)}, 
(1.2) . g[B(a,b)] = A[g{a),g(b)]. 
A study of these equations is proposed involving intrinsic properties of the solutions, 
classification of the latter with continuous solutions as one type and boundary affine 
solutions as the other, spread of continuity, and construction, of solutions by a proc-
ess of successive interpolation. The equations are inverses of each other in the sense 
that there exist solutions f0 and g0 such that 
(1-3) . f0[go(a)] = a, 'g0\f0(s)] = s 
in the domains of definition of g 0 a n d / o • 
In the theory of vector meanvalues the case 
(1.4) B(a,b) ±(a + b) 
is basic and it plays an important role also in this paper where we are trying to ex -
tend the results obtained in this special case (see HILLE [2]) to the more general 
one. Some additional material for the special case is to be found in Section 11 below. 
2. On vector meanvalues. In [2] the author based the discussion of vector mean-
values on a system of postulates analogous to those of A. N. KOLMOGOROV and 
M . NAGUMOV in t he l inear case . 
The discussion involves various consequences of the natural partial ordering of 
R'". We write 
• x = (xi,x2, ...,xm)i y = (yl,y2, ..'.,xmy 
*) Research supported in part by NSF Grant GU-2582. 
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(2.2) x j ^ y j , j=\,2,...,m. 
Should hold here for all j, we write x<y. For a finite set of vectors xp in Rm, 
distinct or not, we write 
(2. 3) u = (uy, u2,..., MJ = inf V 
for the vector whosey'th coordinate is the infimum of theyth coordinates of the vectors 
xp of V. Similarly we define 
(2.4) v = (»i.Da, •••,*>„,) = s u p F . 
The set of all vectors x=(x1,x2, • • •, xm) such that 
(2. 5) uj ^ xj s vJ}. j = 1, 2 , . . . , m, 
is called the closed cellular hull C[V] of V. If in all the inequalities where iij < v} 
we replace " g " by " < " we obtain a subset C°[V] of C[V] known as the open cellular 
hull of C[V]. This.is not necessarily an open set in the topology of Rm, but , unless 
all the xp 's are equal, there is a subspace of lower dimension in which C°[V] is open. 
These concepts are due to J . B . M I L L E R [ 3 ] and have been further explored by C . T. 
N g [4, 5, 6]. 
The vectors to be admitted in forming meanvalues will be restricted to an 
open convex set G in Rm. G is supposed to contain the closed pyramid Ft defined by 
(2.6) X j S O , j = 1,2, . . . ,m, + x 2 H ¡ - * m S l . 
We can now formulate the postulates: 
My. For each finite set V of vectors xy, x2, ..., x„ in G, not necessarily distinct, 
there exists a meanvalue M(V)=M(x1, x2, ..., xn), a vector in G. 
M2. M is a symmetric continuous function, strictly increasing in each of its 
arguments. 
M 2 1 . M ( F ) c C ° [ K ] . 
M22. For t fixed and s variable, both in G, the mapping t ^M(s, t) is open, 
injective and continuous, uniformly with respect to / on compact sub-
sets of G. 
M3. M(x, x, ..., x)=x. 
M4. Let 1 <k<n and set M(xu x2, ..., xk)=y. Then 
M(xt, ...,xk,xk + 1, ...,xn)=M(y, ...,y,xk + 1, ...,xn) 
where y is repeated k times. 
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The meanvalues A and B in equations (1. 1) and (1. 2) are supposed to satisfy 
these conditions. We write D for G in the first case, E in the second ; they may be 
distinct or identical. 
3. Some properties of meanvalues. As consequences of M3 and MA we note 
L e m m a 1. The meanvalue of k copies of the set V is the same as of one copy 
(3.1) M(kV) = M{V). 
L e m m a 2. We have 
(3.2) M [M{Vi), M (V2)} = M(VL U V2). 
. Here it should be noted that each vector figures with its proper multiplicity: 
if x occurs kx times in and k2 times in V2, then it figures kx + k2 times in Vt U V2. 
L e m m a 3. From a set V of n vectors, select k vectors, k-^n, and form the mean-
value. Repeat this for the N = choices of k objects from a set of n. Let Vk be the 
set of the corresponding N meanvalues. Then 
( 3 . 3 ) M(Vk) = M(V). 
P r o o f . We consider an enlarged set V* made up of 
n — 1 
k-1 
copies of V: By Lemma 1, M(V*)=M(V). Here the set V* has kN vectors which 
may be arranged into N sets of k vectors each. This is to be done in such a manner 
that the, elements in the p th set are precisely those & vectors chosen in the pth. 
selection. Let yp be the meanvalue of these vectors. In forming M(V*) we can 
replace each of the vectors in the p th set by yp using MA. We repeat this fo r each 
p so that 
M{V*) = M{ylt...,ylt ...,yN, ...,yN) 
where each yj figures k times. Using Lemma 1 again we can contract the last expression 
to M(y1} ...,yN)=M(Vk) as asserted. 
C o r o l l a r y . For each k<n 
( 3 - 4 ) M ( F ) C C ° R A . 
A simple argument shows that 
( 3 . 5 ) C ° [ F ] D C 0 [ F 2 ] D . . O C ° K ] . 
which expresses that meanvalues are variation-reducing. 
10* 
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L e m m a 4. We have 
( 3 . 6 ) | | M O , O - H * + O I I S I / 3 | K - / | | . 
P r o o f . The coordinates of the vectors M, s and t satisfy the inequalities 
inf (Sj , tj) - Sj ^ Mj - Sj ë SUP (Sj, tj) - S j 
for 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . , / « . This implies that 
(3 .7) \ M j - S j \ ^ — ' ' 
for all j so that 
(3 .8) | | M ( 5 , / ) - Î | | s | | i - f | | 
and by symmetry 
(3.9)". " ' l | A i ( J , 0 - / | l ^ Ws-tb 
The geometric meaning of these two inequalities is that M(s, t) lies in the d o m a i n 
common to two spheres, one with center at J, the other at t having the same radius 
|| 5— /1|. The inequality (3. 6) follows. Here equality can hold iff s=t in which càse, 
of course, equality holds for all j in (3. 7). 
The main result of [2] can be expressed as follows. 
T h e o r e m M. The equation 
(3.10) h[M(s;t)] = i[A(i) + A(i)] 
with initial conditions 
(3.11) h(0) = 0, h(u1) = ul,...,h(um) = um 
where the u's are the unit vectors, u~ (<5jt), has a unique solution h which is one-to-one. 
In terms of this solution 
(3.12) M M ^ , * , . . . , * , , ) ] = ! J / K i , . ) 
n 1 
for all n and all Sj in G, 
This representation leads to fur ther properties of the meanvalues. I t is clear tha t 
(3.13) . M(s, u) M(s, v) if u v. 
A more general fo rm of this, inequality is 
L e m m a 5. If u= M(ul, ...,Mp), V—M(PI, jjp) and UT^V, then 
(3.14) M(Si, ...;Sk, «,, ...,up) M(s1: . . . , ^ , 1 ) ! , ...,v„). 
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P r o o f . We use the representation of M given by (3. 12). Thus 
(k+p)h[M(Sl,...,«,)] = i/*(*,)+ i ¿ 0 0 = 2Msj)+pKu) * 
1 1 . 1 
* 2h(sj)+ph(v) = (k+p)h[M{sit ...,v„)]. 
1 
Since the mapping s — h ( s ) is one-to-one, (3. 14) follows. 
A subspace of Rm is said to be principal if it is obtained by equating k of the 
coordinates to zero, say X j = 0 for j=nv, n2\ nk where the H's are fixed. 
L e m m a 6. If a set V of vectors belongs to a principal linear subspace of R"\ 
then C°[V] belongs to the same subspace. 
P r o o f by inspection. 
Repeated averaging with one entry fixed leads to this entry: 
L e m m a 7. Let x and y be vectors in Rm and form the sequence 
(3.15) xn = M{x„_1,y), h = 2,3, . . x . 
Then lim xn= x0 exists and x0=y. • 
P r o o f . Let znj denote the j"' coordinate of xn—y. Then for fixed j the sequence 
{znj} is monotone, all the members of the sequence have the same sign namely 
that of the first term. The sequence is-strictly increasing, zero, or strictly decreasing 
according as z u is negative, zero, or positive. All this follows f rom the definition-
of M(s, t). Hence lim (x„—y):= x0—y exists and by the continuity of M, we have 
x0= M{x0, y) so that x0 = y as asserted. 
Let Z a n d Y be subsets of G and set 
(3.16) M ( Z , Y) - {u;u = M(s,t), s£X, t£Y}. 
If Y=X, then XcM(X, X) arid the inclusion is proper unless X reduces to a single 
vector. 
4. Boundedness and singularities. For the case of the general system (1. 1) and 
(1. 2) we need some notions which become self-evident in the special case where B is 
the arithmetic mean. 
The convex set G is bounded by a convex hypersurface K=9G. If G is not 
bounded, then part or all of 9G may be infinitary. It is understood and admitted 
that some boundary elements may have coordinates equal to -f °° or — 
If { i „ } c G and converges to an element of 3G, we call {s„} a boundary se-
quence. ' ' . • ' • 
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M is boundary preserving if for all t£G the sequence {M(s„, t)} is a boundary 
sequence whenever {s„} has this property. 
As an illustration take m = 1 and 
M(s,t) G dG 
i O + 0 ( -«=, + 5 = - ° O , + 0 0 ; 
a r c t a n ( t a n s + tan i)] ( - ^ f t , in) s = — in, + in; 
arcsin[+ ( s i n j + s ini)] . (— i-n, in) s = —in,+in. 
Here the first two means are boundary preserving but the third is not. 
For the special case (1. 4) local boundedness implies global boundedness. In the 
general case affinity for the boundary plays a similar role. This leads to the notion 
of a singular set. 
A point s=s0£D is singular with respect to a solution s~>-f(s) of (1. 1) iff there 
exists a sequence {•?„}£/) converging to .i0 such that {f(sn)} is a boundary sequence 
with respect to HE. The set of all singular points is the singular set of f . 
5. Intern transformations. The equations (1. 1) and (1. 2) are special cases of 
functional equations of the form • 
(5.1) . f[F(x,y)]^H[f(x),(y),x,y]. 
Here F a n d H are given a n d / i s to be found. The study of this class was initiated by 
J . A C Z E L [ 1 ] in 1 9 6 4 for x and y real variables. F is assumed to be an intern transforma-
tion in the sense that 
(5.2) x < y implies x < F{x, y) < y. . 
Further F is continuous and H is assumed to be injective with respect to either 
the first or the second argument. Under these assumptions Aczel could prove that 
the equation has at most one continuous solution satisfying a given two-point 
condition 
(5.3) f(.x0) = y0, f{x1)=yl. 
Note that this is a uniqueness theorem, nothing is said about the existence of any 
solution. 
Extensions to Rm have been proved by J . B . MILLER [ 3 ] and C . T . N g [ 4 , 5 ] . Here 
there are two concepts to be generalized: (i) the internity and (ii) the initial condi-
tions. Cellular internity in the sense that 
( 5 . 4 ) F ( x , _><•) C C ° ( . V , V) 
turns out to be a suitable generalization of the first notion. As to the initial conditions 
it is fairly clear that m + 1 conditions 
( 5 . 5 ) f ( X j ) = yj, j= 0 , 1 , 2 , ...,m, 
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are required, but it is not obvious that the x's are subject to restrictions which are 
satisfied if the vectors xk—x0, k= 1, 2, . . . , m are linearly independent. We note 
that the vertices of 77 are admissible choices for the x's. Assuming further jFis con-
tinuous arid that H is injective with respect to the first or the second argument, Ng 
[5] could prove that equation (5. 1) has at most one continuous solution satisfying an 
admissible (m-t- l)-point condition (5. 5). 
This result applies in particular to equation (1. 1) and (1. 2). For by M2i both A 
and B are continuous and cellularly intern and by M22 both right hand sides are 
injective with respect to both arguments. 
The ease where A= B is of some interest. 
T h e o r e m 1. The équation 
(5.6) h[A{s,t)} = A[h(s),h{t)} 
has a unique solution s->-h(s) which is continuous and leaves the vertices of II invariant, 
namely h(s) = s. 
P r o o f by inspection. It should be noted that the solution is independent of A. 
This leads to the following composition theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2. Suppose that (1. 1) has the continuous solution f0 of domain D 
and range. E which satisfies the initial conditions (3. 11). Suppose that g0 is the con-
tinuous solution 'of (1. 2) with domain E and range D, satisfying the same conditions. 
Then g0 [/o ( 0] defined in D and equals s identically, f0 [g0 (a)] is defined in E and 
equals a identically. 
P r o o f . The existence of the composite functions is obvious. In equation (1. 2) 
we substitute a=f0(s), b=f0(t) and obtain 
A {g0 [/oO')L So [/o(0]} = So W o ( * ) , / o ( 0 ] } = goifo № 0 ] } . 
This implies that •S'-'-ÄC5)—¿Tot/oC5')] i s a continuous solution of (5. 6) which leaves 
the vertices of 77 invariant. Hence h(s) = s as asserted. The case o f / 0 [ g 0 ( a ) ] is handled 
in the same manner. 
6. The dichotomy. We shall prove 
T h e o r e m 3. I f f is a solution of( 1.1) with domain D arid range E, if B is boundary 
preserving with respect to E and if the singular set U of f in D is not all of D, then 
U=Q. 
P r o o f . Since D is open and connected, it is enough to prove that U is both 
open and closed in D for then D is either D itself or void. The first alternative being 
excluded by assumption, the second must hold. Suppose s0 Ç U. Then there is a 
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sequence {j„} converging to j0 such that {/(•?„)} is a boundary sequence. Let t £ D 
be arbitrary and consider the sequence / )} which converges to A(s0, t) when 
n — <=°. N o w 
(6.1) f[A{sn,t)] = B[f<,Sn),f<,t)l n= 1 ,2 ,3 , ... 
and here the right members form a boundary sequence since B is boundary preserv-
ing. It follows that { / [ ^ (5„ , i ) ] } is a boundary sequence so that A(s0,t)£U. In 
particular, there exists a full neighborhood of t=s0 which belongs to U so that U 
is open in D. 
On the other hand, if {x„}c£ / and x„ — Jt0 £ D, there exist, sequences 
« = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , such that each {f(x„k):k= 1, 2, 3, . . .} is a boundary sequence. It 
is then seen that the diagonal sequence {/(*„„)} either is a boundary sequence or 
contains one and here x„„->~x0 so that x0 £ U. Thus U is also closed and, as observed 
above, this implies that E/=0. 
With the appropriate changes of assumptions a similar result holds for equa-
tion (1. 2). 
We note that for these equations the singular set is either void or coincides 
with the domain of definition of the solution. In the special case (1. 4) the alternatives 
are a solution everywhere unbounded or one bounded on compact sets which implies 
continuity. In the general case where A and B are arbitrary (boundary preserving) 
meanvalues, we note that if the singular set is void, then the solution is necessarily 
bounded on compact subsets. The proof given above uses the assumption of boundary 
preserving but it is not obvious that this is a necessary condition for the validity 
of the result. For the special case the idea of the proof is due to C. T. NG. 
7. Boundedness and continuity. We shall prove 
T h e o r e m 4. If a solution of{ 1. 1) is continuous at a single point of D then it is 
continuous everywhere in D. 
P r o o f . Suppose that s ^ f ( s ) is continuous at J 0 . Then for small and t 
arbitrary in D, 
f[A{s0+%t)] = B[f(s0 + h)J(t)]-+B[f(s0)J{t)] 
while v4( j 0 +/ i , i) — A(s0, t). This shows that / is continuous at the point A(s0, t) 
for all t in D. These points form an open set D^Ais^, D), a neighborhood of . 
If Dt = D we are through. If not, we define an expanding sequence of sets {/)„} where 
in the notation of (3. 16) 
(7.1) A , = A(£„_!, D), « = 2 , 3 , . . . . 
Here / is continuous in each of the sets D„ and hence also in their union D0 and 
(7.2) D0 = A(D0,D) 
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by (7. 1). If t were in D but not in D0, then we would have A(s, t) 6 D0 for all s in D, 
in particular for s=t. Since A(t, t)=t this contradiction shows that JD0=D so that 
/ is continuous everywhere in Z). 
C o r o l l a r y L A solution of (1. 1) is continuous either everywhere in D or 
nowhere.. 
The same argument applies to equation (1.2). 
In the construction of solutions given below the interpolation process leads 
to a solution which is not defined in all of D bu t merely in a dense subset T 
of 77. It is important for us to note that such a solution already has continuity prop-
erties provided T satisfies certain conditions. The proof given for Theorem 4 leads to 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Suppose that a solution f of (1. 1) is defined in a subset T of 
D with the following properties (i) T is dense in 77 and (ii) A(T, T) c T. Suppose that 
f is continuous at a single point s0 of T for approach to j0 in T, then f is continuous 
everywhere in T. In the case of equation (1. 2) replace (ii) by (ii ') B(T, T) c T. 
Here M(T, T) c T means that 
(7. 3) = M(s,t), s£T, t£T}czT. 
P r o o f . The argument used above carries over if s0, s0+h and t are confined to 
T which replaces D throughout so that 
( 7 4 ) T1=A(s0,T), Tn = A(T„_1,T,yT0={jT„. 
T h e o r e m 5. A solution of (I. 1) or of (1. 2) which is zero at the origin is con-
tinuous there and hence continuous everywhere in D. The same conclusion with D 
replaced by T holds if the domain of definition is a set T of the type defined above. 
P r o o f . Take, for instance, (1. 1) with s—f(s) as the solution with D as domain 
of definition and f(0)=0. Then for 5 in D we have f[A{0, s)]=B[f{0), f(s)]= B[0,f(s)}. 
We introduce two sequences of vectors {.;•„} and {?„} where • 
(7.5) J „ + 1 = ^ (0 , J„ ) , ' s ^ s , tn+1=f(sn). 
Here lim i „ = 0 by Lemma 7. Since tn+1 = B(0, tn), a second appeal to Lemma 7 gives 
lim t„=0, so that lim f(s„)=0=f(0). This holds for every .s- in D so that f ( s ) can 
approach no other limit than 0 as s—0. H e n c e / i s continuous at 5==0 and by Theo-
rem 4 this means continuity everywhere in D. The modifications of the proof that 
become necessary if D is replaced by T are obvious. 
Equation (1 .2) is handled in the same manner. 
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The arithmetic mean is not merely a special case of the means con-
sidered here but in a certain sense it is asymptotic to the general mean. For in im-
portant cases the right member of (3. 6) can be lowered to the second power so that 
<7.6) M(s,t) = i(s+t) + Oqs-t\\2) 
as t—s. See further below, Theorem 12. 
Under these circumstances it makes sense to examine the consequences of 
imposing temporarily a further restriction on M, namely 
Ms. There exists a constant k, 1, such that 
(7.1) . VJ,i€G. 
It should be noted that a value of is not admissible for this would give 
H s - ? || S 2k ¡5—i|| which can hold only for i = s if 2k<\. On the other hand, k=l is 
no restriction by (3. 8). 
We have now 
T h e o r e m 6. If the meanvalue B satisfies (7. 7), then a locally bounded solution 
of (l.'l) is locally continuous. 
P r o o f . Suppose that in some neighborhood of s=s0 we have | | / ( s ) ||sF 
and set 
(7-8) l i m s u p l l f ( s 0 + h)—f(s0)H = S(s0). 
: IAI;-O 
' Then f[A(s0 + h, s0)]-f(s0) = B[f(s0+h),f(s0)]-f(s0). By virtue of Ms this gives 
(7.9) l l / [ i 4 ( S o + A i o ) ] - / ( i o ) l l ^ f c | l / ( i o + ^ ) - / ( i o ) l l : 
Here we let ||/j|| - r0 . The superior limit of the right hand side is fc<5(s0) which is 
non-negative and at most equal to 2kF. In the left member h^A(s0 + h, s0) maps 
a sphere with center at h= 0 onto a full neighborhood of s=s0. It follows that the 
superior limit of the left member is ¿ ( i 0 ) when ||/7|| —0 so we have S(s0)^k5(s0). 
This implies <5(%)=0 and makes / continuous at s=s0 and hence everywhere. 
The same argument applies to (1. 2) if satisfies M5. Moreover, we can replace 
D by a set T with but little change in the argument. 
8. Primary mappings. So far we have operated under the assumption that 
solutions of our equations do exist. This will now be proved. More precisely, we 
shall prove that solutions satisfying the initial conditions (3. 11) can be constructed 
in the basic pyramid 17. These are the so called fundamental solutions and since they 
a re continuous at the origin they are continuous wherever they are defined. We 
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•concentrate on equation (1. 1) but the same method applies to (1. 2). Actually we 
construct solutions of the auxiliary equations 
(8.1) h[i(a + b)] = A[h(a),h(b)}, 
<8.2) k [i(a + b)] =B[lc(a),k(b)],. 
with the aid of which we obtain the solutions of (1. 1) and (1. 2). These equations 
involve the arithmetic mean. We set 
(8.3) . . C(a,b) = ±(a + b). 
Let R be the set of points in U with dyadic rational coordinates. It is clear that R 
is dense in /7 and we have also 
(8.4) R=>C(R, R) 
so that R is a set T in the sense defined above. Next we construct two sets S and 
Y by applying the operations A and B repeatedly to R. It simplifies matters to con-
struct these sets step by step. Let R0= S0= Y0 be the set of (m+1) vertices of /7 
and define the sets {/?„}, {£„} and {7„} recursively as follows 
.(8.5) 7?„ = C(/?„_ ! , * „ _ ! ) , 5 „ = ^ ( 5 ' n _ 1 , S n _ 1 ) ) Y n ^ B ( Y n _ u Y n ^ ) . 
These are sequences of expanding bounded sets and clearly tend to limits which are 
the sets R,S,T. 
None of these sets is closed but we shall prove 
L e m m a 8. The closures of the sets R, S, Y are connected, even simply con-
nected. 
P r o o f . For R this is trivial. We shall give the argument for S, the same proof 
applies to Y. If a and b are two points of S, we set TQ = a U d and T„= A(Tn^.1, Tn_i) 
a n d T = U T„. Then T is a continuous arc joining a with b and lies in S. Since 
o 
S is closed under the operation A, it is clear that TczS. By Lemma 7 every point 
of T i s a limit point of 7 ' and since A is uniformly continuous, it follows that T is a 
continuous arc. 
To prove that S is simply-connected we have to show that the complement of S 
is connected. If this is not so, then there is a point z0 in the complement of S that 
cannot be joined to a point in the infinitary component of the complement of S 
by a Jordan arc not having points in common with S. We can then "box in" z 0 , 
tha t is we can find a parallelopiped n such that : (i) The faces of n are planes X j = a j , 
Xj=§j, <Xj<(]j, . /=1, 2, . . . , m. (ii) There is no point of S in the interior of n. (iii) 
Fo r each j there is a point PJX on the face and a point PJ2€S on the face 
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Pj . Since these points may fall on edges or vertices of n the total number of 
distinct points does not have to be 2m in number, but there are at least two. T o 
see that this extreme case can happen, note that each of the endpoints of a diagonal 
of 7i lies on m distinct faces and that these faces have nothing in common with the 
faces associated with the other endpoint. If this case should be present, we obtain 
a contradiction right away for the A-mean of the endpoints is an interior point of 
7t and belongs to S if the endpoints do. In the general case we may have to per form 
as many as ( m + 1 ) ^-operat ions before a contradiction results. To see this we f o r m 
Pj=A(Pjl, Pj2). This is a point of S, it may conceivably fall on an edge or a face 
of n but in any case its j,h coordinate belongs to the open interval (ay, Pj) by virtue 
of the properties of C°(x, y). I f one of the points Pj belongs to the interior of n, 
we are through. If not, one more averaging will lead to the desired contradiction. 
We form P=A(P1, P2, ..., Pm). Again this is a point of S but now for each j the 
j t h coordinate belongs to the open interval ( a P j ) and this forces P to be an interior 
point of n thus violating assumption (ii). This contradiction shows that S is simply-
connected. 
A closer examination of the generation of the sets R, S, F is now in order. An 
element of R is obtained by applying the arithmetic means, the operation C, to some 
of the elements of the set R0, i.e., the vertices of II, say 
(8. 6) k0 copies of 0, k1 copies of w1; ...,km copies of um, 
m 
where kj=2" for some positive integer n. Denote this aggregate of 2" vectors 
by V. Then 
(8.7) . • a = C(V). 
To this element of R correspond vectors of S and Y 
(8.8) s = A(V)=p(a), y = B(V) — q(a). 
Our first object is to study these mappings of R into S and Y. 
L e m m a 9. The mappings S and Y are one-to-one. 
P r o o f . Take two distinct points a and b of R and suppose that ( 8 . 1 0 ) - a = C(Vl), b = C(V2) 
in the notation of (8. 6) and (8. 7). Since we can always enlarge our vector sets using 
Lemma 1 we may assume that Vx and V2 both contain 2" vectors. The sets Vx and 
V2 are distinct, but may have elements in common. Let V0 be the set of common 
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vectors; if u¡ occurs pj times in Vt and v; times in V2 then it occurs min {¡ij, vj) 
in V0. Set 
<8. 11) v1 = V0UU1, V2 = V0\JU2. 
Then and U2 have the same number of elements but have no vectors in common. 
Moreover, the linear manifolds spanned by Ut and U2 have only the zero element 
in common. In any case Lemma 6 shows that C f í / J f í C°[U2] = 0 and this implies 
that A i U ^ A i U J . By Lemma 2 
p(d) = A<yt) - A{V0[J UJ = A[A(V0), A(UX)], 
p(b) - A (V2) =. A (F0 U U2) = A [A (F0), A (U2% 
and by (3. 13) p(a)9ip(b). In the samé manner it is shown that q(a)^q(b). 
T h e o r e m 7. The fundamental solution of (8. 1) is h(a)=p (a) and the fundamental 
solution of (8.2) is k(d)=q(a). 
P r o o f . Consider A[p(a),p(b)] with p(a)=A(Vi), p(b)=A(V2). Then 
A[p(a\p(b)} = A{A{VX), A(V2)] = A(VX U V2). Without loss of generality we may 
suppose that F , and V2 contain the same number of elements, namely 2". Then 
V¡ U. V2 contains 2 n + 1 vectors and C(V, U V2) = i(a+b). Hence A(VX U V2) = 
— (a+b)]. This proves that p satisfies (8. 1) for a, b£ R. Equation (8. 2) is handled 
in the same manner . . 
L e m m a 10. The mappings a-*p(a) and a -<~q(d) are continuous on R, uniformly 
in (l—2~")Rfor any n. 
P r o o f . Since R is a set of type T and since p(0)=q(0)=0, Theorem 5, gives 
continuity in R. Only the uniformity remains to be proved. Suppose that b and h 
are in R. Then with M and g as generic notations ' ' 
M[g(b),gm = g[Kb + h)]. 
Letting h— 0 in R, we get continuity at \b uniformly with respect to b in R. This 
gives uniform continuity in (1 — 2~")R for /7=1 and the general case follows by. 
induction. 
9. First extension. Our functions p and q are defined in R which is dense in 77. 
The next step is to extend to all of 17. 
T h e o r e m 8. The mappings a-*p(a), a-*q(a) can be extented as continuous 
mappings to all of /7. 
This follows f rom the fact that R is dense in /7 and the primary mappings are 
uniformly continuous on any set (l — 2~")R. 
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L e m m a 11. The extented mappings are one-to-one. 
P r o o f . The argument is essentially that used for Lemma 8. Consider two distinct 
points a and b in 77. Here 
m m • 
(9.1) a=Z*jU}, 2aj* 1, b= 2PjUj, ZPj ^ h 
j-i j=i 
and the ot's and fi's are real, non-negative. Set 
(9.2) c = M(a,b), 
(9.3) a = c + a , , b = c + b^ 
Here the unit vectors Uj which enter in a^ are distinct f rom those of b x . Either 
ax or bx may be zero but not both. If this should happen we have giaj^gfb,). 
If both are positive vectors, they belong to principal linear subspaces having only the 
zero vector in common. Again g i a d ^ g i b ^ . Now 
M[g(c),g(ai)] = g [ i ( c + fll)] = gUq), M [ g ( c ) , g ( M = f l i i c + Ax)] = S(\b): 
Here the first members are distinct by (3. 13), hence also the last. But if g(a)=g(b)r 
ihtn g(\a)= g{^b) since we would have g(^a)= M[g(a), 0] = M[g(6 ) ,0 ]=g( - | 6 ) which 
is a contradiction. 
We can now construct fundamental solutions of the original equations (1. 1) 
and (1. 2). Since a—p(a) is one-to-one on 77 there exists a unique inverse 
(9.4) a = P(s), s = p(a), a£ll, 
which is continuous and one-to-one. 
T h e o r e m 9. The fundamental solution of (1. 1) is given by the mapping 
(9.5) ' . v -/(•v) = iyr/'(.v)]. 
P r o o f . Let s=p(a), t=p(b) where a arid b are in 77. Then 
A(s,t) = A[p(a),p(b)]=p[Ua + b)\ 
so that 
f[A(s,i)]=f{p[Ma + b)}} = q[Ma + b)\ 
by the definition o f / . On the other hand, 
B i m j i t ) } = B{q[P(s)},q[P{t)}} = B[q(a),q(b)] = q[\(a + b)}. 
This shows t h a t / i s a solution of (1. 1) defined on the image of 77 under the mapping 
a-Z*s. Since both p and q leave the vertices of 77 invariant, the same is true for / so 
t h a t / i s the fundamental solution of (1. 1). It is obviously continuous since P and q 
are continuous. 
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In the same manner it is shown, that 
P[Q(u) ] = q(u), Q(u) = a, u = q(a) 
is the fundamental solution of (1.2). 
10. Second extensions. We shall indicate a method of extending our func-
tions to the outside of 77. We base the argument on the functional equations and 
are guided by a Principle of Permanence of Functional Equations. The letters G and 
M are used in the generic sense as above. We start by giving an elaborate interpreta-
tion of Postulate M 2 1 . 
T h e o r e m 10. For a given z£G there exists a positive number a and a mapping 
x H(x, z) with the following properties. 
(1) H is defined and continuous for \\x—z\\ < a and x its values lie in G. 
(2) H is injective with respect to x. 
(3) H(z, z)=z. 
(4) For \\x-z\\~co 
(10.1) M[x,H(x,z)] = z. 
(5) H is unique. , . 
P r o o f . By M22 the mapping t^-M(s, t) is open, injective and continuous, uni-
formly on compact subsets of G. Suppose that G0 is such a set and z£G0. Let r be 
a fixed number 0<r-^id[G0, dG\. Then there exists a positive number q=q(i') such 
that for each s £ G0 the set 
(.10.2)' Es= {u;u = M(s,t), | | / - i | | < r } 
contains an open sphere with center at u=s and radius at least o(r). Take now 
the point z and choose an x at a distance from z. Then the set Ex contains 
the open sphere ||m— x|| . c q(r) and, in particular, the point z. Hence there is a 
vector t=y with || y-x\\-^ r such that 
(10.3) M(x,y) = z. 
Moreover, since the mapping is injective, there is one and only one such vector 
This is H and for a we can take \ Q (r). The continuity of M implies the continuity 
of H and H is injective in x because M has this property. This completes the proof. 
We come now to the application's of this theorem to the extension problem. 
The results will be stated as lemmas. We consider first radial extension. 
L e m m a 12. Let a-+g(s) be a solution of 
(10.4) y = H(x, z). 
(10.5) M[g(a), g{b)} = g[i(a + b)] 
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which is defined, continuous and with values in G for a on a ray, a=aa0, Q=a~ 1, 
a0?i 0. Then there exists a r, 1<t<°° such that g can be defined for with 
the same properties. 
P r o o f . In Theorem 10 we take 
(10. 6) - rj)a0] = x, g(a0) = z , . + IJ) a0)] = y. ' 
Here rj is a small positive number, so small that z|| < ie(r) with r referring 
to a compact set containing such parts of the ray which are needed for the argument. 
Theorem 10 then asserts the existence of a unique y= H(x, z) and we can satisfy (10. 5) 
by defining 
(10. 6) g[(l + rf)a0.| = H(x,z) = H{g [(1 - ri)a0], g{a9)}. 
We can take t = 1 + t] for any admissible t]. 
This lemma enables us to cross the "base" of the pyramid 77, i.e. the plane 
In particular, g will be defined along the positive axes some distance beyond the 
vertices of 77. 
So far g has been defined only for non-negative vectors. The extension to nega-
tive vectors is again based on Theorem 10. 
L e m m a 13. If the origin is an interior point of G and if g{0)=0 and a0 is a 
vector such that g(a) is defined for a— aa0, 0 = a = l, ao^0, then there exists a T > 0 
such that . 
(10.7) .. g(-aa0) = H[g(rja0), 0] 
for O^otSr. 
P r o o f by inspection. In particular, g is definable on the negative axes for 
sufficiently small values of |[a||. 
L e m m a 14. The domain of definition of g is a convex subset of /?'". 
P r o o f . Equation (10. 5) shows that g is defined at the point %(a+b), if it is 
.known at a and at b and if g(a) and g(b) belong to G where the meanvalue M is 
defined. 
L e m m a 15. If g satisfies (10. 4) for all a and b in a convex domain D*, then for 
any n and for any choice of at, a2, ..., d„ in D* we have 
(10.8) M[g(aJ,g(a2),...,g(an)} =g 1 , ' — (aY+a2 + -~ +an) 
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P r o o f . The lemma is true for n=2k by induction on k and by retrogressive 
induction (following the precepts of Cauchy) from n to n— 1. 
L e m m a 16. The mapping a-*g(a) is one-to-one. 
P r o o f . The argument given for Lemma 11 applies to the present case. 
Applying these results to our functional equations (1. 1), (1. 2), (8. 1) and (8. 2) 
we are led to the following existence theorem. 
T h e o r e m 11. Let the meanvalues A and B be defined in the convex domains D 
and E respectively, and satisfy the M-postulates. Let II £D(~\E. 
The fundamental solution p(a) of (8. 1) is defined and continuous in a convex 
domain C,, / 7 C C, . The range R{ of p is contained in D. The mapping a -*p(a) is 
one-to-one. 
For the fundamental solution q(d) of (8. 2) replace C 1 ; Rlt D by C2, R2, E. 
The fundamental solution of (1. 1) is defined by 
(10.9) № = q[P{s)], s=p(a), a = P(s) ' 
for s£S = p(Clf]C2) c: Rt where f is continuous and one-to-one. 
The fundamental solution g of (1.2) is defined by 
(10.10) . g(u) = p[Q(u)}, Q(u) = q, u = q(d) 
for u£U= q(Cl H C2) c. R2 where g is continuous and one-to-one. 
If C1 = C2, then / is defined in Rx and g in R2. It is reasonable to expect that Rt 
and R2 are also convex but this question must be left open. 
11. Further comments. We have restricted ourselves to fundamental solutions. 
Initial conditions of the type 
(H. 1) g(0) = j>o> j=\,2,...,m, 
or more generally 
(11.2) g(xk)=yk, k = 0,\,2,...,m, 
present a new and more difficult problem. The methods used above may or may not 
be effective in this case. Moreover, normally there is no simple relation between dif-
ferent solutions so information on the fundamental solution has little bearing on 
the behavior of other solutions. 
This is totally different f rom the case 
(11-3) ' f[A{s,y)] = W{x)+f(y)] 
where the general solution / a n d the fundamental solution/„ satisfy 
(11.4) / ( * ) = «"/¡>(*) + «V 
11 A 
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Here & is an arbi trary m by m matrix and v0 is an arbi t rary vector. I t is of course 
the linear character of (11. 3) with respect to / t h a t accounts for the difference. Let us 
note in passing 
L e m m a 17. The mapping x—f(x) is one-to-one i f f ^ is non-singular. 
P r o o f . If # i s non-singular then /Cxj )—/(x 2 ) = # [ / o ( x i ) — / o f e ) ] - The quant i ty 
in square brackets is different f r o m 0 if xlréx2 so the same must hold fo r the left 
member. On the other hand, if <6is singular we can find a vector w0 such tha t w 0?¿0 
and &w 0 = 0. Here ||w0|| is at our disposal and may be chosen so small tha t there is 
an Xq^Q but small so that /o(*o)=Wo- Then f ( x 0 ) = <^f(x0)+v0 = <tfw0-f-»0 — 
= ú0 = / ( 0 ) , so the mapping is not one-to-one. 
It was observed above, formulas (3.6) and (7 .6) , that M(s, t)—$(s+t) is 
small and at most 0 ( | | J—i | | ) . This can be made more precise. 
L e m m a 18. Let m= 1 and suppose that the generating function h of Theorem M 
has continuous first and second order derivatives. If s<t there exists an Sj, < s, i, 
such that 
(11.5) = + 
P r o o f . Since M(s, s)=s and i ( s + 0 = s) it is evidently required to 
prove that 
(11.6) M 5 ( í , 0 U = i , M 5 S ( Í ,0 I ,=s = Í j | 7 ^ - . 
These relations we obtain f rom the functional equation. (3. 10) 
h[M(s,t)] = i[h(s) + h(t)l. 
Differentiation with respect to s gives 
h'[M(sj)]Ms(s,t) = ih'(s), 
h"[M(s,t)][Ms(s,t)]2 + h'[M(s,t)]Mss(s,t) = i/;"(*). 
Here we put t=s and solve for MJs, s) and Mss(s, s), not ing that h'(s)¿¿0 since 
h is strictly monotone. The result is (11. 6), and (11. 5) is Taylor 's theorem with 
remainder. 
This is elementary and so is the extension to m > l but the latter requires a 
number of devices and a much more thorough use of the funct ional equat ion. 
T h e o r e m 12. If the generating function h of Theorem M has continuous first 
and second order partial derivatives, then 
(11.7) M(s,t) = -H^+O + Odií-íii2). 
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P r o o f . Let z=(zi,z2, ..., zm)£Rm, s= ( , s2, ..., sm)£G and let a be real and 
so small that a z £ G. Consider M(s, az). We have 
(11.8) h[M(s,s + <xz)] = $[h(x) + h(x + az)]. 
The assumption on h implies that the right member may be differentiated with 
respect a and hence also the left member so that M(s, s+cxz) is differentiable. Set 
h = (huh2, ...,hm), M = (MUM2, ...,Mm). 
Each hj is a real-valued function of the m réal arguments M , , M2, ..., Mm and is 
differentiable with respect to each of them. Let hj k denote the partial of h¡ with 
respect to the kth argument with similar notation for other vector functions. For a 
fixed j we equate the j'h components of the two sides in (11. 7) and differentiate once 
with respect to a to obtain 
m m m 
(11.9) 2 hj,k(*) 2 Mkip(*)zp = i 2 hj,k(-)zk 
k= 1 . p= 1 fc= 1 
where 
(•) = (Ji + a z ^ s j + a z ^ ..., sm + azm), ( * ) = (M^-), M2(-), Mm(-)). 
We now set a = 0 in (11. 9). Both ( • ) and ( * ) collapse and become (s1,s2,..., sm)=s 
so that (11.9) becomes 
m m m 
(11.10) 2 hJik{s) 2 MKp(s)zp = 1 2 hjik(s)zk. 1 p=1 k=1 
Since z is arbitrary, (11. 10) must hold identically in the components z2, zm. 
This gives a system of m equations 
m 
(11-11) 2 hjtk^)ÍMKp(s)-iókp] = 0, p=l,2,...,m, lc=l 
which, regarded as a system of equations for the derivatives of the components of A, 
certainly has non-trivial solutions. Hence the matrix 
(11.12) 
is singular. Here Sm is the unit matrix in Rm and f { s ) is a Jacobian 
(11.13) J?(s) = (Mk¡p(s)). 
We note that f ( s ) has the characteristic value \ for all values of s. Actually this is 
the only characteristic value and we shall prove the stronger result 
(11.14) m = 
\ 
n* 
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To this end we note that (11. 8), regarded as a functional equation for h when 
M is given, has infinitely many solutions which, as observed above, are of the form 
(11.4) 
h(s) = <gh0(s) + v0. 
Here h0 is the fundamental solution, is an arbitrary m by m constant matrix and 
v0 is a vector with constant components. We can use this freedom of choice to 
normalize equations (11. 11) for a particular but arbitrary value of s, s = i 0 f G . The 
set of m systems of m equations will obviously simplify very much, in fact become 
trivial, if we can determine the matrix ^ so that 
(11.15) hj k(s0) = 8j k, j,k = \,2, ...,m 
To attain this, note that the matrix 
(11.16) * ° { s ) = (hik{s)) 
of the first order derivatives of the components of the fundamental solution h0 is 
necessarily non-singular since the mapping s ~~(-$0 is one-to-one. It follows that 
we can solve equations of the form 
m 
(11.17) 2 Cjph0Ptk(s0) = hJ k{s0), j,k = 1,2, ...,m 
P=i 
for the c's. We have m systems corresponding to a fixed value of k, all systems with 
the same non-vanishing determinant, namely that of the matrix In par-
ticular, this is possible if the right hand sides are given by (11. 15). This determines 
the matrix "<f and the normalizing transformations at The equations (11. 11). 
now give 
(11.16) Mktp(s0) = \5kp, k,p = 1,2, ...,m 
and (11. 14) holds for s=s0. Since s0 ' s arbitrary in G, (11. 14) must hold identi-
cally in s.. 
This gives 
(m m | 2 M1 ,pO)Zp, •••> 2 Mm,p(s)zA = i(Z!,Z2, . . . , Z M ) = iz. P=1 P=1 ) 
We take z = t—s and note again that s) = K ^ + 0 which is the first term 
in the right member of (11. 7). 
To get the remainder we can compute . 
d 2 * 
j + oiz)|2 = 0 - 5 2 M ( S ; Z ) . 
We do not insist on the exact expression for the second variation, it is clear 
that it is 0(||zU2) uniformly in 5 on compact subsets of G. 
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C o r o l l a r y . Under the assumptions of Theorem 12 we have, for any n and for 
any choice of n vectors in G 
(11-19) M(sus2, ...,sm) = l ( i 1 + i 2 + . . . + j J + JR 
where ||i?|| is dominated by a constant multiple of 
2 ( l l ^ - ^ l l 2 ) 
uniformly on compact subsets of G. 
P r o o f . F o r n=2k u se i n d u c t i o n o n k. C o m p l e t e b y . r e t rogress ive i n d u c t i o n 
f r o m n t o n— 1. T h i s gives t he l ead ing t e r m . N o t e t h a t t he r e m a i n d e r m u s t be a 
s y m m e t r i c f u n c t i o n of t he ^-vectors a n d s h o u l d v a n i s h w h e n t h e y a r e all equa l . 
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Operators similar to contractions 
By J O H N A. R. HOLBROOK in Guelph (Ontario, Canada)*) 
In honor of Professor Beta Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to establish the following characteriz-
ation of those operators (continuous linear transformation) on a Hilbert space 
§} which are similar to contraction operators, and to point out some consequences. 
T h e o r e m . An operator T\9)-~ § is similar to a contraction i f , and only i f , there 
exist a Hilbert space ft and o p e r a t o r s f t , C:$\-*$\, and 5:ft— §> such that C 
is a contraction on ft (that is, || C|| ^ 1), and 
(1) 
n = 0 
In one direction, this statement is trivial: if T i s similar to a contraction C : $ — 
i.e. T~ SCS~l for some operator S:§>-+§> with operator inverse S - 1 , then, taking 
ft=£, A= S~l, and B=S, we see that BC"A=± T" (n= 0, 1, 2, ...) so in this case 
(1) certainly holds. The reverse implication (proved in section 3) has some content, 
however, and provides a general principle f rom which we can immediately derive 
several of the known criteria for similarity to a contraction. 
2. Applications. Perhaps the most direct application of this type is to the result 
of B. S Z . - N A G Y and C . F O I A § that every operator of class Ce is similar to a contrac-
tion; indeed, the theorem above, and the construction used in its proof, were inspired 
in part by a study of the Sz.-Nagy—Foia§ result. Recall that an operator T: § — § 
is said to be of class Ce (where Q is some positive real number) when there exists a 
Hilbert space ft containing § and a unitary operator U:ft— ft such that 
(2) T» = qPzU"\§> ( « = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ) . 
If we let A : $ —ft be the identity (inclusion) map, let C be the (contraction) U, and 
let B=QP%, then the Theorem certainly applies, since every term in (1) vanishes 
*) Work supported in part by A F Grant AFOSR 1322-67. 
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except the one for which « = 0 ; it follows that such an operator T is similar to a 
contraction. The original proof of S Z . - N A G Y and F O I A § may be found in [ 9 ] or in 
the book [10, pp. 9 2 — 9 5 ] ; it depends upon clever use of the special properties of the 
g-dilation U. 
A generalization of the CE classes has been proposed by H . L A N G E R (see [10, 
p. 55]): given a non-negative operator A on T is said to be of class CA whenever 
there is a Hilbert space ft containing § and a unitary operator U on ft such that 
( 3 ) T" = ALL2PZVA112 (« = 1 , 2 , ...). 
Since V. ISTRATESCU has shown (see [5]) that CA£C\\A \ ¡ , i t follows by the theorem of 
Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ that such an operator T is similar to a contraction. Using our 
theorem it is just as easy to prove this directly by observing that (1) holds when we 
let the operator A of the theorem be A1/2 (forgive the notation), let B be A1/2P^, and 
let C be the contraction U on ft. 
Our theorem also yields immediately the result of G.-C. R O T A (see [7, Theorem 2]) 
that every operator T with spectral radius v ( r ) < l is similar to a contract ion. T o 
see this, choose ft, A and B as you please, and let C = 0 ; then (1) reduces to 
(4) \\BA-I\\2+2 lim2<~, • 
n= 1 
and this follows directly f rom the spectral radius fo rmula : lim | |3 r n | |1 /"= v ( J ) ( < l ) . 
Rota ' s result may also be derived f r o m the theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ discussed 
above since, as we pointed out in [4; see Theorem 5. 1], the inequality v (T) < 1 implies 
that T£ CQ for all large enough values of Q. 
Our remarks in Section 4 point out a role that may be played by the Theorem 
in establishing yet another sufficient condition for similarly to a contract ion: T is 
similar to a contraction providing its characteristic funct ion 0 T ( / . ) is uniformly 
bounded on the unit disc {A: | A | < 1 } . This condition is due to C . D A V I S a n d C . F O I A § 
(see [1]). 
Finally, the present theorem is an extension of the lemma which occurs in our 
paper [3], where further applications of these ideas may be found. It is possible, 
by making appropriate constructions, to prove our theorem by reducing it to the 
special case handled by the lemma of [3]. However, it is more efficient to proceed 
directly, and we give below a self-contained proof . 
3. Proof of the theorem. It remains to show that, given A, B, and contract ion 
such that (1) holds, T is similar to a contraction. Equivalently, we must construct 
an equivalent inner product norm | • | on § such that that is, such that T i s a 
contraction with respect to | • |. 
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To this end, define \h\ for each h £ § by the relation 
(5) \h\2 = inf{|| 2 C"Ahn\\1+ 2 \M2: 2 T"K = h}; n=0 n= 0 n= 0 
here it is understood that only a finite number of the h„ are different f rom 0. It is a 
simple matter, using the triangle inequality in I2 , to show that | • | is a seminorm 
on Since h = T°+T-0+T2-Q+~-, 
(6) \h\ ^{Uh\\2+\\h\\2yi2^qA\\2+V)il2\\h\\. 
On the other hand, if 2 Tnhn=h, then 
11= 0 
• Ml - I I B ( 2 C"A/1„) + 2 ( T - ~ B C " A ) h n \ \ ^ 
(7) S ||2*||-1| . 2 C M A J + 2 \\T»-BC"A\\ ||AJ S 
n= 0 n= 0 
( ~ V /2 / „ „ N1/2 
^\\\B\\2+ 2\\T"-BC"A\\2\ \\\2C"Ahn\\2+ 2 \M2\ , 
l. n=0 ) { 71=0 B=0 } 
using the Schwarz inequality in I2 . It follows from (5) and (7) that 
(8). ||/z|| s ( | | J ß | | 2 + 2o\\T"-BCA\\2^ \h\. 
and the constant in this inequality is finite by (1). We now know (via (6) and (8)) 
that | • | is a norm on equivalent to the given norm || • ||. Moreover, if 2 T n h n = h , 
* «=o 
then 2 T - h ^ ^ T h , and 
n=l 
I I 2 C"Ahnl1\\2+ 2 WK-A2 = I I c ( 2 C " A h n ) \ \ 2 + XWKW2 ^ 
n=1 0=1 n=0 n=0 
(9) 
• ^ \\ZC»Ahn\\2+ 2 \M2, n=0 n=0 
since C is a contraction. From (9) it follows that \Th\^\h\' (h£§>) so that | r | = s l . 
It remains to show that | •} "is an inner product norm. Recall the characteriz-
ation of inner product norms due to P. J O R D A N and J . VON N E U M A N N (see [6]): a 
norm | • | on § is an inner product norm if (and only if) the "parallelogram law" 
holds, that is, 
(10) . |A + s | 2 + | A - * | 2 = 2(|A|2 + |g|2) (h,gt§). 
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Now if a > 2(\h\2+ \g\2), then there exist hn, g„ such that 2T"K=h, 
n = 0 
2 T" g„ = g, and 
n=0 
(11) a > 2 ( | | 2 C M / ; J 2 + | | i c " ^ J 2 + i ( | | / l J 2 + | | g J 2 ) ) . 
0 , 0 0 
By the parallelogram law for the given norms in ft and the right-hand side of (11) 
can be replaced by 
(12) \\2CnA(hn+gM2 + \\2CnA{hn-gn)\\2 + 2&tn + gn\\2 + \\hn-gn\\2). 
0 0 0 
Since 2 Tn(hn±gn) = h±g, it follows that a > \h+g\2+\h-g\2, and hence 
« = 0 
(13) |A + S | 2 + | A - * | 2 S 2 ( | A ] 2 - H S | 2 ) -
Finally, (13) is equivalent to (10), since the reverse inequality follows f rom (13) 
upon replacing h by h+g and g by h—g. 
4. Remarks. Condition (1) of our Theorem involves the operators BCA—T" 
for all n. To demonstrate that some such condition is necessary, it may be well 
to point out that for an arbitrary operator T and any finite N we can satisfy the 
equalities BC"A = T" ( n = 0 , 1, 2, . . . , N), with A, B, and. C as in the Theorem. In 
fact, as L . J . W A L L E N and J . S. JOHNSON have observed (see P . R . H A L M O S [2, p. 
910]), we may assume that § is a subspace of ft, that A is simply the identity on 
that C is an isometry, and that B is a skew projection of ft onto §>. We then have, 
for « = 0 , 1,2, ...,N, 
(14) BC" | S = T". 
If, however, (14) holds for all n=0, 1, 2, ... , then it follows as a corollary of 
our Theorem that T must be similar to a contraction. This corollary may be used 
as an alternative to some of the arguments of Davis and Foia§ in establishing their 
subtle result concerning operators with bounded characteristic function (see [1]). We 
shall indicate briefly how this may be done. 
Given an operator Ton Hilbert space let 0 T = | / - T* T|1/2, JT= sgn ( / - T*T), 
and let D T denote the closure in § of the subspace 0 r § . The. characteristic function 
of T is the following operator-valued function of the complex variable A: 
(15) 0 r W = (—TJt + IQt,(I—AT*)~1Qt)\'£>t. 
The assumption of Davis and Foia§ in [1] is that @r(A) is defined throughout the 
open unit disc (that is, the spectral radius v ( T ) s 1) and that 
(16) sup | |0 r(A)| | < co. 
W - i 
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Davis and Foia§ show that the condition (16) implies that T is similar to a contrac-
tion, and in the course of their proof they conclude that the /-isometric dilation U 
of T is power-bounded. That is, they show that sup || U"\\ < where U is the operator 
nsO 
defined on the Hilbert space 
(17) K , 
by the relation 
(18) U(h0®hl®h2®--.-) = Th0®QTh0®h1®h2®-~. 
Note that U"\$)= T" ( « = 0 , 1,2, ...), where P g denotes orthogonal projection 
of onto § (imbedded in 51 + as in (17)). It is easy to see f rom (18) that U is ex-
pansive; that is, || Uk\\ s||A:|| (&£&+). Once it is established, then, that U is power-
bounded, the well-known technique of B. S Z . - N A G Y (see [8]) allows us to define a 
new, equivalent, inner product on with respect to which U is isometric. In this 
new geometry on P & is generally a skew projection (no longer orthogonal), 
but, with B=PS and C = U, (14) holds for all n. By the corollary, then, T is similar 
to a contraction. Thus, with a further change in the geometry of T becomes a 
contraction. . 
The approach to the Davis—Foiaj theorem outlined above emphasizes the 
fact that assuming the /-isometric dilation U of T to be power-bounded is in itself 
sufficient to ensure that T is similar to a contraction. This assumption may be ex-
pressed directly in terms of T: it is easy to verify that sup [| Un\\ < if, and only if, 
(19) sup Z\\QrTnh\\ 
liA!l=Sln=0 
n i O 
2 
The arguments of Davis and Foia? show that (16) =>(19), but it appears that (19) 
may be a weaker condition (which still allows the conclusion that T is similar to a 
contraction). In any case, (19) (and hence (16)) is not a necessary condition for 
similarity to a contraction; if, for example, T is the operator on C 2 corresponding 
to the matrix Q j > then T2=I and so that (19) is certainly violated, 
but it is well known that any finite-dimensional, power-bounded operator is similar 
to a contraction. • 
/ 
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Eine neue Charakterisierung der halbeinfachen Ringe 
Von A. KERTESZ in Debrecen 
Herrn Prof. B. Sz.-Nagy anläßlich seines 60. Geburtstages in Verehrung und Zuneigung 
gewidmet 
Ein (assoziativer) Ring R heißt halbeinfach, falls er (rechts-)artinsch und (im 
Sinne von Jacobson) radikalfrei ist. Die Klasse der halbeinfachen Ringe ist in der 
L i t e r a t u r — wegen ihrer großen Bedeutung für die Ringtheorie — sehr oft und 
intensiv behandelt worden. Das Ziel dieser kleinen Note ist, eine neue Charakteri-
sierung der halbeinfachen Ringe anzugeben. 
Nach der Terminologie von [4] nennen wir ein Rechtsideal A des Ringes R 
quasimodular, wenn es für jedes x(rA (x£R) ein R) gibt, so daß yx ff A gilt. Ein 
Rechstsideal B von R heißt modular, wenn R ein Linkseinselement e mod B besitzt, 
•d.h., wenn für jedes r(£R) 
r-er^B 
gilt. Offensichtlich ist jedes modulare Rechtsideal in R auch quasimodular. Es gibt 
dagegen Ringe, die gewisse quasimodulare Rechtsideale besitzen, welche aber nicht 
modular sind (vgl. [3]). 
Es gilt der folgende 
S a t z . Ein Ring R ist genau dann halbeinfach, falls es in ihm endlich viele quasi-
modulare maximale Rechtsideale gibt, deren Durchschnitt das Nullideal ist.') 
B e w e i s . Es sei zunächst R halbeinfach. Dann besitzt R nach der wohlbekann-
ten Noetherschen Charakterisierung der halbeinfachen Ringe ein Linkseinseiement 
und ist eine (modultheoretische) direkte Summe von endlich vielen minimalen Rechts-
idealen : 
R = Ai~{ b A„ (Ai minimales Rechtsideal in R; i— 1, ..., n) (diesbezüglich vgl. 
etwa Satz 8. 9, S. 189 in [2]). Die Rechtsideale 
. A(n= Al + -- + Ai_, + Ai + l+--- + A„ (i=l,...,n) 
' ) Dieser Satz ist eine Verschärfung der Behauptung der Äquivalenz der Aussagen (V) und 
OY) in Satz 8.9 des Buches [2] (S. 189). 
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sind offensichtlich quasimodulare maximale Rechtsideale in R und es gilt-
= (0). 
Umgekehrt sei (0) der Durchschnitt von endlich vielen quasimodularen maxima-
len Rechtsidealen. Dann ist R gemäß Satz 5. 24 in [2] (S. 132) radikalfrei. Ferner ist 
R nach Lemma von [1] eine (modultheoretische) direkte Summe von endlich vielen 
seiner minimalen Rechtsideale und erst recht artinsch. Folglich ist R ein halb-
einfacher Ring. 
Damit ist der Beweis des Satzes erbracht. 
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On commutative universal algebras 
By L. KLUKOVITS in Szeged 
To Professor Bela Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
Universal algebras are called commutative (or Abelian) in [2], [3] and [4] under 
different conditions. It has to be remarked that in the case of groups these conditions 
are satisfied only fo r the Abelian groups and this is the reason why the term "com-
mutative" is used. The conditions mentioned above are the following: 
M . (B. I. PLOTKIN [2], p. 32.) In case of a universal algebra (shortly algebra) (A, Q) 
for any operations n and v (m- and n-ary ones, respectively) the equality (a, j . . . aimn)... 
• ••(ani—a„mn)v=(ali...aniv)...(aim...a„mv)n holds under any matrix (atj)nxm over 
A (see also P . M . C O H N [ 1 ] , p. 1 2 7 ) . 
H . (A. G. K U R O S [3], p. 92.) The set of all homomorphisms f rom any algebra 
(G, Q) into the algebra (A, Q) admits the operations in Q, i.e., if <piy . . . , <pm are 
homomorphisms f rom (G, Q) into (A, Q) and is any m-ary operation, then 
the mapping 
((p1...(pmp):G-*A 
defined for any element g £ G as 
g(q>i...(pm[i)=(g9i)~Xg(pm)f* 
is also a homomorphism. I t has to be mentioned that in [3], the case of 0-ary opera-
tion was studied separately. However, this fact is irrelevant here, since an operation 
of this type can be considered a special unary operation a> with aa>= ba> for any 
elements a, b. Thus we can suppose that in the set Q there are no 0-ary operations. 
E . ( B . CSAKANY [ 4 ] . ) The set of all endomorphisms of the algebra (A, Q) admits 
the operations in Q, i.e., for any endomorphisms Bi, •••,£„, and any w-ary operation 
H (in Q) the mapping 
(si ...emn):A —A 
defined for any element a £ A as 
a(£i-smfi)=(ae1)...(aem)n 
is an endomorphism, too. 
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On the basis of a notion due to M . SERVI [ 5 ] we introduce a four th condition. 
Consider any category admitting finite direct composition. For any object 
A(£ Ob each morphism cp £ Horn (Am , A) (m is a natural number) is called m-ary 
operation on A. If A £ Ob ^ a n d <P is a set of operations defined above, let the ordered 
couple (A, 0) be called a Servi-algebra in the given category <2? (e.g., the topological 
algebras are exactly the Servi-algebras in the category of all topological spaces). 
So the fourth condition is as follows: 
C. The algebra (A, Q) is a Servi-algebra in the category of algebras of the same 
type si. 
We prove that these conditions are equivalent for varieties of algebras. 
L e m m a . For any universal algebra (A, Q) the conditions M, H and C are equi-
valent and E follows from each of them. 
P r o o f . The equivalence of conditions M and H is proved in [3], therefore we 
have only to prove the equivalence of M and C. 
Consider any category si of universal algebras similar to a given algebra (A, Q). 
W e want to prove that the mapping 
ju:Am-*A 
defined by 
(Xj, ...,xm)fi = ...*„,/< 
is a homomorphism from (A"', Q) into (A, Q). Let ( a u , . . . , alm), ..., (anl, ..., a„,„)6 
(¿Am, and let v be any /;-ary operation in Q. Then we have 
((an, ...,alm)... (ani, ...,anm)v)fi = ((alt ... crnlv), ...,(alm...a„mv))ji = 
= (ai j ... anX v) ... (alm ... anm v)/(, 
and , on the other hand, we have 
((«ii , •••,aim)P) ••• {{anX, ...,a„,„)pi)v = ( c u ... almfi) ... (anl ... anmn)v. 
Now, if condition M holds, then we can see that ¡i is a homomorphism and con-
versely, if jl is a homomorphism, then condition M holds true. The second state-
ment of the lemma is obvious. 
A simple counter-example shows that, in general f rom the condition E the con-
dition M does not follow. In fact let us consider the groupoid G, defined by the fol-
lowing multiplication table: 
y a b c 
a a b c 
b b a b 
c c c a 
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G has three endomorphisms given by the following table 
(O i a 
a a a a 
b a b c 
c a c b 
Hence it is obvious that condition E holds for G. On the other hand, 
(aby) (cay) y = b, (acy) (bay) y = c, 
i.e., condition M is not valid. 
We shall say that for a variety of universal algebras the conditions mentioned 
above hold if they hold for each algebra in the given variety. 
T h e o r e m . For any variety of universal algebras all the conditions M, H, E and 
C are equivalent. 
P r o o f . In view of the lemma, it is enough to prove if condition E holds 
for the variety 91, then condition M holds, too. The way of proving this is similar 
to that of T. EVANS [6] concerning groupoids. 
Let F denote the free algebra generated by the set X= ( x , , x 2 , ...) in the variety 
91. It is sufficient to show that the equality in condition M holds for any nXm matrix 
over X. 
Let n and v be arbitrary operations (m- and w-ary respectively) in the variety 
91 and (xu)nXm any matrix over X. We define the following mappings sk (k— 1,2, . . . , / « ) 
on the set X, 
X j 1 £k = Xjk 
for all l ^ j ^ n . These mappings can be extended to endomorphisms of the free 
algebra F. Thus we have 
X j i (£1 • • • em ¿0 — 0*7'1 e l) ( X j 1 £2) • • • ( x j l Sm) I1 ~ X j l Xj2 • • • xjm I1 
and therefore 
••• ml*) ••• (X.1 ••• = ••• *nlv) (£1 ••• Smli) = 
= (xil...XniV8i)...(xll...XniVSm)n = 
= ( (* i i6 i ) ... (x n leL)v) ... ( ( x ^ e j ... (x n l e m )v) f i = 
= ( * n ••• ^.ii v ) ••• Cxim ••• x,mv)n. 
This completes the proof. 
12 A 
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//"-spaces on compact nilmanifolds 
By ADAM KORÁNYI in New York ( N . Y . , U . S . A . ) 
To Professor Béla Szőkefatvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
§ 1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize to several complex variables the fol-
lowing classical facts. Let D be the upper halfplane, l m z > 0 . In analogy to the 
usual Hardy spaces HP(D) one can define the spaces H"(Z\D) of periodic holo-
morphic functions (with period 1) on D. Adjoining a point at infinity and introduc-
ing the new variable z'=e2mz, these spaces are transformed to the Hp -spaces of the 
unit disc; their theory can however be studied without using this transformation. 
It is immediate that {e2"imz}^=0 is a complete orthonormal system in H2(Z\D), 
hence the Cauchy—Szegő kernel (the reproducing kernel of H2(Z\Z))) is 
(2-iv) _ 1 _L ootg n ( Z _ w). 
Z — w + ( z + n — w n J] 
which can be regarded as a periodicization of i(2n)~l(z—w)~l, the Cauchy—Szego 
kernel of D. As z and w approach the real line, (1. 2) becomes a periodicized Hil-
bert transform kernel, to which the theory of periodic singular integrals [3] applies. 
In this way, one gets a proof of the theorem of M. Riesz on the conjugate function. 
In the present paper, D will be a generalized halfplane analytically equivalent 
with the unit ball in C" ( « > 1 ) . For simplicity of notation, we will assume n= 2, 
but everything extends to the general case. The boundary of D can be identified 
with a certain nilpotent Lie group often referred to as a Heisenberg group, and 
the role of Z is taken by a discrete co-compact subgroup f of 91. In the case n =» 1 , 
r\D is not contained in any Stein manifold, as one sees easily by the boundedness 
of holomorphic functions at infinity (§ 4) and by topological reasons. We prove the 
analogue of the identity of (I. 1) and (I. 2) by Fourier transform methods ((5. 3), 
(1.1) 
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(5. 6), Theorem 5. 2). In § 2, we develop in a slightly more general setting the necessary 
theorems about periodic singular integrals on nilpotent groups. In § 6, we prove the 
generalized M. Riesz theorem. 
Along the way, in §4, we also discuss the position of H 2 ( r \ D ) in relation to 
the harmonic analysis of the regular representation on L 2 ( r \ 9 l ) and we point out 
that the transformation formula for 0-functions is, up to a constant factor of modulus 
one, a consequence of our results. In §7, we make some observations about the 
Bergman kernel of r\D. 
Independently and in a different context, H. Rossi has also considered the 
manifold r\D and also constructed the orthogonal system (4. 3). I wish to express 
to him my thanks for several useful conversations on this subject. 
§ 2. Singular integrals on compact nilmahifolds 
Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group, e its identity ele-
ment. Let {a(i)} be a multiplicatively written one-parameter group of automorphisms 
of G such that 
(2.1) lim a(t)g = e 
t-0 
. for all g£G, and such that the induced automorphisms a^(t) of the Lie algebra are 
diagonalizable. • -
Let dg be a fixed Haar measure on G. Then there exists q > 0 such that 
(2.2) - '• d(a(t)g) = t"dg 
for all f > 0 . 
Given any real s, a function f defined on G— {e} is said to be homogeneous of 
degree s if, for all / > 0, g 6 G, 
f(a(t)g) = 
Let gi— |g| be a strictly positive, continuously differentiable function on G— {e}, 
homogeneous of degree 1, and such that l&l- This function is then necessarily 
a gauge in the sense of [7], i.e. 
.(2.3). \gh\^x(.\g\ + \h\) 
for all g,h£G with some universal x, and the.sets 
• 5 ( r ) - G l j g U r} • 
. which form a base of neighborhoods of e, have measure m(B(r)) proportional 
to /•«. - . 
. In [7], the.largest eigenvalue of the infinitesimal generator of {a*(i)} was denoted 
,by a. As explained on p. 604 of [7], it is no restriction of generality to assume v.— I. 
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We will assume this in this section; our results (Theorems 2. 1 and 2. 2) are, of course, 
valid without change for any value of a. 
Before stating our first theorem, we recall the special cases of Lemmas 5. 1. 
and 5. 2. in [7] which we will need repeatedly; 
Let / b e homogeneous of degree s and continuously differentiable on G—{e}. 
Then, for all 0 < a < 6 , 
(2.4) / • / « ' * - E r t " T V i " " * 
l C ( l o g 6 - l o g a ) if s=-q 
with some constant C. Furthermore, there exist numbers M, N^ 1 such that, 
whenever N\h|<\g|. 
T h e o r e m 2. 1. Let k:G— {e}-*-R be continuously differentiable, homogeneous 
of degree — q, and such that J k(g)dg — 0 
for some (hence all) 0 < a < 6 . Let k(e) = 0. Let r be a discrete subgroup of G. Then 
for g, h in any compact subset of G, 
(2.6) k*(g,h) = Z[k{h-lyg)-k{y)} 
yir 
converges normally after the omission of finitely many terms. For any y, 5 £ r. 
(2-7) k*(yg,5h) = k*(g,h). 
P r o o f . Let g, h be in a compact subset; then |g|, with the some constant 
C. For |g| = C and |y| large we have 
(2-8) M S * M. , 
In fact, this follows since the homogeneity of the gauge and (2. 5) imply |— |y|| < 
M\g\ whenever TV 
By (2. 8) and (2. 5), it follows that 
\k(h-iyg)-k(y)\^C'\y\-*-1 
for \h\, | g | S C and |y| large. The first assertion of the theorem follows if we show 
• 
for some R. 
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Let 0 be such that the sets yB(r) (y£F) are all disjoint. Now, fo r | g | < r and 
|y |>:R, with an appropriate R, we have (2. 8), and hence 
2 2 f lvgl'*-1^-T^tr J \s\~"-ldg M=>« m(B(r)) ITI=-R BM m{B{r)) k\iR,2 
which is finite by (2.4). 
To prove the second assertion, we show that k*(5g, h)=k*(g, h) for any fixed 
<5 6 r . Since the same method also proves k*(g, 5h)=k*(g, h), this will finish the 
proof. 
By absolute convergence of (2. 6),. it suffices to show that 
(2.9) 2 [k(!r1y5g)-k(h-tyg)] = 0. 
itr 
We note that, for large R, |y| < R—M\8\ implies 
(2.10) |y 5 \ ^ R . 
This follows from (2. 5) when |yj>iV|<5i and from (2. 3) when |y|S^"|<5|. 
Consequently, 
(2.11) 2 [k(h-ty5g)-k(h-iyg)] 
is majorized by 
Z I k(h-lyg)\. 
By homogeneity, We use (2. 8) as in the proof of the first assertion, 
and then use (2. 10) which is true for any fixed 5 (not necessarily in F) to obtain the 
majorization of (2. 11) by 
where c = M\8\ + Mr. By (2. 4) this integral tends to 0 as finishing the proof. 
From now on let T be a discrete subgroup such that r \ G is compact. As usual, 
we will identify functions on r\G with functions f on G such that f(yg)=f(g) for 
all y £ r , g £ G. We choose a fundamental domain Q for the action of r on G such 
that e£Q; as it is shown in [1] (p. 54), Q can be chosen as the exponential image 
of aft interval in the Lie algebra. There is a right (/-invariant measure on r\G 
given by 
/ / = f/(g}dg. 
r\G fi 
We denote by L"(r\G) the usual L"-spaces with respect to this measure. 
For g, G, we define 
Q(g,h) = inf l / j -^ygl . 
vzr 
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It is clear f rom (2. 3) that, for any g,h,l£G, 
Also, g(yg, Sh)= Q(g, h) for y, so q can be regarded as a pseudodistance 
on r\G. 
Given k and k* as in Theorem 2..1, we define, for small e > 0 , 
ik*(g,h) if e(g,h)^s 
This is a bounded measurable function on P\G, therefore the operator AE defined 
on Lp(r\G) (1 co) by 
(Acf)(g) = fmk*-£(g,h)dh 
r\G 
is bounded. 
As in [7], we also define ks on G by 
1 0 if 
T h e o r e m 2 .2 . Let 1 </?<«>. For all / £ L p ( r \ G ) , Af= lim Acf exists in 
e-0 
Lp(r\G), and A is a bounded operator on L"(P\G). 
P r o o f . Let 
(2.12) E={(g,h)\g£Q;h£iig}. 
Then k*(g, h)—k(h"ig) is bounded on E ; this follows f rom the easily proven fact 
that, for small e > 0 , (g,h)£E implies \h~lyg\>s for all 
Define, for, for g £ Q , 
(37) (i) = f m [k* (g, hi- k{h-1 g)] dh 
Sig 
{T\f)(g) = ¡f(h)[k*^(g,h)-k\h-ig)]dh. . 
«9 
Since, for fixed g, Qg is also a fundamental domain for r , it is clear by classical 
arguments that T, T E are bounded operators LP (r\G) -*LP(Q) and lim T=T in 
e-0 
the strong operator topology. 
Let A\ = AE-Te regarded as an operator Lp(r\G) ~LP(Q). To prove the 
theorem it is enough to show that lim A\ exists strongly. For this, in turn, it is 
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enough to show that if £, f / - 0 , then A\"f= A \ f - A \ f - 0 in L"(Q) for all 
/€ L" (r\G).Note that we have, for g£Q, 
( ¿ i / ) f e ) = fmk'ih-^dh. 
Qg 
We define the function fx on G by 
J l ( 8 ) 1 0 if g$Q2. 
By compactness, Q2 is covered by finitely many translates of Q; hence II f \ I ILP (G ) — 
^ M \ \ fWjj,(r\G) with some constant M. 
For functions on G, let Bc denote the operator of convolution by ke. By [7] 
(Theorem 5. l) ,Iim Be exists strongly. So BE'«fi = B'/i-BVi'-* 0 in LP(G) as 
£-0 
e, 77—O. Hence, B'-'f! - 0 also as an element of LP(Q). 
Now, for g £ Q, we have, by a change of variable, 
G-g-^g 
By compactness, there exists 7-o>0 such that B(r0)<zg~l Qg for all g£Q. Thus, the 
last integral is 0 for £, r\ < r 0 , finishing the proof. 
R e m a r k . It is possible to show that the singular integral in the sense of [7] 
converges also a.e., not only in LP(G). Using this, it is easy to show by the method 
of [3] that our lim Aef(g) also exists for a.a. g. With this fact available, the proof of 
£-0 
Theorem 2. 2. can be slightly simplified along the lines of [3]. 
§ 3. TP-spaces 
In the following, we consider the domain D of [7, § 6], but.only in the special 
case of two variables. The reason for this restriction is that all significant features 
of our problem already appear in this special case. Everything that follows is trivially 
generalizable to n variables, the material of the present section, even to any generalized 
halfplane. 
So, let 
D = {(zuZ2)£ C2\ ImZi-iN^O} 
and let B be its boundary. Let 91 be the subgroup of the group of holomorphic 
automorphisms of D which as a set equals R x C , an element (£, () acting by 
Z 2 ' - Z 2 + C 
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91 is simply transitive on B, which gives a natural identification 5R 5 (£, 0 = S 
i— g . 0 = \(\2, i j £B. Lebesgue measure on R x C corresponds to a H a a r 
measure on 91. The group {«(?)} of automorphisms given by 
a ( 0 ( £ , 0 = « , ' 1 / 2 0 • ' ' . 
has the properties (2. 1), (2. 2) will q= 2 and we have a smooth homogeneous gauge-
on 9i given by 
| ({ ,0 I = (£2 + ilCI4)1 / 2- . 
Let r be a discrete subgroup of 91 such that r \ 9 i is compact. Then, r\D is. 
a complex manifold with boundary (since .91 is identified with B). Again,, 
we identity functions on r\D with f u n c t i o n s / o n D such t h a t f o y = f for ail y£F. 
As in [6], for we denote / , ( z l , z 2 ) =/(z1 + it,z2) and ft(g) = ft(g-0). 
I f / o 7 = f , the same is true for ft and / , . So, we may define Hp(r\D) as the space of" 
all holomorphic functions f on r\D for which 
H/llfMr\D) = SUP ll/rllLP(r\9I) < 0 0 • 
(=>0 
T h e o r e m 3. 1. Let 1 </?-=«,. ///£H"(r\D), thenf= l i m / , exists in Lv(r\9t> 
r -O 
and f i-+f is an isometric imbedding. 
P r o o f . As known from [6], w h e n / i s bounded, continuous on D and ho lomor- . 
phic on D, then it has a Poisson integral representation 
(3.1) f t W ^ j H h ^ g i f Q i ' f y d h 
9T 
where, for g = (£, Q, 
(3-2) P'(g)= [^2 + (i + i |C | 2 ) 2 ] 2 " 
It is easy to see that for h, g in a compact, set and for large |y|, 
(3.3) | P ' Q i - ^ g ^ ^ C ^ . 
This shows the normal convergence of the series 
Pt(.g,h) = 2P\h-iyg) . 
ytr 
and therefore also that, for / bounded continuous on r\D and holomorphic on» 
r\D, we have 
(3.4) ft(g)= f P?(g,h)f{h.0)dh. 
R \ 91 
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Now, let f£Hp(r\D). For each fixed t0 > 0, fh has a representation (3.4). 
•(The boundedness of f follows from the usual subharmonicity argument for any 
generalized halfplane D ; in our special case, it is obvious from the fact that holomor-
phic functions on r\D are automatically bounded at infinity, cf. § 4). The standard 
weak compactness argument shows now that / is the Poisson integral of some func-
t ion in L"(r\$l). 
Next, we show that whenever / i s the Poisson integral of some cp £ Lp ( F \ 9 l ) 
we have lim f,= (p in L p ( r \ 9 I ) . In fact, using Jensen's inequality [12, Vol. I, p. 24]. 
»-o 
\\cp-f,\\p s f d g f P*(g, h)\<p(g) — <p(h)\pdh sS 
S2 Sig 
s f f P'(h-ig)\cp(g)-cp(h)\pdgdh + 
<S,K)iE 
+ f f [P?{g,h)-P>Qi-ig)\\(p{g)-(pQi)\pdgdh + 
(9,h)eE 
+ f f 
(9,h)iE 
F o r rj small enough, the first integral is small by the results of [6]; the second is small 
•since P*(g, ti)—P'(h~1g) is bounded on E. Once q is chosen, (3. 3) shows that the 
»third integral can be made small by choosing t small enough. 
We see now that, for f£Hp(r\D), / = l im/ , exists in L " ( r \ 9 t ) and / is the 
Poisson integral of f . The latter fact and Jensen's inequality show | | / , [ | ^ | | / | | which 
.implies ll/H 
i.i>(r\9i)— II/11//*> <r\D) ' finishing the proof. 
C o r o 11 a r y. H2 (r\D) is a Hilbert space. 
§ 4. An orthonormal system in H2(r\D) 
In this section, we specify r . Let k be a positive integer and r a complex number 
:suchthat l m r > 0 . Let 
I* = {(aImT ,6 + CT)| b,c,j(a + bc)£ Z 
Using some arguments of BREZIN [2, p. 614], it is not hard to show that we get all 
possible complex manifolds r\D up to isomorphism by taking r = r * . Different 
values of x give isomorphic complex manifolds if they are equivalent under the 
modular group. (It is well known [1] that the nilmanifolds are isomorphic for 
a n y two values of T.) 
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The inequalities 
determine a fundamental domain Q for ikz in 91. 
It is immediate [9, p. 137] that every function / holomorphic on r * \ D has a 
Fourier expansion 
f(z1,z2) = 2 e ^ - ' ^ ^ i z , ) 
m = 0 (mod k) 
with \j/m holomorphic and satisfying 
(4.1) ilfm(z + C) = ^ m ( z ) e ^ - 1 - ' " ( C z + m 2 ) 
for all £ = b+cx (b, c £ Z). Defining %m by 
—-?-(Iint)- 1 mz2 . 
XmO) = e 2 1j/m(z) 
(4. 1) is seen to be equivalent with the pair of equations 
J.Jz+1) = Xm(z), '/,„(z + T ) = e-mm(t + 2z) ym(z). 
These are the standard functional equations of ^-functions. They have holomorphic 
solutions only for m s O . As first observed by PJATECKII-SAPIRO [9, p. 1 4 0 ] , f rom 
this it is immediate that every holomorphic / i s bounded as I m z 1 - » ° ° . For m = 0, 
the only solutions are the constants; for m > 0, a basis of the space of solutions is 
given by 
nix 
(4.2) Xml (z) = 2 . <-"" ' c2"-iJ: . 
j = l (mod m) 
( 0 ^ / ^ m — 1), cf. [5], [10] where the several variable case is also handled, showing 
how to extend our results to «-dimensional D. 
By Theorem 3. 1., the computat ion of inner products in H 2 reduces to simple 
integrations on Q. An easy computat ion shows that 
(4 3) . 
(O^lon, m = 0 (mod &)) is an orthogonal basis of H2(r^\D). An application of 
the Parseval identity gives the norms: 
i 2 ^ if ( „ , / ) = (0,0) 
(4- 4) . IIpJIH'und) 2 1 / 2 f ImT> 3 / 2 
¿ m J if ( « , 0 ^ ( 0 , 0 ) . 
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Lr ( T * \ 9 i ) carries a unitary representation of 91, the "right regular representa-
tion", whose harmonic analysis is well known [8], [2]. We wish to elucidate the 
position of H 2 (7"*\Z)) and of the system (4. 3) in this context. We have [8] 
L 2 ( T i \ 9 i ) = © L(m) 
msO (mod k) 
where L(0) consists of constants and, for m^O, L(m) is the sum of \m\ copies of 
the irreducible representation of 91 determined by the character m of the center. 
Let {X, Y, Z} be the basis of the Lie algebra such that exp tX= (t, 0), exp Y= 
•= (it, 0), exp tZ=(0, t). It is known [4] that for an irreducible representation n of 9i, 
the space of s o l u t i o n s / o f dn(X+iY)f = 0 (sometimes called the vacuum subspace) 
is one-dimensional. 
d<pml 
In the present case, it is clear that q>ml£L(m), also we have 
oz2 
df 
dR ( Z + iY)f \e for any / d i f ferent ia te on D. Since 
= 0. An 
o 
0 
easy computation gives —— 
oz2 
X, Y are left invariant and since 91 acts holomorphically, it follows that 
dR(X+iY)cpml = 0. 
Thus, the space spanned by {<pm>0, •••, (pm,m-1} ( w > 0 ) is exactly the "vacuum 
subspace" of L(m). If we denote by Lml the space spanned by all right translates 
of cpmi, we have 
m- 1 
L(m) = © Lml 
i=o • 
a decomposition of L(m) into irreducible subspaces. By the method of B R E Z I N [2] 
one can now construct a concrete orthogonal basis of each Lml (m > 0) which contains 
ipml as its first element. 
As a curiosity, we mention also the following. If x' = — —, then and 
are isomorphic as complex manifolds under the map I : ( Z , , Z 2 ) I - - ( [ T | 2 Z 1 , xz2) 
and the map ft-* \x\2fo'i is an isomorphism of the corresponding H 2 -spaces. Since 
H2(r\\D)C\L( 1 ) is spanned by (p10, we have therefore C | T | 2 | | ^ 1 0 | | - 1 < P 1 0 O I = 
— l l ^ i o i r V i o . where cp'10 is constructed f rom x' the way cp10 is f rom x, and | c |= l . 7 
After a short computation this reduces to 
. t)}. 
where is given by (4. 2) with x' instead of x. This equation, except fo r the exact 
value of the argument of c, is the fundamental transformation formula of 0-func-
tions. 
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(5.2) c r = + iim 2 S ( y 0,0). 
§ 5. The Szegő kernel of r \ D 
In this section, we fix one of the groups rkz and denote it briefly by F. The Szegő 
kernel S of D is given by [6] 
(5.1) . .S(z,w) = -^-s[i(z1-w1)-z2w2]~2 
We define 
k_ 
4(ImT)2 ' o ^ < r ' 
It will be seen in the proof of Theorem 3. 1 that this limit exists. Further, we define 
(5.3) S*(z,w) = cr + S(z,W)+ Z[S(yz,w)-S(yO,0)]. 
L e m m a 5. 1. For z, w in any bounded subset of C 2 X C 2 , the sum in (5. 3) con-
verges normally after the omission of finitely many terms. 
P r o o f . F rom (5. 1) a simple explicit computation gives 
| S ( y z , w ) - 5 ( 7 - 0 , 0 ) 1 s C|)>|-5 / 2 
for |y| larige. Therefore, except for finitely many terms, the series is majorized by 
2 \ y \ ~ 5 1 2 which converges by (2.4) and the argument of Theorem 2. 1. 
T h e o r e m 5. 2. S* is the Szegő kernel of F\D, i.e. the reproducing kernel of 
the Hilbert space H2(F\D). 
P r o o f . By the same argument as in Theorem 2. 1 one shows that S*(yz, <5w)= 
= S(z, w) for all y,ö£F. Thus S* can be regarded as a function on r\Dxr\D. 
For fixed w 6 D, we introduce the usual notation S*(z)=S*(z,w). S* is a holo-
morphic function on D (and on r\D); this follows since, by Lemma 5. 1, S* is 
meromorphic everywhere and since none of the terms in (5. 3) have any pole on 
D. It follows now that S* is bounded at infinity (cf. § 4), and hence that S*£H2 (r\D). 
From the Poisson integral representation (Theorem 3. 1), it follows that point 
evaluations are continuous functionals on H2(r\D). Therefore to prove the Theo-
rem, it is enough to prove that ( / , S* )= f(w) for all w and for a system of functions 
that span H2(r\D). We will show this for the orthogonal basis {<pmt}. 
First, we have 
(^00,^) = fs*(g.0,w)dg= . 
= c r 2 ( l m ^ + 1 . m | - j s i g ^ w ) d g _ 2 ^ l S ( y ^ 0 ) 
k llah=r k O^lyl-rr. 
By [7, Lemma 6. 2], the limit of the integral on the right is 1/2. This shows that 
the limit in (5. 2) exists, and also that (cp00, S*)= l = (p00(w). 
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Now, let (/77, /) (0, 0). To compute (<pml, S*) we note that by normal convergence 
of (5. 3) the series can be rearranged in any way and integrations can be performed 
term by term. Since clearly we have f <pml= 0, it follows that 
n 
(5.4) (<pm,„s:)= 2 jS(W,yu)q>ml(u)dm 
i f a 
where, as in [6], we denote u= y |z2 |2 , z 2 j , z2 = x2 + iy2, and dfi(u)= 
= dxl dx2 dy2. 
We have 
S(w,z) = 2 f e2*^.-*.)-^];^,! 
o 
which shows that S(w, u) as a function of x , is the Fourier transform of a continuous 
L2 -function. By [11, Theorem 58], the Fourier—Plancherel inversion formula is 
applicable pointwise (not only a.e.); thus, using (4. 3) and (4. 1), 
Im r 
k 
lim 2 f S(w,(^,Q-u)(pml(u)dx1 = 
{|aw im r 
k 
/71 = eamO-'tml'w.-lzi + CP + Wjfe + D + i ^ + O 2 ] ^ ^ - ) - ^ ) . 
To find (5. 4), we have to integrate this with respect to x2 and y2, and sum over 
This gives 
(5.5) / J e(Imt)^ + + /mi (z2)dx2 dy2 
To justify this step, it is enough to show that the integral exists absolutely. This fol-
lows by considering the series (4. 2) which defines / m ( ; for each term separately, 
the absolute integral exists and their sum is convergent. 
This also shows that (5. 5) can be computed by substituting (4. 2) and integrat-
ing term-by-term. This is a direct computation which shows that (5.5) equals (pmt(w), 
finishing the proof. 
R e m a r k . From (4. 3), (4.4) it follows by general principles that 
(5.6) S * (z, w) = ^ ( z ) < p m i ( w ) 
m> 0 
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§ 6. The generalized M . Riesz theorem 
Theorem 5. 2 shows that for / £ L2 ( F \ 9 i ) 
(6-1) Pf(z)= J S*(z,g.Q)f(g)dg 
r\9) 
gives the orthogonal projection of / onto H2(F\D). We will show that (6. 1) also 
defines a bounded projection Lp (r\5R) — H" (P\D) for all ] in the one-
variable case this is an equivalent formulation of the classical M. Riesz theorem on 
the conjugate function. 
As in [7], we denote for i=-0, g=(£, (). 
k<(g) = ^ 2 ( t + m 2 - i t r 2 
As shown in [7, §6], k is a kernel satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. 2. 
We define ke, k*, k*-E as in §2. Furthermore, we define 
k?(g,h) = cr+ Z bK(h-lyg)-k(y)] 
Clearly, we have k*(g,h) = S*(g • 0, h (it, 0)), and therefore 
. (6.2) (Pf)?(g)= jk?(g,h)f(h)dh. 
r\9J 
L e m m a 6 .1 . Let l< /><°° ; Then, for all fdLp(T\SR), . 
lim f f(h) [kt (g, h) - (g, h)] dh = \ f ( g ) 
r\9! 
in the sense of convergence in Lp(r\iil). 
P r o o f . We give a sketch, omitting much tedious detail. Let £ be the set (2. 12) 
Then, there exists e0 > 0 such that the series 
kt(g, h) - kc(h-lg)= 2 iK(h~l yg)-k(-/)] 
is normally convergent for (g, h)£E, 0 < e ^ e 0 . This is a slight extension of Lemma 
5. 1 and can be verified by some explicit computation. Using this, one shows next that 
2lK(.h-1yg)-ks(h-iyg)] 
y^e 
is bounded for (g, and tends to 0 a s e —0. Thus, the integral operator 
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•defined on L" (i2) by this kernel tends to 0. This reduces the proof of the lemma to 
proving that 
lim f m [ ¿ e ( / r 1 g)-k\h-1 g)] dh = i f ( g ) . 
Making a change of variable, we have the identity 
f m [keif1'1 g)-k\h~l g) dh = I , +12 + /3 , 
Slg 
h = m J \ktQi~1) — ke{h~*)] dh, 
g-'ng 
i2 = J m g t y - f m i u h - ^ - n h - ^ d h , 
g-lSig 
/ 3 - / U{gh)~f{g)]ke{h-l)dh. 
g~lng 
By compactness, there exists r > 0 such that B(r)<zg~1 Qg for all g£Q. can be 
written as the sum of an integral on B(r) and one on its complement. The first tends 
to i - / ( g ) a s £—0, by the corollary of [7, Lemma 6. 2]. The second tends to 0 since 
the integrand tends to 0 uniformly. One shows that / 2 , /3 tend to 0 as e —0 by using 
Minkowski's integral inequality in the same way as in the proof of [7, Lemma 6..3], 
T h e o r e m 6. 2. Let 1 < p < ° o . The operator P, defined by (6. l)/or a///e L"(F\iH), 
is a bounded projection onto Hp(r\D). The boundary function of Pf is given by 
(6.3) . (Pf)~(g) = + / k*'\g,h)f(h)dh. 
e-0 r^g,] 
P r o o f . Pf is holomorphic since S* is holomorphic. By Theorem 2. 2, the limit 
(6. 3) exists in L p ( r \ y i ) and defines a bounded operator. Lemma 6. 1 shows that 
the boundary function of Pf is given by (6. 3). It follows that the L p -no rm of (Pf)~ is 
bounded for small i > 0 ; it is also bounded for large t since Pf being holomorphic, 
is bounded at infinity. So, Pf£ H" (r\D). 
To see that ? is a projection, we have to show P2= P. Now, P2f=Pf for 
/€ L1 ( r \ 9 l ) by Theorem 5. 2, and L 2 ( r \ 9 1 ) is dense in each L"(r\9l). T o see 
tha t the range of P is all of Hp(r\D), we note that Pf=f for all H2(F\D) and 
H2(T\D) is dense in each Hp(r\D) since / = l i m / , for all f£Hp(r\D), by 
Theorem 3.1. . 
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§ 7. R e m a r k s on the B e r g m a n kernel 
Le t J£2(T\D) b e t he space of h o l o m o r p h i c f u n c t i o n s s q u a r e i n t eg rab l e o n 
r\D. A f u n d a m e n t a l d o m a i n f o r t h e a c t i o n of T o n D is given by ( R e z t , z2) £ ß , 
Im Zj > i | z 2 | 2 whe re Q is a s in § 4 . I n n e r p r o d u c t s in J § ? 2 ( r \ Z ) ) a r e c o m p u t e d b y 
in t eg ra t ing o n th i s d o m a i n . 
I t is easy t o see t h a t t he sys tem (4. 3) wi th t he omis s ion o f cp00 is a n o r t h o g o n a l 
bas is in i ? 2 ( r \ D ) a n d o n e h a s 
I m T 
( 7 . 1 ) \\9ml\\h(r\D) = ^¿\\<Pml\\2HHr\D)-
D e n o t i n g b y K * the B e r g m a n ke rne l of r \ £ > , we h a v e by (4. 3), (4. 4), 
• 21/2nk m~1 — 
( 7 . 2 ) K\z,w) = 2 ™3/2 2- <P*,(Z)<PM-
U m T J m = 0 (modfc) 1=0 m>0 
3 
By (4. 3) a n d (5. 6), th is i s equa l t o — 2 / — — S*(z, w). Le t K d e n o t e t he B e r g m a n ke r -
• OZ1 
& 
nel of D. F r o m the explici t f o r m u l a s in [6], we see t h a t K(z, w) = —2i—— 5 ( z , w). 
oz i 
T h u s , by (5. 3), it f o l l ows t h a t 
( 7 . 3 ) K*(z,w) = 2K(yz,w). 
yer 
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Über die ß-Funktion eines xc-hermiteschen 
Operators im Räume nx 
Von M. G. KRElN in Odessa, und H. LANGER in Dresden 
Herrn Professor Dr. Dr. Ii. c. Szökefalvi-Nagy zum 60. Geburtstag am 29. VII. 1973 
in Verehrung gewidmet 
Der Begriff der ß-Funkt ion eines hermitischen Operators im Hilbertraum mit 
gleichen endlichen Defektzahlen it wurde von einem der Verfasser in den Arbeiten 
[1] ( n = l ) und [2] (n<°=) eingeführt. Später verallgemeinerte S. N. SAAKJAN [3] 
diese Definition auf den Fall beliebiger (endlicher oder unendlicher) gleicher De-
fektzahlen. • 
Für einen 7r-hermiteschen Operator im Pontrjaginschen Räume IJX haben wir 
die g-Funkt ion bei beliebigen gleichen Defektzahlen in [4] eingeführt. Dabei erwies 
sie sich analog wie in den vorangegangenen Arbeiten als ein wichtiges Hilfsmittel 
zur Beschreibung aller verallgemeinerten Resolventen des gegebenen n-hermite-
schen Operators. 
In der vorliegenden Arbeit setzen wir die Untersuchung der g-Funkt ion im 
Anschluß an [4] fort und zeigen insbesondere, daß sie sich durch verhältnismäßig 
einfache Eigenschaften vollständig charakterisieren läßt (Hauptsatz aus § 2. 4). Mög-
licherweise ist dieses Ergebnis auch im Falle des Hilbertraumes (K=0) neu. 
Beim Beweis dieses Hauptsatzes spielen die Funktionen der Klassen TV°((5) 
und Nx((5) eine besondere Rolle. Einige Ergebnisse über solche Funktionen in den 
Paragraphen 3 und 4 kann man als Verallgemeinerungen bekannter Resultate zum 
sog. Nevanlinna—Pick-Problem [5], [6] und seinem operatortheoretischen Analogon 
[7] ansehen. Eventuell sind auch dabei gewisse Aussagen selbst für den positiv defini-
ten Fall (x— 0) neu, z. B. das Kriterium für die Selbstadjungiertheit des Operators 
A°Q in § 4 . 3 . 
In § 6 wird zwischen der ß-Funkt ion eines 7r-hermiteschen Operators und der 
charakteristischen Funktion seiner 7t-isometrischen Cayleytransformierten, die wir 
in [8] einführten, ein Zusammenhang hergestellt1). Daraus ergibt sich für den Hilbert-
1 ) Dieser war im Falle des Hilbertraumes den Verfassern von [1] und [9] klar, sobald diese 
Arbeiten erschienen; er wurde jedoch bis jetzt nirgends dargestellt. 
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räum sofort, daß ein einfacher hermitescher Operator durch seine g-Funkt ion bis 
auf unitäre Äquivalenz eindeutig bestimmt ist. Das analoge Resultat für einfache 
7t-hermitesche Operatoren beweisen wir in § 5 unmittelbar, ohne Benutzung der 
charakteristischen Funktion. Hierzu sei noch vermerkt (siehe § 1), daß die Ab-
spaltung des einfachen Teiles eines 7r-hermiteschen Operators komplizierter ist als 
im definiten Fall; insbesondere läßt sich ein 7i-hermitescher Operator i.a. nicht als 
direkte Summe eines einfachen 7r-hermiteschen und eines rc-selbstadjungierten Opera-
tors darstellen. 
Beim Studium 7t-hermitescher Operatoren im Pontrjaginschen Räume treten 
spezifische Fragestellungen auf. Wir nennen hier insbesondere den wichtigen Be-
griff des rein hyperbolischen Operators2). Die Untersuchung der ß-Funkt ion ge-
stattet es, Kriterien dafür aufzustellen, wann ein 7r-hermitescher Operator rein hyper-
bolisch ist (§7). 
Die vorliegenden Untersuchungen stützen sich auf die Ergebnisse unserer Ar-
beiten [4], [8]. Im Unterschied zu diesen benutzen wir hier jedoch wesentlich die in 
[12] eingeführte Spektralzerlegung eines Tt-selbstadjungierten Operators im Pontrja-
ginschen Raum3). 
§ 1. Der einfache Teil eines 7r-hermiteschen Operators 
1. Allgemeine Grundlagen. Es sei A im folgenden stets ein n-hermitescher 
Operator4) im 7cx-Raume 77x, mit gleichen, endlichen oder unendlichen 
Defektzahlen: n + ( A ) = n ^ ( A ) — n. Wir setzen für einen beliebigen komplexen Punkt z: 
9Jiz = (A — zI)T>(A) und 9 l z = 9 J i t x ] . 
Dann ([4], § 2. 2) hat der Defektraum 9l2 für alle Punkte z der offenen oberen Halb-
ebene C+ mit Ausnahme von höchstens x Punkten die Dimension n; die erwähnten 
Ausnahmepunkte sind genau die in C + gelegenen Eigenwerte von A. Bezeichnen 
wir für einen solchen Eigenwert z£ C + r\ap(A) mit r2 seine algebraische Vielfachheit, 
so gilt dim 9 i z = n + r z und 2 r z -x, wobei die Summation über alle z£<jp(A)f^\C+ 
Die Existenz einer speziellen Klasse rein hyperbolischer 7i-hermitescher (n-isometrischer 
Operatoren wurde zuerst in [10] bemerkt. Bei ihr erweist sich das reelle Spektrum aller minimalen 
7r-seibstadjungierten Erweiterungen als absolutstetig. In der vorliegenden Arbeit konstruieren wir 
jedoch rein hyperbolische w-hermitesche Operatoren, deren sämtliche kanonischen 7T-selbstadjun-
gierten Erweiterungen diskretes Spektrum haben. Wir bemerken, daß rein hyperbolische Operatoren 
auch in der Streutheorie auftreten (vgl. [11]), worauf die Autoren von [10] an anderer Stelle eingehen 
werden. 
3 ' Eine ausführliche Darstellung findet man z.B. in [13]. 
Wir benutzen die Bezeichnungen aus [4]. 
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zu erstrecken ist. Entsprechende Aussagen gelten für die Punkte z der offenen un-
teren Halbebene C_. 
Wir bezeichnen im folgenden mit Aa die Menge derjenigen nichtreellen Punkte 
z, für die das 71-Skalarprodukt auf entartet. Dann enthält AÄ keine inneren Punkte 
([4], Satz 3. 3), und das nichtreelle Spektrum jeder kanonischen5) rc-selbstadjungier-
ten Erweiterung von A liegt in AÄ. Die Menge aller nichtreellen Punkte z, die nicht 
zu AA gehören, bezeichnen wir mit A'Ä: 
Es sei weiter © ein Hilbertraum der Dimension n. Wir wählen wie in [4] eine ka-
nonische 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung Ä von A und konstruieren eine Operator-
funktion t z , Z£Q(J), mit Werten in [©, J7J und den folgenden Eigenschaften: 
1) F z bildet © eineindeutig und stetig auf 9tz ab; 
2) für beliebige z, ( £ q ( A ) gilt mit Rz = ( i - z / ) _ 1 : 
(1.1) = £ r £ (=R,rz). . 
Fixieren wir einen Punkt Z 0 £ Q ( Ä ) , SO folgt aus ( 1 . 1 ) leicht 
fz =.(Ä-z0I)(A-zI)-1fzo (z£q(ä)). 
Dabei wählen wir der Einfachheit halber den Punkt z0 so, daß der Defektraum 
9t,o positiv deiinit ist (vgl. [4], § 3. 1). 
Die Operatorfunktion r z ist also durch (1. 1) eindeutig bestimmt bis auf eine <3 • 
Abbildung rz-*TzL, wobei L ein linearer Operator ist, der © eineindeutig auf sich" 
abbildet. Wir halten den Operator t Z o im folgenden stets fest. Aus (1. 1) folgt, daß 
FZ eine holomorphe Operatorfunktion in (C + U C _ ) \ A ( / F ) ist. Der zu FZ adjungierte 
Operator €[77x, ©] wird durch die Gleichung 
[ r : c j ] = ( $ , f + f ) (i€®, /€ /7J 
definiert. Falls nicht entartet (d.h. z£A'Ä), so bildet t + den Teilraum 9l2 einein-
deutig auf © ab. Für solche Punkte z ist also der selbstadjungierte Operator r z T z 
in © beschränkt invertierbar, und die Anzahl seiner negativen Eigenwerte stimmt 
— bei Berücksichtigung ihrer Vielfachheit — mit der Anzahl der negativen Quadrate 
von 9lz überein. Für die Punkte z£AÄ hat r z T z den isolierten, normal abspaltbaren 
Eigenwert / .= 0, und die Summe der Vielfachheiten aller, seiner nichtpositiven Eigen-
werte ist ebenfalls höchstens gleich x. 
5 ' Eine Erweiterung von A heißt kanonisch, wenn sie im Ausgangsraum ITX wirkt. 
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2. Der einfache Teil von A. Wir nennen einen 7i-hermiteschen Operator A in 
TIX einfach, wenn die lineare Hülle seiner Defekträume 9L, z£A\, in Tlx dicht liegt: 
( 1 . 2 ) n x = V 9 l r . 
Es sei dem Leser überlassen, sich- zu überlegen, daß für einen einfachen 7r-hermite-
schen Operator A sogar I7X — V gilt, wenn II eine beliebige offene Menge 
rfc 
aus C + U C_ bezeichnet, deren Durchschnitt mit jeder Halbebene C ± nicht leer 
ist. Die obige Definition der Einfachheit eines 7r-hermiteschen Operators unter-
scheidet sich von der in [4], § 2. 2 gegebenen. Wir zeigen jedoch am Ende dieses 
Abschnittes die Äquivalenz beider Definitionen. 
Bekanntlich ist ein hermitescher Operator im Hilbertraum die direkte orthogonale 
Summe eines einfachen hermiteschen Operators und eines selbstadjungierten Opera-
tors [14]. Demgegenüber gilt in unserem Falle nur der 
S a t z 1.1 . Es sei A ein n-hermitescher Operator in 17 x mit gleichen Defektzahlen. 
Dann gestattet der Raum nx eine Darstellung der Form 
(1.3) J7x = 9 U + ](9t0 + 9t ')[ + ]S» ' ; 8 ) 
dabei sind 91° und 9Î' neutrale, schiefverbundene Teilräume von T>(A), 9îe und 9Jt' 
sind Pontrjaginräume mit xe bzw. y.' negativen Quadraten (x — dim 9î°+xe-!->i'). 
Der Operator A besitzt bezüglich (1.3) die Matrixdarstellung 
AE 0 À + 0 
A2I A22 A23 ^24 
0 0 AH 0 
, 0 0 À + A' 
dabei ist Ae ein einfacher n-hermitescher, A'. ein n-selbstadjungierter Operator, die 
Operatoren A2J, j— 1, 2, 3, 4, sind endlichdimensional, A23= A23, und es gilt 
9t° = V ( A ^ - z I ^ Y ^ A ^ M e V ) 
Die Teilräume und 9i°[+]9>?' sind durch die angegebenen Eigenschaften 
eindeutig bestimmt. 
B e w e i s . Wir setzen 
9Ji = H 3HIS 91 = V 9L; 
6 ) Dabei können gewisse Komponenten nur aus dem Nullelement bestehen. 
" M;(Ae) = ((Ae - f / » . ) S (/*<•) )t-Un 9te. 
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Ä bezeichne wieder eine kanonische 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von A und t , 
die in Abschnitt 1 eingeführte Operatorfunkt ion mit Werten in [(5, 9lz], 
Ist / 6 9 » , d . h . / U P , , Z£A'a, so folgt aus i \ - f \ = ( z - a u c h RJ[ j_]9JC 
für alle C£A'Ä, d.h. /? z /£93i . Zu s o l c h e m / g i b t es für beliebiges z£A'Ä ein g ( . 4 ) 
mit (A — zl)g = (Ä—zI)g = f . Daraus folgt R, f=g, also 
( 1 . 5 ) • T V = i z 93? c : $ 0 4 ) 0 9 3 2 . 
Ist andererseits g€T>(A) 0931, / = ( A - z / ) g für ein Z £ A A , so gilt fü r T£A'A: 
(A - ( / ) - \f = S + ( C - X>(A) PI 93t, 
a l s o / = ( A — ( I ) ( A — Deshalb gehört auch Ag zu 93i?, und wir erhalten 
y4(D(/4)n9Ji) c 9Ji. Außerdem ist g = ( A - z I ) - l f = RzfdT>l, also 
T>L = £>(/4) DSU und ( A - z I ) ^ l = SM. 
Mit der Menge 9)1'läßt A auch 9 I = 9 J i U I invariant, genauer, es gilt A(T>(A) PlSR) c 91. 
Aus Äz9)lci9W, z £A'Ä, folgt weiter Ä z 9 l c 9 i , also bildet RZ insbesondere den 
endlichdimensionalen Teilraum 91° = 93t f l 9t eineindeutig auf sich ab. Dieser ge-
hört auf Grund von (1. 5) zu D(/4) und wird auch von A — zI, Z £ A A , auf sich ab-
gebildet. ' • 
Wir wählen jetzt einen mit 91° schiefverbundenen neutralen Teilraum 9t ' c D ( , 4 ) 
und stellen 93t und 91 in der F o r m 
93t = 9t° -i- 93t', 9t = 9t°-j-9te 
mit 9 J l ' U ] 9 r , 9te[_L]9t' dar. D a n n ergibt sich für n x die Zerlegung (1. 3). 
Aus der Invarianz der Teilräume 931 und 91 folgt für den 7r-hermiteschen Operator 
A leicht die Matrixdarstellung (1 .4) mit 7r-hermiteschen Operatoren Ae in 9te und 
A' in 93t'. Offensichtlich ist D^ = 0931' ein dichter Teil von 93t'. Außerdem gilt 
f ü r Z £ A A 
(A'-zI)T>i = W, 
also ist A' 7t-selbstadjungiert in 93i'. 
Der Operator Ae ist offensichtlich auf einem dichten Teil von 9te definiert, 
und man sieht leicht; daß / genau dann zum Defektraum 9t z , z$o(A22)Uo{A'), 
gehört, wenn es die Gestalt 
(1.6) / = / I - ( ^ 2 2 - ^ 9 I O ) - 1 ^ 2 1 / 1 m i t / i € 9 l z ( A c ) 
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hat. Deshalb st immen die Defektzahlen von A und Ae überein, und es gilt AaCZAA 
sowie 
— V <Slz(Ae) = V Kz{Ae), 
(1.7) 9t = V 9l z ; 9t° = V {A22-zIlP)-1A2i9tz(AJ. 
Z*Z Z£A'A \A(.A22) 
zio(A22)UO(.A') 
Also ist der Opera tor Ae einfach. 
U m die letzte Aussage des Satzes zu beweisen, gehen wir von einer Zer legung 
(1. 3) des Raumes J7X und einer Matrixdarstellung (1. 4) des Operators A mi t den 
angegebenen Eigenschaften aus. Die Elemente / von 9tz (Z£A'a) haben wieder die 
Gestalt (1. 6), also ist SR = V 9tz c 9 l e [+ ]9 t ° . Wäre dabei ^ 9 t e [ + ] 9 t ° , so gäbe 
es Elemente yx €9 l e , y3£$l' — nicht beide gleich dem Nullelement —, so d a ß 
(1.8) [ < n : ( A e ) , y l + A } 1 ( A t 2 - i I » ° r l y i ] = {0} 
fü r alle.z£A'Ä gelten würde. Betrachten wir diese Beziehung fü r hinreichend großes 
|z|, so folgt aus der Einfachheit des Operators Ae leicht y t = 0, also erhält (1. 8) 
die F o r m 
p 2 2 - z / s o ) - ^ 2 1 S R 2 ( 4 ) ^ 3 ] = { 0 } fü r alle Z£A'A. 
Auf Grund der Voraussetzung 9t° = V (A22 — zIn0)~1A219lz(Ae) folgt 
z£d'AJ\tr(A22) 
daraus j> 3 =0. Somit gilt 91 = 9 i e [+]9 i ° , also ist 9l e[+] .9t° e indeut ig .bes t immt als 
abgeschlossene lineare Hülle aller Defekt räume 9t2 von A, z£A'Ä. D a n n ist 9 i 0 [ + ] 9 ) t / 
eindeutig bestimmt als 7c-orthogonales Komplement von 91. Dami t ist der Satz 
bewiesen. 
Wir bemerken, daß Satz 1. 1 auch fü r einen 7Trhermiteschen Opera to r A mi t 
ungleichen Defektzahlen richtig bleibt. Dabei st immen stets die Defektzahlen von A 
mit denen von AE überein. 
Der Opera tor AE aus Satz 1. 1 heißt der einfache Teil des Opera tors A. E r ist 
durch die angegebenen Eigenschaften bis auf 7i-unitäre Äquivalenz eindeutig be-
st immt: M a n kann ihn auffassen als.den durch die Einschränkung A |j, im Fak to r -
raum 9l/9i0 in natürlicher Weise erzeugten Operator . 
Aus Satz 1.1 folgt, daß der 7r-hermitesche Operator A genau d a n n 
einfach ist, wenn er mit seinem einfachen Teil zusammenfäl l t . Die rc-selbstadjungier-
ten Erweiterungen Ä von A ergeben sich, wenn m a n in der Darstel lung (1. 4) den 
Operator AE durch eine rc-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung ÄE — evtl. mit Aust r i t t 
in einen Ober raum 91 e von 9ie — ersetzt. Deshalb gehören die Punkte von <T(A22) U 
U C ( A 2 2 ) U A ( A ' ) zum Spektrum jeder 7r-selbstadjungierten Erweiterung von Ä . 
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Schließlich enthält die folgende Aussage die Äquivalenz der hier und in [4], 
§ 2. 2 gegebenen Definitionen der Einfachheit eines 7i-hermiteschen Operators. 
Ein einfacher %-hermitescher Operator hat keinen Eigenwert; jeder n-her-
mitesche Operator A, der keinen nichtreellen Eigenwert hat und für den V 9iz= n , 
gilt, ist einfach. z*z 
Für einen 7r-hermiteschen Operator A folgt nämlich aus Af0 — z 0 f 0 = 0 leicht 
[ /o>g]=0 , z£A'Ä, also unter der Voraussetzung (1. 2) f0=0. Sind die Vor-
aussetzungen des zweiten Teiles der Aussage erfüllt, so führen wir die zu A gehörige 
Zerlegung (1. 3) des Raumes IJX durch. Dann enthält a(A22) Ua(A') keinen nicht-
reellen Punkt, also gilt auf Grund der Voraussetzung und der ersten Beziehung 
von (1. 7) SR=IIX, d.h., der Operator A stimmt mit seinem einfachen Teil überein. 
3. Zerlegung eines n-selbstadjungierten Operators. Wir benutzen später mehr-
mals die folgende Aussage: 
Ist A ein n-selbstadjungierter Operator in Tlx, so gibt es eine Zerlegung von 
IIX als direkte n-orthogonale Summe zweier für A invarianter Teilräume il'x c 
c D ( / l ) und II0,nx= n'x[+]II0, mit den folgenden Eigenschaften: Die Ein-
schränkung A\n>x ist ein beschränkter n-selbstadjungierter Operator, 77 0 ist ein 
Hilbertraum bezüglich des Skalarproduktes [•,.•] und die Einschränkung A0= 
= A \r,o ist ein selbstadjungierter Operator in diesem Hilbertraum. 
Zum Beweis dieser Aussage betrachten wir die Spektralfunktion E des Operators 
A ([12], [13]) und wählen ein offenes Intervall A, das alle kritischen Punkte von A 
enthält. Bezeichnet (£ die lineare Hülle aller algebraischen Eigenräume von A zu 
nichtreellen Eigenwerten, so hat man nur n'y = E(A)Ilx[+](i und n0=(n'x)l±] zu 
setzen. 
4. Spektralpunkte nichtpositiven Typs. Für einen re-selbstadjungierten Operator 
A in TIX bezeichne o0(A) die Menge derjenigen Eigenwerte von A, zu denen ein 
nichtpositives Eigenelement gehört. Die abgeschlossene lineare Hülle der algebrai-
schen Eigenräume zu den in einem Gebiet 91 der komplexen Ebene gelegenen Eigen-
werten von (r0(A) bezeichnen wir mit (£a04); ist sign d 9 1 ( ^ ) = ( / + , l0, /_), so nennen 
wir /_ + /<) den Index von 91 (bezüglich A); den Index der Menge 91= {A}, XZa0(A), 
nennen wir auch den Index des Punktes X. Für nichtreelles X£a(A) ist sein Index 
also gleich der algebraischen Vielfachheit, für reelles X stimmt er mit dem in [13] 
eingeführten Begriff des Index überein. 
Entsprechend definieren wir fü r einen rc-unitären Operator U die Menge cr0(U) 
sowie den Index einer Menge 91 oder einer Punktes X£o0(U) bezüglich U. 
S a t z 1.2. Es sei ({/„) eine Folge n-unitärer Operatoren in ily mit || Un— U0\\ — 0 
(n °=>), X0 £ o-0(t/0) und rx der Index von A0. Dann gibt es zu jeder hinreichend kleinen 
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Umgebung 21 von ).0 eine natürliche Zahl n0, so daß für «S /7 0 der Index von 2i be-
züglich U„ gleich r>a ist. 
B e w e i s . Für Punkte ?.0, die nicht auf der Einheitskreislinie liegen, folgt die 
Behauptung aus einem bekannten Ergebnis der Störungstheorie ([15], Satz 4. 3). 
Wir betrachten einen Punkt k0£a0(U0) mit | ^ 0 | = 1 u n d eine U m g e b u n g 2t 
von A0, die von einen positiven Abstand hat. Angenommen, es gäbe 
eine Teilfolge (nß der Folge der natürlichen Zahlen, so d a ß der Index von 91 be-
züglich Un_ kleiner als rko wäre. Den Raum 77x stellen wir in der F o r m 
n x = n _ i + ] n + 
mit einen *-dimensionalen negativen Teilraum 77 _ da r ; die zugehörige Zerlegung 
der Operatoren Un sei 
(U\nl u f l ) 
Ist Kn£[II_, 77+], I I ^ J S l , ein Winkeloperator fü r einen Pontr jaginschen x-dimen-
sionalen nichtpositiven invarianten Teilraum von U„, so gilt 
(1 .9) U(2"> + U(2"L KN = KN(U["L + U'ÜKN). « = 1 , 2 , . . . 
Die Folge ( K ) enthält eine schwach konvergente Teilfolge, von der wir annehmen 
können, daß sie mit (KB ) zusammenfäl l t : K a j - ~ K 0 (schwach) für _/ — A u s (1 .9) 
folgt damit 
[/<°> + U<2°2> K0 = K0 ((/II» + U®K0), 
. Die charakteristische Gleichung der Einschränkung von U„ auf den zu K„ gehö-
rigen invarianten Teilraum lautet 
pn(z) = det (U\"l + U["iKn - zl) = 0,, 
deshalb konvergieren die charakteristischen Polynome pn (z) gegen p0(z). D a anderer-
seits jeder Punkt A0£tr0(U0) v o m Index auch Nullstelle von p0(z) der O r d n u n g 
r- ist, müssen für hinreichend großes j in 2t genau rXo Nullstellen von pn .{z) liegen. 
Das widerspricht der obigen Annahme. 
Mit Hilfe der Cayleytransformation ergibt sich aus Satz 1.2 ohne Schwierig-
keit die 
F o l g e r u n g 1.1. Es sei (A„) eine Folge n-selbstadjungierter Operatoren in FIX, 
die in dem Sinne gegen den n-selbstadjungierten Operator A0 konvergiert, daß für ein 
nichtreelles Z£Q{A0) auch Z£Q(A„) und \\(An~zI)~^ ~{A()~zI)~l\\ — 0 gilt, 
} , 0 £ A 0 ( A 0 ) und r-o der Index von ?.0. Dann gibt es zu jeder hinreichend kleinen Um-
gebung 9t von AQ eine natürliche Zahl n0, so daß für n^n0 der Index von 21 bezüglich 
A„ gleich rx ist. 
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§ 2. Die ß-Funktion eines Tt-hermiteschen Operators 
1. Definition der Q-Funktion. Unter einer Q-Funktion Q{z)= QA(z) des 7r-hermite-
schen Operators A mit gleichen Defektzahlen verstehen wir eine Operatorfunktion 
mit Werten in [©,©], die der folgenden Gleichung genügt: 
•(2.1)' Q(z)-Q*(0 = (z,Uß(A)). . 
Die Funktion Q(z) hängt offensichtlich ab von der speziellen gewählten Erweiterung 
Ä, wir sprechen deshalb mitunter auch von einer zur kanonischen Erweiterung 
Ä gehörigen ß-Funktion. 
Is tz 0 6 ß(^i) und setzen wir in (2. 1 ) z = £ = z 0 , so ergibt sich ß ( z 0 ) = iy0fZotZo+ C 
mit y0=lmz0, C = C * € [ © , ©]. Aus (2. 1) folgt dann für £ = z 0 
<2.2) ß ( z ) = C — i y 0 f Z 0 f Z o + (z — z0) f+0f z = ' 
= C — iy0 f+0 fzo + (z — z0) fZo (A — z0I)(A — zT) ~1 fzo ( z€ f f ( i ) ) . 
Ohne Schwierigkeit überzeugt man sich davon, daß diese Funktion wirklich der 
Gleichung (2. 1) genügt. Die Fünktion Q(z) ist durch (2. 1) also bis auf einen von z 
unabhängigen selbstadjungierten Operator Cg[©, ©] bestimmt. 
Aus (2.2) ergibt sich für Z£Q(Ä) leicht 
ß*(z) = ß ( z ) 
und 
<2.3) Im ß (z ) = Im z • f+ f z . 
Aus der letzten Gleichung folgt auf Grund der Bemerkungen am Ende von § 1 . 1 , 
<iaß /1=0 ein isolierter normal abspaltbarer Eigenwert endlicher Vielfachheit oder 
ein Punkt der Resolventenmenge von ß(z) ist; letzteres trifft sicher dann zu, wenn 
•der Teilraum 9tz positiv definit ist. 
2. Verallgemeinerte Resolventen. Die ß-Funktion spielt eine wichtige Rolle bei 
<ier Beschreibung aller verallgemeinerten Resolventen des Operators A. Wir erinnern 
daran ([4]), daß eine verallgemeinerte Resolvente von A eine Operatorfunktion Rz 
mit Werten in [fTx, 77J der Gestalt „ 
(2.4) Rz = P(Ä-zI)-l\nx 
ist; dabei bezeichnet yi eine beliebige reguläre8) 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von 
A in einem Obsrraum nx^iJx und P den ^-orthogonalen Projektor von f j x auf Ilx. 
8 ) Eine 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung A von A heißt regulär, wenn sie in einem Oberraum 
mit derselben Anzahl negativer Quadrate wie der Ausgangsraum wirkt. 
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Die verallgemeinerte Resolvente Rz aus (2.4) heißt eine kanonische Resolvente von 
A, wenn die Erweiterung Ä kanonisch, d.h. in ilx gewählt werden kann. 
Mit 2 ( © ) bezeichnen wir die Menge aller „Operatorfunkt ionen" T der Gestal t 
(2.5) T(z) = t(z)P + ~(I-P), z £ C + U C _ ; 
dabei bezeichnet P einen orthogonalen Projektor in © und f eine Opera torfunkt ion 
mit T(z)=f*(z), deren Werte T(z) für z£ C + dicht definierte maximal dissipa-
tive Operatoren in © = P © sind und deren Cayleytransformierte Vf(z)= (f(z)— 
— il)(T(z)+iI)~i in C + holomorph von z abhängt. Gleichungen mit uneigentlichen 
Operatoren (2. 5) verstehen sich in dem Sinne, daß man in ihnen zunächst °° durch 
eine natürliche Zahl n ersetzt und anschließend n <=° streben läßt. Für die Opera tor -
funktion (2. 5) gilt also z. B. 
( r ( z ) + ß ( z ) ) - 1 = P{t(z)+Q(z))-'P (Q(z)=PQ(z)P). 
Ist T(z) aus (2. 5) ein von z unabhängiger selbstadjungierter Operator f in ©, so-
nennen wir 
(2.6) T= f P + c°(I-P) 
einen uneigentlichen selbstadjungierten Operator; die Menge aller uneigentlicheni 
selbstadjungierten Operatoren bezeichnen wir mit 2 0 ( © ) . 
Es sei jetzt Ä eine kanonische 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von A. In [4], 
Satz 5.'1 wurde die folgende Aussage bewiesen: 
Zwischen der Menge aller verallgemeinerten Resolventen (2. 4) des Operators 
A und der Menge 2(©) besteht eine eineindeutige Beziehung, vermittelt durch die 
Gleichung 
(2.7) / ^ ( i - z / r ' - r ^ T X z H ß X z ) ) - 1 ^ {zia(Ä){Jcj(Ä)y, 
Rz ist genau dann kanonisch, wenn das zugehörige T zu X0(<5) gehört. 
Eine 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung Ä von A nennen wir eine reine Austrittserweite-
rung, wenn aus g 6 ( ® ( ¿ ) D 7 7 X ) \ D ( ^ ) stets Äg$IIx folgt. Wie man leicht sieht, ist 
das gleichbedeutend damit, daß für f£üx die Beziehungen ( Ä — z 0 l ) ~ i f £ I I x und 
äquivalent sind (z0 
Hat der Operator A einen endlichen Defekt, d.h., ist der Raum © endlichdimen-
sional, so braucht man zu den Überlegungen in [4], § 5. 2 wenig hinzuzufügen, um 
die folgende Aussage zu erhalten: 
L e m m a 2. 1. Genau dann ist die n-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung A von A eine 
reine Austrittserweiterung, wenn für die Funktion 7"£2:(©) aus der Darstellung (2. 7) 
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der zugehörigen verallgemeinerten Resolvente R, vöh A gilt: ; v ; > 0 für ein 
Im z 
(und damit für alle) z 6 C+ U C_. 
Gemäß dem Beweis von Satz 5. 1 aus [4] besteht nämlich für / = Rzf— 
— (Ä—z0I)~lf die Beziehung 
[/,/] = 7-V {(r(zo) $- & 
. z 0 ~ z0 
-wobei wir % = P ( z o ) r t o f gesetzt haben9).. Daraus folgt leicht die Behauptung. 
3. Beschreibung der Gesamtheit aller Q-Funktionen von A. Bei der Definition 
•der g -Funkt ion vermerkten wir, daß diese (bei festem r ) von der Wahl der kano-
nischen Erweiterung Ä abhängt. Der folgende Satz beschreibt die Gesamtheit aller 
g-Fünkt ionen von A, die sich ergibt, wenn Ä die Gesamtheit aller kanonischen 
7i-selbstadjungierten Erweiterungen von A durchläuft; dabei setzen wir voraus, daß 
eine spezielle g-Funkt ion Q0(z) des Operators A bekannt ist. 
S a t z 2. 1. Ist g o ( z ) e'ne Q-Funktion des n-hermiteschen Operators A, so er-
gibt sich die Gesamtheit aller Q-Funktionen von A aus der Beziehung 
<2. 8) Q(z) = Q0(z)-(g0(z)- g * ( z 0 ) ) ( T + g 0 ( z ) ) - 1 ( g 0 ( z ) - g 0 ( z 0 ) ) + C, 
wenn T die Menge 20 (©) aller uneigentlichen selbstadjungierten und C die Menge 
aller beschränkten selbstadjungierten Operatoren in (5 durchläuft. 
B e w e i s . Die g-Funkt ion Q0{z) gehöre zur kanonischen 7i-selbstadjungierten 
Erweiterung A0 von A. Die Resolvente einer beliebigen kanonischen Erweiterung Ä 
ergibt sich dann gemäß (2. 7) aus der Beziehung 
( i - z / ) " 1 = ( A o - z i r ' - r ^ T + Q o i z ) ) - ^ ^ 
mit einem uneigentlichen selbstadjungierten Operator T. Setzen wir diesen Ausdruck 
in (2. 2) ein und beachten (2. 1), so folgt die Behauptung. 
Wir bemerken, daß die Beziehung (2. 8) für alle Punkte z£g(Ä0)C]Q(Ä) be-
steht. Ist T insbesondere ein beschränkter selbstadjungierter Operator in © (d.h. 
P—I und t=t* € [©,©] in (2.6)) und setzen wir C = — T— Q0 (z0) — g£ (z0), so 
erhält (2. 8) die Form 
Q{z)=-{T+Ql(z0)){T+Q0(z))-\T+Q0(z0)). 
Insbesondere ist also mit ß 0 (z) auch 
Q(z) = -Qi(z0)Qö1(z)Q0(z0) 
und, falls speziell FZoFZg=I@ gilt, auch —ylQöl(z) eine g-Funkt ion des Operators A. 
9> P(z) = (T(z) + Q(z))-' . 
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4. Charakteristische Eigenschaften der Q-Funktion. Auf Grund des folgendere 
Satzes können wir uns häufig auf die Betrachtung der ß-Funkt ionen einfacher 
7r-hermitescher Operatoren beschränken. 
S a t z 2. 2. Jede Q-Funktion des Operators A ist eine Q-Funktion seines einfachen-
Teiles Ae und umgekehrt. , © 
B e w e i s . Jede kanonische rc-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung A von A gestattet 
bezüglich einer Zerlegung (1.3) von 77x eine Matrixdarstellung (1.4), wobei man 
Ae durch eine rc-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung Äe in 9le zu ersetzen hat, und u m -
gekehrt definiert jede solche Matrix eine n-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von A. 
Die Operatoren f z und F f lassen sich bezüglich der Zerlegung (1.3) folgendermaßen, 
darstellen: 





r + = ( ( /?>) + 0 ( f ? ) + 0). 
Offensichtlich hat dabei f z die Eigenschaften 1) und 2) aus § 1. 1 für Ae 
an Stelle von A (mit Äe an Stelle von Ä), und es gilt sowie 
Damit folgt die Behauptung leicht aus der Beziehung (2. 2). 
Wir erinnern ([8], § 1), daß ein in einer Teilmenge HE der komplexen Ebene 
definierter Kern K(z, ( ) mit Werten in [©, ©] (©-Hilbertraum) definitionsgemäß x 
negative Quadrate (in SC) hat, wenn folgendes gilt: 
1) K(z, o=K*(!;,z) 
2) für eine beliebige natürliche Zahl n, beliebige z , , . . . , zn£S£und <; , , . . . , £„£©• 
hat die Matrix 
( ( i ( z , z ^ , y ) , . j = 1 > 2 „ 
höchstens y. negative Eigenwerte und für mindestens eine solche Wahl von 
n; Z(, .:.,zn; . . . ,£„ genau * negative Eigenwerte. 
Wir sagen, eine Funktion Q mit Werten in [©, ©] habe die Eigenschaft (yV°) (bzw. 
(Nx)), x-nichtnegative ganze Zahl, wenn sie in C+ meromorph ist (bzw. in C + U C _ 
stückweise meromorph ist und ß ( z ) = Q*(z) gilt) und der Kern 
(2.9) . 
in 3Üq (bzw. SCq) x negative Quadrate hat; dabei bezeichnet ^ (bzw. 3CQ) die Menge 
derjenigen Punkte 
aus C+. (bzw. C + U C_), in denen ß regulär ist. Im Falle z— £ 
hat man die rechte Seite in (2. 9) durch Q'(z) zu ersetzen. 
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Offensichtlich hat die Funktion Q genau dann z. B. die Eigenschaft (N°), wenn 
für beliebiges n, beliebige z 1 ; . . . , und . . . , die quadratische Form 
(2.10) 1 ( Q ( i ~ f ( Z k ) oejec, 
j,k= 1 zj~zk 
nicht mehr als x negative Quadrate und für mindestens eine Wahl der Zahlen ny 
Zj und der Vektoren genau x negative Quadrate hat. 
Eigentliches Anliegen dieser Arbeit ist der Beweis der folgenden Charakterisie-
rung der g-Funktionen. 
H a u p t s a t z . Eine Funktion Q(z) mit Werten in [(5, ©] ist genau dann Q-Funk-
tion eines einfachen n-hermiteschen Operators A in IJX, wenn sie den folgenden Be-
dingungen genügt: 
(I) Q(z) hat die Eigenschaft (Nx); 
(II) w-lim ^ M = o,10) d.h. lim $ = o für alle £ € ©; 
y j>t~ y 
(III) lim y (Im g (iy) £) = == für alle £ € ©, £ ^ 0; 
y t ~ 
(IV) für mindestens ein nichtreelles z ist Im g(z) gleichmäßig positiv. 
Wir bemerken, daß im Falle eines endlichdimensionalen Raumes © mit Be-
dingung (III) stets auch Bedingung (IV) erfüllt ist. 
Die einzelnen Aussagen dieses Satzes werden — zumeist in schärferer Form — 
in den folgenden Paragraphen bewiesen. Die Notwendigkeit der Bedingungen (I) 
und (II) ergibt sich aus § 3. 3 und die Notwendigkeit der Bedingung (III) aus Satz 3. 2. 
Die Notwendigkeit von (IV) folgt aus (2. 3) und den Bemerkungen am Ende 
von § 1. 1.. Schließlich folgt die Hinlänglichkeit der angegebenen Bedingungen aus 
Satz 5. 1. 
§ 3. Die Funktionenklasse N°(ß) 
1. Der Raum n°(Q). Es sei jetzt © ein beliebiger Hilbertraum, g eine in der 
offenen oberen Halbebene C + meromorphe Funktion mit Werten in [©, ©]: Hat 
diese Funktion g überdies die Eigenschaft so erzeugt sie in natürlicher Weise 
einen 7rx-Raum n°(Q). Um das zu sehen, ordnen wir jedem Punkte z des Holo-
morphiegebietes von g ein Symbol ez zu und bilden die lineare Menge fi°(g) 
aller formalen Summen . 
(3.1) . f=ZexZx,. £z€©, zGÄg, 
1 0 ' »-lim bezeichnet den Grenzwert im schwachen Sinne. 
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wobei nur endlich viele „Koeff izienten" vom Nullelement verschieden sein sollen. 
F ü r zwei solche Elemente / und 
g= Eezr,z£ä°(Q) 
definieren wir ein (möglicherweise entartendes) Skalarprodukt [ / , g] durch die 
Gleichung 
- (3 .2) [f,g]= 2 ( —f ix.ic). 
Auf Grund .der Bedingung (N°) hat dieses Skalarprodukt genau x negative Quadra te . 
Durch Faktor raumbi ldung 2°(Q)/3 nach der Menge 3 = { / : / £ £ ° ( ß ) , / U ] £ ° ( ß ) } 
aller isotropen Elemente von £ ° ( ß ) und Vervollständigung erhalten wir einen n x -
R a u m / 7 ° ( ß ) , in den £ ° ( ß ) kanonisch eingebettet ist ([4], § 1 . 2 ) . Wir er innern 
daran , daß bei dieser kanonischen Einbettung das Skalarprodukt [ / , g] zweier Ele-
mente / , g € f i ° ( ß ) sowie die Konvergenz einer Folge von Elementen aus £ ° ( ß ) n ) 
erhalten bleiben; dabei liegt das Bild von £ ° ( ß ) dicht in n ° ( Q ) . 
2. Der Operator Aq. Für das Element / = 6 £ ° ( ß ) setzen wir 
x(f)= 2 
z €,0 
D a n n ist x ein linearer Operator von fi°(ß) auf ©. Wir führen die Menge 
2> = { / : / £ S ° ( 0 , * ( / ) = 0} 
ein und definieren auf I ) einen Operator A durch die Gleichung 
Ä f = 2 zezL für / = 2 eztzii>, 
ziZ°Q zi3t°Q 
M a n zeigt leicht, daß A 7i-hermitesch ist: 
[ Ä f , g \ = [ f j g ] if,g£$>). 
Wesentlich mehr läßt sich über den Operator Ä aussagen, falls die Funk t ion Q 
außer (N°) noch die folgende Eigenschaft (35) ha t : 
(D) Es gibt eine Punktfolge ( z„ )c^?° mit 
(3 .3 ) lim Im z„ = °° und = 0. • . 
n — oo V n —oo 
D a für und 
n ) Die Konvergenz f„-*geiner Folge (/„)<= £°(Q) gegeng££°(Q) wird dabei folgendermaßen 
erklärt (siehe [4], § 1.1): [f„, f„]-*[g, g] und [/„, /)]-[£, h] für alle h€Q°(Q). 
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gilt, folgt aus (3. 3) für beliebiges <?£© 
eZ n£-»0 für n — oo. 
Daraus ergibt sich, daß X) in £ ° ( ß ) dicht liegt: Für be l i eb iges /€£°(ß) gilt nämlich 
g„ = f ~ e . j X f ) £ f> und g„-*f. Ist A £ 3 f l t ) , so gilt für alle / £ £> 
[Ah,f] = [h,Äf] = 0, 
also gehört auch Ah zu 3 . Deshalb geht bei der kanonischen Einbettung von £ ° ( ß ) 
in 17°(Q) der Operator Ä in einen dicht definierten hermiteschen Operator in 77° (g) 
über, dessen Abschließung wir mit A°Q bezeichnen. 
Wir überlegen uns, daß n+(/4g)=0 gilt. Zu diesem Zweck betrachten wir einen 
Punkt z0 £ . Aus der Stetigkeit der Funktion ß im Punkte z0 folgt durch Betrach-
tung der Ausdrücke 
[e^-e^e^-e^] und [ej-ez^, etf (z, & //£©) 
unmittelbar, daß z^-z 0 für beliebiges t 6© auch ez^->-ez £ nach sich zieht. Anderer-
seits gilt für (ö) mit Z z = 0 : 
Z — ZQ 
Die Menge ( Ä - z 0 I ) T i liegt somit dicht in £° (ß ) , also ist auch (A^-z0/)D(^°) 
dicht in 77° (ß) und fällt deshalb sogar mit 77° (ß) zusammen. 
Wir wählen jetzt einen Punkt Z0££?q\(Tp(Aq) und definieren einen linearen 
Operator 7 \ o : © + £ ° ( ß ) durch die Gleichung 
r z o ^ e z o i , (£€©). 
Da für beliebige f , rj£<5 und 
XIII ZQ ZQ — Z , 
gilt, ist der Operator r z g stetig. Offensichtlich können wir ihn auch auffassen als 
Operator von © in 77°(ß), d.h. als Element von [©, 77°(ß)]. Dann hat er einen 
(stetigen) 7r-adjungierten Operator 6 [77® (ß), ©], definiert durch die Gleichung 
Aus den Beziehungen (3.4) folgt insbesondere mit j 0 = I m z 0 
(3.5). y0r+rzo = Im Q(z0), r + ( e , f l = g(z)~g*(Zo) g. 
z ~ zo 
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Da für , z ^ z 0 und £ 6 © 
(3. 6) (A - zT) (ez £ - ezo(,) = (?- z0) ezo Q 
gilt, gehört eZoq zu 9l(Ä~zI), also ist 9i(TZo) c 9 i ( / f £ - z / ) und 
(3.7) ezZ = eZ0i; + (z-z0)(A°Q-zl)-\eZ0Q = (Al-z0l)(A%-zl)~\eZo£). 
Wenden wir auf diese Beziehung den Operator TZo an und beachten die zweite 
Gleichung von (3. 5), so folgt 
(3.8) Q(z) = Q\z0) + (z-z0)r:o(A0Q-z0I)(A°Q-zir1rzo, 
und zwar zunächst nur für z9±z0; für z=z0 ist diese Beziehung aber nichts anderes 
als die erste Gleichung von (3. 5). 
3. Die Klasse iV°(©). Mit (©) bezeichnen wir die Gesamtheit aller in C+ 
meromorphen Funktionen ß , deren Werte in [©, ©] liegen und welche die Eigen-
schaften (N°) und (D) besitzen. 
Wir nennen im folgenden einen rc-selbstadjungierten (bzw. maximalen 7i-hermite-
schen, n + ( / ( ) = 0) Operator A in Ux eng verbunden (bzw. eng o-verbunden12)) mit einem 
Operator r £ [©, i 7 J , wenn 
IIX = V (A-ziytr© (bzw. üx = V (A-ziy'T®) 
ziQ(A) z(e(A)nc+ 
gilt 
Einen wichtigen Zusammenhang zwischen maximalen 7t-hermitesehen Opera-
toren und Funktionen der Klasse Nx(<5) stellt der folgende Satz her. 
S a t z 3. 1. Es sei A ein maximaler n-hermitescher Operator mit r t+( /4)= 0 in 
einem nx -Raum TIX, © ein Hilbertraum, S= S* £ [©, ©], /"€[©, 77J und z0 £ C+\a„ (A). * • 
Dann definiert die Gleichung 
(3.9) ß ( z ) — S—iy0r+r + (z—z0)r+(A—z0I)(A—zI)~1r 
eine Funktion der Klasse Nx, (©) für ein gewisses mit 0 S i n d die Operatoren 
A und r eng o-verbunden, so ist %'=%. Umgekehrt gestattet jede Funktion Q £ N® (©) 
die Darstellung (3.9) mit TJY= J7° (ß) , dem maximalen n-hermiteschen Operator A = Aq 
mit n + ( / l ) = 0, 5 = Re ß ( z 0 ) und r—rzo; dabei sind die Operatoren Aq und rzg eng 
o-verbunden. 
B e w e i s . Zum Beweis der zweiten Aussage bleibt nach den Betrachtungen in 
den Abschnitten 1 und 2 nur noch zu zeigen, daß die Operatoren Aq und F eng 
o-verbunden sind, d.h., daß die abgeschlossene lineare Hülle (£ aller Vektoren 
( A l - z l ) ~ l ( e 2 ß ( z t C + \ o p ( A l ) , t £ © ) mit i 7 ° ( ß ) zusammenfällt. 
1 2 ) d.h. eng verbunden bezüglich der oberen Halbebene. 
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Erweitert man Aq gegebenenfalls zu einem 7r-selbstadjungierten Operator А 
in einem Oberraum ПХ^>П°(£>) und zerlegt diesen gemäß § 1. 3, so überzeugt m a n 
sich leicht von der Beziehung 
lim /v(/„v/— Лд) ' / -- / ( /СП Х ) . 
yt~ 
Deshalb gilt eZa £ (£, £ £ ©, und damit auch 
d.h., es ist ( S = n ° ( ß ) . 
. Zum Beweis der ersten Aussage des Satzes setzen wir ohne Beschränkung der 
Allgemeinheit voraus, daß der Operator A in (3. 9) sogar 7r-selbstadjungiert ist; 
anderenfalls können wir ihn nämlich zu einem 7t-selbstadjungierten Operator Ä 
in einem Oberräum ПХ^>ПХ erweitern, und die Gleichung (3. 9) besteht dann noch 
fü r Ä an Stelle von A, wenn man nun auch Г auffaßt als Abbildung von © in Пх 
und Г+ als Abbildung von Пх in ©: Г + / = 0 fü r / £ П Х [ - ] П Х . 
Wir extrapolieren die Funktion ß auf die Menge CJ\ap(A) durch die Fest-
setzung • 
ß ( z ) = ß * ( z ) , z e c + V P 0 4 ) . 
Dann besteht die Gleichung (3. 9), wie man leicht verifiziert, für alle nichtreellen 
Punkte z$ap(A). Für solche Punkte z schreiben wir sie in der Form 
ß ( z ) = S + (z-x0)r+r + g(z)r+Rzr (z0 = x0 + iv0) 
mit q(z) = (z—z0)(z—z0); Rz = (A — ziy1, woraus 
z 4 l z ь ) 
folgt. Mit Hilfe der Beziehung Rz — R^ = (z— QRZR? können wir den in den runden 
Klammern stehenden Ausdruck folgendermaßen umformen: 
/ + g ( z ) - g ( 0 R z + q ( ^ R z R i = U^U^ 
wobei XJZqZ = I+(z—z0)Rz = (A — z0/)(A — zl)~l gesetzt wurde. Damit ergibt sich: 
(3.10) Q { z ) ~ _ f i 0 =r+U*UUzozr (z,te(C+ÖC_)\*p(A),z-^t). 
Man sieht leicht, daß diese Beziehung auch für z = £ richtig bleibt, wenn man nur die ; 
linke Seite als ß ' (z) interpretiert. 
Aus der Beziehung (3. 10) folgt das Vorliegen der Eigenschaft (N°) fü r ein. 
gewissesx', O^x'^x. In der Tat, für Zj£ С+\(тр(А), £,€© (j= 1, 2,•.. . , n; n= 1, 2 , . . . ) 
14» 
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fallt die Form (2. 10) der komplexen Variablen a.j auf Grund von (3. 10) zusammen 
mit der Form 
(3.11) 2 a j f j > 2 akfk 
7 = 1 k=1 
- 2 «jükUjJk], f j = uzoz rtj, j,k= 1 
die offensichtlich höchstens x negative Quadrate hat. 
Wir bemerken, daß sich in der gleichen Weise für die auf (C + U C_)\<rp( /4) 
extrapolierte Funktion Q sogar die Eigenschaft (NJ) für ein gewisses x', O^x'^x, 
ergibt. 
Sind die Operatoren A und r eng o-verbunden, d.h., liegt die lineare Hülle der 
Vektoren Uz .T£ 6®, z£ C+\ap(A)) dicht in FI.,, so gibt es offensichtlich stets 
solche Z j£C + \ c r p ( /4 ) und ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « ) , daß die Form (3.11) genau x 
negative Quadrate hat. 
Wir haben noch zu zeigen, daß die Funktion Q auch die Eigenschaft (£>) be-
sitzt. Statt dessen beweisen wir die folgende schärfere Aussage; dabei bezeichne W0 
71 
für beliebiges 0 , O < 0 < — , denjenigen Winkelraum von C+, dessen Punkte z 
durch die Ungleichung a r g z - S 0 ( z £ C + ) charakterisiert sind. 
Für beliebiges 6, O<0 < —, genügt die durch (3. 9) definierte Operatorfunktion 




Im2 t =» Im z 
= 0. 
Gemäß (3. 9) ist die Beziehung (3. 12) äquivalent der. folgenden: 
" w - lim r+(A-z0i)(A-zI)-1F\ziWe =0. 
Im I feo 
Wir setzen wieder voraus, daß der Operator A sogar 7r-selbstadjungiert ist, und 
zerlegen I7X gemäß § 1. 3 in die direkte ^-orthogonale Summe zweier für A invarianter 
Teilräume Tl'y und 770. Dann folgt 
(3.13) r+U2ozr = r+ (A' — z0I)(A' — zI)-1 P' r + r+ (A0~z0I)(A0 — zI)~1P0T, 
wobei P' und P0 = I— P' die 7r-orthogonalen Projektoren von IJX auf üy bzw. 770 
und A' bzw. A0 die Einschränkungen von A auf IJy bzw. IJ0 bezeichnen. D a der 
Operator A' beschränkt ist, verhält sich der erste Summand der rechten Seite von 
i l l 
(3. 13) für |z|— °° wie O . Deshalb bleibt das Verhalten der Funktion 
F(z ; = [{A0-z0I)(A0-ziylP0ti, rq], 
im Winkelraum We zu betrachten. 
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Die Spektralzerlegung für die Resolvente von A0: 
(3.14) (A0-zI)->= 
gestattet es, die Funktion F(z; c, r¡) in der Form 
— oo 
darzustellen, wobei otn(?)=[E}Por<;, P0r>fl eine Funktion von beschränkter Varia-
tion auf der reellen Achse ist. 
Man sieht leicht, daß immer eine Konstante y e > 0 existiert, so daß für y= Im z S 
Sy6, z£ We gilt: | (1—z0)(¿—z)_ 1 | < 1. Andererseits ist für beliebiges y>0 offen-
sichtlich 
lim | ( ; . - z 0 ) ( 2 - z ) - 1 | | : S , r a , _ y S / l S v = 0. 
Im z t 00 
Daraus folgt 
lim F(z;c,i])\ziWe> = 0, 
Im z t ~ 
womit die obige Aussage bewiesen ist. 
F o l g e r u n g 3. 1. Jede Operatorfunktion QciV°((5) hat die Eigenschaft (3. 12) in 
einem beliebigen Winkelraum W0 |o<6>< y 
Aus der Daratellung (3.9) der Funktion ß€iV°((5) ergibt sich unmittelbar, 
daß diese höchstens x Pole in der oberen Halbebene C+ hat. Eine Untersuchung der 
zugehörigen Hauptteile erfolgt in § 4. 3. 
S a t z 3. 2. In der Darstellung (3. 9) der Operatorfunktion ß€iV°((5) besteht die 
Beziehung 
® 0 4 ) n r < 5 = {0} 
genau dann, wenn für beliebiges c 6(5, c^O, gilt: 
(3.15) lim y Im {Q{iy) = y t » 
B e w e i s . Wir setzen wieder A als xr-selbstadjungiert voraus und benutzen die 
Zerlegung aus § 1. 3: Ilx = n'x[ + ]n0, A'—A\n'x, A0=A\n . D a n n gilt für beliebiges 
c e » , c r 0 u n d z 6 C + V p ( / l ) ' . . • 
(3.16) [uzozn, uzazrc\ = [u<°>p0rc, ufz00iP0r^]+[u'zozP'n, u:Qip'rc], 
wobei = (A0-z0I){A0-zI)-\ U'ZqZ = { A ' - z ^ A ' - z I ) ' 1 gesetzt wurde. Da 
der Operator A' beschränkt ist, verhält sich der zweite Summand auf der rechten 
Seite von (3. 16) für |z| — °o wie O l — 
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Bei Beachtung der Beziehung (3. 10) fü r z—t, = iy und der Spektralzerlegung 
(3. 14) ergibt sich leicht 
I m ( Q ( i y ) Z , Z ) = y f + {y t - ) " 
mit der nichtabnehmenden beschränkten Funkt ion ai())=[EkP0T^, P0T^\. Des -
halb ist die Gleichung (3. 15) fü r festes äquivalent der Gleichung 
(3.17) / A2ifo?(/l) = co. 
Letztere besagt aber P0r£$S>(A0), u n d d a also • P T f EX>(A') gilt, ist die 
Bedingung (3. 17) äquivalent mit r%$T>(A). 
B e m e r k u n g . M a n sieht leicht, daß Satz 3. 2 richtig bleibt, wenn m a n dar in 
die Bedingung (3. 15) durch die. Bedingung 
lim Im z • I m ( Q ( z ) l , <f)|_- € = «. 
Im z t <» 
7T 
mit einem gewissen festen 0 , O < 0 < —, ersetzt; 
4. Eindeutigkeit der. Darstellung (3. 9). Zwei Operatoren A und A', die in nx-
Räumen Tl., bzw. Tl'y wirken, heißen n-unitär äquivalent, wenn eine Abbi ldung T 
existiert, die IJX n-unitär (d.h. unter Erhaltung des 7r-Skalarproduktes) auf Tl'x ab-
bildet12), so daß TT>{A)=T)(A') und A'Tf= TAf (f£T>(A)) gilt. 
Wir haben nur wenige Bemerkungen hinzuzufügen, um die folgende wesentliche 
Ergänzung zu Satz 3. 1 zu erhalten. 
S a t z 3 .3 . In der Darstellung (3 .9) der Operatorfunktion Q£Nx(ß>) mit eng 
o-verbundenen Operatoren A und T ist der maximale n-hermitesche Operator A bis 
auf n-unitäre Äquivalenz eindeutig bestimmt. 
B e w e i s . Ist Q in der F o r m (3. 9) mit eng o-verbundenen Operatoren A und 
T dargestellt, dann ist Q(z) in z = z 0 regulär und es besteht auch die Dars te l lung 
(3.8). Fü r beliebiges z E C + V p ( / l ) , £(:©, setzen wir 
T0(A -z01)(A zl)"1 TZ = {A°Q - z 0 1 ) { A % - zl)"1 r.0 £ (= e z 
1 3 ' Ein solcher Operator T bildet IIX sogar linear, stetig und eineindeutig auf nx ab. Man 
sieht auch leicht, daß jeder Operator 7o, dereine Menge G ( c fTx) ^-isometrisch (d.h. unter Erhaltung 
des /T-Skalarproduktes) auf eine Menge G'(C/7*) abbildet, sich zu einem linearen stetigen Operator 
T, der Tlx 7?Tunitär auf nx abbildet, fortsetzen läßt, wenn nur die linearen Hüllen von (£ und (£' dicht 
in iTy bzw. n'x liegen. 
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Auf Grund der .Beziehungen (3. 2) und (3. 10) bildet T0 die Elemente U,a,£ 7r-iso-
nxetrisch auf e.c ab, z£C+\ap(A), c d ® . D a die linearen Hüllen dieser Elemente in 
üx bzw. 77° ( ß ) dicht liegen, läßt sich T0 zu einem Operator T fortsetzen, der Tl., 
n-unitär auf 77° ( 0 abbildet. Dabei gilt 
T(A — z0I)(A — zI)~1 = ( A l - z ^ i A l - z I ) - ^ (z £ C+\ap(A)), 
woraus leicht TX>(A)=T>(A°) und TAf=A°Q Tf(f£T>(A)) folgt. 
5. Die Extrapolationsaufgabe. Es sei jetzt auf einer, unendlichen Punktmenge 
C ö c C + eine Funktion Q mit Werten in [©, ©] definiert mit den folgenden Eigen-
schaften : 
1) Der Kern K(z, Q = ~ ® hat x negative Quadrate in CQ. 
z s 
2) Es gibt eine Punktfolge (z„) c CQ mit der Eigenschaft (3. 3). 
D a n n kann man in der gleichen Weise wie in den Abschnitten 1 und 2 dieses 
Paragraphen den R a u m i l ° ( ß ) . und den Operator A°Q einführen. Obwohl letzterer 
i.a. nicht maximal 7T-hermitesch ist, erhält man für eine beliebige maximale n-
hermitesche Erweiterung A von Aq mit it + ( / l )= 0 eine Darstellung (3. 8) der Funkt ion 
ß mit A an Stelle von Aq . Daraus ergibt sich ohne Schwierigkeit der folgende 
S a t z 3. 4. Zu jeder auf einer unendlichen .Punktmenge CQcC+ definierten Funk-
tion Q mit Werten in [©, ©] und den Eigenschaften 1) und 2) gibt es eine Funktion 
Q 6 N® (©), die — mit Ausnahme von höchstens x Punkten aus C ß — mit Q überein-
stimmt. 
Die erwähnten Ausnahmepunkte gehören zum Punktspektrum des Operators A. 
Ist speziell CQ eine offene Menge und die Funkt ion ß mit den Eigenschaften 
1) und 2) auf Cq stetig, so läßt sich ß zu einer Funktion Q£N® ((5) extrapolieren. 
Insbesondere ist dann also ß meromorph in C + und damit auch ß holomorph 
in CQ. 
§ 4. Die Funktionenklasse Nx(ß) 
1. Der RaumIIx(Q) und der Operator AQ. Es sei ß wieder eine Funkt ion der 
Klasse Nx (©). Wir erweitern den maximalen 7t-hermiteschen Operator Aq in der 
Darstellung (3.8) — falls er nicht bereits rc-selbstadjungiert ist — zu einem 7i-selbst-
adjungierten Operator Ä in einem Oberraum Z7X I377°(ß). Dann besteht fü r ß die 
Darstellung (3. 8) mit Ä an Stelle von Aq : 
(4 .1) Q(z) = Q*(z0) + (z-*o)r+(Ä-zor)(Ä-zI)-1rzo, 
wobei wir r wieder als Operator von © in n x aufTassen. Extrapolieren wir ß auf 
das Spiegelbild von bezüglich der reellen Achse durch die'Festsetzung ß ( z ) = 
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= Q*(z), , dann gilt die Beziehung (4. 1) sogar für alle L)&L)\<RP(Ä). 
Aus der Bemerkung im Anschluß an Formel (3. 11) ergibt sich, daß die auf diese 
Weise extrapolierte Funktion ß sogar die Eigenschaft (NX) hat. 
Wir überlegen uns jetzt, daß es andererseits die Eigenschaft (Nx) — zusammen 
mit der Eigenschaft (D) — gestattet, eine natürliche n-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung 
AQ des Operators Aq zu erhalten. 
Zu diesem Zweck betrachten wir eine Funktion ß mit den Eigenschaften (Nx) 
und (D), ordnen jedem z£2£Q ein Symbol e, zu, bilden wieder die lineare Menge 
£ ( ß ) aller formalen Summen (3. 1) mit ££q ersetzt durch 2£Q und definieren für 
/ > £ € £ ( 0 das 7r-Skalarprodukt [ / , g] durch (3.2). Auf der Menge 
$> = { f : f € 2 ( Q ) , x ( f ) = 0}, * ( / ) - 2 für / = 2 ezQ:> zZZq Z i3CQ 
definieren wir einen Operator Ä durch die Gleichung Äf= 2zezZz- Offensichtlich 
gilt dann £ ° ( ß ) c £ ( ß ) und Ä a Ä - Die kanonische Einbettung von £ ° ( ß ) in 77° ( ß ) 
kann man erweitern zu einer kanonischen Einbettung von £ ( ß ) in einen 7rx-Raum 
77x(ß). Dabei erzeugt Ä einen Operator Aq in TIX(Q), der sogar rc-selbstädjungiert 
ist. Letzteres überlegt man sich ebenso, wie in § 3. 2 die Maximalität des re-hermite-
schen Operators Äq gezeigt wurde. Schließlich bleiben auch die Beziehungen (3. 6) 
und (3. 7) von § 3. 2 für Ä und AQ an Stelle von Ä und Aq für beliebige z£2£Q er-
halten, und man überzeugt sich leicht davon, daß AQ und TZq eng verbunden sind 
. (vgl. den Anfang des Beweises von Satz 3. 1). 
Mit Nx((5) bezeichnen wir die Klasse aller Funktionen ß mit Werten in [03, ©] 
und den Eigenschaften (Nx) und (£>). Die obigen Überlegungen lassen sich dann 
zusammenfassen in der folgenden Ergänzung von Satz 3. 1. 
S a t z 4. 1. Es sei A ein n-selbstadjungierter Operator in einem nx-Raum IIX, 
© ein Hilbertraum, S* £ [©,©], T 6 [©, 77J und z0 6 C + \ ( j p ( ^ ) . Dann definiert 
die Gleichung 
(4.2) Q(z) = S~iy0r+r±(z-z0)r+(A-z0I)(A-zI)-ir 
eine Funktion der Klasse Nx,(©) für ein gewisses x' mit 0^'Sji.. Sind die Operatoren 
A undF eng verbunden, so ist /. = •/. Umgekehrt gestattet jede Funktion Q€NX((&) 
die Darstellung (4. 2) mit TIx=nx(Q), dem n-selbstadjungierten Operator A=AQ, 
S= Re ß ( z 0 ) und r=r,o; dabei sind die Operatoren AQ und TZo eng verbunden. 
Analog zu Satz 3 .3 . gilt die folgende Aussage. 
S a t z 4 .2 . Gestattet die Funktion Q£NX(©) die Darstellung (4.2). mit einem 
n-selbstadjungierten Operator A in IIX, S= S* £ [©, ©], 7"£[©, 77J und sind A und F 
eng verbunden, so ist A bis auf n-unitäre Äquivalenz eindeutig bestimmt, genauer, A 
ist dem Operator ÄQ n-unitär äquivalent. 
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2. Spektralzerlegung der Funktion Q£NX((5). Wir gehen jetzt aus von einer 
Darstellung (4.2) der Funktion Q: 
(4.3) Q(z) = ReQ(z0)-iy0rr++(z-z0)r+(A-z0I)(A-zI)-1r = 
= C + z r + r + ( z - z 0 ) ( z - z 0 ) r + ( ^ - z / ) - 1 r 
(C = C* = Re ß(z0)— x0T+ r ) mit einem n-selbstadjungierten Operator A in TIX, 
der mit T eng verbunden ist. Für einen nichtreellen Eigenwert a£a p (Ä) bezeichne 
Ex den Rieszschen Projektor auf den zugehörigen algebraischen Eigenraum; dann 
gilt bekanntlich Ex= E¿ ([16]). Es sei im folgenden <j + (A) = a(A)f)C+. Wir setzen 
für a£o+(A): 
F, = E. + E + , E0 = I - 2 F«, Tl^ = Fxnx, Í7<°> = E0ÜH, ata + lA) 
A0 = A\n(o>, Ax.= A !„(«).-
Dann ist das Spektrum von A0 reell, das von Ax besteht genau aus den Punkten a 
und ä. 
Die Räume J7(°° sind n -Räume der Dimension 2xx mit x a = d i m 9l (EJ , f ¡ m 
ist ein nx -Raum, x0 = x— 2 z«> und es gilt 
nx = n^[+]2c+] n<-*\ 
Die Resolvente (A^zl)~l gestattet bekanntlich die Darstellung 
(4.4) (A-zI)-' = (A0-zI0y1E0+ 2 
dabei ist H^z) die Summe der zu a und ä gehörigen Hauptteile von (A — z/)~l. 
Setzen wir (4. 4) in (4. 3) ein, so folgt 
(4.5) Q(z)--=C+Q0(z)+ 2 QAz), 
tzia + (A) 
mit 
(4.6) öo ( z ) = z f + f + (z — z0)(z — z0)f+(A0 — zI0)~1r, 
(4.7) ß a ( z ) - z r + r + ( z - z 0 ) ( z - z 0 ) r + ( ^ - z / a ) - 1 r 
( f = E0r(i [©, i7(0)], T = F „ r c [©, 77w]). Man sieht leicht, daß der Operator Ax 
A O 
(bzw. A0) mit T(bzw. T) wieder eng verbunden ist. Deshalb gilt gemäß dem ersten. 
Teil von Satz 4. 1 Qa£NKjf&), ß 0 ^ o ( © ) -
Die Funktion Qa, at£c¡+(A), hat als einzige Singularitäten in der abgeschlossenen 
komplexen Ebene je einen Pol bei z=a und z = ä , die Funktion Q0 ist in C+ U C_ 
stückweise holomorph. Deshalb stimmt Qa bis auf einen konstanten selbstadjungier-
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ten Summanden mit der Summe der Hauptteile der Funktion Q zu den Polen z=a 
"lar £ m* J7 + 
und z = ä überein. Ist Ha(z) = 2 , * ' \ v + 2 » s o ergibt sich für Qa 
v = l yx — z) v = 1 ( a —z) 
aus (4. 7) 
(4.8) ß , ( z ) = z ö . , 0 + ( z - z - 0 ) ( z - z 0 ) { | ^ + | ^ } 
mit Qx¡v = F+ Ea vr, v = 1,2, . . . , m B > ß . , o - ß a > 1 + ß * i = F + T . 
Die Resolvente (/10 — z / 0 ) _ 1 gestattet gemäß den Ergebnissen von [12], [13] die 
Darstellung 
(4.9) = + 
p2(z) ' 
dabei ist cp(z) = —• — _ , wenn p(z) das Minimalpolynom dér Einschrän-
(z — z0) (z — Zo) 
kung von A auf einen x-dimensionalen invarianten nichtpositiven Teilraum bezeichnet 
(w = Grad von p; bekanntlich (vgl. [17]) ist das Polynom p bis auf einen konstanten 
Faktor eindeutig bestimmt), P ( ( ; z) ist die in der abgeschlossenen komplexen Ebene 
mit Ausnahme der Punkte z0 und z0 in z und £ holomorphe Funktion 
und F(s) eine auf der reellen Achse definierte Funktion mit Werten in [nm,-II(0>] 
und den Eigenschaften: 
1) F(0) = 0, F(s) = 
F(s + 0)+F(s~0)Ui 
2 
2) [ (F ( i ) — F( i ' ) )g , g ] £ 0 für alle g€i7<°>, s ' ^ s ; 
3) fd[F(s)g,g] < oo für alle g6/7<°>. 
Setzen wir (4. 9) in (4. 6) ein, so ergibt sich 
mit ßoo(=Öoo) =J+°r€[©,©], <P(s) = F+F(s)f € [©,©] , ß ( i ' ) S <£(*) für j ' s 
S i und R(z) = F+P(A0; z ) f £ [ © , © ] ist eine auf der abgeschosse komplexen 
Ebene mit Ausnahme der Punkte z0 und z0 holomorphe Operatorfunktion. 
Die Grenzwerte verstehen sich in der schwachen Operatorentopologie. 
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Bezeichnen ßj, j= 1,2, . . . , / die (notwendig reellen) Nullstellen des Polynoms 
p, ßj^ßk für j ^ k , und setzen wir <X>y = 0 (ßj +0)-<P (ßj - 0), so kann man (4. 10) 
in der äquivalenten Form 
nr^ n j_ f l 1 , P ( r ; z ) ( z - z 0 ) ( z - z 0 ) z0 + z0-(t + z)\ T 
Qo(z) = zQ00+ J { 7 T 7 + — , p ( z ) k - z 0 p 
— oo 
schreiben; dabei haben wir 
dT(t) = ^ d<P(t) gesetzt. Das Integral in (4. 11) 
<p(t) 
existiert als uneigentliches Integral bezüglich der eventuellen Singularitäten des 
Maßes d¥(t) in den Punkten ßl} ..., ß, und °° in der starken Operatorentopologie. 
Unter dem Spektrum a ( ß ) der Funktion Q£N,((%) verstehen wir die Menge 
aller Pole von Q sowie die Menge derjenigen reellen Punkte x, in die sich ß nicht 
so analytisch fortsetzen läßt, daß Q(x) selbstadjungiert ist; außerdem sei a + ( ß ) = 
= < 7 ( ß ) n c + . 
S a t z 4. 3. Jede Funktion Q£NX((5) gestattet eine Zerlegung 
(4.12) ß ( z ) •= C + ß 0 ( z ) + -2 ß . ( z ) a e <T+ CQ) 
mit einem konstanten selbstadjungierten Operator C, ß , £ N, (©) (a6<r+(ß)), Q0 f 
(©); dabei gilt x = x0 + 2 Die Operatorfunktion Qx hat die Gestalt 
° ct£<r+ (Q) 
(4. 8) und ist bis auf einen konstanten selbstadjungierten Summanden die Summe 
der zu a. und ä gehörigen Hauptteile von Q; die Operatorfunktion ß 0 ist in C+ und C_ 
stückweise holomorph und gestattet die Darstellungen (4. 10) und (4. 11). 
Die. Gültigkeit dieses Satzes ergibt sich aus den vorangegangenen Überlegungen, 
wenn man nur beachtet, daß ff+(ß)=<7+(/4Q) ist. Letzteres ist eine unmittelbare 
Konsequenz des folgenden Satzes. 
S a t z 4. 4. Es gilt o(Q)=a(AQ), und diese Menge besteht genau aus den nicht-
reellen Polen von Q, den Nullstellen der Funktion cp sowie den Wachstumspunkten der 
Funktionen $ oder ¥ aus den Darstellungen (4. 10) oder (4. 11). Jeder isolierte Punkt 
X0 von <j(Q) ist ein Pol; seine Ordnung stimmt mit der Ordnung von Ä0 als Pol der 
Resolvente von Aq überein. 
B e w e i s . Gemäß dem zweiten Teil von Satz 4. 1 gilt 
(4. 13) ß ( z ) = e r (z0) + (r - z0) - ?o ' ) (A o - ' /"_-„ : 
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also ist Q in allen Punkten z $<x(/lQ) regulär und nimmt in reellen Punkten z=x$ A(AQ)> 
selbstadjungierte Werte an, d.h., es gilt O(Q)(Z<T(AQ). 
Um die inverse Inklusion zu beweisen, beachten wir zunächst die für beliebige-
C, C'i<T (AE) aus (4. 13) folgende Beziehung 
(4.14) 
wobei die nicht aufgeschriebenen Summanden in allen Punkten z 0 , z 0 , . 
holomorph von z abhängen. Ist X0 ein isolierter Punkt von A(AQ) und gilt in einer 
Umgebung von 1 0 
(AQ-ZI)-1 = n A ~ " + - + ^ ~ + AQ(z)(I-EXo), A_n*0, o, (/.Q — Z) Ä0— Z 
so hat auch Q im Punkte A0 einen Pol der Ordnung n, da anderenfalls aus (4. 14} 
[ A _ n ( A Q - a r 1 r z o c , ( A Q - X I ) - 1 r z o r 1 ] = 0 
für alle C,RJ£(5, C'Q_(T(Aq) und wegen der engen Verbundenheit von AQ und F 
daraus A „ „ = 0 folgen würde. Entsprechend ergibt sich aus (4. 14) mit. Hilfe der 
Umkehrformel, daß die Spektralfunktion von AQ in einem reellen Punkt x$a(Q} 
konstant ist. Damit ist der Satz bewiesen. 
Wir bemerken schließlich, daß die oben eingeführten Operatoren und A Q 
zusammenfallen können. Man sieht leicht, daß dies genau dann der Fall ist, wenn 
Aq bereits 7r-selbstadjungiert ist oder wenn die Elemente <?z£ für c Im z > 0 
den ganzen Raum I J X ( Q ) aufspannen. Ist © insbesondere ein eindimensionaler Raum,, 
so läßt sich aus einem Ergebnis [18] (siehe auch [19]) eines der Verfasser folgern, daß-
dies genau dann der Fall ist, wenn 
CO 
/ in ^ ' ( 0 
~T+7T = 
gilt; dabei bezeichnet <?'(/) die Ableitung des absolutstetigen Anteiles der Funkt ion 
4> aus der Darstellung (4. 10) von öo-
3. Die Funktionen Qx. Es sei jetzt a eine komplexe Zahl, 91 eine Umgebung: 
des Punktes a in der komplexen Ebenen und S(z) eine in allen Punkten z£91, z^a.,. 
erklärte und holomorphe Funktion mit Werten in [©, ©], die bei z = a einen Pol 
hat. Gemäß [20] definiert man die Polvielfachheit von a folgendermaßen. 
Eine im Punkte a holomorphe Funktion / ( z ) mit Werten aus © und 
heißt Polfunktion von S(z) im Punkte a, wenn y f z ) die Darstellung y(z)= S(z>p(zj) 
mit einer in a holomorphen Funktion \J/(z) gestattet, deren Werte ebenfalls in © 
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.liegen und für die \j/(a)—0 ist. Die Ordnung der Nullstelle a von i¡/{z) heißt die 
•Ordnung der Polfunktion %(z) und /(a) ein Polvektor.von S(z) zum Pol ct. Die 
Polvektoren von S(z) zum Pol a bilden zusammen mit dem Nullelement eine lineare 
Menge; deren Abschließung heißt der.-Polkern von S(z) im Punkte a. und wird mit 
Pol S(a) bezeichnet. 
Unter dem Rang eines Polvektors y0 6 Pol S(a) versteht man das Maximum 
•der Ordnungen aller Polfunktionen x(z) mit x(oc)=%0 zum P o l e a ; er werde mit 
rang x0 bezeichnet. 
Es sei jetzt ß=dim Pol S(oe)<°°. Unter einem kanonischen System von Pol-
vektoren von S(z) im Punkte a versteht man eine Basis Xi> x2, Xß des Raumes 
Pol 5(a) mit der Eigenschaft 
rang xj = max rang x, j= 1,2,...,ß, 
Xil-j 
wobei L j die lineare Hülle von Xj, % j + l , . . . , Xß bezeichnet. Setzt man für ein kano-
nisches System von Polvektoren Xi>Xi> •••>Xp noch p — rang Xj, / = 1 , 2 , ...,ß, so 
sind die Zahlen p±,p2, •••.,Pß durch die Funktion S(z) eindeutig bestimmt; ihre 
Summe heißt die Polvielfachheit des Poles a .der Funktion S(z). 
Ist S(z) insbesondere die Resolvente eines abgeschlossenen linearen Operators 
£ in (5, für den z=a ein normaler13) Eigenwert ist, so stimmt dessen algebraische 
Vielfachheit mit der Polvielfachheit des Poles a von S(z) = (Ä—z/ ) _ 1 überein. 
L e m m a 4. 1. Gestattet die Funktion S(z) bei z = a die Darstellung 
m—1 o 
mit 0 < w < ° ° und einer bei z=a holomorphen Funktion S0(z), so stimmt die Polviel-
fachheit des Poles a von S(z) überein mit der Dimension des Wertebereiches des 
Operators 
i s l 0 0 . 0 
s 2 0 . 0 
s = ¿2 St • . 0 
Sm- 1 Sm-2 • 
im Räume ©m = ©^©2©•••©.©„, mit ©, = ©2=-• = ©„,= ©. 
1 5 ) D.h., a ist ein isolierter Punkt des Spektrums von B, dessen zugehöriger Rieszscher Projektor 
endlichdimensional ist (vgl.' [21]). . 3 
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B e w e i s . Aus der Definition des Polvektors folgt leicht, daß y0 genau dann 
ein Polvektor von S(z) zum Pol a ist, wenn Elemente i/^, i/^, •••, •l>m existieren, 
so daß 
(4.16) <2ip — 
'0' 




gilt; hat dabei Xo den R a n g / ? o > 0 , so kann ij/l = \l/2=--- = il/pg_1 — 0 gewählt werden. 
Mit X bezeichnen wir den folgenden Verschiebungsoperator im R a u m © m ; 




Es sei Xi, fa, •••, Xß ein kanonisches System von Polvektoren von S(z) im Punkte a. 






zu, so daß (4. 16) mit i/?= {¡/j, Xo — Xj besteht und dabei die ersten pj~ 1 Komponen ten 
von \j}j verschwinden, wenn p} wieder den Rang von y_j bezeichnet ( j= 1, 2, . . . , ß). 
Man sieht leicht, daß Px = m gilt und die Vektoren 
e f o . s a f o , ...,<52"'-Vi, 
s f o . s a f o , . . . , ® ; » * - 1 ^ , 
(4.17) ; 
linear unabhängig sind. Also ist die Polvielfachheit des Poles a von S(z) mindestens 
gleich der Dimension des Wertebereiches von Z. 
(<P i 
Wir müssen noch zeigen, daß umgekehrt auch jedes Element q> = <P 2 
VPm) 
des 
Wertebereiches von s S . als Linearkombination von Elementen aus (4. 17) darstell-
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bar ist. Zunächst gibt es ein \jil mit <SX" - m- also können wir annehmen, 
0 ' 






daß die erste Komponente (pt von cp gleich Null ist. Dann gibt es Elemente ij/ l, ij/2, •• 
. . . , iAm(E© mit 
also gilt auch <5 
d.h., (p2 ist eine Linearkombination von Polvektoren vom Rang größer oder gleich 
m— 1. Wir finden somit eine Linearkombination von Elementen aus (4. 17), deren 
erste Komponente verschwindet und deren zweite Komponente gleich <p2 ist. Also 
können wir annehmen, daß die ersten beiden Komponenten von <j> verschwinden. 
Wiederholung dieser Überlegungen liefert schließlich die Behauptung. 
Der Raum © sei jetzt endlichdimensional, die (Matrix-) Funktion S(z) in einem 
Gebiet © der komplexen Ebene meromorph, in mindestens einem Punkte von 93 
invertierbar und habe dort nur endlich viele charakteristische Zahlen (siehe z .B . 
[20]) und Pole. Die Summe der Nullvielfachheiten ([20], [22]) bzw. Polvielfachheiten 
aller in © gelegenen charakteristischen Zahlen bzw. Pole von S(z) nennen wir die 
Nullvielfachheit bzw. Polvielfachheit von © bezüglich S(z) und bezeichnen sie mit n 
bzw. p. Dann gilt ([20], [22]) 
(4.18) n—p = 
1 
2ni 
sp J S ' ( z ) S ~ H z ) d z \ [ = ^ i J d l o g d e t S ( z ) | ; 
dabei ist cß eine ganz in 23 gelegene Kontur , die jeden Pol und jede charakteri-
stische Zahl von S(z) in © genau einmal in positivem Sinne umschließt. 
Die Funktion QX£NX (©) aus der Zerlegung (4. 5) oder (4. 12) läßt sich folgen-
dermaßen schreiben: 
(4.19) ( ß , 0 0 = ) S ( z ) = S 0 -
m q, m • 
Á ( a - z y + Á ( a - z y 
dabei ist a^ä, m=ma, = SJ£[(5, ©], »S^O und die Operatoren £„€[©,©] , 
v = 1, 2, . . . , m, sind endlichdimensional. 
Wir zeigen jetzt, daß umgekehrt fü r beliebige Operatoren Sv, v = 0 , 1, ... ,m, mit 
diesen Eigenschaften die Funktion (4. 19) zu einer Klasse Nx((5) gehört. Genauer, 
es gilt der 
S a t z 4. 5. Ist a?±tt, S0= £[©, ©] und sind die Operatoren S j , S2, ..., Sm € 
£[©, ©] endlichdimensional, S1Tí 0, dann gehört die Funktion S(z) aus (4. 19) zur 
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Klasse Nx (©), wenn x die Polvielfachheit des Poles z=a(oder z=a) von S(z) bezeichnet. 
Der Raum TIy(S) hat die Dimension 2x. 
» 
B e w e i s . Die Bedingung (D) ist für S(z) offensichtlich erfüllt. Zum Nachweis 
•der Bedingung (9tx) gehen wir aus von der Beziehung 
S ( z ) - S * ( 0 
2-1 
^ L v y ' 1 i 
- ¿A ¿0 (*-zy+i (a — Cy~a + 
+s:Z 
Für beliebige n; aj£C, z7 € ( C + U C _ ) \ { a , ä}, und £ ,€©, j, k= 1, 2, 
Tl K fl 
folgt daraus mit cp, 
<4.20) Z k 
j,k=l 
fi{ (a - z j f 
S(zj)-S*(zk) 




(ff = 1,2, . . . ,m) : 
•dabei hat S wieder die Gestalt (4. 15) und wir haben 
/ \ 
9l ' 9l 
9 l — <p2 <p = • (p = 
,9m, ,9 m. 
gesetzt. Die Anzahl der negativen (positiven) Quadrate der Form in (4. 20) stimmt 
(O S*^ 
folglich überein mit der Anzahl der negativen (positiven) Eigenwerte von 
L ® °Y 
die ihrerseits gleich der Dimension des Wertebereiches von <3 ist. Mit Lemma 
4. 1 folgt daraus die Behauptung. 
Eine Ergänzung zu Satz 4. 4 bildet die 
F o l g e r u n g 4. 1. Für einen nichtreellen Pol a von Q stimmt seine Polvielfachheit 
mit dem Index xa des Punktes a bezüglich Aq überein, m.a.W., a ist ein Pol von Qx der 
Polvielfachheit xa. 
§ 5. Der Operator ÄQ 
Wir zeigen in diesem Paragraphen, daß jede Operatorfunktion Q mit Werten 
in [©, ©] und den Eigenschaften (I)—(IV) des Hauptsatzes die g-Funkt ion eines 
•einfachen 7i-hermiteschen Operators ist. 
Es sei zunächst Q£NX(($)). Dann hat für beliebiges z ^ z der Operator 
Im ß (z ) | l ö c | l s t e n s x negative Eigenwerte. Genügt Q der Bedingung (III) des Haupt-Imz 
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satzes, so entartet der Imaginärteil von Q nicht in dem Sinne, daß kein Element 
£G© mit ( l m ß ( z ) ) £ = 0 fü r alle existiert. H a t Q überdies die Eigenschaft 
(IV)des Hauptsatzes und ist z. B. fü r Zqt^Zq: Im Q(z0)^yl, y > 0 , so ist der in § 3 . 2 
eingeführte Opera tor r beschränkt invertierbar, denn dann gilt für beliebiges £ £ © : 
Der Teilraum f 2 o © ist also, insbesondere abgeschlossen in nx(Q). 
Für beliebiges z £ betrachten wir den Opera tor T , : 
r.A - e.c (c€©). 
Dann gilt gemäß (3. 7) rz = (AQ— z0/)(AQ—zI)~1TZo, also ist auch jeder Teilraum 
r . ® (z £ ZQ) abgeschlossen. 
Fü r die Funkt ion Q£NX(<5) mit den Eigenschaften (III) und (IV) bezeichne £> 
die Menge aller /£X)( /4Q ) , fü r die 
KAQ-z0I)f,ezor,] = 0 fü r alle >,€© 
gilt. Die Menge T> ist unabhängig von der Wahl des Punktes z 0 (z0 ^ z 0 , z0 £ «Sy. 
Für einen beliebigen Punkt z ^ z , z$ap(AQ) und / 6 ® gilt nämlich auch 
[(AQ-zI)f,e-zr,] = (AQ - z 0 I ) f + (ZQ - z ) f , (AQ—Z0/) el0 V-erf 
-o-
(Aq-Z0I)/,(AQ-Z0/) 
e-zori-e-zt] -[(AQ-z0l)f,ezrj\ = 0. 
Die Menge ® liegt dicht in IIX(Q). U m das zu sehen, betrachten wir ein f0£TIx(Q) 
m i t / o U ] D . Fü r = ( ^ Q - z 0 / ) - 1 / 0 gilt dann g 0 [ ± ] ( ^ Q - z 0 / ) D , d.h. g 0 £ r z ® i ] 
n®( /4 Q ) , was der Aussage von Satz 3. 2 widerspricht. 
Wir schränken jetzt den Operator AQ ein auf die Menge T>:Aq=AQ\T:. E S sei 
vermerkt, daß genau diejenigen Elemente f = 2 e z £ z £ 2 ( Q ) 1 B ) zum Definitionsbereich 
von ^ gehören, fü r die x ( f ) = 2 = 0 u n d 2 Q(z)£z= 0 ist. In der Tat , 
z Z 2 q zi3iQ 
unter der Voraussetzung x ( / ) = 0 sind die Beziehungen 
[(AQ-zI)f,eZ0r,] = 0 fü r alle r,£(S> 
1 6 ' Genauer, die Bilder dieser Elemente bei der kanonischen Einbettung von 2(Q) in IJX(Q). 
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und Z ß ( z ) C ' = 0 gleichbedeutend, dehn es gilt 
[(Aa-z0I)ZezÍz,eSonÍ= 2(z-z0)[ezZz,e¡0 tj] = 
2~zo 
Im Falle eines endlichdimensionalen Raumes (5 ist der Operator ÄQ die Abschlie-
ßung der Einschränkung von Ä (siehe § 4. 1) auf die Menge 
^ o = { / = Z e J z e ^ ( Q ) : Z ^ z = 0, Z Q W z = 0}. 
Das folgt leicht aus einem Vergleich der Dimensionen des Faktorraumes 2 ( Q ) / 2 0 
und des Defektraumes F . ©. 
S a t z 5. 1 . Die Funktion Q£Nx(f$>) genüge den Voraussetzungen (III) und (IV) 
des Hauptsatzes. Dann ist AQ ein einfacher n-hermitescher Operator, seine Defekt-
zahlen sind gleich, sie stimmen mit der Dimension von © überein, und es ist Q eine 
Q-Funktion von AQ. 
B e w e i s . Die Einfachheit des offensichtlich 7r-hermiteschen Operators ÄQ er-
gibt sich aus der Tatsache, daß der Defektraum 9Í. von ÄQ genau aus den Elementen 
e j , c £ © , besteht (zfE^0) ; die Gleichung n+(ÁQ)= nJÁQ)= dim (FZq©) folgt un-
mittelbar aus der Definition von ÄQ. Der Operator AQ ist eine kanonische 7r-selbst-
adjungierte Erweiterung von ÄQ. Deshalb ist Q auf Grund des zweiten Teiles von 
Satz 4. 1 eine g-Funktion des Operators ÄQ, wenn man nur rz¡> gemäß § 3. 2 festlegt. 
B e m e r k u n g . Ist der Raum © insbesondere endlichdimensional und die Funk-
tion Q meromorph, dann gehört die komplexe Ebene zur Menge Q(Äq) der Punkte 
regulären Typs von ÄQ (d.h., für jede komplexe Zahl z ist (ÄQ— Z / ) T > ( Ä Q ) abgeschlos-
sen und z$op(ÄQ)). 
Um das zu sehen, beachten wir, daß der Operator ÄQ gemäß Satz 5. 1 keine 
Eigenwerte hat. Für seine rc-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung AQ ist.der Wertebereich 
(Aq— Z I ) T > ( A Q ) bei beliebigem komplexem z abgeschlossen, da die Resolvente von 
AQ nach Satz 4. 4 keine anderen Singularitäten als Pole hat. Die Wertebereiche 
(AQ— Z I ) T > ( A Q ) und (ÁQ— Z I ) X > ( Ä Q ) unterscheiden sich aber nur durch einen endlich-
dimensionalen Teilraum. 
S a t z 5. 2. Ein einfacher n-hermitescher Operator A in TIX ist durch seine Q-Funk-
tion bis auf n-unitäre Äquivalenz eindeutig bestimmt, genauer, A ist dem Operator ÄQ 
n-unitär äquivalent. 
Bewe i s . Es sei Ä die kanonische 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung aus (2. 2). 
Dann sind die Operatoren AQ und Ä gemäß Satz 4. 2 7r-unitär äquivalent. Wie im 
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Beweis von Satz 3. 3 bezeichnen wir mit T die zügehörige 7r-isometrische Abbildung 
von nx auf nx(Q): 
TfzZ = e.J (Z£(C+ U C_)\aP(Ä), £€©). 
Aus der für beliebige und f£T>(A) bestehenden Beziehung 
[(Ä - z 0 I ) f , f-zo c] = l(AQ - z0l) Tf eza £] 
folgt damit leicht TT)(A)= T>(ÄQ) und TAf= ÄQTf (f£D(A)). 
F o l g e r u n g 5. 1. Die Q-Funktion eines n-hermiteschen Operators A bestimmt 
dessen einfachen Teil Ae bis auf n-unitäre Äquivalenz eindeutig. 
§ 6. Zusammenhang zwischen g-Funktion und charakteristischer Funktion 
Die g-Funktion eines 7r-hermiteschen Operators A hängt eng mit der charakte-
ristischen Funktion seiner ^-isometrischen Cayleytransformierten V zusammen. 
Um diesen Zusammenhang darzustellen, beginnen wir mit den notwendigen Defi-
nitionen. 
Es sei V ein n-isometrischer Operator, dessen Definitionsbereich T>(V) und 
Wertebereich nichtentartete Teilräume von 77x sind. Die Defektzahlen von V 
sollen übereinstimmen, d.h., es gelte dim D(K)1-L1=dim 5R(K)[J-]=n. Wir wählen 
einen Hilbertraum © der Dimension n und eine eineindeutige stetige Abbildung r 
von © auf 9i(K)!J-]. Weiter definieren wir einen Operator T£[IIX, 77J durch die 
Festsetzung 
\Vf 
i 0 / 6 T>(K)[X]. 
Es sei Ü eine n-unitäre Erweiterung von V in Ux. Unter der (zu {Ü, F, ©} gehörigen) 
charakteristischen Funktion des Operators V verstehen wir die für 1, ' ^a(T+) 
definierte Funktion 
(6.1) X(X) = XT+(I-XT+)-lij+r. 
Wählen wir speziell © = D(K) [J- ] und F= #jB(K)[.L], so geht die hier gegebene Defini-
tion der charakteristischen Funktion in die von [8], § 3 über. Wir überlassen es dem 
Leser, aus den dort erhaltenen Ergebnissen die wesentlichen Eigenschaften der charak-
teristischen Funktion (6. 1) abzuleiten, und vermerken nur, daß sie im Inneren des 
Einheitskreises meromorph ist. 
Es sei jetzt ^insbesondere die Cayleytransformierte des 7r-hermiteschen Operators 
A mit gleichen Defektzahlen: 
V = ( A - Z 0 7 ) ( A - Z Q / ) - 1 , Z0 £AA, Z0 JT Z0. 
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Wählen wir Ü = (A— z0I)(Ä—z0/)_1, r = T mit dem in § 1. 1 eingeführten Opera-
tor r und setzen noch 20 
so besteht zwischen der g - F u n k t i o n Q von A: 
Q(z) = (z — x0) f+0 fzo + (z — z0)(z — z0) tZo (A — zl) ~1 r.0 
und der charakteristischen Funkt ion X von V der Zusammenhang 
(6 .2) ß ( z ) = - />0 ( r + r + X(X)) ( r + r - Z ( A ) ) - 1 r . 
Bildet r also den Raum © insbesondere 7t-isometrisch auf 5R(F) tJ-' ab, d.h., gilt 
[n,Tr,] = (£,tj), 
so folgt 
Q(z) = -iy0(l+X(X))(l-X(A))~1. 
Z u m Beweis der Beziehung (6. 2) gehen wir aus von der Gleichung 
( / - A T + ) - 1 - ( / - A i 7 + ) - 1 = -(I-W+)-i2.Ü+P(I-lT+)r1; 
dabei bezeichnet P den rc-orthogonalen Projektor auf 9 i (K) [ x l . Multiplizieren wir 
diese Gleichung von links mit und von rechts mit ).Ü+T, so folgt 
x{).)-xr+(i-xü+)-lü+r = -ir+(i-?.ü+)~lü+ir)+x(Ä), 
also 
X(X) = r+(I-XÜ + y1 >.Ü+r(l- r ( r)+X(X% 
( 6 . 3 ) {R+R + X ( K ) ) ( R + R - X ( f y - L R + R = R + { Ü + X I ) ( Ü - X I Y L R . 
Andererseits bestätigt man durch eine einfache Rechnung die Beziehung 
(6 .4) -iyoiÜ + XI^Ü-Xiy' = (z - * 0 ) 7 + (z - z 0) (z - z 0 ) ( A - z i y 1 . 
Aus (6. 3) und (6. 4) ergibt sich die Behauptung. 
Wir bemerken, daß es dieser Zusammenhang zwischen der Q-Funkt ion u n d 
der charakteristischen Funkt ion gestattet, aus der Formel zur Beschreibung aller 
verallgemeinerten Resolventen eines 7r-isometrischen Operators in [8] die Formel 
(2. 7) zur Beschreibung al ler verallgemeinerten Resolventen eines ^-hermiteschen 
Operators herzuleiten. 
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§ 7. Rein hyperbolische Operatoren 
1. Die Menge 3^ . Wir betrachten in diesem Paragraphen einen 7r-hermiteschen 
Operator A mit gleichen und endlichen Defektzahlen, d.h. der Raum © sei endlich-
dimensional. Mit 3 A bezeichnen wir die Menge derjenigen Punkte z aus C + U C_, 
die Eigenwerte einer regulären n-selbstadjungierten Erweiterung von A sein können. 
Gemäß [4], Folgerung 3. 1, sind das genau diejenigen Punkte z ^ z , für die 7_(z)+ 
+ /0(z) > 0 gilt, wenn sign $R_.= (/+(z), /0(z), /_(z)) die Signatur des Defektraumes 
9lz bezeichnet. Die Beziehung (2. 3) besagt, daß für einen einfachen 7r-hermiteschen 
Operator A der Punkt z genau dann zu 3 A gehört, wenn für eine g-Funkt ion O 
von A (und damit für alle g-Funkt ionen von A) nicht positiv ist. 
I m z 
Die Menge 3 A liegt im Streifen |Im z \ ^ h A für eine geeignete positive Konstante 
h* (W, Satz 3. 2), sie enthält alle ihre nichtreellen Randpunkte, und diese gehören 
zu AA. 
Wir überlegen uns, daß die Menge 3 X beschränkt ist. Wäre dies nicht der Fall, 
so gäbe es eine Folge (A„) nichtreeller Randpunkte von 3 ^ mit Zu jedem 
Ä„ existiert gemäß [4], Satz 3 .1 eine kanonische 7t-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung A„ 
von A mit AN£A0(A„). Zu der rc-selbstadjungierten Erweiterung A„ gehöre in der 
Resolventenformel (2.7) der Operator T^iXoi©). Definieren wir zwischen zwei 
Operatoren T, T' C 2 0 ((5) einen Abstand d(T, T') durch die Beziehung 
(7.1) d(T,T')=\\V(T)-V(r)\\, 
wenn V(T) die Cayleytransformierte (T— / 7 ) ( r + ( 7 ) _ 1 von T bezeichnet, so sieht 
man leicht, daß '20(©) eine kompakte Menge ist.-Die Folge (T„) enthält somit eine 
konvergente Teilfolge (Tnj): d(T„., To)-*0 für ./-<*= und ein r 0 f 20(ff i) . Dann gilt 
aber für Z£Q(A0) auch \\(AN— zl)'1 — ( y 4 0 - z / ) - 1 | | —• 0 (7 —°°),17) wenn A0 die zu 
T0 gehörige kanonische 7i-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von A bezeichnet. Aus 
Folgerung 1: 1 und der Tatsache, daß der Index der Menge (T0(A0) gleich x ist, er-
gibt sich jetzt leicht ein Widerspruch. 
Wir führen weiter die Menge 3 ^ aller (reellen oder komplexen) Punkte z ein, 
die für eine reguläre n-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung Ä von A zu cr0(A) gehören. 
Offensichtlich gilt 3^ = 3 ^ 0 (C + U C_). Ist der Durchschnitt einer. Komponente 
von 3^ mit C+ nicht leer, so nennen wir diesen eine Komponente von 3^ in C + . 
Durch Betrachtung der nichtreellen Randpunkte von 3^ ergibt sich aus Folgerung 1. 1 
leicht der 
1 7 ) Davon überzeugt man sich leicht z.B. mit Hilfe der in [8], § 4, gegebenen Darstellung der 
verallgemeinerten Resolventen. 
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S a t z 7. 1. Die Menge hat in C+ höchstens x Komponenten. 
Die Menge 3 A läßt sich genauer beschreiben, wenn mann den Begriff des 
definisierenden Polynoms (vgl. [12], [13]) heranzieht. Wir führen das im Falle 
x= 1 aus. 
Ein reelles P o l y n o m p ( z ) = (z— a)(z— ä) zweiten Grades nennen wir definisierend 
für den 7r-hermiteschen Operator A in 771, wenn 
(7.2) [(A-oiI)f,(A-«/)/] S O für alle f e ^ ( A ) 
gilt. Die Menge aller definisierenden Polynome von A werde mit ^ ( /4 ) bezeichnet. 
Offensichtlich ist ^ß(^) konvex, d.h., aus pl,p2£ folgt auch y/^ + 0 — y)p2 6 
f ü r O S y S l . 
Wir überlegen uns, daß die Zahl a genau dann zu 3 ^ gehört, wenn sie Null-
stelle eines Polynoms ist. In der Tat, aus 3 A folgt, daß das Polynom 
p(z) = (z— a)(z—<x) definisierend für die Erwei te rung/1 von A mit a£a0(Ä) ist. 
Dann ist es aber auch definisierend fü r A. Besteht umgekehrt die Beziehung (7. 2), 
so enthält 9tä ein nichtpositives Element f o ^ O . Im Falle a ^ ä folgt damit aus [4], 
Folgerung 3. 1, daß eine reguläre /r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung Ä von A mit 
a£o0(Ä) existiert. Ist a=ä, so ergibt sich durch die Festsetzung Äf=Af für f£%)(A) 
und Äf0=af0 — sofern / 0 nicht bereits zu T>(A) gehört — sowie anschließende 
Fortsetzung des erhaltenen Operators zu einem 7t-selbstadjungierten Operator eben-
falls eine 7t-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung Ä von A, für die a£oQ(Ä) gilt. 
Wir setzen jetzt C+ = C+\JR und führen in C + die Abbildung z — qy(z) = 
= 2 R e z + / | z | 2 ein. Aus der Konvexität der Menge ^( /4) und der obigen Über-
legung ergibt sich dann der 
S a t z 7. 2. Für einen n-hermiteschen Operator A mit gleichen Defektzahlen im 
Räume /7, ist das Bild <p(3A H C+) konvex. 
2. Rein hyperbolische Operatoren. Wir nennen einen n-selbstadjungierten Opera-
tor A in TIX rein hyperbolisch, wenn sein Spektrum in C+ aus genau x Eigenwerten 
— jeder entsprechend seiner Vielfachheit oft gezählt — besteht. In diesem Falle 
enthält a 0 (A) keine reellen Punkte, und der Pontrjaginsche x-dimensionale nicht-
positive Teilraum 2 ist z .B . durch die Bedingung l m c r ( ^ | £ ) > 0 eindeutig be-
stimmt: Er wird von denjenigen algebraischen Eigenräumen von A aufgespannt, 
die zu den Eigenwerten von A in der oberen Halbebene gehören. 
Ein 7r-hermitescher Operator A in Fix heiße rein hyperbolisch, wenn alle seine 
regulären 7r-selbstadjungierten Erweiterungen rein hyperbolisch sind. 
Hauptergebnis dieses Paragraphen ist der folgende 
S a t z 7. 3. Der n-hermitesche Operator A in IJy mit gleichen endlichen Defekt-
zahlen ist genau dann rein hyperbolisch, wenn mindestens eine kanonische n-selbst-
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adjungierte Erweiterung rein hyperbolisch ist und die Menge 3¿ einen positiven Abstand 
von der reellen Achse hat. 
Zum Beweis der Notwendigkeit hat man nur zu zeigen, daß die Menge der 
Randpunkte von von der reellen Achse einen positiven Abstand hat. Das ergibt 
sich leicht aus der Folgerung 1.1. 
Die Hinlänglichkeit zeigen wir in mehreren Schritten; dabei seien für A stets 
die im Satz genannten Voraussetzungen erfüllt, und Ä bezeichne eine rein hyper-
bolische kanonische 7r-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von A. 
1) Jede kanonische n-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von A ist rein hyperbolisch. 
Um das zu sehen, wählen wir eine Kontur die ganz in C + liegt und 3 ^ f l C + 
genau einmal im positiven Sinne umläuft. Ist Rz eine kanonische Resolvente von 
A und T d e r gemäß (2. 7) zugehörige Operator aus 3:0((5), so wird durch die Formel 
eine stetige Funktion auf dem zusammenhängenden kompakten Raum 20((B), ver-
sehen mit der Metrik (7. 1), definiert., Deshalb ist x(T) konstant. Da andererseits 
nach Voraussetzung x(T0)=x für T0 = °=- /g i l t , folgt x(T)=x für alle T€X 0 ( (5) , 
woraus sich leicht die Behauptung ergibt. 
2) Jede reine Austrittserweiterung von A ist rein hyperbolisch. Um das zu zeigen, 
stellen wir A zunächst in der Form (1. 4) mit seinem einfachen Teil Ae dar. Dann 
gilt 3^ c 3 ^ , und man sieht leicht, daß genau dann alle reinen Austrittserweiterun-
gen von A rein hyperbolisch sind, wenn alle reinen Austrittserweiterungen von Ae 
rein hyperbolisch sind. Deshalb brauchen wir die Aussage 2) nur für einen einfachen 
Operator A zu beweisen. Wir betrachten eine kanonische n-selbstadjungierte Er-
weiterung Ä von A und die zugehörige Ö-Funktion (2,2); dabei sei © der Defektraum 
9iZo, Im z0>hA, versehen mit dem rc-Skalarprodukt von ilx, und FZo die identische 
Abbildung von © auf SR . Da Ä und damit auch AQ rein hyperbolisch sind, ist 
die Polvielfachheit von 3 A f l C + bezüglich Q(z) gemäß Folgerung 4 . 1 gleich x. 
Nach der Bemerkung am Ende von § 2. 3 ist mit Q(z) auch — ylQ~i(z) eine 
ß-Funkt ion des Operators A. Für diese hat 3 A f l C + ebenfalls die Polvielfachheit 
:x, also ist auch die Nullvielfachheit von 3 X D C+ bezüglich Q (z) gleich x. 
Es sei jetzt Ä eine reine Austrittserweiterung von A. Dann ist das zugehörige 
T63:(©) aus der Resolventenformel (2. 7) eine eigentliche Funktion (siehe §2. 2), 
d .h. , in der Darstellung (2. 6) gilt P=I. Wir betrachten den Ausdruck 
JQ'(z) + eT'(z))(Q(z) + eT(z))-i dz, O^e^l, 
v 
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wenn # dieselbe Bedeutung wie im ersten Teil des Beweises hat. Er hängt in dem 
angegebenen Bereich stetig von £ ab, und sein Wert ist eine ganze Zahl. D a er fü r 
£ = 0 auf Grund von (4. 18) und dem oben Gesagten den Wert Null hat, gilt dasselbe 
für £ = 1 , d.h., für Q(z)+T(z) stimmt die Nullvielfachheit von 3 ^ n c + mit der 
Polvielfachheit von 3 A f l C + überein. Letztere ist aber gleich x, da dies fü r Q(z) gilt 
und T(z) in 3 ^ f l C + holomorph ist. Also ist auch die Nullvielfachheit von 3 X D C+ 
bezüglich ö ( z ) + T(z) gleich x. 
Schreiben wir die Formel (2. 7) jetzt in der Form 
Rz = (Ä - z0I)(Ä - zl)~1 l(Ä - z0iy1 - r20 ( ß (z ) + T(z))~1 r±l 
so sieht man (vgl. [20]), daß die Polvielfachheit von 3 X f l C + bezüglich R, mindestens 
gleich x ist. Da sie andererseits mit der Summe der algebraischen Vielfachheiten 
aller in 3^ H C + gelegenen Eigenwerte von Ä übereinstimmt, ist Ä rein hyperbolisch. 
3) Es sei jetzt Ä eine beliebige reguläre 7i-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung von A. 
Dann gibt es eine echte oder unechte re-hermitesche Erweiterung A von A in üx, 
so daß Ä eine reine Austrittserweiterung von Ä ist. Offensichtlich gilt 3 ^ c : 3 x , 
also hat einen positiven Abstand von der reellen Achse. Da jede kanonische 
Erweiterung von Ä eine kanonische Erweiterung von A ist, hat Ä eine rein hyper-
bolische kanonische w-selbstadjungierte Erweiterung. Auf Grund des zweiten Teiles 
des Beweises ist somit Ä rein hyperbolisch. Damit ist der Satz bewiesen. 
F o l g e r u n g 7. 2. Ein n-hermitescher Operator A mit gleichen endlichen Defekt-
zahlen ist genau dann rein hyperbolisch, wenn alle seine kanonischen Erweiterungen 
rein hyperbolisch sind. 
Wir bemerken, daß sich der Beweis von Satz 7. 3 im Falle n ± (A)= 1 wesentlich 
vereinfacht. Gehört unter dieser Voraussetzung die komplexe Ebene sogar zur 
Menge Q(A) der Punkte regulären Typs von A, so ist A genau dann rein hyper-
bolisch, wenn die Menge einen positiven Abstand von der reellen Achse hat. 
Um das zu zeigen nehmen wir an, es gäbe unter dieser Voraussetzung an 3 X 
eine kanonische Erweiterung A0 von A mit einem reellen Eigenwert X £ o0 (A0). 
Das zugehörige Eigenelement sei z. B. negativ, d.h., X sei von negativem Typ ([4], 
§ 6. 2). Entspricht der Erweiterung A0 in der Resolventenformel (2. 7) die Konstante 
R 0 : 7 ( Z ) = T 0 , A0=A(r°\ so hat gemäß [4], § 6. 2 für hinreichend nahe bei T0 gelegene 
r > T0 der Operator A(r) einen Eigenwert X (T) negativen Typs, der sich mit wachsen-
dem T nach rechts bewegt. Da- sich andererseits die Eigenwerte positiven Typs mit 
wachsendem t nach links bewegen, gibt es einen Wert r , , so daß X{ti)= lim X(x) 
11V 
ein kritischer Eigenwert von A(Ti) ist. Für hinreichend nahe bei T T gelegene T > - T X 
hat dann der Operator A(r) gemäß [4], § 6. 2 nichtreelle Eigenwerte mit beliebig 
kleinem Imaginärteil, was der Voraussetzung über die Menge 3 ^ widerspricht. 
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D i e s e B e m e r k u n g g i b t d ie M ö g l i c h k e i t , r e i n h y p e r b o l i s c h e 7r-hermitesche O p e r a -
t o r e n zu k o n s t r u i e r e n . M a n b r a u c h t n u r e ine k o m p l e x e F u n k t i o n Q(z) m i t d e n 
E i g e n s c h a f t e n ( I ) — ( I I I ) d e s H a u p t s a t z e s a u s § 2. 4 ( f ü r d e n e i n d i m e n s i o n a l e n R a u m 
© d e r k o m p l e x e n Z a h l e n ) z u wählen^ d é r e n S i n g u l a r i t ä t e n n u r i so l ie r te P o l e s ind 
u n d d e r e n M e n g e 3 g a l le r P u n k t e z £ C+ Ü C _ m i t ^ ^ ^ — 0 e inen p o s i t i v e n 
A b s t a n d v o n d e r ree l len A c h s e h a t . D a n n ist d e r O p e r a t o r ÄQ r e in h y p e r b o l i s c h , 
d e n n a u f G r u n d d e r B e m e r k u n g i m A n s c h l u ß a n S a t z 5. 3 gil t Q(Aq)=C. 
I m F a l l e % = 1 h a t z. B. d i e F u n k t i o n 
j=,i I Áj — z áj J a—z а — z 
00 " p-
mit Qj > 0, 2 Qj = °=> 2 ~ér <0°> h = h ^ 0> j = Ь 2> für hin" 
J=i i= 1 Aj 
r e i c h e n d k le ines E > 0 al le v e r l a n g t e n . E i g e n s c h a f t e n . 
W i e j e d e r 7r-hermitesche O p e r a t o r A m i t e n d l i c h e n D e f e k t z a h l e n u n d §(A)=C 
h a t d e r O p e r a t o r ÄQ E r w e i t e r u n g e n m i t A u s t r i t t a u s П1, d e r e n reel les S p e k t r u m 
a b s o l u t s t e t i g is t . S o l c h e e r g e b e n sich z. В. , w e n n m a n in d e r F o r m e l (2. 7) T(z) = i 
(z£C+) se tz t . 
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On imbedding theorems 
By L. LEINDLER in Szeged 
Dedicated to Professor B. Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
Let (p(x) = q>p(x) ( / ?=! ) be a nonnegative increasing function on [0,«=) with 
the following properties: 
<1) ^ t and ^ a s ' * — . W X X" 
1 
The set of the measurable functions f ( x ) on [0, 1] for which J <p(\f(x)\)dx<°° 
o 
will be denoted by cp(L). 
If f{x)£(p(L) then the "modulus of continuity of f ( x ) with respect to cp" will 
be defined by • 
wv(SJ) = sup cp{f <p(\f(x + h)-f(x)\)dx (0 s i S 1), 
•where <p(x), denotes the inverse function of cp(x). 
If cp(x)=xp 1) then (p{L) and «,,,(<5,/) will be denoted, as usual, by LP and 
<op(5,f), respectively. 
P. L. UL'JANOV has proved imbedding theorems in several papers (see for in-
stance [4] and [5]). Among other things, he gave conditions which assure that a 
function f(x)6LP ( / ?£ 1) should belong to another space V (v>/?). A sample theorem 
is as follows (see [4], Theorem 1): I f f ( x ) £ L " (p^ 1) and 
<2) ¿ „ ^ ( I , / ) ^ , 
then f(x)£L\ 
In [1] we generalized some of Ul'janov's results and gave conditions assuring 
the transition from L" to L p ( l n + Lf (see Corollary 1, in case p= 1 see also Theo-
rem 2 in [4]) and from LP to cpv(L) (see Theorem 2). The latter result states that if 
f(x)ZL' and 
<3) M ^ ^ r ^ y j 
then f(x)£cpv(L). 
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It is clear that in the special case <pv(x)=xv (3) reduces to (2). 
In the present paper we are going to give conditions which assure t h e 
transition f r o m an arbitrary collection <pp(L) to another <pv(L). 
More precisely we prove the following theorems 
T h e o r e m 1. Let f ( x ) £<p(L) (<p(x) = <pp(x), p=\) and let {/t} be a nonnegative 
monotonic sequence of numbers such that 
(4) ' 
k = m K m 
x ) 
where s = ( 4 [ / > + 1] + 2 ) _ 1 , 2) and furthermore let A ( x ) = £ y • 3 ' 
FC= I k 
Then 2 ~ (p ' / j j < c o impHes fix)£<p{L)A(L), and 
( 5 ) j<p(\f(x)\)A{\f(x)\)dx s K{<p, 1) { J j ^ <p , / ] ] + }<p ( | / ( x ) | ) ¿ x j . 
T h e o r e m 2. Set cp(x) = (pp(x) and i p ( x ) ~ ( p v ( x ) ( p , v s l ) . Let be a non-
negative nondecreasing sequence of numbers with 
(6) i f r ^ f f , 
and denote by Q (x) the continuous function which is linear between n andn + 1 furthermore 
q («)= e„ • Suppose that f ( x ) £ <p (L) and 
+ " « ( n ' 7 ) ) ) n2 
Then f ( x ) £ip(L)e(L), and 
' f H \ № M \ f ( x ) \ ) d x * 
(7) 
S K(cp, Q) { J "A (<P [rxp (a>„ ,/])]] + f ( / <p (|/(*)|)*)}. 
') K and Kt, denote either absolute constants or constants depending on certain functions 
and numbers which are not necessary to specify; K (a, P,...) and Kt (a, 0,...) denote positive constants-
depending only on the indicated parameters. These constants are not necessarily the same at each 
occurrence. 
2) |>] denotes the integral part of y: 
b 
3) 2' where a and b are not necessarily integers, means a sum over all integers between a a . 
and b. 
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The methods of proof of these theorems are similar to those of Theorem 1 
and 2 given in [1], but new lemmas, using the modulus of continuity co,,, , y j 
instead of <op |4->/j> have to be introduced. The proofs of these lemmas run simi-
larly to those of the old ones which were proved partly by P. L. UL'JANOV [4] and 
me [1]. 
These theorems have the following two corollaries, which have so far been 
proved only for q>{x)=xp and g t = l (see in [1] Corollary 1 and Theorem 2). 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If f{x)£cp(L), £ > - 1 and 
then / ( x K < p ( L ) ( l n + Z . y + 1 . 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If f(x)£L" ( p ^ l ) and 
iM'MiMH 
¡then f(x)£ij/(L)g(L), where ij/(x), gk and Q (X) have the same meanings as in Theo-
rem 2. 
From Corollary 2, by choosing special QK and we obtain two other corol-
Jaries. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If f ( x ) £ Lp ( p S l ) , 0 ^ o c < l , P^O and 
n = 2 « 
ithen f(x)£il/(L)Lx(ln+ Ly. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. If f(x)£Lp (p^ 1), vi=p, OSoc<l , jS^O and 
2 (lnnyn» +* 2 col 
n = 2 
:then f(x)£U +*(\n+ Ly. 
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§ 1. Lemmas 
We require the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. ([4], Lemma 7'.) If f ( x ) £ L(0, 1) and F(z) is a nonnegative non-
increasing function equidistributed with | / (x) | , that is, 
. m e s { x : x € [ 0 , 1 ] , | / ( x ) | > y} = mes{z: z € [ 0, 1 ] , ^ ) > y}, 
then 
sup / \f(x)]dx = f F(z)dz 
£<=[o,i] £ 
|E |=* 
for any OSocSl ; furthermore if and 
sup j\f(x)\dx = j\f(x)\dx, 
then 
sup j\f(x)\dx = J F(z)dz. 
E c [ 0 . 1 ) - £ 0 / 
|£|=a 
L e m m a 2. ([5], Remark 1.) If f{x)£q>{L) and 0 ;Sa<Z>Sl , then 
J f < P ( l / M - / 0 ) 1 ) d x d y = 2 / {bf'<p(\f(u+y)-f(y)])dy}du. 
a a 0 a 
L e m m a 3. Let <p(x) = (pp(x). If u(x) and v(x) are nonnegative measurable func-
tions on the interval I, then we have • 
<P 
J u(x)v (x) dx J u(x)q>(v (x)) dx 
ä 2P — 
J u(x)dx J u(x)dx 
This lemma immediately follows from results of H. P. MULHOLLAND [2] (see 
Theorem 1 and Remark 2. 34). 
L e m m a 4. If o„SO and A„>0, then 
2 K <P 2«¡1 ^ K(<p) z 2 J • 
n = l \i= 1 J n= 1 ^ n fc=n ) 
This lemma is a part of Theorem of J. NEMETH [3] (see the inequality (8) of 
Theorem). 
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L e m m a 5. If f(x)£(p(L) and 
k+ 1 
ip n (x ) = n f f{t)dt for L k + l n' n 0 
then 
( 1 - 1 ) }<p {\m-tn(t)\)dt ^ KM? 
P r o o f . Using Lemma 3, we obtain that 
t+ i t+ i 
} cp{\f(t)~xK{t)\)dt= " f f <p[\f{t)-n J f(x)dx\)dt 
(1.2) 
t+l k+l 
s 2 J cp{nf \ f ( t ) - f ( x ) \ d x ) d t s 
k — 0 i. i. 
k+J n + 1 
n-1 " 
? *.(*>) 2 f {n f <p(\f(t)-f(x)\)dx)dt = f . 
k = 0 k_ k_ 
n n 
Next we use Lemma 2 and have 
h ^ 2K, n 2q / { / <P (I f{u + y) -f{y)\)dy} du s 
0 k 
^ K2n f { / <p{\Ru + y)-f{y)\)dy}du^K2q>^ov\ji,f^. 
From this and (1. 2) we obtain (1. 1). 
L e m m a 6. If fix) £ <p (L) then 
fflJ-^-,/1 ® K(<P)<P ̂<p{n{jF(z)dz- f F{z)dz]^, 
where cp(x) denotes the inverse function of <p (x) and F{z) has the same meaning as 
in Lemma 1. 
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k+i 
P r o o f . Set 
«(/) = a„(i) = n f \f(u)\du = ak s 0 for t€ 
A: fc+1 
w n 
(k = 0, 1, ...,/7—1). Denote by the nondecreasing rearrange-
ment of the sequence {a*}©-1- Then 
1 k +1 
<1.3) 
n-2 I j 
^ 2 <¡»(k+i-«*D— s — <p(b,^1-bn_2). k= 0 n tl 
dt s 
Set B={t:t£[0, 1], a ( i )=A„- i} - Then it is clear that for arbitrary sets B^aB 
with and £ c : [ 0 , 1] with \E\ = we have 
bn_l-bn_2 = n[ f <x(t)dt-^-\ ==«(/ cc{t)dt^ sup f <x(t)dt), 
N ) E £,c[0,l]-£ E( 
and thus 
( 1 . 4 ) ' s u sup { f CL(t)dt- sup fa(t)dt\, 
iwnn«-íí £,C[0,1]-E£ 
Since (p(\a\) ^ (p(\a + b\ + \b\) s K(cp){(pQa + b\) + (p(\b\)}, we obatin 
(1.5) cp(\a + b \ ) ^ K M W \ ) - ( p m ) -





<P « - « ( 0 dt-K2f (p(\\f(t)\-<x(t)\)dt s 
^^-cpin sup { [ a(t)dt- sup f a ( í ) í / / } ) - , • / ] ) • 
|E| = • \El\-
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Hence we obtain that 
—,/|| S — (pin sup { fx(t)dt — sup fct(t)dt\ , 
which implies, by (p{ca)^c<p{d) (aSO, c S l ) , that 
(1.6) \n<p ci^ —,/ s n sup { [a(t)dt- sup f<x(t)dt\. 
A K \ n ) ) ) ¿<=[0,1] E,c[0,11-E^ ' 
n n 
An easy computation gives that 
sup { foi(t)dt— sup foc(t)dt 
Ec[0 , l ] 1 / E^IO.l l-E^ ' 
^ sup { / 1 / ( 0 1 dt- sup / 1 / ( 0 1 dt\-2 sup J\\m\-a(t)\dt. 
£c[0,l] £,c[0,l]-£ ¿1 ' AC[0,1] ^ 
• 16,1 = 4 • n n n 
This and (1. 6) imply 
q>{n sup { / 1 / ( 0 1 dt- sup / | / ( 0 I - • V E c [ 0 , l ] l | E^O.IJ-E " 
1*1=4 .|E,| = 4 n n 
M|= _ 
Consequently, by Lemma 3 arid Lemma 5, we have 
(p in sup { / 1/(01 dt- sup / 1/(01 dt}) ^ 
|E|=4 . |Eil= — 
S ^sjn^sup^ /(||/(0I -*(t)\)dt + n(p , / J j j s 
4 4 
M I = 4 
li K<-nq> 
Hence, by Lemma 1, the statement of Lemma 6 immediately follows. 
16 A 
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L e m m a 7. I f f ( x ) £ ( p ( L ) then 
(1.7) F(2~") K(<p) { / cp ( | / ( x ) | ) dx + £ <p (2k <p(co„(2"\/))) j 
for any n = 1, wAere F(z) Z/ÖJ the same meaning as in Lemma 1. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 6 we have 
K19(2k<p(coip(2-k,m^2k{f F(z)dz — f F(z)dz) 
0 2 - k 
and 
2 - k - l 2 - k 
K1(ß(2k+1<p(coip(2-k-i,n))s2k+1{f F(z)dz— f F(z)dz), 
0 2-«-' 
whence 
K2<p(2k<p(co9(2-k,f)))s2k(2 f F(z)dz- f F(z)dz) ^ 
0 2 - f c 
a F(2-k-1)-F(2~k). 
Summing up this inequality f rom 1 to «—1 we obtain (1.7). 
• L e m m a 8. If f{x)£<pp(L) and R=22p+1, then 
l 
f cp (F(x)) dx J (p (F(x)) dx + K{cp) <p [co,, , / 
~Rn 
•for any « 5 1 . 
P r o o f . Set 
and 
E? = {x: X6[0 ,1 ] , | / (X) | = F ( ^ ) } . 
If \E*\ < then define y so that 
Rn 
fu r thermore let 
En =(En** 0(0,7)) \JE* 
If | £ * | then set E„ = E* . 
J\n 
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First we estimate the integral of rp( | /(x) |) on En. Let ij/n(x) be the same function 
as in Lemma 5. By (1) we have 
Hence 
(1. 8) f <p{\f(x)\)dx S 2"{ f<p(\f(x)-4,n{x)\)dx+ f <p|(|^n(x)|)i/x}. 
E„ • E„ EN 
Since <p (x) is increasing on [0, in view of Lemma 1 we also have 
i 
Rn 
f <p(\Rx)\)dx = f <p{F(x))dx 
E„ 0 
(see also [6], p. 29), and by Lemma 5 
j (p{\m-^nix)\)dx ^ 
consequently (see (1. 8)) 
i 
(1.9) f <P(F(x)) dx = Kl(p f ~ , / j j + £ (p(max 
But 
n 
max \i{/n(x)\ ^ n 
J F(x) dx, 
o thus by Lemma 3 
i 
(¡9 (max |iA„W|) ^ 2pn f (p(F(x))dx. 
o 
Therefore, b y (1.9) and by the definition of R, we have 
i i 
l 
.^/s:^ + / <p(F(x))^ + i f<p(F(x))dx, 
whence the statement of Lemma 8 follows. 
16» 
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L e m m a 9. If f(x)£<p(L) (<p(x) = <pp(x)) and E = (4[p+ l j + 2)" 1 , then 
} ^ f w j A s ^ j i k - ' f ^ j i , / 
for any n S1. 
P r o o f . Set p= 2 [ / > + l ] + l . Since 2»>R=22p+l, by Lemma 8 we have 
2 - N - N 2 - n 
(1.10) f <p(F(x))dx = ( / + / )<p(F(x))dx * 
0 • 0 2-*-" 
Furthermore it is clear that 
2 — n 2 " " " 
(1.11) 2 / / <P(F{x))dx = n j <p(F(x))dx. 
k=n 2 - f c - M 2 ~ 1 0 
Thus, by (1. 10) and (1. 11), we get 
oo 2-fc 2-" 
(1.12) f / (F(x)) dx ^ 2(i { / ? ( F ( x ) ) < / x + / i 1 ? K ( 2 ~ " , / ) ) } . 
k=n 2-k-n 2-"-" 
Let JV= 2//, and, furthermore, let us define for every « s i 
2 - n 
an= J cp(F{x))dx, bn = Ki(pK(2"'',/)) 
and 
NN ' NN 
«n = 2 ak, P„= 2 bk-
t=(n-l)JV+l fc = (n-l)iV+l 
Considering (1. 12) we have 
(1.13) 2 o k ^ N ( a n + bn). k=n 
Since 0, by (1. 13) we obtain that, fo r any nonnegative integers m arid j, 
2 ai= 2 ak= 2 ak = N(amN+1_j + bmN+1-j). (=m +1 fc=miV+l t=miV + l -y 
Hence, taking 1, 2, . . . , iV and summing up, we get 
» N MN 
AT 2 a ^ N 2(amN+i-j + bmN+i-j) = N 2 (an + bk) = N(am + pJ. 
i=m+1 y=l fc=(m-l)JV+l 
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Consequently 
2  ai — Xm + Pm-
i = m+ 1 
Multiplying this inequality by max (2 m _ 2 , 1) for all m, 1 by summing and 
simplifying we obtain 1 
(1.14) 2" - 1 2 «1^*1+01+2 V-Hk-
i = n + l k=2 . . . . 
Inserting the definitions of a ; and /?,-, from (1. 14) it follows that 
CO N a kN 
2"-1 2 ak^ 2(.cik + bk)+> 2 2 ' - 2 2 b t , 
k = nN+1 fc=l 4=2 i=(fc-l)AT+l 
that is 
OO 2 ~ K 
(1.15) - 2 f <p(F(x))dx ^ 
k = nN+ 1 2 - i - t 
2-{2 1 f qo(F{x))dx+2K, 2 i»K(2-4,/))+ 1 2^(^(2-<'-'>",/))}. 
By (1. 15) it is clear that 
2-(nW + l) . r 1 • • 
(1 .16 ) f <p{F(x))dx^2-"\2N f <p(F(x))dx + 2NKl<p(<D9U,f))+. 
o l o 
fc=2 J 
S ^ ((p)2~" { / (F(x))«fc + 5 2 > ( « 0 , ( 2 - « / ) ) } • 
If 2 " N + 1 ^ w < 2 ( n + 1 ) N + 1 , then from (1. 16) it follows with e = (4[/>+ 1J + 2 ) - 1 = 
that 
± ' 2, ' 
(1.17) / I f cp(F(x))dx + 2 2V(a» , (2 -* w , / ) ) . 
0 w lo 1 = 1 J 
The estimation of the sum of the right-hand side is very easy. Indeed, we have 
2 2 
clogm eiogm fk 2kN ( ( 1 )) 
k=l fc=l ^ /— ,)iV -f 1 I JJ 
2 
-2"*11 WV]) * v MM)* 
inserting this into (1. 17), w ; obtain the statement of Lemma 9. 
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§ 2. Proof of the theorems 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. Let F(x) be the same function as in Lemma 1. Since 
for any nonnegative nondecreasing function / (« ) on [0, 
}l{\m\)dx= }i{F(x))dx 
o o 
(see [6], p. 29), it is sufficient to prove (5) for F{x). 
Set 
E„ = {x:x£[0,1], n^F(x)^n+ 1}, (« = 0,1, . . . ) . 
It is clear that EnEm= 0 if n^m, Z En= [0, 1], and if En= {a n + 1 , a„} then a n | 0 as „ , n = 0 ft Put 
. An= fn<p(F(x))dx. 
Then A„ -»0 as n — and thus for n^n0 
<p(l) & A„ s a„<p(n) 5 a„n<p(l), 




(2.1) A.* J <p(F(x))dx' («s«0). 
o 
To prove (5) we split the integral into an infinite sum and then make an Abel-trans-
formation; thus we obtain 
/= / <p(F(x))A(F(x))dx = ¡J fcp(F(x))dxZ~^ 
J n=oEJn *=i k 
^ Z ^ y Z ¡<P{F{x))dx= 
fc= 1 k n=k ¡f k=ik n 
From this, (4), and (2. 1), by using Lemma 9, we get that 
I ^ K(<p)kZ ^ { i rt-\<p (a>„ [ i , / j j + j cp(F(x))rfx} ^ 
^ K«p)kZ ¿ f e }<P№))dx + K{cp) 1 n*-> (a,,[I, 
=1 K((p, X) fcp (F(x)) dx + K(<p,X) Z—<P U* f - , / ] 
o >1=1 n ( yn ) 
whence (5) obviously follows. 
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The proof is thus complete. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. To prove (7) we use Lemma 4 and 7. It is clear that 
(2.2) I = / j ( l / M I ) e ( | / (* ) | ) dx = / (F(x)) e (F(x)) dx = 
0 0 
= 2 h ( F ( * ) ) e № ) < f e s ¿ 2 - « - ^ ( F ( 2 - " - 1 ) ) e ( F ( 2 - " - 1 ) ) . a=0 2 -n- l n=0 
Since, by (1), decreases (<p(x) denotes the inverse of <p(x)), for any c S 1 
and a s 0 we have 
^(ca) ^ c<p(a). 
This and (1. 7) imply 
F(2~") ^Kl2n.' 
Using this inequality, (6) and (1. 7), by (2. 2) we have 
I 
2 - " e ( 2 « w ( 
n = 0 0 Ks k=1 
n=l o 
+ K3 2 2 - " e ( 2 " ) ^ f 2 <5(2>(a> i >(2- f c , / )))) <p(\f(x)\)dx + 
n = 0 ' *=1 
(2.3) 
+ ^ 5 i 2 - " e ( 2 n ) v f J S 
«=0 u= i<=2 ' t - '+ i ' T ' / 
Applying Lemma 4, by (6), we obtain 
This and (2. 3) imply (7), and this completes the proof. 
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О некоторых обобщениях теории сильно демпфированных пучков 
на случай пучков произвольного порядка 
А. С. МАРКУС, В. И. МАЦАЕВ и Г. И. РУССУ (Кишинев и Москва, СССР) 
Посвящается академику Б. С.-Надь к его шестидесятилетию 
Введение 
Решение методом Фурье различных задач математической физики естест-
венно приводит к изучению разложений по собственным векторам, отвеча-
ющим части спектра самосопряженного операторного пучка, т. е. полинома 
Ц К ) = 2 Х"АК (А*К = А ) . 
к= О 
Обшей спектральной теории такого рода пока не существует. 
Необходимо отметить, что спектральная теория одного важного класса 
несамосопряженных пучков успешно развивается уже на протяжении более 
20 лет, начиная с основополагающей работы М. В. К е л д ы ш а [1]. В то же время,, 
построение общей теории самосопряженных пучков началось, по существу,, 
только в 1964 году, когда появилась фундаментальная работа М. Г. К р е й н а 
и Г. Л а н г е р а [2], посвященная систематическому изучению самосопряженных 
квадратичных пучков. Одна из основных идей этой работы заключается в со-
поставлении пучку ? 2 1 + Х В + С операторного квадратного уравнения 2 2 + В 2 + 
+ С = 0 и в отыскании корня этого уравнения, спектр которого совпадает 
с некоторой частью спектра пучка. 
Результаты работы [2] по спектральной теории самосопряженных квад-
ратичных пучков получили дальнейшее развитие в работах Г. Л а н г е р а [3, 4]. 
В недавней работе Г. Л а н г е р а [5]*) были получены некоторые общие резуль-
таты по спектральной теории самосопряженных пучков произвольного порядка. 
Постановка задач в [5] близка к нашей. 
*) Авторы благодарны Г. Л а н г е р у за предоставленную им возможность ознакомиться 
с рукописью этой работы. Это позволило упростить некоторые доказательства в нашей 
статье. 
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Настоящая статья посвящена, в основном, обобщениям на пучки и-го 
^порядка теории одного из классов квадратичных пучков, изученных в [2, 3], 
— сильно демпфированных пучков*). В отличие от работ [2—5], основной 
подход статьи заключается не в изучении корней операторного уравнения 
.и-го порядка, а в факторизации пучка, т. е. представлении его в виде Ь ( / ) = 
= Ь+(Х)(2—XI), где спектр оператора 2 совпадает с некоторой частью а спектра 
Х(Я), а Ь+(?.) — пучок п — 1-го порядка, обратимый на а. Эти два подхода тесно 
•связаны между собой (см. ниже замечание 1). 
В работах [2—5] систематически используются методы и результаты теории 
•операторов в пространстве с индефинитной метрикой, в особенности теоремы 
•о существовании специальных инвариантных подпространств. В нашей статье 
используются не геометрические, а аналитические методы. Основным инстру-
ментом являются недавние результаты И. Ц. Г о х б е р г а и Ю . Л а й т е р е р а 
•о факторизации оператор-функций. 
Объект исследования этой статьи — гиперболический пучок. Так м ы назы-
ваем самосопряженный пучок Ь(Х), квадратичная форма которого имеет при 
л ю б о м 0 простые вещественные корни, а старший коэффициент А„ — рав-
номерно положительный оператор. 
Оказывается, что, как и в случае и = 2 , корни квадратичной формы ( Ц / ) / , / ) 
•образуют неперекрывающиеся промежутки — спектральные зоны. Установ-
лению этого факта и некоторых других утверждений о спектральных зонах 
тюсвящен первый параграф. 
Основным результатом статьи является доказанная в § 2 теорема 4, в кото-
рой утверждается, что всякой спектральной зоне гиперболического пучка, 
замыкание которой не пересекается с замыканиями других зон, отвечает факто-
ризация пучка Ь(Х), причем соответствующий оператор X подобен самосопряжен-
ному. Отметим, что при п = 2 эта теорема вытекает из теоремы Г. Л а н г е р а [ 3 ] . 
В этом же параграфе строится пример, показывающий существенность усло-
вий теоремы 4 для подобия 7, самосопряженному оператору. Здесь же рассматри-
ваются обобщения теоремы 4 на случай, когда Ап не является дефинитным. 
В последнем параграфе указываются некоторые ограничения на коэффи-
циенты пучка, обеспечивающие выполнение условий теорем § 2. В заключение 
рассматривается один класс пучков, не являющихся гиперболическими, а имен-
но, самосопряженные пучки, полученные м а л ы м возмущением линейного 
пучка А —XI. 
Авторы выражают благодарность И. Ц. Г о х б е р г у и М. Г. К р е й н у за 
ценные обсуждения. 
*) В матричном случае теория сильно демпфированных пучков была построена Д а ф ф и -
и о м [б]. 
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§ 1. Свойства спектральных зон 
1. Пусть §> — гильбертово пространство, 9? :— множество всех линейных 
ограниченных операторов, действующих в и — множество всех вполне 
непрерывных операторов из 9?. Если А 6 91, то через ¡ш А обозначается мно-
жество значений оператора А, а через кег А — его ядро. Как обычно, а(А) 
обозначает спектр оператора А, а \У(А) — его числовой образ, т. е. И/(А) = 
— {(А/,Л'\\/\\ = 1 } - Неравенство А^>0 будет обозначать, что оператор А 
равномерно положителен, т. е. существует число <5>0 такое, что ( 4 / , / ) ^ 
^ С Л / Х / Ш -
Полиномиальным операторным пучком называют операторный поли-
ном 
(1.1) Ь(Х) = ХпА„ + Х"-1Ап_1 + ••• +ХА1+А0 
с коэффициентами из 9?. Если Ак=Ак(к = 0 ,1, . . . , и), то пучок ЦЛ) называется 
самосопряженным. • 
Через а(Ь) обозначим спектр пучка Ь(Х), т. е. множество всех комплекс-
ных чисел X, для которых оператор Ь(Х) не обратим. Если уравнение Ь(Х0)<р = 0 
имеет решение 0, то Х0 будем называть собственным числом пучка Ь(Х), 
а вектор <р0 — соответствующим ему собственным вектором. Вектор (рк назы-
вается присоединенным вектором пучка Ь(Х), соответствующим собственному 
числу Х0, если существуют векторы <ро(^0), ср1, . . . , (рк-Х такие, что 
т I 
2 — Ь О - ) ( Х 0 ) ( р т ^ = 0 ( « = 0,1, . . . ,*) . . 
1=о ]! 
2. Самосопряженный пучок (1. 1) будем называть гиперболическим, если 
А„а>0 и при л ю б о м / У 0 все корни многочлена ( ¿ ( Я ) / , / ) вещественны и различ-
ны. 
Корни многочлена ( Ь ( 1 ) / , / ) , занумерованные в порядке убывания, обоз-
начим рк(/) (к = 1, 2, . . . , и). Так как рк(<х/) =рк(/) С/У0, то можно рас-
сматривать функционалыр к ( / ) на единичной сфере 5 пространства Очевидно, 
рк(/) является ограниченным непрерывным функционалом на 5, и поэтому 
множество его значений Ак является непустым связным ограниченным под-
множеством вещественной прямой, т. е. некоторым промежутком (или точкой). 
Этот промежуток Ак назовем /с-ой спектральной зоной пучка Ь(Х). 
Установим вначале некоторые простые свойства гиперболических пуч-
ков. 
1°. Спектр гиперболического пучка Ь(Х) вещественный, причем а{Ь)с. 
с 
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В самом деле, при | | / | | = 1 
(1.2) 
\\LWW ^ | ( £ ( Я ) / , / ) | = (.л.г,л п £ ИЛ"1 II"1 П 6(1, А}, 
7 = 1 7 = 1 
где — расстояние от X до А^ 
Подставляя в неравенство (1. 2) 1 вместо X,, получим 
||[ДЯ)]*/И * И . - Ч Г 1 Пе(х,А;). 
7=1 
п _ 
Отсюда и из (1. 2) непосредственно вытекает, что если и А], то опера-
7=1 
тор Ь{Х) обратим. 
2°. Если ¿(Л) — гиперболический пучок, то у него нет присоединенных век-
торов. 
В самом деле, допустим что существуют число Х0 (вещественное в силу 
1°) и векторы <ро(^0) и ср1 такие, что 
Е(ХО)ср0 = О, Ь(Х0)<р1 = -Е'(Х0)<р0. 
Умножая последнее равенство скалярно на (р0, получим 
{Ь'(ХО)(РО,<РО) = ~ { Ц Х 0 )<р1,(р0) = -((р1,Ь(Х0)(р0) = 0. 
Так как ( Ь ( Х 0 ) ср0, <ро)=0, то отсюда следует, что Х0 является кратным 
корнем многочлена (Ь(Х) ср0, (р0), а это противоречит условию гиперболич-
ности. 
3. Здесь мы установим основное свойство спектральных зон гиперболи-
ческого пучка, состоящее в том, что они не. перекрываются. Для квадратичного 
пучка это свойство было установлено в случае с Н т § < ° ° Д а ф ф и н о м [6] и в 
общем случае М. Г. К р е й н о м и Г. Л а н г е р о м [2] (см. также [4, 7]). 
Н а м понадобится следующее простое предложение ([7], лемма 1.1). 
Л е м м а 1. Пусть А и В — ограниченные самосопряженные операторы. 
Если для некоторых векторов / , и /2 
= (А/2,/2) = 0, (*/,,/,)> 0, СВ/2,/2)< 0, 
то найдется вектор/т^О такой, что (А/,/) = (В/,/) =0*) . 
*) Как заметил Б. С. М и т я г и н , эта лемма вытекает из теоремы Теплица—Хаусдорфа 
о выпуклости числового образа оператора. В самом деле,полагая С= В+1'А и / к — / к / 11/к11(& = 
= 1, 2), получаем, что (С/^/ , )=-() , ( С / 2 , / 2 ) < 0 , и поэтому существует вектор/(11/11 = 1), такой 
что (С / , / ) = 0. Обратно, из леммы 1 с помощью аффинного преобразования без труда вы-
водится теорема Теплица—Хаусдорфа. 
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Т е о р е м а 1. Если L (Я) — гиперболический пучок, то его различные спектраль-
ные зоны не пересекаются. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Так как все корни многочлена ( ¿ ( Я ) / , / ) ( / ^ 0 ) вещест-
венны и различны, то его производная в соседних корнях имеет противополож-
ные знаки, и, следовательно, 
(1 .3) ( - 1 ) < - Ч £ Ч л ( / М / ) > 0 (А: = 1 , 2 , . . . , « ; / ^ 0 ) . 
Допустим, что утверждение теоремы неверно. Тогда Ак П Л к + , непусто 
для некоторого к, т. е. найдутся вещественное число а и ненулевые векторы 
<р, ф такие, что 
(1 .4) (L(jx)q>,(p) = (Ь(а)ф, ф) = 0, 
причем а=рк(ср) =рк+1(ф). В силу (1. 3) 
(1 .5) (Ь'(*)<р,<р){Ь\*)ф,ф)<Ъ. 
Из (1. 4) и (1. 5) согласно лемме 1 вытекает, что (L(ос) g, g ) = ( L ' ( a ) g, g ) = 0 
для некоторого g ^ O , что противоречит простоте корней многочлена (£(Я) g, g). 
Теорема доказана*). 
4. Для получения основных результатов этой статьи свойство неперекры-
ваемости спектральных зон оказывается недостаточным. 
Будем говорить, что две спектральные зоны отделены, если их замыкания 
не пересекаются. 
Следующая теорема идейно близка к теореме 1. Она показывает, что из 
существования равномерного зазора между соседними корнями многочлена 
(L(A)/,/) вытекает, что соответствующие спектральные зоны отделены. 
Т е о р е м а 2. Пусть L(X) — гиперболический пучок. Если для некоторого 
к (1 ^ к ^ п — 1) найдется положительное число Q такое, чтоPK(F) —PK+ 1 ( F ) ^ Q 
для любого вектора/^0, то спектральные зоны Ак и Ак+, отделены. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Допустим, что утверждение теоремы не имеет места, 
т. е. что sup А к + 1 = i n f Ак . Обозначим это число через у и докажем вначале 
существование положительных чисел s, 5 и ц таких, что из соотношений 
\{L(X)f,f)\ < е, 11/Ц = 1, |Я —у| < ц . 
вытекает | (£/(Я)/ , / ) |><5. 
В с а м о м деле, если это не так, то найдутся нормированная последователь-
ность векторов {fj}T и сходящаяся к у последовательность вещественных 
чисел {у;}Г такие, что 
lim(L(yj)fj,Jj) = \ \ m ( L ' ( y j ) f j , f j ) = 0 . 
*) Аналогичное рассуждение для квадратичного пучка проведено в [4] (лемма 2.4). 
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Тогда, очевидно, 
(1. 6) lim (L(y) f j . f i ) = lim (L'(y)fj,fj) = 0. 
Так как коэффициенты многочленов Q/X)=(L(X) f , f j ) ограничены, т о 
(выделяя подпоследовательность и не меняя обозначений) м о ж н о считать, 
что последовательность ß / A ) сходится (равномерно на л ю б о м компакте) 
к некоторому многочлену Q(X). П р и э т о м Q(X) ^ 0, так как коэффициент при 
Я" положителен. 
И з (1. 6) следует, что Q(y) — Q'(y)—0, и по теореме Гурвица [8] в л ю б о й 
окрестности точки у многочлен Qj(X) при достаточно б о л ь ш о м j имеет два 
корня, т. е. 
lim [ p k ( f j ) - p k + i ( f j ) ] = 0, 
} - , со 
а это противоречит условию теоремы. 
Так как по допущению у — sup Дк+1 = inf Лк, то существуют нормирован-
ные последовательности векторов {hj}f, {g ;} r и последовательности вещест-
венных чисел {а,}Г> {ßj}7 такие, что 
(L(rj,)hJ,hJ) = (L(ßJ)gJ,gj) = 0, 
(1. 7) ttj = pk(hj), ßj = pk+1(gj) ( j = 1 , 2 , . . . ) ; l imc t j = l i m ß j = y. 
И з (1. 7) и доказанного выше утверждения следует, что при j 
>5, .\(L'(ßj)gj,gj)\>8. 
Точнее говоря, так как oij=pk(hj), ßj=pk+l(gj), то в силу (1 .3 ) 
(1.8) (-1)*-1 (L'(xj) hj, hj) > ö, (-1)"-1 (L'(ßj) g j , g j ) <-5 ( / g л). 
И з соотношений (1 .7) и (1. 8) вытекает, что 
(1 .9) \im(L(y)hj,hj) = 0, ( - 1 У - Ч Ь ' О О А ; , * , ) ^ U ^ J i ) , 
(1.10) lim (L(y)gj,gj) = 0, ( - 1 )k-i{L\y)gj,gJ) U 
j oo ^ 
Выделяя из ограниченных последовательностей ( L ' ( y ) hj, hj) и (L'(y) gj, g j ) 
сходящиеся подпоследовательности, получим 
(1-11) - = m-+ ©о \ z. j 
(1.12) ( - 1 ) * - 1 lim (L'(y)gjm,gjJ = t2 U - y ) . 
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Рассмотрим оператор 
Пусть \¥(С) — замыкание числового образа оператора С. Из соотноше-
ний (1. 9) и (1. 11) следует, что 6 №{С), а из соотношений (1. 10) и (1. 12) — 
что /2 6 Ж(С). Так как — выпуклое множество, то 0 6 ЩС). Это означает, 
что найдется такая нормированная последовательнисть {ф^Т, для которой 
(Сф], т. е. (Цу) фj, 0, {Ь'(у)ф ],ф^)-+ 0. Последние соотношения; 
противоречат утверждению, установленному в начале доказательства теоремы.. 
Теорема доказана. 
§ 2. Факторизация гиперболического пучка 
1. Ниже нам понадобится следующее предложение, вытекающее из резуль-
татов И. Ц. Г о х б е р г а и Ю. Л а й т е р е р а [9]. 
Т е о р е м а 3. Пусть А(£) — голоморфная на окружности | ( ] = 1 оператор-
функция со значениями в 9?. Если 
(2.1) 1 1 е Л ( С ) » 0 (К1 = 1), 
то А (С) допускает каноническую факторизацию 
А(0 = А + ( ОА-Ю, 
где оператор-функция А+(0 (соответственно А_(£)) голоморфна и обратима-
при |С|=1 (соответственно |£| =1), причем А —I. 
Следующие два вспомогательных предложения будут применяться дляч 
проверки выполнения условия (2. 1) в нашем случае. 
Л е м м а 2. Пусть заданы вещественные числа {Cj}", {Pj}'[ и положительное-
число г, причем 
Положим 
П (А--Л) 
в (А) = — . 
П ( А - О ) 
Тогда для .любого комплексного числа. X, лежащего на окружности \Х — ск\ = г,, 
выполняется неравенство 
(2.2) Я е а ( А ) > 0. 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Достаточно установить, что *) 
<2.3) | a r g a ( A ) | < y . 
Положим 
01 №= 2 [arg ( Я - arg (Я - 02(Я) = а г ё ( Я - Л ) - а г 8 ( Я - с к ) , 
j=k+l 
03 (А) - к 2 [arg (Я - CJ) - arg ( Я - р Д 0(Я) = 0 t (Я) + 02 (Я) - 0 3 (Я). 
.7=1 
Очевидно, 0(Я) = arg а(Я) (mod 2л). 
Предположим вначале, что Im Я > 0 . Нетрудно заметить, что тогда 
а г ё ( Я — Л + i ) S arg (Я —c t + 1 ) S ••• — arg (Я-/>„) s a r g ( Я - c n ) , 
arg(X-cl)^arg(¿-p1)s=-~^arg(¿-ck_1)s:aTg(l-pk-1), 
и поэтому 
0 ^ 0г(Я) =» a r g ( A - A + i ) . 0 — 0з(А) S а г 8 ( Я - с 1 ) - а г ё ( Я - Л _ 1 ) . 
Следовательно, 
•(2.4) 0 ä 0 j (Я) < arg (Л — c t + 'г) < у , 
<2.5) О ё 0 з (Я) -< я — arg (Я — — г) < у . 
Рассмотрим случай, когда р к ^ с к . В этом случае 
<2.6) 0 Ä 02(Я) < a r g ( A - c t - r ) - a r g ( A - c t ) . . 
Так как • 
( Я - с Л + / - ) ( Я - с к - г ) _ Х-ск-~.—— = Я — c t — (Я — ск) = 2i Im Я, Я — cfc Я — c t 
т о 
(Я-сд. + г)(Я-С1.-г) _ л arg-
А - с к 2 ' 
н , следовательно, 
a r g ^ - C f c + O + a r g ^ - C f c - z O - a r g ^ - q . ) = у (mod27r). 
Учитывая, что 
0 arg (Я Сц + г) < у , 0 < arg (Я — c t — г) — arg (Я — ск) < arg ( Я - с ^ - г ) 
*) Мы выбираем в качестве области значений arg z промежуток ( — л, л]. 
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получаем 
(2.7) &rg(X-ck + r) + &rg(k-ck-r)-Mg(X-ck) = у . 
Поэтому из (2. 4) и (2. 6) вытекает, что 
(2.8) O s A W + ^ W ^ f - -
71 
Из (2. 5) и (2. 8) непосредственно следует, что |0(Я)| , но тогда arg а(Я)= 
=0(A), и м ы получаем неравенство (2. 3). 
Рассмотрим теперь случай, когда рк<ск. Тогда 
(2. 9) 0 > б 2 ( Я ) > a r g ( X - ск + г) - a r g ( Я - ск), 
и из соотношений (2. 5), (2. 7) и (2. 9) вытекает, что 
(2.10) 
0 > в2(Х)-в3(Х) > arg (X — ck + r) + arg (X — ck — r) — arg (X — ск) — л = - у . 
7Г 
Из (2. 4) и (2. 10) следует, что и в этом случае. |0(А)|< у , откуда снова вы-
текает (2. 3). 
Так как arg а(Х)=arg а(Х) = —arg а(Л), то неравенство (2.3) справедливо 
и при Im Я<0. При Im Я = 0 неравенство (2.3) очевидно, так как тогда (X— 
-Pj)(X-с,)-1 > 0 0 = 1,2, . . . ,«) . 
Лемма доказана. 
Л е м м а 3. Пусть заданы вещественные числа {о^}", {ßj}", с и положитель-
ное число г, причем 
an — ßn='" = ak+i S ß k + 1 < c-r^cck s A < c + r < a t . 1 s f t . 1 S - S o i ^ j 
Положим 
(x-Pl)(x-P2)-a-Pn) (2.11) o(A,p) = 
м через Г обозначим окружность \Х —с\ — г. Тогда существует такое число 
д>0, что Яе а(Х, р)=д для любых Х£Г ирк€[ак, /У (к — 1, 2, . . . , и). 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . В силу леммы 2 Ие а(Х, /?)>0, и остается заметить, 
что функция 11е а(Х, р) непрерывна на Г X [о^, X • • • X [а„, /?„]. 
2. Будем говорить, что оператор 2(аЧЯ) симметризуется справа (слева) 
самосопряженным оператором 5 (£9?), если оператор самосопряжен-
ный. Если при этом 0, то, очевидно, Z подобен самосопряженному опера-
тору: 
г = 5 1 / 2 ( 5 - 1 / 2 г 5 5 - 1 / 2 ) 5 - 1 / 2 ( г = 5 - ' 1 / 2 ( 5 - 1 / 2 5 г 5 - 1 / 2 ) 5 1 / 2 ) . 
17 А 
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Основным результатом этой статьи является следующая 
Т е о р е м а 4. Пусть 
Ь(Л) = Л"А„ + Л"-1АП_1 + --+ЛА1+А0 
—гиперболический пучок*). Если при некотором к (\ ^к ^п) спектральная зона 
Ак пучка ¿.(Я) отделена от соседних зон, то ДА) допускает следующую фактори-
зацию 
(2.12) Ь(Х) = Ь+(Х)(г-ЛГ), 
п- 1 
где Ь+{)) = 2 В} обратим при всех Л£Ак, спектр оператора Z содержится 
в Ак и оператор 7. подобен самосопряженному. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Пусть <Xj=inf Aj, ^ = Aj(j = l,2, ...,п). Так как 
по условию и <хк_1, то можно выбрать вещественное число с и 
положительное число г так, чтобы /}к+1 ак, Рк < с + г < ак_1. П о л о -
жим Г = {Л:\Л — с\ = г) и 
А = ¿(Я) . 
Я 
Так как ( Д А ) / , / ) = (Л„ / , / ) П (Я - / ? , ( / ) ) , то, обозначая р](/) через•. > ., 
7=1 
получим, что 
(А(Х)/,/) = (Ап/,Лаа,р), 
где функция а(Л, р) определена равенством (2. 11). Поэтому из л е м м ы 3 выте-
кает, что 
(2.13) 11еЛ(А) . :(А€Г), 
где = <5 М (А„/,/). 
||/п=1 
Таким образом, для рациональной оператор-функции А (Л) выполнены 
условия теоремы 3 (относительно окружности Г), и поэтому 
(2.14) А (Л) = Л + (А) Л ДА), 
где множители А ±(Я) обладают свойствами, указанными в теореме 3. Цере-
пишем равенство (2. 14) в виде 
(2.15) А^(Л)А(Л) = ЛДА) (А£Г> 
*) Используя последние результаты Г. Л а н г е р а ([16], теорема 1), нетрудно убедиться, 
что теорема 4 (без изменений в доказательстве) сохраняет силу если из определения гипер-
боличности исключить требование простоты корней (ДА) / , / ) . Аналогичные замечания имеют 
место для нижеследующих теорем 5 и 6. 
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Правая часть этого равенства голоморфна при |А — с| ^ г, а левая часть 
голоморфна при |А — с\ ^ г, за исключением точки с, где она имеет простой 
полюс. Поэтому обе части равенства (2. 15) представляют единую голоморф-, 
ную оператор-функцию, единственной особенностью которой во всей рас-
ширенной плоскости является простой полюс в точке с. Так как Л _ ( ° ° ) = / , то 
отсюда следует, что 
(2.16) А _ (А) = / + у—— (ДГ6Я). 
л — с 
Переписывая (2. 14) в виде 
А(Я)А11а) = 
видим, что обе части последнего равенства определяют единую голоморфную 
оператор-функцию, имеющую в расширенной плоскости особенности лишь 
в точках pi, •••, Pk-i,<xk+1, . . . , «„ , причем все эти точки являются простыми 
полюсами. Следовательно, 
(2.17) A + ( l ) = n - ' V - ) ¿ J C j , 
j = о 
где Я (Я) = ( Л - / ? , ) - - ( А - и 
Из (2. 14), (2. 16) и (2. 17) вытекает, что 
LU) - 21 ' AJ Cj (А/ — cl + X), 
j о 
причем первый множитель обратим при |А— с\ ^ г, а второй — при |А— с| S г. 
Полагая В} = — Cj ( j == 0, 1, . . . , и — 1), Z = с1—Х, получим равенство (2. 12)*) 
Для окончания доказательства теоремы осталось установить, что оператор 
Z подобен самосопряженному. Положим 
М(А) = (Я - с) /1 (Я) = П - 1 (Я) L(A) 
и рассмотрим ограниченные (в силу предложения 1°) операторы 
г г 
Очевидно, 
= - 4üS[M'í{k)Tdl = - é l ! M~l(1)dl = ш / 
г г г 
*) Отметим, что факторизация (2.12) единственна. В самом деле, если £ + — Я/) = 
- 1 + ( ; . ) (2-Д/ ) , то из равенства £ ; '(/.) ¿ + (/.) = ( 2 - л ! ) ( 2 - а / ) - ' вытекает, что 
— / . / ) " ' — голоморфная во всей расширенной плоскости оператор-функция. Следовательно, 
( г - ; . / ) ( г - ; . / ) - 1 = /, т. е. 2 = 2 , а значит и 1 + (Я) = £ + (Я). 
17* 
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Точно так же доказывается, что Н*=Н. 
Покажем, что оператор 7 симметризуется справа оператором С. В самом 
деле, 
7в = ^ т + У (Х-фМ-^ЦМ + св = 
г г 
= Н+св + т^ J Я (Я) (7 — XI) 1 (А) г/А. 
г 
В силу равенства (2. 12) подынтегральное выражение в последнем интег-
рале равно Л(А)£,+ 1(Я), и так как эта оператор-функция голоморфна внутри Г, 
то интеграл равен нулю. Таким образом 7С=Н1 (где Н1 — Н+сС), а это и оз-
начает, что оператор 7 симметризуется справа оператором С. Для завершения 
доказательства осталось установить, что С » 0 . 
Рассмотрим квадратичную форму оператора С: 
( С / , / ) ^ - ¿ г / ( М - ( Я ) / , / ) = (А-1 ( Я ) / , / ) (Я - с)-1 ¿Я. 
г г 
Производя замену А = с + г е ' 9 и учитывая, что (С/, / ) = Яе ( й / , / ) , получим 
2 я 2 * 
( С / , / ) = ( Л - Ч с + г е ' 0 ) / , / ) ^ = ¿ У ^{А-^с + ге«)/,/)ёе = 
О' о 
2« 2я 
^ ^ Кч(/,А -1(с + ге*)/)йе = J Ке(А(с + ге") 8(0), §(е))Лв, 2л 
о о 
где £(<0 = Л - 1 ( с + теи)/: Так как ||g(0)|| ^ <?|1/11, где 
ß - 1 = т ах |И(А) | | , 
« г 
то в силу неравенства (2. 13) получим 
2л 
(С/,л S ^ J \\gm2do ё ^ е 2 II/II2. 
о 
Теорема доказана. 
С л е д с т в и е 1. В условиях теоремы 4 о(7)=а(Ц)С\Ак, собственные числа 
£(А) на отрезке Ак совпадают с собственными числами оператора 7, и этим 
числам отвечают одни и те же собственные векторы. 
Это утверждение непосредственно следует из равенства (2. 12) и обрати-
мости оператора Ь+(А) (А € 4 ^ . 
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С л е д с т в и е 2. Если выполнены условия теоремы 4 и при некотором у£Ак 
оператор L(y) £ S«, , то <j(L) П 2к состоит из у и последовательности собствен-
ных чисел конечной кратности, сходящейся к у. Если, кроме того, § сепарабельно, 
то последовательность соответствующих собственных векторов пучка L(l) 
образует безусловный базис пространства 5). 
В самом деле, из равенства (2. 12) и обратимости оператора L+(X) вытекает, 
что Z — yl£<B„, и поэтому первое утверждение вытекает из следствия 1. Так 
как оператор Z — yl подобен самосопряженному, то его собственные векторы 
образуют безусловный базис в а в силу следствия 1 эти собственные векторы 
совпадают с соответствующими собственными векторами пучка L(X). 
З а м е ч а н и е 1. Из факторизационного равенства 
¿(Я) = "2 VBj(Z-H) j = о 
следует, что 
A0=B0Z, AJ = BjZ-Bj_1 ( j = 1,2,..., и — 1), А„ = —В„_1, 
и поэтому 
z AjZJ = B0z+"z(BjZ-Bj_1)zJ-Bn_iz" = o. 
j=0 . J=1 
Таким образом, оператор Z является корнем уравнения 
(2.18) A„Z" + A„„lZ"~1+-+A1Z + A0 = 0. 
Заметим, что и обратно, если Z — корень уравнения (2. 18), то 
Щ) = ¿Ak(A*/-Zk) = L+(A)(Z-AI), 
k=0 
где 
L+(A) = - 2 Л k2 ^ z k ' j ~ i -
4 = 1 j = 0 
Однако из (2. 18) еще не следует обратимость L+(A) при A£a{Z), и для 
установления этого требуется провести дополнительное исследование (см., 
например, [2]). 
З а м е ч а н и е 2. Нетрудно убедиться, что если Z является корнем уравнения 
(2. 18), то он симметризуется слева самосопряженным оператором 
(2.19) s=n2 2 (.zyAk+lzk-K 
4 = 0 j = о 
Поэтому другой путь установления подобия оператора Z самосопряжен-
ному в теореме 4 состоит в доказательстве равномерной дефинитности опера-
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тора S. Этот метод и использовался вначале авторами, однако его применение 
натолкнулось на технические трудности, которые удалось преодолеть лишь 
в предположении, что L ( y ) £ ( 2 „ и ( — I ) ' " 1 L ' ( y ) » 0 для некоторого а£А к *) . 
Приведем схему этого доказательства. 
С помощью сдвига X —• Х+у доказательство сводится к случаю, когда 
Лоб©«,, (— l)fc_ 1 И 0 £ Л к . Из неравенства (1.2) выводится без труда, 
что 
l | L " 1 ( 1 ) 1 1 — ^ 
и поэтому из (2. 12) вытекает, что 
Так как оператор Z(=_L+ ' (0 ) / l 0 ) вполне непрерывен, то отсюда следует, 
что система собственных векторов каждого из операторов Z и Z* полна в § 
(см., например, [10], предложение 4. 5°). Если Ztpj = Xj <pj, то, как нетрудно про-
верить, (Scpj, cpj) = (L'(Xj)<pj, q>j) и (S<pj, cpk)= 0 (Xj^Xk), и поэтому 
/ e m \ m Ч m 
aj%y Д ajcpjj = Д \aj\2 (L'(Xj) cpj, cpj). 
Так как Xj=pk((pj), то согласно (1. 3) 
(2.20) (—l)k~1(S\j/,il/) > 0 
для любого ф (?^0), являющегося линейной комбинацией собственных векто-
ров Z. В силу полноты этих векторов (— ' S = 0. 
Из равенства (2.19) следует, что S = Ах +Т, где Т£(В„, и поэтому im S 
замкнуто и dim ker S = d i m § / i m Следовательно, для доказательства . 
соотношения (— I ) 4 - 1 5s>0 достаточно показать, что im S = § , а для этого (в силу 
полноты собственных векторов оператора Z*) достаточно установить, что 
любое собственное подпространство £;.(Z*) оператора Z* входит в im S. Для 
простоты будем далее предполагать, что Х^О, т. е. что k e r Z * = {0}. Общий 
случай сводится к этому, так как имеет место разложение пространства 
§ = k e r Z + i m Z 
(см. [11], стр. 637), а для оператора Z = Z | i m Z указанное предположение вы-
полняется. 
*) Отметим, что равномерная положительность 5 в условиях теоремы 4 (и более общих) 
была установлена В. И. Ломоносовым [15] еще до того, как авторами было получено приве-
денное выше доказательство равномерной положительности правого симметризатора С. 
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Так как 5 2 = 2*3, то 5 (£ ; . (2 ) )с£ ; . (2 + ) . Поскольку с11т£ я(г) = сНт£д(г* )< 
< ® и и з равенства Б(р = 0(<р£2^(2))следует, что ср — 0(см. (2. 20)), то 5 (£ ; (2 ) ) = 
= 2¡(2*), что и завершает доказательство. 
3. Здесь мы приведем пример, показывающий что утверждение теоремы 
4 перестает быть верным без условия отделенности спектральной зоны Ак. 
Точнее говоря, строится квадратичный гиперболический пучок ЦЯ), для 
которого не существует факторизации (2. 12) с оператором Z, подобным само-
сопряженному. 
Отметим, что в силу результата Г. Л а н г е р а [3] всякий квадратичный 
гиперболический пучок Ь(Х) = Х21+ХВ + С допускает факторизацию Ь(Х) = 
= (2\ — П)(21 — II), где 0 = 1,2)*). Естественно предположить, что 
этот результат допускает обобщение на случай п >2, т. е. что любой гиперболи-
ческий пучок Ь(Х) допускает факторизацию (2. 12), где а ( 2 ) с Ак и Х/+(Д) обратим 
для внутренних точек Я зоны Лк. 
Перейдем к построению указанного выше примера. Пусть § — сепара-
бельное гильбертово пространство. Представим § в виде ортогональной суммы 
двумерных подпространств и рассмотрим операторы Bj и Су, заданные в не-
котором ортонормированном базисе пространства §>J• матрицами 
Bj = 
b'j bj) с Je', 0 
,bj b'jУ 1 (0 ( 
где числа b'j, b'j вещественны, a bj, с], c'j — положительны. 
Обозначим через В и С операторы, являющиеся ортогональными суммами 
операторов Bj и С, соответственно, и положим L().) = А2/+Я1? — С: При 
условии 
(2.21) lim bj = lim b] = lim b'j = lime} = l i m e j = 0, 
В и С являются вполне непрерывными самосопряженными операторами, 
причем С > 0 . Из последнего неравенства вытекает, что квадратный трехчлен 
(£ (Я)/ , / ) имеет при л ю б о м / ^ 0 различные вещественные корни 
„ - СВ/,/) ± j(Bf,f)2+4 ( С / , / ) ( / , / ) 
Pi,2U) = \ ——2 
Очевидно, р 2 ( / ) < 0 < л ( / ) > а т а к к а к В, 2 L , то 
s u p p 2 ( / ) = i n fp iC / ) = 0, 
т. е. 0 является общей точкой Ах и А г . 
*) М. Г. К р е й н и Г. Л а н г е р [2] получили ранее этот результат при дополнительных 
условиях С > 0 и С 6 установив, кроме того, что в этом случае операторы Z 1 и Z 2 подобны 
самосопряженным. Приводимый пример показывает, что без дополнительных ограничений 
последнее утверждение не имеет места. 
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Пучок £(А) распадается в ортогональную сумму двумерных пучков £ / А ) = 
= k 2 I j + X B j — Cj . Каждый из этих пучков имеет два положительных собствен-
ных числа Ад, А;2 (а также два отрицательных собственных числа). Эти соб-
ственные числа являются корнями уравнения 
(2.22) (ёе1 (А) = ) ( А 2 + Щ - с})(А2 + Щ - ф - А2Ь) = 0. 
Будем предполагать, что 
(2.23) Л/1 ^ Л/2-
Собственные векторы пучка ЬДА), отвечающие собственным числам Ад 
и А,-2, обозначим фд и <рп. Очевидно, можно положить 
(рп = (ХпЬ], с']-ХпЪ'}-к2п), (рп = Ь], с)-ХпЬ)-А22). 
Если выполнены условия 
(2.24) И т С ' ~ Х 1 1 Ь 1 ~ Л * 1 = И = р> 
то, как легко видеть, угол между векторами <рд и <р]2 стремится к нулю. Отсюда 
вытекает, что последовательность векторов, полученная объединением в ка-
ком-либо порядке последовательностей {<Рд}Г и {<Рд}Г5 не является базисом 
Но тогда для спектральной зоны А, пучка £(А) не имеет место утверждение 
теоремы 4, так как в противном случае в силу условия ¿ ( 0 ) = — С £ (5«, собст-
венные векторы пучка £(А), отвечающие его положительным собственным чис-
лам, образовывали бы безусловный базис § (см. следствие 2). Таким образом, 
построение примера свелось к выбору последовательностей вещественных 
чисел Ъ], Ь'- и положительных чисел Ь], с], с"¡, Ад, Ад так, чтобы выполнялись 
условия (2. 21), (2. 23), (2. 24) и чтобы числа Ад, были корнями уравнения 
(2. 22). 
Потребуем, чтобы выполнялись равенства 
(2.25) = 
(2.26) = °> 
что будет гарантировать справедливость соотношений (2.24). Если, кроме 
того, будут выполняться равенства 
(2.27) А^ + Ад + ^ - ^ А д ^ . = 0, 
(2.28) А ? 2 + А , . 2 й ; - С ; + у а ; 2 ^ . = 0, . 
то из (2. 25) и (2. 27) будет следовать, что Ад является корнем уравнения (2. 22), 
а из (2. 26) и (2. 28 )— что А -2 является корнем этого уравнения. 
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Будем считать bj , Ъ] и с] заданными и выразим Xji из (2. 25), а lj2 из (2. 26):: 
(2.29) Хп = \ {i(b'j —j ~1 bj)2 + 4сj-b'j+j-'bj), 
(2.30) Я,2 = W(bj +j "1 bj)2 + 4c'j - b j - j ~1 bj) 
(очевидно, XjY > 0 , Xj2>0). Далее, из (2. 27) и (2. 28) находим b] и с]: 
(2.31) b ] = - ( X J l + XJ2) + j b f i + ^ 2 ) , 
Л / 1 — Л / 2 
(2.32) О 
Положим 
( 2 . 3 3 ) b j = j ~ 2 , bj =j~*, Cj=j~T. 
Тогда из (2. 29), (2. 30) и (2. 33) вытекают равенства 
(2.34) l i m 7 3 i / 1 = i , Ш п / Ч г = 1. 
Из (2. 31), (2. 33) и (2. 34) следует, что bJ -О. В силу (2. 33) и (2. 34) 
(3.35) lim 2 J b i = + °о. 
Выберем j 0 настолько большим, чтобы при j=j0 выполнялись неравенства, 
(2. 23) и неравен ство c j > 0 , и будем далее в качестве основного пространства^ 
рассматривать ортогональную сумму подпространств при j =j0. 
Так как 
с » < ; ; 2 А-CJ А1 1 AJ'2 1 1 ' 
A j i ~ Ä j 2 
то lim c j = 0 . Таким образом, все требуемые условия выполнены, что и завер-
шает построение примера. 
4. Здесь мы рассмотрим некоторые обобщения полученных выше резуль-
татов на случай, когда старший коэффициент пучка не является равномерно' 
положительным. 
Всюду в этом пункте предполагается, что рассматриваемый пучок 
(2.36) L(X)= (А] = Aj£% j = 0,1,...,п; А„ 0) 
1=о • 
удовлетворяет следующим условиям: 1) при (Anf,f)^0 многочлен (L(А)/,/) ' 
имеет п различных вещественных корней; 2) п р и 0 и (A„f,f)= 0 выполняется 
неравенство (Ап_ , / , / ) ^ 0 и (L(X)f,f) имеет п — 1 различных вещественных кор-
ней (в этом случае и-ый корень можно считать бесконечным); 3) из соотношений 
lim ( A J j , f j ) = 0 (к =0 , ! , . . . , « ) вытекает, что \\fj||-0. 
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Нетрудно убедиться, что условие 3) существенно. Если оно не выполнено, 
то спектр пучка Ь(Х) может заполнить всю плоскость, как показывает следу-
ющий пример. Пусть а0,а1,а2 — вещественные числа такие, что а\>4а0а2; 
Т>0 и Ь(Х) = (а0 +а{/. +а2Х2)Т. Легко видеть, что ( ¿ ( Я ) / , / ) имеет при 
л ю б о м О различные вещественные корни (которые не зависят от / ) , и в то же 
время спектр £(Я) есть вся плоскость. 
Обозначим через А(Ь) множество вещественных чисел, состоящее из всех 
корней многочленов ( ¿ ( Я ) / , / ) при л ю б ы х 0 . 
Л е м м а 4. Если выполнены условия 1)—3), то о(Е)с:А(Е). Если, кроме того, 
.Х0$А(Ь) и вещественно, то оператор Ь(Х0) равномерно дефинитный. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Так как о(А)<^1¥(А) для любого оператора А, то 
достаточно показать, что из условия Я0 §.А(Е) вытекает: 0 $ Ж(/,(/10)). Допус-
тим, что это не так. Тогда найдется последовательность векторов {/;}Г такая, 
что ||у\|| = 1 и \ \ m { L ( X o ) f j , f j ) = 0 . Последовательность многочленов 
содержит подпоследовательность, сходящуюся к некоторому многочлену 
Р(Х). Очевидно, Р().0) = 0 и Р(Х) ^ 0 (в силу условия 3)). П о теореме Гурвица 
в любой окрестности точки Х0 должен содержаться хотя бы один корень всякого 
многочлена с достаточно большим номером из указанной подпоследователь-
ности, что противоречит условию А0 $ А (Ь). 
Если же Я0 = Я0, то |Х(А0)]* =Ь(Х0), и так как 0 $ \ ¥ ( Ь ( Х 0 ) ) , то оператор Т.(Х0) 
является равномерно дефинитным. Лемма доказана. 
Покажем теперь, как с помощью леммы 4 можно свести пучок (2.36) 
к некоторому гиперболическому пучку. При этом м ы будем предполагать, что 
^существует хотя бы одно вещественное число / 0 (£ А(Ц. Тогда в силу л е м м ы 
4 оператор Ь(Х0) является равномерно дефинитным. Полагая Я = Я 0 + ^ - 1 , 
получим 
Очевидно, один из пучков М(ц) и — М ( р ) является гиперболическим. 
Если A'j{j — \, 2, . . . , п) — спектральные зоны пучка М(д), то спектральными 
зонами*) пучка L(X) назовем множества Aj =f(Aj) (J = 1,2, . . . ,п) , где / ( / ; ) = 
(2.37) 
где 
М(р) = У, -j-r L(k)(X0)fi"~'\ 
k=0 К! 
п 
•=Х0-\-ц Очевидно, U Aj = A(L). 
*) Можно было бы дать непосредственное определение спектральных зон для пучка 
>{2.36), однако мы предпочитаем приведенное формальное определение, использующее редук-
цию к гиперболическому пучку. 
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Из приведенного определения следует, что у пучка (2. 36) могут быть 
одна или две неограниченные спектральные зоны. 
Будем говорить, что две спектральные зоны пучка Ь(1) отделены, если 
отделены соответствующие спектральные зоны пучка М(р). 
Т е о р е м а 5. Пусть 1,(Я) удовлетворяет условиям 1)—3) и А(Ь) не сов-
падает с вещественной осью. Если А — ограниченная (соответственно неогра-
ниченная) спектральная зонаЬ(Х), отделенная от других зон, то Ь(Х) допускает 
факторизацию Ь(Х)=Ь+(Х)(2 — Н) (соответственно Ь(Х) = £ + ( Я ) ( 7 - (Я — 
— /Н))2)),** где первый множитель обратим при всех /.£А, а второй — при всех 
Я $ А, причем 2 подобен самосопряженному оператору. 
Эта теорема непосредственно выводится из теоремы 4 с помощью ра-
венства (2. 37). 
§ 3. Некоторые частные случаи 
1. Здесь мы будем рассматривать гиперболический пучок (1. 1) с неотрица-
тельными коэффициентами. Заметим, что с помощью сдвига Я = р+а 0) 
к такому виду можно свести любой гиперболический пучок. Начнем с алгеб-
раической леммы, в доказательстве которой используются методы статьи 
[12]. 
Л е м м а 5. Пусть многочлен 
/(Я) = апл" + ап_1Л"~1 + ••• +а0 (а„ > 0; я, ^ 0, } = 0 ,1 , ... , и - 1; / 7 ^ 2 ) 
имеет различные вещественные корни {р]}Кр1 >Рг ' >/>„)• Если при некотором 
(3.1) а1 а 4ак_1ак + и 
то 
(3.2) рк-рк+1^ 1 2/'( |А+ | | ) 
а. к 
2 ак +1 
к-2. ( \ 4 + 2 * ) 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Так как 0 0 '>1) , то 0 (/>-0). Из вещест-
венности всех корней /(Я) следуют неравенства (см., например, [13], стр. 22) 
(3.3) ( у = 1,2, . . . , » - 1 ) . 
в/ 7 + 1 ^ + 1 
*) Здесь /.„ — какое-нибудь вещественное число, не принадлежащее А (Ц. 
**) Мы считаем а1=0 при / < 0 и 
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Положим гк = — ак/2ак+1 и 
]=2 >=2 
В силу неравенства (3. 1) 
0 . 4 ) ( _ ! ) * , = 
Из неравенств (3. 1) и (3. 3) следует, что при 1 
а]-1 1 _ 2а*+1 1 ^ 1 
^ 0. 
«у Я/ в* 2 2 ' 
и поэтому ( — 1)* ^(г^) представляет собой сумму убывающих по абсолютной 




Из неравенств (3. 3) вытекает, что при к+2 ^ } < п 
а,- 1 Як 
а1 2ак+1 У ' 
и поэтому 
(3.6) ( - 1 ) ' / з ( г к ) 1 Н ( - 1 ) Ч + 2 ^ 
«с+2 ак 
2 а. /с+1 
» + 2 
Из неравенств (3. 4)—(3. 6) получаем 
(3.7) 
Если м ы установим, что рк+1<гк^рк, то тогда рк—рк+1 = ?к~Рк+1 • П о 
теореме Лагранжа 
1(2к)-К.Рк+1) 1{2к) 
2к~Рк + 1 
и поэтому 
(3.8) Рк-Рк + 1 = 
( Л + 1 < £ < 2к), 
ПО / ' ( 1л + 1 | ) " 
Неравенство (3. 2) вытекает тогда из (3. 7) и (3. 8). Таким образом, для 
доказательства леммы осталось установить, что всякий многочлен 1(1), удов-
летворяющий условиям леммы, имеет на отрезке [гк, 0] ровно к корней. 
Докажем это утверждение индукцией по к. Пусть вначале к = 1. Так как 
/ ( 0 ) ё 0 и / ( г ^ ё О (см. (3. 7)), то на отрезке [ г , , 0] есть хоть один корень /(Я). 
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С другой стороны, Z'(A) ^ 3а3А2Н— + па„Х" 1 при 0, и так как в силу 
(3. 3) 
jaj \MJ~1 " jaj 
то Z ' ( A ) ^ F A 3 A 2 ( z j s A ^ 0 ) . Поэтому /(А) имеет на отрезке [z , , 0] ровно один 
корень. 
Предположим теперь, что утверждение верно для fe —1 (и для многочленов 
любой степени Sfc) и установим его справедливость для индекса к ( = 2 ) . 
Рассмотрим Z'(A) = a t +2ű2A Н 1-папХп~1. Из (3. 1) вытекает, что 
(как)2 > 4 ( f c - l ) a f c _ i ( A : + l )a f c + 1 , 
и в силу индуктивного предположения многочлен /'(А) имеет на отрезке , 0] 
(где z ^ j = — kak{2(k + V)ak+í]~l) ровно к — 1 корней. Очевидно, zk<z'k_j. 
Покажем, что / ' ( А ) ^ 0 на интервале (zk, zk_ Для этого представим / ' ( А ) в виде 
/ ' ( А ) = / 1 ( А ) + / Г ( А ) + / 3 ( А ) и оценим каждое слагаемое. 
Положим • 
r(l) = (k-\)ak_1+kakX + (k+\)ak+lX2. 
Так как r(zk_^<0 и r(zk)^0, то Г ( А ) < 0 на интервале (zk, Z £ _ X ) и, следова-
тельно, 
(3.9) ( - ^ - а д ^ ' О fe^A^zí.i).. 
В силу (3. 1) и (3. 3) при [А| = _ j | и 1 S j ^ f e — 3 выполняются неравенства 
Л - 1 ^ j<*j 2(k+\)ak + í ^ а^ ^ х 
(./+ l)ój + i\X\J ~ (J+l)aj+í как " 2aj+1ak_1 ^ 2 \ 
и поэтому 
(3.10) ( - l ) t - 1 / í ( A ) ^ i ( f c - 2 ) ű f c _ 2 | A r 3 ( A s z í . J 
Наконец, из (3. 3) вытекает, что при |А| = \zk\ и fc+2 S ; < и 
(7+1)ду + 1 [Ар C / + l ) g f + i • = i 
Pj\MJ 1 jaj . 2 ak+1 2aj_íak+l 2' 
Следовательно, 
(3.11) ( - 1 ) к - 1 т ) ^ Н к + 2 ) а к + 2 Щ к ^ (0 s A s z * ) - ' 
Из (3. 9)—(3. 11) получаем, что ( - l . ) t - 1 Z ' ( A ) > 0 ( Z ^ A C Z Í . j ) . Таким обра-
зом, Z'(A) имеет ровно fe —1 корней в полуинтервале (zk, 0]. Так как корни /(А) 
и /'(А) перемежаются, то /(А) имеет на отрезке [zk, 0] не более к и не менее к—2 
корней. Однако, учитывая, что Z(0) ^ 0 , / '(0) > 0 и(-1)"= l(zk) ^ 0 , заключаем, что 
Z(A) имеет на отрезке, [zk, 0] ровно к корней. 
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Лемма доказана. 
Нам понадобится следующая лемма, являющаяся следствием общего 
предложения Ю. Л. Ш м у л ь я н а ([14], лемма 1. 1), которое относится к опера-
торам в банаховом пространстве. 
Л е м м а 6. Пусть А, В, С — ограниченные неотрицательные операторы, 
В»0 и С^О. Если (А/,/)2 5 ( В / , / ) ( С / , / ) для любого/£§, то А»0. 
Отметим, что при условии С > 0 приведенный результат был установлен 
ранее М. Г. К р е й н о м и Г. Л а н г е р о м [2]. 
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Т е о р е м а 6. Пусть Ь(Х) = ^ (и>3) — гиперболический пучок, АуШО 
J = 0 
0 = 0 , 1, ..., п — 1) и А0 И0. £сли при некотором к к при любом 
(3. 12) ( Л / , Л 2 ^ 4 ( Л - 1 / , Л ( Л + 1 / , Л , ( А - г / , П 2 * 4 ( Л / , Л ( Л - 2 / , Л *) 
ио спектральная зона Ак отделена от соседних зон. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Так как £(А) — гиперболический пучок, то имеют место 
неравенства (3. 3), т. е. 
(3.13) (А}/,Л2 ё (А у_,/,/)(Л,- + , / , Л О = 1 , 2 , . . . , « — 1; / £ § ) . 
Отметим также, что ( Л у / , / ) > 0 0 > 0 , / ^ 0 ) , ибо /> ; ( / )<0 при . />1 . Поэтому 
применяя последовательно (начиная с _/=« —1) лемму 6, получаем из (3. 13), 
что ^ » 0 0=>0). 
Из леммы 5 вытекает, что 
\ & + 2 
А ( Л - А + | ( Л ^ — „ — -
2 




mk 1 т к л 
где =inf Ak+l, w- = inf ( A j f , f ) . В силу сказанного выше 0, и так как 
и/и=1 
и > 3 , то положительно также хоть одно из чисел тк_2, тк+2. Поэтому сущест-
вует число > 0 такое, что при л ю б о м / ^ 0 
Аналогично устанавливается, что при некотором ¿ г ^ О и любом / ^ 0 
Рк-ЛЛ-Рк{Л ><52-
*) Мы полагаем /4 _, = Л„_ t = 0, так что при или к = п остается одно из этих не-
равенств. 
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Теперь для окончания доказательства теоремы достаточно сослаться на. 
теорему 2. 
З а м е ч а н и е 3. Здесь м ы обсудим случаи и = 2 , 3, которые не охватываются 
приведенной формулировкой теоремы 6. Отметим прежде всего, что в случае 
п = Ъ и /с = 1 теорема 6 сохраняет силу (без всяких изменений в доказательстве). 
И з доказательства теоремы 6 видно также, что она остается справедливой 
в случае « = 3 и /с = 2 при дополнительном ограничении А 0 » 0 . С другой сто-
роны, просматривая доказательство л е м м ы 5, нетрудно убедиться, что д л я 
справедливости утверждения теоремы 6 в случае и = 3 и к = 2 достаточно по-
требовать, чтобы при л ю б о м / € § 
( A . f J ) 2 ^ 4 ( A 0 f J ) ( A 2 f , f ) , { A 2 f J ) ^ ( A + E ) { A J J ) ( A z f J \ 
где е — некоторое положительное число*). 
Если же п= 2, то зоны Ах и Аг отделены тогда и только тогда, когда су-
ществует число е=»0 такое, что 
( A J , f Y ^ ( A + B ) ( A 0 f J ) { A 2 f J ) (/£§). 
Это утверждение непосредственно вытекает из равенства 
РЛЛ-РЛЛ = { А г / л . 
теоремы 2 и равномерной положительности Ах. 
З а м е ч а н и е 4. Если Ап»0, Ау^О 0 = 0, 1, . . . , и — 1) и Ао^0, то при 3-
из неравенств 
И , / , / ) 2 ^ 4 ( Л - 1 / , / ) ( Л + . / , / ) (к=\,2,...,п-\-,/£Ъ) 
п 
вытекает, что Ь(А) = ^ Х'Ау — гиперболический пучок и что все его спектраль-
н о 
ные зоны отделены друг от друга. 
Первое утверждение этого замечания выводится без труда из леммьг 
6 и теоремы А. Ю. Л е в и н а [12], а тогда второе утверждение непосредственно-
следует из теоремы 6. 
2. Рассмотрим квадратичный пучок вида 
£(Я) = А — П+Х2В, 
*) Приведем пример, показывающий, что в указанном случае утверждение теоремы 
6 без дополнительных ограничений уже не верно. Пусть ДА) = 8А3Л-16А2/+8А/+Л0 , где-
Ао=-0, А0 и \\А01| £ 1. При к = 2 условия (3.12), очевидно, выполнены, однако, если \\fjW = 1, 
и (Л0/,,/.,)->-0, то р 2 ( /^ — и, следовательно, А2 п А3 непусто. 
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где А и В — ограниченные самосопряженные операторы. Если выполнено 
условие 
<3.14). (А/,Л ( Я / , / ) < | ( / , / ) 2 С /УО) , 
то при (В/, /)=^0 трехчлен ( Д А ) / , / ) имеет два различных вещественных корня 
<3.15) Л > 2 ( Л = ¿ Щ у • 
и, как легко видеть, пучок L(X) удовлетворяет условиям 1)—3) п. 4 § 2. 
Обозначим через Aí (соответственно А2) множество всех корней p , ( f ) 
^соответственно p2(Jj)- Д л я применения теоремы 5 надо показать, что A(L) не 
совпадает с вещественной осью. Покажем, что A t П А2 = 0 . При этом потребу-
ем, чтобы выполнялся следующий усиленный вариант неравенства (3. 14): 
<3.16) ( A f J K B f J ) ^ ( i - W , / ) 2 ( / € § ) 
при некотором д > 0 . 
Так как в силу (3. 15) 
п 1-п I„ m „ mi У(/>Л2-ЧА/,Л(В/,Л <3.17) \PiU)-P2U)\ = \(Bf,f)\ ' 
то из (3. 16) вытекает, что 
Если теперь допустить, что существует вещественное число у б Л 1 П Л 2 , 
то, повторяя рассуждения из доказательства теоремы 2, придем к противоре-
чию. При этом соотношение Q().) ^ 0 гарантируется тем, что коэффициент при 
X в пучке L(X) равен —/. Кроме того, надо воспользоваться следующими соот-
ношениями, вытекающими из (3. 15): 
. (L'(Pi<J))fJ)>0 {(BfJ)^Q), ( Г ( р 2 ( / ) ) / , / ) < 0 ( / ^ 0 ) . 
Таким образом, при условии (3. 16) Л 1 П Л 2 = 0 . Теперь нетрудно убе-
диться, что At и А 2 — спектральные зоны пучка L(X) в смысле определения п. 
4 § 2. Легко видеть, что зона А2 ограничена, а А : ограничена тогда и только 
тогда, когда оператор В равномерно дефинитен. Так как соотношение At П Аг = 
= 0 означает, что зоны At и А2 отделены, то, в силу теоремы 5, из приведен-
ных рассуждений вытекает следующая 
Т е о р е м а 7. Если при некотором ¿ > 0 выполнено неравенство (3. 16), то 
имеет место равенство 
A-XI+X2B = (I-BZ-XB)(Z-XI), 
где линейный пучок I—BZ — XB обратим при всех Х£А2, спектр оператора Z 
содержится в А2 и Z подобен самосопряженному оператору. 
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М ы не приводим здесь формулировку теоремы о факторизации относи-
тельно зоны А [, которая также вытекает из теоремы 5. 
З а м е ч а н и е 5. Очевидно условие (3. 16) будет выполнено, если А и 
.SsO (или А ^ О и .бёО). Оно также выполнено, если ЦЛЦ | |2?| |<£. 
З а м е ч а н и е 6. Если оба оператора А и В вполне непрерывны, то теорема 
7 сохраняет силу при замене условия (3. 16) условием (3. 14). 
Действительно, достаточно показать, что 
i n f \РЛЛ-Р2(Л\ >0, 
11/11 = 1 
а для этого, в силу равенства (3. 17), достаточно установить, что inf F ( f ) > 0 , 
ii/ii = i 
где 
Р(Л = 1 - Ч А / , Л Ш Л -
Допустим, что это не так. Тогда существует такая нормированная после-
довательность {/„}Г> что F(/„)—0. Без ограничения общности можно считать, 
что последовательность {/„}Г слабо сходится к некоторому вектору g, и, следо-
вательно, 
Н т ( Л / „ , / „ ) = (Ag, g), üm (Bf„,f„) = (Bg,g). 
Так как F(/„)—0, то 4(Ag, g) (Bg, g) = 1, и из условия (3. 14) вытекает, что 
|| g | | > l . Последнее неравенство невозможно, так как g является слабым преде-
лом нормированной последовательности {/„}Г-
3. В этом пункте приводятся две теоремы, показывающие, что методы 
настоящей статьи допускают применение к некоторьш классам пучков, квад-
ратичные формы которых могут иметь и невещественные корни. 
Т е о р е м а 8. Пусть 
т = ¿ » A j , 
j=о 
где Aj (j=0, 1, . . . , rí) — ограниченные самосопряженные операторы. Если су-
ществуют вещественное число с и положительное число г такие, что для всех 
точек окружности Г = {X:\l-с\ = г} выполняется условие 
(3.18) 
л — с 
то L(A) допускает факторизацию . 
(3.19) L(X) = L+{X)(Z-kl), n-i 
где L+(A)= 2 обратим при \k — с| ^ г, спектр Zлежит в круге [Я— с\ < г j=Q 
и Z подобен самосопряженному оператору. 
18 А 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Из условия (3. 18), в силу теоремы 3, следует что имеет 
место каноническая факторизация 
Как и в доказательстве теоремы 4, убеждаемся, что 
А + (Х) = А_(1) = 1+ (С ; , X£ Я). 
у=0 / — с 
Полагая В]= — Су 0 ' = 0 , 1, . . . , и —1), Z = с1—Х, получим равенство (3. 19). 
Для окончания доказательства осталось установить подобие оператора Z 
самосопряженному оператору. Это осуществляется так же, как и в доказатель-
стве теоремы 4, с тем лишь отличием, что оператор С, симметризующий X, 
следует определить равенством 
2 щ / 
Ь-'О^сИ 
Т е о р е м а 9. Пусть А — ограниченный самосопряженный оператор и 
г > || А ||. Тогда для любого операторного многочлена В(Х) с ограниченными само-
сопряженными коэффициентами, удовлетворяющего условию 
(3.20) Н В Д ^ - М И - . (\Ц = Г), , : 
пучок Ь(Х) = А—?1+В(Х) допускает факторизацию 
I 
ДА) = 
где Д (А) — операторный многочлен, обратимый в круге |Я |=г, о{2) с (—г, г) 
и X подобен самосопряженному оператору. 
В самом деле, 
К е М ] М ё _ 1 + , - 1 ( | И | | + т а х | | 5 ( Я ) | | ) ' ( | | / | | = 1). 
Л |Л| = г 
Следовательно, при условии (3. 20) Г1е [ДЯ)/А]«с0, и утверждение теоремы 
вытекает из теоремы 8. 
Отметим в заключение, что для теорем 5 и 7—9 имеют место естественные 
аналоги следствий 1 и 2. 
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Operator inequalities and related dilations 
By W. MLAK in Krakow (Poland) 
Dedicated to Professor Beta Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
We deal in the present paper with inequalities T(a)* ZT(a)SZ where T(-) 
is a semi-group of operators in a sense to be precised below and Z is a fixed positive 
operator. We show that to such inequalities there correspond a uniquely determined 
positive definite function. Now the dilation theory enters which makes it possible 
to give a more or less precise intrinsic characterization of several properties of 
involved operators Z and T(a). The inequalities in question have been studied 
by direct methods in [2] and [8] for T( •) being a semi-group of powers of a fixed 
operator. 
In all what follows we consider the complex Hilbert spaces with usual notation 
for inner products and norms. If S is such a space then L(S) stands for the algebra 
of all linear bounded operators in S and / s denotes the identity operator in S. To 
begin with we formulate the following lemma: 
L e m m a . Let H be a Hilbert space. Suppose we are given a set A totally ordered 
by the relation " = Let Z£L(H) be a positive operator. Assume that the function 
T( •, •): AX A -+L(H) satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) T(a,a)=TH for a£A. 
(2) T(a, b)T(b, c )= T(a, c) if c^b^a. 
(3) T(a, b) form a commutative family. 
Then, if 
(4) T(a, b)*ZT(a, b)^Z for b^a 
then the function 
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is positive definite, i.e., 
i,k 
for every finite choice a, ..., a„£A, f ... ,fn£_H. 
The proof of the lemma may be performed exactly in the same way as. that of 
Th. 2 of [5] by using Halperin's factoring method. It is also possible to apply 
directly Th. 2 [5] when using the semi-inner product ( f , g } — (Zf,g) ( f , g £ H ) (see 
comments after Theorem 2 below and [4]). 
Suppose G is an additive subgroup of reals and let G+ = {a£G\a^0}. The semi-
group T(-) on G+ is a function T(-):G+ - L ( H ) such that T(0)=IH and T(a+b) = 
= T(a)T(b) for a,b£G+. Applying Lemma to the function T(a,b)= T(a—b) 
(amb^O, a,b£G) we infer that if for Z£L{H), Z^O 
(5) T(d)*ZT(a)^Z for a£G+ 
then the function 
is positive definite on G. By a suitable dilation theorem ([1], [7]) we get therefore a 
generalization of the celebrated theorem of Sz.-Nagy on unitary dilations of con-
tractions: 
T h e o r e m 1. Suppose the semi-group T(• ) satisfies (5). Then there is a Hilbert 
space K and a unitary representation £(•): G — L(K) and an operator R: H K 
such that 
The space K, the operator R and the unitary group are determined uniquely up to 
equivalence by the minimality condition K = V S(a)RH. 
If the minimality condition holds true then S( •) is called the minimal Z-dilation 
of T( •) and (6) the canonical representation for T( •). 
Assume how that (5) holds true and let S(-) be the minimal Z-dilation of T(-). 
We define 
(6) ZT(a)=R* S(a)R for a£G + • 
(7) M_ = V S(-d)RH, S+(a)=S(-a)\M_ (a£G+). 
a € G + 
If f,g£H then for a£G+, (~b)£G+ we have 
(RT(a)f S(b)Rg) = {ZT(a-b)fg) = (S+(a)*Rf, S(b)Rg). 
Since the vectors S(b)Rg ((—¿)6G+, gdH) span M _ , we conclude that the follow-
ing theorem holds true: 
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T h e o r e m 2. Suppose that the semi-group T(•) satisfies (5). Let S(•) be the 
minimal Z-dilation ofT(- ) and let M_ and S'+( •) be defined by (7). Then R_: 
defined by R-f=Rffor f£H satisfies the following conditions: 
(8) R_ T(a) = S+ (a)* R_ for a£G+. 
(9) Z = R*LR_. 
The above theorem includes as particular cases the Prop. 5. 1 of [8] p. 210 and 
Th. 5 of [2]. Notice that we do not require 7 \ •) to be contractive. 
The study of minimal Z-dilations may be reduced within certain limits to the 
study of ordinary dilations i.e. that ones for which Z = IH. This is shown by arguments 
developed below, which, when suitably rearranged may stand for a direct proof of 
Theorem 1 without any appeal to Lemma. Suppose just that (5) holds true and let 
S"(-) be the minimal Z-dilation of TX«)-
Define Q=]fZ, H1 = R(Z) = R(Q). The relation T(a)Qf= QT(a)f ( / € / / ) de-
termines a well defined semi-group ?'( •) of contractions in L( / / , ) . It follows — see 
[4] — that T( •) has an ordinary minimal unitary dilation U(a). Consequently 
(U{a)Qf Qg)={f(a)Qf, Qg)=(ZT(a)f, g)={S(a)Rf Rg) for a£G+,fg£H; which 
implies that ¿7(-) and S^ - ) are unitarily equivalent. 
Suppose now that the operators Zi,Z1£L(H) are positive and 
(10) T(a)*ZiT(a)^Zi for ¿ = 1 , 2 , a£G+ 
and the difference AZ = Z 2 —Z t ^ O also satisfies the inequality 
(11) T(afAZT(a)^AZ for a£G+. 
Let ZiT(a)=Rf Si(a)Ri (i= 1,2) be the canonical expression and Ki the minimal 
dilation space corresponding to Z ; . Following the arguments developed in [1], 
Lemma 4. 1 we conclude first f rom (11) that 
ZSM^RJi 
'I1. 
for at£G, fi£H. It follows that there is unique contraction T:K2 Ki such that 
TS2(a)R2f= S1(a)Rlf for a£G and f£H. Since the things are going about minimal 
dilations, the last equality yields that TS2(a)= S1(a)T for all a£G. We have just 
proved the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 3. Suppose that Zl and Z 2 satisfy (10) and (11). Then there exists 
a unique contraction T:K2-*K1 such that TR2 = R1 and TS2(a)= S1(a)T for all 
a£G. 
2S2{a-)R2f 
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Next we describe briefly some properties of polynomially bounded operators . 
We say that the operator B 6 L(H) is polynomially bounded if 
n n 
2akBk 2 M sup 
M=i 
2akzk t|0 
for every polynomial akzk and with some finite M. If B is polynomially bounded 
* |0 
then there are (so called elementary) measures p ( f , g) ( / , g£H) on the unit circle C 
such that \\p(f,g)WM\\f\\\\g\\ and 
(12) (B"f,g) = J z"dp(f,g) > = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . ) 
c 
for all f , g£H. This is an easy consequence of results of [6] that then H = Ha+Hs, 
B = Ba+Bs (both sums direct), Ba£L(Ha), BS£L(HS) and Ba, Bs are polynomially 
bounded and such that 
W / , * ) = f z n d p a ( f , g ) (f,g£Ha; « = 0 ,1 , . . .) , 
W f i g ) = Jz"dps(f,g) (f,geHs; n = 0 , 1 , . . . ) , 
where the elementary measures p" and ps satisfy the conditions: 
(13) . p"(f,g)«m for f,g£Ha, 
(14) Ps(f,g)Lm fo r f,g£Hs. 
(15) P(f,g)=P(fa,ga)+P(fs,8s), 
m stands here for the normalized Lebesgue measure on C and fa, ga and f s , gs s tand 
fo r projections of / , g on Ha and Hs respectively. One can show that Bs is similar 
to a unitary operator with singular spectrum. If B is a contraction then the above 
decompositions are orthogonal and Bs is unitary and singular. If B~Ba (B= Bs) 
then we say that B is w-continuous (/n-singular respectively). The decomposit ion 
B = Ba+ Bs is called the Lebesgue decomposition of B. 
Suppose that Z ^ O and L(H) satisfy the inequality 
(16) T* ZT ^ Z . 
Then for Hi = R(Z), Q= f Z iht formula TQf= QTf ( f £ H ) defines a contract ion 
TeLiHJ. Let Hi = H\@H\, T= f a @ f s be the corresponding Lebesgue de-
composition of f . f s is unitary and singular. We now define Z„, Zs £ L (H) by the 
formula 
ZJ= QPa Q f , ZJ=QPsQf ( f £ H ) , 
where Pa and Ps are projections within Hi on H\ a.nd H\ respectively and Q equals 
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the restriction of Q to ^ . Since Pa+Ps = / H j then 
( ( Z a + Z s ) f f ) = (Q (Pa+Ps)Qf,f) = ( Z f , f ) 
f o r / € H i.e. Z = Z a + Z s . On the other hand PaQTf= faPaQf f o r f £ H and || fa\\ s 1 
which implies that \\PaQTf\\z^.\\PaQf\\2 i.e. T*ZaT^Za. By similar token, since Ts is 
unitary we get that T*ZST=ZS. Let ZT"=R*VR, ZaT"=R*aVn(a)Ra, ZST"= 
— R*V"S)RS («SO) be the canonical expressions for positive definite functions related 
to Z, Z a , Z s according to Theorem 1, V, V(a) and V(s) being the corresponding uni-
tary operators. Let F be the semi-spectral measure of T and F = F"+ Fs its Lebesgue 
decomposition relative to m. Then for f£H, n^O, 
(ZaT",f,f)=(QPaQT"f,f)=(fa"Qf, Qf)=Jz"d(FaQf Qf)=fz"d(E(a)RJ, R J ) 
and 
(ZsT»ff)=Jz"d(FsQf, Qf)=fz"d(E(s)RJ, R J ) 
where E{a) and E(s) stand for spectral measure of V(a) and F ( s ) respectively. Since 
the disc algebra is a Dirichlet one on C we infer that 
(F° Qf, Q f ) = (E{a) RJ, RJ) «m, (Fs Q f , Q f ) = (EM RJ, RJ) j_ m. 
Consequently F ( a ) has a Lebesgue spectrum and V(s) is singular. On the other hand 
V= Va © Vs (Lebesgue decomposition relative to m) and 
/ z"d (Ea Rf R f ) + / z"d (EsRf, R f ) = ( Z T " f f ) = ((Za + Z s ) T " f f ) = 
= /z"d(E<a]RJRJ)+ f z"d(E(s)RJ RJ) 
where is is the spectral measure of V, and E = Ea@Es its Lebesgue decomposition. 
We conclude that for f,g£H 
(EaRf Rg) = (EMRJ RJ), (EsRf Rg) = (.E(s)RJ,RJ) 
which implies that for n ^ O 
R* V(na)Ra = R* VanR = (P"R)* Va"(PaR) 
RtV^R, = R*VS"R = (PsK)*Vsn(PsR) 
where Pa=Ea(C), PS=ES(C). 
Summing up we get the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 4. Suppose T and Z satisfy (16). Then Z has a unique decomposition 
Z = Za+Zs, Za£?0, Zs^0 where T*ZaT^Za T*ZST=ZS. The mi:vr,d Za (resp. Z J 
dilation of T is the m-continuous (resp. m-singular) part of the Z-dilation of T. Con-
sequently, the minimal Z-dilation of T is an orthogonal sum of Za and Zs dilations 
of T. 
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Assume now that T which satisfies (16) is polynomially bounded. Let p(f g) = 
= P"(f,g)+Ps(f,g) b e the Lebesgue decomposition (relative to m) of the element-
ary measure p(f g) of T. Using the previous notation for V, Ea, E„ we.get for n^O, 
f,gZH 
(ZTnf, g) = f z"d(EaRf,Rg) + f znd(EsRf,Rg) = 
= /z"dp°(J, Zg) + f z " d p s ( f , Zg). 
It follows now from the M. and F. Riesz theorem [3], Chapt. 4 that 
fz"d(EaRf Rg) = fz"dp°(f, Zg), (EsRf, Rg)= p°(f, Zg). 
We conclude that for polynomially bounded T the following corollaries hold true: 
C o r o l l a r y 1. If T is m-continuous then Z—Zafor every Z satisfying (16), i.e., 
every Z-dilation of T is m-continuous. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If Z=Zafor T satisfying (16) then the range R(Z) is included in 
the m-continuous part Ha of H of the Lebesgue decomposition related to T. 
Cor. 2 generalizes Cor. 5. 5 of [2]. Indeed, if T*nZTn-*0 strongly then V is 
a bilateral shift with a complete wandering subspace equal to (RT— VR)H. Con-
sequently V= Va. Notice that we infer Cor. 2 without using lifting of commutants. 
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Finslerräume von identischer Torsion 
Von A. MOÖR in Sopron (Ungarn) 
Herrn Professor B. Sz.-Nagy auf seinem 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
§ 1. Einleitung 
Es seien gi}(x, x) und g*j(x, x) die metrischen Grundtensoren der n-dimensiona-
len Finslerräume F„ und F*. Die Metrik soll im folgenden immer den in den Finsler-
räumen gewöhnlichen Bedingungen genügen (vgl. [1] I. § 1). Wir definieren die 
Finslerräume von identischer Torsion durch, die folgende 
D e f i n i t i o n . Die Finslerräume Fn und F* sind Finslerräume von iden-
tischer Torsion, falls 
(1-1) Ä%k = ~Al]K 
gültig ist, wo 
(1-2) Aljk = y b z w . A*jk = ~ f ) ^ g t j 
den Torsionstensor und 
bzw. 
die Grundfunktion bedeuten. 
Aus (1. 1) und (1. 2) folgt somit, daß in diesen Räumen 
(1-3) = d&gij 
besteht und somit g*j einer Relation von der Form: 
(1-4) g*j(x,x) = gu(x,x) + yu(x) 
genügt, wo yij(x) einen Tensor bedeutet, der von der Richtung: x ' unabhängig ist. 
Offenbar folgt aus (1. 4) die Relation (1. 1), d.h. (1. 4) ist für die Finslerräume von 
identischer Torsion charakteristisch. 
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Im folgenden wollen wir statt des beliebigen, nur vom Orte: x' abhängigen 
Tensors j i j einen Tensor von der Form: 
%j(x, x) = iO,<7j+/>j<7;) 
voraussetzen, wo p{ und qt im allgemeinen von (x, x) abhängige kovariante Vektoren 
bedeuten. Die Forderung, daß der Tensor 
(1-5) gij = gij + \{Piqj+Pjqd 
den Maßtensor eines Finslerschen Raumes Fn bestimme, führt auf die charakteris-
tische Gleichung (2. 1), woraus im Falle 
(1.6) qi(x, x) = Pi(x, x) 
gefolgert werden kann, daß pt nur vom Orte: x' abhängig ist, d.h. die Finslerräume 
F„ und F„ sind in diesem Falle von identischer Torsion. 
Im Paragraphen 3 wollen wir diejenigen Bedingungen bestimmen, die not-
wendig und hinreichend sind für die Übereinstimmung der geodätischen Linien von 
F„ und F„. 
Letztens, im Paragraphen 4, untersuchen wir die (n— l)-dimensionalen Hyper-
flächen der Finslerräume F„ und F„. 
§ 2. Charakteristische Relationen für die Finslerräume F„ 
Es seien F„ und F„ je ein «-dimensionaler metrischer Linienelementraum (vgL 
[2] und [3]) mit den Maßtensoren gjJ(x,x) und gu(x,x), die miteinander durch die 
Formel (1.5) verbunden sind. Pi(x,x) und qi(x,x) bedeuten in (1.5) kovariante: 
Vektoren. Wir beweisen den folgenden 
S a t z 1. Notwendig und hinreichend dafür, daß der durch (1. 5) bestimmte Tensor 
gij eine Finslersche Metrik definiere, falls g{j der Grundtensor eines Finslerraumes ist„ 
ist die Relation: 
(2.1) P i j Q i i + Q i j P i ' + P ü i j Q + Q i ' x j P - P iq j+Pjq i , 
wo 
(2.1 a) , P=p,(x,x)x\ Q=zqi(x, x )x ' 
bedeuten, und p{ und q, in den xk homogen von nullter Dimension sind. 
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B e w e i s . Erstens zeigen wir, daß (2. 1) gültig ist, falls gtJ und g^ Finslersche 
Metriken bestimmen. Aus. (1. 5) folgt nämlich nach einer Überschiebung mit x'x1: 
(2.2) F2 = F2 + PQ, 
wo 
def ' • ; rl de f -i •; F —gijxxj, Fi = gijxlx1. 
D a F und F die Grundfunkt ionen der entsprechenden Finslerräume F„ und F„ 
mit den Grundtensoren g^ und gtJ sind; erhält man somit aus (2. 2) nach der Opera-
t ion: 
(2 .3) g u = gij + H P i ' i ' Q + Q - x ' v n + K P i ' Q i J + Q y P i j ) , 
woraus mittels (1. 5) die beweisende Relation (2. 1) unmittelbar folgt. 
Nehmen wir jetzt an, daß die Relationen (2. 1) und (1. 5) gültig sind. Wir müssen 
zeigen, daß dann g¡j eine Relation von der F o r m : 
9 
gij = iH<ijF2 
genügt, d.h. gu ist der metrische Grundtensor des Finslerraumes Fn mit der Grund-
funkt ion F. Es wird sich zeigen, daß F(x,x) eben 'durch die Formel (2. 2) angegeben 
ist. Es folgt nach der Operation angewandt auf die Funkt ion (F2 + PQ) ^ F2 : 
Beachten wir jetzt die Relationen (2. 1) und dann (1. 5), so erhalten wir: 
2°x'x't — gij 
w. z. b. w. 
Mit Hilfe des fundamentalen Satzes 1, können mehrere Sätze über Finsler-
räume, die durch (1. 5) miteinander verbunden sind, bewiesen werden. Z. B.: 
S a t z 2. Ist in der Relation (1 .5) pt von der Form: 
(2 .4) '.Pt=Pa, P = Pj(x,x)xJ 
und ist Pi in den xk homogen nullter Dimension, so ist auch 
def 
(2 .5) qi = Qk', Q = qj(x,x)xJ. 
B e w e i s . Aus der Relation (1 .5) folgt nach dem Satz 1 die Relation (2. 1), 
ferner es muß auch qj(x,x) in den xk homogen von nullter Dimension sein, falls 
g i j und gij in (1. 5) Finslersche Metriken bestimmen. Aus (2. 1). folgt nach einer 
Überschiebung mit x1 auf Grund der Homogenität in den xk: 
PQa + QPi< = Pcii + QPi, 
woraus wegen der Bedingung (2. 4) die Relation (2. 5) unmittelbar folgt, w. z. b. w. 
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S a t z 3. Gilt in der Relation (1.5): 
(2.6) Pi{x,x) = q^x, x), 
so ist Pi von xk unabhängig, falls g^ und ¿¡j Finslersche Metriken bestimmen. 
B e w e i s . Aus (1. 5) folgt nach unserem Satz 1 die Relation (2. 1), die jetzt wegen 
der Bedingung (2. 6) die Form 
(2.7) P - ^ P y + P ^ ^ P = PiPj 
haben wird. Dag(j- und gtJ Finslersche Metriken bestimmen, sind sie in den x* homogen 
von nullter Dimension, folglich ist auch pi(x, x) in den xk homogen von nullter Di -
mension. Dann folgt aber aus unserer letzten Gleichung, nach einer Überschiebung 
mitx-' und in Hinsicht auf (2. la) : 
PiiijxJ = 0, pi = Pii, 
Die Relation (2.7) reduziert sich somit a u f - P ^ — O , worausPi= P p* {x1, x2, ...,x") 
folgt, w. z. b. w. 
S a t z 4. Ist in (1. 5) Pi nur vom Orte xk abhängig, so ist qt auch nur vom Orte 
x* abhängig und von xk unabhängig. 
B e w e i s . Nach der Annahme des Satzes folgt 
Pt = Pi(x) = Pi', P = pk(x)xk. 
Nach dem Satz 2 ist somit 
Ii = Qi-, Q = qk(x,x)xk. 
Aus (1. 5) folgt nun wegen p i i k = 0 nach einer partiellen Ableitung nach.x*: 
(2 .8) dikgu = d&gij + iiPiQxJ^+PjQiiik). 
In den Finslerräumen gilt nun bekanntlich 
(dkkgij) x' = 0, (ßxugij)*' = 0; 
somit bekommt man aus (2. 8) nach einer Überschiebung mit x' in Hinsicht auf 
die Homogenität nullter Dimension von qt{x, x) in den x ' : d.h. Q.x t^x^O, 
P i W x ' Q v k k = 0, 
woraus ö j j i i — 0 folgt, und das beweist schon den Satz. 
Die beiden letzten Sätze bestimmen also solche Räume Fn und Fn, die nach 
unserer Definition im Paragraphen 1. von identischer Torsion sind. Der Zusammen-
hang der metrischen Grundtensoren ist durch die Relation (1. 5) festgelegt, die sich 
im Falle/7; = ¿fr auf 
gij (x, x) = gu (x, x) + pi ( x ) p j (x) 
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reduziert. Selbstverständlich kann im allgemeinen Fall, d.h. beim Typ (1. 5) pt bzw. 
qt von den xk abhängig sein. Z. B. in trivialer Weise ist (2. 1) erfüllt, falls pt und qt 
die Form: 
Pi = fi(*) h(*)>. Ii = fi (x)h~l (*) 
haben. Fn und Fn sind in diesem Falle von identischer Torsion. 
Die Relation (2. 1) war notwendig und hinreichend dafür, daß F„ mit dem Maß-
tensor ¿¡j ein Finslerraum sei, falls der Maßtensor eines solchen Raumes war.-
Wir geben statt (2. 1) noch eine andere hinreichende Bedingung dafür, daß Fn ein 
Finslerraum sei. 
S a t z 5. Ist in der Formel (1. 5) g-tj der Grundtensor eines Finslerraumes, so ist: 
(2.9) pkQi ' + gkPx<+Pkx'Q + qki>P = p ^ k + p ^ h 
— wo P und Q durch (2. la) festgelegt sind, ferner pt und qt in den xk homogen von 
nullter Dimension sind — hinreichend dafür, daß gik eine Finslersche Metrik bestimme. 
B e w e i s . Wir überschieben die Bedingungsgleichung (2. 9) mit xk. Wegen der 
Homogenität in den xj wird: 
' PQ* + QP* + (.Pi'-pdQ + (.Qi'-qdP=.PiQ+qiP, 
die in der From pkQ + qkP = PQ:xk + Px*Q geschrieben werden kann, wo wir statt 
des Index „ / " den Index „ k " gesetzt haben. Differenzieren wir nun die letzte Gleichung 
partiell nach x', beachten wir die Bedingungsgleichung (2. 9), so wird: 
Pi qk +Pk9i = Pi> * Q + Q»*P+Pf Q-x* + P-x« Qu • 
Offenbar ist diese Gleichung mit (2. 1) identisch, somit folgt nach Satz 1 auch der 
Satz 5. 
Wir gehen jetzt zur Bestimmung der kontravarianten Komponenten des Maß-
tensors gik über. Kürze halber bezeichnen wir im folgenden durch hl} den Aus-
druck: 
l'u = i(Pi(!j+PjC/d-
Es sei pkJ die Abweichung des Tensors gkJ von Es ist somit: 
(2.10) g«J = g*J + pkj. 
Offenbar ist pkJ in ihren Indizes symmetrisch, ferner es gilt nach der gewöhnlichen 
Definition des kontravarianten Maßtensors: 
, w ii Iis r,- | l 5 wenn i=i, 
+ = = ( 0 ; wenn i A 
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Beachten wir jetzt, daß auch ist, so bekommen wir für pkJ die Gleichung: 
(gij + hij)pkj = -M=-hiJgkJ. 
Angenommen, daß Det \giJ+hiJ\ ^ 0, wird 
(gü + l>u)Qim = S? 
für Qim eindeutig lösbar. Mit Hilfe von Qim wird dann offensichtlich pkm=- hkiQim, 
womit nach (2. 10) der Tensor ¿*J vollständig bestimmt ist. 
§ 3. Übereinstimmende geodätische Linien 
In diesem Paragraphen wollen wir solche Bedingungen bestimmen, die not-
wendig und hinreichend sind dafür, daß eine geodätische Linie von F„ auch bezüglich 
der Metrik von F„ eine geodätische Linie sei. 
Die geodätischen Linien genügen der Differentialgleichung 
(3.1) ^ p c ^ ^ + l ^ i ) 
wo 
C' == i ghJ (ßk gtj + di gjk — dj gik) x'xk 
bedeutet (vgl. [1], IV. (8. 2), III. (1. 26) und II. (2. 3)). Offenbar ist (3. 1) eine para-
meterinvariante Form der geodätischen Linien. Bezeichnen G' ( /= 1,2, . . . , « ) die 
die geodätischen Linien bestimmenden Funktionen des Finslerraumes F„, ferner 
sind diese Linien auch für Fn geodätisch, so hängen G1' und Gh durch die Formeln 
(3.2) Gh = G" + xh\l/(x,x) 
zusammen, wo il/(x,x) einen Skalar bedeutet der in den xk homogen von erster 
Dimension ist. 
Wir berechnen jetzt G' falls (1. 5) gilt. Nach (1. 5) und (2. 10) ist: 
(3.3) Gh~ghJGj = (g"J+phj){Gj + [ijk]xixk), 
wo 
Gj = i(ßkgu-^dJgik)xixk, Gj = %(dkgiJ-$djgik)xixk 
[ijk] = 4 (UjdkPi+PidkRj + <hdkPj+Pjdkqi-qkdJpi-pfi^ 
bedeuten. Schreiben wir nun (3.3) in der Form: 
(3.4) Gh = Gh + phJGj + (ghJ+phf) [ijk] x'xk, 
so haben wir eine fundamentale Formel erhalten, die den Zusammenhang von Gh 
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und Gh bestimmt, falls die metrischen Grundtensoren von F„ und F„ miteinander 
durch (1. 5) verbunden sind. 
Substituieren wir nun Gh aus (3. 2) in (3. 4), so wird nach einer Überschiebung 
mitgA sx s : 
Setzen wir das in (3. 2), ferner beachten wir (3. 4), so erhält man die Differential-
gleichung: 
(3.6) p"JGj + (gV +phj)[ijk]x'xk = j j {p,Jg,sxsGj + (xJ +p'Jgtsx*) [ijk] x ;x'}, 
die offenbar notwendig ist, falls x'(t) sowohl für F„ wie auch für F„ geodätische 
Linie sein soll. 
Die Relation (3. 6) ist aber auch hinreichend dafür, daß wenn x'(t) eine geodä-
tische Linie von F„ ist, dann auch eine solche von Fn sei. Nach (3. 4) und (3. 6) 
folgt nämlich, daß Gh die Form (3. 2) hat, wo i/f durch (3. 5) angegeben ist. Genügt 
also die Kurve x?(t) der Gleichung (3. 1), so genügt sie auch der analogen Gleichung 
mit ö ' . 
Unsere Resultate können wir im folgenden Satz zusammenfassen: 
S a t z 6. Die Gleichung (3. 6) ist notwendig und hinreichend dafür, daß die geo-
dätische Linie von Fn auch geodätische Linie von Fn sei. 
Eine Hyperfläche F„_x eines Finslerraumes F„ ist eine («— l)-dimensionale 
Mannigfaltigkeit der Linienelemente («", ü"),1) deren Raumkomponenten durch die 
Gleichungen 
(3.5) * = lk {PHJghsxsGj + (.^+phjghsxs)[ijk]xixk}. 
§ 4. Hyperflächen bezüglich der Metriken g -̂ und g t j 
x' = x'iu1, u2, ...,M"-1) 
festgelegt sind. 
Der metrische Grundtensor von F„_ t ist 
a*p = gij(xk(u),Bkyú?)BÍBy, 
Griechische Indizes bedeuten im folgenden immer die Zahlen 1, 2 , . . . , (n— 1). 
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auf Grund von (1. 5) wird: 
äaß = ZijBlBj = aap-\-^(pffcip-\-ppcja), 
wo pa=p,Bla bzw. qa= qtB'a die Projektion von pt bzw. qt bedeutet. 
Die Normalvektoren bezüglich der Metriken gtJ und gtj sind durch die Glei-
chungen 
gtJNlB[ = Ol = Ol 
gljNlW = 1J gtjti'ftJ = 1J 
fesgelegt. 
Wir beweisen den folgenden 
S a t z 7. Stehen pt und qt zu den Vektoren B'a (a = 1, 2, . . . , m— 1) normal, so 
sind und N' bis auf einen skalaren Faktor identisch. 
B e w e i s . In einem Linienelement (ua, üa) von F„_, gilt nach der Annahme: 
(4.1) p,Bl= 0, q - X = 0, 
woraus folgt, daß 
(4.2) gtJB№ = (gij + HPiqj+Pjqd)B№ = SijB¡ffl 
ist. Da N' und fil' Normalvektoren bezüglich der entsprechenden Metriken sind, ist 
(4.3) S y W = 0, gijBlN1 = 0. 
Auf Grund von (4. 2) ist somit g i}Bift3— 0, die mit (4. 3) zusammen beweist, daß 
(4.4) NJ = XNJ 
ist, wo X einen Skalar bedeutet. Unsere letzte Formel drückt aber schon den Satz aus. 
B e m e r k u n g . Die Behauptung des Satzes 7, genau gesagt: die Formel (4 .4) 
gilt auch dann, wenn statt (4. 1) die schwächere Bedingungen 
(4. 5) (Piqj +Pjqd Bla№ = 0 (« = 1 , 2 , . . . , » - 1 ) 
gelten. Offenbar ist auch jetzt (4. 2) gültig, woraus (4. 4) — wie vorher — abgeleitet 
werden kann. — 
Nun wollen wir die geodätischen Linien der Hyperfläche Fn _, charakteri-
sieren und das Analogon des im Paragraphen 3 behandelten Problems untersuchen. 
Die Gleichung der geodätischen Linien einer Hyperfläche hat die Form: 
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wo der Parameter s die Bogenlänge bedeutet und 
(4. 7) 2G'(u , ü) = Bf (Byß + r^lB1'Bp)ü"u' = IG'Bf + BtB^üW, = 
ist (vgl. [1] Kap. V. § 3.)2). In parameterinvarianter Form lautet bekanntlich (4. 6) 
wie folgt: • • 
(4.8) («• + 2G"(w,ii))ii'» = (üß + 2Gß(u,ü))ü*. 
D a für die Raumkoordinaten 
x' = B'ßü", £ = Bißyüßüy + Bißüß 
besteht, wird man nach einer Überschiebung mit B f , auf Grund der Relation: 
B'ßBi = 0*0, 
die folgende Formel bekommen: 
(4.9) üx = B?xi-B?Bißyüßüy. 
Setzen wir G" und ü* aus (4. 7) und (4. 9) in die Gleichung (4.8), so wird nach einer 
kleinen Umformung: . "" ' 
(4.10) (Je' + IG') (Bfüß — Bf ü7) = 0 
eben die Gleichung der flächengeodätischen Linien sein. 
Auf Grund von (3.4) ist nun . 
Gh = G1' — PhJ Gj — (ghJ + phf) [ijk] x'xk. 
Substituiert man das in die Gleichung (4. 10), so wird: 
(4.11) {xi + 2Gi-2piiGj-2{gii +pij)[tjk]x,xk}(Bfüß-Bfü*) = 0. 
Da die Gleichung der flächengeodätischen Linien bezüglich der Metrik g t j analog 
¿ur Formel (4. 10) die Form: 
(Jc; + 2(?) (B? üß - Bf ü«) = 0 
hat, folgt aus (4. 11) unmittelbar der 
S a t z 8. Die notwendigen und hinreichenden Bedingungen dafür, daß die geodä-
tische Linie u"(t) einer Hyperfläche Fn_ { auch bezüglich der Metrik g¡j geodätische 
Linie sei, sind die Relationen: 
(4.12) {piJGj + (giJ+pij)[tjk]xtxk}(B?üß-B?ü*) = 0. 
2 ) In der Formel V. (3.14) von [1] ist selbstverständlich: Bhpüß = xh, r*hikxhxk=2 G\ 
19' 
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Z u m S c h l u ß b e m e r k e n wi r n o c h , d a ß d ie G l e i c h u n g (4. 12) e r fü l l t ist , fa l l s d i e 
R e l a t i o n 
f ' Gj + (gij + piJ) [tjk] x'xk = x ' > ( x , x ) 
bes teh t , w o i p ( x , x ) e i n e n S k a l a r bedeu te t , d a n a c h u n s e r e r A n n a h m e ü b e r x', d ie 
F o r m e l 
Bfx' = ü" 
gül t ig ist . 
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The order of magnitude of the Lebesgue functions 
and summability of function series 
By FERENC MÓRICZ in Szeged *) 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
1. Let X be a measurable space with a positive measure ¡i and let F= (y¿(x )} 
(k=0, 1, ...) be a sequence of L^-integrable functions on the set E(czX) of positive 
measure. We shall consider the series 
(1) Z c J ^ x ) 
* = 0 
with real coefficients satisfying 
(2) 2 ' 4 < -
«c=0 
Let T= (a„k) (n,k=0, 1, ...) be a doubly infinite matrix of real numbers determin-
ing a general summation process with the aid of the linear means 
' » W = 2 «nkCkfkix). 
k = 0 
We say that the series (1) is T-summable at the point x(£X) if the series defining 
t„ (x) converges in the ordinary sense for all n (except perhaps finitely many of them) 
and the limit lim tn(x) exists at the point x in question. 
tl-+ oo 
Form the Lebesgue functions belonging to the sequence F of functions and to 
the summation process IT as follows: 
Ln (T, F;x) = f |K„ (T, F;x,t)\dn (t), 
£ • 
where 
K„(T,F;x,t)= 2 * n k f k ( x ) f k ( t ) . 
k = 0 
*) This paper was written while the authoi stayed at the Steklov Mathematical Institute in 
Moscow. 
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To avoid the unnecessary complications concerning the existence (in a certain 
sense) of t„(x) and L„(T, F; x), we shall consider the following two particular cases 
of summation processes T: 
(i) If the functions fk(x) are assumed to be only -integrable on E, we shall 
confine ourselves to matrices T that have only finitely many nonzero elements in 
each row, i.e., which are such that ocnk=0 for k>kn (w=0, 1, ...). 
(ii) If F is an orthonormal system defined on a set E of finite measure, then we 
shall only consider matrices T satisfying the condition 
(« = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
ft = o 
In this case, f rom (2) and this condition it immediately follows that Z ank c l ^ °°> 
k = o 
and so we have by the Riesz—Fischer theorem that t„(x) is L2 -integrable on E for 
every n. Furthermore, by virtue of 
2 «„\ / A2 (x) dp(x) = Z < - (« = 0 , 1 , . . . . ) , . 
k = o ¿ 1 = 0 
and by B. Levi's theorem we can conclude, that Z f ° r almost every x 
k= 0 
in E, and consequently Kn(T, F; x, t) is L2 -integrable on E as a function of t fo r 
almost every x in E and for every n. This implies, in particular, the existence of 
Ln(T, F; A") for almost every x in E and for every n. 
2. The order of magnitude of the Lebesgue functions may, in many cases, be a 
decisive factor in convergence problems. 
In particular, taking 
k 
a"* = 1 _ / T + 7 (k = 0 , \ , •••,»), ank = 0 
(k = n + l,n + 2,...) (n = 0,1, ...), 
we obtain the classical (C, l)-summation process. Now we have 
¿„((C, l), F\ x) = /1 J o ( i - ¿ x ) a w a ( o dfi(t). 
In this case.-G. ALEXITS and A. SHARMA [1] have proved the following theorems: 
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A. Let F be a sequence of L^-integrable functions on a measurable set E of finite 
measure and let {¡j.„} be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers. If 2ck^°° 
and the condition Ln ((C. 1), F; x) = 0 (pn) is uniformly satisfied on E, then the sums 
".W = 2 1 -7ZT °kfk(x) *=o n + l j 
have the order of magnitude Ox(^]Tn) on E almost everywhere. 
B. Let F be a sequence of L^-integrable functions on a measurable set E of finite 
measure satisfying the condition 
f 2 ckdkfk(x) dli(x)=-0( 1) (« = 0,1, . . .) 
whenever 2c\dk<°°, and let {/;„} be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers 
lhat is concave from below. Suppose that L„((C, 1), F; x)= O (/.(„) for every x~E and 
(3) 
k — 0 
Then the series (1) is (C, 1 )-summable on E almost everywhere. 
They also remark that these results remain valid for any (C, oc)-summation (« > 0) 
if we replace £„((C, 1), F; x) by the corresponding Lebesgue functions Ln((C, a), F; x). 
We note that the above theorem for orthonormal systems is a well-known 
t h e o r e m o f S. KACZMARZ [2]. G . SUNOUCHI [3] a n d L . LEINDLER [4] h a v e e x t e n d e d 
Kaczmarz's theorem to the Riesz summation of orthogonal series. In this case 
<*nk = 1-
n + 1 
(*: = 0,1, . . . ,«), 
and 
cc„fc = 0 (k = n+l,n + 2, ...) (« = 0 ,1 , . . . ) , 
Ln(R, F; x) = J 2 [ l ~ ~ ^ f k ( x ) f k ( 0 
where {/.„} is a strictly increasing sequence of numbers with / . o = 0 and — °° as 
To our knowledge, no analogous theorem for other summation processes has 
yet been proved. The following problem can be quite naturally raised: If for a sum-
mation process T and for an orthonormal system F defined on E the condition 
L 9 ( T , F - , X ) = 0 ( p n ) 
is. uniformly satisfied on E, is then the series (1), under condition (3), summable 
with respect to the concerning process almost everywhere in El 
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A . V . EFIMOV [5] i n t h e c a s e o f [i„ — ° ° (n — =»), a n d K . TANDORI a n d t h e p r e s e n t 
author in a joint paper [6] in general, have essentially showed that the answer to this 
question is in the negative. 
The aim of the present paper is to give a positive answer to the above question 
for a relatively large class of summation processes. 
3. In the sequel we shall consider summation processes T with the following 
property: the estimate 
(4) 2 <xnk<*mkfk(x)fk(y) k= 0 
min (m, n) 
2 Pi\KiiT, F;x,y)\ 
¡=0 
holds for every m and n, where the positive numbers fi^T, F; min (m, n)) satisfy 
the inequalities 
min (m, n) 
2 Pi =0(1) (m,n = 0,l,...). 
/=0 
We note that if F is an orthonormal system defined on E, then the estimate (4) 
can be written in a more natural form as follows: 
f Kn(T, F,x, t)Km(T, F;y,t)dn(t) 2<*nk*mkfk{x)fk{y) 
k=0 
min (m, n) 
1 = 0 
where the j9,'s have the properties mentioned above. • 
We show that if T is the Riesz summation process defined by the sequence 
{X„}, then condition (4) is satisfied. (See also [4]). Supposing n<m, we obtain with 
the aid of the Abel transform that 
1 " 
2 ( ^ l - y P - t r ^ / t W / t W = ^n+l^m+l k= 0 
: V ' / " " + 1 2 h)fk (x)fk ( y ) + — 1 ( 1 , + 1 - h)2fk 0 0 A 0 ' ) An+lÁm+l k=0 An + 1 Am + 1 k = 0 
Kn(R,F;x,y) + 1 + 1 
•̂m+1 
+-3—V 2 1 - - V ! -Xk) 2 fiCx)fi(y)• ^n+l^m+l * =0 1=0 
Substituting here Xk+íKk(R, F; x,y)— XkKk. 1(R, F; x, j ) for (Xk+l-Xk) £ fi(x)fi(y) 
1 = 0 
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(&=0, 1, . . . , « ) , a repeated Abel transform gives that the right-hand side can be 
written as 
k n F ; x,y) + —i "z (4+2 - V x K k ( R , F ; x,y) + 
m+ 1 '-m + 1 
. 1 »-1 
+ 7 j 2 ' (^t + 2 - h ^ K k { R , F - x,y). An+íÁm+l k =0 
Therefore, the estimate (4) holds for every n and m with = (Xk+2 — Ak)/?.n+i =2 
= ( k = 0, 1, . . . , « - 1 ) and fin = 1 5 (/m+!-;.„+!)/;.,„ + !, 
for which we have 
. Z pk = l n \ l ~ X ° + 1 2 (n = 0. 1, ...)• 
k = 0 n+1 
4. After these preliminaries our first result can be formulated as follows: 
T h e o r e m \ Let F= { / t (x )} be a sequence of L^-integrable functions on a 
measurable set E of finite measure, lét ck be a sequence of coefficients satisfying (2), 
and assume that the summation process T satisfies condition (4). If {/./„} is a non-decreas-
ing sequence of positive numbers for which the relation 
(5) Ln(T,F;x)=0(p„) 
uniformly holds on E, then the estimate 
tn{x) = Ox{ipn) 
holds almost everywhere in E. 
The proof is a modification of the well-known proof of A. KOLMOGOROFF—G. 
SELIVERSTOFF [7] a n d A . PLESSNER [8] f o r t h e t r i g o n o m e t r i c s y s t e m , a n d o f S. KACZMARZ 
[2] for arbitrary orthonormal systems. 
We shall use an idea of C. J. PRESTON [9] which consists in a special representa-
tion of tn(x). Introduce an arbitrary orthonormal system defined on a meas-
ure space Y with positive measure v; then 
Ux) = Z ckgk(t)- Z ct„kfk(x)gk(t)dv(t). J k= 0 k = 0 
Y ' . 
Let n(x) be the smallest index s i« such that 
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holds. By Schwarz's inequality we have 
2 
dv(t)X H/i l !M s { /LtH £ Y 
X J ^ J j = = = » / * ( * ) W ) } ^ 
Y E k 
E E Y 
1 
• X - = r ^ a l l W i l t / t ( > ' ) g l k ( i ) < / / i ( * ) < / A i ( y ) < / v ( 0 [ = ' 
V/*n(j>)*=0 J 
= 0 ( 1 ) f [ , 1 <xnw,k<xn(y),kfk(x)fk(y)\dn(x)dnXy)\ • 
[J J V Pn(x)HnW k= 0 f J EE 
Using estimate (4) and the monotoni ty of {/«„} we have 
f r r 1 min («(*),bO)) . l i 
/„ = 0 ( 1 ) / / - 2 " *>J')! Mx)dn(y)\ = 
[J J VHnwUnM it0 J 
£ £ 
= 0(l)\[[-^ZPi\Ki(T,F;x,y)\dp(x)d^y) + I J J Hn(x) 1 = 0 
£ £ 
f i - ~ - Z Pi\Ki (T, F; x, y)I dn(x)dp(y)}. 
J J A'nty) 1 = 0 . J 
. + 
EE 
The validity of relation (5) on E implies the estimate 
f r i » w r i »( f ) 
/ , = 0 ( 1 ) / — - 2 P,L,{T,F;x)dn(x)+ 7 Z ¿ ¿ . ( ^ F ^ O O = 
I J P .W 1 = 0 J Hn(y) i = 0 J 
£ • £ 
f /• "(*) /• «00 
= 0 ( 1 ) / / 2 ' = 
E £ ' 
Since the sequence { t „ M ( x ) / y n n ( x ) } is increasing, it follows by B. Levi's theorem that 
f&tx) 
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almost everywhere in E. The same is true for the sequence {— tn(x)(x)/^iin(x)}; 
.hence 
'nw(x) 
= Ox( 1) 
V Unix) 
almost everywhere, which implies our statement. 
5. We need the following auxiliary result: 
L e m m a . Let {ju„} be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers. Let F be a 
sequence of L^ -integrable functions on the set E and let {nk} be an increasing sequence 
•of indices such that 
(6) J \sn(x)\dfi(x) = 0 (1 ) 
£ 
•and 
<7) **(*) = 0 , 0 ® 
holds almost everywhere in E for every sequence of coefficients satisfying (2), where 
s„(x) is the nth partial sum of the series (1). Then condition (3) implies the convergence 
of the partial sums (x) almost everywhere in E as k 
This lemma is contained in the cited paper of G: A L E X I I S and A . SHARMA [1]. 
(See there Theorem 3.) We remark that (6) is trivially satisfied for orthoñormal 
systems defined on a set E of finite measure. 
In the sequel we suppose that the sequence F and the summation process T 
are such that there exists an increasing sequence nk of indices for which the con-
ditions 
0) s„k{x)-tnk{x) = 0^(1) and (ii) max |?„(x) - i„ t (x) | = o x ( l ) 
hold almost everywhere in E as £ — °o for every sequence of coefficients satisfy-
ing (2). 
In particular, if F is an orthonormal system defined on a set E of finite measure 
and T is the Riesz summation process defined by {A„}, then the conditions (i) and 
(ii) are fulfilled by every sequence {nk} of indices for which 
L ' - ^ S - Y ^ S R - C C O (k = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . ( S e e A . Z Y G M U N D [ 1 0 ] . ) 
"K 
6. Now we are in a position to formulate our second result: 
T h e o r e m 2. Suppose the sequence F of L—integrable functions and the 
summation process T are such that there exists an increasing sequence {nk} of indices 
satisfying (i) and (ii) and such that condition (6) is also satisfied. If the inequality 
tn{x)=Ox{fiñ 
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holds almost everywhere in E for every sequence of coefficients satisfying (2), where {;/„} 
is a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers, then condition (3) implies the T-sum-
mability of the series (1) almost everywhere in E. 
In fact, by (i) we have that the inequality (7) holds almost everywhere in E 
for every sequence of coefficients satisfying (2). Applying our Lemma we get that 
condition (3) implies the convergence of the partial sums { ^ ( х ) } almost everywhere 
in E. Using (i) and (ii) we obtain that, under (3), {/„(*)} converges almost every-
where in E, which entails our assertion. 
7. R e m a r k s , (i) It is clear that our Theorem 1 contains Theorem A as a 
special case. In particular, Theorem A remains valid for any Riesz summation 
process if we replace £„((С, 1), F; x) with the corresponding Lebesgue functions 
L„(R,F;x). 
A s f o r t h e o r t h o n o r m a l s y s t e m s F, t h e r e s u l t s o f G . SUNOUCHI [3] a n d L . LEIND-
LER [4] on the Riesz-summability of orthogonal series are also special cases of our 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
(ii) We mention without proofs that Theorems 1 and 2 can be extended for 
other particular summation processes T such as, e.g., the de la Vallée Poussin sum-
mation, the Euler summation, etc. 
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Über die Metrisierung der affinen Geometrie 
Von ROLF NEVANLINNA in Helsinki (Finnland) 
Prof. Beia Szökefalvi-Nagy zum 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
§ 1. Affine Geometrie 
Im folgenden beschränken wir uns auf die Frage der Einführung der Metrik in 
der zweidimensionalen affinen Ebene. 
Die affine Geometrie kann auf Grund der folgenden Axiome aufgebaut werden. 
1.1. Axiome der Inzidenz. Gegeben seien zwei Mengen: der Punkte (P) und 
der Geraden (L). Jedem Punkt. P ist eine Menge von mit P inzidenten Geraden (L p ) 
zugeordnet. Die Inzidenz von P und L bezeichnen wir: P—L. (oder L—P). Die 
Inzidenz soll folgenden Axiomen genügen: 
I. 1. Zu jedem Punkt gibt es mindestens zwei inzidente Geraden und zu jeder 
Geraden mindestens zwei inzidente Punkte. 
I. 2. Zu zwei Punkten gibt es genau eine inzidente Gerade. 
I. 3. (Parallelenaxiom). Zu jedem Punkt P, der mit einer Geraden Ll nicht-
inzident ist, gibt es genau eine Gerade L2 — P, so daß L{ und L2 keinen gemeinsamen 
inzidenten Punkt besitzen {Li und L2 sind parallel: LJ-Lj)-
I. 4. (Satz von Desargues). Wenn die Punkttripel A1,.B1, Ct und A2, B2, C2 
den Bedingungen AyA2 \\BVB21| C t C 2 , AiBi \\A2B2, BlCl\\B2C2 genügen, so gilt 
auch AiC1 \\A2C2. 
" . 1.2. Axiome der Anordnung. Als zweite Grundrelation des Systems (P), (L) 
führt man die Anordnung ein: jedem Punktepaar A, B ist eine wohlbestimmte Unter-
menge (C) von der Menge (P) zugeordnet. Man sagt, C liegt zwischen A und B, und 
bezeichnet dies: ACB (oder BCA). 
Die Anordnung wird durch nachstehende Axiome geregelt: 
II. 1. Wenn ABC, so sind die Punkte A, B, C kollinear (es gibt eine mit ihnen 
inzidente Gerade). 
II. 2. Von drei kollinearen Punkten liegt genau ein Punkt zwischen den zwei 
übrigen. 
II. 3. Zu dem Punktepaar A, B gibt es mindestens drei weitere Punkte C, D, E, 
so daß ACB, ABD, EAB. 
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II. 4. (Axiom von Pasch.) Wenn die Gerade L mit den drei Punkten A, B, C 
nichtinzident ist, und ist L—P, APB, so gibt es einen Punkt Q—L, so daß AQC 
oder BQC gilt. 
II. 5. (Stetigkeitsaxiom.) Wenn die Menge aller Punkte (P), P—L, in zwei punkt-
fremde Klassen (A) und (B) eingeteilt sind, so daß, kein Punkt A zwischen zwei 
5-Punkten liegt und kein Punkt B zwischen zwei /4-Punkten liegt, so gibt es entweder 
in (A) oder in (B) einen äußersten Punkt C, der weder zwischen zwei y4-Punkten. 
noch zwischen zwei 5-Punkten liegt. 
Das affine System (I, II) genügt den logischen Grundforderungen der Unabhän-
gigkeit, der Widerspruchsfreiheit und der Vollständigkeit. 
§ 2. Einführung der Metrik 
2. 1. Kongruenz paralleler Vektoren. Das Parallelenaxiom und der Desargues'sche-
Satz ermöglichen die eindeutige parallele Verschiebung eines Vektors von der A n -
fangslage A0B0 in die Endlage AnBn, längs eines Polygonzuges A0Al ...A„. Erklär t 
man zwei parallel verschobene Vektoren bzw. die entsprechenden nicht orientierten. 
Strecken) als kongruent, so bilden sie eine Äquivalenzklasse. 
2. 2. Kongruenz nichtparalleler Strecken. Die Eichlinie. Unter Beachtung des-
Permanenzprinzips sucht man den Kongrüenzbegriff für beliebige (nichtparallele) 
Vektoren und Strecken zu erweitern. Zu diesem Zweck verschieben wir die Vek-
toren parallel so, daß sie einen beliebig festgesetzen Punkt O als Anfangspunkt 
erhalten. Man. betrachte dann.eine Punktmenge E0, mit folgenden Eigenschaften: 
1°. E0 ist in Bezug auf O symmetrisch. 
2°. E0 ist in Bezug auf O sternförmig (jede Halbstrahl, der von 0 ausgeht, tr ifft 
E0 in genau einem Punkt). 
Die Wahl einer solchen Eichlinie („Kreislinie") E0 setzt den Kongrüenzbegriff 
der Strecken eindeutig fest: 1) Alle „Radien" OX (X.£E0) werden als kongruent 
erklärt; 2) Die affinen Axiome definieren eine wohlbestimmte Menge von weiteren* 
(punktfremden) Eichlinien E, die mit E0 in Bezug auf O homotetisch sind. Die Radiert 
einer Linie E werden als kongruent definiert. 
Damit ist der Kongruenzbegriff für beliebige Vektoren (Strecken) als eine: 
Äquivalenz erklärt. 
Falls die Eichlinie E0 konvex ist, so gelangt man zu der von Minkowski ein-
geführten Metrik, bei der die Maßzahlen der Strecken der Dreiecksungleichung 
genügen1). 
*) Die Erweiterung der Minkowskischen Geometrie zu unendlichdimensionalen Räumern 
ergibt die Banach-Geometrie. 
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2. 3. Winkelkongruenz. Zwei Winkel W und W', deren Schenkel paarweise 
parallel sind, werden als kongruent definiert. Sucht man diese Erklärung auf beliebige 
Winkel zu erweitern, unter Beachtung des Permanenzprinzips, so liegt es nahe die 
Winkelkongruenz auf die Streckenkongruenz zurückzuführen. 
Hierzu bemerke man, daß wenn die Winkel W und W' (mit den Scheitelpunkten 
O bzw. O') parallel sind, folgendes gilt: 
Trägt man auf den Schenkeln L{ und L2 von W zwei beliebige Vektoren OA1 
und CM2 ab, und auf den Schenkeln L[ und L2 von W zwei zu jenen Vektoren 
kongruente Vektoren 0'A'1(=0A1) und 0'A2(= 0A2) ab, so gilt, daß die Vektoren 
A1A2 und A[ A'2 kongruent sind, und umgekehrt. 
2. 4. Erweiterung der Definition der Winkelkongruenz. Diese letzte Eigenschaft 
läßt sich als erweiterte Erklärung der Kongruenz von zwei beliebigen Winkeln W 
und W' verwenden: Sei 0'A\ = OA, (wobei= das Zeichen für die Kongruenzrelation 
ist) und O'A'2— OA2; falls dann auch die Strecken A, A2 und A\A2 kongruent sind, 
so heißen die Winkel W und W' kongruent. 
2. 5. Eindeutigkeit der Definition der Winkelkongruenz. Im Falle paralleler Win-
kel ist diese definierende Eigenschaft von der Wahl der Punkte Ax und A2 unabhän-
gig. Damit die aufgestellte Erklärung der Kongruenz nichtparalleler Winkel ein-
deutig (ebenfalls von der Wahl der Hilfspunkte At, A2 unabhängig) ist, muß folgen-
des gefordert werden: 
Postulat I II : Es seien die vier Punkte O, At, A2, A3 so gegeben, daß O, Az, 
A3 kollinear sind. Sei ferner O', A\, A'2, A'3 eine zweite Gruppe von vier Punkten 
' (0',A'2, A'3 kollinear). Wenn dann 0A, = 0'A[, 0A2=O'A'2, 0A3=0'A3, AXA2 = 
= A'iA'2 gilt, so soll auch A1A3 = A"1A3 sein. 
Bei beliebiger Wahl der symmetrischen, sternförmigen Eichlinie E ist dieses 
Postulat i. A. nicht erfüllt. In der Tat schränkt das Bestehen des für die Eindeutig-
keit des Begriffs der Winkelkongruenz notwendigen Postulats III die Wahl der Linie E 
stark ein, wie im folgenden kurz gezeigt werden soll. 
2. 6. Konstruktion der Eichlinie mittels des Postulats III. Wir zeigen zunächst, 
daß das Postulat III erlaubt, zu drei gegebenen Punkten A, B, C auf einer Eichlinie 
E einen neuen, vierten Punkt Cj von E zu konstruieren. Wählt man OA und OB 
als aufspannende Einheitsvektoren eines affinen Koordinatensystems, so erhalten 
die drei gegebenen Punkte A, B, C die Koordinaten ( x = 1, j = 0 ) , ( x = 0 , y= 1) 
und C— C0 (x0 ;y0). Mittels des Postulats III bestimmt man dann einen vierten Punkt 
Q C ^ i . J i ) mit den Koordinaten 
xi — > y i — x 0 ' 
Jo 
der ebenfalls auf der Eichlinie E liegt. 
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Anderseits bestimmen die Punkte O, A, B, C0 eine einzige quadratische Form 
die an den Punkten A, B, C0 den Wert 1 annimmt. Die Koordinaten ( x 1 y 1 ) von C j 
lassen sich schreiben: 
(2.6) x 1 = 2 c x 0 - J o > 
und diese affine Transformation erhält die quadratische Form Q invariant. 
2. 7. Euklidische Metrik. Wir nehmen jetzt an, daß die vorgegebenen drei 
Punkte A, B, C der Eichlinie E eine in Bezug auf den Mittelpunkt O konvexe Figur 
bilden; d.h. daß die Punkte O und C ( = C 0 ) auf verschiedenen Seiten der Geraden 
AB liegen. Die quadratische Form Q ist dann positiv definit (|c| < 1). 
Durch Iteration der Transformation (2. 6) bestimmt man eine Folge von Punk-
ten Cn(xn, yn), die alle sowohl auf der Eichlinie E als auf der Ellipse Q= 1 liegen. 
Nimmt man dann noch an, daß die Eichlinie beschränkt ist, so ergibt das Itera-
tionsverfahren : 
1) Die Eichlinie E ist stetig, und daraus ferner: 
2) E fällt mit der Ellipse Q= 1 zusammen. 
Damit ist gezeigt, daß die Vorgabe von drei Punkten A, B, C einer Eichlinie E, die 
in Bezug auf den Mittelpunkt O eine konvexe Konfiguration bilden, alle Eichlinien 
(mit Ö als Mittelpunkt) eindeutig festlegt, als eine Schar von (in Bezug auf O) 
homotetischen Ellipsen. 
Die Streckenmetrik ist eindeutig bestimmt, und zwar als eine euklidische. 
Das skalare Produkt wird durch Polarisation aus Q erhalten. Die euklidische 
Winkelmessung ergibt sich dann in üblicher Weise. 
2. 8. Der indefinite und der semidefinite Fall. Falls die Konfiguration A, B, C 
in Bezug auf O konkav ist, so führt die Anwendung des Postulats III (sofern man die 
Forderung der Beschränktheit der Eichlinie fallen läßt) zu dem Ergebnis, daß E 
mit den Hyperbeln Q(x,y) = ± 1 ( |C | > 1) zusammenfällt. Die . Metrik ist also 
indefinit-, die Richtungen der Asymptoten verbleiben unmetriziert. 
Sind schließlich die drei Eichpunkte A, B, C kollinear, so ist Q(x,y) semidefinit, 
und die Anwendung des Postulats III zeigt, daß die Eichlinie E mit dem Geradenpaar 
Q = ± 1 zusammenfällt. 
Die Transformationen (2. 6), die im konvexen Fall die euklidischen Drehungen 
darstellen, können im indefiniten Fall als die Lorentztransformationen, im semi-
definiten Fall als die Galileitransformationen gedeutet werden. 
Die vollständige Ausführung der Beweise der Ergebnisse von 2. 6 bis 2. 8 soll 
in einem anderen Zusammenhang gegeben werden. 
.( Eingengangen am 31. Oktober 1972) 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a relation of quasi-equivalence for 
matrices over H°° that generalizes the relation of equivalence for matrices over 
principal ideal domains (cf. [3],.p. 79) and leads to an analogous theory. In [6] SZ.-NAGY 
and FOIA§ began a study of a class C0 of Hilbert space contractions that possess a 
minimal function analogous to the minimal polynomial of finite matrices. This study 
was continued in [7] where it was shown that the minimal function of a CQ contraction 
T of finite defect bears the same relation to the characteristic operator function 0T 
of T that the minimal polynomial of a finite matrix A bears to the polynomial matrix 
A—A. In this paper an equivalence theory is developed which will be used in a sub-
sequent paper [4] to show that the invariant factors of 0 T determine the Jordan 
model of T, which was introduced by SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ in [8]. Thus the analogy 
between such contractions and finite matrices is complete: 
1. Preliminaries 
We will be concerned with matrices over the Hardy class H°° of bounded analytic 
functions on the unit disc, and a few of the pertinent facts will be set forth here. 
See [2] or [9] for details. Since H°° is an integral domain, the usual terminology 
for factorization applies. In particular, for a, b in H°°, a is said to divide b if there 
exists c in such that ac=b, in which case we will write a\b. According to Fatou's 
theorem, every H°° function has a radial limit at almost every point of the unit 
circle, and if these radial limits have modulus one almost everywhere, then the func-
tion is called inner. Every H°° function /pé 0 can moreover be factored into an inner 
function fi and a function fe having only constant inner divisors. We will require 
') Research supported in part by a grant f rom the National Science Foundation. 
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that the first nonvauishing Taylor coeificient of J\ be positive, and in this ease the 
factorization is unique. The inner part of / can be further factored into a Blaschlce 
product b f , determined by the zeros o f / , and a singular inner function s f , determined 
by a measure vf on the unit circle that is singular with respect to Lebcsgue measure. 
An inner function g divides / if and only if every zero of g is a zero of / , counting 
multiplicity, and v 9 s v y , 
Every subset <I> of H°° has a greatest common divisor A <I>, i.e. an inner function 
that divides every member of <Z> and is in turn divisible by every other inner func-
tion with this property. We will require that A <I>—(A (I>)t, thus insuring uniqueness. 
For pairs f , g, we will write fAg simply in place of A { / , g}. A subset <I> of II°° is 
relatively prime if A<I>=1. If <I> is any subset of IIthen let <I>'c={fk:/£ <1>}. 
L e m m a 1 .1 .If <I> is relatively prime, then so is (Pk for every positive integer lc. 
If T is also relatively prime and if 
<M' = {pi//:<•/>€<£, il'tV}, 
then <I>XI' is relatively prime. 
P r o o f . The members of <I> have no common zero, and the same is true of <Pk. 
Thus no nonconstant Blaschke product divides each member of <Pk. If v is any 
nonzero singular measure, then there is an / i n <P such that v is not dominated 
by vf. Consequently, if g=fk, then gk is in <Plc and v is not dominated by kvf=vg. 
Thus no nonconstant singular inner function divides every member of <I>k, and hence 
<Pk is relatively prime. 
If g is inner and if g| rpi// for all cp in <I> and i// in T, then g|i// since <P is relatively 
prime, and it follows that g is constant since W is relatively prime. 
A notion of length can be attached to elements of a principal ideal domain, 
and this idea can be used to show that any matrix over such a ring can be reduced 
to a diagonal one by a finite number of equivalence transformations. For H°° a 
different route to diagonalization is available because of the possibility of forming 
a Lebesgue decomposition of one inner function with respect to another. If / and 
g are inner functions, if every zero o f / i s a zero of g, and if vy<scv9, then we will 
write f « g . On the other hand, i f / a n d g have no common zeros and if vf±vg, 
then we will write f±g. It is easy to see that f ±g if and only if fAg = 1. Suppose 
/ and g are arbitrary inner functions. Then / = f „ f s , where /„«eg and / _ L g . For let 
vr = v„-|-v9 be the Lebesgue decomposition of Vy with respect to vg. Let each zero 
of / that is a zero of g be a zero of / „ , and let v„ determine the singular inner factor 
of / „ . Let the remaining zeros of / b e zeros of fs, and let vs determine the singular 
part of / . Then the desired factorization of / results. The essential lemma for the 
diagonalization later is the following. 
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L e m m a 1.2. If a and b are relatively prime H°° functions, and if m and i// are 
arbitrary inner functions, then there exists H°° functions x and y such that yhw = 1 
and (ax+by)Ai// = 1. 
P r o o f . 2 ) Let co=a>1co2(o3, where co^ai, co2<zbh and co3±aibi. Setting 
a'=aco3 we have a\ _LZ>;. Now factor t// in the form ¡l'=il'iil '2il '3, where \l/1<^a'i, 
i¡ / 2 ^bi , and t//3 ±aibi(=aibico3); hence <//3 _Lco. Set x' = t A i y = l l / 3 > and 
5 = a'x'+by. Clearly yAco = 1. We shall also show that 8 A «A = 1. 
Consider to this effect any inner divisor cp of Since (p |i//, we have 
(P=(Pi(P2<P3> where q>k = (pAi//k (k=l, 2, 3). Set (pt = cp1Aa'i, $2 = (p2hbu and 
observe that cp1 is constant if <pt is so, and similarly for <p2 and @2. Since |<5 and 
<px |a', we have <p1 \by, and as a'Lb we deduce that (pl \y, i.e. <p1. But <pt |<p1 |i¡/t 
and so <pt — and therefore cp1 — are constant. Similarly, f rom and 
02 \b we deduce that ¿p2\a'x' and as a' Lb we conclude that <P2\X'(= • A i ^ + 'As)-
But <P2\(P2\LL/2 and I//2-L1//3 so 02 — and therefore <p2 — are constant. Thus 
<K=<P1<P2 < P 3 ) On the other hand, we have cp |c)(= a' \j/1il/2+a,il/3 +¿^3) , and 
hence <p \a'\l/1xl/2. As the factors of the last product are prime to i¡/3, (p is constant. 
This proves that M<A = 1. To obtain x as required by the lemma, we only have to 
set x=co3x'. 
2. Definition and elementary properties of quasi-equivalence 
If A and B are m X n matrices over H°°, then equivalence of A and B is defined 
by requiring the existence of units X and Y of orders m and n respectively such that 
XA=BY. Here a unit X of order m is an mXm matrix over H00 for which there 
exists another such matrix Z such that XZ=ZX=Im, where Im is the m X m identity 
matrix. Since only weak* closed ideals in H°° are principal [5], this is not the appro-
priate relation to study if one hopes to obtain a theory analogous to the classical 
one, as may be seen from the following example, Suppose a and b are relatively 
prime inner functions, and let 4̂ = diag(a, b), B=diag (ab, 1). A calculation shows 
that A and B are equivalent only if there exist x and y in H°° such that ax+by = 1, 
which implies that a and b have to satisfy the Carleson condition in addition to being 
relatively prime. 
A quasi-unit X of order n is a collection of nXn matrices over H°° such that 
detX is relatively prime, where det X={det X:X£X}. Clearly, if X is a unit, then 
{X} is a quasi-unit, but the collection of all nonconstant inner functions a quasi-unit 
of order one which contains no unit. It is easy to see that products of quasi-units 
2) I am indebted to the Referee for supplying the present version of the proof, which 
is much more lucid than the original. 
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are also quasi-units: if X and Y are quasi-units of the same order, then X Y = { X Y : XdX 
and Y£ Y} is also a quasi-unit since det XY = det X • det Y, which is relatively prime 
by Lemma 1. 1. 
If A and B are mXn matrices over H", then A will be called quasi-equivalent 
to B if there exist quasi-units X and Y of orders m and n respectively such that XA = 
= B Y . By the remarks of the preceding paragraph, equivalence implies quasi-equiva-
lence, and quasi-equivalence is transitive. 
In presenting some of our arguments the following definition will be found 
useful. If A and B are mXn matrices and <5 is an function, then A will be called 
8-equivalent to B if there are square matrices X and Y of orders m and n respectively 
such that XA=BY and (det X)t and (det Y)i are factors of <5. It is immediate that 
if A is ¿-equivalent to B for all 8 in a relatively prime family, then A is quasi-equiva-
lent to B. Let A' denote the transpose of A. 
L e m m a 2. 1. 
a) If A is 8-equivalent to B and B is s-equivalent to C, then A is de-equivalent 
to C. 
b) If A is S-equivalent to B, then B is 8k{k~v> -equivalent to A, where k is the 
larger of the dimensions of A and B. 
c) If A is 8-equivalent to B, then A' is 8k(k~ -equivalent to B', where k is as 
above. 
P r o o f . 
a) If XA=BY and UB=CV, then UXA = CVY, and the assertion follows from 
the multiplicative property of determinants. 
b) If XA=BY, then multiplying this equation on the left by adj X, the classical 
adjoint of X, and on the right by adj Y leads to 
(det Y) (adj X) B=A (det X) (adj 7). 
If Z i s raXra, then 
det (det Y- adj X) = (det Y)m(det X)"-1, 
and this together with the corresponding relation for d e t X - a d j Y implies the as-
sertion. 
c) This part follows from the defining relation for ¿-equivalence by taking 
transposes and applying part b). 
Invariant factors for matrices over H°° may be defined in the usual way. If 
A is an mXn matrix let @0(A)=1 and let 2)k{A) be ' the greatest common divisor 
of all minors of order k of A, where k is no larger than min {m, n). The invariant 
factors are then defined by Sk(A)=2k{A)l 2;k_i(A) for & e l such that S>k(A)^0. 
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L e m m a 2. 2. If A is 5-equivalent to B, then 8>k(A)\5k@k(B) and @k(B)\5k®k(A) 
for all k such that S>k(A)?iQ. 
P r o o f . Suppose XA = BY, (det X)i |<5 and (det F);|<5. From the fact that the 
minors of a product of matrices are linear combinations of the minors of correspond-
ing order of either factor, it follows that @k(A)\2)k(XA) and also S>k(BY) |0 t ( (de t Y)B), 
since (det Y)B=BY adj Y. By supposition, S>k(XA)=^k(BY), and hence 
@k(A) |®*((det Y)B), i.e. ®k(A)\(detY)k®k(B). 
This implies 3>k(A)\dkSik(B), and the other relation may be obtained similarly. 
T h e o r e m 2. 1. If two matrices over are quasi-equivalent, then they have 
the same invariant factors. 
P r o o f . Suppose A and B are matrices over H°°, and X and Y are quasi-units such 
that XA=BY. If XA=BY, then as in the proof of Lemma 2. 2, @k(A)j(detY)k@k(B). 
Since Y is a quasi-unit, it follows from Lemma 1. 1 that SHk(A)\@ik(B). The relation 
£dk(B)\3ik(A) follows similarly, and hence 3>k(A)=2#k(B) which implies the as-
sertion. 
I 
r 3. Diagonalization 
_ Our principal goal is to prove the converse of Theorem 2. 1, and this will be 
accomplished by showing that every matrix is quasi-equivalent to a canonical one. 
A matrix E over H°° is in normal form (or simply normal) provided 
D 0 
0 0 
where D is a diagonal matrix of nonzero inner functions, each with a positive first 
nonvanishing Taylor coefficient, and each one except the first divisible by its pred-
ecessor. (Some of the blocks of zeros or even D may not be present.) As in the clas-
sical case, the diagonal entries of D are the invariant factors of E (see e.g. [3], p. 91). 
L e m m a 3. I. If A = ^ 1 1 J^ j , then for each inner function >p there is a matrix 
X such that (det X)A\j/ = 1 and AX is of the form j^*1 q j , where Btl =An, and 
except possibly for the first, all entries of the first row of B22 we zeros. 
P r o o f . Let (ax, a2, ..., ak) be the first row of A22. It will suffice to produce 
a kXk matrix X whose determinant is relatively prime to ij/ such that (a1,a2, ..., ak)X 
has at most a nonvanishing first entry. For the required matrix may then be produced 
by forming the direct sum of an appropriate identity matrix with X. 
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The matrix X is obtained in k—\ steps, each step changing one to zero. 
If the d j are all zero, then there is nothing to prove. Permuting columns if necessary, 
assume ¿¡^0 and let co = at Aa2 • By Lemma 1. 2, x and y may be chosen so that if 
= (alx+a2y)/<t>, then ¿jAi/f = 1. Let 
Xt = 
x -a2/a> 
y ajw ©4-k 2-
Then det Xt =dl, the second component of (at, a2, ..., ak)Xl is zero, and the entries 
beyond the second are unchanged. 
After the second and third columns of the result are permuted this procedure 
may be repeated, and in ¿—1 steps a matrix is produced that has its only nonzero 
entry as the first. The matrix X is obtained as a product of permutation matrices 
and matrices of the form X t , and the result follows from the fact that products of 
f unctions relatively prime to i¡/ are also relatively prime to tj/. 
L e m m a 3. 2. If A is an mXn matrix over H°° and ij/ is any inner function then 
there exist an mXm matrix X and an nXn matrix Y, each with determinant relatively 
prime to i]/, such that XA is upper triangular and A Y is lower triangular. 
P r o o f . The upper triangular case follows from the lower by taking transposes, 
and the lower triangular case is proved by repeated use of Lemma 3.1. 
T h e o r e m 3. 1. Every finite matrix over H°° is quasi-equivalent to a unique 
normal matrix. In fact given any mXn matrix A over H°° and any inner function 4>, 
A is 5-equivalent to the normal matrix formed from the invariant factors of A for some 
8 relatively prime to ip. 
P r o o f . Since a normal matrix is determined by its invariant factors, uniqueness 
is a consequence of Theorem 2. 1. The second statement implies the remaining part 
of the first, and by Lemma 2. 1. c, it suffices to consider the case m ^ n , since the 
case m >n follows by taking transposes. 
Given an inner function if 8 is relatively prime to an inner multiple of i]/, 
then it is also relatively prime to ij/. Hence there is no loss of generality in consider-
ing a ij/ divisible by each nonzero @k(A). We suppose further without loss of gen-
erality that 3)1(A) = l. The major portion of the proof consists of verifying that 
there exists t] relatively prime to i¡/ such that A is ^-equivalent to a normal ma-
trix E1. 
The proof is by induction on m, and the case m = 1 (and arbitrary n & 1) is an 
easy consequence of Lemma 3. 2. For it implies the existence of an nXn matrix 
y having a determinant relatively prime to i¡J such that A Y is lower triangular, i.e. 
AY is a I X « matrix with at most its first entry a nonzero. Thus A Y=XEx, where 
X is the 1X1 matrix whose single entry is the outer factor of a, and Ei is the I X « 
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normal matrix whose first entry is the inner factor of a. Taking »/=(det Y)n(n~l), 
we see by Lemma 2. 1 that A is //-equivalent to 
Suppose the assertion true, therefore, for ( m - l ) X v matrices with v 3= m —1. 
By Lemmas 3. 2 and 2. 1 again, there exists a <51; relatively prime to t¡/ such that 
A is <5x-equivalent to a lower triangular matrix Al. The last n—m columns of AL, 
which consist only of zeros, do not essentially affect the subsequent calculations, 
and thus it will be assumed that Ax is an mXm lower triangular matrix. 
If A\ consists of the last m—1 rows and columns of A1, then the inductive 
hypothesis implies there exists a S2 relatively prime to ip such that A\ is §2-equivalent 
to a normal matrix E[, the equivalence being effected by a pair of matrices X[ 
and Y\. If Ai consists of the last m — 1 rows of the first column of Al, then let A2 
have the same first row as AL and (X[ A'[ E\) as its last m — 1 rows. Let X1 = 7 t © X[ 
and Fi = / t © Y[. Then X1Al=A2Y1, i.e. Ai is ¿2-equivalent to A2, and @l(A2) 
is the greatest common divisor of the entries in the first two columns of A2. 
By Lemma 3. 2, there exists X2 with determinant <53 relatively prime to i]/ such 
that if A'3=X2A2, then A'3 is upper triangular. The greatest common divisor e of 
the elements in the first two columns of A\ is a factor of S3@i(A2), as may be seen 
by applying Lemma 2. 2 to the first two columns of A2 and A3. But A is <5!<52-
equivalent to A2 by Lemma 2. 1. a, and thus Lemma 2. 2 together with the initial 
supposition on 3>i(A) yield-el^i¿2^3- Hence if A3 is obtained from A'3 by dividing 
the entries in the first two columns by e, then A3 is e2-equivalent to A3 and e2A<p = 1. 
Further, if a and b are ihe first two entries of the first row of A3 and if c is the second 
entry of the second row, then A {a, b, c } = l . 
It may be assumed that a or b is nonzero, for otherwise the interchange of the 
first two rows and columns yields an equivalent matrix satisfying this condition. 
Let co = aAb, and choose x and y in H°° according to Lemma 1. 2 so that yAco = 1 
and if = (ax+by(J(o , then (54Ai/' = 1. If 
then all entries of A 3 X 2 , except possibly for those in the second row, are divis-
ible by ¿ 4 , and hence if Y2=Diag(<54, 1, <54, . . . , <54), then A 3 X 2 = Y 2 A 4 , where 
the first two entries co and cy of the first column of Aa are relatively prime. From 
the form of X2 and Y2 it is not hard to see that A3 is <54-equivalent to AA. 
Since co and cy are relatively prime, another application of Lemma 1. 2 yields 
H°° functions 11 and v such that <55 = uco+vcy is relatively prime to \p. Let 
4Jm-2 > 
U V 
®Im-2> — cy CO 
X3 has determinant <5S, and X3 A4 has 65 as the only nonzero entry of the first column. 
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If A; is obtained from X3A4 be replacing this entry by 1, and if Y3 = (<55)©/m_i, 
then X3 A4=A5Y3. By equivalence transformations, all entries but the first of row 
one of A5 can be changed to zeros yielding an equivalent matrix A6 that is a direct 
sum of (1) with an (m — l)X(m — 1) matrix. A second application of the induction 
hypothesis then yields 56 relatively prime to \p such that A6 is 56 ^equivalent to a 
normal matrix E^ • 
Combining the above steps, we see that if r\ is the product of the six 5/s and 
e2, then r] is relatively prime to ip and A is »/-equivalent to a normal matrix Ex. 
This completes the induction. 
In general it can not be supposed that £ \ is the matrix E formed f rom 
the invariant factors of A. By Lemma 2. 2, however, there exist inner functions 
a 2 , . . . , a k , where k is the largest of the indices for which 0, such that 
each d j divides r]j and 
®j(El) = «J®J(A). 
Since each @j(A) divides ijf, and since rj is prime to ifr, it follows that <Xj is prime 
to @>i{A) for all j and /. Thus with oc0 = 1, 
£j(E1) = («jlaj_1)£j(A), 
and each oi j/aJ_1 is inner. Thus if 
y4 = á\&g{aíla0,a2laí, ..., <xk/cck_1)®In_k> 
then det 7 4 = a/t, which divides rj, and El=EYA. Hence if 5 = t]2, then 6/\\j/ = 1 
and A is ¿-equivalent to E. On the other hand, 
+ W i ) = (J = 1 , - , k - 1), 
and this together with the fact that ¿>j(A) is relatively prime to ocj+1aJ_1 imply that 
é?j(Á)\&J+1(A), i. e. E is normal. This completes the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y 3:1. An mXn matrix A is quasi-equivalent to an mXn matrix B 
over H°° if and only if A and B have the same invariant factors. 
P r o o f . Necessity was established in Theorem 2. 1. If ^Land B have the same 
invariant factors, then each one determines the same normal matrix E. By the theo-
rem, A is quasi-equivalent to E which is quasi-equivalent to B, and this establishes 
the result. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 2. Quasi-equivalence is an equivalence relation. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 3. If A and B are quasi-equivalent, then there exist matrices X 
and Y each of whose determinants is relatively prime to all the invariant factors of A 
and B, and such that XA-BY. 
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P r o o f . Let E be the normal matrix that A and B are quasi-equivalent to, 
and let be a multiple of each of the nonzero entries of E. Two applications of 
the theorem yield <52 and S2 relatively prime to ip such that A is ^-equivalent to 
Eand B is d2-equivalent to E. If k is the larger of m and n, then setting S = 3lS2k(k~1), 
we see from Lemma 2. 1 that A is ¿-equivalent to B. Thus there exist X and Y such 
that (det X)i |<5, (det Y); |<5, (hence det X and det Y are relatively prime to and» 
XA=BY. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 4. Suppose XA= BY. If the determinants of X and Yare relatively 
prime to the invariant factors of A and B, then A and B are quasi-equivalent. 
P r o o f . The first hypothesis implies that A and B are ¿-equivalent for. 5 = 
= (det X- det Y)h By Lemma 2. 2, 9k{A)\8k9k(B), and by the second hypothesis,. 
3k(A)\2>k{B). Similarly 2>k(B)\3>k{A), and hence A and B have the same invariant 
factors. Thus Corollary 3. 1 implies the result. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. 5. Suppose XA = BY, where A and B are square matrices. If X 
and Y have the same determinant, and it is relatively prime to det A, then A and B 
are quasi-equivalent. 
P r o o f . If det A = 0, then det X and det Y are outer and hence relatively to 
prime to the invariant factors of A and B. If d e t ^ ^ O , then the relation XA=BY 
implies that det det A. Since det/1 is the product of the invariant factors of A up to 
an outer factor, it follows that det X and det Y are relatively prime to the invariant 
factors of A, and similarly to those of B. Hence in either case the result follows from 
Corollary 3. 4. • 
4. A reformulation 
The definition of quasi-equivalence may be formulated in a slightly different 
way which is more general and leads to an open question. Let § be a separable Hilbert 
space and suppose A'is a bounded analytic function on the unit disc D whose values 
are operators on § (see [1] or [7], Chap. V.). If X admits a scalar multiple, let <PX 
be the set of scalar multiples of X, and let <Px = A<£x. Then in the case of X inner 
(px is the characteristic scalar inner function of X (cf. [1], p. 81). If X is a collection 
of analytic operator valued functions admitting scalar multiples such that { ^ l A ^ X } 
is relatively prime, then X is called a quasi-unit on In the case of § finite dimen-
sional, this definition agrees with the one given previously ([1], p. 81; [7]). 
Let. § and ft be a pair of separable Hilbert spaces. If A and B are bounded 
analytic functions on D whose values are operators from § to ft, then A is quasi-
equivalent to B in case there exist quasi-units X and Y on § and ft respectively such 
that XA=BY. Is every operator function or every operator function that admits a 
scalar multiple quasi-equivalent to a diagonal one? 
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On quasi-equivalence and quasi-similarity 
By B E R R I E N MOORE, III and E R I C A. N O R D G R E N in Durham (N. H., U.S.A.)1) 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
Introduction 
The object of this note is to show how the theory of Jordan models for C0 
contractions of finite defect, which was developed by S Z . - N A G Y and FOIA§ [ 1 0 — 1 7 ] , 
may be approached from , the relation of quasi-equivalence for matrices [6]. 
We thereby give a different approach to the Jordan model theory and in so doing 
establish a conjecture of S Z . - N A G Y and FOIA§ [ 1 5 ] on the relation between the inner 
functions in the Jordan model of an operator T and its characteristic operator func-
tion 6 r . Our results show that the analogy with the finite dimensional situation is 
complete. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let © be a separable complex Hilbert space and m normalized Lebesgue mea-
sure on the unit circle C of the complex plane. Then L2 ((£) is the Hilbert space of 
all weakly measurable functions from C to © having square integrable norm, and 
H2(<&) is the corresponding Hardy subspace. If / is the identity function on C, then 
the bilateral shift operator U on L2 ((£) is given by 
Uf=xf (/€ L2 (©)), 
where the operation is that of pointwise multiplication. The unilateral shift U+ on 
H2(f&) is simply the restriction of U to H2(<&). The above is discussed in detail by 
HELSON [ 4 ] . a n d S Z . - N A G Y a n d FOIA§ [18] . 
The algebra of weakly measurable, essentially bounded functions from C to 
the algebra J1 ((E) of bounded operators on (£ is ((£)). A function 0 in Lm (%((£)) 
is said to be analytic if 
J(©(z)f,g)z»dm{z) = 0 1,2,...), 
and H""(J1 ((£)) is the algebra of analytic functions in ((E)). 
') This research was supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation 
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If 0 is in H°°(^((f)), then there are two operators that are naturally associated 
with it. Each sends a function u to 0u, where 
0u(z) = 0(z)w(z) (z€C) , 
but the domain of one is L2((£) whereas that of the other is H2(<&). The former is the 
associated analytic Laurent operator and the latter the associated analytic Toeplitz 
operator. We will be somewhat imprecise and use the same notation for each of 
these operators as for the function that induces it, relying on the context to make 
it clear which is intended. If the operator 0 on H2(j&) is a partial isometry, then' 
the analytic function inducing it will be called inner. This usage does not quite 
conform to that of S Z . - N A G Y and FOIA§ [ 1 8 , p. 1 9 0 ] , who use the term inner for an 
analytic function whose values are operators f rom one Hilbert space (Si to another 
(S2 such that the induced analytic Toeplitz operator from H2(<&]) to H2(<&2) is 
isometric. The difference is inessential in that with either definition the typical 
invariant subspace of U+ is the range of an analytic Toeplitz operator induced by 
some inner function ([1], [3], [5], [7] and [8]). 
For each inner 0 let S(0) be the compression of U+ to the orthogonal comple-
ment § ( 0 ) of OH2(<&). It is now well known that every contraction T on a separable 
Hilbert space such that {T*"} converges to zero strongly is unitarily equivalent to 
some S ( 0 ) [18]. 
Our present interest centers on the case where (£ is finite dimensional and 0 
is an isometric operator on //2((£). If 0 is purely contractive [18, p. 188], and if 
(£ has dimension N, then both defect indices of S(0) are N, and S(0) belongs to 
class C0(N). In fact, up to unitary equivalence the most general contraction of 
class C0(N) arises this way [11]. In general, we will not require 0 to be purejy con-
tractive, and thus the resulting S(0) is of class C 0 ( M ) for some positive integer 
MrSN. 
An operator X f r o m a Hilbert space to another § 2 is called a quasi-affinity 
in case it is one to one and has dense range. An operator 7 \ on is a quasi-affine 
transform of an operator T2 on § 2 in case there exists a quasi-affinity A ' f rom 
to §2 such that 
. XT^TzX, a 
in which case we write T,-<.T2. If 7\-< T2 and T2~<Tl, then Tx and T2 are called 
quasi-similar. Again, for a more detailed discussion of these ideas refer to the text 
b y S Z . - N A G Y a n d FOIA§ [18] . 
Two functions 0 ! and 0 2 in H°a(3S{(&)) are said to be equivalent in case there 
exist two invertible functions A and A in (3$ ((f)) such that 
A01 = 02A. 
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A function A in / / " ( J 1 ((f)) is said to have a scalar function 6 as a scalar multiple 
if there exists a function Q in such that ' 
QA = AQ = 5Ia, 
where 7g is the identity operator on (£. Finally, the following concepts introduced 
in [6] are fundamental to our present considerations. A quasi-unit ff is a subset of 
((£)) with the property that the collection of all scalar multiples of the functions 
in ff is nonempty and relatively prime, i.e. has no nonconstant common inner factor. 
If 6>! and 02 belong to (&(<$:)) and if there exist quasi-units ff and JI such that 
ff01 = 02JI, 
then and 02 are called quasi-equivalent. 
In this paper we will study the relation between quasi-equivalence and quasi-
similarity, but we pause to note that in one direction at least the relation between 
equivalence and similarity parallels the finite dimensional situation. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let 0i and 02 be inner functions in H°°{S§((£)). If 0i and 02 
are equivalent, then S(0 ¡) and S(02) are similar. 
P r o o f . Let A and A be invertible functions in such that 
(1) A0t = 02A. 
It follows from (1) that A01H2(<&)(Z02H2(&), and hence 
(2) P2APi = P2A, 
where Pj is the orthogonal projection of H2(<&) onto § ( 0 j ) for j= 1, 2. Define an 
operator X by 
(3) X=P2A\§>(01). 
For every / € § ( 0 i ) we have by (2) and (3) that 
XS(0,)f= P2 AP1 U+f = P2AU+f = P2 U+ Af = P2 U+ P2 Af = S(02)Xf 
where the next to last equality follows from the invariance of 0 2 H2(<&) under U + . 
It remains only to show that X is invertible. We have by hypothesis that A is invert-
ible; therefore, if v is an element of § ( 0 2 ) , then there exists a unique element u in 
H2(<£) such that 
v = Au = P2 Au. 
Employing (2), we have 
v = P2APlu = XP1u; 
thus A'is onto. If Xu=0 for some u in § (©!) , then Au = 02v for some v in H2(<&), 
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and since A is invertible there exists some v' in H2(<&) such that Av' = v. Hence 
by (1), 
J ( M - 0 ! O = Au-02Av' = 0. 
But A is invertible and u is orthogonal to 0yv'-, therefore, u=0, and Z i s one-to-one. 
Thus X is invertible. 
It would be interesting to know to what extent Theorem 1 has a converse; it 
is known [2] that defect indices are not similarity invariants. 
2. Main theorems 
The following result is an analog of Theorem 1 for quasi-equivalence. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let (E be finite dimensional and suppose that 0 t and 02 are inner 
functions in (£)) that induce isometries on H2((£). If 0! and 02 are quasi-
equivalent, then S(0i) and S{02) are quasi-similar. 
P r o o f . Since quasi-equivalence is an equivalence relation [6, Cor. 3.2], it 
will suffice to prove S ( 0 ! ) < S ( 0 2 ) . The facts that E is finite dimensional and that 
0 ! and 02 induce isometries on H2(E) imply 0T and 02 are each unitary valued 
a.e. and consequently their determinants are nonzero a.e. By Corollary 3. 3 of [6], 
there exist functions A and A in (K)) whose determinants are relatively prime 
to those of 0 2 and 0 1 ; and such that . 
A0I = 0 2 A . 
Define X as in (3). The same reasoning used previously implies 
X S ( 0 1 ) = S ( 0 2 ) X ; 
therefore, we need only show that A' is a quasi-affinity. 
Suppose v in § ( 0 2 ) is orthogonal to the range of X, and let u be any vector in 
H2(<£). There exist u' in § ( 0 0 and u" in H2(j£) such that 
By supposition, 
[v, Au') = (P2 v Au') = (v, P2 Au') = v, Xu') = 0, 
and since A0t = 02A, we have 
( v , A01U") = ( V , 0 2 A U " ) = O. 
Thus v is orthogonal to AH2((£), which includes (det A)H2((£). But v is also ortho-
gonal to 02H2(<&), which includes (det 02)H2(fS). Since det A and det 0 2 are 
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relatively prime, it follows that AH2(<&) and 0 2 / / 2 ( ( S ) span H2(f£) (see [1]); thus-
D = 0 . Consequently X has dense range. 1 
Now consider an arbitrary « £ § ( © , ) such that Xu=0; i.e. for which Aud 
£02H2(f£). As mentioned earlier, each of 0X and 02 is unitary valued a.e., and 
therefore, the operators 0T and 02 on L2((£) are unitary. Using this fact and setting. 
/ = 0 ? «, it follows from (1) that;©2 Af—A01f=Au £02H2 ((£), and hence Aft H2(<&). 
On the other hand, 01f=0l 0\u=u. Thus, /1 /and 0 x f are both in H2(<£). From 
this it follows that -
(det A)f£H2(<£) and (det O^f £H2(i£). 
Since det A and det 0^ are relatively prime, we infer by using a lemma of SZ.-NAGY 
[9, p. 74], that f£H2(<&). This implies w£ © ^ ( ( S ) . As u^ifD^, we necessarily 
have w=0. Hence, X is one to one, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
It is shown in [6], Theorem 3. 1 that every NXN matrix over 7/°° is quasi-
equivalent to a diagonal one with the invariant factors on the main diagonal. Thus 
if 0 is the characteristic operator function of an operator T of class C0(N), then 
0 is quasi-equivalent to a normal matrix 0 ' , i.e. 0 ' is diagonal and the diagonal 
entries of 0 ' are the invariant factors of 0 . From the theorem then we have that 
T is quasi-similar to 5 ( 0 ' ) . Operators of the form S(0') are called Jordan operators 
by SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§, and they were the first to show that every C0(N) contrac-
tion T is quasi-similar to a Jordan operator and that the minimal inner function of 
T i s the first invariant factor of 0 r [11, 15].-We have thus obtained their results via 
a different route; moreover, we have shown that the inner functions that appear 
in the Jordan model of an operator are related to the characteristic operator.func-
tion in the manner they conjectured. To summarize, we have established the fol-
lowing: 
T h e o r e m 3. If T is an operator of class C0(N) for some integer N, then T is 
quasi-similar to a Jordan operator determined by the invariant factors of the character-
istic operator function of T. 
. Finally, Theorem 2 has a converse; that the statement is more general is illusory. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let 6 be finite dimensional and suppose that 0 X and 02 are inner 
functions that induce isometries on 7/2((£). If SiO^) is a quasi-affine transform of 
S(02), then 01 and 02 are quasi-equivalent. ' 
P r o o f . Let 0[ and 0 2 be the normal matrices that are quasi-equivalent to 
0 X and 0 2 respectively. Then by Theorem 2 and the hypothesis, 
5(00^5(00^5(0,)^ S(0'2). 
It was. shown by SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [ 1 4 ] that if one Jordan operator is a quasi-
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affine transform of another, then they are both determined by the same nonconstant 
inner functions. Consequently, S ( 0 [ ) = S(0'2), and hence 0^ = 02- It follows by 
transitivity that 0 X and 0 2 a r e quasi-equivalent. 
We should like to express our gratitude to Professor Sz.-Nagy for suggesting a 
substantial improvement on the proof of Theorem 2. 
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A Riesz decomposition theorem in w* -algebras 
By C. P E L I G R A D and L. ZSIDÓ in Bucharest (Romania) 
To Prof. B. Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
An extension in to H/*-algebras of the Riesz theory ([7]) of compact operators 
was initiated and developped by M. BREUER in [2]. Here the ideal of compact oper-
ators is replaced by the norm closed two-sided ideal generated by all finite projec-
tions. A problem raised by M. Breuer was solved by V. I. OVTSHINNIKOV in the case 
of von Neumann algebras on a separable Hilbert spaces ([6]). Our purpose is to solve 
the Breuer problem in the general case. 
For notions and knowledges about W* -algebras we send the reader to [5]. 
The authors are indebted to Dr. S. TELEMAN who called their attention to the 
papers of Breuer and Ovtshinnikov. 
In the first section we prove some technical results. Lemma 3 in the second 
section solves the conjecture of Breuer and, together with Breuer's results, it al-
lows us to formulate an extension of the Riesz decomposition theorem for compact 
operators. 
1. The two-sided ideal associated to a semi-finite trace 
Let M be a W*-algebra and M + its positive part. A mapping 
is called a normal trace on M if: 
1. cp(x+y) = <p(x)+<p(y), x,y£M+, 
2. (p(Xx)=X(p(x), x£M+, X£R+, 
3. (p(u*xu)=(p(x ) , x£M+, uZM unitary. 
4. (p(x)= sup (p(xt) for every increasingly filtered family (x,) in M+ with 
.v sup .vt. 
We denote by Söî  the linear span of {x: x £ M + , cp(x) < + °o}. Ш ,̂ is a two sided 
ideal, called the two-sided ideal associated to (p. <p can be extended to a positive 
21 A 
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linear form on SJi^. If a£SOi^, then x'—(p{ax)=(p{xa) is a w-continuous linear form 
on M, where the w-topology is the weak topology defined by the predual of M. q> is 
said to be semi-finite if: 
5. SW9 is vv-dense in M. 
Finally, a normal trace <p on M is called faithful if 
6. x£M+, <p(x)= 0=>x=0. 
If there exists a faithful semi-finite normal trace on M, then M is called semi-finite. 
A projection e£M is called finite if every projection f £ M e q u a l s e. 
The norm-closed linear span J of all finite projections e£M is a two-sided ideal. 
Every projection e £ J is finite. . 
Let M be a W*-algebra. For every set SczM we denote by (S) the set of all 
elements 2 x,zi> where x,£ S and (z,) is a family of orthogonal central projections 
ii / • 
with 2! z , = 1- If M is semi-finite, cp is a faithful normal semi-finite trace on M and 
m 
e is a projection in 9JJ,,, then e is finite. So, denoting by the norm-closure of SUi,,, 
we have (M^,) c / . 
Lemma 1. Let Mbe a W*-algebra, q> a normal semi-finite trace on M ande£M 
a finite projection. Then <?£ ($>!,,). 
P r o o f . Let (z,)>eJ be a maximal family of orthogonal central projections such 
that ez,£3[n9 for all t £ l . Suppose that z0 = 1 - 2 ^ 0. 
Since 501̂  is vv-dense in M, there exists a non-zero projection /£$) i , ,z 0 . By the 
comparison theorem there exists a central projection z, = z 0 , such that 
/ZiCez^ f{z0-z^>e{z0-zi). 
The maximality of (z t)>ei implies z0—z, = 0. So 
f = fz0<ez0 
that is, for some projection fy £ M, 
/ ~ / i — ho-
us ing again the comparison theorem, there exists a central projection z 2 S z 0 , 
such that 
fz2<(ez0~f1)z2, f(z0-z2) >(ez0 - / , ) ( z 0 - z 2 ) . 
Again, by the maximality of (z,) l£ / we have z0—z2 = 0. Hence 
f = f z 0 < e z 0 - f i 
that is, for some projection f2dM 
/ ~ / 2 =S e z 0 . 
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By induction, we obtain a sequence (/„) of orthogonal projections such that, 
for every n, fn~f and /„ = ezQ. This contradicts the finiteness of e. 
Consequently zo=0 that is e 6 (9J?,.,). - . •' , 
L e m m a 2. Let 91 be a norm-closed two-sided ideal in a W*-algebra M. Then 
(9t) is a norm-closed two-sided ideal. 
P r o o f . Obviously, (91) is a two-sided ideal. 1 
Let (xn) be a sequence in (9t) convergent in the norm-topology to x£M. For 
every n there exists a family (zln)IiIn of orthogonal central projections, such that 
X„z ' n e9 l , i e f„ , and 2 4 = 1-i€I„ 
Denote by Q the maximal ideal space of the center of M. Then Q is a hyper-
stonean space (see [3]). For every n, Q„= |J (z| ,)_ 1(l) is an open dense set, and 
' iZSn 
Q Qn contains an open dense set Q0. Now it is easy to see, that there exists a family 
n- 1 • 
(KJ i e I of mutually disjoint open and closed subsets of Q0 such that U A" is dense 
' 'CI 
in Q. Denote by z, the characteristic function of Kt. Then (z t) i e / is a family of ortho-
gonal central projections with 2 ^ = 1 . For every i0 6 7and for every n, ((z'J~' ( I ) ) , € , 
is an open convering of (z I o)_ 1(l)=^T I o . Hence there exist i j , . . . , ik £7 such, that 
( z J - H O c z U W ) - ^ ! ) , that is z , 0 ^ Z z ' J . • • 
i i=i 
Consequently, for every i f l n and for every n we have xn zt £ 31. 91 being norm-
closed, we obtain x z ^ S t , So 
In [1], a norm-closed two-sided ideal SOi in M such that (9Ji) = 9Ji is called con-
tinuous. Examples of continuous ideals are the above defined ideal J and the strong 
radical. Lemma 2 states that the continuous hull of 91 is (91). 
T h e o r e m 1. Let M be a W*-algebra and cp a normal semi-finite trace on M. 
Then ./c_ <3Ji,P>. 
P r o o f . Let , / 0 be the two-sided ideal generated by all finite projections e £ M . 
By Lemma 1, ^0cz (9)^) ci (951,,). On the other hand, by Lemma 2 (9J?,,) is norm-
closed. Hence the norm-closure </of is included in (93?^). 
Using Theorem 1 and the remark preceding Lemma 1, we obtain: 
C o r o l l a r y . If M is a semi-finite W* -algebra and cp is a faithful normal semi-finite 
trace on M, then J= (9Ji(()). 
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We need also the following result : 
T h e o r e m 2. Let M be a semi-finite W* -algebra, (p a faithful normal semi-finite 
trace on M, and N a W*-subalgebra of M such that N H 9JJ,, is w-dense in N. Then 
there exists a positive linear map P.M —-N such that 
1) P(l) is the unit of N. 
2) P{yixy2)=yiP(x)y2, x£M, yi,y2£N. 
3) p m 9 c Am2R„. 
4) <p{P(x))=(p(P(l)x), xm<p. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we send the reader to [4] (see also [5] chap. I l l , § 5, 
exercise 9. f). 
2. The main result 
Let M be a W*-algebra and a£M. For every integer n S 1 we denote by <?„(a) 
the greatest projection e 6 M such that (l — a)"e -= 0. We denote also e„ (a)= sup e„(a). 
n 
Now we suppose that a belongs to the norm-closed two-sided ideal J gener-
ated by the finite projections. Since for every integer « S i the equality e„(a) = 
= (l — (l — a)")en(a) holds, we have en (a) £ J. Consequently en(a) are finite projec-
tions. This statement is sharpened by the following 
L e m m a . 3 . If adS then em(a) is finite. 
P r o o f . First, we remark that e^(a) belongs to the vv-closure of J. So we can 
suppose that M is semi-finite. Let (p be a faithful normal semi-finite trace on M. 
By Theorem 1, there exists a family (z,) l £ / of orthogonal central projections 
in M with 2 z , = 1 such that azt£SR,, for all i. Since eco(az)=em(a)zl and it is 
sufficient to prove that every em (a)zl is finite, we can suppose that a £ SR,,. 
Let N be the IF*-subalgebra of M generated by the projections e„(a), 1 
Then N is commutative and its unit is e„(a). Since en(a) = (1 — (1 — a)")e„(a), 
the projections e„(a) belong to . By [5], chap. I, § 1, exercise 6, they belong 
even to Hence iVi~l is w-dense in N. 
By Theorem 2 there exists a positive linear map P.M—N such that 
1) P(l)=eca(a), 
2) P(ylxy2)=ylP(x)y2, x£M, yi,y2£N, • 
3) p c ivnsm^. 
For every we have 
(1 - a ) - 1 (1 - e„ _! (a)) (1 - a)en (a) = 0. 
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Since l — e„-1(a) is the right support of (1 —a)" it follows that 
( l - e n _ 1 ( a ) ) ( l - a ) e „ ( a ) = 0 
Consequently 
P{\-a){en{a)-en-da)) = {e„{a)-en-l{a)P(\-ayeu{a) = 
= P { ( e „ { d ) - e „ - l ( a m - a ) e n ( a ) ) = 0. 
This equality implies 
P{\-a)ei{a)= P(\-a)ez{a)= •••=P{\-a)e„{a)= P(\-a). 
Since 
P(1 — a)el(a) = P((l — a)el(a)) = 0, 
we conclude 
P(l-a) = 0. 
Now. we have 
;e„(a) = P ( l ) = P ( a ) e N n W v . 
By [5], chap. I, § 1, exercise 6, (a) f l 9Jiv c Hence (a) is a finite pro-
jection. 
For every a£M and for every integer we denote by fn(a) the left support 
of (1 — a)". Put fm (a) = inf f„ (a): Lemma 3 and the results of B R E U E R ([2], Theorems 1 n 
and 2) imply the following theorem, an analogue of the Riesz decomposition theorem 
in the theory of compact operators: 
T h e o r e m 3. Let M be a W*-algebra, J the norm-closed two-sided ideal gen-
erated by all finite projections in M, and a an element of J. Let the projections en(a), 
/„(a), be defined as above. Then 
(i) em (a) is a finite projection; 
(ii) for every 1 ^ n < °° there exist x„£M and a finite projection p„^M such that 
{\-a)nxn = l-pn; 
(iii) ae„(a)=em{a)aem(a) and af„(a)=/„(a)af^{a)-, 
. (iv) e . ( f l ) A / - ( « ) ' = 0 and eja)\!fm{a).= 1; 
(v) for every 1 we have en(a) ~ en(a*) — 1 —f„(a). 
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On the consequences of permutation identities 
By G. POLLAK in Szeged 
To Professor B. Szokefatvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
The aim of this note is to give a description of all permutation identities valid 
in a permutative semigroup [ 2 ] . YAMADA [ 4 ] was the first to consider permutation 
identities in semigroups. The best result in the field was attained by PERKINS [ 2 ] 
who proved that any commutative semigroup variety is finitely based. In the same 
work he gives an example showing that no similar proposition holds for varieties 
satisfying xyzt = xzyt. On the other hand, any permutative semigroup variety satisfy-
ing an identity of the form xm+d=xm is finitely based. We give another class of 
(hereditary) finitely based varieties. As a matter of fact, this can be obtained from 
a result of PUTCHA and YAQUB [3] claiming that a semigroup in which a permutation 
identity of rather general type holds satisfies all permutation identities for products 
containing sufficiently many factors. From our results it would be easy to determine 
exactly the necessary number of factors, and to give a "standard" form of finite bases 
of identities (up to bases of permutation groups). 
1. The consequence group 
Following YAMADA [ 4 ] , we call an identity of the form 
(1) ,X1...-X„ = Xia...Xna 
a permutation identity if a is a permutation of the set {1, . . . , n). The number n will 
be called the length of identity (1). 
Let <5 be a semigroup variety. Denote the set of all permutation identities of 
length n which hold in <5 by Gn and the set of the corresponding permutations by 
T„. Obviously, T„ is a subgroup of the symmetric group £„. The set of permutation 
identities of length n+1 which follow from G„ will be denoted by G'n and the cor-
responding set of permutations by T'n. Again, T'n is a group called the (first) con-
sequence group of Tn. The qth consequence group T^ can be defined in a similar way 
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through the permutation identities of length n+q which follow from G„. We remark 
though trivial that r ^ ' + ^ r ^ ' 5 ^ . 
Our main task consists in finding out how T'n depends on T n . For this purpose 
we shall first look for a comfortable system of generators of T'n. 
Suppose (1) holds in <5. The subsequent n+2 identities follow immediately: 
X\ ... x„+ j — x » Xnn X, na An+ X J 
(2) 
where 
x, — x, n+1 
x . = w!') t/(i> — u!') w(i) • — "1 ••• "n — I f f ••• "na 
« f = 
X1 Xlff+1 ••• Xna+ 1 j 
( i = l , . . . f l ) 
if j < i, 
XiX; + 1 if j — i, 
Xj + 1 i f . / > ' • 
The corresponding elements a', a", 1 , , ...,An of the consequence group are given 
by the equations 
( 3 , ) 
( 3 2 ) 
(30 
for / = 1 , . . . , n. 
= \ > i f 7 = n, 
J 1 « + 1 - i f j = n+1 
. „ [ 1 . ' i f 7 = 1 » 
J G l a - l ) c r + 1 i f 2 s j ^ n + l ; 
A = 
if j SifJ \ jo S i, 
-l id-
N 
j f f + l if j 
0 ' - l ) ( 7 i f j > i f f ' 1 
( j - i ) a + l if j > ia 
N > i, . 
117~% 0 ' - l ) ( 7 < / , 
L e m m a 1. The consequence group T'n of T„ is generated by the elements (3j), 
(32), (33) where a ranges ouer Tn. 
It suffices to show that all identities in G'n are consequences of the identities (2) 
where a ranges over T„. Now let 
( 4 ) Xj . . . x„ + 1 — x l t . . . X(n+1) t 
be an identity in G'n, i.e. a consequence of G„. This means that there exists a sequence 
of words ( x i . . . x n + 1 = ) a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a t ( = x l T . . . x ( n + 1 ) r ) such that ar=bruf...u^cr> 
ar+ i = bru^liry...u^lir)cr where br, cr are arbitrary and u(p nonempty words, t r ( r ) g r „ . 
Denote the length of the word y by l(y). Then l(ar)~ l(ar+i) for all r<k and thus, 
by induction, l(ar)=n-1-1. On the other hand l(ar)=l(br)+ j ? l{uf)+l(cr), and, 
J=i 
since / ( u ' f ' ) > 0 , there are only three possibilities: l)/(br)=0, l(cr)— 1, l(u(p)= ••• 
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... = / ( « « ) = l and ar=ar+1 follows from an identity of type (2,); 2) l{br)= 1, / (c r)=0„ 
l{u{[y)= ••• = l(u<£>)= 1 and ar—ar+l follows from an identity of type (22); 3) l(br)= 
= /(c r )=0, /(wi r ))=2 for exactly one i, l(u(Jr))= 1 for j^i and ar=ar+1 follows from 
one of the identities (23), q.e.d. 
The permutations (3) are not very easy to handle, therefore we shall use the 
system a', X ( I S i ^ n — 1), ¿„<T'~', a" \ equivalent to (3), instead. Introduce: 
the notation 
n h J ) \(ii-l.:.j) if 
Thus, y(j, i)=y(i,j)~1- It is straightforward to check the formulae 
— y(n+ i f f - 1 ) <t' y (i, n+ 1) for 1 s i s n, 
( 5 ) ff*=.y(B + l , l ) f f , y (1,11+1). 
Hence 
(6) ¿¡Ar+i = 7 ( « + 1 , iff'1)a'y(i,n + 1)y (n + l , i + 1)c' - 17((z'+ l)cr_ 1,« + 1) = 
= yin+ljff-^a' •{in+\)-a'-1y{{i^-\)a-i,n+\) = 
= ^ ( M + l . I f f - O . O ' f f - ^ + l i v y i O ' + l i f f - S n + l ) = 
= y (n + 1, i f f - 1 + 1) y ((/+ 1) a- \ n + 1) = y (0: + 1) a- \ ia~1 + l) 
for 1 SiSn— 1 and 
(6') X y - 1 = yin+l^no-^a'yfan+Va'-1 = y(n+ l,^"1)-^-1«+1) = 
= y{n+\,na-1 + \), 
(6") a'Ar1 = y(n+l,l)ff'y(l,n+l)y(n+l,l)ff'-1y(lff-1,n + l) = y ( l f f - 1 , l ) . 
Remark that, by (3J , (32) and (5), 
( ( i + l J f f - V V ' - ^ i r ' + l for l s i s n - l , 
(7) ( « + l ) ( x V ' - 1 = «(7-1 + l , 
(Iff-^a'ff"-1 = 1, 
and, since the symbols n+1, l a - 1 , (/+ l)cr_ 1 (\sisn~\) are exactly the integers 
1, . . . , « + 1 in a different order, we have obtained 
L e m m a 2. r'n is generated by the elements a', y(i, ia'er"-1) (/ = 1, ..., « + 1 ) 
where a ranges over r„. 
The subgroup of F'n generated by the cycles y(i, ia' o"~r) (1 sisn+ 1) will be 
denoted by r * . As a generalization of Lemma 2, we have 
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L e m m a 2'. If 
<8) ffV'-1 = v i . . . v , 
is the decomposition of a' o"~1 into disjoint cycles for some o£Fn and i, j occur in the 
same vt then y(i,j)€.r*. 
Indeed, for some power of a' o"~1 we have i(o' o"~1)c=j. If c= 1 then y{i,j)^r* 
by its definition. Now let c > l and suppose the assertion holds for c—1. Put 
.i(o'o"-1)c-1=k; then y(i,k)eT*, y(k,j)=y(k,ka'o"-i)£r* and hence y(i,j)= 
y(kj)-y(i,k)dr*n. 
2. Consequence groups of/-irreducible groups 
The following subgroups of the symmetric group Z„ will take important roles 
in what follows (A„ denotes, as usual, the alternating group): 
In>k = {<j\io = i for i s k), In k = {a\ia = i for i k), <Pk = 
Z'„e> = {<j\io = i for odd /}, Ii0) = {a\ia = i for even /}, 
¿P = Zp ® Zie> = \{a\ia = i(mod 2)}, A<"> = !<"> (~)A„. 
•Observe that iff the images io of elements isk precede those of elements i^k 
(in particular, ko= k). Remark also Znn+i = Zn0=Zn. 
The role of A[p) is clear from 
L e m m a 3. t'nQAn + 1 i f f T„QA (np ) . 
P r o o f . If then a ' , c " and o ' o " ~ l are contained in A ^ h for all o ^ r „ . 
Thus, i^ia'o""1 (mod 2) for every / and y(i, i<j'a"~i)£An+1. 
Conversely, suppose T^A'f'' and let <j£rn\A[p\ If o$An then ,c r '$ / ( n + 1 . If 




Indeed, for / = 1 we have (lc7_1)cr'a-" -1= 1 and (10) follows from (9). If / > 1 then 
{i<j-l)o'o"-1 = ( / ' - \ ) a ~ 1 + 1 = / - 1 + 1 = / (mod 2) and therefore icr1 (icj-^o'o"-1 
(mod 2) which proves (10). 
The permutation group r „ will be called fixelement-reducible or f-reducible if 
r„ Q <Pk for some kSn, and fixe/ement-irreducible (f-irreducible) in the opposite 
-case. Now we want to investigate the case where r „ is f-irreducible. 
ia~1 ^ i (mod 2). 
y ^ A i a - ^ a ' a ' - ^ A , 
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Le m m a 4. If Fn is f-irreducible then for every k (1 = & = «) there exist symbols 
i, j such that iSk^j, H'JKC-
P r o o f . Since r„ is f-irreducible there exists a£T„\<Pk. If k= 1 this means 
l ' f f ^ l , so that l e - 1 a n d , by virtue of (73) and Lemma 2, we have y(l , l<r -1) 
( = y ( l f f - 1 ) l ) - 1 ) ^ * . Now put k ^ 2 . Then there exist elements /', / with I S i S k S 
SlSn, in la (and therefore Iff"1). It is easy to see that one can even suppose 
la = iff — 1. Now by (7) id'a"'1 = (ia~ l)<x-1 + l = / + 1 , so that y(/, l+\)£T*, 
and the lemma is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If r„ is f-irreducible then T* is transitive. 
Indeed, ky(i,j) = k+1; thus, every symbol ( < « + 1 ) can be carried over to 
every greater symbol and, taking into account the inverses of the y's, it can be carried 
over to every element. 
This corollary is majorized by the following lemma. The proof of the lemma, 
however, relies upon the corollary itself. 
L e m m a 5. IfT„ is f-irreducible then r* is doubly transitive. 
P r o o f . Since r * is already known to be transitive, we have to prove only 
that for every k (1 1) there exists a permutation Qk£T* such that 
(11) kgk = k+1, 1&=1. 
Recall that l c - 1 ^ 1, n+1 for some ff£r„. If y(l , n+l)£F* then it has a power ' 
such that the permutation ok = y ( « + l , l ) r "-y( l , l f f - 1 ) y ( l , n+ l)rfc satisfies (11) (for 
this, choose k— 1 cr— 1 < rk S min (k— 1, n+1 — If f - 1 ) ) . For the rest of the proof 
suppose y(l, n+ By Lemma 4, there exist symbols I, m such that lsk<m, 
y(l, m)£r*. If 1 < / put gk=y(l, m). If. / = 1 then, by assumption, m < n+ 1. Thus, 
there exist /, j with iSm<j, y(i,j)er*. Put r= y(j, i)y(l, m)y(i,j) and 
T ( = y ( 2 , m + 1 ) ) if i = 1, 
_ y ('../) if 1 < i S k , 
Qk ~ h ( l , m ) r 1 ( = ( f c f c + l ) ( m m + l)) if i = k+1, 
x~ 1 y (1, wi)t( = (z / + l )y (2, m 4- 1)(i i+ 1)) else. 
This proves our lemma. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If r„ is f-irreducible then r* is primitive. 
Now we formulate the basic 
T h e o r e m 1. If Tn is f-irreducible then its consequence group fn is 1) the sub-
group A' of I6 generated by y(l , 4) and y(3, 6) if n= 5, rs = A={(l), (14) (25)}; 
2)A„+lifrnQA^;3)Zn+1else. . 
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R e m a r k . A' is a group isomorphic to I5. It can be obtained f rom the sub-
group I 6 6 of I 6 (having 6 for invariant symbol) by an outer automorphism of the 
latter one. j 
P r o o f . The fact that the consequence group of A is A' can be checked by a 
straightforward calculation. Remark only that for a = (14)(25) we have <T'<T"-1 = 
= (14)(36) so that r * = A ' and a'= y(6, 3)y(l, 4)2y(3, 6)£T*. 
In virtue of Lemma 3, all we need to prove is that A is the only f-irreducible 
group the consequence group of which does not contain the alternating group. In 
doing this we shall rely upon the following facts (see e.g. [1]): 
I. If a subgroup nm_q of Im has q invariant symbols and is transitive and primi-
tive on the rest then any primitive subgroup of Im which contains FIm_q is (q+1)-
fold transitive ([1], Theorem 5. 6. 2). 
II. For 12, t 2>)!ni — 2, the only i-fold transitive subgroups of Em are Em 
and AM ([1], p. 68.). • 
III. If m = kp+r where p is prime, p>k, r>k, 2 then the only (r+ l)-fold 
transitive subgroups of Im are lm and Am ([1], Theorem 5. 7. 2). 
Suppose r „ is f-irreducible. If T* contains a transposition we have obviously 
r * = I n + l (because of double transitivity). If r * contains an element of the form 
y(k—2,k) then An + 1QF*. Indeed, for n= 2 the assertion is obvious. Let «•>2. 
It suffices to show that if k < « + 1 then y(k—l, k+l)£T* and if k—2 > 1 then 
y( fc-3 , k - 1)€T* since these imply y(q-2,q)er* for all 3SqSn+l and these 
cycles generate An+1. Let us prove the first part ; the other one can be treated 
analogously. By Lemma 4, there exists a cycle y(i,j)£r* such .tha:t i s k s j . If 
i S k - 2 then y(j,i)y(k-2,k)y(i,j)= y(k-\,k+l)er*. If i = k-1 or i=k 
then y(j, i)y(k— 2, k)y(i,j) = (k—2 kk+1) or (k—2 k— 1 k+ 1), respectively. How-
ever, since y(k, k—2) • (k— 2 k k+1) • y(k—2, k) = (&+1 k—\k—2), in both cases 
we have (k— 1 k k+ 1) = (k+1 k— 1 k—2)(k—2k k+ 1)€-T*. 
Now consider two different cycles y(i,,./',), y i i i J ^ Z r * (e.g. y( l , Iff - 1) for 
Ict^I and y ( « T - 1 - f 1, n+ 1) for m^n). We may suppose / , < / ] , i\ = i2 "^ji • If. 
moreover, j2<j\ then y ( / 2 - l , j 2 - 1 ) = yO'i J i ) y 0 ' 2 J 2 M . / 1 , h)£r*n. If j2=j\ then 
y( l2+ 1>72+1) = y(j\ , h)y{kJdy(hJi)^rt- In both cases we have two cycles of 
the form y(k,l) and y ( A : - l , / - l ) . However then y(/, k)y(l- 1, k-\)y(k, I)2 = 
= y(k-l,k+ 1 )6 r* and hence F*^An+i. 
The case /] — i2, ji < j 2 is symmetrical to the second subcase of the above one. 
I f7 , = I2 then y(i2,j2)y(i1J1)=y(il,j2) and the pair y(ix,j2), y(i2,j2) gives the 
first case again. 
If j\ < i2 and nS6 then at least one of both cycles is of length ^ 3 and the former 
argument yields F*^An+l once more. Let « > 6 (i.e. « + 1 S 8). One of both cycles 
is of length S —4— i denote this one by y(i,j). If j < n+ 1 take y(k, l)£F* with 
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(if j = n + 1 then i > l and we ought to demand / < i— 1 S k). The permuta-
tions y(i,j), y(l, k)y(i,j)y(k, I) generate a subgroup 77y _ ; + 2 of r* having at least 
— i n v a r i a n t symbols and being primitive on the rest. Thus, by I, F* is 
fold transitive. If n S 2 7 it holds 1 > 3 / « + 1 - 2 a n d r * ¡2A„ +1 follows from II. 
For III allows the following maximal multiplicities of transitivity: 
/•=3 for n + 1 = 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 22, 25, 26; 
r=4 for « + 1 = 11, 15, 18; 19, 21, 23,27; . 
r=5 for n + 1 = 12, 24. 
t 11 n + 1 In all cases r < —-—. 
Thus, the only remaining possibility is i{ ' ' h for every pair of cycles. 
Suppose there are three different cycles y{i i , j i ) , y i h J i ) ^ J (h>7 3 )£ r* , / 1 < / 2 < / 3 < 
</1 <72 </3- Then 
61 = y ( h J \ ) y ( j i , h )y{Jn <1) y ('3j 73) = ('3 — 1' 3) O'i 7i + 1 K H , 
62 = y ihJi) 7 (73= '3)7(72, '2) y OWs) = ('3 - 1 0*2./2 + 1) € n , 
^ e 2 = (7'i7i + l)(72 72 + l ) € n , 
yO'i>7i)02eiyO'i , ' i)0i02 = y C / i - i J i + i K n . 
Thus, we may suppose T* contains only two cycles: y, = yih ,j\) and y2—y(jiJi) 
However, this implies a'a"~i = (i{ j{){i2j2) or (1) for every c £ r „ (recall 
a ' a""1 € A„ + J . But a ' a "~ 1 determines a uniquely; indeed, a ' does and the conditions 
ff'-1y(n+l, 1)<t' = a'a"~1y(n-{-1,1), (n+ l ) f f ' = n + 1 determine a ' . Hence T„ is 
a two-element group and ff(^l) is of order 2. As Fn is f-irreducible, l t r ^ l , na^n 
and, consequently, z \= 1, j2 = n + 1 , j\= 1<t_1 = la, i2 = n c + l and a'a"~l = 
= (1 j1)...(i2 — 1 n)(2 7^+ 1)...(;2 n + 1 ) = (1 y,)(/2 n + 1). Hence one finds by a routine 
induction a = (17,)(2 / , + 1).. .(«~yL+ 1 «), i2 == «—y^ + 2. If y ' ^ n then / 2 = 2 and 
1 1 y | = (1 2 3). Now let j\<n, z 2 >2. Form the following elements: 
« = 72 1 7i V2 = (1. . . — 1 /2 + 1 - + 
- P= yihiyl = ( 1 . . . /2 — 1 i 2 + 2 . . . A + 2 ) , 
• = 1 = ( i 2 — 1 ¿2 + 1 ) ( A + 1 7 i + 2 ) , 
'e = 1 V i5yr 1 =. (»2 — 2 i2)0"2 — 1 
and, if i2 > 3, 
C = y i e y r 1 = O 2 - 3 i 2 - l ) 0 ' 2 - 2 i 2 ) . 
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Then 
e£ = ( i j - 3 / 2 - l /2 + 1), 
h i a i l l 1 ! ! ^ ! ! ^ i T i ' y r ' v r 1 = ( ' 2 - 2 / 2 - 1 /2) if ' 2 = 7 1 - 1 , 
72Vr2V2£C)'2 2l\l2 1 = ( ' 2 - 1 '2 ' 2 + 1) else. 
On the other hand, if / 2 = 3,7, > 4 put r\ = <5-1}>r1<5}'i = (24)(35). Then 
»/£ = (13 5), 
I2 y f 1 ?2 Vr 2y2}' i '/syT1 ?2 1 7 i 72 1 Vi ?2 1 = (2 34). 
Thus, we have reduced the problem to the case / 2 = 3, J\ = 4 corresponding to TN = A. 
The theorem is proved. 
From the proof it turns out that T * ^ A n + l if T„^A and T * = A ' if r „ = 4 . 
Combining this with Lemma 3 and the plus information on T* its proof comprises, 
we have 
C o l o l l a r y 4. If r„ is f-irreducible then 
r* = 
* if rn = A, 
A„+1 if rnQli"\ 
£„., else. 
Thus, T*n = rn or else rnQZi"\rn^A„. 
3. The general case 
The case of f-reducible groups can be reduced now to that of f-irreducible ones. 
s 
Let Tn = f | $ k (1 Skt-<---<ksSn) and for any other k. Put, furthermore, 
(=1 ' ' • 
ko=0, ks+l = n+l, and denote ^ by P„ kt+ ^ - k - 1 by j, (t= 0, ..., J ) . 
s 
Then Tn Q IJPt and it is easy to see that the mapping cp :P— I . defined by 
(=0 • J t 
j(Q(pt) = (j+kt)Q — kt is a n isomorphism. Denote by A, the projection of T„ in 
Pt. Then Tn is a subdirect product of A0, ..., As. Obviously, A,(p, is f-irreducible. 
Every JJ P, has a unique factorization 
1=0 
(12) <r = o0...as (o,£P.); 
in particular, a , eA , if o £ T n . Analogously, put P ! = I n + K k t n i „ + l i J t l + 1 + 1 ^ 
s 
then every element of J] P[ has a unique factorization 
( = 0 
(12') T = T0 . . .-T, ( r ,£P't). 
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Define (p't:P't-*Ij + 1 by the same rule as we did <pt (only for i s jt+ 1 instead of 
i^j,)-
Those subdirect factors A, contained in l[p) but not in A(np) behave in a manner 
slightly different from the rest. Introduce therefore the notation 
T = {/-10 S t S sAA, Q I(p)AAt S A^} 
and the projection /¿:Fn — J] A, which maps a onto JJ a,. 
t£T t£T 
The consequence group of an f-reducible group is now fully described by 
s 
T h e o r e m . 2 . Let Tn ^ f | ( l S / ; ^ - « ^ « ) and r„^4>kfor any other k. 
t=i ' 
Then 
(13) T'n = ( r n n y x n ^ ' f 
tiT 
Furthermore, A't = {At<pt)' (p',~~' for 1 S i S i and 
( 1 4 ) ( R ^ Y = { ; / / T T ] T T € P'T [\ ( 3 A E T „ ) V , ( T , € AN+I <R, € AN)}. 
P r o o f . Since io=iot for (kt+1, n), it follows io'=io't, io"= (i — l)cr+ 
+ 1 = (i— l ) f f [ + l = iff" for kt<i^kt+1. As the domains of ff't, a" and o'u, ff"u are 
disjoint for t^u, we have u'=ff'0...a's, c"=a"0...ff"s, a ' = (a'0 ff"0"1)... (a's a"~1 )• 
Moreover, ia'ff"~l = ia'tff"~1 implies y(i, ia'ff"~1)=y(j, i f f ' t f f ' i ~ l ) e A't. ttt^T put 
a = [J <xt; the same argument yields a' = JJ ff't, y(i, ia'a"~l) = y(i, i<j'lo"~l) = 
tiT • tiT 
= y(i,id'ff"-1)e(rn^y. Thus, F'n is contained in the right side of (13). 
Before proceeding to the converse, we turn to the statement A/t — (At(pt)'(p't~1. 
We can see that <p't is an isomorphism, (g<p()'= Q'Q>'T, (QQ>Y= Q"<p't for Q£P, and, if 
k,<i= k,+ 1, 
y (i. iQQ"~v)(p{ = y(i-k,, ie'e"-1 -k,)=y (i - k,, (i - k,) ((£>' q" -r) (p't) - k,) = 
= y (i - kt, (i - kt) (Q(p,Y (gtp,)"-'). 
Hence A',q>'t = (Atq>t)' and A*(p't = (A,(p,)*. ^ 
Now A,(pt is f-irreducible and therefore (At(p,)* is generated by the eyelet 
y(j,pIT'-1) (1 =7 =7, + 1, ¿£At(p,). The same holds for. (At(pt)' if At(pt^I{£ or 
At(ptQA^, i.e. for t$T. Hence, A't is also generated by the corresponding cycles 
y(i, ig'q"~1) , g£At). By definition of A„ there exists ff£Tn such thas 
a, in (12) equals to q. However then y(i, / e ' e " _ 1 ) = H'> iff'a"~1)£r'n. Hence A,Qr'„. 
Now suppose 16T. Then A tq> tQZ^, A t ( p t ^ A ^ which imply (A t(p ty=Zj 
(A,(pt)*=AJc+l. This last gives A*=AJt+l and so A* = P'tf)A„. As in the fore-
' ) Remark that this immediately gives IT A*. 
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going paragraph for A't, now one can verify A* QT'n. Thus Г'п 2 [J A* = [J Aj +1. 
. T€Г «€Г ' 
Furthermore, (Гпц)' is generated by the elements of A* (t € T) and by those of the form 
•{op)' (a6Г„). Since A*QAn+l and (<7/i)(=t7t' for t£T, these generators and hence 
•(ГпцУ, too, are contained in the right side of (14). On the other hand if for т = ]J т,, 
tíT 
т ,£P ' t there exists о£Гп such that т,£Ап+1*>а,£А„ then к = 
£ II(p',^An+i) = ПК which is obviously contained in the right side of (14) ; 
tíT tíT 
:so is (<jfi)' and hence the same holds for х=(ац)'к. 
Finally, we have seen A*Qr'n for all t; thus, in order to prove (Г„ц)'^Г'п it 
suffices to show (afi)' £ Г'п for а£Гп. But a'= (ац)' Ц a\ and ¡Ja't € Г'п has been ЧТ t$T 
proved earlier. This completes the proof. 
It follows from this theorem that the consequence group of an arbitrary group 
is a direct product of a certain number of permutation groups of type A' and of 
one further group which is an extension of a direct product of alternating groups 
by an elementary 2-group. The second consequence group is a direct product of 
symmetric groups. 
Suppose / = 1 is the maximal number of consecutive integers 1 < к, k+ 1, ... 
i - i 
..., k+l— 1 < и such that Г„ g fl &k+t, Г„^Фк+1. Then the ( / + l ) s t t=о 
•consequence group is the first one being isomorphic to a symmetric group and if 
neither 1 nor n is invariant under Гп then ГЦ+1> is a symmetric group. This last 
holds for either Г'п or Г"п if Г„ is f-irreducible. 
4. A class of finitely based varieties 
The results of this part follow already from the theorem of Putcha and Yaqub 
•cited in the introduction. However, in order to simplify the proof, we shall make use 
•of a result of Perkins, too. 
First of all remark that every variety defined by a set of permutation identities is 
finitely based. This follows immediately from the above results. 
Combining this. fact with the result of Perkins already mentioned, claiming 
that any uniformly periodic permutative variety is finitely based, we obtain 
Th e о r e m 3. Let <5 be a semigroup variety such that in <3 hold two (not necessarily 
•different) permutation equations 
Xi ...xn = xla...xna (cr€Z„, la^l), 
xl...xm = xlr...xmT (T€£m, mr^m). 
Then <3 is finitely based. 
On the consequences of permutation identities 333' 
P r o o f . Put N=max(m, n); then neither 1 nor N are invariant under TN. 
Thus, there exists a number / such that the /-th consequence group of TN is En+I-
Now there are two cases. Either all identities in <5 are balanced2); then the identities 
of length < N.+ l form a base. Or a non-balanced identity holds i n S ; however then 
holds an identity of the form xk+d= JC*, too, and S is finitely based in virtue of Per-
kins's result. 
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2) That is, each variable occurs on both sides the same number of times. 

On logarithmic concave measures and functions 
By A N D R Á S PRÉKOPA in Budapest 
Dedicated to Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction. The purpose of the present paper is to give a new proof for 
the main theorem proved in [3] and develop further properties of logarithmic con-
cave measures and functions. Having in mind the applications of our theory to 
mathematical programming, we restrict ourselves to functions and measures in finite 
dimensional Euclidean spaces. 
A function / defined on R" is said to be logarithmic concave if for every pair; 
of vectors xl,x2£R" and for every 0 < 2 < 1 we have 
A measure defined on the measurable subsets of R" is logarithmic concave if for 
every pair A, B of convex subsets of R" and for every 0 < i < 1, we have the following 
inequality 
where the sign 4- means Minkowski addition of sets. 
If the function / is logarithmic concave in R" and / ^ 0 then it can be written 
as / ( x ) = e~Q (x> (x £ R") where Q(x) is convex in the entire space and the value is 
also allowed for the function Q. The set whe re / i s positive, is convex a n d / i s clearly 
continuous in the interior of this set. 
The above-mentioned main theorem is repeated below in its original form. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let Q be a convex function defined on the entire n-dimensional 
space. Suppose that Q(x)^a where a is- some real number. Let ij/(z) be a function 
defined on the infinite interval [a, Suppose that ij/ (z) is nonnegative, nonincreasing, 
dijferentiable and —ij/'(z) is logarithmic concave. Consider the function / ( x ) = 
(x £ R") and suppose that it is a probability density i.e. 
(1.1) / (Ax 1 + ( i - ; o x 2 ) S ( / ( X O W / M 1 - . * . 
(1,2) P{kA + (\-X)B)*z {P(A)Y(P(B)y-\ 
(1.3) 
22* 
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Denote by P(C) the integral of / ( x ) over the measurable subset C of R". If A and B 
are any two convex sets in R" and 0 < /. < I, then the inequality (1. 2) holds. 
This theorem remains true without the assumption (1. 3). In fact the theorem 
is obviously true if the integral on the left hand side in (1. 3) is an arbitrary non-
negative number. If this integral equals infinity then first we apply the theorem for 
the following function 
/ r ( x ) = / ( x ) if ||x|| < T and / T ( x ) = 0 otherwise, 
where T is a positive number. The integral o f f T is finite over the space R" hence we 
have (1.2) with the measure PT generated by fT. Since 
P (C) = lim P T ( C ) 
for every measurable set C<^R", the inequality (1. 2) is satisfied with the measure 
generated b y / t o o . 
A second remark concerning Theorem 1 is the following: any function if/(z) 
satisfying the requirements, of the theorem is itself logarithmic concave. In fact the 
finiteness of the integral of the function ip(Q(x)) over the space R" implies that 
lim i^(z)=0, hence 
(lr 4) iP(z)= f[-iP'(x)]dx (z a a). 
z 
Consider the measure defined on the measurable subsets of Rl generated by 
the logarithmic concave function 
g(x) = — ij/'(x) if x^a and g ( x ) = 0 otherwise. 
The logarithmic concavity of this function implies that (see Theorem 3 in [3]) for 
any interval A of Rl, the following function of the variable z 
(1.5^ J g(x)dx (-oo<z<°o) 
A + z 
is logarithmic concave. Since the functions (1.4) and . (1 .5) coincide for z^a, if 
A = [0, our statement is proved. The function i j / ( z ) can be written as 
ij/(z) = e_ s ( z ) (z s a), 
where s(z) is convex and nondecreasing. Any convex and nondecreasing function 
of a convex function is also convex hence J ( 2 ( X ) ) = S ( X ) is a convex function in 
J?" and 
/ ( x ) = e - s M(x£R") . 
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In view of these two remarks, Theorem 1 can be reformulated in the following 
form, including the case of unbounded measures. 
T h e o r e m 2. If the measure P, defined on the measurable subsets of R", is 
generated by a logarithmic concave function, then the measure P is also logarithmic 
concave. 
2. Integra] inequalities. The proof of Theorem 1 published in [3] is based on 
the theorem of Brunn and on the following integral inequality proved also in [3]: 
if f g are nonnegative and Bore] measurable functions defined on R1 and 
r(t)= SUP f(x)g(y) ( -oo<I<oo) 
x+y=2t 
then we have 
(2.1) f r ( t ) d t ^ { f p ( x ) d x f ( f g 2 ( y ) d y f , 
where the value + °° is also allowed for the integrals. 
L . LEINDLER generalized this inequality in the following manner [2]. L e t / , , ... , f k 
be nonnegative and Borel measurable functions defined on Rl and define the 
function r(t) (t^R1) by the equality 
r(t)= sup fi(xi)...fk(xk), 
where A,, . . . , l k are positive constants satisfying the equality \-lk = 1. Then 
the function r(t) (t£Rl) is also Borel measurable and we have the following 
inequality; 
co eo 1 oo 1 
(2.2) f r ( t ) d t ^ ( f f7'(Xl)dx'...:( j fT«(xk)dxk)x«. 
CO — CO — CO 
Now we generalize the inequality (2. 2) for functions of n variables. This general-
isation is formulated in the following 
T h e o r e m 3. Let / , , ••• ,fk be nonnegative and Borel measurable functions 
defined on R" and let 
r ( t ) = sup J\(x,)...fk{xk)(tfRn), 
where A,, ..., Ak are positive constants satisfying the equality + X.t = 1. Then 
the function r(t) (t £ R") is also Borel measurable and we have the following in-
equality: 
(2.3) f r ( t ) d t ^ { J f l ' ( x 1 ) d x i y \ . . { f f ^ ( x k ) d x k ) ^ . 
R" R" Rn 
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P r o o f . The proof of the measurability of the function /-(t) (t£/i ( n )) goes in 
an entirely similar way as in the case of /7=1, k= 2 (see the proof of Theorem 1 
in'[3D-
We prove (2. 3) by induction. Suppose that it holds for n— 1 and prove that 
it holds for n. Let x^, x2i, ..., xk[, t, (/—1, . . . , « ) denote the components of the 
vectors x x t , t , respectively. Fixing the second, . . . , nth components so that 
.(2. 4) t = xu + A2x2i + • • • + Akxki (/ = 2, ..., n), 
it follows that 
r(tut2, ...,t„) S sup fi(xlux12, ...,xin)---fk(xkl,xk2, ...,xkn). 
By the application of the inequality (2. 2) it follows from here that 
^ oo 
J r(.tl,t2,...,tn)dt1^ 
oo 00 _L 
/ / i A l ( x n , x 1 2 , ••• ( J fkk(xkUxk2, ...,xkn)dxktfk. 
Taking into account (2. 4) we can write further that 
CO j_ 
f r(tu t2, ..., t^dtt S sup ^ { f f i ' (xu>xi2, •••,xln)dxiiYl 
(2. 5) 
^ 1x I n + • • • + ¿k xkn = 
•••( f f t (xkUxk2, ...,xkn)dxklY 
Now we apply the inductive assumption that the inequality (2. 3) holds for func-
tions of n— 1 variables. This implies that the integral on the right hand side of (2. 5) 
with respect to t2, ...,tn is greater than or equal to the following product 
(2.6) { f ... ¡ff(xlU...,xln)dxlí...dxlnУ'••• 
•{ /••• / . . . , x k n ) d x k l ... dxk„y\ 
Looking at (2. 5) we immediately see that the integral of /-(t) over the space Ru 
is greater than or equal to the product standing in (2. 6). Thus the theorem is proved 
R e m a r k . In what follows we need only that special case of the integral in-
equality (2. 3) where k= 2 and the functions f x , f2 are logarithmic concave. The 
proof of this special case is very easy on the basis of the integral inequality (2. 1). 
1 
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Below we give a sketch of this proof. We may restrict ourselves to thé case of n= 1 
since Theorem 3 shows that the generalization for the case of n >-1 is simple. Let 
N—2m where m is a positive integer and let i+j = N. By a subsequent application of 
(2. 1) we get 
CO N_ J L J L JL 
f 1 sup f l (Xi)f2J (xi+1)...f2J (xN)dt s 
— ( / J f f ( x ) d x y . 
The logarithmic concavity o f / , and f2 implies that the integrand on the left hand side 
is smaller than or equal to the following function 
sup /i(w)/2(t>) ( - » < ' < « ) 
thus we have (2. 2) for k= 2 and X = l — A = The assertion for arbitrary 
• N N 
follows from here by a continuity argument. 
3. New proof and sharpening of Theorem 2. On the basis of Theorem 4 the 
proof of Theorem 2 is very simple. To do this let us define the functions / , , f2, f3 
as follows : 
/ i ( x ) = / ( x ) if x £ A and / i ( x ) = 0 otherwise, 
f2 (x) = / ( x ) if x£B and / 2 ( x ) = 0 otherwise, 
/ 3 (x) = / ( x ) if x 6 ÂA + (1 - /1) B and / 3 (x) = 0 otherwise. 
The logarithmic concavity of the function / imp l i e s that for.every t we have 
/ 3 ( t ) ^ sup (A ( ^ n / i i y ) ) ' - " • ;.x+(i-A)y=t 
Hence, applying Theorem 4, we obtain 
/ f(t)dt= f A ( t ) d t ^ ( f A (x) dx)'- ( J A (y) dy)1 ~ '' = 
XA + (l-X)B R" R" R" 
= { J f { x ) d x f { J f ( y ) d y ) l - \ 
A B 
which is the required inequality. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let P be a measure defined on the measurable subsets of R" and 
generated by the logarithmic concave function f . Let A, B be two convex subsets of 
R" with the property that§<P(A)<œ, 0<.P(fi)<°°. Suppose that for every 
the sets A and B can be decomposed as A = AlUA2,B= Bl UB2, where Al(~)A2 — 0, 
B, OB2 = 0 so that the following conditions are satisfied. 
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a) A,, 2?, are bounded closed convex sets, A2, B2 are convex sets. 
b) The following relations hold 
(3.1) [XAi + {\-X)Bx]\J[XA2 + (\-X)B2] = XA + (\-X)B, 
(3.2) [XAi + (\-X)Bl\C\{XA2 + (.\-X)B2} = 0, 
(3.3) . [XAl + (\-X)Bl]C\Ai = 0, 
(3.4) [XAi + {\-X)B,]f)Bl = 0. 
c) For the measures of the decomposing sets the following relations hold 
(3.5) i M , ) > 0 , / > № ) > 0, 
( 3 6 ) P (A 2 ) = P(B 2 ) 
1 ' ^ P{AJ PiB.y 
d) f is strictly logarithmic concave in the convex hull of Ai\JBi i.e. the strict 
inequality holds in (1. 1) whenever x , , x2 are elements of the convex hull of A, U Z?, 
and X , 5 ^ X 2 . 
Under these conditions for every I (0 < X < 1) we have 
P(lA+(\-X)B)>(P(A)y{P{B)y-\ 
P r o o f . Let A be a number satisfying 0 < A < 1 and consider the subdivisions 
of the sets A, B belonging to this X. Since A,, Bt are disjoint closed convex sets 
and / is strictly logarithmic concave in the convex hull of A± U2?i, (3. 3) and (3. 4) 
imply that 
(3-7) / ( t ) > sup ( / ^ ( / ( y ) ) 1 - * . 
Ax + (L-A)y=t 
L e t / , (x)=/ (x) if x€A, and / , (x)= 0 otherwise, f2(y)=/(y) if y € B , and f2(y)= 0 
otherwise. Then for every t£XA1 + (l — X)B, we have by (3.7): 
(3.8) / ( t ) > sup ( / . « y - C / ^ y ) ) 1 - ^ . 
Ax + (1-A)y=t 
If t$X.A, + (l — X)Bi then the right hand side in (3. 8) equals 0. Hence it follows that 
(3.9) P(XA1+(l-X)B1)= J f(t)dt> 
¿A,+(1-•»)«! 
/ sup -(/ ,(X))A(/2( y))l-"dt = 
= / sup { A O O Y i h i y ) Y ~ x d t ^ 
Ax + (1-A)y = t 
S ( J f 1 ( x ) d x f { f f 2 ( y ) d y y - " = (PCAjy (P(Bt)y-\ 
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Continuing the reasoning it follows from (3. 1) and (3. 2), (3. 9) and Theorem 2 
that for every /1(0 < X < 1) 
P(XA + (\-X)B) = /»(/Ui+O -X)Bl) + P.(XA2 + (\-X)B2) > 
> (P(A0)"(P(Bjy1-*+ (P(A2)y (P(32))>1 - \ 
Taking into account (3. 5) we can write 
( / » ( ¿ » ^ ( l O ) 1 ' - * = ( J P(^ 1 ) ) A (P(5 1 ) ) , - A + (/>(/i2))A(JP(52))1-A. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
One of the most important application of Theorem 5 is expressed by the following 
T h e o r e m 5. Let f be a logarithmic concave probability density in R". Denote 
by F the probability distribution function belonging to the density f If f is positive 
and strictly logarithmic concave in an open convex set D then F is also strictly logarithmic 
concave in the set D. 
P r o o f . Let u, v be elements of the interior.of the set D and suppose that u ^ v . 
By the definition of the function F we can write that 
F(u) = P(A), where A = Ixlx s u}, 
(3.10) 
F(y) = P(B), where B = (x|x s v}. 
Given a A(0</1< 1), the following equality is obviously true 
(3.11) F(Au + ( l - A ) v ) = P(XA + (l-X)B). 
Let us define the sets A,, B,, A2, B2 in the following way 
= jx |x ^ u, = J > ; - e } > B i = j x l x = v> S " i - ^ j , 
A2= A-Au B2 = B-Bu 
where e arid b are fixed positive numbers. Obviously / > ( /4 , )>0 , />(Z?1)>0. 
Conditions (3. 1) and (3. 2) are satisfied for every positive s, b while conditions 
(3. 3), (3. 4) are satisfied for sufficiently small positive numbers e, 5. This statement 
follows from the following equalities: 
AAl+(\-X)Bi = . J x | x s A u + ( l - A ) v , ¿x, S ¿(Aw. + O - ^ - A e - U - ^ } , 
AA2 + (l -X)B2 = j x | x s Au+'(1-A)v, ¿ X ; < £ { ¿ " ¡ + 0 — A)u{) — Ae — (1 
Let us fix an e0 and a <50 having this property. Then if (3. 6) holds true, we are ready. 
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If on the other hand (3. 6) is not satisfied, then since P(A,) is continuous in e, P{BX) 
is continuous in 5 and 
lim/>(/41) = l im/ ' i .S,) = 0, £-0 s~o . 
we can find positive numbers e 1 ; c), such that E , ^ e 0 , ¿ ^ ¿ o a n d (3. 6) is satisfied 
with these. Thus in view of (3. 10) and (3. 11) our theorem follows from Theorem 4. 
4. Further properties of logarithmic concave functions. In this section we men-
tion three theorems concerning logarithmic concave functions. The proofs are based 
on the integral inequality (2. 3). 
T h e o r e m 6. Let f(x, y) be a function of it + m variables where x is an n-component 
and y is an m-component vector. Suppose that f is logarithmic concave in R"+and 
et A be a convex subset of R'". Then the function of the variable x: 
ff(*,y)dy 
A 
lis logarithmic in the entire space R". 
P r o o f . Let X,,X2£R" and 0 < A < 1 . Define the functions / ( y ) , / 2 (y) , f3(y) 
as follows: 
/ i ( y ) = / ( * i » y ) if y €A, and / , (y) = 0 otherwise, 
hit) = / ( x 2 . y ) if y £ A , and / 2 (y ) = 0 otherwise, 
/ 3 (y ) = / ( A x , + ( l - A ) x 2 , y ) if y€A, and / 3 (y ) = 0 otherwise. 
Since / is logarithmic concave in R"+m and A is a convex set in Rm, we have 
/ 3 (y) ^ sup ( / , (u)) a ( / 2 (v)) ' - a . ' Au + (l-ii)v=y 
Hence by Theorem 3 it fpllows that 
/ / ( A x , + (.1 - A) x2 , y) dy = / / 3 (y) dy s 
A Rm 
S { / / , (u)i/u); ( ff2(v)dy)l~x =•( ¡ f ( x i , y ) d y f ( f f ( x 2 , y ) d y y - \ 
R"< Rm A A 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let f g be logarithmic concave functions defined in the space R". 
Then the convolution of these functions i.e. 
Jf(x~y)g(y)dy 
R" 
is also logarithmic concave in the entire space R". 
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P r o o f . The theorem is a consequence of Theorem 7. In fact the function 
f(x—y)g(y) is a logarithmic concave function of the 2n variables contained in the 
vectors x and y. Applying Theorem 6 for this function and for the convex set A = R", 
we obtain the assertion of Theorem 7. 
For the case n— 1 the assertion was proved by IBRAGIMOV [1] in 1956. The follow-
ing theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6. It is mentioned separately 
for completeness. 
T h e o r e m 8. I f f is a logarithmic concave multivariate probability density, then 
all marginal densities are also logarithmic concave. 
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Einige Teilbarkeitskriterien 
Von LÁSZLÓ RÉDEI in Budapest 
Prof. Béla Szökefalvi-Nagy zum 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
§1 
Für natürliche Zahlen &(>1) , a, n gilt das oft verwendete Teilbarkeits-
Ikriterium 
<1) k"-\\kn-\oa\n. 
Da n beiderseits offenbar nur mod a in Betracht kommt, genügt es (1) für den Fall 
1 S n S a z u beweisen. In diesem Fall sind aber beide Seiten von (1) gleichbedeutend 
mit a=n. Folglich ist (1) allgemein richtig. Man sieht, daß in diesem Beweis auch 
von der Ordnungsrelation < (oder, was auf dasselbe hinausläuft, von der Betrags-
bewertung des rationalen Zahlkörpers) Gebrauch gemacht wurde. 
Für nichtkonstante Polynome f(x) über einem Körper gilt ähnlich 
<2) f{x)"-\\f{x)"-\~a\n. 
Der Beweis ist dem vorigen ähnlich, mit dem geringen Unterschied, daß nach Reduk-
tion auf den Fall 1 S n S a Gradvergleich (d.h. im wesentlichen Gradbewertung) hilft. 
(1) und (2) lassen für beliebige Integritätsbereiche eine gemeinsame Verall-
.gemeinerung zu (auch wenn keine Bewertung zur Verfügung steht). 
S a t z 1. Für ein Element x eines kommutativen Integritätsbereiches R mit Eins-
element e und der Einheitengruppe E undfür natürliche Zahlen a, n gilt das Teilbarkeits-
kriterium 
(3) x ° - £ \ x " - e o x ( a > n ) = e A Le'"» TÍ e& f , 
l X(a,n' — E ) 
wobei A und & als „oder" bzw. „und" zu lesen sind und (a, n) den größten gemeinsamen 
Teiler von a und n bezeichnet. (Der auftretende Quotient liegt in R, da sein Nenner 
>ein Teiler des Zählers ist.) 
(Der Leser sieht, daß (1) und (2) Spezialfälle von Satz 1 sind.) 
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Den Beweis von Satz I beginnen wir mit der Bemerkung, daß für jedes 
(4) . xa - e\£ o x" - e\x£ 
besteht. Hiervon ist der Teil =>• trivialerweise richtig. Um den Teil <= zu beweisen,, 
setzen wir die rechte Seite von (4) voraus. Dann gilt 
xa — e\xa^, 
also gilt wegen xa£, = auch die linke Seite von (4). Somit ist (4) richtig. 
(Man sieht, daß im Beweis die Nullteilerfreiheit von R nicht ausgenutzt wurde.) 
Nun ist der Teil <= von (3) trivialerweise richtig. Um den Teil =>• zu beweisen, 
setzen wir die linke Seite von (3) voraus. Dann gelten 
xa-s\xa"-e, xa — e\xnv — £ 
fü r alle natürlichen Zahlen u, v. Folglich gilt 
xa-e\xau-xnv. 
Für au>nu entsteht hieraus nach (4) 
x"-ejxau-"v-£. 
Wählt man u und v so, daß 
au — nv = (a, ri) 
gilt, so gewinnt man 
xa-e\x(a-n)-e. 
Da hieraus trivialerweise die rechte Seite von (3) folgt, ist Satz 1 bewiesen. 
§
 2 
Als ein „nächster" Schritt nach (1) gilt für natürliche Zahlen &(> 1), a, b, n das 
Teilbarkeitskriterium 
(5) (ka- 1 )(kb- 1 ) | k " - 1 o[a, b](k<fl>ft>- 1)|n, 
wobei [a, b] das kleinste gemeinsame Vielfache von a und b ist. 
Wir bemerken, daß (1) zum Beweis von (5) natürlich nicht ausreicht. 
Ohne wesentlich größere Mühe beweisen wir den allgemeineren: 
S a t z 2. Für ein Element x eines Integritätsbereiches R mit dem Einselement 
s und der Einheitengruppe E und für natürliche Zahlen a, b, n gilt das Teilbarkeits-
kriterium 
(6) (x°-e)(xb-s)\x"-e~x" = e A \X» * e& , " 
-e 
(a, b, n)n 
(a,n) (b,n) 
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(Der Leser sieht leicht, daß (5) in der Tat ein Spezialfall von Satz 2 ist.) 
Im Fall x"=e sind beide Seiten von (6) trivialerweise richtig. Deshalb setzen 
wir fortan 
(7) x n ^ e 
voraus. Dann reduziert sich die Behauptung (6) auf 
(8) ( ^ - . ^ - O k — 
Wenn die linke Seite von (8) erfüllt ist, so sind xa—e und xb—s Teiler von x"—e, 
ferner folgt aus (7) offenbar 
%(a,„)^x(b,n)y e> 
also muß nach Satz 1 
(9) %"~e X"~S CE 
gelten. Deshalb setzen wir fortan auch (9) voraus. Dann reduziert sich die Behauptung 
(8) weiter auf 
(10) (x°-e)(xb-e)\xn-e<*x»•">-el b'JÜ\ e. 
(a, n) (b, n) 
(Im folgenden Beweis von (10) wird von Satz 1 kein Gebrauch mehr gemacht.) 
Wir schicken den Beweis für den Fall 
(11) K M ) = 1 
voraus. Gleich bemerken wir, daß aus (11) 
(12) {a,n)(b,n)\n, ((a,n),(M))= 1 
folgen. 
Wir benötigen eine kleine Vorbereitung. Hierzu nehmen wir zwei teilerfremde 
natürliche Zahlen r, j und setzen 
(xrs-e)(x-e) (13) f(x)=. 
(xr-e)(xs-e) ' 
wobei Zähler und Nenner als Elemente des Polynomringes 7?[JC] zu deuten sind. Da 
aber x—s im Ideal (xr— s, xs— e) liegt, gilt wegen (13) 
f(x)£R[x] 
offenbar. Da ferner der Ersetzungswert eines Polynoms von der Form 
x' - e 
x — s ( i = l , 2 , . . . ) 
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für x=e gleich is ist, folgt aus (13) f(e)=e. Andererseits i s t / ( x ) = / ( e ) (rhodar—e), 
also gilt 
(14) f ( x ) = e(mod x-e). 
Nun ist die linke Seite von (10) wegen (9) gleichbedeutend mit 
(x(a'n) — ¿) (x(h'n) — E)\X" — e. 
Wegen (7) und (12) formt sich diese Teilbarkeit identisch in 
•frC-") -g)fr(».-> -e)(x -e)| xiaynnH~ln] _£ -e) (X - £ ) 
um. Verwendet man (13) mit r= (a, n), (¿>, n) (die hierzu nötige Bedingung (/•, j ) = 1 
ist nach (122) erfüllt), so entsteht (nach Kürzung) die weitere äquivalente Umfor-
mung 
x" — e 
x — e ,(a, n) (b, n) 




mod x—E ist, ist (10) für den Fall (11) bewiesen. 
Der allgemeine Fall läßt sich leicht auf den vorigen zurückführen. Zu diesem 
Zweck setzen wir 
d = (a, b, ri), X = xd. 
Dann ist (10) gleichbedeutend mit 
n 
a b n 
(X~*-e)(XJ-e)\X~*-eoX-e\ ,L . e, 1 * ta n\(b n\ 
\d'~di \d'~d) 
ist also nach vorigem Resultat richtig. Somit ist Satz 2 bewiesen. 
(Eingegangen am 11. März 1972) 
A new law of the iterated logarithm for multiplicative systems 
By P. RÉVÉSZ in Budapest 
To Professor B. Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
Introduction 
The sequence (p^, <p2, ... of random variables on ( X , 3F, P) is called a multi-
plicative system (MS) if 
where r ; ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , k ) can be equal to 1 or 2. 
Several theorems state that , the properties of a MS resp. ESMS are very similar 
to those of independent systems. 
The best known laws of the iterated logarithm for a MS are the following: 
T h e o r e m A. (S. TAKAHASHI1) [1].) Let tp,, <p2, ... be a uniformly bounded MS 
for which 
j<Pi1<Pi2-(Pik = 0 ( ¡ i < Í 2 ^ - < 4 ; ¿ = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
it is called an equinormed strongly multiplicative system (ESMS) if 
fq>t = 0, f<p}=l- ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
/vllv'il-v't = f <Pri\f <P?2 ...¡(Pit (i'i < / 2 < 4 ; k= 1 ,2, . . . ) , 
(1) ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ; j = 1,2, ..., 
Then 
yin log log n 
i g l a.e. 
(2) 
In fact Takahashi assumed (instead of (1)) that 
for any 0 > 1 . (Clearly (1) implies (2).) 
a.e. 
') See also [2]. 
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T h e o r e m B. (GAPOSHKIN [3].) Let <pi, (p2, ... be a uniformly bounded ESMS 
and let a,, a2, ... be a sequence of real numbers for which 
and o° 
/ l og log« 
n 






T h e o r e m C. (RÉVÉSZ [4].) Let q>i} <p2, ...'be a uniformly bounded MS for 
which 
f <pl <Ph ••• (pl = 1 O'l < h < ••• < 4 ; k= I,2, ...). 
hm , k~l = ^ 1 a.e. W-*oo 
Then 
V2nlogIogn 
In this paper we intend to find a common generalization of Theorems A and B. 
Our theorem can be formulated as follows: 
Th e o r e m 1. Let (pi, <p2, ... be a uniformly bounded MS and let alt a2, ... be 
a sequence of real numbers for which 
(3) an = o[-7===! •and 
( J / log lognJ 
n 
where A2(n) = A2 = 2 a2. Further, let Mk — Mk(d), defined by 
k=i 
(4) A 2 M k _ ^ e k s A 2 M k 
and suppose 
(5) Hm ^ > 0 a.e. 
Anfk 
for any 0> 1, where T2(n)=Tf= 2 al <Pk- Then 
k= 1 
Hm = - 1 a.e., 
tl 
where S(n) = Sn = 2 ak(pk. 
k= 1 
R e m a r k . This theorem is clearly a generalization of Theorem A. The fact 
that it is also a generalization of Theorem B is shown in the consequence of Lemma 4. 
The proof of this Theorem is essentially based on that of TAKAHASHI [ 1 ] . . 
§ 1 contains some inequalities. The proof of Theorem 1 is prepared in § 2. 
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§ 1. Inequalities 
T h e o r e m D . ( A Z U M A [ 5 ] . ) Let <pl, cp2, ..., cp„ be a uniformly bounded M S 
(\<pl\^K1, / = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) and let o , , a2, ..., an be a sequence of real numbers, further 
let Abe a positive number. Then 
r x s [A2A2K2x\ J eXb exp - 1, 
where S = 2 ak(pk and A2 = 2 ak. 
k=1 k=1 
We reproduce the proof here because the original one contains a minor miss-
print. 
P r o o f . Since ex is a convex function, for | x | s l and a ^ O we have 
I„I M +ax ,.\a\—ax . .. ax . ., .. 
e ~ £ 2M~ + e' 2\aT = ch(W) + ^Tsh(l«D-
Hence 
{e^ = J n ^ [ a k A K l ^ 
A " 
= 1 n ch ( ^ A K j + - g j - g - sh ( k | A/^) 
- A cmki«,) - A z s " * k=l k = 1 m = 0 (¿m)l k = 1 m = 0 ml 
» ( A2K.2a21 {A2K2A2 
i.e., Theorem D is proved. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let (pl, cp2, ..., (pn ( |<p ; |SK t ; / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « ) be a sequence of 
uniformly bounded random variables and let alt a2, ..., an be a sequence of real num-
bers. Then 
( A2 T2 ) " 
exp 1 5 — (1 + 2AK t max \ak\) s JJ (1 4- Aak(Pk) 
I. ^ lSJl==ii ) k= 1 
where 
s = 2 ak<pk, T2 = 2 al<Pk, A2 = 2 al.i k= 1 k= 1 fc— 1 
and A is a positive number for which 
AKX max |afc| s } . l s k s , 
23* 
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P r o o f . Since 
we have 
if e
x S (1 + * ) exp |JC3| I if |*| s i 
exp(AS) ^ (t + M % ) e x p i ^ ^ + A3 \ak<pk\* \ s 
(32 y 2 ) n — — (1+2A/ST, max |ak|) 77 ( 1 + M ^ lSkSn ^4=1 <Pk) 
which implies our Theorem. . 
T h e o r e m 3. Let (px, (p2, ..., q>„ be a uniformly bounded MS (\<pi\sKl; 
/ = 1, 2, . . . , n) and let ax,a2, ..., a „ be a sequence of real numbers, further let y be 
— • 2 " 
a positive number. Then P{|S|S_yA", A^2}s2e~y , where S = 2 ak<Pk <*nd A2 = 
k— 1 
• = 2 
k=l 
P r o o f . Set A=(/2j)/(A:1 A). Then by Theorem D we have 
X 2 A 2 K 2 JeA|s| ^ Jexs + Je-).s ^ 2 exp 2 
and the Markov inequality gives 
P( |S | ^ ykiA / 2 ) = P(e A | s | ë exp (ÀyKi A f ï ) ) S 
2 exp 
'A2A2 K\ 
— XyK^A f 2 \ = 2 exp (y2 — 2y2) = 2e~*\ 
which proves our Theorem 3. 
C o n s e q u e n c e of T h e o r e m 3. Let <p{, q>2, ... (Iç^l^ÀT, ; i= 1, 2, ...) be a se-
quence of uniformly bounded random variables for which 
J(pfl(pfI...(pfk = 1 (/*! < i2 < ••• < / k ; k = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
and let ai,a2, ... be a sequence of real numbers satisfying condition (3). Then 
a e f s 2exp , ilajyf + ••• +aj<pf, t 
II a2 + :-+a2n 
2 / k 
2(Kf +1)2 
S 2 exp | — log log 
for any £>0 if n is large enough. 
¿ A ) 
z«t 
k= 1 
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P r o o f . Clearly {<p£ — 1} is a MS. Hence by Theorem 3, 
a\q>\+ ••• +alq>l - 1 S e} = P { k2 al (<pl - 1) s £ 1 a* j = 
= P 
I _ 
il(Kl + \)V % at 
(Kf + \)V 2 at 
^ 2exp 
2(K2 +1)2 




max \ak\ = o 
isksn ^j/loglog,4„ 
2 4 k= 1 
A2 = 2 4 
4=1 
4(K 2 +1)2 
2 ^ 2 ( m a x K | ) 2 
t=l \k= 1 ^ ISfcSn 
log log M/ 2 4 
k = 1 
f n is large enough, and this proves the consequence. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let <plt (p2, ••., <pn be a uniformly bounded MS 
/=1,2, ...,«) and let ax,a2, ...,a„ be a sequence of real numbers. Then 




S(m) = 2 "k<Pk, A2 = 2 4-
k—i k=l 
K2 and K3 are suitable positive constants. 
Before the proof of this theorem we introduce some notations: Let aita2, ... 
be a sequence of real numbers and let 
/ = {m, m + 1 ,...,«} = [m, ri\ (m^ri) 
be the interval of the integers between m and n. Let VI be a partition of /. In its 
definition we distinguish two cases: 
n 
Case 1. There exists Q such that m^gSn and al s i 2 a?• 
Case 2. Such an integer does not exist. 
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In Case 1, 
v / = {{m,m + 1, . . . , e - i } , { e } , { e + i , c + 2 , . . . , » } } . 
(Of course it can happen that one of these intervals is empty.) 
In Case 2, 
{ V / = {m,m + 2, . . . , t} , {T+1,T + 2, •...,»}}, 
where T is defined by 
t 
2 a}- 2 
i=m (=T+1 
= min. 
Now let P be a sequence of intervals: 
P = {[mi, «J, [m2, n2], = {IUI2, ...,/J 
(wx s < m2 S n2 < ••• < ms s ns). 
Then we define C//* as the subsequence of P containing those elements (of P) 
which have more than 1 element (integer). 
Finally let 
V P = { V / „ V / 2 , . . . ,V/S}. 
Now construct the sequence P0, P,, ... as follows: 
P0 = {[!,«]} and Pl+1=VUPt (t = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
We mention the following two simple properties of the sequence P0,P{, ... . 
Property 1. If p, is the number of the elements of P, then //, ^ 3 . 2 ' - 1 
0 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Property 2. If I,j <E P, then 
A2(t,j) s (|)'-M2(/) \A2(t,j) = 2 ah A2(I) = 2 
v kerCJ k=i 
Now we can turn to the 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. Clearly we have CO 
max |5(w)| ^ 2 2 max |S( i , / ) | 
1 SmSn ( = 0 imjsitc 
where 
S(t,j) = 2 ak(pk; {In,I,2, -Jtn,} = Pf 
Set 
y, = V21og logA + 2t, A2= 2 al, 
k= 1 
F, = U (ISC/,./)! ^ y^y,K{ A (/,./)}, E=\J Ft. 
j= i 
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Then by Theorem 3 we have 
hence 
and 
p—2 log log A 
v{\S{t,j)\ S ily.K.AitJ)} s 2e~yt = 2 ^ 
lit p-2Ioglog/í -I 
P(F,) ^ Z 2 — S ^ e - 2 ' ^ 1 0 ^ 
;=i e z 
(7) 2 P M ^ 
( = 0 
Clearly if F, then 
max 15(7,./)| S / 2 ^ /21og.log ^ + max A(t,j) ^ 
/ 2 }/2i max ^ (/,7) + / 2 7 ^ j/2 log logX max /1(7,./) s 
I S J S / I , L S J S I ! 
S / 2 / 2 7 ( / | ) ' - 1 , 4 + i2Kx \jl log l o g l ( / ! ) ' " 1 /1 
and if x ^ i s then 
^ ^ uu ^ ^ 
(8) max |S(/w)| ^ 
1 SmSn 
4K, Z Í t { Í i ) ' +Kli\og\ogA 2 ( / l ) ' ! = 0 (=0 
s ü : 2 ^ 2 i o g log/4. 
(7) and (8) imply (6). 
§ 2. The proof of Theorem 1 
First we prove several lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. Under the conditions and notations of Theorem 1 we have 
A ^(M,) _ T2(Mk) _ . „ , ^ , . c 
\ \jlA2 (A/t) log log A (Mk) 2CA2 (Mk) isjsm, 
o ( 1 
( 1 + 2 ^ max | Ö J | ) + ( l + £ ) — 
1 
for any C>- 0 where 
7 - ur\ 1^2 log log A (Mfc) 
P r o o f . Set 
^ = ( 1 + e ) C , / ^ 2 ( A f J f c ) l o g l o g ^ ( A f f c ) 
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Since condition (3) implies 
max \aj\ = o [— . , 
isycjv |^Vloglog/4N J 
we have 
^ max N ^ l / y p p ^ ) ^ m a x lsj~=Mk 1 C A (Mk) 1 sjsMk 
(if k is large enough). Furthermore, Theorem 2 implies 
„ f S(Mk) T2(Mk) / f . „ ' , C 1 P j , y „ (1 + 21K. max « / ) + ( - + 1 = 
j /2 /1 2 (M*) log log A (Mk) 2A2(Mk)C'^ 1 1SJSMJ jU K J 2 J 
= max + J = 
I Z ISjSMfc J 
= p j e x p | a S ( M , ) - ^ - T 2 ( M , ) ( 1 + 2 ^ ^ max S e ^ j S 
o-iy-0\ 1 
, A:1" 
i.e., Lemma 1 is proved. 
L e m m a 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 for any one can find a set 
F( 6 SP), a positive number and an integer n0 such that 
P ( F ) S Q 
and (Tf/A2)* £ Jf hold on F if «S«0. 
P r o o f . This lemma is a trivial consequence of (5). 
L e m m a 3. Define the event 91 by 
9tk = ( — = = £ ^ = = ^ 1 + 4 ( ¿ > 0 ) . 
i y 2 r 2 (Mk) log log A (Mk) J 
Then (under the conditions of Theorem 1) only finitely many can occur with 
probability 1. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 1 among the events 
S{Mk) 
®*(C) 
^2T2 (Mk)log log A (Mk) 
) A2(Mk) 
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only finitely many will occur. Let now be a sequence of random variables taking 
the values C , , C 2 , . . . , CR (k= 1, 2, . . . ; C , > 0 ; /= 1, 2, . . . , R). Then among the events 
®k(yk) o n ' y finitely many will occur (with probability 1) too. 
Define a uniform partition of the interval (Jf, A',) (where J f is defined in 
Lemma 2): 
C j — J f " H — ^ — , C2 — JiT + 2 — ^ — , ..., CR — 
and let 
Ik = 
R K ' R • ~ \ A2(Mk) ~ R 
o if \ f z m * x . 
A2(Mk) 
Then 
W H F C L S { M k ) max |«y|). 
X^IT2 (Mk) log log A (Mk) 2yky A2(Mk)\ 




A 2 (Mk) R 
2}lT2(Mk) 
" 7 aHM,) 
- 1 ( 1 + e ( 1 ) ) + fi+I>(l+_y,1 + 4} 
if k is large enough and E and R are chosen in a suitable way. This proves our: 
Lemma 3. 
L e m m a 4. Set 
Fk = { max | S ( A 0 - S ( M t ) | £ zK2U2(Mk)\og \ogA{Mk)) 
MkSiV<Mk+1 
for any e > 0. Then (under the conditions of Theorem 1) among the events Fk only 
finitely many occur with probability 1. 
P r o o f . Since 
i[A2(Mk+i-\)-A2(Mk)]\og\^U2(Mk^-\)-A2(m 
yA2(Mk) log log A (Mk) 
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(if k is large enough and 0 is chosen near to 1), by Theorem 4 we have 
max \S(N)-S(Mk)\ ^ 
Mk*N-=Mk+l 
— K2 /И2(М,+ , - \)-A2(Mk)]\og\ogU4Mk+x-\)-A2(Mk)} s 
•s K3 exp(—21oglog Í A2(Mk+x — \) — A2(M^)) = О 
i.e., Lemma 4 is proved. 
This lemma, the Consequence of Theorem 3 and the simple relation 
immediately imply 
C o n s e q u e n c e of L e m m a 4 . Let <Pi,q>2, ••• be a sequence of uniformly bound-
ed random variables for which 
and let at,a2, ... be a sequence of real numbers satisfying condition (3). Then 
[1] S. TAKAHASHI, Notes on the law of the iterated logarithm (in print). 
[2] P. RÉVÉSZ, A note to a paper of S. Takahashi (in print). 
[3] В. Ф. Г а п о ш к и н , К закону повторного логарифма для сильно мултипликативных систем, 
Теория вероятностей, 14 (1969), 511—516. 
[4] Р. RÉVÉSZ, The law of the iterated logarithm for multiplicative systems, Indiana Univ. Math. J., 
21 (1972), 557—564. 
[5] K. AZUMA, Weighted sums of certain dependent random variables, Tohoku Math. J., 19 (1967), 
/<P?, <Ph ••• <PÎk = 1 O'l < h < ••• < hl k= 1, 2, ...) 
Finally, Theorem 1 is a trivial consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4. 
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Analytic relations between functional models 
for contractions 
By ION SUCIU in Bucharest (Romania) 
To Professor Be la Sz.-Nagy on his 60th anniversary 
1. Introduction. The Sz.-Nagy—C. Foia§ functional calculus with bounded 
•analytic functions leads to several results in the study of contractions by means of 
classical theorems from the analytic function theory. 
In this paper, we are going to show how a generalization to functional calculi 
of two contractions (Theorem 1) of the Harnack inequalities for positive harmonic 
functions allows us to establish some analytic relations between their Sz.-Nagy— 
Foia§ functional models (Theorems 2, 3). 
We shall use the terminology and notations of [7]. The unitary dilation of the 
contraction T on the Hilbert space § will be denoted by a triplet [ft, V, U] where ft 
is a Hilbert space, V is the isometric embedding of § into ft and U a unitary ope-
rator on ft such that 
ft= V V V9> 
n=~oo 
and 
Tn = V*U"V (« = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
All notations used in [7] for the geometric structure of the unitary dilation will 
be rewritten here according to this convention. For example 
ft+ = V U"V§> 
n = 0 
Z = (U-VTV*)V%, £* =(U-VT*V*)V§, = {I-UVT*V*)V§. 
D will stand for the unit disc { | z | < l } of the complex plane and X for the unit 
circle {|z|= 1}. C(X) will denote the C*-algebra of all continuous complex valued 
functions on X and A the subalgebra of C(X) containing all functions in C(X) 
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which have analytic extension in D. For / £ C(X) we shall write 
f ( T ) = V*f(U)V. 
T h e n / — / ( T ) (f£C(X)) is a linear positive map of C(X) into B($) the restriction of 
which to A is an algebra homomorphism of A into B(§>) such that, for any polynomial 
p in A, p(T) has its usual meaning. 
2. Harnack part. Recall that for an integer j the symbol T 0 ) stands for TJ if 
y'sO and for T*~J i f . /<0. The main result of this section is: 
T h e o r e m 1. ([6]) Let Ty, T2 be two contractions on a Hilbert space Let 
[ft1 , Vit i/,], [ft2 , V2, U2] be their unitary dilations and a a number such that 1. 
The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) for any polynomial p in A for which R e / ? £ 0 we have 
aRep(Tt) s Rep(T2) s l/aRe/K^); 
(ii) for any positive function u in C(X) we have 
auiTJSuiTJsl/a « ( r , ) ; . 
(iii) for any positive integer n, any positive nXn-matrix (u¡j) over C(X) and any 
finite system h{, ...,h„ of elements in § we have 
« Z M W . A « ) - 2("u(T2)hj,h,) s 1/a 2 (uij (Ti) hj, /?,); i, j i, j i, j 
(iv) for any positive integer n and any finite system /;,, ...,//„ of elements in S> 
we have 
a 2 '•> hj, h^ S 2 (.Ty') hj, hi) S Ma 2 (T{J ~'> h}, A,); 
i,j i,j i,j 
(v) there exists a linear boundedly invertible operator S from ft2' onto ft1, 
such that [| 5 [] ^ I/j/a and 
SV2=VU SU2 = UtS. 
P r o o f . The implication (i)=>(ii) follows from the fact that the real parts of 
the polynomials in A are uniformly dense in the set of real functions in C(X). 
The implication (ii)=>(iii) comes from the Naimark dilation theorem as fol-
lows: according to (H) f-*f(T2)—af(T1), (f£C(X)), is a positive linear map of 
C(X) in B(§). Let [ft, V, n) be the spectral dilation of this map. Thus ft is a Hilbert 
space, V is a bounded operator from § into ft and n a representation of C(X) in 
£ ( f t ) such that 
f ( T 2 ) - a f ( T l ) = V*n(f)V ( / € C (A")) 
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•(ese for example [1], [5]). Let (uu)= (gu)*(g-j) be a positive n X n : matrix over C(X) 
•and h{, . . . , / /„€§. We have 
2 (uu(T2) - aUij(7\)hj, h() - K<V,j) Vhi> vf>i) = •J i,j 
= 20^KiZiugkjiVhjM = Z2{n(gkifn(gk) Vhj, Vhd = /, j k k ij 
k j 
One obtains the second inequality in (iii) by simmetry. 
Taking (iii) with (w ;;)=(g,7)*(g0), where glj(z)=zJ, j= 1, 2, . . . , n and g , 7 (z)=0 
for / £ 2 we obtain (iv). 
Let us prove the implication (iv)=>(v). For any positive integer« and ht, ...,h„£H 
we have 
aWZUiV.hjW2 = a2(Vi*Ui-iVlhJ,hi) =aZ(TiJ-i>hj,hi) S j i,j ij 
s ZiT'rHj,^) = 2№u{-'v2hj,ht) = wzvivihjw2. •j ij j 
Thus there exists a bounded operator S from ft2 into ft1 such that | | S | | S l / / a and 
S ZUiV2hj= ZUiVyhj. i=l j=l 
The second inequality in (iv) shows that S e x i s t s and | |5 _ 1 | | S l/)/o. It is clear that 
SV2=Vi, SU2= £/, S. 
Since the implication (ii)=>-(i) is obvious, it remains to prove the implication 
(v)=>(ii). To do this, let K=a(S~1)* S'1. Then O S ^ / a n d it is easy to see that 
Kf{Ux)=f{u{)Kîov a n y / € C ( ^ ) . 
Moreover 
af(T2) = aV2*f(U2) V2 = V2*aS~ SV2 = 
^ V f a i S - y S - ' A U J V ^ V f K f i U J V 
Let Z be the positive square root of I—K. Then Z commutes with / (£ / , ) for 
a n y /€C(AQ. Hence for all positive u in C(X) and h in H we have 
((M(Ti)— au(T2))h, h) = {(V?u(UJ Vl - V*Ku(U/) Vt)h, h) = 
= ( F t * ( / - K ) u ( U l ) V 1 h,h) = (V1*Z2u(Ul)Vlh,h) = (uiU^ZV^h^V^h) s 0. 
Hence 
au(T2) ^ «(Jj). 
The second inequality in (ii) is obtained again by symmetry. 
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The proof of the theorem is complete. 
The inequalities contained in Theorem 1 generalize the Harnack inequalities for 
positive harmonic functions. 
We say that Tx ant T2 are Harnack equivalent if they satisfy one of the (equivalent)' 
assertions of Theorem 1. (Note that Tx is always Harnack equivalent with T2=TX).. 
This equivalence relation determines on the set of all contractions o n ' § equivalence 
classes. Such a class will be called a Harnack part. The concept is analogous to 
that of Gleason parts of the complex homomorphisms of a function algebra (see for 
example [2]). 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Two contractions 7",, T2 are Harnack equivalent if and only if 
T*, T*2 are. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If Tx and T2 are Harnack equivalent then Ui and U2 are unitary 
equivalent. 
P r o o f . Using standard arguments we can show that if S ^ l ^ l t / is the polar 
decomposition of S then the fact that S has a bounded inverse implies that U is a 
unitary operator from ft2 onto ft1 and UU2 = U1 U. 
Note that, in general, UV2 ^ V,, thus the two unitary dilations do not co-
incide. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If T is an isometric operator on § then the Harnack part contain-
ing T reduces to {7"}. 
P r o o f . Suppose that Tx is in the same Harnack part as T2=T and let 
[ft1 , K,, ¿7,], [ft2 , V2, U2] be the unitary dilations of Tx, T2, respectively. Let S' 
be the operator defined in Theorem 1. Since T2 is an isometry we have V2T2= U2V2.. 
Therefore 
V, T2 = SV2T2 = SU2V2 = UlVl 
Hence 
T2 = V1*V1T2 = V1*U1V1 = T1. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. Let T t , T2 be in the same Harnack part. Then T{ and T2 have 
the same unitary part. In particular, if Tx is completely non unitary then so is T2.. 
P r o o f . The maximal subspaces of § which reduce T, ( /=1 ,2 ) , to unitary-
operators are 
9>i = {hifr.UiVMViH, n = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 ; . . } . 
For i and n= 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , ... we have 
U2V2h = S~l U"SV2h = S-iUlV^ZV^. 
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Thus c § 2 and by symmetry § i = § 2 - Moreover, for 1 = §>2 w e h a v e 
V2 7 \ h = S~1V1T1h = S~1UiVlh = U2S~1V1h = U2V2h = V2 T2h. 
Thus TJi=T2h. 
In [ 3 ] C . FOIA§ proves that the set B0 = {T£ | | T | | < 1 } forms a Harnack 
part, the Harnack part of the contraction 0. Using this result and Corollary 4 one 
can also prove (see [3]) that there exist Harnack parts different from B0 and which 
contain more than one element. 
3. Analyticity of the operator S. Suppose that Tx, T2 are in the same Harnack 
part and let S be the operator defined in Theorem 1. Since SV2 = K, , SU2 = Ul S, 
S$U=U\S, we have 
Sft2 = s y un2V2% = V wsv2§ = V wVib = a i , 
n= 0 n= 0 «= 0 
s&l = s y U2V29) = v UXSV2%= v = 
n= 0 n=0 n=0 
Thus 
(3.1) SSI* = it}., 
From (3. 1) it follows that 
s^M+is1) = s ^ s ' e f t D c ^ e s i = M+(&2). 
Hence 
(3.2) S*M+(21) = M + ( f i 2 ) . 
Since S^C/i = {/¿S (3.2) implies 
(3.3) S*M(21) = M{2Z). 
On the other hand 
S S R 2 = 5 H C/2"FT2+ = H U I K \ = S R 1 . 
n = 0 n = o 
Thus 
( 3 . 4 ) 5 9 J 2 = 5 R 1 . 
If he§>, then P&V2h = \\mUiT?h. Thus S 7 V V2 h = lim SU2T2"h = 
= lim U\VxT?h. But WUlV.TThW = WiT?h\| = \\V2Trh\\ = \\Un2V2TT h\\. 
Thus \\SP^V2T*h\\ = lim \\U"VT2nh\\ = lim \\U"2 V2Tfh\\ = \\P#V2h\\. Which to-
gether prove 
(3- 5) IIS7V V2h\\ = I j /V V2h\\, (h6H). 
Put 
s o t 2 = s o t 1 = s a i l 2 . 
Since 
u2.Psi2 V2h=, P*2 v2 r2*h (A 03) 
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it follows that [/£ 9JÎ2 c SOI2 and C/ÎSRt = t / f S W 2 = SU% SR2 c SSW2 = Stt1. Set 
T\ = t / f p 1 , T'2 = t / 2 * p 2 , S' = S|9JÎ2. 
According to (3. 5), 5 ' is a unitary operator from 9JÏ2 onto 9J11 and 
S'T2 = T[S'. 
It is easy to verify that and consequently i / * ^ 1 are minimal unitary dila-
tions of T'2 and T[, respectively. Since SU*2 = U*S, and S extends S', by using standard 
arguments we can conclude that S|5R2 is a unitary operator from SR2 onto 911. 
From (3. 1) it follows that the operator = from ftj onto ftf has a 
bounded inverse. Since 
£ ' = 0 {/,«'+ 
. for any / £ and k £ R J we have 
(St I, U2k) = {l, S + U2k) = (I, SU2k) = (I, Ux Sk) = 0. 
Thus S j f i l c f i 2 and by symmetry we obtain 
<3.6) S*+£i = £ 2 . 
So we have proved the following 
T h e o r e m 2. Let 7 \ , T2 be two Harnack equivalent contractions on § and let 
S be the operator defined in Theorem 1. Then . 
(i) S*Af(£ 1 ) = M(L2), S*M+(2l) = A / + ( £ 2 ) ; 
(ii) S+ is a bounded operator from M + ( f l 2 ) ® 9 î 2 onto M+ ( S ^ ) © ^ 1 which has 
bounded inverse and 
S £* £* , . -
(iii) 5 |9î2 is a unitary operator from 9î2 onto 91 l. 
From assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 it follows that Rl = M(fi1) = 
•= M (2D) if and only if ft2=M(fl2) = JW(£2)). In virtue of Theorem 1. 2, ch. 
II in [7] we obtain 
C o r o l l a r y 5. l f T x and T2 are Harnack equivalent then T{ is of class C.0(C0 . , C 0 0 ) 
if and only if T2 has this property. 
From assertion (ii) of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 we conclude 
C o r o l l a r y 6. If Tj and T2 are Harnack equivalent then they have the same 
•defect indices. 
Suppose now that § is separable. Taking the Fourier representations of the 
bilateral shift involved, Theorem 2 allows us to say (according to Lemma 3. 1 Ch. 
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V in [7]) that in these representations S*\M(Stl) is a bounded analytic function 
{fi1, fl2, S*(A)}. In the C.0 case S is a bounded analytic function too, namely 
{fl2, £J , S(l)}. 
In this last case we can establish an analytic relation between characteristic func-
tions as follows. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let T1 and T2 be two Harnack equivalent contractions on H. 
Suppose Ty (and consequently T2) belongs to the class C.0. Let {fl1, fl1, (A)}, 
{fl2, fl2, 62(X)} be the characteristic functions of Tx, T2 respectively. Then there 
exist bounded, boundedly invertible, analytic functions {fl2, fl*, S(A)} and {fi1, £2,1(1)} 
such that we have 
Sie^ye^') = 02 (e")2(e") a.e. 
P r o o f . Let {fl2, fl1, S(X)} be the bounded analytic function constructed above. 
From Theorem 2 it follows that 
S(e")* 0t (e'')H2 (fl1) c 62 (e") H2 (fl2). 
Thus we can define the operator S by . 
Sie're^uQ) = 02(e")(Zu)(t) (u£H2( fl1)). 
It is easy to verify that the operator Z commutes with the multiplication with e". 
It results that S arises as multiplication operator from a bounded analytic function 
{fl1, fl2, £(A)}. The fact that these functions are boundedly invertible results directly 
from Lemma 3. 2 ch. V in [7] and Theorem 2 above. 
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On the convergence of Hermite—Fejér interpolation based 
on the roots of the Legendre polynomials 
By J. SZABADOS in Budapest*) 
To Professor B. Sz.-Nagy on his sixtieth birthday 
Let f{x) be an arbitrary continuous function in the interval [—1, 1]. If 
— =— 1 are the roots of the Legendre polynomial P„(x) of degree n then 
the so-called Hermite—Fejér interpolating polynomials 
H ( f Y - \ - ^l~2xxk + x2k( Pn(x) I2 
" U , ) A 1 -xl Un(xk)(x-xt)J 
of degree S 2n— 1 satisfy 
Hn(f,xk)=f(xk), H'n(fxk) = 0 (k= l,...,n). 
It is well known (see FEJÉR [1]) that 
lim H n ( f x ) = f ( x ) ( | * ! < 1 ) . 
for all continuous f(x), and the convergence is uniform in each closed subinterval 
of (—1, 1). Our first result improves this statement by giving an estimate for the 
rate of convergence. In what follows, a)f(t) will denote the modulus of continuity 
o f f ( x ) . 
Th 
e o r e m 3. Let fix) be Ü continuous function in [—1, 1] then. 
\ f ( x ) - H n ( f x)\ = 
= max ( | / ( D - i / 7 « dx\, |/(-1) - i f f ( x ) d x I ) • O + 
*) Research supported by N S F under Grant GP-9493 while the author visited the Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio. 
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P r o o f . Let n i 3 , 
(1) m log n 
and q,„(x) be the best approximating polynomial of degree S m to f ( x ) in [—1, 1]. 
Then by the Jackson theorem 
(2) «/(*)-9»(*)ll = 0\cor m ) ) 
(||.| | means the maximum-norm of the corresponding function in [—1, 1]). By the 
linearity and positivity of the operator H„ we have 
( 3 ) \ f { x ) - H n { f x ) \ == \f{x)-qm{x)\ + \qm(x)-Hn{qm,x)\ + 
+ \Hn(qm-f,x)\ = O | o j 7 + \qm(x)-Hn(qm, x)[. 
Assume first that By m ^ 2n—l (see (1)) we obtain (cf. e.g. S Z E G Ő [2], 
(14. 1. 9)) 
Pn(x)2 
( 4 ) qm (x) - H„ (qm, x) = 2 tin (xk) 
k=) '" P'n(Xk)2 (X — Xk) 
\Pn(x)2 2 IP 
" '2(1 +xk)q;n(xk) 
á,P'n(xk)2{\-xl) 
+ P„(x)2( 1 - x ) 2 
q'm(xk) 
4 = 1 P'n(Xk)2( l - X k ) ( X - X k ) ' 
Here the first sum is the Gauss—Jacobi quadrature for the polynomial (1 + x)q'm(x) 
of degree ^ m S. 2/z—1, thus it is equal to 
1 1 
f (1 + x) q'„ (x) dx = 2qm (1) - Jqm (x) dx, 
- 1 - 1 
1 
which, in turn, tends to 2/(1)— J f(x)dx as n (and by (1) m) tend to infinity (see (2)). 
- 1 
Therefore, by the inequality 
( 5 ) Pn(x)2 =§ 
1 
n Y^—"' (1*1 < i) 
(cf. S Z E G Ő [2], Theorem 7. 3. 3), we get from (4) 
(6) qm (x) - Hn (qm ,x) = J / ( l ) - i ¡ f i x ) dx | O + 
, A W,n{xk)\ 
fn k^P'n{xk)2{i-xk) 
Pn(x) 
X — Xk 
( O s i < 1). 
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Using a theorem of S . B. STECKIN [3] which states that for an arbitrary polynomial 
q,„(x) of degree =m 
= 0 1 ^ = 1 . 0 ) , 1 1 
i / r 
holds, we get by (2) and co ( i )=2 | |g | | that 







(1*1 < 1) 
= O 
m m ' \ m 
Í\-x2 
(\x\ «= 1). 
We also need the following estimates in connection with the Legendre polynomials: 
(8) 
2k— 1 . 2k 
n S vk = arccosx f c 2n+ 1 
( S Z E G Ő [2], Theorem 6. 21. 2), and 
2n + 1 
(¿ = 1 , . . . ,«) 
( 9 ) 
(lsksnl2), 
(n - ek)~3'2 in ~ (n - k)~3,2n2 (»/2 s k s n ) . 
( S Z E G O [2], (8. 9. 7)). If we denote cos and Xj\.= min \x— xk\ then (5) 
lSkSn 
and (8) imply 
Pn(x) (10) 
x — xk 
0 
O 
l Í j \ j 2 — k2 
if k — j, 
if 1 ~=j+k=*n,.k?£j, 
i j \ j - k \ { 2 n - j - k ) 
Collecting our estimates (7)—(10) we'obtain by (1) 
if n -c j+k S 2/j. 
( 1 _ ^2)3/4 1 ^ ( ^ ) 1 
¿-J D' 1 , 1 /2 j£= 1 P'n(xk)2(\ — xk) x — xk 
+ & 2 






(n-k)-3n\n-kfn-3\j-k\(2n - j - k ) n^j+ks^n . 
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This together with (3) and (6) means that 
\ f ( x ) - H n ( f , x ) \ = |/(1)-i f f(x)dx\ O ( - ^ j + 0 ( « / ( ^ j ) 
(0 x < 1). 
A similar estimate holds for — l < x < 0 and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
As for the endpoints ± 1 , FEJER [ 1 ] proved that 
i 
0 1 ) lim Hn(f + 1) = + { f ( x ) d x . 
G . FREUD [ 4 ] raised the question (in a much more general form) whether the necessary 
condition 
(12) / ( ± 1) = ± j f i x ) d x 
for 
(13) lim | | / (x) - / / „ ( / , x)|| = 0 , 
rt — CO 
obtained from ( 1 1 ) , is sufficient as well. Recently, A . SCHONHAGE [ 5 ] has given an 
answer in the affirmative by proving that (12) implies (13). The following result 
(which is an easy corollary to our Theorem 1) is an improvement of the Schonhage 
theorem (namely, it contains an estimate for the rate of convergence). 
T h e o r e m 2. Let fix) be a continuous function in [—1, 1] for which (12) holds. 
Then 
\\fix)-H„ifx)\\ = O 
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Über das im Operatorring enthaltene allgemeine Radikal 
eines Uritermoduls 
Von F E R E N C A. SZÁSZ in Budapest 
Professor B. Szökefalvi-Nagy zu seinem 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
Das Radikal einer algebraischen Struktur gibt die Singularität der Struktur 
in gewissem Sinne an. Oft kann man für eine Struktur mit einem Radikal (0) einen. 
Struktursatz bestätigen, der die Struktur mit Invarianten charakterisiert. Ein klassi-
sches Beispiel ist dafür der Wedderburn—Artinsche Struktursatz der Artinschen 
Ringe mit Radikal Null (vgl. N. JACOBSON [6, Chapter I I I ] ) . 
Als Verallgemeinerungen der Vektorräume über einem Schiefkörper, spielen 
die Operatormoduln über einem Ring in der Mathematik (so z. B. in der Algebra, 
sowie auch in der Funktionalanalysis) eine wichtige Rolle. Wie es bekannt ist, definiert 
die Aufgabe 5. 28 des Buches von A. KERTÉSZ [7, Seite 141] ein Radikal eines beliebi-
gen /(-Rechtsmoduls M folgendermaßen: 
I(M) = [x; x£A, Mx Q q>(M)]; 
•wobei <P(M) den Frattinischen /(-Untermodul von M bedeutet. Man kann leicht 
zeigen, daß dieses Radikal I(M) immer ein Ideal des Operatorringes A ist, derart, 
daß 7 (M) das Jacobsonsche Radikal (siehe H. JACOBSON [6, Chapter I, II]) des 
Ringes A enthält. 
Andererseits hat O. STEINFELD [10] folgendes bewiesen: Sind J ein Ideal eines 
Ringes A, und P ein Primideal von J , so ist der Idealquotient 
P:I=[a; a£A, Ja + aJ^P] 
•ebenfalls ein Primideal des Ringes A. Weiterhin hat O . STEINFELD [ 1 1 ] einige Eigen-
schaften der Abbildung x ->-(x: y) untersucht, wobei (x: y) ein Rechtsresiduum in 
einem verbandsgeordneten Gruppoid ist. Die Verbandsvereinigung zweier Rechts-
residuuma braucht i. allg. kein Rechtsresiduum zu sein, und Verfasser [13] gibt 
hinreichende Bedingungen an, damit diese Vereinigung wiederum ein Rechtsresi-
duum ist. 
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Das Ziel dieser Arbeit is zweifach. Einerseits werden wir den Kerteszschen 
Begriff des Radikals eines Moduls in zweien Stufen verallgemeinern, in dem wir (1) 
auch yl-Untermoduln statt eines /1-Rechtsmoduls und (2) auch Amitsur—Kurossche 
allgemeine Radikale und Modulquotienten statt nur der Modulquotienten benützen 
werden. Andererseits werden wir sowohl das Ergebnis von SREINFELO [10], als 
auch einige Resultate von ION D. ION [5] verallgemeinern. 
Bezüglich der benützteri Begriffe verweisen wir auf G. BIRKHOFF [1], N. I. Di-
VINSKY [2], L . F U C H S [3], L. F U C H S [4, Seiten 189—191 und 195—208], A. KERTESZ 
[7], L . LESIEUR and R . CROISOT [8] weiterhin auf F . SzÄsz [12] und G. SzÄsz [14]. 
Es soll bemerkt werden, daß unsere Beweismethoden manchmal den Methoden von 
ION D. ION [5] und J . A. RILEY [9] ähnlich sind. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. Für die ,4-Untermoduln und L2 eines ^4-Rechtsmoduls M sei 
Li\L2 = [a; a£A, L2a ^ L j 
Dieses nennen wir den Modulquotienten von Lt und L2. Offenbar ist Li:L2 ein 
ideal von A. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. Sind R eine allgemeine (Amitsur—Kurossche) Radikaleigen-
schaft eines Ringes A, und N ein ^-Untermodul eines ^4-Rechtsmoduls M, so heißt 
die maximale solche Untermenge R(A0 von A, für die R(N)/(N:M)=~R(A)/(N: M) 
gilt, das R-Radikal des ^4-Untermoduls N. 
B e h a u p t u n g 3. R(iV) ist ein Ideal von A, und es gilt (N:M)^R(N). 
Bewe i s . Die erste Aussage folgt aus dem zweiten Isomorphismussatz und die 
zweite Aussage ist trivial. 
B e h a u p t u n g 4. (1) Ist (N:M)=R(A), so gilt R ( A 0 = R ( A ) . (2) Sind ins-
besondere R = J das Jacobsonsche Radikal, und N= 4>(M) der Frattinische A-Unter-
modul von M, so gilt J ( J V ) Ü J ( < 4 ) (vgl. Aufgabe 5. 28 von KERTESZ [7]). 
Bewe i s . (1) Im Falle (A^:M)=R(^) bringt die Definition 2 und Axiom (C) 
des Buches von Divinsky [2, Seite 3] R(iV)= R ( ^ ) zur Folge. (2) Weiterhin erhält 
man J(A) Q (<P(M):M) — (N\M) und wegen J(A^)3(7V:M) ergibt sich auch 
J 0 4 ) i J ( A 0 . 
D e f i n i t i o n 5. Sind R eine allgemeine Radikaleigenschaft von Ringen, und . 
N ein /1-Untermodul eines /i-RechtsmoduIs M, so heißt N ein 7?-primärer Ünter-
modul in M, wenn für jedes Ideal / von A, aus der Bedingung 
ml Q N (m£M) 
immer m 6 N oder IQ R(A0 folgt. 
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B e h a u p t u n g 6. Der A-Untermodul N eines A-Rechtsmoduls M ist für ein 
Radikal R dann und nur dann R-primär in M, wenn für jeden A-Untermodul K 
von M und für jedes a£A aus KaQN immer KQN oder a£R (N) folgt. 
B e w e i s . Es seien N ein R-primärer ^4-Untermodul im ^-Rechtsmodul M und 
k £ K ein solches Element, für welches k ^ N gilt. Bezeichne (a) das durch ein Element 
a£A erzeugte zweiseitige Hauptideal von A. Dann folgt k(a)QN aus k(Aa)= (kA)aQ 
QKaQN, und daher wegen k$N für I=(a) auch (a)QR(N) Hiernach ergibt sich 
a£R(N). 
Umgekehrt, nehmen wir an, daß die Bedingungen der Behauptung 6 erfüllt 
sind, und wir zeigen, daß N wirklich R-primär in M ist. Es seien m (• M, und K= mA £ 
%N. Da für jedes a£I das Umfassen KI=mA. I^mlQN hat KaQN zur 
Folge, erhält man a£ R(A') und somit auch I QR(N), w. z. b. w. 
B e h a u p t u n g 7. Es seien R eine Radikaleigenschaft von Ringen und I ein 
beliebiges Ideal eines Ringes A. Nehmen wir an, daß R(A/I) für jedes Ideal I von 
A nilpotent ist. Ist N ein R-primärer A-Untermodul im A-Rechtsmodul M, so ist das 
Radikal P= R(N) von N ein Primideal von A. 
B e w e i s . Sind 7 t und I2 solche Ideale von A, für die 71-7^ Q P und It ^ P be-
stehen, so existiert ein Exponent e, für den M• (f • I2)eQ N und M • (It • I 2 f l %N 
erfüllt sind. Es seien Kt = Af• (7172)e~1, und kt <tN. Dann erhält man 
(klIl)I2 = k1(IlI2) ^ Kihh E N, und wegen / , i P auch k{f <£N. Es sei k2 
ein beliebiges Element von -K2 = kyIx mit k2$N. Dann gilt k2I2 —N, folglich, wegen 
k2$N, auch ^f2QP=R(N), w. z. b. w. 
B e h a u p t u n g 8. Es seien A ein rechtartinscher Ring oder ein rechtsnoetherscher 
Ring, und R das Baer—Koethesche obere Nilradikal. Ist N ein R-primärer A-Unter-
moduldes A-Rechtsmoduls M, so ist das R -RadikalP= R (N) von N ein Primideal von A. 
B e w e i s . Nach einem Satz von J . LEVITZKI [ 2 ] ist R (A/J) nilpotent für rechts-
noethersche Ringe A. Weiterhin ist R(AjJ) ebenfalls nilpotent nach einem Satz von 
C H . H O P K I N S [ 2 ] für rechtsartinsche Ringe. Deshalb ist es genügend Behauptung 7 
für diese Fälle anzuwenden. 
D e f i n i t i o n 9. Es seien R eine Radikaleigenschaft von Ringen, und N ein 
4-Untermodul eines A-Rechtsmoduls M, weiterhin P=R(N) das R-Radikal von 
N. Dann heißt N ein P-primärer Untermodul, wenn P=R(N) ein Primideal von 
A ist. 
S a t z 10. Es sei R ( A / I ) nilpotent für jedes Ideal J von A. P ist ein Primideal 
von A, und N ist ein P-primärer A-Untermodul von M dann und nur. dann, wenn die 
folgenden Bedingungen gleichzeitig erfüllt sind: 
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(1) Für jedes Ideal I von A und jedes m£M folgt immer aus ml QN die Rela-
tion m£N oder IQP; 
(2) ( N : M ) Q P ; 
(3) Es gibt einen Exponenten e für jedes Haupt ideal (x) Q P, derart, daß M • (x)e Q N 
besteht. 
B e w e i s . Ist N ein P-primärer /i-Untermodul, so folgt (1) und (2) unmittelbar 
aus der Definition 9. Da R(/4/7) nach der Voraussetzung stets nilpotent ist, folgt 
aus (x)QP=R{N) die Existenz eines Exponenten e derart, daß M- (x ) e £ N gilt. 
Dies bedeutet aber, daß auch (3) erfüllt ist. 
Umgekehrt, nehmen wir an, daß die Bedingungen (1), (2) und (3) für N be-
stehen. Wir werden zeigen, daß P—R(N) gilt, und, daß P ein Primideal von A ist, 
Ist nämlich x ein beliebiges Element von P, so gilt wegen (3) M-(x)e g N 
mit einem geeigneten Exponent e. Es sei Pa ein beliebiges Primideal von A mit der 
Bedingung 
(N:M)<gPa. 
Wegen (x) e «gP a und f | Pa= R(N) erhält man dann x£R(N) und somit PQR(N). 
tx 
Das umgekehrte Umfassen R(N)QP werden wir folgendermaßen zeigen. Ist 
y ein beliebiges Element von R(/V), so gibt es wegen der Nilpotenz von R ( A / / ) 
einen Exponenten e, derart, daß 
M-(y)eQN und M-O' )*" 1 ä ./V 
bestehen. Ist hier e—\, so gilt (y)Q(N\M), woher man wegen der Bedingung (2) 
{y)QP, folglich R(N)<gP erhält. Ist aber so seien K=M- 0 ) e ~ ' , weiterhin 
k £ K und k $ N. Wegen 
k-(y) Q M- {y)e ^ N. 
und wegen der Bedingung (l) ergibt sich (y)QP, folglich y£P und daher auch 
R(N)QP, womit alles nötiges bewiesen ist. 
B e h a u p t u n g 11. Es seien R das Baer—Koethesclie obere Nilradikal und A 
•ein rechtsnoetherscher oder ein rechtsartinscher Ring. Dann sind die Behauptungen 
{1), (2) und (3) des Satzes 10 notwendig und hinreichend, damit P ein Primideal von A 
und,N ein P-primärer A-Untermodul von M sind. 
Beweis ist ähnlich dem Beweis der Behauptung 8, und somit kann er weg-
gelassen werden. 
B e m e r k u n g 12. Der Ring Z der ganzen rationalen Zahlen ist Noethersch 
aber nicht Artinsch. Dagen ist ein Zeroring über einer Prüferschen quasizyklischen 
additiven Gruppe C ( / ? ~ ) Artinsch aber nicht Noethersch (siehe L . F U C H S [ 3 ] ) . 
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B e h a u p t u n g 13. Es sei R(A/f) nilpotent für jedes Ideal J von A. Für ein 
festes Primideal P, der Durchschnitt endlich vieler P-primärer A-Untermoduln Nj' 
(j= 1, 2, . . . , k) wiederum P-primär im Modul M. 
e 
B e w e i s . Wegen N = Nj und wegen der Bedingung (2) des Satzes 10 er-
j=i • 
hält man {N\M)Q(Nj\M)QP. Weiterhin gibt es wegen der Bedingung (3) des 
;Satzes 10 für x£P geeignete Exponenten mit 
M-(xyj^N ( j = 1,2, ...,k). 
Es sei nun e = m a x (e1 ; e 2 , . . . , ek). Dann gilt auch M -(x)eQN. Es sei weiterhin I 
•ein beliebiges Ideal von A. Bestehen m(LM, m^N und mlQN, so gibt es einen 
Index j mit m$Nj, woraus wegen mlQNoffenbar IQP—R(N) folgt, w. z. b. w. 
Jetzt beweisen wir die folgende Verallgemeinerung des erwähnten Ergebnisses 
von Steinfeld, die folgendermaßen lautet : 
S a t z 14 .Es seien R eine Radikaleigenschaft von Ringen derart, daß R(A/I) 
Jür jedes Ideal I eines Ringes A nilpotent ist, P ein Primideal von A, N ein P-primärer 
A-Untermodul des A-Rechtsmoduls M und I ein Ideal von A mit der Bedingung 
JQP=R(N). Ist nun 
N* = [m;mCM, mJ Q N], 
so ist N* ein A-Untermodul von M, derart, daß N* auch P-primär in M ist. 
Bewe i s . Wir werden den Satz 10 auf N* anwenden. Ist x ein beliebiges Element 
Ton (N*:M), so bestehen 
Mx g N* und MxJ <gN. 
Wegen IQP=R(N) erhält man offenbar MxQN, woher x£(N:M), folglich auch 
<N*:M)Q(N:M)QP. Deshalb gilt die Bedingung (2) des Satzes 10 für N*. 
Es seien nun B ein Ideal von A und m ein Element von M, derart, daß 
mB^N* und m§N* 
•erfüllt sind. Nach der Definition von N* ergibt sich: 
mBIQN, 
und wegen N^N* auch mBI^N*. Wegen I %P=R(N) und wegen der Bedin-
gung (1) des Satzes 10 hat BIQP offenbar BQP zur Folge, denn P ist ein Prim-
ideal von A. 
Wegen der Bedingung (3) des Satzes 10 gibt es für jedes x^P=R{N) einen 
Exponenten e mit M-(x)e(^N. Wegen N%N* erhält man aber auch M-(x)eQN*, 
w. z. b. w. 
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(Eingegangen am I. April 1972) 
Über die Verallgemeinerung einer Erweiterung 
von Ringen 
Von J. S Z E N D R E I in Szeged 
Herrn Prof. B. Szőkefalvi-Nagy zum 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
1. R und R{, R2 bezeichnen einen beliebigen (assoziativen) Ring bzw. zwei 
echte Unterringe von R. Läßt sich jedes Element r(£R) als eine Summe von der 
Form 
r=i\ + r2 (r^Ru r2cR2), 
aufschreiben, d.h. gilt 
R+ — Ri +R2, 
wo das oben angesetzte „ + " den Modul eines Ringes bezeichnet, so wird R in 
Bezug auf die Addition (im allgemeineren Sinne) zerlegbar genannt. 
Als Umkehrung tritt das Erweiterungsproblem auf, aus gegebenen Ringen 
Si, S2 alle Ringe R mit 
R+ = Rt+Rt, Sx Ri, S2^R2 
zu bestimmen. 
Für diese Ringkonstruktion leistet der Ring Z der ganzen Zahlen ein ein-
faches Beispiel. Sind nämlich die ganzen Zahlen ai, a2 teilerfremd, so ist Z + = 
= (Ű,)+ + (Ű2)+, d.h. Z ist (im allgemeineren Sinne) zerlegbar. 
Im Spezialfall I ÍX H = 0 hat J . SZÉP [3] dieses Erweiterungsproblem gelöst, 
und weitere Eigenschaften dieser Konstruktion wurden in den Arbeiten [3, 4] un-
tersucht. 
Es sei bemerkt, daß das entsprechende gruppentheoretische Problem, d.h. die 
Verallgemeinerung des Gruppenproduktes von Zappa—Casadio von L. RÉDEI und 
J. SZÉP [1] gelöst wurde. 
2. Wir bezeichnen die Elemente von Sl mit 0, a, b, ... und diejenigen von S2 
mit o, a, ß, ... . In der Menge R der (geordneten) Paare (a, a) (a^S^a^ S^) de-
finieren wir die Addition und die Multiplikation auf die folgende Weise: 
(1) (a,oO + (b,ß) = (a + b, u + ß), 
(2) (a,a)(b,ß) = (ab + aV + 'b^o + 'ß + aß), 
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wobei die Funktionen 
(3) aß,*bcS1,<xb,°ßiS2 
den folgenden Bedingungen 
( 4 ) 0 * = a° = A 0 = °a = 0 , 
( 5 ) oa = A ° = ao = ° A = o 
unterworfen sind. 
Die sämtlichen Lösungen unseres Problems (bis auf Isomorphie) ergeben sich 
als Faktorstrukturen von R nach gewissen Kongruenzrelationen. 
Es gilt der folgende 
S a t z . Sind •S'i(gS'1), S2(QS2) isomorphe Unterringe von St, bzw. S2 mit 
dem Isomorphismus • 
(6) A : s ^ A S j f 
angegeben, so definiert man in R die Äquivalenzrelation 
(7) (a,«) = (b,ß)~A(b-a) = - ( ß - a ) . 
Damit diese Aquivalenzrelation eine Kongruenzrelation C von R und die zugehörige 
Faktorstruktur R¡C ein Ring ist, ist notwendig und hinreichend, daß die Funktionen 
(3) (außer (4) und (5)J die folgenden Bedingungen erfüllen: 
/ i ( X ) = « 0 4 0 + oc«, 
A (aï) = (Aaja-°*z, 
A (a (bv) + a"y - (aby) = - (" (by) - °by), 
A(a(bc)-(*b)c-^c) = -(abc-(uby), 
A (aßy - (aß)y) = - (" (»y) - "(»y) - (a"> y), 
A (« ("c) - *"c) = - (a (ßc) + a"« - (aßy), 
A (a (ßc) + a<ßc> - (a") c - ("ß> c) = - (a(ßc) - (aß)c), 
A (a (by) - ("by) = - (a (V) + a(ftV) - (yh) y - <«»> y, 
A^b + 'c-'Qj + c)) = -(ab + a.c-o.b+c), 
A {aß + ay -a"^) = - {aß + ay - \ ß + y)),-
A(ay + by-(a + b)y) = -(ay+ "y-a+by), 
A("c + ßc-*+ßc) = -{a.c + ßc-(a + ß)c). 
(8) 
( 9 ) 
(10) 
( 1 1 ) 
(12) 
( 1 3 ) 
( 1 4 ) 
( 1 5 ) 
(16) 
( 1 7 ) 
(18) 
( 1 9 ) 
(20) 
(21) 
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Diese Ringe R= R /C sind (bis auf Isomorphie) die sämtlichen Lösungen des auf-
gestellten Problems. Iri dem Ring R bilden die Elemente (a, o), bzw. (0, a) je einen 
Unterring Ri, R2, für die R+ = R+ + R2, R] ^ S,, R2'^ St gelten. Der Durch-
schnitt Rt f]R2 ist isomorph mit S* (und mit S2), und zwar sind die Elemente 
(a^, ö) die sämtlichen verschiedenen Elemente dieses Durchschnitts. 
Den Beweis des Satzes bekommen wir in mehreren Schritten. Aus der Definition 
der Relation (7) folgt unmittelbar, daß diese Relation eine Äquivalenzrelation ist. 
Jetzt werden wir notwendige und hinreichende Bedingungen dafür angeben, daß 
die Relation (7) eine Kongruenz in R ist. Man kann annehmen, daß zwei beliebige 
äquivalente Elemente in R die Form 
(a,a), (a + aa-AaJ 
haben. Diese Elemente sind kongruent dann und nur dann, wenn aus 
Ca, a) = (a + a^,a — AaJ 
für beliebige (/', Q) £ R die Relationen 
(a,a) + (r,Q) = (a + a^,a-AaJ + (r,Q), 
(r, q)(a, a) = (r, Q)(a + a^,a-Aa:¥), 
(a, a)(/*, Q) = (a + ß*, a - AaJ(r, o) 
folgen. Die erste ist trivial. Aus den zwei letzten erhalten wir die folgenden not-
wendigen und hinreichenden Bedingungen: 
(22) Aira^ + r ' - ^ + oia + aJ-r'-Od) = - ( Q a + " * + r ( a - A a J - Q ( A a J - r a - g " ) , 
(23) A (a* r + (a + aje +'*-Aa*r-ae-*>•) = - ((a - AaJ + "*q-(AaJq -ar-ag). 
Nachdem setzen wir die Bedingungen (22), (23), d.h. die Existenz die Faktor-
struktur R /C voraus. Jetzt wollen wir die' Bedingungen aufstellen, damit R/C ein 
Ring ist. Es ist offenbar nach der Definition der Addition in R/C, daß R/C einen 
Modul bildet. Deshalb ist R/C ein Ring dann und nur dann, wenn die Multi-
plikation in R/C assoziativ und distributiv ist. 
Aus der linksseitigen Distributivität 
(a, a) ((b, ß) + (c, -/)) = (a, a) (b, ß) + (a, a) (a, y) 
ergibt sich die Gleichung 
(24) A(aß + ay + "b + "c-aß+y-c'(b + c)) = -(a.b + aß.+ ac + ay(ß + y)-ub + c). 
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Wenn wir in (24) a= 0, ß=y=o, bzw. b=c= 0, y=0 setzen, so entstehen 
(18), bzw. (19). Umgekehrt, (24) ergibt sich aus (18) und (19) durch Addition. 
Ähnlicherweise bekommen wir die Gleichungen (20), (21) aus der rechtsseitigen 
Distributivität. 
Wegen der Definition der Addition gilt (a, a) = (a, o)+.(0, a), deshalb ist es 
genügend die Assoziativität der Multiplikation für die Elemente von der Form 
(a, o) und (0, a) zu beweisen. Es kommen die folgenden Produkte 
(a,o)(b,o)(c,o), (0, a) (0, ß)(0,y) 
(a,o)(b,o)(0,y), (0 ,a)(b,ö)(c,ö) 
{a,o)(0,ß)(0,y), (0, a) (0, ß) (c, o) 
(a, o)(0,ß)(c, o), ( 0 , a ) ( M ) ( 0 , y ) 
in Betracht. Für die zwei ersten Produkte ist die Assoziativität trivial; die folgenden 
sind mit den Bedingungen (12)—(17) äquivalent. 
Bisher haben wir gezeigt, daß R/C dann und nur dann (existiert und) ein Ring 
ist, wenn (12)—(23) gelten. 
Jetzt werden wir zeigen, daß die Bedingungen (22), (23) unter Berücksichtigung 
von (12)—(21) mit der Gleichungen (8)—(11) äquivalent sind. 
Aus (22) folgen für a — r = 0, bzw. für « = o = o die Gleichungen (8) und 
(25) + = 
Hieraus folgt die Gleichung (9) durch die Ersetzungen —Aa^u^, und r=a. Um-
gekehrt wird es gezeigt, daß aus (8), (9) die Gleichung (22) folgt. Nach (18) gilt 
nämlich 
A(ea + Ba^-e(a + aJ) =-(ga + ga*-ga+a*)7 
und daraus ergibt sich 
(25) A(o(a + a J - ea) = A (Ba J + (Q" + Q°* -Q^'1*). 
Wenn man hier statt Aiga^) nach (8) g i A a ^ + g " setzt, dann bekommt man: 
(26) A(°(a + a;)-°a) = - rf-Q(AaJ). 
Aus (14) ergibt sich (25). Durch Addition von (25) und (26) entsteht (22). Ähnlicher-
weise kann die Äquivalenz der Bedingungen (29) und (10), (11) gezeigt werden. 
Damit haben wir beweisen, daß R/C dann und nur dann ein Ring ist, wenn (8) bis 
(21) gelten. 
Betrachten wir nunmehr den Ring R/C. Es ist klar, daß die Elemente (fl,o), 
bzw. (0, a) je einen Unterring Rlt bzw. R2 von R/C bilden und 
R/C =.Rt + Rt, R i ^ S t , R2^S2 
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gelten. Der Durchschnitt D von und R2 besteht aus denjenigen Elementen (a, 0), 
die sich auch als (0, a) schreiben lassen. Da nach (7) gilt (a, o)= (0, a) dann und 
nur dann, wenn Aa= a. gilt, so folgt hieraus, daß D aus den Elementen (a*, o) be-
steht und diese Elemente auch schon verschieden sind, ferner die Isomorphie 
T>~ 5 * S 2 ) gilt. Das bedeutet, daß jeder Ring R /C eine Lösung unseres Prob-
lems gibt. 
Wir haben noch zu zeigen, daß umgekehrt jede Lösung des aufgestellten Er-
weiterungsproblems (bis auf Isomorphie) unter den im Satz angegeben Ringen 
R /C vorkommt. Es kann aufgenommen werden, daß R eine Lösung ist, d.h. 
R+ = Rt+Rt, S , •=* Ru S2 - R2 
gelten, wobei ü l s R2 Unterringe von R sind. Jedes Element in R hat die Form 
a+a (a^R^, a£R2); a+a = b+ß dann und nur dann, wenn b—a = —(ß—a)£ 
67?! n /?2- Hat ein Element in R die Form ay., bzw. aa, so läßt es sich auch in der 
Form 
aa = af" + "a, bzw. aa = xa + a" 
schreiben, wobei a", xa£R1 und "a, a."£R2. Hiernach haben wir: 
(a + a) + (b + ß) =(a + b) + ( a + ß), 
(a + a) (b + ß) = ab + aß + ab + aß = (ab + aß + ab) + (ab + aß + aß). 
Ist insbesondere 0oc=oc0=0 und 0 a = a 0 = 0 , so wird aufgenommen, daß (4), (5) 
gelten. Wegen (3)—(5) ist R eine Struktur (mit zwei Verknüpfungen) und wegen 
(1), (2) und (27), (28) gilt die Homomorphie 
R ~ R((a, a) — a + a ) . 
Ist C die zugehörige kompatible Klasseneinteilung von R, so entsteht die Isomorphie 
. R/CCV R. 
Damit haben wir den Satz bewiesen. 
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On an identity of Shih-Chieh Chu 
By LAJOS T A K Á C S in Cleveland (Ohio, U.S.A.)*) 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy 01% the occasion of his sixtieth birthday 
July 29, / 973 
1. On a formula of Shih-Chieh Chu. In a Chinese treatise of 1303 SHIH-CHIEH 
CHU [7] described the arithmetic triangle as an ancient invention for determining 
the terms in the expansion of (a+b) n where w= 1, 2, ... . In his treatise Shih-Chieh 
Chu obtained several remarkable relations for binomial coefficients, but gave no 
proofs. One of the identities, attributed to Shih-Chieh Chu, can be expressed in 
modern notation as follows: If k and n are nonnegative integers, then 
(1) i + Vc-j\_[n+k\2 
IX I 
As usual, the binomial coefficient I lis defined for every real or complex x as follows : 
; = o o = - i , - 2 , . - ) . 
Since both sides of (1) are polynomials of degree 2k in the variable n, it follows that 
(1) also holds if n is any real or complex number. 
More details about the rich contents of the treatise of SHIH-CHIEH C H U [7] 
can be found in the books by Y. MIKAMI [22 pp. 89—98, 124] and J. NEEDHAM and . 
L . W A N G [24 pp. .41, 46—47, 133—141]. In 1867 JEN-SHOU L I [18] brought the identity 
(1) to light in the fourth part of his book entitled Mathematical Studies. The problem 
of how this identity was found and how it can be proved aroused the interest of 
several mathematicians. 
*) This research was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 
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In 1937 Yung Chang, a scholar of the history of mathematics, mentioned the 
identity (1) to G. Szekeres who called the attention of P. Túrán to it. Both G. Sze-
keres and P. Túrán have found rather complicated proofs for (1). In 1939 their 
proofs were published in Chinese in an article by Y U N G C H A N G [6]. In 1954 P. T Ú R Á N 
[35] published a Hungarian version of his proof. 
In his proof G. Szekeres used mathematical induction and some known sum-
mation formulas for the binomial coefficients and proved (1) as a particular case 
of a more general relation. P. Turán's proof is analytical and based on some prop-
erties of the Legendre polynomials. By using Hurwitz's formula and Rodrigues's 
formula for the Legendre polynomials, P. Túrán demonstrated that 
(2) ^ 
11 'k 
J ) • 
holds for every .v and k— 0, 1, 2, . . . , and by calculating the derivative 
1 dk 
k\ dzk Ux + z)k+1 z= -1 
in two different ways he proved that 
holds for < 1. If we form the coefficient of x" in the power series expansion of the 
right-hand side of (3), then we obtain (I). 
It is interesting to mention that if we form the coefficient of zk in both forms of 
the polynomial 
(l+zf[l+z + (x-l)z]k = (l+zf(l+xz)k, 
then we get (2). Formula (2) is a particular case of a more general result found in 
1 9 4 7 by W . LJUNGGREN [ 2 0 ] . Furthermore, formula ( 3 ) is a particular case of Saal-
schütz's theorem for hypergeometric functions. The general case of (3) was found in 
1 8 9 0 by L. SAALSCHÜTZ [ 2 8 ] , [ 2 9 ] . (See also W . N . BÁILEY [ 1 p. 9 ] and A . ERDÉLYI, 
W . M A G N U S , F. OBERHETTINGER and F. G . TRICOMI [ 8 pp. 6 5 — 6 6 ] . ) Let us mention 
that formula ( 3 ) was used in 1 9 4 3 by O . BOTTEMA and S. C. V A N VEEN [ 4 ] in their 
studies of the game of billiard. (See also Problem 1 0 in Chapter 1 1 of. W . FELLER [ 9 ] . ) 
Subsequent to the investigations of G. Szekeres and P. Túrán, simple proofs 
were found for ( 1 ) by L . TAKÁCS [ 3 4 ] , J . SURÁNYI [ 3 1 ] , [ 3 2 ] , G . H U S Z Á R [ 1 2 ] , J . M Á T É 
[21] , L . CARLITZ [5], J . SEITZ ( s e e [16]) , J . K A U C K Y [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , T . S . N A N -
JUNDIAH [ 2 3 ] and R . L . GRAHAM and J . R IORDAN [ 1 1 ] . Most of these proofs are 
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elementary and based on some well-known summation formulas for binomial 
coefficients. L . CARLITZ [ 5 ] showed that ( 1 ) immediately follows from a summation 
formula found in 1 8 9 0 by L . SAALSCHUTZ [ 2 8 ] . J . SEiTz.and J . K A U C K Y (see [ 1 6 ] ) 
demonstrated that (3) can also be obtained by calculating 
1 r)2k ( 1 ] 
k\ dxkdzk \\—xz)z=i 
in two different ways. 
By using a combinatorial approach, in 1 9 5 5 J . SURANYI [ 3 1 ] , [ 3 2 ] proved that if 
k, I and n are nonnegative integers, then we have 
' f j k ) ( . / ] ( B + jfe + / - 7 - ) _ f « + i k l f « + / l 
w 4 U J U J I k+i J " I k Jl i y 
If l = k , then (4) reduces to (1). Since both sides of (4) are polynomials of degree 
k+l in the variable n, therefore (4) also holds if n is any real or complex number. 
This was demonstrated by L O - K E N G H U A (see [ 3 1 ] ) who proved that the left-hand 
side and the right-hand side of (4) have the same roots in n. 
In 1 9 5 8 T . S . N A N J U N D I A H [ 2 3 ] proved a generalization of ( 1 ) , which is equivalent 
to (4), and mentioned that by the same method it is possible to prove the following 
more general identity: 
l l A r , M r : ; ) 
which, holds for any nonnegative integers k and / and for any real or complex JC 
and y. In fact T. S. Nanjundiah proved (5) only for x=y. In the case where x and 
y are nonnegative integers (5) was proved in 1970 by M. T. L. BIZLEY [2]. 
In this paper we shall prove that if k and m are nonnegative integers for which 
0 S k ^ m , and I and c are real or complex numbers, then we have 
Since both sides of (6) are polynomials of degree k in /, therefore it is sufficient 
to prove (6) for 1=0, 1, ...,k and this implies that (6) holds for every /. 
Formula (6) is a generalization of (1). If in (6) we replace ( k , l , m , c ) by 
(k, k, 2k, n+k)^ and if we reverse the order in the sum, then we obtain (1). If in 
(6) we replace (k, /, m, c) by (k , k, k+l, n+l), and if we reverse the order in the sum, 
then we obtain (4). If in (6) we replace (k , L m, c) by (k, l+x—y, k+l, y), then we 
obtain (5). ' • 
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Now for any real or complex A* and q let us define the Gaussian binomial coeffi-
cients 1 .1 as follows: 
(qx -\)(qx-1 - \) ...(qx~i+1 - \) 
(qi~\W-l-\)...(q-\) 
x ( x - l ) . . . ( * - . / + 1 ) 
if 7 = 1=2, . . . ; 1, and 
x 
J 
for q ? í 1, 
for <7=1, 
0 if j = - \ , - 2 , . . . . 
By using the Gaussian binomial coefficients . with an arbitrary q we can 
generalize (6) in the following way 
(7) 
it 
2 j = 0 
m 
[ k - j 
c + j 
m m 1 , 1 [ 
c—m+k+l 
k 
which holds if k and m are nonnegative integers for which Osksm and I and c 
are real or complex numbers. This follows from a result which was found in 1968 by 
E . M . W R I G H T [ 3 6 ] . Actually, if we replace (k, /, m, c) by (s, s—k, r+s—k, r+t—k) 
in (7), then we obtain Wright's formula (1) in his paper. For another proof of (7) 
we refer to H . W. G O U L D [ 1 0 ] . 
If we replace (k, /, m, c) by (k, k, k+l, n+l) in (7), then we obtain a particular 
case of (7) which was found in 1965 by GH. PIC [25]. 
We note that if in (6) and (7) we replace (k, I, m, c) by (y , x+a—b, x+y, —¿7—1) 
and if we form the sum with respect to / = a—j, then we obtain the identities of 
R . P . STANLEY [ 3 0 ] a n d H . W . G O U L D [ 1 0 ] . 
It is of some interest to mention that in 1965 GH. PIC [25] generalized (1) by 
calculating 
•(z + x)«+" dk -k + z 
k+a+p+1 z1' dzk{(z + xy 
in two different ways. By using Rodrigues's formula for the Jacobi polynomials (see 
G. S Z E G 6 [ 3 3 pp. 5 8 — 9 9 ] ) he obtained a generalization of ( 3 ) . In the particular case 
where A = / ? = 0 his result reduces to ( 3 ) . 
Finally, we note that by using the elements of the calculus of finite differences 
we can easily deduce a large number of formulas which have some resemblance to 
(6), but are actually of different types. Such a formula is the identity 
j?o{j + r) ' r ö - f t f k 
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which holds for every x and every y if k and r are nonnegative integers. We can 
easily prove this formula by using Newton's expansion. (See G. BOOLE [3 pp. 11—14] 
and C H . JORDAN [13 pp. 77—79].) More identities of similar types are given by 
many authors. See, for example, J. RIORDAN [26 pp. 14—15], [27 pp. 14—17], and 
D . J . LEWIS [19 p . 58] . 
2. A probabilistic proof for (6). We shall prove the identity (6) by using prob-
abilistic methods. The following proof makes possible various generalizations of (6). 
In the following proof we assume that k, 1, m are nonnegative integers satisfy-
ing the inequalities O S k S m and O ^ / S m and that c is an arbitrary real or complex 
number. 
In proving (6) we shall use the following result from the theory of probability. 
Suppose that a box contains I white balls and rri— I black balls. We draw k (O^k^m) 
balls without replacement. Let us suppose that every outcome of this random trial 
has the same probability, and denote by v the number of white balls drawn. Then 
we have 
(8) 
for 7 = 0 , 1, . . . , k, and 
for r=0, 1, ..., k. 
Now we shall calculate 
obtain that 
(10) 
Second, by (9) we obtain that 
(11) 
c — m + k + l 
k 
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Here we used that 
H e 1 k \ _ í m ) с Y i c - w i + fc) m — r ) { r ) — k)Y k — r J ' 
If we compare (10) and (11), then we obtain (6) which was to be proved. 
ÏYX 
We note that if we calculate | ^ | E 
obtain that 
(12) 
2 l ' j J=0 Uv 
I m 
к 
{(C»i'V]} ' П t w 0 c ' ' ^ e r e n t ; ways, then we 
—j) ( m ) к ) 
whenever k, I, m are nonnegative integers for which O^k^m and 0 S / S m and c is 
an arbitrary real or complex number. Wo can immediately see that (12) holds also 
if / is an arbitrary real or complex number. 
In (12) the left-hand side can be obtained by (8). If we take into consideration that 
then the right-hand side of (12) can be obtained by (11). 
Of course (12) can also be obtained from (6) by substituting m—c— 1 for c. 
3. A generalization of (6). The previous probabilistic proof makes it possible 
to generalize (6) in various ways which we shall demonstrate by the following ex-
ample. 
Let us suppose that a box contains m cards each marked by one of the numbers 
1, 2, . . . , s. Denote by /,• the number of cards marked i (i= 1, 2, . . . , s). We have 
/, + /2H b/s = m. We draw k ( O ^ k ^ m ) cards without replacement. Let us sup-
pose that every outcome of this random trial has the same probability and denote 
by vt the number of cards marked i among the k cards drawn. Then we have 
(13) P { v i = A . = j2, . . . ,v s = . / J = 
whenever j\+j2-\ кJs— a r , d 
' ( л ) 
(г) 
m — г 
k-r 
where г = г , + /"¿4 | - r s . 
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Let c 1 ; c 2 , c s be arbitrary real or complex numbers, and l S i ^ j . By (13) 
we obtain that 
m 
E Í Í C I + V I ] " Í c , + V i ] 1 = y , í C l + 7 V ] . . . í C t + y ' ] í / l ] 
U m ) [ m JJ j 1 + . T t j = k { m J { m J U J 
y í c i + - / ' i ] . . . í c ' + ^ ) í / i ] . . . í / ' ] í " I - / i : Z< 
,-,+..i+j,mk[ m J { m } J U J U - A Jt 
and by (14) we obtain that 
m 
= y I " 1 •( ) C ' ) - . f ' ] ( " ^ r ' - ' - r ' ) . 
n+.^r^kym-rj ( w - r j ^ r j {rtjyk-r! rt) 
By comparing the above two formulas we obtain that if k, lt, . . . , lt are non-
negative integers for which kSm and l{ H 1-1, = m, then 
J [lí\..\lt\[m~lí / ' ] í c i + - 7 l l . . . í c ' + - / ' l = j1+.1^+jtsk{ji)'"{j,)[k-j1 jt J 1 m J { m J 
J 7 ( / l ) . . . í / ] í W _ ' " 1 _ : " _ ' " , ) í C l ]••• 
r1+..1+r ts4r1J U J U ~ ' ' i - i - J U - r J . 
(15) 
holds for arbitrary real or complex clt c2, ••., ct. If t= 1, then (15) can be reduced 
to (6). 
Another generalization of (6) . can be obtained in the following way. Let us 
suppose that we have s boxes and the ;th box (i'= 1, 2,-..., j)-contains lt white balls 
and m—li black balls. We draw kt balls from the first box, k2 balls from the second 
box, and so on, ks balls from the s-th box without replacement. Denote by v the 
total number of white balls drawn. If we calculate the expectation VjJ in two 
different ways, then we obtain another generalization of (6). 
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Bemerkung über die Konvergenz der Orthogonalreihen 
Von K Ä R O L Y T A N D O R I in Szeged 
Herrn Professor B. Szökefalvi-Nagy zum 60. Geburtstag gewidmet 
1 . A . SZÉP hat das folgende Problem aufgeworfen. Gibt es eine quadratisch-
• integrierbare orthogonale Entwicklung 
2anq>n(x). 
die fast überall im Orthögonalitätsintervall konvergiert, und eine fast überall di-
vergierende Teilreihe 
(2) 2<<P„k(x) . 
besitzt? 
In dieser Note werden wir auf dieses Problem eine Antwort geben. Man soll 
aber gewisse Bemerkungen vorausschicken. Die Behauptung kann offensichtlich 
nicht für jede Koeffizientenfolge {an} mit richtig sein. Gilt nämlich die 
Menchoff—Rademachersche Bedingung 
2 ' ^ l o g 2 « < 
dann folgt auf Grund des Menchoff—Rademacherschen Satzes ([1], [2]), daß für 
beliebige Indexfolge {«t} die Reihe (2) fast überall konvergiert. Also kann die Be-
hauptung nur für solche Koeffizientenfolgen {a„} richtig sein, für die (3) nicht er-
füllt ist. 
Wir werden Folgendes beweisen. 
S a t z . Es sei {an} eine monoton nichtwachsende Folge von positiven Zahlen, jur 
die la2 < =-= und 
( 3 ) 2 « 5 l o g 2 « = ~ 
erfüllt sind. Dann gibt es ein im Intervall (0, 1) orthonormiertes System {(p„ (.\-)} und 
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eine Indexfolge {nk} derart, daß die Reihe (1) in (0, 1) fast überall konvergiert, und die 
Teilreihe (2) in (0, 1) fast überall divergiert. 
In der Arbeit [4] wurde es bewiesen, daß unter den Bedingungen dieses Satzes 
ein orthonormiertes System {<p„(x)} derart existiert, daß die Reihe (1) fast überall 
divergiert. 
Vor dem Beweis dieses Satzes werden wir ein anderes Problem erwähnen. Für 
eine Folge {a„} setzen wir 
I I K } l l = s u p l / f sup(al(p1(x)+-+ai<pi(x))2dx, 
' o • •• 
wobei das Supremum für jedes in (0, 1) orthonormierte System {<p„ (x)} gebildet 
ist. In [5] wurde es bewiesen, daß aus ||{a„}||-=°° die Konvergenz der Reihe (1) bei 
jedem orthonormierten System {(p„(x)} fast überall folgt; weiterhin aus 11}• j| = 
folgt, daß ein orthonormiertes System {</>„(*)} derart existiert, daß die Reihe (1) 
fast überall divergiert. 
Das erwähnte Problem ist folgendes: Sei |]{o„}|| = °° und Gibt es dann 
ein orthonormiertes System {cp„(x)} und eine Indexfolge {nk} derart, daß die 
Reihe (1) fast überall konvergiert, und die Teilreihe (2) fast überall divergiert? 
2. Zum Beweis des Satzes werden wir gewisse Hilfssätze benützen. 
H i l f s s a t z I. ([4]) Es seien c ( S l ) und p( = 2) positive ganze Zahlen. Es kann 
ein im Intervall [0, 5] orthonormiertes System von Treppenfunktionen {/,(c, p; x)} 
(/=1, ...,2p) mit den folgenden Eigenschaften angegeben werden: zu jedem Punkt 
(2 3) 
x cz I —, — gibt es eine von x abhängige natürliche Zahl m (x) derart, daß die Funktions-
werte f(c,p;x) ( /=1 , . . . ,m(x) ) positiv sind, und 
j\{c,p-,x)+---+fm(x)(c,p-,x)^Alicp\ogp • ^ 
gilt, wo A! eine positive, von x, c und p unabhängige Zahl ist. 
(In Folgendem bezeichnen A2, A3,... positive, von den Parametern unabhängige 
Konstanten.) 
H i j f s s a t z I I . ([2]) Es seien d und q positive ganze Zahlen, 0 < d < q . Zu jedem 
Indexpaar (/, / ) mit 1 SiSq, ISjSq und \i—j\ = d soll eine von Null verschiedene 
Zahl a,j zugeordnet werden; wir bezeichnen mit ßd das Maximum der absoluten 
Beträge der Zahlen In jedem. Intervall (u, v) mit 
v—u> 2ßä 
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können wir dann Treppenfunktionen <pt(x) (l— 1, . . . , q) derart definieren, daß die fol-
genden Bedingungen erfüllt werden: 
l<Pi(*)l = 1 (w < x < Ü; / = 1, . . . , ? ) , 
V 
f <pi(x)(pj(x)dx = ~.au (|/-y| = d, 1 ^ i == q, 1 =gj S q), 
f <pi(x)(pj(x)dx = 0 ( i ^ j , \ i - j \ ^ d , l ^ i ^ q , l ^ j ^ q ) . 
U 
3. B e w e i s de s S a t z e s . Es sei Nm = 2(2+••• + 2'") ( m = l , 2 , ...). Durch In-
duktion werden wir ein im Intervall (0, 1) orthonormiertes System von Treppen-
funktionen <pn(x) (n= 1, 2, . . . )und zwei Folgen von einfachen Mengen1) Em(Q(0, 1)), 
1)) (ni=\,2, ...) derart definieren, daß die folgenden Bedingungen er-
füllt sind: 
Die Mengen Em (m= 1,2, ...) sind stochastisch .unabhängig, und für jedes m 
{m= 1, 2, ...) gelten 
(4) - ' 
( 5 ) 
Weiterhin für jedes in (m= 1, 2, ...) bestehen 
m(E,„) s ^ m i n ( l , A T m + 1 a i N m + 1Iog22Arm+1), 
1 
(6) 
( 7 ) 




<P2i(x) = ~<P2i-i(x) (x$Fm; 1= Nm+l, ...,Nm+1). 
<Pn{x)=rn{x) (n= 1, . . . , 8 = 2N1), 
wobei >*„(x)= sign sin 2"nx die n-te Rademachersche Funktion bezeichnet. Es sei 
m0 eine natürliche Zahl. Nehmen wir an, daß die Funktionen (p„(x) (n= 1, ..., 2N„,J 
und die Mengen E1, . . . , E„o-1, Fj, . . . , F m , derart definiert sind, daß diese Funk-
tionen Treppenfunktionen sind, in (0, 1) ein orthonormiertes System bilden, diese 
Mengen einfach sind, weiterhin Ex, ...,Em { stochastisch unabhängig sind, und 
(4)—(7) für m = 1, . . . , m0— 1 erfüllt werden. 
Wir wenden den Hilfssatz I im Falle 
1 
Nmo+1a22N \og22N, 
- + 1 
vm0+ X 
, p = 2"'o+l 
*) Eine Menge wird einfach genannt, wenn sie als Vereinigung endlichvieler Intervalle 
entsteht. 
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an ([a] bezeichnet den ganzen Teil von a). Auf Grund des Hilfssatzes I und der 
Monotonität der Folge {a„} gilt 
(8) max
 a2Nmo+2i fi(c,p;x)& 
lSnS2.2'"o+1 (=1 
1 
,p ;x) (0 < x < 5), 
sonst 
yN m o + 1 a 2 N m o + i \ o g 2 N , n o + i 
( « ( 1 4 ) 
Offensichtlich gilt 
(9) , m{E'mo) § i m i n ( l , ^ „ 0 + 1 a i V r a o + i log22A^mo+1). 
Betrachten wir die Treppenfunktionen 
;x) (0 < x < 5), ( x s \ - M c , l 
sonst - | 0 
( / = 1, ...,2.2'"o+1). Wir setzen 
5 
« U = f ^i(x)il>j(x)ilx (1 =s i j s 4.2'"o+1). 
0 
Dann gelten 
«,., - 1 (I S / S 4.2'"o+1),- a u = 1 Qi-j\ = 1, 1 s i,y S 4.2™o+i), • 
<*;,; = 0 ( ' V y , | i - y | * 1, 1 ==i, . / s4 .2 ' "o+i ) . 
Durch Anwendung des Hilfssatzes II kann man im Intervall (5, 8) Treppenfunktionen 
<p,(x), . . . , <p4 2m0+i (x) derart definieren, daß 
8 
f 9i(x)<Pj(x)dx = -a,j ( | i - y | = 1, 1 4.2"'o+1),' 
5 
8 
f <Pi(.x)<Pj(x)dx = 0 (» y, | / - 7 | 1, 1 /, j s 4.2"'o+i), 
5 
8 
Jipf(x)dx = 3 (/•= 1, ...,4.2"'o+i) 
5 
bestehen. 
Wir bilden die Funktionen 
$i(x) = 
2 - 1 /mg *'{l-l/2m$ 
m 0cp^3.2ml x - | l - ~ ) ] + 5 




: X < 1 
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( /= 1, . . . , 4.2m°+1). Nach den Obigen bilden die Treppenfunktionen ¡¡/¡(x) (1= 1 , . . . 
. . . , 4.2m°+1) ein orthonormiertes System im Intervall (0, 1). Weiterhin auf Grund 
der Definition der Funktionen ¡¡/¡(x) (1=1, . . . ,4 .2m°+ 1 ) und (8), (9) folgt 
1/5" 
(10) max 2, a2Nmn+21^21 (c,p;x) s -rA1 
• l s , s2 m o+ 1 '=1 Ö 
M : ' Y ^ ' 4 
(11) m(K0) — min (1, Nmo+1a22N +l l og 2 2N m o + 1 ) , 
(12) ( ^ - ¿ T 1 ) ^ « ; / = l , . . ,4.2'»o+ij, 
(13) m(Fmo) = 1 2 m g ' 
Für ein endliches Intervall I= [a, b] und für eine in (0,1) definierte Funktion f ( x ) 
setzen wir 
0 sonst, 
weiterhin für eine Menge H bezeichnen wir mit H(I) diejenige Menge, die aus H 
durch die Transformation y = (b—ä)x+a entsteht. 
Da die Funktionen (p„(x) (n= 1, ..., 2NmJ Treppenfunktionen sind, und die 
Mengen Elt ...,Emg_1, Flt ..., Fm<>_t einfach ,weiterhin die Mengen Ex, ..., E„, 1 
stochastisch unabhängig sind, können wir das Intervall (0, 1) in endlichviele paar-
weise disjunkte Intervalle / r ( l S r ^ g ) derart zerlegen, daß jede Funktion <p„(x) 
in jedem Intervall/,, ( l ^ r ^ ß ) konstant ist, und die Mengen Em ( l s m s 
1), Fm (1 S » i ä f f l 0 - 1 ) die Vereinigung gewisser/ r sind. Die zwei Hälften von 
Ir bezeichnen wir mit Vr, und I" (1 S r S g ) . 
Dann setzen wir 
. <Pn + 2Nm(X) = Z V A K l X ) - 2 (n = 1, ...,4.2-0+1), r= 1 r= 1 
Emo = ü {E:0(K)uK.a Fmo =. u (^0(/;)UFmo(/;o). 
r=l r=1 . 
Nach dem Obigen und nach (10)—(13) ist es offensichtlich, daß die Treppenfunktionen 
<pn(x) (n= 1, . . . , 2JVmo+1) in (0, 1) ein orthonormiertes System bilden, die Mengen 
Em, Fm(Q(0, 1)) (m= 1, . . . , w0) einfach und, die Mengen Em (m= 1, . . . , m0) stochas-
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tisch unabhängig sind, weiterhin ( 3 ) — ( 7 ) f ü r m = l , . . . , m0 bestehen. Das erwähnte 
Funktionensystem {^„(x)} und die Mengenfolgen {E,„}, {Fm} mit den erwähnten 
Eigenschaften erhalten wir durch Induktion. 
Wegen der Monotonität der Folge {a„} ergibt sich 
2a2„\og2nSA2Za22n\og22nsA3 Z Nm+la22Nm + l \og22Nm+l. 
. m= 1 
Daraus und aus (3) folgt 
(14) 2 m ' n ( l , ^ m + i ^ m + 1 l o g 2 2 i V m + 1 ) = - . 
Es sei E = Hm Em. Da die Mengen Em (m= 1 ,2 , . . . ) stochastisch unabhängig m-* OO 
sind, und (4) für jede natürliche Zahl m besteht, auf Grund von (14), durch Anwen-
dung des zweiten Borel—Cantellischen Lemmas erhalten wir 
(15) m(E) = 1. 
Gilt aber x£E, dann besteht (6) für unendlich viele Indizes m, und so divergiert 
die Reihe 
(16) 2 a2n(P2Äx). 
Aus (15) folgt, daß die Reihe (16) fast überall divergiert. 
Es sei F — Hm Fm. Da (5) für jedes m erfüllt wird, durch Anwendung der 
ersten Borel—Cantellischen Lemmas erhalten wir: 
(17) m(F) = 0. 
Da auch (7) für jedes m erfüllt ist, erhalten wir daß im Falle F e i n e von x ab-
hängige natürliche Zahl m0=m0{x) derart existiert, daß 
2 N N 
(18) ^ 2 s ( x ) - s 2 N m ( x ) = . 2 fl.ftW = ' 2 (<*2i-i-a2i)(p2i(x), 
0 • «=2N„o + l ' = % , + 1 
N *2n+i(X)-S2n (x) = Z •(p2l^l-a2,)(p2i(x) + a2N+i(p2N+1(x) 
(N = N,„o+ 1, ...) bestehen. 
Wegen der Monotonität der Folge {an} und wegen der Normierung der Funk-
tionen erhalten wir 
¿ ( ^ / - i - ^ i ) f \<p2l(x)\dx =§ Z (021-1-021)1/ / 9li (x)dx s 
1=1 o <=1 ' o 
^ 2 (fln-i ~a„) = öi n = 2 
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woraus durch Anwendung des B. Levischen Satzes folgt, daß die Reihe 
(19) . 2(<*2i-i-a2i)<P2i(x) 
i+i 
fast überall konvergiert. Es sei G die Menge derjenigen Punkte x, in denen die 
Reihe (19) konvergiert. Dann ist also 
(20) m(G) = 1. 
i 
Wegen und J q>l(x)dx=\ ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) erhalten wir 
o 
(21) lim a„<p„(x) = 0 
n-* OO 
fast überall. Es sei / /d ie Menge derjenigen Punkte x, in denen (21) besteht. Dann ist also 
(22) m(H) = 1. 
Es sei Q = ((0, 1 ) \ F ) C\GC\H. Nach dem Obigen, auf Grund von (18) und (21) erhal-
ten wir, daß im Falle x £ Q , die Reihe (1) konvergiert. Weiterhin aus (17), (20) und 
(22) folgt 
m(Q) = 1. 
Damit haben wir bewiesen, daß die Reihe (1) fast überall konvergiert. 
Wir haben also die Divergenz der Reihe (2) im Falle nk=2k (k= 1, 2, ..;) be-
wiesen. 
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A necessary and sufficient condition of optimality 
for Markovian control problems 
By D . VERMES in Szeged . 
To Professor Beta Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction 
The vital importance of the Markov property of processes in control theory 
was first pointed out by R. BELLMAN in [1]. As a consequence of this perception he 
was able to give a necessary and sufficient condition for the optimality of control 
for discrete-time Markov decision processes. For continuous-time processes there 
are no general results known. In the deterministic case the Bellman equation could 
only be proved to be a sufficient condition of optimality (cf. [1], [2]). On the consi-
deration of stochastic problems there arise additional difficulties from the absence 
of a sufficiently general definition of the controlled Markov process. FLEMING [6], 
[7], M A N D L [12], WONHAM [15] have given conditions for the optimality of the con-
trol of diffusion processes, governed by stochastic differential equations, GRIGELIONIS 
and SHIRYAEV [8] have investigated the properties of the optimal expense function of 
processes for which the value of the control parameter has been allowed to change 
only in fixed "switching times", while KUSHNER [ 1 1 ] has regarded families of Markov 
processes with the strategy space as an index set and has given a sufficient condition 
of optimality for them. 
The aim .of the present paper is. to prove a necessary and sufficient, optimality 
condition for the control of general discrete or continuous-time Markov processes, 
by employing the functional analytic theory of Markov processes, which was 
developed by HILLE, YOSIDA, FELLER, D Y N K I N , and others in the last 2 5 years. 
First we give a sufficiently general formulation, of the optimal stochastic control 
problem. Controlled Markov processes are defined similarly to [11], [13] as families 
of processes. Unless otherwise stated, our considerations hold both for discrete-
and continuous-time processes, i.e., both the set N of the non-negative integers 
and the set R+ of the non-negative reals are allowed to be the time axis T. 
In our investigations we shall necessarily consider time dependent controls and 
so time-inhpmogeneous (non-autonomous) processes. The theory of one para-
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meter semigroups of operators — which will be extensively used throughout 
the paper — is only adequate to describe time-homogeneous processes. But in [13] 
it was proved, that to every inhomogeneous process on the state space E', there 
exists an equivalent homogeneous process on the product state space E= TX E'. 
This way we do not restrict the generality by assuming that our processes are homoge-
neous and their state space is of the form TX E'. Studying Markov processes we 
shall refer to the monographs of D Y N K I N [ 4 ] , [ 5 ] . For control strategies we allow 
measurable mappings of the state space into the control region, that is, we con-
sider problems with Markov feed-back control policies. While in the deterministic 
case the effectivity of open loop and feed-back strategies are the same, for stochastic 
problems one is obliged to consider closed loop controls (cf. [3]). In the present 
paper we call a control strategy optimal, if it minimizes the expected loss of the 
integral form for an arbitrary initial state. 
The main result of this paper, proved in the third chapter is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of optimal control strategies. The theorem 
is formulated in the form öf a generalized boundary value problem and also presents 
a characterisation of the optimal strategy. It can be regarded as a comman generaliza-
tion of the results of papers [1], [6], [7], [8], [11], [12], [13] and [15]. Two corollaries 
of the main theorem are given in thé fourth chapter. They specialize the main theo-
rem for problems having some local control dependence, and this allows a simplifica-
tion of the optimality conditions. The recursive equations of the dynamic program-
ming and the optimality condition of FLEMING for controlled diffusion processes 
are also derived as examples for the application of the optimality theorem. 
For the computation of an optimal control strategy, or for the verification of 
its existence, by the optimality theorem given below one has to solve a generalized 
boundary value problem. Considerations about the existence of its solution can be 
found in the papers of KRYLOV [ 9 ] , [ 1 0 ] . The results of the present paper, especi-
ally Corollary 2, can be -used with success to prove the optimality of a strategy 
given in advance, e.g., by means of a necessary condition of optimality, and they 
serve to an extent as substitutions for the existence theorems of optimal control. 
The author would like to thank Prof. P. H . MÜLLER, Prof. H . LANGER, Dr. sc. 
V. NOLLAU from the Technische Universität Dresden and Prof. K. TANDORI from 
the University Szeged'for their valuable suggestions during the course of this work. 
2. Optimal Markovian control problems 
First we make some further assumptions about the structure of the time axis, 
; the state space and the control region, which will enable us to apply the results of 
[4], [5] to our problems. The time axis T will be considered as a measurable topo-
logical space with its usual topology and the cr-field of its Borel sets ST. The state 
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space E is defined as the topological product of the time axis,and some topological 
measurable space (E',^',S'), together with the product c-field $ = ,T®£'. Further 
on we assume that all open sets and also all one-point-sets of E are measurable. 
We shall call the measurable space (D, 2f) with measurable one-point-sets the cont-
rol region, while B(is, S) denotes the Banach space of all bounded measurable real 
valued functions on (E, S\ with the usual supremum norm. 
Suppose we are given an open subset GczE, a class of measurable mappings 
from (G, f l G, S f l G) into (D, 3>), and a family of (homogeneous) right-continuous 
strong Markov processes {S17; U w i t h EU=(£U,CU, J(ut, P^) on the state space 
(E, c6, $), stopped at the first exit from G. In this paper we call {Eu; U£<%} a con-
trolled Markov process with the target set E\G and the class of admissible con-
trol strategies (or policies) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
a) If Ui U1£aU and i f , l i s an arbitrary (finite or infinite) subinterval of T, 
and . 
TH* v'V = f o r i f = 7 ' x < i E 
' \ c / 2 ( s ,x ' ) for si I, x£E 
then 
b) For the transition function of a v we have 
(2.1) Pv{t,(s,x% (T\{s + t})XE') = 0 . 
for any U^tfi, x= (5, x') £E, t£T ({t>} is the set containing the only point v). 
c) The first exit time tu of the process Bv from G is a Markov time for Eu. 
d) If I denotes an arbitrary interval in T then U1 (x)= U2(x) implies 
(2.2) = n H t f ^ O 
for all , x € / X £ ' , r a IXE', m s , t£T. 
e) The domains D(AU) of the weak infinitesimal Operators Au of the processes 
3 U stopped at z v coincide for all (We denote this common domain 
by D.) 
Let there be given a controlled Markov process {3V\ U s u c h that, for all 
x£E, U^fy we have for some A ' - 0 (E^ denotes the expectation w.r. to 
the measure Vvx), and non-negative functions p £ B ( E \ G , S n (E\G), q 6 B(GX D, 
(gr\G)®3>){we shall also write qu(x):=q(x, U(x))). For all x£E we define the 
performance functionals on °U by 
tv 
(2-3) JX(U): = EVX {/>(£&) + / U ( f f ) ) d t } 
0 
Our aim is to find a strategy such that 
JX(U*)^JAU) 
for all x£E, U^ty. A strategy with this property is said to be optimal. 
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R e m a r k s . For the definitions and propositions, cited here cf. D Y N K I N [5]. 
We call E=(£,C,J(t,Fx) a homogeneous Markov process on the state space 
(E, <€, S), if: 
a) £ is a function defined on a sample space £2 with values in TKJ {+ oo}. 
b) ^ is a partial map from TXQ into (E, $), and i (i, ct))=£((co) is defined 
for all co£Q, t£Tn(0, ((cu)). For a fixed co0£Q the function £((co0) is called 
a trajectory of process E. 
c) Mt is a ff-field on Q,:= {co:C(<y)>/} (t£T). 
d) P^ is for all x£E a functional defined on a er-field Jl of subsets of Q with 
J t z > U A -
t£T 
And for these elements the following conditions are satisfied : 
(1) If sSt and A£Jis then A n {to:C((o)>t}eJlt. 
(2) {Z,(ir}:={co:UcD)(Lr}£J/t (t£T,r£g). 
(3) P x is a probability measure on Jl for all x£E. 
(4) For all f f i f , t£T, 
P(t,x,ry.=Y>x(Ur) 
is an ^-measurable function of x. P is called the transition function of 
the process 3 . 
(5) P(0, x , £ \ { x } ) = 0 for all x£E. 
(6) For all s,t£T, we have 
Vx(S,+.Zr\Jt,) = P{S,Zt,r) 
P x a.e. on Q,. 
(7) For all 16 T, to € Q, there exists an co, £ Q such that 
C(£o,) = C(co)- t and ^(co,) = £s+I(co) for 0 =1 s < C(co) -1. 
A Markov process is said to be right-continuous if all of its trajectories are right-
continuous. Every right-continuous Markov process is measurable, that is, 
(2.4) {(s,co):sst, co€Qt, ¿s(co)er}£(jrn[0,/])®J/t 
for all t£T, r£<S, where t] denotes the restriction of ST to interval [0, /]. 
A mapping T of Q into Tu {+ is called a Markov time for S = (£, Jlt, P x ) if 
R(CO) C ( O J ) 
and for all t £ T 
{<w: t (co) =-1} € Jl, n Jf 
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Where Jf denotes the cr-field generated by all sets of the form {co:^t(<u)£F} for 
r^g, t£T. We set A£Jtx, if A c Q t : = {co:t(a>) < + <*=} and for any t£ T 
Ar>{co:T(co) s t}£Jlt 
By this definition J t z is a c-field on Q t . ([15]. 3.16.) 
A measurable Markov process is said to be strongly Markovian if for an arbitrary 
Markov time x and for all t £ T, x e E, r £ i 
(2.5) Vx(l;T+ter\Jir) = P(t,ZT,r) 
holds P* a.e. on Q t ([5]. 3.18). 
The function T = T ( C O ) defined by 
t(oj): = sup {t: {£s(co):i i} c G} 
is called the first exit time from the set G ([5], 4.1). Conditions for the first exit time 
to be Markov are given by D Y N K I N in [5],. Chapter 4. 
Let 3=(^, JTU P x ) be a right-continuous strong Markov process and r the 
Markov time of the first exit from the set G. If we set 
= f ^ f o r * ( * ) = £ ( « > 
| + c o for l ( f f l )<( ( f f l ) 
f,(fl)):;= 5nUnp.t(»)](®) . C H ) 
Jit\ = {A£Jf:Acz{C > i} and An{x>t}eJZ,} 
then the process 3 = ( £ , Jtt, Px) is also a right-continuous strong Markov process, 
arid is said to arise of 3 by stopping it at T ([5], 10.4). 
A sequence of functions/„ £ B (E, £') is said to tend weakly to / £ B (£, S) if for 
every signed measure <p of bounded variation, defined on the cr-field $ 
Jfnd(p -+ffdcp 
holds as In B ( E , S ) the weak convergence o f / „ t o / i s equivalent to 
(i) /„(x) —/(x) for all x^E as n—oo, and 
(ii) there exists a isT>0 such that || / J ^K for all n£N. 
With every Markov process J f „ Y x ) we can associate a semigroup 
of linear operators {Tt}tiT on the Banach space B(£, S) defined by 
(2-6) T,f(x): = E x f ( Q 
where E x means the expectation w.r. to the measure P x . A function / £ B (£, £') is 
said to be weakly continuous (w.r. to the semigroup Tt) if 
ii -lim Tt f = / 
( J O 
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If T i s the set of all non-negative reals, the weak infinitesimal operator of {Tt}tiT is 
defined by 
Af: = vv-lim T , f ~ f 
11 o t 
for all f£Yl(E,$) such that the right-hand side tends weakly to a weakly continuous 
function. If T equals the set of all non-negative integers, we define A for all. 
/ € B ( £ , 6") by 
A f - T J - f 
and call it infinitesimal operator of Tt as well. 
For every controlled Markov process J i ^ , ^ ) ; we can 
construct by tranformation of the sample space a controlled Markov process 
such that for every U£aU the processes a " and Eu are equi-
valent (DYNKIN [ 4 ] ) . ( E . g . we set S u for the canonical process of Ev, cf. [ 4 ] Lemma 
2. 3). By this we may omit index U of Jlt without loss of generality. The ^-in-
dependence of the exit time r is a consequence of its definition and the fact that f 
does not depend on U. 
3. A necessary and sufficient condition of optimality 
T h e o r e m . Let G, q andp given as in the second section and let 
qu be weakly continuous w.r. to T/7 [ U T h e n there exists an optimal strategy 
U* if and only if the boundary value problem 
(3.1) min (Auf+qlj)ix) — 0 for x£G, 
Uitl 
(3.2) f{x) = p{x) . for x£E\G 
possesses a solution f£B(E, $). In this case the minimum occurs in (3. 1) for U*. 
R e m a r k s . (3. 1) means in detail that for any element x of G 
(3.3) Au*f(x) + qv*(x) = 0, 
(3.4) Avf(x) + qv(x)s 0 ( t / € ^ ) . , 
Au denotes the weak infinitesimal operator of the processes arising from Ev by 
stopping at the first exit f rom G. 
If qv is continuous then right-continuity of Ev implies weak continuity of 
qv. ([5]. Lemma 2. 2.) 
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P r o o f . Sufficiency: I f f * £ D ( A u ) , and r is a Markov time for process Ev, then 
by [5], Theorem 5. 1 we have 
(3.5) / * ( * ) = E ? / * ( f t ) — f A v f * ( Q d t 
o 
L e t / * be the required solution of the boundary value problem (3. 1)—(3. 2). 
Since / * 6 D = D(/417) (U£%), and the first exit time t from G is a Markov time for 
all Eu (U^i), (3. 5) holds for every Let us observe that the right continuity o f 
the processes Ev and the fact that G is open imply £ E\G. By virtue of this and of 
equations (3. 5), (3. 2), (3. 3) we have. 
(3. 6) f*(x) =. EG* {f*(Q- J Au*/*(£,) dt} = E f q ° * ( £ , ) * } . 
o o 
Analogously but with the aid of. (3. 4) instead of (3. 3) we get for all U£°U 
(3. 7) / * ( * ) = E u x f * ( Q ~ f Av/*(£,)dt s Eg {/>&) + fgv(Qdt}. 
o o 
On account of (2. 3) the relations (3. 6) and (3. 7) imply for arbitrary XJ^l, . 
JX(U*) = E vx*{p(Q+ Jqm(Qdt}s n{p(Q+ ¡qV(Qdt\ = JX(U). 
, o o 
But the last equation implies that U* is optimal. Hence the sufficiency of our assump-
tion is proved. 
Necessity: Let U* denote the optimal control strategy, and let us introduce-
/ * by f*(x):=Jx(U*). By the boundedness of p, q and E^T we find t h a t / * e B ( £ , S). 
First we shall prove equation (3. 3) and that / * € D. Eq. (2. 3), the definition o f 
the stopped processes and that o f / * show that 
(3.8) . T r r ( x ) = E T x { T > h ) r ( i h ) + E u x * x { r ^ ) f * ( Q = 
a = Ef *(,>„}n;P(Q + Er z{r>„} E&* J qV*(Q dt + Ef *{t3„} p{Q 
o 
(XA denotes the characteristic function of the set A). For the first term of the right-
hand side of (3. 8) we obtain by applying [5] Theorem (3. 1) that 
E r * { t > « E g > ( « = n*x{<>h)n*{ehp(Q\Jth): 
where the operator 6, is defined by 
9,1(0}): = l(<o,) 
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fy is any random variable; cf. (7) in the definition of Markov processes.) Taking into 
account the Jth measurability of X{t=,h}> the basic properties of conditional expecta-
tions, and the definition of 0h, we find: 
<3.9) = 
= = E ux*X{z>h}P^H+rM-,,(0})) = E V X{.>U)P(Q-
F o r the second term of (3. 8) we find with q0'.= XG' qu* that 
o o 
OO CO 
= / E . r El*q0 (£,) dt - f EST Xir^H) q0 (Q dt. 
0 0 
The change of the order of integration was allowed by the measurability of the proces-
ses (cf. (2. 4)) and by Fubini's theorem. Let us observe that qo(^)=0, then by means 
of definition of Ttu* we obtain: 
<3.10) EJ[*Z{T>LK)EGT / q v \ Q d t = J E%*E^q0(Qdt = 
o o 
. — J Tt+hq0 (x) dt = J Ttu* q0(x)dt = E f f q^,) dt = 
O h . . h 
= EST {qv\Qdt- fTrq0(x)dt. 
o o 
Substituting (3. 9), (3. 10) into (3. 8) and taking into account of the definition of / * 
we get 
r r / * ( * ) = EST{/?&)+ ¡qv*(Qdt}~ J T,u*q0(x)dt = f*(x) — / 7 T < 7 o ( * ) ^ . 
0 0 0 
'On account of the definition of Au* we obtain hence that 
« 
A 
T<U* f* f* 1 P 
Au*f* = vv-lim " \ J = H'-lim-p / T^*q0dt = -q0 
/•to " n J 
. o 
Since q0 is weakly continuous we get that / * £ D so (3. 3) is proved. 
Now we prove inequality (3. 4) indirectly. Let us assume, there exist a strategy 
•U0 and state x 0 £E such that 
¿u°f*(xo) + qu°(xo) < o. 
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From the weak continuity (w.r. to of qu° and Au°f* it follows the existence of a 
t o > 0 such that for all w e h a v e 
Ttv°(AL'°fl -r(lv")(x,>)^0. 
But with the notation t0(co):=min [i0, r(a»)] we obtain the inequality 
(3.11) m J ( A v ° r + q v ° ) ( Q d t ^ 0 . _ 
o 
Let us denote by the control strategy 
TT t _\u*(s>x') for ^ i o H . x'ZE', 
• Ui[.s,x). f o r s0 + t0,, x'£E', 
where s0 denotes the time-component of x0, more precisely x0=(s0, x'0) with some 
x'0£E'. Since J(U*)= / * 6 D and T0 is a Markov time, we may apply [5] Theorem 5. 1 
(cf. also Eq. (3. 5)) to and we get 
(3.12) JX0(U*) =P(xo) = {/*(£„) + f° Au>f*(c,)dt} 
o 
In virtue of the definition o f / ( C / j ) we obtain: 
(3.13) JX0(U1) = E"xi{p(Q+fqu^t)dt} = 
o 
= E u 4 { p ( Q + fqu'(Qdt} + E^{f q'^i^dt}. 
o . 0 
For the first term of (3. 13) it holds the decomposition 
E u4{P(Q+FQUl(Qdt} = 
r 
= E & X M P ( Q + X{X>ZO}P { Q + E £ 
jq(Qdt 
«0 
The second and the third term of the last equation can be transformed analogously 
to formulae (3. 9), (3. 10) and we obtain 
E u4{P(Q+¡qVi(Qdt} = 
= E ^ y _ { z o = z ] p ( Q + E£; { T ,R O } E & p ( Q + E£ Z { r > r o } E& fqu<(Qdt. 
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By the properties (2. 1), (2. 2) and the definition of U^ this equals . 
+ {/»(«+ fqv'(Qdt} = 
o 
= Eg« [x{^)p(Q+x{^)n:0{p(Q+ f\u\Qdt}] = m r 
o 
In this way for (3. 13) we get that 
(3.13') JXo(Ut) = E£ {/* (U + / V ' «,)<&}. 
o 
By subtraction (3. 12) from (3. 13'), and by the definition of Ut we obtain 
MUJ-J^U*) = E?> { / * f e 0 ) - / * & „ ) } + E& f ( A ^ p + qV')(Qdt = 
o 
= J(Au°f* + qv°) (£,) dt. 
o . ,, 
But by (3. 11) this means 
•/.voO/.Wxo (£/*)• 
in contradiction to the supposed optimality of U*. 
The necessity of (3. 2) follows from the fact that P ^ ( T = 0 ) = 1 for all 
x£E\G. By this our theorem is proved. 
R e m a r k s . As we see from the proof, the so lu t ion /* of (3. 1)—(3. 2) has the 
meaning of expected loss in the state x, if we apply the optimal strategy: 
P(x)=Jx(U*). 
From the proof one can see, that we may formulate our theorem in any other 
topology. E.g. in the strong topology we find: Let qu be strong continuous (w.r. 
to T"). Then there exists an optimal control strategy U*£% if and only if the bound-
ary value problem (3..1)—(3.2) possesses a solution f*£B(E, In this case Au 
means the strong infinitesimal operator of P.17. 
4. Applications of the main theorem 
In this part of our paper let us assume that °ll contains all constant strategies 
U(x) = d (deD). 
We denote by D L the set of all functions / £ D such that for any x. the equality 
Ut (x )= U2(x) implies 
(4. 1) Av>f(x) = AUzf(x) 
i.e. D L : = { / £ D : Z 7 1 ( X ) = U2(x)=>Au'f(x)=AV2/(x)}. 
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C o r o l l a r y 1. Given a controlled Markov process {Eu; UrJU) with D = D L , 
if qu is weakly continuous w.r. to Tf then for the existence of an optimal control strategy 
is necessary and sufficient that there exist an f*£B(E, S) and a U'£aU, which 
satisfy the relations 
(4.2) Av'Wf*(x) + q(x,U'(x)) = 0 for x£G, 
(4.3) A*f*(x) + q(x,d) S 0 for d£D, x£G, 
(4.4) f*(.x) = p(x) for xeE\G 
(Ad denotes the infinitesimal operator of 3U for which U=d). 
P r o o f . Necessity; Let U*£<% be optimal. Then (4. 2) follows with U':= U* from 
(3. 3), if we observe, that by (4. 1) 
(4.5). Auf(x) = Au(x)f(x) 
holds for all U€<%,f€D=DL. 
Let us suppose the existence of an x0 £ E, d0 £ D such that 
where f*(x)=Jx(U'). But since U=d0 is an admissible strategy, according to the 
theorem the last inequality contradicts the optimality of U'. 
Sufficiency: For an arbitrary x£E there exists a U'(x)£D such that 
A"f*(x) + q(x,d) 3= Aa'Wf*(x) + q(x, CT(*)).= 0 
Put U*(x):=U'(:c)e<r By (4. 5) the equation (3.3) holds true for U*. Let 
¡arbitrary, then (3. 4) follows from (4. 3), and Theorem implies the statement of 
Corollary 1. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let U*f*:=J(U*)£DL and let T?qu be weakly continuous. 
Then U* is optimal if and only if for U* and f* relations (4. 2)—(4. 4) hold true 
(with U*=U'). 
P r o o f . Analogous to the proof of Corollary 1. 
R e m a r k s : We can restate Corollary 1 in the following form: There exists an 
optimal control strategy if and only if there exists &n.f*£B(E, S) such that for all 
x£G we have 
(4. 6) min [A"f* (x) + q(x, d)] = (AV* «/*) (x) + q (x, U* (x)) - 0 
d€D 
and for all x £ E \ G we have f ( x ) — p(x), furthermore the strategy U* for which 
the minimum occurs in (4: 6) belongs to 
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Worth of noting is that this way Corollary 1 states the optimal policy U* to 
be independent on the class of admissible control strategies. This implies that exactly 
those classes have optimal policies which contain the strategy U* obtained by 
minimization of equation (4. 6) (assuming that such a minimization exists). > 
From practical point of view the main advantage of Corollary 1 over Theorem 
is that the minimization in it has to be carried out only over the control region, 
the cardinality of which is generally smaller than that of the class of the admissible 
strategies. 
Corollary 2 is useful if we want to decide about a given strategy U* (which has 
been determined earlier e.g. by the application of a necessary condition of optimality) 
whether it is optimal or not. In this case we have to prove the truth of. (4. 1) only 
for f*=J(U*), and have the advantage of minimizing over the control region. 
Finally, for the illustration of the theorems above, we give two examples which 
show how to derive the results of Bellman and Fleming from those of this paper. 
Discrete-time dynamic programming: . " 
Let the time be discrete. T=N, let the sets D, E' be finite and denote, by % the 
set of all functions from TXE' in D. Furthermore for all let Eu be a Markov 
chain on the state space E = TXE' with 
for all k, i,j£T, x'£E', d£D (cf. (1. 1)). For G we choose a bounded subset of 
TXE'. From Corollary 1 it follows that a control U* is optimal iff there is an / * 
such that 
(5.5 )f*(k,x')= min [Eg^pf* (k+\,a+l) + ci (k, x\ U(k, x')) for (k,x')£G, 
Utl r r ' t c n 
In (5. 5)—(5. 6) we recognize the well-known recursive equations of the stochastic 
dynamic programming [1]. 
Controlled diffusions (cf. FLEMING [6], [7], M A N D L [12]). 
Let T=R+, E'<zR"~l, D c7?m and let % the class of all measurable bounded 
functions from ¿ ' into D. Let the functions b', o',p, q be continuously differentiable and 
bounded together with their first order partial derivatives, and let a' \=\a'a'T (where 
<j'T is the matrix transposed of o') such that the eigenvalues of a'(x) are bounded 
from below by some c > 0 for all We introduce the notations 
P«(i,(k,x')>{i}xE) = X{k+i)(j) I 
(5.6) f*(k,x') = p(k,x') for (k,x') £E\G 
a = 
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where w't is a Brownian motion process on E ' . Then the Ito integral equation 
Zt = x + f b , U(Q) dt+j a(Q dwt 
0 0 
determines a Markov process for all x £ E , with the infinitesimal generator: 
AvRx) = _ J atJ (x) + (a (x, U(x)); fx(x)) 
where fx denotes the gradient o f / a n d <;) the inner product in R". From this we see-
that D=Djr, holds, and by Corollary 1 it follows: 
Necessary and sufficient for the optimality of U* is the existence of a n / * £ B(E, 
satisfying 
n [)f* 
2 aij (*) a a + min (*> d); f* (x) + q (x, d)] for 
i,j= 1 OX; OXj dgD 
f{x) = p{x) for x£E\G. 
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